PC03: Talk the Talk and Walk the Walk: The What, Why, and How of (More) Effective Presentations at the NCA Annual Convention

Sponsor: Preconferences
Chairs: Dennis Becker, Speech Improvement Co.; Piyawan Charoensap-Kelly, University of Alabama, Huntsville
Presenters:
  - Dennis Becker, Speech Improvement Co.
  - Piyawan Charoensap-Kelly, University of Alabama, Huntsville
  - Cody M. Clemens, Marietta College
  - Steven D. Cohen, Johns Hopkins University
  - Robin Golinski, Speech Improvement Co.
  - M. Laurie Norton Diles, Harding University
  - Narissra M Punyanunt-Carter, Texas Tech University
  - Amy May, Shippensburg University
  - John H. Saunders, University of Alabama, Huntsville
  - Lisa Waite, Kent State University, Stark

PC02: From Surviving to Thriving: The Politics, Possibilities, and Challenges of Teaching Communication across Disciplines

Sponsor: Preconferences
Chairs: Joanna Bartell, University of South Florida; Patrice M. Buzzanell, University of South Florida; Juliane Mora, Gonzaga University; April A. Kedrowicz, North Carolina State University; Summer R. Cunningham, State University of New York, Oneonta; Sarah Theresa McGhee, Association of American Medical Colleges; Sheila Gobes-Ryan, University of South Florida

PC01: "Yet with a Steady Beat": Creating and Sustaining the African American Public Address Tradition
Sponsor: Preconferences

Chairs: Andre E. Johnson, University of Memphis; Dianna Watkins-Dickerson, University of Memphis

Presenters:
- Damariye L. Smith, University of Memphis
- David A. Frank, University of Oregon
- Robert Terrill, Indiana University
- Kimberly P. Johnson, Tennessee State University
- Richard W. Leeman, University of North Carolina at Charlotte
- Richard D. Besel, Grand Valley State University
- Dianna Watkins-Dickerson, University of Memphis
- Christopher House, Ithaca College

8:30 AM

004023 8:30 AM to 5:00 PM
Baltimore Convention Center 343 (300 Level)

PC04: Getting Results that Survive: Improving Communication Science

Sponsor: Preconferences

Chairs: Bree L. McEwan, DePaul University; Catherine Kingsley Westerman, North Dakota State University

Presenters:
- Allison L. Eden, Michigan State University
- Timothy R. Levine, University of Alabama, Birmingham
- R. Lance Holbert, Temple University
- David K. Westerman, North Dakota State University
- Christopher J. Carpenter, Western Illinois University
- James D. Ivory, Virginia Tech
- Matthew Grizzard, Ohio State University
- Richard Huskey, University of California, Davis
- Hillary C. Shulman, Ohio State University
- Benjamin K. Johnson, University of Florida
- Michael R. Kotowski, University of Tennessee
- Justin Keene, Texas Tech University
- Paul Schrodt, Texas Christian University
- Nicholas David Bowman, Texas Tech University
- Tara G. McManus, University of Nevada, Las Vegas
- Patric R. Spence, University of Central Florida

9:00 AM

005016 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Baltimore Convention Center 336 (300 Level)
PC09: What is Survival?

Sponsor: Preconferences
Chair: Robert Mejia, North Dakota State University

Presenters:
Dana L. Cloud, California State University Fullerton
Lisa M. Corrigan, University of Arkansas
Jessica Hatrick, University of Southern California
Michael G. Lacy, Queens College, CUNY
Shereen F. Yousuf, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Michael Lechuga, University of New Mexico
Benny LeMaster, Arizona State University
Melissa Bartels, North Dakota State University
Marissa Joanna Doshi, Hope College
Christina R. Foust, University of Denver
Logan Rae Gomez, University of Colorado, Boulder
Matthew Houdek, Rochester Institute of Technology
Meggie Mapes, University of Kansas
Hana Masri, University of Texas, Austin
Julie Smith, Arkansas State University
Myra S. Washington, University of New Mexico
Alison Nicole Novak, Rowan University
Jennifer Wood, Penn State University, New Kensington
Kevin K. John, Brigham Young University

005018 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM  Baltimore Convention Center 338 (300 Level)

PC05: Communicating about and for Survival: Pre-conference Workshop for Emerging Crisis Communication Researchers

Sponsor: Preconferences

Chairs: W. Timothy Coombs, Texas A&M University; Sherry J. Holladay, Texas A&M University

Presenters:
Kenon Brown, University of Alabama
Keri K. Stephens, University of Texas, Austin
Natalie Brown Devlin, University of Texas, Austin
Yan Jin, University of Georgia
Bryan Reber, University of Georgia

005019 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM  Baltimore Convention Center 339 (300 Level)
PC06: Engaging and Transforming Communication and Community Through Cultural Discourse Analysis: A Theoretical and Methodological Workshop

Sponsor: Preconferences
Chairs: Michelle Scollio, College of Mount Saint Vincent; Trudy Milburn, Purchase College, SUNY

Presenters:
- Mike Alvarez, University of Massachusetts, Amherst
- Donal A. Carbaugh, University of Massachusetts, Amherst
- Tabitha Hart, San Jose State University
- James L. Leighter, Creighton University
- Sunny Lie, California State Polytechnic University, Pomona
- Lauren Mackenzie, Marine Corps University
- Saisa Poutiainen, University of Helsinki
- Lydia Reinig, University of Colorado, Boulder
- Brion van Over, Manchester Community College
- Richard Wilkins, Baruch College, CUNY
- Michaela R. Winchatz, DePaul University
- Karen Wolf, Suffolk County Community College, SUNY
- Eean B. Grimshaw, University of Massachusetts, Amherst

005021 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM Baltimore Convention Center 341 (300 Level)

PC08: Theorizing the Future of Work: Communication, Technology and Automation

Sponsor: Preconferences
Chairs: Matthew Weber, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities; Joshua B. Barbour, University of Texas, Austin

Presenters:
- Paul M. Leonardi, University of California, Santa Barbara
- Sun Kyong Lee, University of Oklahoma
- Kerk F. Kee, Texas Tech University
- Mark Aakhus, Rutgers University
- Leila Bighash, University of Arizona
- Shiv Ganesh, Massey University
- Kirstie McAllum, University of Montreal
- Casey S. Pierce, University of Michigan
- Patrice M. Buzzanell, University of South Florida
- Samantha Shorey, University of Texas, Austin

005025 9:00 AM to 4:00 PM Baltimore Convention Center 345 (300 Level)

PC07: Surviving and Thriving Teaching Communication Online
Sponsor: Preconferences
Chairs: Suzy Prentiss, The University of Tennessee; Karla M. Hunter, South Dakota State University

Presenters:
Jordan Tyler Atkinson, Missouri Western State University
Kimberly M. Cuny, University of North Carolina, Greensboro
Marlina Davidson, University of Nebraska-Omaha
Karen Kangas Dwyer, University of Nebraska-Omaha
Leandra Hinojosa Hernandez, Utah Valley University
Karla M. Hunter, South Dakota State University
Suzy Prentiss, The University of Tennessee
Pat Gehrke, University of South Carolina
Rory McGloin, University of Connecticut

9:30 AM

PC10: Communication for Surviving Climate Change in Coastal Communities:
Environmental Communication Field Day Excursion 2019

Sponsor: Preconferences
Chairs: Casey R. Schmitt, Gonzaga University; Joanne C. Marras Tate, University of Colorado, Boulder

11:00 AM

NCA Day of Service (Part One)

Sponsor: NCA National Office

12:00 PM

Legislative Assembly I

Sponsor: NCA National Office

Presenters:
Star A. Muir, George Mason University
Lauren Amaro, Pepperdine University
Kami J. Anderson, Kennesaw State University
Jose Angel Maldonado, University of Puget Sound
Greg G. Armfield, New Mexico State University
Pat Arneson, Duquesne University
Ahmet Atay, College of Wooster
John Banas, University of Oklahoma
J. Kevin Barge, Texas A&M University
Kiah E. Bennett, Colorado State University
Laura W. Black, Ohio University
Jaime E. Bochantin, University of North Carolina at Charlotte
Jonathan M. Bowman, University of San Diego
Nicholas David Bowman, Texas Tech University
Robin Boylorn, University of Alabama
Daniel S. Brown, Religious Communication Association
Kerry Byrnes-Loinette, Collin College
Bernadette Marie Calafell, Gonzaga University
Sumana Chattopadhyay, Marquette University
Yea-Wen Chen, San Diego State University
Lora Cohn, Park University
Angela Corbo, Widener University
Lisa M. Corrigan, University of Arkansas
Joy L. Dags, Northwest Missouri State University
Lindy Grief Davidson, University of South Florida
R.E. Davis, College of the Mainland
Rebecca de Souza, University of Minnesota, Duluth
Jason Del Gandio, Temple University
Sarah E. Dempsey, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
M. Laurie Norton Diles, Harding University
Patrick Shaou-Whea Dodge, University of Colorado, Denver
Marya L. Doerfel, Rutgers University
Shinsuke Eguchi, University of New Mexico
Erin Ellis-Harrison, University of North Carolina, Greensboro
Jessica Elton, Eastern Michigan University
Suzanne Enck, University of North Texas
Prairie A. Endres-Parnell, Tarleton State University
Mindy Fenske, University of South Carolina
Kathleen E. Feyh, Syracuse University
Mark L. Finney, Emory & Henry College
Lisa M. Flanagan, Xavier University
Lisa A. Flores, University of Colorado, Boulder
Karen June Freberg, University of Louisville
Karyn I. Friesen, Lone Star College-Montgomery
Jessica L. Furgerson, University of Cincinnati, Blue Ash
Haneen Ghabra, Kuwait University
Zachary Goldman, University of Louisville
Logan Rae Gomez, University of Colorado, Boulder
Jonathan M. Gray, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale
Rachel Alicia Griffin, University of Utah
Jeffrey A. Hall, University of Kansas
Josh Hanan, University of Denver
Tara D. Hargrove, Southern Adventist University
Rebecca A. Hayes, Illinois State University
Nora Lee Heist, University of Maryland
Leandra Hinojosa Hernandez, Utah Valley University
Kathryn Hobson, James Madison University
Tracey Quigley Holden, University of Delaware
Andrea B. Hollingshead, University of Southern California
Kathleen P. Hunt, State University of New York at New Paltz
Ronald L. Jackson, University of Cincinnati
Jessica Katz Jameson, North Carolina State University
Amber Lauren Johnson, Saint Louis University
Alexis Zoe Johnson, Arkansas Tech University
Kevin A. Johnson, California State University Long Beach
Susanne M. Jones, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities
John Katsion, Northwest Missouri State University
Casey Ryan Kelly, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Mardi J. Kidwell, University of New Hampshire
Mary E. King, Bloomsburg University
Kendra Knight, DePaul University
Jessica A. Kurr, Northeastern University
Alexander L. Lancaster, Weber State University
Michelle A. Leavitt, William Jessup University
Luke LeFebvre, Texas Tech University
Noah Lelek, Texas Woman's University
Lara Lengel, Bowling Green State University
Paul M. Leonardi, University of California, Santa Barbara
Alan C. Lerstrom, Luther College
Kurt Lindemann, San Diego State University
Nina Maria Lozano, Loyola Marymount University
Ashley Noel Mack, Louisiana State University
Kate Magsamen Conrad, University of Iowa
Craig T. Maier, Duquesne University
Roseann M. Mandziuk, Texas State University
Kelly Norris Martin, Rochester Institute of Technology
Amy May, Shippensburg University
Bryan J. McCann, Louisiana State University
Jeffrey Q. McCune, Washington University
Raymie E. McKerrow, Ohio University
David T. McMahen, Missouri Western State University
Michael Milford, Auburn University
Pamela L. Morris, Indiana University-Purdue University Columbus
Billie Murray, Villanova University
Xiaoli Nan, University of Maryland
John Nicholson, Mississippi State University
Marnel N. Niles Goins, California State University Fresno
Candy Noltensmeyer, Western Carolina University
Alison Nicole Novak, Rowan University
David C. Oh, Ramapo College
Jessy J. Ohl, University of Alabama
Kent A. Ono, University of Utah
Stephanie L. Orme, Emerson College
Christopher P. Outzen, Truman State University
Patricia Parker, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
Phaedra C. Pezzullo, University of Colorado, Boulder
Vincent N. Pham, Willamette University
John H. Prellwitz, University of Pittsburgh, Greensburg
Katy A. Price, Albion College
DeAnne Priddis, Middle Tennessee State University
Jennifer Priem, Wake Forest University
Andrew Pyle, Clemson University
Renee Robinson, Seton Hall University
Jessica S. Robles, Loughborough University
Kelly R. Rossetto, Boise State University
Desiree Rowe, Towson University
Kristina Ruiz-Mesa, California State University Los Angeles
Elesha L. Ruminski, Frostburg State University
Erin K. Ruppel, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Meghan Sanders, Louisiana State University
Shaunak Sastry, University of Cincinnati
Julia Scatillo O'Grady, Saint Andrews University
Allison Shaw, University at Buffalo, SUNY
Jeanetta D. Sims, University of Central Oklahoma
Stacy Smulowitz, University of Scranton
Stephen Spates, Missouri State University
D.L. Stephenson, Western Connecticut State University
Helen Sterk, Western Kentucky University
Elizabeth A. Suter, University of Denver
Kelly E. Tenzek, University at Buffalo, SUNY
Dinah Tetteh, Arkansas State University
Stanley D. Tickton, Norfolk State University
Susan Tomasovic, George Mason University
Satoshi Toyosaki, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale
April Trees, Saint Louis University
Judith S. Trent, University of Cincinnati
Mary E. Triece, University of Akron
Sarah Upton, University of Texas, El Paso
Shannon C. VanHorn, Valley City State University
Alice E. Veksler, Christopher Newport University
Ryan C. Wallace, California State University East Bay
Tiffany R. Wang, University of Montevallo
Benjamin Warner, University of Missouri
Myra S. Washington, University of New Mexico
Susan E. Waters, East Tennessee State University
Nakia S. Welch, San Jacinto College
Jessica Wendorf Muhamad, Florida State University
Isaac West, Vanderbilt University
Stephanie L. Wideman, University of Indianapolis
Angela Wilson, University of North Georgia
Courtney N. Wright, University of Tennessee
Norman Wong, University of Oklahoma
Arpan Yagnik, Bowling Green State University
Aimei Yang, University of Southern California
David A. Yastremski, Ridge High School
Joshua Young, Oklahoma City University
Trevor Parry-Giles, National Communication Association
Justin Wayne Danowski, National Communication Association
Barry Poyner, Truman State University

1:00 PM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>003075</th>
<th>1:00 PM to 5:00 PM</th>
<th>Off-Site</th>
<th>Off-Site</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NCA Day of Service (Part Two)**

Sponsor: NCA National Office

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>012017</th>
<th>1:00 PM to 5:00 PM</th>
<th>Baltimore Convention Center</th>
<th>337 (300 Level)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PC12: Expanding our Understanding of Family Communication: Ethnic-Racial and Global Diversity in Scholarship and Teaching**

Sponsors: African American Communication and Culture Division; Asian/Pacific American Communication Studies Division; Family Communication Division; International and Intercultural Communication Division; Latino/Latina Communication Studies Division; Preconferences

Chair: Jordan Soliz, University of Nebraska-Lincoln

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>012022</th>
<th>1:00 PM to 5:00 PM</th>
<th>Baltimore Convention Center</th>
<th>342 (300 Level)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PC11: Voices and Resources: Placing Communication at the Forefront through Financial Literacy, Self-health Management, Social Change and Survival Engagement as a Muse for Advocacy, Implications of Media Scholarship and Communication Careers after College**
Sponsor: Preconferences
Chairs: Tara Reed, Tarrant County College South; Ashley R. Hall, Ithaca College
Presenters:
Sean Upshaw, University of Utah
Marquese McFerguson, University of South Florida
Marcus W. Ferguson, University of Missouri
Omowale Elson, Stevenson University
Jamila A. Cupid, Pepperdine University
Mark C. Hopson, George Mason University
Eletra Gilchrist-Petty, University of Alabama, Huntsville
Tiffany Bell, Valparaiso University
Marnel N. Niles Goins, California State University Fresno
Sheena Cheri Howard, Rider University
Kesha Morant Williams, Penn State University, Berks
Ronald L. Jackson, University of Cincinnati
Creshema R. Murray, University of Houston, Downtown
Morgan W. Smalls, James Madison University
Jenny Korn, Harvard University
Megan E. Cardwell, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
D.L. Stephenson, Western Connecticut State University
Elizabeth Yvonne Whittington, Texas Southern University
Kandace Harris, California State University Northridge
Sharnine Herbert, Shippensburg University

3:00 PM

015032 3:00 PM to 7:00 PM Baltimore Convention Center Ballroom Foyer (400 Level)
NCA Convention Registration
Sponsor: NCA National Office

5:00 PM

017058 5:00 PM to 10:00 PM Hilton Poe (Second Floor)
Western States Communication Association (WSCA) Executive Council Meeting
Sponsor: Western States Communication Association
Presenters:
Rodney A. Reynolds, California Lutheran University
Marnel N. Niles Goins, California State University Fresno
Christina Yoshimura, University of Montana
Shinsuke Eguchi, University of New Mexico
Brian L. Heisterkamp, California State University San Bernardino
Heather L. Hundley, Middle Tennessee State University
Southern States Communication Association Executive Council Business Meeting

Sponsor: Southern States Communication Association

Presenters:
- Pamela G. Bourland-Davis, Georgia Southern University
- Shawn D. Long, University of North Carolina at Charlotte
- Jerold L. Hale, College of Charleston
- Jason B. Munsell, University of South Carolina Aiken
- Wendy Atkins-Sayre, University of Memphis
- Ashli Q. Stokes, University of North Carolina at Charlotte
- Jennifer A. Samp, University of Georgia
- Darren Linvill, Clemson University
- Aaron Dechant, University of Memphis
- Michael R. Kotowski, University of Tennessee
- Ann E. Burnette, Texas State University
- Beth Bradford, La Salle University
- Jill Stapleton Bergeron, University of Tennessee
- Joshua R. Pederson, University of Alabama
- Sean Kingsbury, University at Albany, SUNY
- Matt Stilwell, University of South Carolina
- Ariel Gratch, Utica College
- Ryan Neville-Shepard, University of Arkansas
- David Nelson, Valdosta State University
- Brigitta R. Brunner, Auburn University
- Stephen Heidt,
- April Chatham-Carpenter, University of Arkansas, Little Rock
- Wanda Little Fenimore, University of South Carolina Sumter
- Andrew Tinker, Middle Tennessee State University
- S. Brad Bailey, Mississippi Gulf Coast Community College-Jackson County
- Nicolas Rangel, Houston Community College
- Pamela Dykes, Florida Southern
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>017064</td>
<td>Convention Planner Meeting I</td>
<td>Hilton</td>
<td>NCA National Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thursday, November 14, 2019</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:30 AM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102032</td>
<td>NCA Convention Registration</td>
<td>Baltimore Convention Center</td>
<td>NCA National Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00 AM</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ballroom Foyer (400 Level)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>103002</td>
<td>Eastern Communication Association Executive Council Business Meeting</td>
<td>Baltimore Convention Center</td>
<td>Eastern Communication Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00 AM to 10:45 AM</td>
<td></td>
<td>322 (300 Level)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Strategies for Environmental Policy and Political Action

Sponsor: Environmental Communication Division
Chair: Cynthia P. Rosenfeld, North Carolina State University
Respondent: Lauren Elizabeth Cagle, University of Kentucky

"A Social Identity Approach to Engaging Christians on the Issue of Climate Change" Matthew Goldberg, Yale University; Abel T. Gustafson, Yale University; Matthew Ballew, Yale University; Seth Rosenthal, Yale University; Anthony Leiserowitz, Yale University
"From ‘Secret Science’ to Transparency: Analyzing Scott Pruitt’s Rhetorical and Political Strategy to Reshape the Environmental Protection Agency"  Andrew J. Hart, University of Georgia

"Personal Storytelling and the Mediating Role of Emotions: A Climate Change Communication Strategy for Political Moderates and Conservatives"  Abel T. Gustafson, Yale University; Matthew Ballew, Yale University; Matthew Goldberg, Yale University; Matthew Cutler, Northeast Fisheries Science Center, NOAA; Seth Rosenthal, Yale University; Anthony Leiserowitz, Yale University

"The President is on Fire: A Representative Anecdote for the Democratic Apocalypse"  Christina Marie Brown, University of Alabama

103007  8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Baltimore Convention Center  327 (300 Level)

**Stereotyping as Communication**

Sponsor: Mass Communication Division  
Chair: Siobhan E. Smith-Jones, University of Louisville  
Respondent: Michael David Hazen, Wake Forest University

"(Un)Veiling our biases: Activating religious, emotional, and contextual cues in news media representations of Syrian refugees"  Laura Partain, Indiana University-Bloomington; Andrew J. Weaver, Indiana University

"A Content Analysis of Dabiq and Rumiyah: An Updated Examination of ISIS’s Rhetoric"  Catalina Udani, University of Central Florida; Jonathan Matusitz, University of Central Florida

"Framing of Muslim Immigrants/Refugees In Right Wing U.S. Media"  Sayyed Fawad Shah, Jacksonville State University; Faizullah Jan, University of Peshawar

"Stereotype Change and Prejudice Reduction Following Mediated Contact with Sexual Minorities of Varying Stereotype Content"  Andrea Figueroa-Caballero, University of Missouri; Alexander Cameron Sink, University of California, Santa Barbara; Dana Mastro, University of California, Santa Barbara

"The perils of disinformation: Racial stereotyping, continued influence effect, and affective political polarization"  Marisa A. Smith, University of Illinois; Travis L. Dixon, University of Illinois; Hannah E. Overbye, University of Illinois

103008  8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Baltimore Convention Center  328 (300 Level)

**Ethnographies of Family and Relationships: Understanding, Connecting, Disclosing and Healing**

Sponsors: Ethnography Division; Family Communication Division  
Chair: Blake A. Paxton, St. Xavier University  
Respondent: Blake A. Paxton, St. Xavier University
"Autoethnography of Disclosure Experiences" Bethany Popelish, James Madison University
"Living A Death of My Own" Tao Zhang, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale
"Mothering, Migration, and Im/mobility in the Age of the Muslim Ban” Courtney E. Cole, Regis College
"Surviving the Dead Mom’s Club" Elise P. Taylor, Purdue University; Teresa Linkous, Unaffiliated
"Surviving Womanhood Being Motherless” Alexis Zoe Johnson, Arkansas Tech University

103009   8:00 AM to 9:15 AM    Baltimore Convention Center   329 (300 Level)

Surviving Shortened Semesters: Best Practices for Extended Class Cancellations
Sponsor: Instructional Development Division
Chair: Ashley A. Hanna Edwards, University of Wisconsin-La Crosse
Presenters:
   Angela M. Hosek, Ohio University  
   Shawna Malvini Redden, California State University Sacramento  
   George F. McHendry, Creighton University  
   Robert Brandon Anderson, Gustavus Adolphus College  
   Ashley A. Hanna Edwards, University of Wisconsin-La Crosse

103010   8:00 AM to 9:15 AM    Baltimore Convention Center   330 (300 Level)

Is it Surviving or Thriving? Media Representations of Baltimore, an American City
Sponsor: American Studies Division
Chair: Marc Steiner, Center for Emerging Media
Presenters:
   Kimberly R. Moffitt, University of Maryland, Baltimore County  
   Sedrick Smith, Baltimore City Public Schools  
   Sonya Crosby, University of Maryland, Baltimore County  
   Ciara Christian, University of Maryland, Baltimore County

103011   8:00 AM to 9:15 AM    Baltimore Convention Center   331 (300 Level)

Topical Issues in Media and Health Communication
Sponsor: Mass Communication Division
Chair: Taewook Ham, University of Georgia
Respondent: Nathan Walter, Northwestern University
"Screen Time: A Content Analysis of the Prevalence and Nature of Smartphone Use on Prime-Time Network Television" Benjamin Everett Custer, University of Arizona

"Seeking the Ideal: Self-Objectification in YouTube Makeup Tutorials" Larissa Terán, University of Arizona

"Suspicious Minds, Shamed Bodies: Moralities and Responsibilities in Skin Cancer Discourses" Stacey Overholt, University of Utah

"The Looking Glass "Selfie": Instagram activity predicts visual attention to high-anxiety body regions in young women" Amelia C. Couture Bue, University of Michigan

103012 8:00 AM to 9:15 AM Baltimore Convention Center 332 (300 Level)

**Connecting the Narrative and the Sport: Identifying Tropes in Sports Films and Insights Beyond the Playing Field**

Sponsor: Communication and Sport Division
Chair: Kevin McCarty, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale
Respondent: Andrew Miller, Sacred Heart University

"Coaching and Leadership on the Big Screen: Film Narratives of High School and College Head Coaches as the Building Blocks of Success" Edwin S. Lee, San Jose State University

"Constructing ‘The Athlete’: Depictions of Male High School Student-Athletes in U.S. Teen Drama Series" Yannick Kluch, Rowan University; Raymond I. Schuck, Bowling Green State University, Firelands

"One Last at Bat: The Trope of the Aging Ballplayer and Hegemonic Masculinity in Decline" Aaron M. Duncan, University of Nebraska-Lincoln

"The Character Behind the Mask: Baseball Films and Shaping the Narrative of Catcher" Scott L. Jensen, Webster University

103014 8:00 AM to 9:15 AM Baltimore Convention Center 334 (300 Level)

**Mentoring in Intercultural Contexts**

Sponsor: International and Intercultural Communication Division
Chair: Diana Trebing, Saginaw Valley State University

Presenters:
Ahmet Atay, College of Wooster
Hsin-I Sydney Yueh, Northeastern State University
Amy N. Heuman, Texas Tech University
John R. Baldwin, Illinois State University
Elizabeth A. Petre, Bloomsburg University
Tastiness in a Time of Trump: Food Rhetorics as Sites of Critique and Invention

Sponsor: Critical and Cultural Studies Division
Chair: Dustin A. Greenwalt, Penn State University
Respondent: Sarah E. Dempsey, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
"Civic Eats, José Andrés, and Fighting Trump" Justin Eckstein, Pacific Lutheran University; Anna Marjorie Young, Pacific Lutheran University
"Donald J. Trump’s Secret Sauce: Marking Publics with Oral Desire" Jason David Myres, University of Georgia
"Taster in Chief" Donovan S. Conley, University of Nevada, Las Vegas
"When the Dairy Industry, Nostalgia, and Embodied Tastes Meet: The Curious Case of Chocolate Milk in School Lunches" Dustin A. Greenwalt, Penn State University

Resistance, Resilience, and Unsettling Dominance

Sponsor: Critical and Cultural Studies Division
Chair: Megan Morrissey, University of North Texas
Respondent: Dawn M. Lovegrove, Holyoke Community College
"Neoliberal Feminism in Contemporary South Korea’s Popular Music: Resilience Discourse, Positive Psychology, and Female Subjectification" Gooyong Kim, Cheyney University of Pennsylvania
"On Strippers and Striking: Digital Strikes in the Age of the Neoliberal Gig Economy" Erin Nicole Gangstad, University of Wisconsin-Madison
"Unsettling Settler Origin Stories: Educational Refusal and Communication of Indigenous Survivance" Ashley Cordes, University of Utah
"“Our Bodies are not Terra Nullius”: Building a Decolonial Feminist Resistance to Gendered Violence" Ashley Noel Mack, Louisiana State University; Tiara R. Na'puti, University of Colorado, Boulder

Health in the African Diaspora: Exploring the Multilayered Experiences Concerning Health Myths, Misunderstandings, and Misinformation

Sponsors: African American Communication and Culture Division; Health Communication Division
Chair: Sean Upshaw, University of Utah
Presenters:
   Olga I. Davis, Arizona State University
   Christian L. Dotson-Pierson, Howard University
   Dianna Watkins-Dickerson, University of Memphis
   Natasha R. Brown, Indiana University Northwest

103018  8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Baltimore Convention Center  338 (300 Level)

The More Things Change, the More They Stay the Same: Surviving Hate, Then and Now
Sponsor: African American Communication and Culture Division
Chair: Carolyn Calloway-Thomas, Indiana University
Presenters:
   Erica Cooper, East Carolina University
   Sharoni Denise Little, University of Southern California
   Naomi Warren, University of Southern California
Respondent: Kidogo Aisha Kennedy, California State University Los Angeles

103019  8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Baltimore Convention Center  339 (300 Level)

Working/Struggling/Surviving Along with Straight Allies in Troubling Times
Sponsor: Caucus on Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer Concerns
Chair: Keith Dorwick, University of Louisiana, Lafayette
Presenters:
   Matthew Humphrey Kinne, Independent Scholar
   Keith Dorwick, University of Louisiana, Lafayette
   Andre A. Favors, Lamar University

103020  8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Baltimore Convention Center  340 (300 Level)

The Imagination as Survival: Inter-Caucus Solidarity through Afrofuturism
Sponsors: Asian/Pacific American Caucus; Asian/Pacific American Communication Studies Division; Black Caucus; Critical and Cultural Studies Division; International and Intercultural Communication Division; La Raza Caucus
Chair: Ryan Arron D'Souza, University of South Florida
Presenters:
   Jessica S. Rauchberg, McMaster University
   Michael Lechuga, University of New Mexico
   Lulu Olaniyan, University of Utah
Morgan W. Smalls, James Madison University
Hana Masri, University of Texas, Austin
Respondent: Reynaldo S. Anderson, Harris-Stowe State University

103021 8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Baltimore Convention Center  341 (300 Level)

Advancing Theories in/with Intercultural Communication

Sponsor: International and Intercultural Communication Division
Chair: Gretchen P. Montgomery, Washburn University

"A Multi-National Validity Analysis of the Personal Report of Communication Apprehension (PRCA-24)" Stephen Michael Croucher, Massey University Wellington; Stephanie Kelly, North Carolina A&T State University; Diyako Rahmani, University of Jyväskylä; Kelsea Jayne Jackson, Massey University Wellington; Flora Galy-Badenas, Massey University Wellington; Agnes Lucy Lando, Daystar University; Monica Chibita, Uganda Christian University; Venantie Nyiranasibamana, Institut Catholique de Kabyi-Rwanda; Elira Turdubaeva, American University of Central Asia; Nadirabegim Eskiçorapçı, Yeditepe University; Shawn Michael Condon, Massey University Wellington; Gulzada Stanalieva, Kyrgyz-Turkish Manas University; Bakyt Orunbekov, Kyrgyz-Turkish Manas University

"Communication at the center of multiracial identity formation: Multiracial identity described through the lens of Communication Theory of Identity" Kikuko Omori, California State University Sacramento

"Mapping Acculturation Research as an Interdisciplinary Theoretical Framework: A Bibliometric Analysis of Published Academic Discourses (1923-2019)" Seokhoon Ahn, Central Washington University

"Message Effects and the Dynamics of Group Syntality Theory: Mediating the Interchange between Personality and National Culture" Mark A. Hamilton, University of Connecticut; Pavel Slutsky, Chulalongkorn University

103022 8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Baltimore Convention Center  342 (300 Level)

Surviving Sex: Strategies and Resources to Improve Sexual Health and Outcomes Through Awareness, Negotiation, and Disclosure

Sponsor: Applied Communication Division
Chair: Joy Goldsmith, University of Memphis

"A Letter to my Former Lover" Allie Boyd, California State University, Sacramento

"Can You Host? Queering Rhetorics of Sex and Belonging in the American South" Cameron Lynn Brown, University of Memphis

"Labor and Delivery: Surviving, a Delivery Centered through Pleasurable Conception" Shukura Umi, University of Memphis
"SEEing is Believing: A Needs Assessment and Theoretical Foundation for an Inclusive Sexual Education mHealth Application"  Kiersten L. Brockman, University of Memphis

"When Birth is Violence: A Case to Define non-evidence Childbirth Intervention"  JoAnna Boudreaux, University of Memphis

103023  8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Baltimore Convention Center  343 (300 Level)

Interesting Scholarship on Past U.S. Presidents

Sponsor: Political Communication Division
Chair: Shavonne Shorter, Bloomsburg University
Respondent: Tammy R. Vigil, Boston University

"Lincoln and the Dialectic of Democracy"  Luke Christie, University of Georgia

"Blessed are the Peacemakers": A Public Memory Portrait of The Jimmy Carter Presidential Library and Museum"  Madison Elizabeth Green, University of Alabama

"The Decline of the Oval Office Address: 21st Century Presidents Speaking to the Nation from the White House"  Thomas Gallagher


103024  8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Baltimore Convention Center  344 (300 Level)

Race, Place, and Public Argument

Sponsors: African American Communication and Culture Division; American Studies Division; Critical and Cultural Studies Division; Public Address Division
Chair: Carly S. Woods, University of Maryland

"A Rhetoric of Falling Forward: Ida B. Wells, Amy Jacques Garvey, Amy Ashwood Garvey and the Universal Negro Improvement Association"  Darrian Robert Carroll, University of Maryland

"An American Legacy of Violence in Copperhead Protest"  Dominic J. Manthey, Penn State University

"Martin Luther King Jr., George Wallace, and the Embodied Rhetoric of 1963 Alabama"  Wallace Golding, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

103025  8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Baltimore Convention Center  345 (300 Level)

American Forensic Association National Council Meeting
Surviving and Thriving: Promoting and Assessing Academic Debate to Encourage Lasting Success and Institutional Sustainability

Sponsor: Cross Examination Debate Association
Chair: Robert C. Rowland, University of Kansas
Respondent: Robert C. Rowland, University of Kansas

- "A Portfolio for Survival: Best Practices for Debate Faculty Portfolios" Brian A. Lain, University of North Texas
- "Democratizing Debate: Developing and Assessing Hybrid Online and In Person Debate Programs in a Changing Technological Landscape" Danielle Leek, Bunker Hill Community College; Sarah T. Partlow Lefevre, Idaho State University
- "Programs that Survive: The Role of Thriving Directors in Sustaining Intercollegiate Debate Programs" Robert Jarrod Atchison, Wake Forest University

Definition, Form, and Function of Antisemitism in the United States

Sponsor: Political Communication Division
Chair: Aaron Dicker, Georgia State University

- "Antisemitism and Israel in the New Rhetorics of Chaïm Perelman and Kenneth Burke" David A. Frank, University of Oregon
- "Definitions of Anti-Semitism: A Rhetorical Struggle" Amos Kiewe, Syracuse University
- "Silencing the Holocaust as Affective Antisemitism on American College Campuses" Aaron Dicker, Georgia State University
""Jewtropolis" and the Banality of Networked Antisemitism"  Jeremy David Johnson, University of the Pacific

103030  8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Baltimore Convention Center  350 (300 Level)

“Thank you for bringing the Complaint to the attention of NCA…Goodbye”| Does the NCA Annual Convention Anti-Harassment Code of Conduct give attendees a false sense of security?

Sponsor: NCA-Forum
Chair: Lauran M. Schaefer, Whitman College
Presenters:
Carlos A. Tarin, University of Texas, El Paso
Tiffany Ann Dykstra-DeVette, San Diego State University
Sarah Theresa McGhee, Association of American Medical Colleges
Stephanie L. Gomez, Western Washington University

103035  8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Hilton  Peale A (First Floor)

Survive or Thrive? Workshop on Gender and Race in Commercials

Sponsor: Visual Communication Division
Chair: Kathleen J. Turner, Davidson College
Presenters:
Yea-Wen Chen, San Diego State University
Cerise L. Glenn, University of North Carolina, Greensboro
Rachel Alicia Griffin, University of Utah
Leandra Hinojosa Hernandez, Utah Valley University
Claire Sisco King, Vanderbilt University
Roseann M. Mandziuk, Texas State University
Christina Moss, University of Memphis
Sandy Pensoneau-Conway, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale
Kathleen J. Turner, Davidson College
Stephanie L. Young, University of Southern Indiana

103036  8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Hilton  Peale B (First Floor)

Surviving Research Methods by Applying Experiential and Service Learning

Sponsor: Experiential Learning in Communication Division
Chair: Kimberly K. Smith, St. Norbert College
"Discussion Panelist 1"  Summer R. Cunningham, State University of New York, Oneonta
"Discussion Panelist 2"  Amanda D. Damiano, Marist College
"Discussion Panelist 3" Patty Wharton-Michael, University of Pittsburgh, Johnstown
"Discussion Panelist 4" DeAnne Priddis, Middle Tennessee State University
"Discussion Panelist 5" Carrie E. Reif-Stice, Columbus State University; Steven J. Venette, University of Southern Mississippi

103038 8:00 AM to 9:15 AM Hilton Johnson (First Floor)

Democracy IS a Spectator Sport! Using Performances of Identity to Interrogate the Polarizing Impacts of Sports on Political and Interpersonal Discourse
Sponsors: Communication and Sport Division; Performance Studies Division; Theatre, Film and New Multi-Media Division
Chair: Hunter Thompson, University of Colorado, Boulder
Respondent: Shinsuke Eguchi, University of New Mexico
  "'Fly the W!': How the Chicago Cubs marked the end of an era" Ryan Courtney, University of Northern Iowa
  "Ancestral Ghosts: A spoken-word poetic exploration of Cultural Identity-Communication Experiences and Relationships between Africans and African Americans in the United States" Yaw Osafo/O Kyeremateng, Concordia University
  "From the Olympic Podium to the Judicial Bench: A Balancing Act" Montana Jean Smith, Louisiana State University
  "I'm so tired of white people telling me how to protest" Kamela Rasmussen, University of New Mexico
  "Legdropping the Iron Sheik" Joshua Hamzehee, Louisiana State University & University of Northern Iowa
  "Shut Up and Dribble, Speak Up and Swim: Where do Biracial People Belong When Sports are Used to Define Racial Binaries?" Anthony Peavy, University of New Mexico

103039 8:00 AM to 9:15 AM Hilton Latrobe (First Floor)

Deception in Interpersonal Communication
Sponsor: Interpersonal Communication Division
Chair: Kai Kuang, Bloomsburg University
Respondent: James B. Stein, Dixie State University
  "Deceptive affectionate messages in close relationships: A mate retention tactic deployed under the threat of partner infidelity" Neil Caton, Griffith University; Sean M. Horan, Fairfield University
  "Plausibly Denied Disclosure: Forwarding a Deception Model of Emotional Distress Self-Disclosure" Nathaniel L Rogers, San Diego State University
  "Truth-Tellers’ and Liars’ Synchrony During Attitude-Inconsistent Conversations about Climate Change and Tuition Increases" Quinten Shenk Bernhold, University of California,
### Surviving the Online Course: Best Practices in Course Design and Instruction

**Sponsor:** Undergraduate College and University Section  
**Chair:** Becky L. DeGreeff, Kansas State University  
**Presenters:**  
- Christina Paxman, Minot State University  
- Shannon C. VanHorn, Valley City State University  
- Kimberly Weismann, Williston State College  
- Jonna J. Reule, Valley City State University

### Possibilities of Positive Pedagogy: A Collection of Activities and Pedagogical Strategies that Breathe Life into the Classroom

**Sponsor:** Scholarship of Teaching and Learning  
**Chairs:** Jessica Delk McCall, University of North Carolina, Greensboro; Kristen Christman, University of North Carolina, Greensboro; Jessica Delk McCall, University of North Carolina, Greensboro  
**Presenters:**  
- Raymond L. Blanton, University of the Incarnate Word  
- Mark J. Congdon, The College of Saint Rose  
- Christina Gesmundo, Polk State College  
- Diane M. Monahan, Saint Leo University  
- Jeanette German, University of Colorado, Boulder  
- Vincent Russell, University of Colorado, Boulder  
- Paul Ziek, Pace University  
- Jennifer Bender, University of South Florida

### Funding as a Survival Strategy: A Tour of "Global Humanities: Many Voices, One College," a Project Supported by the National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH) Humanities Initiatives at Community Colleges Program

**Sponsor:** Community College Section  
**Chair:** Andrée E.C. Betancourt, Montgomery College  
**Respondent:** Elise Labbe, University of South Alabama
"Many Voices, One Grant"  Andrée E.C. Betancourt, Montgomery College; Benjamin Farrell, Montgomery College; Anestine Theophile-Lafond, Montgomery College; Tiffany D. Banks, Montgomery College

103044  8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Hilton  

Affordances and VR, Privacy Perceptions, and User-generated Content

Sponsor: Human Communication and Technology Division
Chair: Zhixin Pu, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

"Could the Dinosaur See You? Understanding Children’s Perceptions of Reality Distinction and Presence in Virtual Reality Environments"  Tony Liao, University of Cincinnati; Nancy Jennings, University of Cincinnati; Laura Dell, University of Cincinnati; Chris Collins, University of Cincinnati

"Feeling just peaceful: The negative impact of interactive 360-degree videos on environmental engagement"  Jeeyun Oh, University of Texas, Austin; Eunjoo Jin, University of Texas, Austin; Sabitha Sudarshan, University of Texas, Austin; Soya Nah, University of Texas, Austin; Na Yu, University of Texas, Austin

"User-Generated Crisis Communication: Exploring Crisis Frames on Twitter During Hurricane Harvey"  Heather Riddell, University of West Florida; Christopher Fenner, University of West Florida

"What’s Behind that Screenshot? Privacy Windows and Capturing Data on Screen"  Emily M. Cramer, Howard University; Bryan M. Jenkins, Howard University; Yoonmo Sang, University of Canberra

103046  8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Hilton  

When are Threat-Based Health Messages Effective?

Sponsor: Health Communication Division
Chair: Tobias Reynolds-Tylus, James Madison University

"Impact of Self-Affirmation on Responses to Health Warning Messages: Does Consideration of Future Consequences Matter?"  Xiaoli Nan, University of Maryland; Irina Alexandra Iles, University of Maryland; Zexin “Marsha" Ma, Oakland University

"Message Framing, Reactance, and Dose: A Message Experiment"  Chelsea Ratcliff, University of Utah; Jakob D. Jensen, University of Utah; Courtney Lynam Scherr, Northwestern University; Melinda Krakow, National Cancer Institute; Kaylee Crossley, Davis County Health Department

"High-Emotion Cigarette Pictorial Warning Labels Lead to More Negative Emotions and Greater Quit Intentions than Low-Emotion Pictorial and Text-Only Warning Labels"  Yachao B. Li, The College of New Jersey; Bo Yang, Georgia State University; Daniel Owusu, Georgia State University; Lucy Popova, Georgia State University
"Two Voices: Comparing Facebook Health Posts from the CDC and State Health Departments"  Cui Zhang Meadows, East Carolina University; Charles Meadows, Saint Andrews University; Lu Tang, Texas A&M University

"Culturally-targeted Fear Appeals: Message Acceptability Conditions for HPV Self-Sampling in the English-speaking Caribbean"  Soroya Julian McFarlane, University of Georgia; Susan E. Morgan, University of Miami

103047  8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Hilton  Key Ballroom 7 (Second Floor)

NCA Newcomer’s Welcome and Orientation

Sponsor: NCA National Office
Presenters:
  Star A. Muir, George Mason University
  Kent A. Ono, University of Utah
  David T. McMahan, Missouri Western State University
  Ronald L. Jackson, University of Cincinnati
  Trevor Parry-Giles, National Communication Association
  Craig Fowler, Massey University
  Greg G. Armfield, New Mexico State University
  Alison Nicole Novak, Rowan University
  Kara Laskowski, Shippensburg University
  Angela L. Putman, Penn State University, Brandywine
  Casey R. Schmitt, Gonzaga University
  Satoshi Toyosaki, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale
  Erin M. Sahlstein Parcell, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

103048  8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Hilton  Key Ballroom 8 (Second Floor)

Surviving Instances of Marginalization and Seeking Visibility

Sponsor: Feminist and Women Studies Division
Chair: Rico Self, Louisiana State University
Respondent: Amy M. Smith, Salem State University
  "Representing Fatness: Commercialized Visibility as Survival"  Megan Mapes, Georgia State University
  "Sex Work as Metaphor in Soy Cuba: A Feminist Re-Reading"  Katherine E Hinders, University of Kansas
  "The U.S. Government Constructs White Femininity: The Bureau of Indian Affairs and Femininity 1880-1930."  Tyler Hiebert, University of Southern California
"Was it Consent? The Babe.net Controversy and the Definitional Marginalization of the Affected Body" Megan Orcholski, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

 Surviving the Global Economy: Papers on the Rhetoric of Neoliberalism
Sponsor: Rhetorical and Communication Theory Division
Chair: Christopher Michael Duerringer, California State University Long Beach
  "Andrew Carnegie and the Rhetoric of Enlightened Economic Despotism" Christopher Michael Duerringer, California State University Long Beach
  "Get in the Game: Elizabeth Warren and the Rhetoric of Keynesian Economics" Kamiran S. Dadah, California State University Long Beach; Chloe R. Carr, California State University Long Beach
  "Neoliberalism as Keyword in Public Sphere Studies" Katrina N. Hanna, Arizona State University
  "Paying Your Perpetual Debt to Society: Neoliberal Fantasies and Their Relationship to Crime and Recidivism" Adam Key, University of Arkansas, Monticello
  "The Gingrich Revolution: Scorched Earth Conservatism and an Opportunity Society to Topple the Liberal Welfare State" Michael E. Eisenstadt, California State University Long Beach

 Decolonizing Strategies for Survival: Culture, Co-optation and Recuperation
Sponsor: Rhetorical and Communication Theory Division
Chair: Thomas K. Nakayama, Northeastern University
Respondent: Thomas K. Nakayama, Northeastern University
  "Decolonizing Exigency: Settler Exigencies in the Winnebago Mission Home" Dominique A. Salas, University of Wisconsin-Madison
  "Destroying Language as Resistance to Logos: Rhetorical Problems and Decolonial/Transhuman Solutions to Bodies in Pain" Michael Warren Cook, University of Colorado, Boulder
  "Intangible Photography: Seeking and Finding Intangible Cultural Heritage" Chris Ingraham, University of Utah; Grant Rivers, North Carolina State University
  "Myth as the Core of Constitutional Legitimacy: From Early Modern Europe To Late Modern Japan" Tomonori Teraoka, University of Pittsburgh
Surviving the Discipline’s Constraints: Multiplicity, Meaning, and Mentorship Under Structural Oppression

Sponsor: Feminist and Women Studies Division
Chair: Wendy K Z Anderson, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities

Presenters:
Dana L. Cloud, California State University Fullerton
Nina Maria Lozano, Loyola Marymount University
Lee M. Pierce, State University of New York, Geneseo
Rhana A. Gittens, Georgia State University
Bernadette Marie Calafell, Gonzaga University
Jessica A. Kurr, Northeastern University
Julien Wight, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities

Are We Surviving or Perpetuating Patriarchy and Transnormativity? Mediated Gender-based Misrepresentations

Sponsor: Feminist and Women Studies Division
Chair: Stephanie Tikkanen, Ohio University

"#Immodest women: Uses and meanings of Dr. as a title for and by women in academia" Wendy M Weinhold, Coastal Carolina University

"(Un)helpful misrepresentations: The telling and receiving of white lies about women’s appearance and bodies" Elizabeth M. Jenkins, Ohio University; J. W. Smith, Ohio University; Stephanie Tikkanen, Ohio University

"Express Your Selfie! Tensions of Misrepresentation on Instagram" Chelsea P. Butkowski, Cornell University; Alexandra Schaefer Hinck, Cornell University

"Gender, Sex, and Cox: Transnormative Narratives of Transgender Representation" Sarah F. Price, University of Alabama

"The Transphobic Ethics of Gender Identification in Post-Gamergate Competitive Gaming" Eric A. James, Northwestern University

Soft Skills/Hard Survival: A Dialogue

Sponsor: Basic Course Division
Chair: Samuel Miller, Lane College

Presenters:
Joshua Young, Oklahoma City University
Surviving as Non-Tenured Faculty

Sponsor: Women's Caucus
Chair: Melanie Savelli, Southern Connecticut State University
Presenters:
Alexandra M. Merceron, Columbia University
Stephanie A. Brown, University of Illinois
Rachel Davidson, Hanover College
Lara C. Stache, Governors State University

Historical (In)Justice and Rhetorical Possibility

Sponsor: American Society for the History of Rhetoric
Chair: Ira Allen, Northern Arizona University
"Rhetorical Analysis of Dr. Hendrik Frensch Verwoerd and the Invention of “Liberal” Totalitarian Rituals” Keren Wang, Penn State University
"The Ethos and Pathos of Homeless Orators: An Exploration of The Rhetoric of Liminal Citizenship” Inbal Leibovits, University of Texas, Austin
"Confrontational Mimesis and the Politics of Voting in Mississippi” Nikki Orth, Penn State University
"The Root of the Problem: Historical Narrative as Origin and End of Social Justice” Ethan Stoneman, Hillsdale College; Joseph C. Packer, Central Michigan University

Competitive Papers in Activism and Social Justice I

Sponsor: Activism and Social Justice Division
Chair: Ryan Bince, Northwestern University
Respondent: Kristen C. Blinne, State University of New York, Oneonta
"Building sustainable communication practices for survival and transformation: The Homeless Bill of Rights campaign” Charlotte Ryan, University of Massachusetts, Lowell;
Karen Jeffreys, Rhode Island Coalition for the Homeless; Donna Williams, Rhode Island Coalition for the Homeless

"A Story of Devotion, Data, and Agile Inquiry: Fostering a Regional, Community-Driven System to Address Homelessness While Reimagining Communication Research and Action" Timothy Paul Huffman, Saint Louis University; Judy Perlman, Cloudburst Consulting Group; Christopher Franco, Saint Louis University

"Facilitating communicative environments: An exploration of game modalities as facilitators of social justice" Jessica Wendorf Muhamad, Florida State University; Karen Schrier, Marist College; Laura-Kate Gonyea Huse, Florida State University

"Using Focus Groups to Explore Public Perceptions of Legal Rights for Animals" Garrett Broad, Fordham University

"Combating the Ills of Involuntary Intake: A Critical Rhetorical Analysis of Colorado’s State Psychiatric Policies for Suicidal Patients" Emily Krebs, University of Utah

103060 8:00 AM to 9:15 AM Hilton Holiday Ballroom 2 (Second Floor)

Seeking Solace: Communication Strategies to Survive the Incomplete Family

Sponsor: Family Communication Division
Chairs: Laura Umphrey, Northern Arizona University; Julie Ann Matos, California State University Los Angeles

"Finding Support Following Stillbirth: Surviving Stigma, Blame and Marginalization" Laura Umphrey, Northern Arizona University

"Invitational Rhetoric in Practice: Negotiating Triggers in Online Support Communities" Caitlyn M. Jarvis, Purdue University

"Social Information Processing Through Online Miscarriage Forums: Relational Development for Support and Self-Image Repair" Julie Ann Matos, California State University Los Angeles

"Unique Units: Family Communication and Functioning in Adoptive Families" Kristen Haberkorn, Wake Forest University

"I’m crossing my fingers, my toes, everything;” Adventures with Unexplained Infertility" Wesley Johnson, University of South Florida

103061 8:00 AM to 9:15 AM Hilton Holiday Ballroom 3 (Second Floor)

Surviving and Thriving With Innovative Assessment Practices

Sponsor: Communication Assessment Division
Chair: Heather Jane Hether, University of California, Davis

Presenters:
Susan E. Waters, East Tennessee State University
Janice Thorpe, University of Colorado, Colorado Springs
Sandra Romo, California Baptist University
Laura Nunn, South Texas College
Nikolaos Linardopoulos, Rutgers University
Heather Jane Hether, University of California, Davis

103062 8:00 AM to 9:15 AM Hilton  Holiday Ballroom 4  
(Second Floor)

**Online Communication in Interpersonal Relationships**

Sponsors: Human Communication and Technology Division; Interpersonal Communication Division

Chair: Samer Melhem, Texas Tech University

"Creating Safer Spaces? Fear of Negative Evaluation on Use and Perceptions of Facebook and Instagram" Lynne Kelly, University of Hartford; James Keaten, University of Northern Colorado; Diane M. Millette, University of Miami

"Holding on and Letting Go: Virtual Memory, Nostalgia, and the Effects of Virtual Possession Management Practices on Post-Breakup Adjustment" Nicholas Brody, University of Puget Sound; Leah E. LeFebvre, University of Alabama; Kate G. Blackburn, University of Texas, Austin

"Reducing Uncertainty from Observing Interactions Online: The Surrogacy Effect and the Role of Cue Diagnosticity" Yue Dai, City University of Hong Kong; Brandon Van Der Heide, Michigan State University; Adam J. Mason, Michigan State University

"Self-Disclosure on Momo, a Chinese Geosocial Networking App: The Role of Perceived Privacy Risk, Self-Efficacy, and Romantic Motive" Lik Sam Chan, University of Pennsylvania

"You’re not as cute as you think you are: Emotional responses to expectancy violations in online dating interactions" Maria E. DelGreco, University of Connecticut; Amanda Denes, University of Connecticut

103063 8:00 AM to 9:15 AM Hilton  Holiday Ballroom 5  
(Second Floor)

**Newcomers and Young Adults Engaging in Organizational Socialization Processes**

Sponsor: Organizational Communication Division

Chair: Eric B. Meiners, Eastern Kentucky University

Respondent: Vernon Miller, Michigan State University

"High Hopes for a Living: The Vocational Anticipatory Socialization of Young Adult Desires through Conversations with Parents and Friends" Scott E. Shank, Western Michigan University; Leah M. Omilion-Hodges, Western Michigan University; Christine Packard, Western Michigan University

"On the Other Side of Newcomer Socialization: A Contingency Model of Newcomer Voice and Team Performance Change" Mengqi Monica Zhan, University of Texas, Arlington
"Surviving in Higher Education: How Communication Influences Tongan Students’ Socialization in Higher Education Institutions" Aulola Amacher, Salt Lake Community College; Michael K. Ault, Weber State University; Bobbi J. Van Gilder, Weber State University

"Where do Young Adults Learn about Retirement? Applying an Organizational Socialization Perspective to Understand Sources of Retirement Information" Patricia Gettings, University at Albany, SUNY; Lindsey B. Anderson, University of Maryland

103065 8:00 AM to 9:15 AM Hilton Paca (Third Floor)

Pushing Social Cognition Theories Forward

Sponsor: Communication and Social Cognition Division
Chair: Christopher J. Carpenter, Western Illinois University

"Five Reasons for Skepticism Regarding the Superiority of Indirect or Unconscious Lie Detection over Direct Deception Detection" Timothy R. Levine, University of Alabama, Birmingham

"Spreading Inoculation, Revisited" Josh Compton, Dartmouth College

"Theory of Mind and Trust in Social Robots" Jaime Banks, Texas Tech University

"Toward a Theory of Identity Systems" J.J. De La Cruz, Penn State University

103066 8:00 AM to 9:15 AM Hilton Marshall (Third Floor)

NCA Resolutions Committee Meeting

Sponsor: NCA National Office
Presenters:
Helen Sterk, Western Kentucky University
Elizabeth F. Desnoyers-Colas, Georgia Southern University
Tracey Quigley Holden, University of Delaware
John F. Hooker, Illinois State University
Denise Oles-Acevedo, Iowa State University
Nicholas Alexis Zoffel, Edoptics (501c3)
Justin Wayne Danowski, National Communication Association

103067 8:00 AM to 9:15 AM Hilton Carroll (Third Floor)

Surviving Stigma: Examining the Construction and Deconstruction of Stigma

Sponsor: Communication as Social Construction Division
Chair: Karin H. Nordin, George Mason University
Respondent: Karin H. Nordin, George Mason University
"Damned if you do but not if you don’t: Stigma’s role in the Contraceptive Hierarchy" Jessica L. Furgerson, University of Cincinnati, Blue Ash

"I be like...should I disclose or nah: Motivations for HIV positive undetectable disclosure in Black MSM" Deion S. Hawkins, George Mason University

"Too #fatso to be #fitspo: Examining weight bias, source credibility, and effects on body image and self-esteem after exposure to #fitspiration-type photos" Katrina Webber, University of Connecticut

"You are who we say you are: News media framing of and stigma toward opioid addiction" Victoria A. Ledford, University of Maryland

103068 8:00 AM to 9:15 AM Hilton Tubman (Third Floor)

**From Surviving to Thriving: Improving Practice and Training Through Positive Organizational Scholarship**

Sponsor: Training and Development Division
Chair: Heewon Kim, Arizona State University


"Beyond Publication: Implementing Organizational Justice" Mary Wereki Kiura, Arizona State University

"Creating Compassion Ambassadors: A Workshop in Compassionate Organizing" Rebecca B. Leach, Arizona State University

"Moving Toward Compassion: A Workshop to Expand Individual and Organizational Capacity for Noticing within Healthcare" Cris Tietsort, Arizona State University

103071 8:00 AM to 9:15 AM Hilton Brent (Third Floor)

**Access to Advocacy**

Sponsor: Student Section
Chair: Franklin Boster, Michigan State University

Presenters:
Lauren Galloway, Syracuse University
Abigail Dalgleish Hazlett, University of Texas, Austin
Joshua Ratel-Khan, Syracuse University
Patrick Seick, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale
Mariann Fant, Syracuse University
Meera Sam, University of Texas, Austin

9:30 AM
106007  9:30 AM to 10:45 AM  Baltimore Convention Center  327 (300 Level)

**Racial Stereotyping in Media Messages**

Sponsor: Mass Communication Division  
Chair: Keven James Rudrow, University of Memphis  
Respondent: Naomi Warren, University of Southern California

"Are we are missing a race? A critical essay acknowledging the current state of race-related media effects research and directions for future research"   David L. Stamps, Louisiana State University

"Eh... You Hawaiian? Examining Hawaii Five-0’s “Hawaiian”"  Colby Y. Miyose, University of Hawaii, Hilo; Rayna Morel, University of Hawaii, Hilo

"New Black Man or New Black Frame: From black-ish to Black Lightning"  Asha Winfield, Texas A&M University

"Portrayals of Asian Americans on ABC’s Fresh Off the Boat: Reinforcing or Refuting Stereotypes?"  Kevin Nguyen Do, University of California, Santa Barbara; Srividya Ramasubramanian, Texas A&M University

106008  9:30 AM to 10:45 AM  Baltimore Convention Center  328 (300 Level)

**Inhabiting the Mystery: Surviving Aging, Time, Love, and Loss**

Sponsor: Ethnography Division  
Chair: Carolyn S. Ellis, University of South Florida

"A Poetic Inquiry into Time and Aging"  Ronald J. Pelias, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale

"Inhabiting the Mystery: Surviving Vulnerability and Impermanence"  Carolyn S. Ellis, University of South Florida

"Surviving Our Aging: A Love Letter for My Mom"  Lesa Lockford, Bowling Green State University

"Surviving Prediction and Control: What an Autoethnographic Life Can Offer"  Arthur P. Bochner, University of South Florida

106009  9:30 AM to 10:45 AM  Baltimore Convention Center  329 (300 Level)

**Surviving Expectations and Impressions: Exploring Multiple Modalities and Approaches to Building and Maintaining the Student-Teacher Relationship**

Sponsors: Human Communication and Technology Division; Instructional Development Division  
Chair: Nicholas T. Tatum, Abilene Christian University
Respondent: Jeffrey Kuznekoff, Miami University, Middletown

"To :-) or to ☺, That Is the Question: Students’ Initial Impressions of Instructors’ Paralinguistic Cues" Kyle R. Vareberg, North Dakota State University; David K. Westerman, North Dakota State University

"You Can Call Me Professor: Professor Form of Address in Email Communication" Grace M. Hildenbrand, Purdue University; Evan K. Perrault, Purdue University

"Rate My Professors: Electronic Word of Mouth and Expectancy Violations Theory in the Classroom" Dathan Simpson, Northern Illinois University; Mary Lynn M. Henningsen, Northern Illinois University

""She Dabbed to Make Sure We Were Paying Attention": The Development and Validation of the Teacher Pop Culture Awareness Scale" Alexis A. Hadden, University of Kentucky; Renee Kaufmann, University of Kentucky; Nicholas T. Tatum, Abilene Christian University

106010  9:30 AM to 10:45 AM  Baltimore Convention Center  330 (300 Level)

Communication and Sport in HD (High Density): Showcasing the Breadth of Communication and Sport Research

Sponsor: Communication and Sport Division
Chair: Greg G. Armfield, New Mexico State University

"I Won't Stand for This! The Fans’ Perspectives on the Player Activism" Jason Zenor, State University of New York, Oswego; Brian Moritz, State University of New York, Oswego

"‘My Story is my Activism:’ (Re-)Definitions of Athlete Activism among NCAA Division I Student-Athletes" Yannick Kluch, Rowan University

"Inequivalent Outgroups in ‘The Decision III’: The Free Agency of LeBron James and the Power of Sport Rivalry" Sitong Guo, University of Alabama; Andrew C. Billings, University of Alabama; James C. Abdallah, University of Alabama

"Nation Branding via Sports Mega Events Hosting in the 2022 FIFA World Cup" Susan Dun, Northwestern University; Achira Bhattacharyya, Northwestern University in Qatar; Hatim Rachdi, Northwestern University in Qatar; Ingrid Weber, QRCI; Yelena Mejova, ISI Foundation Italy; Shahan Ali Memon, Carnegie Mellon University; Rohit Pillai, Carnegie Mellon University; Natasha Das, Northwestern University in Qatar

"Capitalizing on a Dream: Cheap Labor and Contemporary Sports Journalism" Samuel M. Jay, Metropolitan State University of Denver; Daniel J. Lair, Metropolitan State University of Denver

"‘Mike Trout when I’m battin’ boy": Unpacking baseball’s translation through rap lyrics" Travis R. Bell, University of South Florida; Victor D. Kidd, University of South Carolina

"Beyond the CrossFit WOD: A Prescribed Culture An Examination of CrossFit Culture to Understand its Pursuit as a Primary Form of Exercise" Sean Sawicki, Florida State University

"Reformulating High School Basketball Referee Pedagogy" Leland Gordon, California State University, Sacramento
106011  9:30 AM to 10:45 AM  Baltimore Convention Center  331 (300 Level)

**Topical Issues in Uses and Gratifications Research**

Sponsor: Mass Communication Division  
Chair: Hilary Gamble, Auburn University, Montgomery  
Respondent: Azmat Rasul, Florida State University  
"Crisis Communication on Twitter: A Survey of Users’ Preferences of Content and Sourcing"  
Heather Riddell, University of West Florida  
"Motives of Using Twitter after The Garissa University Terror Attack in Kenya"  
Mary Wereri Kiura, Arizona State University  
"Uses and Gratifications of Social Media: Surviving and Changing Patterns of Communication"  
Rosalie S. Aldrich, Indiana University East; Laura Beth Daws, Kennesaw State University  
"Why We Make the Choices We Do: Social TV Viewing Experiences and the Mediating Role of Social Presence"  
Jihyun Kim, University of Central Florida; Kelly R. Merrill Jr., Ohio State University; Hocheol Yang, Temple University

106012  9:30 AM to 10:45 AM  Baltimore Convention Center  332 (300 Level)

**NCA Doctoral Chairs and Graduate Directors Forum**

Sponsor: NCA National Office  
Chair: LaKesha Anderson, National Communication Association  
Presenters:  
Ambar Basu, University of South Florida  
Kristy Maddux, University of Maryland  
Sandy Pensoneau-Conway, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale  
Michelle T. Violanti, University of Tennessee

106013  9:30 AM to 10:45 AM  Baltimore Convention Center  333 (300 Level)

**Surviving the Coming Out Narrative**

Sponsor: Caucus on Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer Concerns  
Chair: Christopher Vincent, Louisiana State University  
Presenters:  
Gregory J. Langner, California State University Los Angeles  
Rico Self, Louisiana State University  
Alex Davenport, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale
Christopher Vincent, Louisiana State University

106014 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM  Baltimore Convention Center  334 (300 Level)

**The Survival of Truth and Reasoning: Teaching Argumentation and Debate in the post-Truth Trump Era**

Sponsor: Argumentation and Forensics Division  
Chair: Trent Webb, Nassau Community College  
Presenters:  
Jessy J. Ohl, University of Alabama  
Ashley L. Givens, Salt Lake Community College  
John Rief, Duquesne University  
Brent A. Saindon, Mercy College  
Sue E. Peterson, California State University Chico  
Robert Groven, Augsburg University  
Stephanie L. Wideman, University of Indianapolis

106015 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM  Baltimore Convention Center  335 (300 Level)

**Examinations of Regionalism and Discriminatory Ideologies**

Sponsor: Critical and Cultural Studies Division  
Chair: Sophie Jones, University of New Mexico  
Respondent: Jeremy R. Grossman, University of Maryland  
"Regionalist Gaze: Poverty Tourism in the American South"  Elizabeth Clayborn, University of Georgia  
"Saviors are coming in the film: Iran, IS and regional hegemony"  Mohammed Salih, University of Pennsylvania  
"Take ‘Em Down: Critical Regionalism and Rhetorical Temporality in the Struggle to Remove Confederate Monuments in New Orleans"  Jeremy R. Grossman, University of Maryland

106016 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM  Baltimore Convention Center  336 (300 Level)

**The Racial Politics of Music in Rhetoric and Sound Studies**

Sponsor: Critical and Cultural Studies Division  
Chair: Mirko M. Hall, Converse College
Respondent: Justin Eckstein, Pacific Lutheran University

"A Piece of Wood, Six Wires, and a Few Electronics: (Re)Articulations of the Electric Guitar in Western Popular Music Culture" Brandon McCasland, University of Iowa

"Excellent use of Sprechstimme: Race, Modernism, and Kendrick's Pulitzer" William Heinze, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities

"The Sonorous Envelope of the Trump Rally" Nathan Henry Bedsole, University of Colorado, Boulder

106017 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM Baltimore Convention Center 337 (300 Level)

Praxes of Resistance: Black Graduate Students’ Pedagogies Amidst Whiteness and Precarity

Sponsor: Black Caucus
Chair: Tina M. Harris, Louisiana State University
Presenters:
Danielle Hodge, University of Colorado, Boulder
Lulu Olaniyan, University of Utah
Anthony Peavy, University of New Mexico
Charnell Peters, University of Utah
Ariel E. Seay, Wayne State University
Respondent: Jack L. Daniel, University of Pittsburgh

106018 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM Baltimore Convention Center 338 (300 Level)

Borderland Survival in the Trump Years: Communicating about Child Separation Policy

Sponsor: Latino/Latina Communication Studies Division
Chair: Alexis Vega, University of Texas at El Paso
Presenters:
Carlos A. Tarin, University of Texas, El Paso
Stephanie L. Gomez, Western Washington University
Jose Angel Maldonado, University of Puget Sound
Leandra Hinojosa Hernandez, Utah Valley University
Rebecca Avalos, University of Colorado, Boulder

106019 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM Baltimore Convention Center 339 (300 Level)

Queer Spaces: Queer Identities and Queer Politics from Four Case Studies

Sponsor: Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer Communication Studies Division
Chair: Thomas K. Nakayama, Northeastern University

Presenters:
  E. Cram, University of Iowa
  Greg J. Niedt, Drexel University
  Robert Gutierrez-Perez, University of Nevada, Reno
  Bernadette Marie Calafell, Gonzaga University
  Shinsuke Eguchi, University of New Mexico

Respondent: Thomas K. Nakayama, Northeastern University

---

**106020** 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM Baltimore Convention Center 340 (300 Level)

**African Americans’ Survival of Health Disparities**

Sponsor: African American Communication and Culture Division

Chairs: Wei Sun, Howard University; Deric M. Greene, Department of Communication

Presenters:
  Kellon Bubb, Howard University
  Britney Gulledge, Howard University
  Janee Henderson, University of Kansas
  Jarilyn Conner, Washington Adventist University
  Stephanie D. Brown, Kaiser Permanente

Respondent: Annette Madlock Gatison, Liberty University

---

**106021** 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM Baltimore Convention Center 341 (300 Level)

**Engaging Interdisciplinary Complexity between Culture and Health**

Sponsors: Health Communication Division; International and Intercultural Communication Division

Chair: Gloria Pindi Nziba, California State University San Marcos

Respondent: Margaret Jane Pitts, University of Arizona

"Analyzing the Cross-Cultural Differences in Factors Predicting Condom Use among Young Women from Four Countries: A Multi-Group Analysis" Minhao Dai, State University of New York, Oswego; Ana X. de la Serna, California State University Dominguez Hills; Nancy Grant Harrington, University of Kentucky


"Intercultural disaster communication and community resilience: Examining post-hurricane communication in communities with limited English-speaking proficiency" Yaguang Zhu, University of Arkansas; Janet Yang, University at Buffalo, SUNY; Keri K. Stephens, University of Texas, Austin; Lucinda Austin, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
"Stop Asking about My Due Date-That’s Personal Information!: African Immigrants’ Pregnancy Experiences in the U.S." Comfort Tosin Adebayo, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

106022 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM Baltimore Convention Center 342 (300 Level)

Surviving Today to Communicate Tomorrow

Sponsor: Applied Communication Division
Chair: Mary Zychowski Ashlock, University of Louisville
Respondent: Joann Keyton, North Carolina State University

"Exploring Sex Differences in Informational Needs and Media Dependencies During the 2018 California Wildfires" Christine Gilbert, University of Connecticut; Kenneth A. Lachlan, University of Connecticut; Emily E. Hutter, University of Connecticut; Adam Michael Rainear, University of Connecticut; Patric R. Spence, University of Central Florida

"Minding the Gaps: Explaining Differences in Anti-Hate Bystander Intervention" Lisa K. Hanasono, Bowling Green State University; Aimee Jeanne Burns, Bowling Green State University; Emi Kanemoto, State University of New York, Geneseo; Shanna Gilkeson, Bowling Green State University; Rebekah Kissling, Bowling Green State University; Kimberly S. Kuiper, Bowling Green State University; Jaclyn Shetterly, Bowling Green State University; Xiaoli Wen, Bowling Green State University

"Safe in the Rooms of A.A: How Anonymity in Alcoholics Anonymous Helps Reduce the Stigma of Help-seeking and Reinforces Solidarity and Group Cohesiveness" Tracy A. Ippolito, Florida State University

"The Role of Imagined Interactions in Actual and Vicarious Experiences with Police Officers" Laura B. Carper, Louisiana State University

106023 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM Baltimore Convention Center 343 (300 Level)

Understanding Narratives of Women Candidates and Exploring Issues of Race and Ethnicity in Politics

Sponsors: Political Communication Division; Women's Caucus
Chair: Carson Sherer Kay, Ohio University
Respondent: Jill Mitten, Richard Bland College

""Minority" isn't an ethnicity: A case for examining non-White ethnic subgroups separately in quantitative design" Michelle Elizabeth Funk, Penn State University; Calvin R. Coker, University of Louisville; Molly M. Hardy, Maryville University

"Rethinking Political Scandal Chronology: Using News Coverage to Delineate Scandal Phases in Hillary Clinton’s Whitewater and Email Scandals" Diana Zulli, Purdue University

"We Must Accept This Result": Hillary Clinton’s 2016 Concession Speech" Tanya Melendez
"“It’s the Iowa Story”: The Campaign Ad Persona Construction of Iowa’s First Female Governor"  Krista Leva Klocke, Iowa State University

106024  9:30 AM to 10:45 AM  Baltimore Convention Center  344 (300 Level)

**Internationalizing Public Address**

Sponsor: Public Address Division  
Chair: Gordana Lazic, Texas Tech University

"Colonel Muammar Gaddafi's 2009 Address to the United Nations: On the Collapse of a Rhetorical Universe"  Laura Alberti, University of Southern California

"Raylling Behind Rebranding: The Rewiring of Marine Le Pen's National Rally in Consumer Memory"  Lauren Seitz, Colorado State University

"The Perfect Dictatorship: The Fall of the System from 1968 to 2000"  Fernando Ismael Quinones Valdivia, Penn State University

106025  9:30 AM to 10:45 AM  Baltimore Convention Center  345 (300 Level)

**American Forensic Association Standing Committees Meetings**

Sponsor: American Forensic Association  
Presenters:
- Kelly Michael Young, Wayne State University
- Larry G. Schnoor, Minnesota State University, Mankato
- Lee Mayfield, James Madison University
- Dallas Perkins, Harvard University
- Sherry Hall, Harvard University
- David Worth, Rice University
- Dale A. Herbeck, Northeastern University
- David Gaer, Lone Star College-University Park
- Wade Hescht, Lone Star College-North Harris
- Stephen Michael Croucher, Massey University Wellington
- Ben D. Voth, Southern Methodist University
- David Cram Helwich, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities

106026  9:30 AM to 10:45 AM  Baltimore Convention Center  346 (300 Level)

**Myths, Utopias, Gods, and Tragedies in the Rhetoric of Science and Technology**

Sponsor: Association for the Rhetoric of Science, Technology, and Medicine  
Chair: Bridie McGreavy, University of Maine
"A Modern Myth of Strenuous Science"  Erin Forest, University of Georgia
"Rhetoric in 8mm and 70mm: Anxiety and Utopia in Postwar Film Technology"  Katie P. Bruner, University of Illinois
"God’s Gift: Religious Understandings of the 1859 Discovery of Oil and What They Mean for Climate Science Today"  Ken Baake, Texas Tech University
"Graphed into the Conversation: Conspiracy, Controversy, and Climategate's Visual Style"  Atilla Hallsby, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities; Dustin A. Greenwalt, Penn State University

106027  9:30 AM to 10:45 AM  Baltimore Convention Center  347 (300 Level)

**New Media in China: Opportunities, Dilemmas, and Collaborations in the Age of Convergence**

Sponsor: Association for Chinese Communication Studies
Chairs: Qingwen Dong, University of the Pacific; Stephen J. Hartnett, University of Colorado, Denver
Presenters:
  Zhi Li, Communication University of China
  Xiaohong Gao, Communication University of China
  Guoming Yu, Beijing Normal University
  Changfeng Chen, Tsinghua University
  Manli Cheng, Peking University
  Yibin Shi, Wu Han University
  Shuang Leng, Communication University of China
Respondent: Stephen J. Hartnett, University of Colorado, Denver

106030  9:30 AM to 10:45 AM  Baltimore Convention Center  350 (300 Level)

**The Rhetoric of the Sermonic**

Sponsor: Religious Communication Association
Chair: Derrick Rodney Rosenior, Vanguard University of Southern California
Respondent: Joy E.A. Qualls, Biola University
  "Exploring Historical Pulpit Responses to American National Tragedies as a Rhetorical Genre"  John Dunkle, Regent University
  "Gnostic Identity versus Community: Contradictory Rhetorical Frameworks in Dispensational Evangelical Church Communities"  Joshua David Hill, Pennsylvania College of Tech
  "Sermons as Managerial Discourse: Identity, Power, and Gender in an Evangelical Church"  Mark Ward Sr., University of Houston, Victoria
106035  9:30 AM to 10:45 AM  Hilton  Peale A (First Floor)

**Smartphone Use in Interpersonal Interactions**

Sponsors: Human Communication and Technology Division; Interpersonal Communication Division

Chair: Jessica Kahlow, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

Respondent: Kelly P. Dillon, Wittenberg University

"Can You Just Leave Your Phone Out of It? An Examination of the Impact of Co-Present Smartphone Use on Relational Conflict"  David J. Roaché, Aurora University

"Examining the Influences of Smartphone Use Between Partners and Perceived Partner Smartphone Dependency on Stress and Resilience in Romantic Relationships"  Benjamin Everett Custer, University of Arizona

"Norms, Expectations, and Nonverbal Interpretations of Cell Phone Presence during Face-to-face Conversations: Advancing the ‘Mere Presence’ Hypothesis"  Ryan J. Allred, University of Connecticut

106036  9:30 AM to 10:45 AM  Hilton  Peale B (First Floor)

**Surviving a Legal Reversal: Rhetorical Footwork in Appellate Overruling**

Sponsor: Communication and Law Division

Chair: Clarke Rountree, University of Alabama, Huntsville

"Justifying the “Switch in Time that Saved Nine”: Supreme Court Reversals following FDR’s Court-Packing Threat"  Clarke Rountree, University of Alabama, Huntsville

"Reversing Tax Law: The Perils of Property Overruling"  Jim McOmber, Deloitte Tax, LLP

"Supreme Court Reversal? 100 Year Anniversary of Schenck and Abrams"  David R. Dewberry, Rider University

"The Rhetorical Construction of Legal Arguments: Plessy (1896), Brown (1954), and Browder (1956)"  Pat Arneson, Duquesne University

106038  9:30 AM to 10:45 AM  Hilton  Johnson (First Floor)

**Stories for Survival: Teaching Core Competency Skills in the Storytelling Classroom**

Sponsor: Performance Studies Division

Chair: Tessa W. Carr, Auburn University

Presenters:

Charles T. Parrott, Kennesaw State University

Andrea Michea Baldwin, University of Houston, Clear Lake

Rebecca Walker, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale

Respondent: Tessa W. Carr, Auburn University
Social Identity and Group Behavior

Sponsor: Group Communication Division
Chair: Ignacio Cruz, University of Southern California
Respondent: Lyn M. Van Swol, University of Wisconsin-Madison
  ""We all own the final vote": Collaboration and willingness to express dissent in the Texas Team of Eight School Board" Dianne Y. Gravley, Regent University
  "Father Forgive Them: Social Identity and Catholic Clergy Sexual Abuse Crisis" Daria Baxter Griffith, University of Southern California
  "United by Displacement: Group Style and Identity Among International Volunteers in Skaramagas Refugee Camp" Stefanie Demetriades, University of Southern California
  "‘Circus Has Been The First Place Where I Felt Like I Found My Tribe’: Group Membership and Social Identity in Circus Arts Organizations" Laura V. Martinez, Arizona State University

Five Minds for Survival: How Communication Builds Minds for Survival

Sponsor: Undergraduate College and University Section
Chair: Christopher O. Lynch, Kean University
  "Creating Mind" Anita K. Foeman, West Chester University; Bessie L. Lawton, West Chester University
  "Disciplined Mind" Christopher O. Lynch, Kean University
  "Ethical Mind" Stacey A. Peterson, Montgomery College
  "Respectful Mind" Teresa A. Nance, Villanova University
  "Synthesizing Mind" Teresa L. Keeler, Kean University

Surviving Self-Publishing: A Community College Approach to Common Textbook Concerns

Sponsor: Community College Section
Chair: Hilary Nixon, South Plains College
Presenters:
  Meredith L. Martin, Midland College
  Kelley Finley, South Plains College
  Janine L. Fox, South Plains College
106044 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM Hilton  

(In)Equality, Marginalized Groups, Resistance, and Social Media  

Sponsor: Human Communication and Technology Division  
Chair: Ezgi Ulusoy, Michigan State University  
  "Digital Abjects: Disgust, Networks, and Resistance" Maryam Ahmadi, University of Wisconsin-Madison  
  "Inequality, Social Networks, and Internet Use: Exploring the Implications of the Social Diversification Hypothesis" Eric L. Tsetsi, University of Arizona; Stephen Rains, University of Arizona  
  "Why do the French Tweet #BlackLivesMatter in English?" Tiffany Copeland, Howard University  
  "‘If it’s an alarming issue, I feel the need to post about it’: How marginalized teens use digital media for political participation" Amana N. Kaskazi, Rutgers University; Vanessa Kitzie, University of South Carolina  

106046 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM Hilton  

Health Decision Making and Uncertainty Regarding Genetic Testing, Cancer, and Self-Medication  

Sponsor: Health Communication Division  
Chair: Emily A. Rauscher, Texas A&M University  
  "Risk Perceptions of Unaffected Women with a BRCA mutation: A Common Sense Approach to Risk, Decision-Making and Coping" Courtney Lynam Scherr, Northwestern University; Marleah Dean, University of South Florida; Kerstin Kalke, Northwestern University; Charlotte Marshall-Fricker, Emory University; Meredith Clements, University of South Florida  
  "Examining the Effectiveness of Genetic Counselors’ Communication of Variant of Uncertain Significance Results of Breast Cancer Genes" Lingzi Zhong, University of Texas, Austin; Erin Donovan, University of Texas, Austin; Anita L. Vangelisti, University of Texas, Austin  
  "Openness and Avoidance in Ovarian Cancer Communication: An Uncertainty Management Perspective" Dinah Tetteh, Arkansas State University; Najma Akhther, Wayne State University  
  "Patient Decision Making in the Face of True Uncertainty: The Case of Variants of Uncertain Significance from Genetic Testing" Courtney Lynam Scherr, Northwestern University; Sanjana Ramesh, Northwestern University; Hannah Jahnine Getachew-Smith, Northwestern University; Baruch Fischhoff, Carnegie Mellon University; Susan Vadaparampil, Moffitt Cancer Center  
  "Chinese parents’ medical decisions for their children: Why do they choose self-medication with antibiotics?" Di Pei, George Mason University; Xiaoquan Zhao, George Mason
106048  9:30 AM to 10:45 AM  Hilton  Key Ballroom 8 (Second Floor)

**Resignifying Purity Culture: Vulvas, Nuns, the Clitoris, and Female Viagra**

Sponsor: Feminist and Women Studies Division  
Chairs: Heather Roy, University of Iowa; Michelle L. Flood, University of Iowa  
Presenters:  
Elaine S. Schnabel, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill  
Michaela Frischherz, Towson University  
Amanda Friz, University of Wisconsin-Madison  
Kristin Peterson, Boston College  
Heather Roy, University of Iowa  
Michelle L. Flood, University of Iowa

106049  9:30 AM to 10:45 AM  Hilton  Key Ballroom 9 (Second Floor)

**Surviving Neoliberalism: Discourses on Capital's Relation to Publics**

Sponsor: Rhetorical and Communication Theory Division  
Chair: Dana L. Cloud, California State University Fullerton  
"Disavowed or Deadly Diamonds: Commodity Fetishism in the Neoliberal Era"  
William Joseph Sipe, University of Nebraska-Lincoln  
"Golden Parachutes and Steel Chairs: The (Hyper)Real Consequences For Fake Management"  
Birney R. Young, University of Pittsburgh; Tyler Brunette, University of Pittsburgh  
"Lipsticks, Pickles, and Spicy Guacamole: The Neoliberal Calendar and Synchronization"  
Nicole Tara Allen, Utah State University  
"The Survival of Labor as Surplus Value in Arguments for Universal Basic Income."  
Jason David Myres, University of Georgia

106050  9:30 AM to 10:45 AM  Hilton  Key Ballroom 10 (Second Floor)

**Who is Being Addressed? Critical Analyses of Political Campaigns, Presidential Rhetoric, and Nationalism**

Sponsor: Rhetorical and Communication Theory Division  
Chair: Kyra Pearson, Loyola Marymount University  
Respondent: Kyra Pearson, Loyola Marymount University
"Trump, and the Affect of Public Address: A Rhetoric of Incoherence" Benjamin J. Clancy, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

"Turning off the Campaign Mode? An Analysis of U.S. Presidential Acceptance and Inaugural Speeches" Rodrigo Soares, University of Central Florida; Jonathan Matusitz, University of Central Florida

"Visual Bricolage: Reordering the Fragments of 9/11" Daniel James DeVinney, University of Illinois

"‘People, Planet, Profit’: Using Abstract and Concrete Values to Build Community During the 2018 Midterm Campaign" Hilary A. Rasmussen, University of Wisconsin-Parkside; James W. Vining, Governors State University

106051 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM Hilton Key Ballroom 11 (Second Floor)

Mediated Representations of Women, Gender, and Sexuality
Sponsor: Feminist and Women Studies Division
Chair: Laura Kelly Horton, San Diego State University
Respondent: Holly Holladay, Missouri State University

"Fighting for survival: A critical analysis of “Mama Said Knock You Out”" Kathleen Murphy, Saint Louis University

"Make LEGO Great Again: Nostalgia, Sexualization, and the LEGO Friends Controversy" Lauren DeLaCruz, Hampton University

"Media Representations of Female Cyborgs: Techno-scopophilia and the Avenging-Woman in Popular Television and Film" Lara C. Stache, Governors State University; Rachel Davidson, Hanover College

"Surviving or thriving with female coworkers: Comparing television’s pathologized and idealized depictions of women who work together" Sierra Bray, University of Southern California

"The Fosters and Queer Intimacy" Kassandra Hall

106052 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM Hilton Key Ballroom 12 (Second Floor)

The Effects and Prevention of Smoking, Vaping, and Chewing
Sponsor: Health Communication Division
Chair: Lourdes Martinez, San Diego State University

"If a person has lung cancer, he must have smoked: A content analysis of causality in cancer news" Wei Peng, University of Miami; Gabriel de Tuya, University of Miami; Andrea Eduardo, University of Miami; Jessica Vishny, University of Miami; Qian Huang, University of Miami
"Strategic Messaging Elements of the Tips from Former Smokers Centers for Disease Control Video Campaign" Gwen Anne Hullman, Ashland University; Camille Pollutro, Ashland University

"Effects of exposure to vaping cues in first-generation and other-generation e-cigarette advertisements on daily and former smokers’ urge, intentions, and perceptions" Erin Maloney, University of Pennsylvania; Joseph N. Cappella, University of Pennsylvania

"Applying the theory of motivated information management to young adults’ information exchange about e-cigarettes and their use” Emily Scheinfeld, University of Texas, Tyler; Brittani Crook, University of Texas; Cheryl Perry, University of Texas Health Science Center at Houston

"Do You Chew? A Qualitative Examination of the Perceptions of Kenyan Students Toward Khat (Catha edulis): A Case of a Large Kenyan University” Robert G. Nyaga, Purdue University; Marifran Mattson, Purdue University; Masibo Lumala, Moi University

106056 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM Hilton Blake (Second Floor)
Surviving and Thriving: Strategies for Strengthening Communication’s Place in the Academy in a Period of Upheaval

Sponsor: Association for Communication Administration
Chair: Jon A. Hess, University of Dayton
Presenters:
Carl Cates, Arkansas State University
Deanna P. Dannels, North Carolina State University
Jon A. Hess, University of Dayton
Shawn D. Long, University of North Carolina at Charlotte
Laura Hudson Pollom, Concordia University Chicago
Shawn Wahl, Missouri State University

106057 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM Hilton Calloway (Second Floor)
Surviving and Thriving in New Roles: Communicating in Ways that Advance Women’s Opportunities in the Academy

Sponsor: Women's Caucus
Chair: Claire H. Procopio, Southeastern Louisiana University
Presenters:
Kristina Horn Sheeler, Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis
Krista Hoffmann-Longtin, Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis
Karrin Anderson, Colorado State University
Sarah B. Feldner, Marquette University
Helen Tate, Wingate University
Claire H. Procopio, Southeastern Louisiana University
Training for Survival: An Examination of Theory and Best Practices for Judge Training

Sponsor: National Forensics Association
Chair: Allison Kennon, Hastings College
Respondent: Darren L. Epping, Kansas State University

- "A Pedagogical Undertaking: An exploration into the benefits and pitfalls of judge training" Aaron M. Duncan, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
- "A Sexual Harassment Officer’s Guide to Title IX Training" Kittie Grace, Hastings College
- "Mentoring and Training of Non-Forensics Graduate Student Judges" Craig E. Brown, Kansas State University
- "Our Survival Depends on it: Using Coordinated Judge Training to Address Harmful Norms in Forensics" Abbie M. Syrek, University of Nebraska-Omaha; Cameron Logsdon, University of Nebraska-Omaha
- "Preparing a Judge Pool to Judge the National Tournament" Robert F. Imbody, University of Alabama

Disability and Intersectionality: Decentering and Problematizing whiteness in Disability Scholarship

Sponsor: Disability Issues Caucus
Chair: James L. Cherney, University of Nevada, Reno

- "A Cure for the Body Politic: Proxyhood and Bio-citizenship in the Sale of Christmas Seals During WWII" Erin Nicole Gangstad, University of Wisconsin-Madison
- "A More Intersectional and Decolonial Disability Studies" Caleb Green, University of Denver
- "Allyship in the Wisconsin Winnebago Mission Home: (Dis)ability, Race, and Gender" Dominique A. Salas, University of Wisconsin-Madison
- "Surviving Queer/Disability Studies in the Global South" Jessica S. Rauchberg, McMaster University; Ryan Arron D'Souza, University of South Florida

Surviving Family Discourses: Pursuing and Challenging Multiple Familial Perspectives and Ideologies
Sponsors: Family Communication Division; International and Intercultural Communication Division

Chair: Erin Brummett, Bloomsburg University
Respondent: Kelly G. Odenweller, Iowa State University

"Examining the Role of Sibling Interaction in Multiethnic-racial Identity Development" Megan E. Cardwell, University of Nebraska-Lincoln

"Family Communication About Race and Culture: Do White Families Talk About Race?" Ana Lisa P. Eberline, University of Illinois


"You're Still Going To Be My Son": A Turning Points Analysis of Parent-Child Religious Difference" Toni Morgan, University of Nebraska-Lincoln

---

106061 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM Hilton Holiday Ballroom 3 (Second Floor)

**Recent Research in First Responder Organizations: Studying Survival as Organizational Mission**

Sponsor: Organizational Communication Division
Chair: Clifton Scott, University of North Carolina at Charlotte
Respondent: Jody L. S. Jahn, University of Colorado, Boulder

"Challenges to Prepare: How First Response Organizations Engage Citizens in Disaster Preparedness" Brett W. Robertson, University of Texas, Austin

"How Do We Prepare for “The Bad Day?”: Creating Authority in Community Emergency Response Collaborations" Rebecca M. Rice, University of Nevada, Las Vegas

"Narrating police officer identification: How officers build narratives of organizational identity” Matt Giles, University of California, Santa Barbara

"Surviving Threats to Occupational Identities: Police Officers’ Language Convergence and Meaning Divergence in Community Policing Implementation" William T. Howe, University of Oklahoma; Marisa L. Flores, University of Oklahoma; Ryan S. Bisel, University of Oklahoma; Chris Anderson, University of Oklahoma; Michael K. Ault, Weber State University

---

106062 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM Hilton Holiday Ballroom 4 (Second Floor)

**Support Seeking and Provision Online**

Sponsors: Human Communication and Technology Division; Interpersonal Communication Division
Chair: Leah E. LeFebvre, University of Alabama

"A Grounded Theory of Uncertainty and Support-Seeking in Online Diabetes Forums" Amy Delaney, Millikin University; Erin Basinger, University of North Carolina at Charlotte
"Appreciating the Complexity of Online Support: Examining Factors Entangled with Channel Publicness When Predicting (In)Effective Support Provision"  Lucas Youngvorst, University of Idaho; Andrew C. High, Penn State University; Emily M. Buehler, Penn State University

"Military Partners' Perspectives on the Benefits and Drawbacks of Social Media as a Supportive Resource for Dealing with Military Life Challenges"  Kelly R. Rossetto, Boise State University; Jennifer S. Owlett, William Paterson University

"The Provision of Supportive Communication on Social Networking Sites (SNS) through a Brunswick Lens: The Role of Political Affiliation, Directness of Support Seeking, and Modality on Verbal Person Centeredness (VPC)"  Michelle Lorena Acevedo Callejas, Penn State University; Andrew C. High, Penn State University; Lucas Youngvorst, University of Idaho

106063  9:30 AM to 10:45 AM  Hilton  Holiday Ballroom 5 (Second Floor)

(Dis)ordered Resistance: Theorizing Protest and Dissent in Organizational Life

Sponsor: Organizational Communication Division
Chair: Yijia Guo, University of Southern California
Respondent: Heather Zoller, University of Cincinnati

""Take a Knee" and Resistance Scholarship: Protest and Sports in Organizational Communication"  Jayne Simpson, University of Colorado, Boulder

"Communicative Co-constitution of Order/Disorder: Analyzing Culture through (Dis)Organization"  Eric Karikari, Towson University

"Organizing Dissonance on the Tibetan Plateau: The Technological Constitution of Niamle"  Dongjing Kang, Florida Gulf Coast University; Kathleen J. Krone, University of Nebraska-Lincoln

"What I Resist persists: The Protect LDS Children Movement as a Space of Narrative Dissent"  Amorette N. Hinderaker, Texas Christian University

106065  9:30 AM to 10:45 AM  Hilton  Paca (Third Floor)

Not to Get Too Political….: Political Communication on Multiple Platforms

Sponsor: Student Section
Chair: Ryan Bince, Northwestern University
Respondent: Kristina M. Lee, Colorado State University

"The Wellesley College Address as an Example of Peripeteic Speaking: Barbara Bush’s Public Speaking Reversal of Fortune"  Christopher J. E. Anderson, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

"She's still Alex from the block: How Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez performs populism and identity using Twitter"  Taylor Koopman, Western Michigan University

"A Burkean Analysis of a Speech on Gun Control"  Suzanne Burdick, University of Texas, Austin
"The Rhetoric of Civility: Manipulation of Power and Controlling the Political Conversation" Joshua Ratel-Khan, Syracuse University

106067 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM Hilton Carroll (Third Floor)

Embrace the Simulation: Exploring Complex Communication Phenomena with Agent-Based Modeling

Sponsor: Communication and Social Cognition Division
Chair: Qinghua Yang, Texas Christian University
Presenters:
Reed Reynolds, Michigan State University
Joe Wasserman, West Virginia University
Shannon Cruz, Pennsylvania State University
Qi Hao, Michigan State University
Sarah Shugars, Northeastern University

106068 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM Hilton Tubman (Third Floor)

Surviving “The Future of Work”: How the Training and Development Course Can Prepare Tomorrow’s Trainers

Sponsor: Training and Development Division
Chair: Carrie Arnold, CEO & Founder, EQsential
Presenters:
Constance Staley, University of Colorado, Colorado Springs
Erica L. Allgood, University of Colorado, Colorado Springs
Hannah Shiver, University of Colorado Colorado Springs
Respondent: Garrett Gatlin, Adeption

106071 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM Hilton Brent (Third Floor)

Public Relations and Issue Advocacy: Crafting Narratives of Survival for Social Change

Sponsor: Public Relations Division
Chair: Thomas F. Gencarelli, Manhattan College
Respondent: Erik Garrett, Duquesne University

"Brain Diversity: Crafting a New Discursive Space for Mental Illness Stigma" Sanae Elmoudden, St. John's University

"Endorsing Strategic Sustainable Development of Women’s Empowerment in Areas of Conflicts Across the Middle East" Noura Ahmad Hajjaj, State University of New York, New Paltz

"Gillette’s “We Believe” Campaign: When Values-Driven Branding Creates Consumer Crises” Allison R. Peiritsch, Slippery Rock University
"Sowing Seeds of Survival: Practicing Public Relations in India’s Agrarian Communities" Arshia Anwer, Manhattan College

10:00 AM

107066  10:00 AM to 1:00 PM  Hilton Marshall (Third Floor)

NCA Leadership Development Committee

Sponsor: NCA National Office

Presenters:
- Ronald L. Jackson, University of Cincinnati
- Ahmet Atay, College of Wooster
- Megan R. Dillow, West Virginia University
- Janie Harden Fritz, Duquesne University
- Radhika Gajjala, Bowling Green State University
- Bree L. McEwan, DePaul University
- David T. McMahan, Missouri Western State University
- Kimberly R. Moffitt, University of Maryland, Baltimore County
- Star A. Muir, George Mason University
- Carey M. Noland, Northeastern University
- Kent A. Ono, University of Utah
- Samantha Senda-Cook, Creighton University
- Trevor Parry-Giles, National Communication Association
- Justin Wayne Danowski, National Communication Association

11:00 AM

108007  11:00 AM to 12:15 PM  Baltimore Convention Center 327 (300 Level)

Contemporary Issues in Advertising

Sponsor: Mass Communication Division

Chair: Corey B. Davis, University of Wisconsin-Whitewater

Respondent: Corey B. Davis, University of Wisconsin-Whitewater

"Effects of Hyperboles in Advertising: A Serial Mediation Model" Ying Huang, University of West Florida

"Environmental steward[ship] and Noah’s Ark metaphors in advertising for nonprofits: Biblically inspired, cause-related marketing (CRM) communication for survival" Susan H. Sarapin, Troy University

"How the Operationalization of Exposure Impacts Studies on Direct-to-Consumer Advertising of Prescription Drugs" Melanie Savelli, Southern Connecticut State University

"“Hey, Kids. Who Wants a Shot from the Merch Gun?!”: LEGO Batman as a Gateway Commodity Intertext" Matthew P. McAllister, Penn State University; Jared LaGroue, Penn State University
108008  11:00 AM to 12:15 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  328 (300 Level)

**Instructing Emerging STEM Professionals, Science Communicators, and Informed Citizens to Address the STEM Communication Environment**

Sponsor: Instructional Development Division  
Chair: Meghnaa Tallapragada, Temple University  
Presenters:  
- Cynthia-Lou Coleman, Portland State University  
- Meghnaa Tallapragada, Temple University  
- Christopher Cummings, Nanyang Technological University  
- Craig O. Stewart, University of Memphis  
Respondent: Bruce W. Hardy, Temple University

108009  11:00 AM to 12:15 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  329 (300 Level)

**InDialogue for Inclusive Decision-making in Local Government: An Innovation in Deliberative Practice**

Sponsor: Public Dialogue and Deliberation Division  
Chair: Elesha L. Ruminski, Frostburg State University  
Presenters:  
- Rebecca Marie Townsend, University of Hartford  
- Anna Przybylska, University of Warsaw  
- Todd Davies, Stanford University  
- Trudy Milburn, Purchase College, SUNY  
- Nora Lee Heist, University of Maryland  
- Alesia Montgomery, Stanford University  
- Anna Wiederhold Wolfe, Texas A&M University  
- Jed A. Chalupa, Texas A&M University  
- Alice Siu, Stanford University

108010  11:00 AM to 12:15 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  330 (300 Level)

**Competitive Papers in the Master's Education Section**

Sponsor: Master's Education Section  
Chair: Alice Fanari, University of Arizona  
Respondent: Daniel Cronn-Mills, Minnesota State University, Mankato
"Contemporary Hip Hop Music: A Political Tool for Co-cultural Members to Address Inequality"  Fatima Albrehi, Wayne State University

"Public Healing: Analysis and Implications of Celebrity Health Narratives"  Braidyn Lazenby, University of Alabama


"Muslim Representation in U.S. Media"  Fatima Albrehi, Wayne State University

108011  11:00 AM to 12:15 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  331 (300 Level)

Learning from the Media

Sponsor: Mass Communication Division
Chair: Lisanne Grant, New Mexico State University

"Disney is Ruining My Kid!: Making a Case for Cultivation and Social Learning Theories Through Examining Social Aggression in 2000s Disney Channel Series"  Rachel Guldin, University of Oregon; Janelle Applequist, University of South Florida; Travis R. Bell, University of South Florida

"A Question of Motivation: Social Cognitive Theory and Parasocial Responses to Knitting Vlogs"  Peter Benjamin Gregg, University of St. Thomas

"Connecting without Connection: Using Social Media Content to Analyze Problematic Drinking Behavior Among Mothers"  Elizabeth Crisp Crawford Jackson, North Dakota State University; Emory S. Daniel, Appalachian State University; Muhabbat M. Yakubova, North Dakota State University; Ishan Kodagoda Peiris, North Dakota State University

"Information Versus Influence: An Analysis of Rewards Present in Broadcast Direct-to-Consumer Prescription Drug Advertising"  Janelle Applequist, University of South Florida; Elizabeth A. Hintz, University of South Florida

108012  11:00 AM to 12:15 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  332 (300 Level)

Spotlight Honoring Dr. Christina Beck

Sponsor: Teachers on Teaching
Chair: Stacy Smulowitz, University of Scranton

Presenters:
  Rukhsana Ahmed, University at Albany, SUNY
  Heather J. Carmack, University of Alabama
  Alyssa H. Kauffman, Suffolk County Community College, Brentwood
  Alfred G. Mueller, Neumann University

Respondent: Christina S. Beck, Ohio University
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Sponsor Division</th>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Presenters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>108013</td>
<td>11:00 AM</td>
<td>333</td>
<td><strong>Thriving and Surviving in the Social Media Age: Leveraging Technology for Effective Teaching and Research</strong></td>
<td>Human Communication and Technology Division; Instructional Development Division</td>
<td>Nicole Blau, Ohio University, Lancaster</td>
<td>Adam C. Earnheardt, Youngstown State University, Ann Bainbridge Frymier, Ohio University, Melissa Wanzer, Canisius College, Candice Thomas-Maddox, Ohio University, Lancaster, Leeanne M. Bell McManus, Stevenson University, Nicholas David Bowman, Texas Tech University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108014</td>
<td>11:00 AM</td>
<td>334</td>
<td><strong>Debate and Forensics Programs: Surviving the Threats</strong></td>
<td>Argumentation and Forensics Division</td>
<td>Carl T. Hyden, Morgan State University</td>
<td>Natalie L. Bennie, Penn State University, Sarah Dweik, Texas Tech University, Deion S. Hawkins, George Mason University, Austin McDonald, Hastings College, Matthew Louis Parnell, Texas Tech University, Patrick G. Richey, Middle Tennessee State University, Sabrina Singh, University of Montana, Theodore F. Sheckels, Randolph-Macon College, Joshua Young, Oklahoma City University, Crystal Lane Swift Ferguson, Mt. San Antonio College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108015</td>
<td>11:00 AM</td>
<td>335</td>
<td><strong>The Time is Here: The Role of Theory in the Ongoing Critical Turn in Interpersonal Communication Studies</strong></td>
<td>Critical and Cultural Studies Division</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chair: Mick Brewer, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale

Presenters:
Julia Moore, University of Utah
Elizabeth A. Suter, University of Denver
Mick Brewer, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale
Jimmie Manning, University of Nevada, Reno
Katherine J. Denker, Ball State University
Dominic Pecoraro, University of Utah

108016  11:00 AM to 12:15 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  336 (300 Level)

Visioning Freedom and Challenging Surveillance

Sponsor: Critical and Cultural Studies Division
Chair: John M. Wise, Arizona State University
Respondent: John M. Wise, Arizona State University

""Pseudo-Sousveillance": (Re)envisioning Border Security through the Virtual Reality Experience "Use of Force""  Kellie Marin, Penn State University
"Internet freedom, free culture, and free information: Aaron Swartz and cyberlibertarianism’s neoliberal turn"  Michael Buozis, Muhlenberg College
"Lights! Camera! Redaction! What We Now Know about Pentagon Influence in Film and Television"  Roger Stahl, University of Georgia
"Seduction Engineering: On the Intersections between Hackers and Pickup Artists"  Robert W. Gehl, University of Utah

108017  11:00 AM to 12:15 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  337 (300 Level)

Surviving Black Womanhood: Rejecting Toxic Hegemonic Communicative Practices and Re-Negotiating New Ways of Thriving

Sponsor: Black Caucus
Chair: Dianna Watkins-Dickerson, University of Memphis

Presenters:
Ashley R. Hall, Ithaca College
Melissa Renee Harris, Howard University
Morgan W. Smalls, James Madison University
Dianna Watkins-Dickerson, University of Memphis

Respondent: Tara Reed, Tarrant County College South
Surviving Teaching (in/and/about) the Borderlands: Diverse Perspectives on Communication and Rhetorical Studies in Divisive Times in Divided Space

Sponsor: La Raza Caucus
Chair: Nick J. Sciullo, Texas A&M University, Kingsville
Respondent: Diana I. Bowen, Pepperdine University

"Honoring Viviencias: A Borderlands Approach to Higher Education Pedagogy Justice" Leandra Hinojosa Hernandez, Utah Valley University; Sarah Upton, University of Texas, El Paso
"Messing with Texas: Denaturalizing Dominant Anglo Discourses in the Intercultural Communication Course" Mark Ward Sr., University of Houston, Victoria
"Personal Responsibility vs. Educational Attainment: Fighting for Survival in a Border Region" Laura Nunn, South Texas College
"‘You hate firefighters and all first responders!’: Radical Teaching Meets Conservativism in the Borderlands" Nick J. Sciullo, Texas A&M University, Kingsville

Survival and Protection: Safe Spaces and Practices

Sponsor: Caucus on Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer Concerns
Chair: Jennifer L. Walton, Ohio Northern University
Respondent: Deryl Johnson, Kutztown University

"An exploratory study of sexting behaviors among heterosexual and sexual-minority early adolescents" Joris Van Ouytsel, University of Antwerp; Michel Walrave, University of Antwerp; Koen Ponnet, Ghent University
"Bad Theology Kills: The Mama Dragons’ Push to Save Queer Teens” Austin Williams Miller, University of New Mexico
"Pray For Orlando: Analyzing Social Media Reaction to the 2016 Pulse Night Club Shooting" Molly M. Hardy, Maryville University; Brandon Miller, University of Massachusetts, Boston
"Survive When Queer: Reclaiming Family, Reimaging Queer Relationality” Shuzhen Huang, Bloomsburg University

Publish or Perish? Strategies for Surviving as an A/PAC scholar
Sponsors: Asian/Pacific American Caucus; Asian/Pacific American Communication Studies Division; International and Intercultural Communication Division

Chairs: Marissa Joanna Doshi, Hope College; Rebecca de Souza, University of Minnesota, Duluth

Presenters:
Shaunak Sastry, University of Cincinnati
Ambar Basu, University of South Florida
David C. Oh, Ramapo College
Lisa K. Hanasono, Bowling Green State University
Elizabeth S. Parks, Colorado State University
Richie Neil Hao, Antelope Valley College
Rebecca de Souza, University of Minnesota, Duluth
Zhuo Ban, University of Cincinnati

108021 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Baltimore Convention Center 341 (300 Level)

**Sport, Culture, and Power: Critical Intercultural Examinations of Race and Gender in Sport**

Sponsors: Communication and Sport Division; Feminist and Women Studies Division; International and Intercultural Communication Division

Chair: Yannick Kluch, Rowan University

Respondent: Andrew Ryan Donofrio, Columbus State University

"(Un)Muting Jemele Hill: Silencing intersectional experience in sport" Heather Stassen, Cazenovia College

"What makes a "woman"? Sports and the inclusion of trans and intersex athletes" Mia Fischer, University of Colorado, Denver

""We are not a racist community”: Maintaining postracism and civility in response to racist Utah Jazz fans” Linsay M. Cramer, Coastal Carolina University

""We Are the Rice Farmers”: A critical perspective on race and esports” William Clyde Partin, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

108022 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Baltimore Convention Center 342 (300 Level)

**Applied Communication in Patient and Provider Contexts**

Sponsor: Applied Communication Division

Chair: Elizabeth L. Petrun Sayers, RAND Corporation

Respondent: Lou Clark, Arizona State University

"Backlash Against Nutrition Messages: Backlash is Higher in Underserved Groups and Related to Label Use" Jakob D. Jensen, University of Utah; Elizabeth Giorgi, University of
Utah; Jennifer Jackson, University of Utah; Julia Berger, University of Utah; Rachael A. Katz, California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo; Amy Mobley, University of Florida

"The Diminishing Returns for Longer Healthcare Provider Video Biographies: A Thin Slice Examination of Patient Decision-Making"  Evan K. Perrault, Purdue University

"“Wish I would have known that before I started using it:” Contraceptive messages and information seeking among young women”  Angela Cooke-Jackson, California State University Los Angeles; Valerie Rubinsky, University of Maine at Augusta; Jacqueline Nicole Gunning, University of Nebraska-Lincoln; Christina Bartson, Independent Researcher

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session Code</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Presentation Title</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>108023</td>
<td>11:00 AM to 12:15 PM</td>
<td>Baltimore Convention Center 343 (300 Level)</td>
<td>Building a Global Political Communication Perspective</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sponsors: International and Intercultural Communication Division; Political Communication Division</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Chair: Christina M. Knopf, State University of New York, Cortland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Respondent: Christina M. Knopf, State University of New York, Cortland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;Verbal and Nonverbal Styles of Presidential Candidates in the 2016 Philippine National Debates&quot; Jose Carlo de Pano, University of Alabama; Orville Tatcho, University of Alabama</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;Durable Secrets: Electronic voting technology, voter confidence, and electoral transparency in India&quot; Patrick Jones, University of Oregon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;“Borders are not mere suggestions!”: The United Nations and the Paradox of Ukrainian Identity&quot; Thomas McCloskey, University of Maryland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern’s Discourse of Renewal at Waitangi&quot; Stephanie Flores, Abilene Christian University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session Code</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Presentation Title</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>108024</td>
<td>11:00 AM to 12:15 PM</td>
<td>Baltimore Convention Center 344 (300 Level)</td>
<td>Visual Arguments, Publicity, and Politics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sponsors: Public Address Division; Visual Communication Division</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Chair: Belinda A. Stillion Southard, Department of Communication St</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;Ammar’s Banksy-Style Ad Campaign: An Analysis of Verbal and Visual Ideographs and Synchronic Dimension&quot; Brooke Long, James Madison University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;Fantastic Visual Argument and the Food and Drug Administration’s The Real Cost Campaign&quot; Jacob William Justice, University of Kansas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Inventing Rhetorical Modes of Survival

Sponsor: Rhetoric Society of America
Chair: Lisa A. Flores, University of Colorado, Boulder
Respondents: Dana L. Cloud, California State University Fullerton; Eric Watts, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

"How to Be a F.L.Y. Girl": Crafting Sexual Survival for Young Women of Color" Erin J. Rand, Syracuse University
"Kinship for Survival: Environmentalism Meeting Up with Sexuality Studies" E. Cram, University of Iowa
"Language, Humanity, and Pessimism: Tres Modos de “Sobrevivir”" Jose Angel Maldonado, University of Puget Sound
"Relationality and Resilience: Rhetorical Modes for Indigenous Cultural Survivance" Tiara R. Na'puti, University of Colorado, Boulder

Military and Revolution in Rhetorical Perspective

Sponsor: American Society for the History of Rhetoric
Chair: Ira Allen, Northern Arizona University

"A Cinematic Technology of Enjoyment: Hitchcock’s The 39 Steps and the Nomos of War" John F. Minbiole, Penn State University
"Homosexuality and the Military: Establishing Psychoanalytic Discourse During World War II" Jeffrey B. Nagel, Penn State University
"“An Object Worthy of the Attention of a Sensible Republican”: Establishing the Characteristics of a Revolutionary Republican Political Style through the Costume Reform Project of the Société Populaire et Républicaine des Arts (1793-1795)" Marissa G. Croft, Northwestern University

Social Media Affordances and Fragmented Discourse: A Genealogical Approach

Sponsor: Media Ecology Association
Chairs: Kate L. Drazner Hoyt, Pacific Lutheran University; Elizabeth Brunner, Idaho State University
Respondent: George F. McHendry, Creighton University
"Hashtags, Binarisms, and the Flattening of Discourse in a Post-Parkland Ecology" Samantha Chaffin, Idaho State University

"Networked Insularity: Using WeChat to Foster Activist Enclaves" Elizabeth Brunner, Idaho State University

"The Digital Hydrosphere: On Twitter’s Billowing, Prodigious Flood" Eric S. Jenkins, University of Cincinnati

"The Fragmented Architecture of Instagram: Scrolling, Swiping, and the Intimate Reaches of Neoliberal Logic" Kate L. Drazner Hoyt, Pacific Lutheran University

---

108035 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Hilton Peale A (First Floor)

**Doing Autoethnographic Performance to Survive**

Sponsor: Performance Studies Division
Chairs: Heidi M. Rose, Villanova University; Aubrey A. Huber, University of South Florida
Respondent: Deanna Shoemaker, Monmouth University

"#BreakfastBarbara: An autoethnographic performance of surviving everyday Blackness" Sasha Sanders, University of South Florida

"Body Talk: An Autoethnographic Inquiry Into A Female Villanova Experience" Kasey Lynch, University of Missouri, Columbia

"Degrees of Severity: A Poetic Inquiry into Undergraduate Mental Health" Kevon Turner, Villanova University

"My sister hates sharks, I think: Using autoethnography to juxtapose OCD and sociopathy" Hunter Houtzer, Villanova University

"Narratives of Survival: A Queer Autoethnography" Laura Mattson, University of South Florida

"Navigating and Surviving Higher Learning: Examining Academic Experiences through an Autoethnographic/Hip Hop Lens" Marquese McFerguson, University of South Florida

"Surviving the Cut: Stand-up Comedy as Auto/ethnography for Survival" Christina A. Magalona, University of South Florida

---

108036 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Hilton Peale B (First Floor)

**Can Academic Freedom Survive Contemporary Politics and Culture?**

Sponsors: Emeritus/Retired Members Section; Theatre, Film and New Multi-Media Division
Chairs: Sharon Irene Ammen, St. Mary of the Woods College; James M. Brandon, Hillsdale College
Respondents: Edward L. Fink, Temple University; Patti P. Gillespie, University of Maryland; Anita Taylor, George Mason University

"Can Academic Freedom Survive Contemporary Politics and Culture?" Sharon Irene Ammen, St. Mary of the Woods College; James M. Brandon, Hillsdale College; M. Susan Anthony, DePauw University; Alan C. Lerstrom, Luther College; Roberta Crisson, Kutztown
108038 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM  Hilton Johnson (First Floor)

**New Approaches to Performance (pre)History**

**Sponsor:** Performance Studies Division  
**Chair:** Travis P. Brisini, Penn State University

"Finding the Trace" Raquel Polanco, Louisiana State University  
"Materialist Encounters with Chaco Canyon" Jake Simmons, Missouri State University  
"Rocks and Hard Places: Sociopolitical Performativity of Agentic Matter" Tami L. Spry, St. Cloud State University  
"The Presence of the Past: Creation and Re-Creation in a Climate of Performance" Travis P. Brisini, Penn State University

108039 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM  Hilton Latrobe (First Floor)

**Group Communication: Research, Practice, and Interventions**

**Sponsor:** Group Communication Division  
**Chair:** Yaguang Zhu, University of Arkansas  
**Respondent:** Stephenson J. Beck, North Dakota State University

"Constituting Team Communication So That Others Might Survive the Storm: National Weather Service (NWS) Forecasting Teams’ Use of Floating" Arden Roeder, University of Oklahoma; Ryan S. Bisel, University of Oklahoma; William T. Howe, University of Oklahoma  
"Group Metacommunication Process during a 3-day Digital Storytelling Workshop for Patients Recovering from Hematopoietic Cell Transplantation: A Qualitative Approach" Sunny Kim, Arizona State University; Olga I. Davis, Arizona State University; Linda Larkey, Arizona State University; Shelby Langer, Arizona State University; Bin Suh, Arizona State University; Nicole Hoffmann, Arizona State University; Nandita Khera, Mayo Clinic  
"Revitalizing Group Communication 25 Years Later: An Analysis of the 1994 Special Issue of Communication Studies" Kyle Heuett, Ball State University; Charles Binion, Ball State University; Erin Williams, Ball State University  
"The Micro-skills of Collective Communication Design Work: An Academic Team’s Development of Sensebreaking Messages" Jasmine T. Austin, University of Oklahoma; Britney N. Gilmore, University of Oklahoma; Brittney Sierra Wallace, University of Oklahoma; Ryan S. Bisel, University of Oklahoma

108040 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM  Hilton Ruth (First Floor)

**Peace and Conflict Across Place and Context**
Sponsor: Peace and Conflict Communication Division
Chair: Christopher O. Lynch, Kean University
Respondent: Elizabeth Hampton Hurst, University of Oklahoma
"A Multi-Field Review of Organizational Conflict Research on Outcomes: Where Does Communication Stand?" Zachary Gibson, Northwestern University
"Addressing the Intersections of Health, Organizing, and Peacebuilding: A Case Study of Peacebuilding in Liberia" Jennifer Kay Ptacek, University of Dayton; Stacey L. Connaughton, Purdue University
"Applying Image Restoration Theory to Understand the Provisional Irish Republican Army’s (PIRA) Image Repair Strategies" Dylan Silverglate, University of Central Florida; Jonathan Matusitz, University of Central Florida
"Prejudice towards Muslims: A Study among Young People in Cameroon." Ngwayuh Nshom, University of Jyväskylä; Soravis Tovivich, University of Jyväskylä; Shomaila Sadaf, University of Jyväskylä
"The Portrayal of Peace and War Journalism in the Kenya Westgate Attack" Priscilla Burr, Regent University

---

108041 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Hilton Key Ballroom 1 (Second Floor)

**CSR and Values Based Communication**

Sponsor: Public Relations Division
Chair: Aimei Yang, University of Southern California
Respondent: Erich Sommerfeldt, University of Maryland
"A Topic Modeling Approach to Examining Twitter Users’ Discourses and Reactions to Cause-Related Marketing" Sifan Xu, University of Tennessee; Ying Xiong, University of Rhode Island
"Communicating stakeholder engagement and its quality: Analyzing the CSR reports of the leading Chinese companies" Yan Qu, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
"Getting Called Out: Effects of Feedback to Social Media Corporate Social Responsibility Statements" Rebecca A. Hayes, Illinois State University; Caleb T. Carr

---

108042 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Hilton Key Ballroom 2 (Second Floor)

**Surviving the Difficult Conversations: Student Agency in the Communication Studies Classroom**

Sponsor: Activism and Social Justice Division
Chair: Karla D. Scott, Saint Louis University
Presenters:
Benjamin D. Haas, Borough of Manhattan Community College, CUNY
Timothy Paul Huffman, Saint Louis University
Hollis Glaser, Borough of Manhattan Community College, CUNY
Karla D. Scott, Saint Louis University

108044  11:00 AM to 12:15 PM  Hilton  Key Ballroom 4 (Second Floor)

All in the Family: Social Exchange and Communication Technology

Sponsor: Human Communication and Technology Division
Chair: Rod Carveth, Morgan State University

"Domesticating WhatsApp: Family, friends, work, and study in everyday communication" Mora Matassi, Northwestern University; Pablo Boczkowski, Northwestern University; Eugenia Mitchelstein, Universidad de San Andrés

"Family Members’ Smart Phone Use and Family Outcomes in China and the USA" Thomas J. Socha, Old Dominion University; Yan Zhao, Chang' An University; Richard Reyes, Old Dominion University

"Influence of Professional Mobile Device Usage on Work/Family Border Theory" Sharon Storch, University of Nebraska-Omaha; Anna Victoria Ortiz Juarez-Paz, Indiana University of Pennsylvania

"Opening the Pandora’s Box: A Meta-Analytic Review of the Association between Social Network Sites Use and Serious Mental Illness" Qinghua Yang, Texas Christian University; Jiangmeng Liu, Seattle University; Jian Raymond Rui, South China University of Technology

108046  11:00 AM to 12:15 PM  Hilton  Key Ballroom 6 (Second Floor)

The Role of Celebrities and Entertainment in Health Promotion

Sponsor: Health Communication Division
Chair: YoungJu Shin, Arizona State University

"90 DAYS: An investigation of a short entertainment-education film to improve HIV status disclosure among Black women living with HIV in Miami-Dade County" Jazmyne V. Simmons, University of Miami; Nick Carcioppolo, University of Miami; Wei Peng, University of Miami; Qian Huang, University of Miami; Michelle Seelig, University of Miami; Rachel Katz, University of Miami; JoNell Potter, University of Miami

"Portrayals of vaccines and their opposition in entertainment television: A content analysis" Nikki McClaran, Michigan State University; Nancy Rhodes, Michigan State University

"Spreading the Anti-Vaccine Message: A Content Analysis of Messages Communicated on Anti- and Pro-Vaccine Webpages" Anjali Elizabeth Ashtaputre, University of Arizona; Kun Yan, University of Arizona
"Immunization Communication in “Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood”: Inoculation Theory, Health Messaging, and Children’s Entertainment Television" Josh Compton, Dartmouth College; Alicia Mason, Pittsburg State University

"From Media to Health Awareness: Dying to Survive in China" Qiwei Luna Wu, Texas A&M University

---

108048 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Hilton

Exit? Stay? (Non)survival politics for Women of Color from the Global South and North in U.S. Academia

Sponsor: Feminist and Women Studies Division
Chair: Fang Wang, Albion College
Presenters:
Sumaira Abrar, University of New Mexico
Zhao Ding, Gustavus Adolphus College
Jocelyn Gomez, University of New Mexico
Thi Hai Ly Tran, Bowling Green State University
Jing Jiang, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
Seonah Kim, University of Washington, Seattle
Jenny Korn, Harvard University
Emi Kanemoto, State University of New York, Geneseo
Dinah Tetteh, Arkansas State University

---

108049 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Hilton

Rhetorical Style + Sport + Social Protest

Sponsor: Rhetorical and Communication Theory Division
Chair: Anna Marjorie Young, Pacific Lutheran University

"Disciplining Deion’s Duds, or, How the Activist Athlete Really Disappeared" Abraham I. Khan, Penn State University

"Sartorial Activism and Modes of Citizenship" Kyle R. King, Penn State University, Altoona

"The Alternate Duel: Army-Navy Football and the Martial Style" Paul Achter, University of Richmond

"The Catsuit Seen Round the World: Motherhood, Fashion + Protest" Anna Marjorie Young, Pacific Lutheran University

---

108051 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Hilton
Times Up Penn State: Survivors Organize an Intersectional Campus Coalition to End Sexual Violence and Share Best Practices and Questions with You

Sponsor: Women's Caucus
Chair: Michelle Rodino-Colocino, Penn State University

Presenters:
Christy Beck, Penn State University
Sophia Braverman, Penn State University
Essence Duckett, Penn State University
Michele Hamilton, Ni-ta-nee Now
Minrui Zhang, Penn State University
Hannah Nelson, Penn State University

Models of Persuasion in Health Communication

Sponsor: Health Communication Division
Chair: Sean Upshaw, University of Utah

"Influence of Interpersonal Communication and Health Beliefs on College Student Intentions to Eat Healthy" Katherine Hyatt Hawkins, George Mason University; Keith Richards, East Carolina University; Andrea S. Malterud, George Mason University

"Determinants of Intentions to Prevent Triatomin Infestation Based on the Health Belief Model: An Application in Rural Southern Ecuador" Benjamin R. Bates, Ohio University; Anita G. Villacis, Pontifical Catholic University of Ecuador; Angela Mendez, Ohio University; Luis E. Mendoza, Ohio University; Mario Grijalva, Ohio University & Pontifica Universidad Catolica del Ecuador

"Using the Extended Parallel Process Model to Understand the Effects of Breast Density Notification Laws" Daniel S. Totzkay, West Virginia University; Kami J. Silk, Michigan State University; Brandon David-Heath Thomas, Michigan State University

"Fear the Flu, Not the Flu Shot": A Test of the Extended Parallel Process Model" Anthony J. Roberto, Arizona State University; Paul A. Mongeau, Arizona State University; Yanqin Liu, Arizona State University; Emi Hashi, University of Hawaii, Manoa

"Impacts of Health Consciousness on Responses to Haze Warning Messages: A Test of the Extended Parallel Process Model in an Environmental Health Risk Context" Xianlin Jin, University of Kentucky; H. Dan O'Hair, University of Kentucky; Nancy Grant Harrington, University of Kentucky; Andrew N. Pilny, University of Kentucky; Shuang Tan, China University of Mining and Technology, Beijing; Zongju Zhong, Nanjing University; Hai Jiang, Nanjing University

CIDD Business Meeting
Sponsor: NCA National Office
Presenters:
Brianne Giese, Aurora University
Matthew G. Gerber, Baylor University
Geoffrey Klinger, DePauw University
Ruth J. Beerman, Randolph-Macon College
Rebecca L. Dohrman, Maryville University

108056  11:00 AM to 12:15 PM  Hilton  Blake (Second Floor)

**Outwit, Outplay, and Outlast: Surviving the Directorship of the Foundational Course**

Sponsor: Basic Course Division
Chair: Kelli J. Chromey, South Dakota State University

Presenters:
Joshua Westwick, South Dakota State University
Melissa Broeckelman-Post, George Mason University
Kristina Ruiz-Mesa, California State University Los Angeles
Kara Burnett, Sinclair Community College
John F. Hooker, Illinois State University

108057  11:00 AM to 12:15 PM  Hilton  Calloway (Second Floor)

**Dancing with Gender in the Intersections: Compulsory Disruptions, Identity Negotiations**

Sponsors: Feminist and Women Studies Division; Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer Communication Studies Division
Chair: Benny LeMaster, Arizona State University

"A present, past, future negotiation of queer femme identity"  Kathryn Hobson, James Madison University
"Dancing at the Intersections: Heteronormativity, Gender Normativity and Fatness in the Adult Dance Studio"  Miranda Dottie Olzman, University of Denver
"Dancing with Beauty in the Intersections: Reflections on Quiet Suffering"  Amber Lauren Johnson, Saint Louis University
"Disrupting Compulsory Performances: Snapshots and Stories Masculinity, Disability and Parenthood in Cultural Currents of Daily Life"  Julie-Ann Scott, University of North Carolina, Wilmington
"Lone Star Feminist: An Autoethnographic Explanation of Identity and Regionality"  Andrea Michea Baldwin, University of Houston, Clear Lake
"On Possibility: Queer Relationality and Coalition-Building in the University Classroom"  Shadee Abdi, San Francisco State University; Anthony P. Cuomo, West Los Angeles College
"Queering Compulsory Heteronormativity in the Academy" Shinsuke Eguchi, University of New Mexico

108058 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Hilton Poe (Second Floor)

Risk and Crisis Communication Ethics in a Technological Age: Democracy, Speech, and Survival

Sponsor: Communication Ethics Division
Chair: Craig T. Maier, Duquesne University

"Communicating with Communities of Risk: Action Research and the Ethics of Risk Governance" Craig T. Maier, Duquesne University

"Speech as Survival" Joel S. Ward, Geneva College

"Surveying the Best Practices of Survival: Best Practices of those who are Fighting to Uphold Democracy across the Globe" Sean Fourney, San Francisco State University

"The “Goods” of Artificial Intelligence: A Corporate Perspective" Amanda Grace McKendree, University of Notre Dame

108060 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Hilton Holiday Ballroom 2 (Second Floor)

Understanding the Communication Behaviors of Adoptive Parents, Adoptees, and Surrogates

Sponsor: Family Communication Division
Chair: Jennifer A. Jackl, Roanoke College
Respondent: Jennifer Bender, University of South Florida

"'She's Truly Just the Oven for Us': The Discursive Construction of "Normal" Family by Parents of Children Born through a Surrogate" Aimee E. Miller-Ott, Illinois State University; Megan Hopper, Illinois State University; Lisa Jane DeWeert, Illinois State University; Jessa Hendricker, Illinois State University; Alyssa Hernandez, Illinois State University; Allison Marie Metz, Illinois State University; Ashley Morrison-Sain, Illinois State University; Mika Richards, Illinois State University

"Communication Standards in Open Adoption Relationships: Adoptive Parents’ Ideal Communication, Actual Communication, and Relational Satisfaction with Birth Families” Colleen Colaner, University of Missouri; Alexie Hays, Marietta College; LaShawnda M. Kilgore, University of Missouri; Alyssa L. Bish, University of Missouri

"Survive, Strive and Shine: “Queering” Intersecting Family Identities from the Voices of Gay Adoptive Parents" Dacheng Zhang, Arizona State University; Yea-Wen Chen, San Diego State University

"‘To Meet Her, that Changed Everything’: Adult Adoptees’ Discursive Construction of the Meaning of “Parent” Following Birth Parent Contact" Christine K. Anzur, East Tennessee State University; Scott A. Myers, West Virginia University
Comforting and Supporting in Interpersonal Relationships

Sponsor: Interpersonal Communication Division
Chair: Eileen F. Doherty, Marymount Manhattan College

"Evaluating the Scope and Theoretical Mechanisms of Person-Centered Social Support: The Case of the Comforting Computer Program"  Stephen Rains, University of Arizona; Corey A. Pavlich, University of Arizona; Chelsie Akers, Oregon Institute of Technology; Eric L. Tsetsi, University of Arizona

"Expanding the Dual Process Model of Supportive Messages: An Experimental Test of Factors Influencing Supportive Message Creation"  Meara Faw, Colorado State University; Jacquelyn A. Harvey-Knowles, University of Minnesota, Duluth

"How the Comforting Process Fails: Psychological Reactance to Support Messages"  Xi Tian, Penn State University; Denise Solomon, Penn State University; Kellie St.Cyr Brisini, Penn State University

"Testing the Relational Meaning and Framing of Person-Centered Comforting Conversations"  Andrea J. Vickery, State University of New York, Oswego; Graham D. Bodie, University of Mississippi

Ghosting in Interpersonal Relationships

Sponsors: Human Communication and Technology Division; Interpersonal Communication Division
Chair: David J. Roaché, Aurora University
Respondent: Samantha F. Quinn, Park University

"Catching feelings, body counts, and ghosting: Surviving contemporary romantic relationships"  Mary E. King, Bloomsburg University

"Ghosted? Navigating Strategies for Reducing Uncertainty and Implications from Ambiguous Loss"  Leah E. LeFebvre, University of Alabama; Xiaoti Fan, University of Alabama

"Ghosting, Dosing, Hoovering, and Fading Out: Exploring Ambiguity-Producing Strategies as Communication Phenomena"  Nikki Irene Truscelli, Arizona State University; Laura K. Guerrero, Arizona State University

Papers on Organizational Leadership
Sponsor: Organizational Communication Division
Chair: Cris Tietsort, Arizona State University
Respondent: Jaesub Lee, University of Houston

"LC/MD of Leadership and Social Class"  Michael Halliwell, University of Missouri
"Leader-member exchange (LMX): A review and simplification of extant measurement"  Brian Manata, Portland State University; Siri Grubb, Portland State University
"Survival in the Workplace: A Critical Study on Organizational Culture"  Casey Michael Stratton, Missouri State University
"Surviving in the Organization: Motives, Development, and Maintenance of Blended Supervisor-Subordinate Relationships"  Pamela Canales, Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi; Michael Sollitto, Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi

108064  11:00 AM to 12:15 PM  Hilton  Holiday Ballroom 6 (Second Floor)

Communication and Surviving in the Anthropocene: Keywords
Sponsor: Communication for Survival Spotlight Series
Chair: Constance Gordon, San Francisco State University
Presenters:
Emma Frances Bloomfield, University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Philip Tschirhart, University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Catalina M. de Onís, Willamette University
Carlos A. Tarin, University of Texas, El Paso
George Edward Cheney, University of Colorado, Colorado Springs
Sally Planalp, University of Colorado Colorado Springs
Michael Warren Cook, University of Colorado, Boulder
Joanne C. Marras Tate, University of Colorado, Boulder
Megan E. Cullinan, University of Utah
Audra Barber, University of Colorado, Boulder

108065  11:00 AM to 12:15 PM  Hilton  Paca (Third Floor)

Health’s (Un)healthy Discourses
Sponsor: Student Section
Chair: Nathan T. Woo, University of Arizona
Respondent: Riley Richards, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

"Preventive versus Office Visits: Patient Knowledge and Perceptions of Obtaining Information from Health Insurance Providers"  Katie Schmitz, Purdue University; Grace M. Hildenbrand, Purdue University; Seth Paul McCullock, Purdue University
"College Students’ Use and Perception in Home Remedies and Culture"  Eunhui Kim, University of Alabama
"Vaping Made Me Do It: Visual and Linguistic Agency Assignment in Vaping Risk Messages" Zane Austin Dayton, University of North Texas; Madison Clary-Wortham, University of North Texas

"The Effects of Exemplars on Message Engagement and Intentions to Properly Store, Dispose, and Use Prescription Opioids" Di Lun, University of Miami; Ashley Reynolds, University of Miami

108067 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Hilton Carroll (Third Floor)

**Managing Asymmetry, Agency, and Dislocation in Interaction**

Sponsor: Language and Social Interaction Division
Chair: Todd L. Sandel, University of Macau

"Negotiating epistemic authority in parent-teacher conferences: non-native parents reclaiming agency against the backdrop of linguistic and cultural differences" Chiara Dalledonne Vandini, University of Bologna; Davide Cino, University of Milan-Bicocca

"Orchestrating openings: The first five seconds of video calls between migrant parents and their 'left-behind' children in China" Yumei Gan, Chinese University of Hong Kong; Christian Greiffenhagen, Chinese University of Hong Kong; Christian Licoppe, Telecom ParisTech

"Teacher questions? Intonation and Question Design in a Community College Reading Course" Maureen T. Matarese, Academic Literacy and Linguistics; Christine Jacknick, Borough of Manhattan Community College, CUNY

108068 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Hilton Tubman (Third Floor)

**Rhetoric and Spiritual Communication Studies: Competitive Papers**

Sponsor: Spiritual Communication Division
Chair: Alexis Zoe Johnson, Arkansas Tech University
Respondent: Kip H. Redick, Christopher Newport University

"The Death of Dialogue: Spiritualist Rhetoric as a Tool of Communicative Self-Revelation" Malcolm A. Jason, North Dakota State University

"Paul’s Rhetorical Construction of the Triune Human" Benjamin J. Cline, Western New Mexico University

"Kairos and the Bhagavad Gita: Why Krishna Chose to Lecture at the Onset of a Battle" Aditi Chakravarti, University of Texas, Austin

108071 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Hilton Brent (Third Floor)

**Rhetoric and Economic Theology: Communicating for Survival under Neoliberalism**

Sponsor: Rhetorical and Communication Theory Division
Chair: Kevin L. Musgrave, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Presenters:
Josh Hanan, University of Denver
Ronald Walter Greene, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities
Catherine Chaput, University of Nevada, Reno
Crystal Colombini, University of Texas, San Antonio
Megan L. Zahay, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Kevin L. Musgrave, University of Wisconsin-Madison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Presentation Title</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12:00 PM</td>
<td>NCA Exhibit Hall</td>
<td>Baltimore Convention Center</td>
<td>NCA National Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00 PM</td>
<td>NCA Graduate School Open House</td>
<td>Baltimore Convention Center</td>
<td>NCA National Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:30 PM</td>
<td>SC01: Communication for Professional Survival: Innovative Approaches to Teaching</td>
<td>321 (300 Level)</td>
<td>Short Courses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Professional Communication Across and Within Disciplines</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sponsor: Short Courses</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chair: April A. Kedrowicz, North Carolina State University</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Presenters:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nina-Jo Moore, Appalachian State University</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Elaine L. Davies, Southwestern Oklahoma State University</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:30 PM</td>
<td>SC04: Thriving, Not Just Surviving … Teaching Public Speaking Online!</td>
<td>322 (300 Level)</td>
<td>Short Courses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sponsor: Short Courses</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chairs: Janice Thorpe, University of Colorado, Colorado Springs; Sherwyn P. Morreale, University of Colorado, Colorado Springs

Presenters:
Constance Staley, University of Colorado, Colorado Springs
Erica L. Allgood, University of Colorado, Colorado Springs
Pamela Shockley-Zalabak, University of Colorado, Colorado Springs

111003  12:30 PM to 3:15 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  323 (300 Level)

SC03: Teaching End of Life Communication

Sponsor: Short Courses
Chair: Christine S. Davis, University of North Carolina at Charlotte

Presenters:
  Kelly E. Tenzek, University at Buffalo, SUNY
  Deborah Cunningham Breede, Coastal Carolina University

111004  12:30 PM to 3:15 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  324 (300 Level)

SC02: Directing The Communication Internship Program

Sponsor: Short Courses
Chair: Karen M. Roloff, Elmhurst College

111005  12:30 PM to 1:45 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  325 (300 Level)

Survival through Urban Sustainability: How Cities and Communities Respond to Social-Ecological Changes

Sponsor: Environmental Communication Division
Chair: Rahul Mitra, Wayne State University
Respondent: Phaedra C. Pezzullo, University of Colorado, Boulder

"Ontological Difference in Suburban Residents’ Sense-making of Water Inequality: Stories from Metro Detroit" Rahul Mitra, Wayne State University; Kelsey R. Husnick, Wayne State University; Mostafa A. Aniss, Wayne State University

"Solar for Survival: Case Studies in Puerto Rico, New York City, and Highland Park, MI" Melanie LaRosa, Pace University

"Urban Sustainability and Social Exclusion: Exploring the Negative Effects of Changes to the Built Environment from the Perspective" Nivia Escobar-Salazar, Florida State University; Juliann Cortese, Florida State University; Jessica Wendorf Muhamad, Florida State University
"When the Dust Settles: Reconciliation as Sustainability in Post-Conflict Development" Nour Halabi, University of Leeds

111007 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM Baltimore Convention Center 327 (300 Level)

**Audience Identification and Parasocial Relationships**

Sponsor: Mass Communication Division
Chair: Nicky Lewis, University of Kentucky

"Can Character Identification Lead to Social Change? Examining the Impact of Character Involvement When Social Issues are Featured in Entertainment Television" Drew D. Shade, University of Cincinnati, Blue Ash

"Latina Teens' Identification with and Social Comparison to Mothers on Teen Mom" Nicky Lewis, University of Kentucky; Anne Norris, University of Miami; Nicole Martins, Indiana University

"Podvertising: Parasocial behavior among true crime and comedy podcast listeners may impact their perceptions of podcast advertising" Margaret E. Moe, Lee University

"‘Trust me, I’m a YouTuber.’ Examining the impact of YouTube content on viewer perceptions of popular media properties" Abigail Reed; Vaibhav S. Diwanji, Florida State University; Arienne Ferchaud, Florida State University; Jonmichael Seibert, Florida State University; Victoria Paige Weinbrecht, Florida State University; Nicholas M. Sellers, Florida State University

111009 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM Baltimore Convention Center 329 (300 Level)

**Surviving and Thriving Pedagogical Advancements in the Intercultural Communication Course**

Sponsors: Instructional Development Division; International and Intercultural Communication Division
Chair: Jennifer Potter, Dept of Communication Studies

"(Co-) Creating Classroom Culture in the Intercultural Communication Course" Jennifer Potter, Dept of Communication Studies; Erin Berry-McCrea, Saint Augustine's University

"Cultivating Global Mindset Through Service Learning" Kikuko Omori, California State University Sacramento

"Diversity and Inclusivity Statements: Bridging the Intercultural Communication Classroom and the Workplace" Jennifer Morey Hawkins, University of Wisconsin-Stout

"Speaking Cultural Diversity and Cross-Cultural Engagement: Addressing Learning Outcomes in Communication Through a Cross Cultural Trainer Presentation" Rachel Davidson, Hanover College
### Citizenship, Law, and Politicized Resistance

Sponsor: Critical and Cultural Studies Division  
Chair: Rachel Presley, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities  
Respondent: Margaret Elizabeth Franz, University of Tampa

"#NeverAgain Trample my Rights: Emma González and the Ideological Positioning of Gun Control Discourse"  
Emily N. Beach, San Diego State University; Luke A. Winslow, San Diego State University

"Kneeling Makes You Lose a Scholarship, But Being a Neo-Nazi Does Not? A Critical Race Theory Analysis of Southern Illinois University’s responses to White Supremacy and Protesting Cheerleaders"  
Crys LaCroix, University of New Mexico

"Metoo, Choice and Agency: Consent as Affective Labor"  
Rachel E. Dubrofsky, University of South Florida; Marina Levina, University of Memphis

### Communication as a Lens to Explore Race and Sport

Sponsor: Communication and Sport Division  
Chair: Thomas Oates, University of Iowa  
Respondent: Tara Conley, Montclair State University

"Race or Respect? Reconstructing the Embodied Performance of The Kneeling Athlete"  
Brad Palmisano, Texas State University

"Race and Aggression: A Content Analysis on the World of Prizefighting"  
Warren Michael Davis, University of Missouri; Julius Matthew Riles, University of Missouri

"Sports is Argument": Polarization and Racial Tension in ESPN’s Debate TV Shows."  
Taylor Henry, University of Iowa; Thomas Oates, University of Iowa

"Reifying Contemporary Versions of Liquified Racism for White Survival: Black/African-American Representation in Competitive Swimming"  
Anthony Peavy, University of New Mexico; Emilee Shearer, Arizona State University

"Rhetorical Constraints on Lesbian Athletes of Color: Masculine Framing of Same-Sex Intimate Partner Violence in the WNBA"  
Lisa L. Roth, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

### Surviving Public Speaking with the Aid of Mt. San Antonio College's Speech and Sign Success Center

Sponsor: Communication Centers Section
Chairs: Crystal Lane Swift Ferguson, Mt. San Antonio College; Oli O. Mohammadi, Walden University

Presenters:
- Jordan J. Sandoval, Mt. San Antonio College
- Priscilla Rose Iglesias, Mt. San Antonio College
- Lauree Bennett, Mt. San Antonio College
- David I. Pesqueira, Mt. San Antonio College
- Sandon Larson, Mt. San Antonio College

Respondent: Kimberly L. Logan, California State Polytechnic University, Pomona

111013 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM  
Baltimore Convention Center 333 (300 Level)

**Settler Colonialism: Survival, Resistance, and Liberatory Transformation**

Sponsor: NCA Diversity Council  
Chair: Michael Lechuga, University of New Mexico  

Presenters:  
- Myra S. Washington, University of New Mexico  
- Sergio Fernando Juarez, California State University Fresno  
- Taylor N. Johnson, University of Utah  
- Michael Lechuga, University of New Mexico

111014 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM  
Baltimore Convention Center 334 (300 Level)

**Religious Rhetoric and Mental Health**

Sponsor: Religious Communication Association  
Chair: Joshua Hill, Duquesne University

- "Brené Brown: “Wholeheartedness” and the Hyperpersonal"  Brooke S. Dunbar, Messiah College
- "Singing through Clenched Teeth: Psalm 137 and the Imprecatory Psalms as Traumatic Liturgy"  Daniel Overton, Pepperdine University
- "The Black Baptist Church and Mental Health Stigma: Joined in Marriage?”  Jeannette Porter, University of Missouri School of Journalism; Darvelle Hutchins, University of Missouri

111015 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM  
Baltimore Convention Center 335 (300 Level)

**Seeking Survival in the "Post Truth," Taken-for- Granted, and Disciplinary-Fragmented Society**

Sponsor: Philosophy of Communication Division
Chair: Susan Mancino, Saint Mary's College

"Communication: The Act and Art of Taking-for-Granted" Corey Anton, Grand Valley State University

"Dialogic Inquiry as a Mechanism of the Constitutive Metamodel" Clint G. Graves, University of Georgia

"Seeking Truths Amidst "Post-Truth": Reinterpreting the Interpretive Tradition for Contemporary Rhetorical Projects" Adam Jay Goldsmith, Northwestern University

---

111016 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM Baltimore Convention Center 336 (300 Level)

Surviving (Post) Racial Fantasies in American Popular Culture

Sponsor: Critical and Cultural Studies Division
Chair: Claire Sisco King, Vanderbilt University
Respondent: Linsay M. Cramer, Coastal Carolina University

"Fresh Off the Boat and the Postracial Mystique" Patricia Davis, Georgia State University

"From Noose to ‘Nuse’: The Green Book and the (Post)Racial Buddy Film" Stephen E. Rahko, Indiana University; Byron B. Craig, North Carolina A&T State University

"Future Racial Imaginings: The Expanse and (post)racial alternatives" Benjamin Triana, University of South Carolina Aiken

"In terrible darkness: James Baldwin and Blues for Mister Charlie" Oscar M. Giner, Arizona State University

---

111017 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM Baltimore Convention Center 337 (300 Level)

This Is Not a Drill: The Eminent Realities of Our Environmental and Political Climates

Sponsor: African American Communication and Culture Division
Chair: Marcus Jerome Coleman, University of Southern Mississippi

"A Museum’s Genesis: Trump, Truth-Telling, and the Opening of the Mississippi Civil Rights Museum" Stephen A. King, St. Edwards University; Roger Davis Gatchet, West Chester University

"Black Frankenstein in D'Souza's "2016: Obama's America""  Michael G. Lacy, Queens College, CUNY

"Evaluating Danger: African Americans' Perceptions of Hurricane Risks" Shadya Sanders, Howard University; Leticia Williams, Howard University; Bryan M. Jenkins, Howard University; Britney Gulledge, Howard University; Carolyn Stroman, Howard University

"Reconceptualizing political disillusion: Stories from NOLA" Marcus Jerome Coleman, University of Southern Mississippi; Marek Steedman, University of Southern Mississippi; Iliyan Iliev, University of Southern Mississippi
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>111018</th>
<th>12:30 PM to 1:45 PM</th>
<th>Baltimore Convention Center</th>
<th>338 (300 Level)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Understanding International Students’ Lived Experiences</strong>&lt;br&gt; Sponsors: Instructional Development Division; International and Intercultural Communication Division&lt;br&gt; Chair: Consolata Nthemba Mutua, Randolph-Macon College&lt;br&gt; Respondent: Diana Trebing, Saginaw Valley State University&lt;br&gt; &quot;Acculturation as a biographical disruption&quot; Ana X. de la Serna, California State University Dominguez Hills&lt;br&gt; &quot;Communication for Survival in a Foreign Land: Mentoring Undergraduate International Students” Aayushi Hingle, George Mason University&lt;br&gt; &quot;Home is where the heart is: Belonging for international students&quot; Christina van Essen, Minnesota State University&lt;br&gt; &quot;Migrant-Host Relationship: An Exploration of International Students’ Use and Perception of University Services&quot; Oluwadamilola Opayemi, University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>111019</th>
<th>12:30 PM to 1:45 PM</th>
<th>Baltimore Convention Center</th>
<th>339 (300 Level)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Queering of Health Communication: An Axiological Paradigm Shift of Queerness in Health Communication Scholarship</strong>&lt;br&gt; Sponsors: Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer Communication Studies Division; Health Communication Division&lt;br&gt; Chairs: Kathryn Hobson, James Madison University; Nicole Hudak, Keene State College&lt;br&gt; Presenters:&lt;br&gt; Jake Trevino, James Madison University&lt;br&gt; Leandra Hinojosa Hernandez, Utah Valley University&lt;br&gt; Bri Ozalas, James Madison University&lt;br&gt; Katherine Harville, University of Kentucky&lt;br&gt; Respondent: Nicole Hudak, Keene State College</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>111020</th>
<th>12:30 PM to 1:45 PM</th>
<th>Baltimore Convention Center</th>
<th>340 (300 Level)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>“Asian people”: Surviving Colonial Inventions, Media Stereotypes, and White Feminism in Comedy and Installations</strong>&lt;br&gt; Sponsors: Asian/Pacific American Caucus; Asian/Pacific American Communication Studies Division; Critical and Cultural Studies Division; International and Intercultural Communication Division</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chair: Shinsuke Eguchi, University of New Mexico
Respondent: Richie Neil Hao, Antelope Valley College

"From Curiosity to Curiosities: The Racialized Colonial Conditions for the Invention of the “Siamese Twins”" Samuel T. Allen, University of Pittsburgh

"An Impression of Asian People": Stereotype and Identity in Ali Wong’s Standup Comedy” Eunice Kim, University of Utah

"Transmedial Stuttering: Racial Passing and Drag in Ming Wong’s "Life of Imitation”” Ali Na, Queen's University

"The meta-outrage of White feminism: Policing anti-racist critique in The Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt” David C. Oh, Ramapo College

111021 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM Baltimore Convention Center 341 (300 Level)

**Media, Social Media, and Representation: Cultural Mechanisms of Image Construction**

Sponsors: International and Intercultural Communication Division; Visual Communication Division

Chair: Aya Matsushima, Ritsumeikan University

"An Examination of Factors Influencing National Reputation of India on Social Media" Nisha Garud, San Jose State University

"Communicating for (Whose) Survival? How South Asian News Organizations Framed the 2019 Indo-Pak Conflict on Twitter" Dhiman Chattopadhyay, Shippensburg University; Awais Saleem, Lamar University


"Place Branding Imagined Dreams: ISIS and Al-Qaeda’s Competition over the Caliphate” Kareem R. El Damanhoury, University of Denver

"Restoring Reputations Through Effective Communication in the Realm of International Affairs” Irina Tsukerman, Irina Tsukerman, Esq.

111022 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM Baltimore Convention Center 342 (300 Level)

**How Twitch and Livestreaming Change the Way We Play and Watch Others Play Video Games**

Sponsor: Game Studies Division

Chair: Stephanie L. Orme, Emerson College

Presenters:
Benjamin D. Luttrull, University of Southern Indiana
Teodora Mihailova Mihailova, University of Kansas
William Clyde Partin, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
Understanding the Importance of Perception in Different Political Communication Contexts

Sponsor: Political Communication Division
Chair: Jennifer L. Walton, Ohio Northern University
Respondent: Cynthia Peacock, University of Alabama

"The Reception of Fake News: The Interpretations and Practices that Shape the Consumption of Perceived Misinformation" María Celeste Wagner, University of Pennsylvania; Pablo Boczkowski, Northwestern University

"Perceived Importance of Terrorist Threats Mediate the Relationships Between Attention to News Coverage and Support for Antiterrorism Policies" Seth Bradshaw, Stephen F. Austin State University; Eric L. Tsetsi, University of Arizona

"The Impact of Relationship Quality and Partisan In-group/Out-group Perception on Perceived Interpersonal Competence in Political Conversation" Yujin Kim, University of Texas, Austin

"The Limits of Attention: Motivated Reasoning and Perceptions of Economic Growth" Daniel E. Bergan, Michigan State University

Public Memory and Monuments

Sponsors: Activism and Social Justice Division; Critical and Cultural Studies Division; Public Address Division
Chair: Greg Dickinson, Colorado State University

"Budapest’s Living Monument and the Public Inscription of Countermemory" Jamie Downing, Georgia College & State University; Jonathan S. Carter, Eastern Michigan University

"Counterpublic Memorializing for Survival: The Case of the Belmont-Paul Women’s Equality National Monument" Jennifer A. Keohane, University of Baltimore


National Parliamentary Debate Association Business Meeting
Sponsor: American Forensic Association
Presenters:
David Worth, Rice University
Wendell King II, Texas Southern University
Kyle Cheesewright, College of Idaho
Shannon D. LaBove, Rice University

111026  12:30 PM to 1:45 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  346 (300 Level)

**Rhetorics of Health and Medicine**

Sponsor: Association for the Rhetoric of Science, Technology, and Medicine
Chair: Scott Graham, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

"Feeding Time: Chronos, Microbiota, and Experimenting with Bodies that Eat to Survive"  David Gruber, University of Copenhagen; Jason Kalin, DePaul University

"All Hail DNA: The Constitutive Rhetoric of AncestryDNA™ Advertising"  Angela L. Putman, Penn State University, Brandywine; Kristen L. Cole, San Jose State University

"'Some Cramping is Normal': Examining Abortion Doulas' Embodied Translation Work"  Liz Barr, University of Maryland, Baltimore County

"The Uncertainty of Dying: Practitioner Narratives of Good and Bad Patient Deaths"  Chloe Hansen, University of Pittsburgh

111027  12:30 PM to 1:45 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  347 (300 Level)

**Spotlight Honoring Dr. Barbara A. Biesecker**

Sponsor: Teachers on Teaching
Chair: Lee M. Pierce, State University of New York, Geneseo
Presenters:
Allison V. Doherty, University of Georgia
Atilla Hallsby, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities
Charles Goehring, San Diego State University
Samantha Janette Rippetoe, University of Georgia

Respondent: Barbara A. Biesecker, University of Georgia

111030  12:30 PM to 1:45 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  350 (300 Level)

**Finding the Rhetorical Equipment to Survive Controversy**

Sponsor: Kenneth Burke Society
Chair: Jeff Lohr, Duquesne University
Respondent: Jeff Lohr, Duquesne University

"Far-Fetched Redemption Tragedy or Justified Resurrection Comedy: Framing Martin McDonagh’s, Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri as a Burkean Hybrid" Henry Miller, Colorado State University

"Penn State, the NCAA, and the Rhetoric of Accusation: Power Through Victimage" Michael Milford, Auburn University

"Struggling to Identify: A Rhetorical Analysis of Rust” Micah Huff, Eastern Michigan University

"The Rhetoric of Liminal Citizenship: A Pentadic Analysis of a Legislative Theater Performance” Inbal Leibovits, University of Texas, Austin

111031 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM Baltimore Convention Center Ballroom (400 Level)

**01. Communication in Education Contexts**

Sponsor: Research in Progress Roundtables
Chair: David L. Bodary, Sinclair Community College

"Before We Get Started: Surviving Uncertainty Prior To a Job Interview" Karen Zerda, Texas A&M University; Michael Sollitto, Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi

"Communicating STEM Identity for Survival in STEM Majors" Craig O. Stewart, University of Memphis; Karen Alfrey, Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis; Anthony Chase, Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis; Katherine Goodman, University of Colorado-Denver; Justin Hess, Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis; Stephanie Ivey, University of Memphis

"Communication About Disability in College Life” Drew E. Finney, University of Nebraska-Lincoln

"Perceived Instructor Humor Orientation and its Impact on Perceived Instructor Power and Learner Empowerment" Rikishi T. Rey, California State University Fullerton; Matt Shin, California State University, Fullerton; Zac D. Johnson, California State University Fullerton

"Self-Construal and Power Distance Tested as Predictors of Acculturation" Dennis Neal McCarty, University of Tennessee

"Surviving Graduate School: How Graduate Students Discuss Stress and Coping Online" Anastazja Harris, University of Texas, Austin

111031 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM Baltimore Convention Center Ballroom (400 Level)

**02. Surviving Organizations Together**

Sponsor: Research in Progress Roundtables
Chair: Megan Tucker, George Mason University
"Communal Coping for Family Business Survival" Courtney Jean Powers, University of Texas, Austin

"Organizations Working Together: Building collaborative capacity for nonprofit survival" Yannick Atouba, University of Texas, El Paso

"Organizing to Survive: Exploring the Rise of Unionization in Digital Newsrooms" Rachel Moran, University of Southern California

"Sensemaking and Mental Health: Exploring Threats to Firefighters' Survival" Jessica Wendorf Muhamad, Florida State University; Tracy A. Ippolito, Florida State University

"Surviving the Workplace: The Effect of Humor on Organizational Energy" Isabella Ruggiero, Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi; Michael Sollitto, Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi

"The Role Socialization and Negotiation of “Backbone” Organizational Volunteers" Lacy G. McNamee, Baylor University

111031 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM Baltimore Convention Center Ballroom (400 Level)

03. Health Messages and Communication Strategies

Sponsor: Research in Progress Roundtables
Chair: Vinita Agarwal, Salisbury University

"A Formative Research Approach to Developing Prescription Opioid Misuse Prevention Messages" Holli H. Seitz, Mississippi State University; Mary Nelson Robertson, Mississippi State University; Je'Kylynn Steen, Mississippi State University; Laura Downey, Mississippi State University; Alisha Hardman, Mississippi State University; Amanda Stone, Mississippi State University; David Buys, Mississippi State University

"Surviving the Opioid Crisis: Examining the efficacy of images, interactivity, and personalized prevention platforms" Jessica Wendorf Muhamad, Florida State University; Mia Liza A. Lustria, Florida State University; Laura-Kate Gonyea Huse, Florida State University; Tracy A. Ippolito, Florida State University; Fan Yang, University of Alabama, Birmingham; Juliann Cortese, Florida State University; Casey McLaughlin, Florida State University; Collin Huse, Huse Group

"Surviving Illness: The Effectiveness of Health Campaign Communication Strategies in Rural Populations" Alexis Zoe Johnson, Arkansas Tech University; Megan Toland, Arkansas Tech University

"Word Choice Matters: A Pilot Study on HPV Vaccine Recruitment" Suzanne Burdick, University of Texas, Austin

"A Spoonful of Framing Makes the Generic Medicine Go Down? The Effects of Gain-Loss Frames and Organizational Type" Hyun Tae Kim, University of Southern California

"Testing Message Features for Bystander Intervention Programs" Abigail Dalgleish Hazlett, University of Texas, Austin; Chelsea Brass, University of Texas, Austin; Carolyn Montagnolo, University of Texas, Austin
04. Support and Information

Sponsor: Research in Progress Roundtables
Chair: Kristen L. Willett, Johns Hopkins University

"Facilitating Survival through the Hospice Education Process: Challenges faced by Physicians and Administrators for Navigating End of Life Care" Kellie W. Smith, Texas A&M University; Isabella Ruggiero, Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi

"Interpreter-Mediated Communication: Translating Conflicting Roles Through Language Barriers" Emily Haverkamp, North Dakota State University

"Latching on to Credible Information: Survival Strategies for Seeking and Assessing Breastfeeding-Related Information" Amy Duchsherer, University of Mary

"Social Support for the Families of Deployed Soldiers: A New Model for the Role of Family Readiness Groups (FRGs)" Grace Ellen Brannon, University of Texas, Arlington

"Surviving a child’s transition to college through location sharing and social media: A TMIM approach to understanding parental uncertainty and information seeking behaviors" Kelsey Earle, Michigan State University; Elizabeth Dorrance Hall, Michigan State University


05. Storytelling for Survival

Sponsor: Research in Progress Roundtables
Chair: Carol Bishop Mills, Florida Atlantic University

"Diseased animals": How veterans use metaphors to describe PTSD" Rikki A. Roscoe, University of Missouri-Columbia; Jennifer N. Anderson, South Dakota State University

"Be Careful! You Are Being Followed: A Content Analysis of Stories about Stalking" Taewook Ham, University of Georgia; Jennifer A. Samp, University of Georgia

"Communicating for Survival at the Battlefront: Accounts Mothers in the Military Tell Their Children to Explain Deployment" Carol Lee Tschampl-Diesing, University of Nebraska-Lincoln

"No, stop, I Mean, Continue: Normalization of ambiguous communication [Token Resistance] and its effect on the perpetuation of rape Culture." Olushola Aromona, University of Kansas

"Stories of Survival: Couchsurfing, Sexual Assault, and Sexual Harassment" Caitlin Williams
"Talking about Torment: Agency Assignment in Pain Communication" Yiwei Wang, University of Texas, Austin

111031  12:30 PM to 1:45 PM Baltimore Convention Center Ballroom (400 Level)

06. Stigmatized and Allied

Sponsor: Research in Progress Roundtables
Chair: Nelle Bedner, University of Central Arkansas

"Ally Communication: Leveraging Privilege to Discursively Stand in Solidarity with People Facing Injustice" Jennifer N. Anderson, South Dakota State University

"Becoming an “Ethical” Slut: Surviving and Transforming the Dark Side of Open Relationships for Male Gay Couples" Dacheng Zhang, Arizona State University

"Guncling: A Qualitative Exploration of the Communicative Experiences of Gay Uncles" Lucas William Hackenburg, University of Nebraska-Lincoln

"Putting Theory to the Test in the Struggle for Survival: Developing a Grounded Practical Theory of Engaged Communication Research" Anna Wiederhold Wolfe, Texas A&M University; Tyler A. Champine, Syracuse University

"The Impact of Family of Origin Communication Pattern on Stress Coping Style in Stigmatized Relationships" Qinyan Gao, University of Texas, Austin

"The Role of Parasocial Interaction in Reducing Negative Stereotypes and Social Distance about Autism" Sarah Caban, University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign; Nizia A. Alam, University of Georgia; Jiaying Liu, University of Georgia

111031  12:30 PM to 1:45 PM Baltimore Convention Center Ballroom (400 Level)

07. Interpersonal and Romantic Relationships

Sponsor: Research in Progress Roundtables
Chair: Lindsey Susan Aloia, University of Arkansas

"Conflict and Satisfaction in Mixed and Same Partisan Romantic Couples in the United States" Hailey Gillen Hoke, Weber State University

"Difficult conversation: Romantic relationship ending talks’ influences on recovery periods - Dissolution communication for the survival of rejectees" Shuting Yao, University of Texas, Austin

"Impacts of Partner Confirmation on Daily and Relationship Functioning of Depressed Individuals in Committed Romantic Relationships" Lingzi Zhong, University of Texas, Austin; Yiwei Wang, University of Texas, Austin; Rene Dailey, University of Texas, Austin

"Surviving young love: Perceptions of parental approval and disapproval for children’s romantic partners and potential threat to parent-child relational closeness" Sarah Varga, University of Texas, Austin
"When to Talk about Your Infertility Journey with Your In-laws: A Communication Privacy Management Study" Jaclyn S. Marsh, University of Nebraska-Lincoln

"I love you, but shut up and do something about it.": An appraisal theory exploration of tough love" Samantha Severance, North Dakota State University

111031 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM Baltimore Convention Center Ballroom (400 Level)

08. Media, Identity, and Health

Sponsor: Research in Progress Roundtables
Chair: Kristin L. Drogos, University of Michigan

"A Content Analysis and Examination of Youtube Health and Fitness Videos Grounded in The Social Cognitive Theory" Carina Zelaya, University of Kentucky; Joshua E. Santiago, University of Kentucky

"At-home fathers, breadwinning mothers: Relational dialectics in lived vs. mediated experiences of fathers as primary caregivers" Heidi E. Huntington, West Texas A&M University

"Dominating or surrendering? An investigative study of YouTube titles’ impact on online users’ attitudes using the equivalency framing perspective" John Petit, University of Miami

"Evaluating the Effectiveness of Chatbots across Different Communication Contexts" Di Lun, University of Miami; Wanhsiu Sunny Tsai, University of Miami; Ching-Hua Chuan, University of Miami; Nick Carcioppolo, University of Miami

"How Facebook users signal their identity: The interplay between need for uniqueness and bandwagon cues in content-sharing on Facebook" Ruoyu Sun, University of Miami; Shiyun Tian, University of Miami; Cong Li, University of Miami

"So You Think You Can Overcome Your Race with Your Personality?" Lauren Mark, Arizona State University

111031 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM Baltimore Convention Center Ballroom (400 Level)

09. News, Media, and Entertainment

Sponsor: Research in Progress Roundtables
Chair: Andrew Pyle, Clemson University

"Crisis communication, the great divide: Understanding the gap between journalists and organizations" J.D. Wallace, Abilene Christian University; Elizabeth Smith, Pepperdine; Denise P. (Ferguson) Edwards-Neff, Azusa Pacific University

"Exposure to Diverse Online News Sources: Comparing Direct Navigation, Search Queries and Social Media" Ericka Menchen-Trevino, American University; Magdalena Wojcieszak, University of California, Davis
"Extended Abstract: Influence of Journalist Gender and Political Ideology on Attribution of Responsibility in News Coverage of Sexual Assault Victims - A Content Analytical Comparison of the Clarence Thomas and Brett Kavanaugh Accusations" Lauren Roberson, University of Kentucky; Tianen Chen, University of Kentucky; Christina Drobney, University of Kentucky

"If Music be the Food of Games, Play on: The Impact of Video Game Soundtracks on Player Experience" Peter G. Lindmark, North Dakota State University; Aaron Christian Cross, North Dakota State University

"Topics and sentiment in Facebook posts by news organizations" Ashik Shafi, Bemidji State University

"Understanding Meaning Transfer in Celebrity Endorsement: An Examination of Endorser Type and Association Type" Shiyun Tian, University of Miami; Wanhsiu Sunny Tsai, University of Miami; Weiting Tao, University of Miami; Cheng Hong, Virginia Commonwealth University

111031 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM Baltimore Convention Center Ballroom (400 Level)

10. Generational and Cultural Communication

Sponsor: Research in Progress Roundtables
Chair: Jade Olson, University of Maryland

"Business Expatriates in the U.S.: Cross-Cultural Communication as a Survival Tool and a Bridge to Success" Elena V. Chudnovskaya, Western Illinois University

"Generation Z’s awareness and perception of Family Caregiver" Erting Sa, University at Albany, SUNY

"Living the dream? Millennial expectations, organizational realities, and a conversation of assimilation" Victoria Lynn Bertram, University of Tennessee, College of Communication and Information

"My favorite cartoon character has a different accent, “Should we fix that?”: A proposal for a direct study of accented media effects on language attitudes" Sean Goatley-Soan, Illinois State University

"No more modesty? Evaluation of Chinese and English compliment responses" Mian Jia, University of Texas, Austin

"Surviving the Workforce: Exploring Generational Differences in the Workplace" Stephen Spates, Missouri State University; Kara L. Starnes, Missouri State University; Adam Suelmann, Missouri State University

11. Organizational Communication

Sponsor: Research in Progress Roundtables
Chair: Betsy Wackernagel Bach, University of Montana

"Institutional Pressure by Global NGO Digital Networks on Corporate Social Responsibility" Yoori Yang, University of California, Santa Barbara

"Outsourcing Attention Management to Human and Artificial Agents in Organizations" Camille G. Endacott, University of California, Santa Barbara

"Surviving in the Competitive Marketplace: The Effects of Social Media Use on Small Business Success" Erin E. Hollenbaugh, Kent State University, Stark; Deepraj Mukherjee, Kent State University, Stark

"Surviving leadership and followership conceptual dissensus: A qualitative analysis" Joe E. Lybarger, University of Tennessee; Cassandra Ann Ray, University of Tennessee

"It’s Very Hard to be a Mom in this Country": U.S. Women’s Experiences with Communication about Maternity Leave" Lauren L. Buisker, University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign; Jennifer N. Anderson, South Dakota State University

111031 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM Baltimore Convention Center Ballroom (400 Level)

12. Rhetorical Studies

Sponsor: Research in Progress Roundtables
Chair: Taylor Hahn, Johns Hopkins University

"Analyzing the augmentation and sustaining of followers for the National Organization for Women" Andrea Fernandez

"Makeshift Memorials: Marking the Spot of Personal Grief at Public Places and on Mediated Spaces" Kimberly R. Baker, University of Alabama

"Out of Timelines: The Fall of Technology in the Post-Apocalypse" Paul A. Lucas, University of Pittsburgh, Johnstown

"Pulse as Presidential Eulogy: Surviving Tragedy through Reconstitutive Rhetoric" Nicholas Lorang, South Dakota State University

"Queer temporalities: Let’s do the Time Warp Again" Kelsey T. Abele, Arizona State University; Erin Victoria Zamora, Arizona State University

"The Rhetoric of the Landed Mentality: Expanding the Frame of Anti-Immigration Prejudice" Aditi Chakravarti, University of Texas, Austin

111031 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM Baltimore Convention Center Ballroom (400 Level)

13. Surviving through Resistance, Change, and Relationships

Sponsor: Research in Progress Roundtables
Chair: Robin Boylorn, University of Alabama

"African American Lesbians' Management of Ingroup Minority Stigma" Oluwatumininu Awonuga, University of Georgia
"Black and White Women Friend Scholars Survive and Thrive “While Waiting”" Rhunette C. Diggs, Johnson C Smith University; Kirsten Isgro, State University of New York, Plattsburgh

"How social movements use visuals and text in message strategies to recruit and build relationships" Candice Edrington, North Carolina State University

"Support for Survival: Understanding How Women Faculty of Color (WFOC) Cope with Challenges in Academia" Deepa Oommen, Minnesota State University, Mankato; Uttara Manohar, University of Wisconsin-La Crosse

"Walkout for real change: Digitally constructing resistance and change through #GoogleWalkout" Emilly K Martinez, Auburn University; Katharine Miller, University of Wisconsin-Whitewater

"I’m more than just the coffee girl”: How Symbolic Interactionism Liberates Administrative Assistants from the Female Ghetto” Jenilee Crutcher Williams, University of Tennessee

111035 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM Hilton Peale A (First Floor)

From Selfie to Instagram, to Snapchat, to Google: Studying the Rhetorical Implications of Online Presence

Sponsor: Visual Communication Division
Chair: John Katsion, Northwest Missouri State University
Respondent: Jessica Ann Johnson, University of Denver

"Gendered Art, Work, and Self-Representation: A Comparative Analysis of Camera-Phonographic and Painted Self-Portraits” Chelsea P. Butkowski, Cornell University; Lee Humphreys, Cornell University

"Indie Dyers, Instagram, and the Visual Persona” Erin F. Doss, Indiana University Kokomo

"The Rise of Consumer-tainment: Creation of Cyborgs through Snapchat Filters" Margaret Moreo, Louisiana State University; Katie Nelson, Louisiana State University

"Travellers Pack the Darndest Things: Surveillance, Subjectivity, and the Transportation Security Administration’s Instagram" William Clyde Partin, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

"Virtual Indigeneity: Representing Survival” Oscar A. Mejia, University of Utah

111036 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM Hilton Peale B (First Floor)

Escape the Room – Part 2: Survive the Rhizome

Sponsor: Performance Studies Division
Chair: Samuel S. Sloan, Pierce College, Puyallup
Respondent: Andrée E.C. Betancourt, Montgomery College

"Escape the Room – Part 2: Survive the Rhizome" Samuel S. Sloan, Pierce College, Puyallup; Michael J. Beck, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale; Molly Want Cummins, University of Texas, Arlington; Andrea Michea Baldwin, University of Houston, Clear Lake;
Faculty/Student Interdisciplinary Research: Stories of Communication for Survival

Sponsor: Theatre, Film and New Multi-Media Division
Chair: Roberta Crisson, Kutztown University
Respondents: Angela Pinaglia, Kutztown University; Roberta Crisson, Kutztown University
"From Stage to Screen: Three Student Short Films" Deryl Johnson, Kutztown University;
Scott Bastedo, Kutztown University; Cara Cotellese, Kutztown University; Michael Johnston,
Kutztown University

Student Papers in Interpersonal Communication

Sponsors: Interpersonal Communication Division; Student Section
Chair: Xi Tian, Penn State University
"A comparison of verbal and nonverbal rapport-building techniques in interviews" Eric R. Novotny, Michigan State University
"Inhibitors to relationship development: Social comparison, social appearance anxiety, body objectification, and self-esteem predict avoidant communication behaviors" Katrina Webber, University of Connecticut; Deya Roy, California State University San Marcos
"Perceived Value as an Indicator of Relational Maintenance Behaviors" Kimberly S. Kuiper, Bowling Green State University
"Practicing Free Listening: An Experience in Relational Reflexivity" Cris Tietsort, Arizona State University; Kyle Anthony Hanners, Arizona State University
"You’re Such a T: The Application of Communication Theories in the Dating Relationships of Communication Majors" Katy Kirkpatrick, Western Kentucky University

Conversations and Communities: Conflict Dynamics in Person and Online

Sponsors: Human Communication and Technology Division; Peace and Conflict Communication Division
Chair: Bryan C. Taylor, University of Colorado, Boulder
Respondent: Mark L. Finney, Emory & Henry College
"Communicative Strategies to Confront Online Jihadist Magazines" Jonathan Matusitz, University of Central Florida
"Digital Civility: Survival through Peaceful Communication"  Saman Talib, SUNY, Farmingdale State College

"Effects of Peace-Oriented and War-Oriented User-Generated Comments: Empirical Data to Consider in Connection to Military Policy Attitudes and Online Discussion Censorship"  Marta Natalia Lukacovic, Furman University; Andrew Teye, Furman University

"Mediators’ Strategies for a Successful Mediation: A Literature Review of Facilitative Conflict Mediation"  Jing Li, University of Texas, Austin

"The Role of Depression and Anxiety in Managing Roommate Conflicts: Forgiveness or Revenge?"  LaQuae A. Aughtman, University of Georgia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Presenters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>111041</td>
<td>Surviving in the Field: Challenges and Opportunities for Ethnographic Public Relations Research</td>
<td>Lindsey B. Anderson, University of Maryland; Brooke Liu, University of Maryland; Stephanie Madden, Penn State University; Katie Place, Quinnipiac University; Anita Atwell Seate, University of Maryland; Damion M. Waymer, University of Alabama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111042</td>
<td>Documenting Our Worth: Making the Case for Survival through Learning Outcomes</td>
<td>Susan Ward, Delaware County Community College; Kristi Wilkum, University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh; Heidi McGrew, Sinclair Community College; Jessica McKinley, Sinclair Community College; Rebecca Mullane, Moraine Park Technical College; Kerry Byrnes-Loinette, Collin College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111043</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
From Virtual Reality to Dance: Classroom Activities for Teaching Nonverbal Communication

Sponsor: Nonverbal Communication Division
Chair: Zachary Carr, University at Buffalo, SUNY
Presenters:
  Kristen M. Berkos, Bryant University
  Amy Ebesu Hubbard, University of Hawaii, Manoa
  Melanie Savelli, Southern Connecticut State University
  Jennifer Bender, University of South Florida
  Zachary W. Arth, University of Alabama
  Darrin John Griffin, University of Alabama

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Presenters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>111044</td>
<td>12:30 PM to 1:45 PM</td>
<td>Hilton</td>
<td>AI, Robots, and Avatars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;First Encounter with Robot Alpha: How Individual Differences Interact with Vocal and Kinetic Cues in Users’ Social Responses&quot; Kun Xu, University of Florida</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;From Gods to Machines: An Explication and Reconceptualization of &quot;Avatar&quot;&quot; Olivia Vogt, North Dakota State University; Sara-Maria H. Juntunen, North Dakota State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;Unethical Language Use in Human-Artificial Intelligence (AI) Interaction&quot; Namkee Park, Yonsei University; Kyungeun Jang, Yonsei University; Seonggyeol Cho, Yonsei University; Jinyoung Choi, Yonsei University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;When Expert Recommendation Contradicts Peer Opinion: Relative Social Influence of Valence, Group Identity and Artificial Intelligence&quot; Jinping Wang, Penn State University; Maria D. Molina, Penn State University; S. Shyam Sundar, Penn State University</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Multi-Layered Identity in Health Communication

Sponsor: Health Communication Division
Chair: Charee M. Thompson, University of Illinois

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Presenters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>111046</td>
<td>12:30 PM to 1:45 PM</td>
<td>Hilton</td>
<td>Multi-Layered Identity in Health Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;Perceived Severity of Chronic Illness Diagnosis and Psychosocial Well-Being: Exploring Magnitude and Affective Dimensions of Change in Layers of Identity&quot; Morgan E. April, University of Nebraska-Lincoln; Jordan Soliz, University of Nebraska-Lincoln; Rebecca Brock, University of Nebraska-Lincoln; Angela Palmer-Wackerly, University of Nebraska-Lincoln</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;Identity-based motivation in HPV vaccine decision-making&quot; Phokeng M. Dailey, Ohio Wesleyan University</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
"Applying the Communication Theory of Identity to members of Alcoholics Anonymous: Interpenetration of layer-related identity-building resources for members of AA" Noah J. Franken, West Texas A&M University; Colleen Colaner, University of Missouri

"Professional Identity in Patient Hand-Off Routines: A Performative Face Theory Analysis" Megan E. Cullinan, University of Utah; Rebecca J. Purcell, University of Utah; Heather E. Canary, San Diego State University

"I don’t want people to be resentful": How Personal and Relational Identity Influence Support-Seeking Communication During Chronic Illness" Heather L. Voorhees, University of Nebraska-Lincoln; Angela Palmer-Wackerly, University of Nebraska-Lincoln

Womentoring: Imposter Syndrome. I am good enough, smart enough and gosh darn it people like me....so why do I feel like this?
Sponsor: Women's Caucus
Chair: Katherine La Pierre, IUE/ UNR/ IVY TECH
Presenters:
   Katherine J. Denker, Ball State University
   Yea-Wen Chen, San Diego State University
   Tammy R. Vigil, Boston University
   Elizabeth F. Desnoyers-Colas, Georgia Southern University
   Jenny Korn, Harvard University
   Mary Zychowski Ashlock, University of Louisville
   Katherine La Pierre, IUE/ UNR/ IVY TECH
   Brigit Keelin Talkington, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
   Karla D. Scott, Saint Louis University
   Jessica D. Navarro, Purdue University Fort Wayne
   Michelle Colpean, University of Iowa
   Sarah Dweik, Texas Tech University
   Cassidy D. Ellis, University of New Mexico

We Can’t be Colorblind! Analyses of Race, Place, and Space for Survival
Sponsor: Rhetorical and Communication Theory Division
Chair: Logan Rae Gomez, University of Colorado, Boulder
Respondent: Logan Rae Gomez, University of Colorado, Boulder

"Southern Entanglements: The Rhetoric of the Dixiecrats and the Evolution of the Southern Strategy" Ryan Neville-Shepard, University of Arkansas
"The Race of Publicity: Or, the Publicity of Race" Myles Mason, University of Colorado, Boulder

"The “How” of White Supremacy: Narrative Identification and White Victimhood" Lucas Joshua Hann, Syracuse University

"“So, that explains the Italian very well!”: 23andMe, Racial Inventional Habitats, and Colorblind Racism" Andrew Thane Boge, University of Iowa

111050 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM Hilton Key Ballroom 10 (Second Floor)

The Future for Intimate Partners Looks (Potentially) Bright: Harnessing the Positive Aspects of Sexting for the Survival of Intimate Partners and the Sexual Self

Sponsor: Human Communication and Technology Division
Chair: Ashton Gerding Speno, Southern Illinois University, Edwardsville

"Emerging adults’ motivations for sexting using new media: A communication privacy management perspective" Jessica Kahlow, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee; Elizabeth M. Jenkins, Ohio University

"The interpersonal process model of intimacy: The importance of reciprocity and perceived partner response in romantic relationship sexting" Riley Richards, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee; Jessica Kahlow, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee; Michael Coker, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

"“I’m not feeling it tonight, but maybe tomorrow”: Sexting consent communication for the survival of intimate relationship longevity" Elizabeth M. Jenkins, Ohio University; Ashton Gerding Speno, Southern Illinois University, Edwardsville

111051 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM Hilton Key Ballroom 11 (Second Floor)

How to Survive Trump? Laugh. Feminist Uses of and Challenges to Humor as a Survival Strategy

Sponsor: Feminist and Women Studies Division
Chair: Wendy M Weinhold, Coastal Carolina University
Respondent: Karen S. Mitchell, University of Northern Iowa

""She went too far”: Exploring Patriarchal Critiques of Feminist Comedians Michelle Wolf and Samantha Bee" Emily Deering Crosby, University Mary Washington

"Reexamining Misogynist Humor of the Past in the Era of #MeToo and Trump: A Case Study of Monica Lewinski and Lorena Bobbitt" Nicole Michaud Wild, Mount Holyoke College
"“Nasty Woman” Then and Now: Analyzing How Feminist Issues Have Changed on Roseanne" Nancy Bressler, West Virginia Wesleyan College

"“Welcome to Hell”: SNL finds the funny side of #MeToo, but at what cost?" Wendy M Weinhold, Coastal Carolina University; Alison Fisher Bodkin, James Madison University

111052  12:30 PM to 1:45 PM  Hilton  Key Ballroom 12 (Second Floor)

Individual, Community, and Institutional Levels of Health Risk and Crisis Management
Sponsor: Health Communication Division
Chair: Lindsay Neuberger, University of Central Florida

"Women’s Understanding of Windows of Susceptibility and the Role of the Environment in Breast Cancer Risk" Daniel S. Totzkay, West Virginia University; Kami J. Silk, Michigan State University; Brandon David-Heath Thomas, Michigan State University; Brandon M. Walling, Michigan State University; Sunyoung Park, Michigan State University; Josie Boumis, Michigan State University; Sandi W. Smith, Michigan State University

"With Whom Do Users Interact? User Online Feedback, Source Credibility, and Risk Perception" Hue Duong, University of Georgia; Long Nguyen, RMIT Vietnam University; Hong Vu, University of Kansas

"Medical Tourism Patient Mortality: Health Communication Strategies to Reduce Risk and Improve Survival" Alicia Mason, Pittsburg State University; Sakshi Bhati, Pittsburg State University; Ran Jiang, Soochow University; Elizabeth A. Spencer, University of Kentucky

"Being First, Being Right, and Being Credible Since 2002: A Scoping Review of Crisis and Emergency Risk Communication (CERC) Research" Ann Neville Miller, University of Central Florida; Lindsay Neuberger, University of Central Florida; Andrew Todd, University of Central Florida; Chad Christopher Collins, University of Central Florida; Meghan Guarino, University of Central Florida; Timothy L. Sellnow, University of Central Florida

"Communicating for Survival During Crisis Situations: Creating and Building Relationships Between Federal Governments and the Public Through Social Media Campaigns" Logan Allen, Tarleton State University

111055  12:30 PM to 1:45 PM  Hilton  Mencken (Second Floor)

Publications Council Meeting
Sponsor: NCA Publications Council
Presenters:
  J. Kevin Barge, Texas A&M University
  Bryant Keith Alexander, Loyola Marymount University
  Erina L. MacGeorge, Penn State University
  Cara A. Finnegan, University of Illinois
  Thomas K. Nakayama, Northeastern University
  Amber Lauren Johnson, Saint Louis University
Rebecca J. Meisenbach, University of Missouri
Wendy Fernando, National Communication Association
Fiona Richmond, Routledge, Taylor & Francis
Sophie Wade, Routledge, Taylor & Francis

111056  12:30 PM to 1:45 PM  Hilton  Blake (Second Floor)

**More than Survival: Using Basic Course Retention Research to Strengthen the Role of the Basic Course for Colleges and Universities**

Sponsor: Basic Course Division
Chair: Tim McKenna Buchanan, Manchester University

Presenters:
- Diane Carter, University of Idaho
- April Chatham-Carpenter, University of Arkansas, Little Rock
- Cynthia A. Grobmeier, St. Xavier University
- Gary Hughes, Western Kentucky University
- Jessica Delk McCall, University of North Carolina, Greensboro
- Tim McKenna Buchanan, Manchester University
- Stevie Munz, Utah Valley University
- Lynette Sharp Penya, Abilene Christian University
- Kristen Farris, Texas State University

111057  12:30 PM to 1:45 PM  Hilton  Calloway (Second Floor)

**Surviving Graduate Teaching: Women’s Stories of Graduate Student and Instructor Experiences**

Sponsor: Women's Caucus
Chair: Zehui Dai, Radford University

Presenters:
- Megan McFarlane, Marymount University
- Jennifer A. Jackl, Roanoke College
- Jocelyn Hotter, Virginia Tech
- Jessica King, Virginia Tech
- Sarah Lorraine Derrick, Virginia Tech

111058  12:30 PM to 1:45 PM  Hilton  Poe (Second Floor)

**The Struggle is Real: Promoting Survival in the Academy through Sharing Stories of Struggle**

Sponsor: Family Communication Division
Chair: Veronica Anne Droser, College at Brockport

Presenters:
From Surviving to Thriving! Applying the Assessment Cycle to Communication's Diverse Programs

Sponsor: Communication Assessment Division
Chair: Heather Jane Hether, University of California, Davis
Presenters:
Mary Ann Danielson, Creighton University
Susan G. Kahlenberg, Muhlenberg College
Renee Robinson, Seton Hall University
Elaine D. Zelley, La Salle University

Survival in the Classroom: Pedagogical Approaches to Failure in the Classroom

Sponsors: Instructional Development Division; Organizational Communication Division
Chair: Sean M. Eddington, Kansas State University
Presenters:
Jessica Pauly, Utah Valley University
Sarah Jane Tracy, Arizona State University
Lance K. Bennett, University of Iowa
Allison D. Brenneise, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities
Douglas E. Pruim, Purdue University
Jessica Kay Kamrath, California State University Fullerton
Megan Kenny Feister, California State University Channel Islands
Respondent: Patrice M. Buzzanell, University of South Florida
Enhancing Interpersonal Engagement: Concepts for Optimal Communication

Sponsor: Interpersonal Communication Division
Chair: Valerie Manusov, University of Washington, Seattle
Presenters:
  John R. Stewart, Emeritus, University of Dubuque
  Jody Koenig Kellas, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
  John Greene, Purdue University
  Douglas L. Kelley, Arizona State University
  Inci Ozum Ucok-Sayrak, Duquesne University
Respondent: Valerie Manusov, University of Washington, Seattle

Theorizing Gender Discrimination and Identity in Masculine Workplaces

Sponsor: Organizational Communication Division
Chair: Karen L. Deardorff, Ohio University
Respondent: Jennifer Mease, James Madison University
  "Confessing discrimination as organizational practice: A communicative relationality approach to gender discrimination at work" Kathryn Joan Leslie, University of Colorado, Boulder
  "Gender, power, and control: Correctional officers and professional identity work" Cristin A. Compton, Kent State University; Jaclyn K. Brandhorst, University of Central Missouri
  "Minority Patterns of Discourse in a Patriarchal Movement: Examining Semantic Networks of r/RedPillWomen" Caitlyn M. Jarvis, Purdue University
  "Skirting the Issue of Hidden Figures: Discourse Analysis of U.S. Navy Female Uniform Policy" Amber Lynn Scott, University of Southern California

Communication, Disability Justice, and Surviving Ableism

Sponsor: Communication for Survival Spotlight Series
Chair: Drew Holladay, University of Maryland, Baltimore County
Presenters:
  Lydia X. Z. Brown, The Bazelon Center for Mental Health Law
  James L. Cherney, University of Nevada, Reno
  Beth A. Haller, Towson University
  Drew Holladay, University of Maryland, Baltimore County
  Jennifer L. LeMesurier, Colgate University
111065 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM Hilton Paca (Third Floor)

The Evolution and Practical Applications of the Event Interviewing: Tips for Student Success both for Competition and Resume Writing

Sponsor: Pi Kappa Delta
Chair: C. Thomas Preston Jr., University of North Georgia
Presenters:
Gina L. Jensen, Webster University
Scott L. Jensen, Webster University
Michael Eaves, Valdosta State University
C. Thomas Preston Jr., University of North Georgia

111067 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM Hilton Carroll (Third Floor)

Dimensions of Identity in Talk and Texts

Sponsors: Communication as Social Construction Division; Language and Social Interaction Division
Chair: Alena Vasilyeva, University of Massachusetts, Amherst
"Bless Your Heart: Idioms as objects of stancetaking and familial and cultural identity construction" Alex Hillen, Syracuse University
"Over-exposed self-correction" Kaicheng Zhan, Rutgers University; Wan Wei, Rutgers University; Song Hee Park, Rutgers University; Galina Bolden, Rutgers University; Jenny Mandelbaum, Rutgers University; Alexa Hepburn, Rutgers University; Lisa Mikesell, Rutgers University; Jonathan Potter, Rutgers University
"Predicting Misrepresentation in Online Employer Reviews from Linguistic Cues" Caleb T. Carr; Cameron Wade Piercy, University of Kansas

111071 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM Hilton Brent (Third Floor)

Healing and Sustaining our Inner-Worlds, Surviving Communication Studies: A Faculty Response

Sponsor: Rhetorical and Communication Theory Division
Chairs: Rebecca Avalos, University of Colorado, Boulder; Reslie Cortés, Arizona State University
Presenters:
Nina Maria Lozano, Loyola Marymount University
Luis M. Andrade, Santa Monica College
Dana L. Cloud, California State University Fullerton
Sarah Amira De la Garza, Arizona State University
Bryan J. McCann, Louisiana State University
114005  2:00 PM to 3:15 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  325 (300 Level)

**Eco-fascist Survivalism and the Rise of Alt-right**

Sponsors: Environmental Communication Division; Peace and Conflict Communication Division

Chair: Anke Wolbert, Eastern Michigan University

Respondent: Noemi Marin, Florida Atlantic University

"A fatal survivalism: Affective regimes, ethics, and politics of eco-fascism" Victoria Newsom, Olympic College

"Eco-criticism high-jacked by eco-fascism: A two-pronged attack on reproductive health and climate change" Priya Kapoor, Portland State University

"Roots, Purity, and Eco-Fascism in US and European Right-Wing Populist Political Discourse" Christian Vukasovich, University of Southern Maine

"Survival of nature and nation: Analyzing the anti-human, pro-green ideology of the Christchurch murderer" Lara Lengel, Bowling Green State University

---

114007  2:00 PM to 3:15 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  327 (300 Level)

**Disinformation and Impact: Studies of Fake News**

Sponsor: Mass Communication Division

Chair: Brett Sherrick, Purdue University

Respondent: Benjamin K. Smith, California State University East Bay

"Read Between the Lines: Media Literacy in the Age of Fake News" Nhung Vu, Illinois State University; Salomon Navarro, Illinois State University

"Sharing fake political news and its effects: Indirect effects of fake news experiences on credibility and self-efficacy" Hocheol Yang, Temple University

"Speak Up or Look the Other Way? The Role of Presumed Media Influence, Hostile Media Perceptions, and Social Identity Threat in Willingness to Denounce Fake News on Facebook" Stephen Michael Kromka, West Virginia University; Elizabeth Cohen, West Virginia University; Anita Atwell Seate, University of Maryland; Andrew D. Sutherland, Blinn College; Andrew L. Nicholson, West Virginia University; Matthew Thomas, Penn State University; Karissa Skerda, West Virginia University

"The SINCE Model: A Theoretical Framework to Understand When and Why Fake News May Be Effective" Cong Li, University of Miami; Khudejah Ali, University of Miami; Ruoyu Sun, University of Miami; John Petit, University of Miami; Barbara Millet, University of Miami
114008 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM Baltimore Convention Center 328 (300 Level)

(Auto)Ethnographic Reflections on Surviving Grief and Trauma

Sponsor: Ethnography Division
Chair: Benny LeMaster, Arizona State University
Respondent: Benny LeMaster, Arizona State University
"Memento Mori Et Superesse, Explorations of Silenced Memories of the “Suicide Dead” By A Living Survivor" Nicholas Alexis Zoffel, Edoptics (501c3)
"Surviving as Children of Alcoholics: An Autoethnographic Sense-making of Fractured Family Identities through an Organizational Lens" Dacheng Zhang, Arizona State University; Torey Romero, San Diego State University
"The Classroom, the Camera, and the Corpse: A Rhetorical Autoethnography of Academic, Political, and Corporeal Survival" Brian Snee, Manhattanville College
"Trigger Warning: Ethnographic Poetry as Feminist Response to Media Headlines" Sandra Lea Faulkner, Bowling Green State University

114009 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM Baltimore Convention Center 329 (300 Level)

Survival beyond the Classroom: Examinations of Life and Death in Socially Relevant Instructional Communication Research and Practice

Sponsor: Instructional Development Division
Chair: Kerry Byrnes-Loinette, Collin College
Presenters:
Deanna Sellnow, University of Central Florida
Timothy L. Sellnow, University of Central Florida
Sean M. Horan, Fairfield University
Courtney N. Wright, University of Tennessee
Jessica Raley, Texas State University
Respondent: Ann Bainbridge Frymier, Ohio University

114010 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM Baltimore Convention Center 330 (300 Level)

Contouring Intimacy: Rhetorical Perspectives on (Dis)Connection

Sponsor: Critical and Cultural Studies Division
Chair: Lisa M. Corrigan, University of Arkansas
Respondent: Calvin R. Coker, University of Louisville
"(Race)crafting Cocktails: Speakeasies and the Production of White Masculinity"  Anjali Vats, Boston College
"A Queer Malcolm?"  Lisa M. Corrigan, University of Arkansas
"Beyond the Great Outdoors: Generating Eros and Earth Attachment with Queer Nature"  E. Cram, University of Iowa
"Broad City and the Limits of Platonic Intimacy"  Myra S. Washington, University of New Mexico

114011  2:00 PM to 3:15 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  331 (300 Level)

Communication and Sport: Health at Play
Sponsor: Communication and Sport Division
Chair: Gregory A. Cranmer, Clemson University
Respondent: Travis R. Bell, University of South Florida
  "A Most Violent Game: A Framing Study on the Media’s Coverage of Concussions and Injuries in Sports"  Theodore Schwartz, East Tennessee State University; Robert Andrew Dunn, East Tennessee State University
  "Violent, Vulnerable Bodies: Discursive Ruptures in the Footballing Body in the Age of C.T.E"  Adam Rugg, Fairfield University
  "Movable Bodies: Anxiety and ‘Asset Culture’ in the Neoliberal NBA"  Robert M. Foschia, Duquesne University
  "How Tommy John Surgery Complicates Performance Enhancing Drug Rhetoric in Sports"  John Jordan, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

114012  2:00 PM to 3:15 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  332 (300 Level)

Surviving Communication Education: The Black Male Perspective
Sponsor: Black Caucus
Chair: Andre E. Johnson, University of Memphis
Presenters:
  Lance K. Bennett, University of Iowa
  Ronald L. Jackson, University of Cincinnati
  Shawn D. Long, University of North Carolina at Charlotte
  Damariye L. Smith, University of Memphis
  Lionnell Smith, University of Memphis
  Jaysen Sneed, Texas State University
  Goyland Martell Williams, University of Massachusetts, Amherst
5th Annual NCA Anti-Bullying Roundtable Discussion

Sponsor: NCA First Vice President

Chairs: Carol Bishop Mills, Florida Atlantic University; Stacy Tye-Williams, Iowa State University

Presenters:
Rukhsana Ahmed, University at Albany, SUNY
Garry P. Bailey, Abilene Christian University
Christina S. Beck, Ohio University
Keith Berry, University of South Florida
Jodie M. Bowers, Ancilla College
Nicholas Brody, University of Puget Sound
Renee L. Cowan, Queens University of Charlotte
Kelly P. Dillon, Wittenberg University
Adam C. Earnheardt, Youngstown State University
Alan K. Goodboy, West Virginia University
Loraleigh Keashly, Wayne State University
Katie Margavio Striley, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
Lynne M. Webb, University of Arkansas
Sally Vogl-Bauer, University of Southern Indiana

Economic Arguments and American Identities

Sponsors: American Studies Division; Economics, Communication, and Society Division; Public Address Division

Chair: Ronald Walter Greene, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities

"Any Area Other Than": Doxa and Definition in USDA Rural Development's "Report on the Definition of "Rural""  Codey Ryan Bills, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

"From White Cowboy Hats to White Collars: Rural Hegemonic Masculinity Finds a New Frontier in President Trump’s Predatory Banking Rhetoric"  Henry Miller, Colorado State University

"A Fearful Commotion Which Threatens to Shake the Foundations of our Union”: The Bank War, Constitutional Argument, and Conspiracy”  Donovan S. Bisbee, University of Illinois
Identity and Intercultural, International and Transracial Adoption

Sponsors: Family Communication Division; International and Intercultural Communication Division

Chair: Diane M. Monahan, Saint Leo University

"Building community support in the early years of Eastern European adoption: The Eastern European Adoption Coalition" Beth M. Waggenspack, Virginia Tech

"Surviving Multicultural Identity: The Journey Of International Adoptees" Diane M. Monahan, Saint Leo University

"According to science, this is who I am”: Adoptee Identity Gaps and Personal Genome Testing" Melissa Rizzo Weller, College of Wooster

"Communication for Survival” and Mitigation of Uncertainty in Transracial Adoption" Eletra Gilchrist-Petty, University of Alabama, Huntsville

114016 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM Baltimore Convention Center 336 (300 Level)

Health and Bodily Well-Being: Identity Politics, Policy, and Technology

Sponsors: Critical and Cultural Studies Division; Health Communication Division

Chair: Kakali Bhattacharya Chakrabarti, Austin Peay State University

Respondent: Erica Cooper, East Carolina University

"Motherhood, Morality, and Reproductive Justice: The Ongoing Military Abortion Debates" Megan McFarlane, Marymount University

"Public Good and Public Health: Analyzing Late-Neoliberalism and Biopolitics Through the Opioid Epidemic’s Naloxone Protocol" Allison V. Doherty, University of Georgia

"Smartphone Applications, Neoliberalism, and the Technologization of Mental Health” Emma Bedor Hiland, University of Virginia

"Writing Wounded Manhood Through New Media: Negotiating Hegemonic Masculinity and the Crisis of the Male (In)fertile Body” Jennifer Marie Rome, University of Nebraska-Lincoln

114017 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM Baltimore Convention Center 337 (300 Level)

Stories We Tell: The Cultured Past and Contemporary Configurations of African American Music

Sponsor: African American Communication and Culture Division

Chair: Stephen A. King, St. Edwards University

Respondent: Jeffrey Q. McCune, Washington University

"Musickin(g): Contextualizing Afrodiasporic Aesthetic Communication as Survivalist Worldbuilding” Marcus Simmons, Georgia State University
"“I see death around the corner”: Vulnerability and Manhood in Me Against the World."  Keven James Rudrow, University of Memphis

"“Meditate, Don’t Medicate!” An Analysis of “Addict” Rap, Black Men’s Social Issues, and J. Cole’s K.O.D. Album” Melvin L. Williams, Pace University


114018  2:00 PM to 3:15 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  338 (300 Level)

**How Does Political Communication Survive the Internet?**

Sponsors: Human Communication and Technology Division; Mass Communication Division; Political Communication Division

Chair: Amber L. Davisson, Keene State College

Respondent: Damien Smith Pfister, University of Maryland

"(Re)placing political disinformation: Assessing competing rhetorical ecologies of “Fake News”"  Aaron Hess, Arizona State University

"Mary Poppins Quits: Affect, Fandom, and Conductors of Public Feelings"  Ashley Hinck, Xavier University

"Rachel Hollis, Multi-level Marketing, and the Memetic Seduction of Meritocracy"  Amber L. Davisson, Keene State College

"Rethinking the Context of the Cyberspace Declaration of Independence"  Dave Karpf, George Washington University

114019  2:00 PM to 3:15 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  339 (300 Level)

**Queer Loneliness: Transnational Academics Theorize the Affective Archive**

Sponsors: Asian/Pacific American Communication Studies Division; Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer Communication Studies Division; International and Intercultural Communication Division

Chairs: Ahmet Atay, College of Wooster; Gust A. Yep, San Francisco State University

Presenters:

Shadee Abdi, San Francisco State University
Ahmet Atay, College of Wooster
Shinsuke Eguchi, University of New Mexico
Shuzhen Huang, Bloomsburg University
Satoshi Toyosaki, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale
Gust A. Yep, San Francisco State University
Key Issues and Contentions in India: Disney, Farmer Suicides, and Citizenship in Rural, Urban, and Global India

Sponsors: Asian/Pacific American Caucus; Asian/Pacific American Communication Studies Division; Critical and Cultural Studies Division; International and Intercultural Communication Division

Chair: Purba Das, Ohio University, Southern

Respondent: Rebecca de Souza, University of Minnesota, Duluth

"A passage to India: Indian film market and the political economy of Disney’s transnational operations” Azmat Rasul, Florida State University; Mian Asim, Zayed University

"Playing the ‘good citizen’: An analysis of The Ugly Indian group’s civic and communicative vision for urban survival” Veena V. Raman, Penn State University

"Surviving in Solidarity: Cultural Epistemologies and Farmer Agency in Eastern Bundelkhand, India” Rahul Rastogi, State University of New York, Oneonta

Surviving Intercultural Reentry: Identifying Barriers and Proposing Solutions

Sponsor: International and Intercultural Communication Division

Chair: Rick Malleus, Seattle University

Presenters:
   Rick Malleus, Seattle University
   Daniel Cochece Davis, Illinois State University
   John R. Baldwin, Illinois State University
   Natasha V. Kovalyova, University of Texas, Austin

Qualitative Research in Applied Communication

Sponsor: Applied Communication Division

Chair: Jen Eden, Marist College

Respondent: Peggy M. Rupprecht, Creighton University

"A Content Analysis of Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton’s Campaign Speeches and Framing of the U.S.’s 2016 Presidential Election" Tawfiq Ola Abdullah

"Conceptualizing endometriosis in the r/endo subreddit: A text mining and unsupervised analysis of communication” Rebecca K. Britt, University of Alabama; Erin F. Doss, Indiana University Kokomo
"Examining Descriptions of Chronic Pain to Understand the Relationship of the Body and the
Self in Complementary and Alternative Medicine Patient Narratives as Transformative" Vinita
Agarwal, Salisbury University

"Slavery, Memory, and Reconciliation: Georgetown’s Commitment to Renewal" Zoe Keller, Yale University

---

Examining Multiple Political Communication Topics Through the Lens of Theory

Sponsor: Political Communication Division
Chair: Eric C. Miller, Bloomsburg University
Respondent: David M. Rhea, Governors State University

"From Television President to YouTube President: Agenda-setting analysis of Obama’s The
Presidential Weekly Address YouTube videos" Jin Kim, College of Saint Rose; Paulette Morgan, College of Saint Rose

"Providing and Receiving Political Social Support: Introducing Social Support Theory to
Political Communication” Heeyoung Jung, Temple University; R. Lance Holbert, Temple
University

"After the Smoke Clears: Framing Problem Definition Spaces in the Gun Debate" Delaney
Harness, University of Texas, Austin; Kristina Miller, University of Texas, Austin

"Networked Gatekeeping and Networked Framing on Twitter Protests about the Ayotzinapa
Case" Rocio Galarza Molina, Universidad Autónoma de Nuevo León

---

Emerging Directions in Rhetorical Theory

Sponsors: Public Address Division; Rhetorical and Communication Theory Division
Chair: Atilla Hallsby, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities

"Inclusion as Rhetorical Tactic: Transnational Dynamics of Rhetorical Movements" Samuel
Watson, University of Georgia

"Movement Studies: Surviving through Symbiosis" David P. Schulz, Concordia University

"Searching for Oblivion: Surrealism, Form, and Forgetting" Haley Elizabeth Schneider, Penn State University

"The Humanistic Vision: Science, Transcendence, and Humanism" Gregory Brandon Knight, University of Southern Mississippi

---

Searching for Oblivion: Surrealism, Form, and Forgetting in the Works of Kadoya
Yoshinobu Kadoya, Indiana University Kokura

"The Humanistic Vision: Science, Transcendence, and Humanism" Gregory Brandon Knight, University of Southern Mississippi

"Networked Gatekeeping and Networked Framing on Twitter Protests about the Ayotzinapa
Case" Rocio Galarza Molina, Universidad Autónoma de Nuevo León
American Forensic Association Business Meeting

Sponsor: American Forensic Association

Presenters:
  Kelly Michael Young, Wayne State University
  John Katsulas, Boston College
  Heidi Hamilton, Emporia State University
  Gordon Stables, University of Southern California
  Danielle O’Gorman, United States Naval Academy
  David Gaer, Lone Star College-University Park
  Shunta D Jordan, University of Georgia
  Eric Morris, Missouri State University
  Larry G. Schnoor, Minnesota State University, Mankato
  Lee Mayfield, James Madison University
  Sherry Hall, Harvard University
  Dallas Perkins, Harvard University
  David Worth, Rice University
  Dale A. Herbeck, Northeastern University
  Wade Hescht, Lone Star College-North Harris
  Stephen Michael Croucher, Massey University Wellington
  Ben D. Voth, Southern Methodist University
  David Cram Helwich, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities

114026  2:00 PM to 3:15 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  346 (300 Level)

Papers for Contemporary Argumentation and Debate Special Issue: Identity, Performance, and Debate

Sponsor: Cross Examination Debate Association

Chair: Ignacio Evans, Wake Forest University

Respondents: Shauntrice Martin, Coalition of Black Excellence; Shanara Reid-Brinkley, University of Pittsburgh
  "Discourse Proper: Antiblackness and linguistics as force"  Deontrey Yeargin, University of Louisville
  "Eleazar, Native Debate, and the Stakes of Concession"  Taylor Brough, Wake Forest University
  "Niggatry: Bending Time, Space and Reason in Policy Debate"  Ignacio Evans, Wake Forest University
  "Reconciling Black Studies and Trans Studies: The Impact of Black Debate on Theorizations of Gender in Intercollegiate College Policy Debate"  Beau Larsen, Wake Forest University
  "Revolutionary v. Revolutionary Debate: Reconceptualizing Clash in College Policy Debate"  Charles Athanasopoulous-Sugino, University of Pittsburgh; Corinne Sugino, University of Pittsburgh
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event ID</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Chair</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 114027    | 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM | Baltimore Convention Center 347 (300 Level) | **Reworking Rhetorical Roots**  
Sponsor: American Society for the History of Rhetoric  
Chair: Ira Allen, Northern Arizona University  
"Between Art and Nature: Rhetoric and the Political Potentials of Aristotle’s Σημεῖον" José G. Izaguirre, University of Illinois  
"Roman Declamation, Myles Horton, and a Case of Inverted Rhetorical Pedagogy" Stephen M. Llano, St. John's University  
"Praying in Public: Augustinian Rhetorical Roots of Witnessing, Confessing and Remembering" Katrina A. Marks, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill  
"From mouth to tablet: Irish Script on Screen, remediation, and the digital archive" Bryce Duane Tellmann, Penn State University |                                            |                                      |
| 114030    | 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM | Baltimore Convention Center 350 (300 Level) | **Religious Rhetoric, Climate Change, and Creation Care**  
Sponsor: Religious Communication Association  
Chair: Joel S. Ward, Geneva College  
"How faith and religious beliefs shape the experiences of church-based climate activists: A qualitative approach" George Kueppers, George Mason University  
"One Climate, Under God: How religious framing affects American Evangelicals’ perceived risk of climate change" George Kueppers, George Mason University  
| 114031    | 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM | Baltimore Convention Center Ballroom (400 Level) | **Contributions from Chinese Communication Studies, Disability Studies, Communication & the Future, Freedom of Expression, Mass Communication, Performance Studies and Philosophy of Communication**  
Sponsors: Association for Chinese Communication Studies; Communication and the Future Division; Disability Issues Caucus; Freedom of Expression Division; Mass Communication Division; Performance Studies Division; Philosophy of Communication Division; Scholar to Scholar  
Chairs: Thomas K. Nakayama, Northeastern University; Elisabeth Bigsby, University of Illinois |                                            |                                      |
Respondents: Dongjing Kang, Florida Gulf Coast University; James Ferris, University of Toledo; Michelle T. Violanti, University of Tennessee; Roseann E. Pluretti, Queens University of Charlotte; Billie Murray, Villanova University; Nicole Martins, Indiana University; John M. Allison, University of North Texas; Leeanne M. Bell McManus, Stevenson University

"01. A Survey of Journalists in Xinjiang" Fen Lin, City University of Hong Kong; Xiaoning Han, People's University, China

"02. Agenda Setting and Grumpy Cat: A re-examination of Agenda Setting for the Web 2.0" Joshua Fishlock, Arizona State University, Lake Havasu; Kyle Hull, Aquinas College

"03. Black College Millennial Concerns: The Voice of a "Post Racial-era"" Wei Sun, Howard University; Sharnine Herbert, Shippensburg University; Joanna Lynette Jenkins, Howard University

"04. From Social Media Images to the Girls of Revolution Street The Role of Social Media in Resurrecting and Sustaining Iran's Hijab Protests" Mehrnaz Khanjani, University of Iowa

"05. "Excuse Me, Your Ableism is Showing": Ableist Microaggressions in the Workplace" Shelley Hepler, University of Kansas

"06. How was it? An Investigation of Film Genre Popularity, Preference, and Acclaim over Twenty Years" Charles Joseph Francemone, Ohio State University; Matthew Grizzard, Ohio State University; Kaitlin Fitzgerald, University at Buffalo, SUNY

"07. Identifying New Forces at the Gate: A Volume Management Perspective of the News Gatekeeper" Othello Richards; Larry Lemmons, Texas Tech University

"08. ighrāq and tamyīʿ (Sinking and Diluting): Urban electronic newspapers from celebrating freedom into designing chaos" Hamdi Echkaou, Indiana University of Pennsylvania; Anna Victoria Ortiz Juarez-Paz, Indiana University of Pennsylvania

"09. Modes of Ableism: An Analysis of How Aristotle's Modes of Persuasion Can Be Connected to Disability Studies" Erin C. Slattery, University of Iowa

"10. Online Radicalization or Facebook’s Goals for Capital? Russian Memes, Platform Logics and User-Interactions" Joseph Lawrence Flores, University of New Mexico

"11. Policing Reddit Politics: Moderators and Balancing Democratic Norms and Conceptualizing Deliberative Civility" Diantha Y. Vliet, Temple University

"12. Put your devices down! Investigating predictors of academic media multitasking” Kelly R. Merrill Jr., Ohio State University; Bridget Rubenking, University of Central Florida

"13. Robosex: Exploring our emotional reaction to sex machines of the future” Brad A. Haggadone, University of Texas, Austin

"14. Surviving the Label: Examining the Burden of the Socially Constructed Disabilities Label" Juan S. Muhamad, Florida State University

"15. The Blame Game: Exploring Online Reactions to the Uber Fatality and the Use of Autonomous Vehicles" Ignacio Cruz, University of Southern California; Jillian Kwong, University of Southern California

"16. The Colonialization of Disability: Surviving Historical Religious Hegemony and Stigmatization in the Body" Corey Reutlinger, Arizona State University
"17. The Impact of Mass Media-Delivered Family Planning Campaigns in Developing Countries: A Meta-analysis" Dana Rogers, Southern Connecticut State University; Leslie Snyder, University of Connecticut; Michelle M. Rego, Johnson & Wales University

"18. The Jungle: Performing the Refugee "Crisis" in Calais, France" Tiffany Martinez, San Jose State University

"19. The Relationship Between Rap Music Consumption and Materialism" Deja Dena Rollins, University of Texas, Dallas; Kristin L. Drogos, University of Michigan

"20. Uncertainty in the Context of Disability Service Interactions" Sabrina Bensimon, California State University Los Angeles

"21. Weaponizing Internet Governance: Comparing the German Network Enforcement Act and FOSTA-SESTA in the United States" Martin Johannes Riedl, University of Texas, Austin; Kirsten Gollatz, Alexander von Humboldt Institute for Internet and Society; Jens Pohlmann, German Historical Institute

"22. What Counts as 'Terrorism' in Elite U.S. Newspapers? A Content Analysis of the Las Vegas and Orlando Mass Shootings" Mohamad Elmasry, Doha Institute for Graduate Studies and University of North Alabama; Mohammed el-Nawawy, Doha Institute for Graduate Studies and Queens University of Charlotte

"23. 'Not the enemy of the people, not Fake News': An analysis of editorials responding to Trump's attacks on the press" Sumana Chattopadhyay, Marquette University; Colleen Duvall, Marquette University

"24. "They're Always Wrong Anyway": Exploring Differences of Credibility, Attraction, and Behavioral Intentions in Professional, Amateur, and Robotic-delivered Weather Forecasts" Patric R. Spence, University of Central Florida; Chad Edwards, Western Michigan University; Autumn P. Edwards, Western Michigan University; Xianlin Jin, University of Kentucky; Adam Michael Raine, University of Connecticut; Xialing Lin, Penn State University, Scranton

114031 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM Baltimore Convention Center Ballroom (400 Level)

**Great Ideas for Teaching Students (G.I.F.T.S) Session I**

Sponsor: Great Ideas for Teaching Students (G.I.F.T.S)

Chair: Mariko Izumi, Columbus State University

"01. FREEZE FRAME: Modeling Communication Models Through a Social Justice Framework" Rossmery Zayas, California State University Los Angeles

"02. Gallery Meme Exhibit: Presenting Communication Theory as Viral Digital Content" Sarah Steimel, Weber State University

"03. Hyde Park Speech and Poster Presentation" Elyse Gessler, Youngstown State University

"04. Impromptu Goosechase" Kayla Rausch, Ohio University

"05. Integrating Case Study Development into the Classroom: Connecting Students using Cross-Campus Case Study Collaboration" Patricia Gettings, University at Albany, SUNY; Andrea L. Meluch, The University of Akron
"06. It's Story Time! An Active Learning Strategy for Understanding the Transactional Model of Communication" Laura Isabel Mendoza, California State University Los Angeles

"07. Let's Catch(phrase) those Filler Words!" Michelle Dawn Royal Brownlee, Los Angeles Pierce College

"08. Listen carefully: Let's survive with a strong physical delivery" Emi Kanemoto, State University of New York, Geneseo

"09. Methods for Survival: A Detective Activity Comparing Frequentist (NHST) and Bayesian Approaches" Emily Anne Mueller, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee; Benjamin L. Davis, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee; Sang-Yeon Kim, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

"10. My Favorite Media: (Lack of) Diversity in Media Production" Valerie Kretz, St. Norbert College


"12. One of These Things is (Not) Like the Others: Form, Genre, and Presidential Portraits" Roger Davis Gatchet, West Chester University; Amanda Davis Gatchet, Montgomery County Community College

"13. Pinterest with Purpose: Using Social Media to Create Social Change" Tasha R. Dunn, University of Toledo

"14. Powtoon Storytelling" Shannon M. Leinen, Concordia University

"15. Putting All the Pieces Together: Learning How to Effectively Organize Information in a Preparation Outline" Jennifer D. McCullough, Saginaw Valley State University


"17. Sheet-Ball: Using a Simple Classroom Activity to Teach Non-Verbal Communication and Teamwork" Kristen Foltz, University of Tampa

"18. Surviving Competition on Citing Sources: Using Kahoot! to Engage Public Speaking Students on Identifying and Citing Sources" Sarah Dweik, Texas Tech University

"19. Surviving Online: A Survival Guide to Media Literacy and Research" MONICA LYNN ROLDÁN, California State University Los Angeles

"20. Surviving Scale Development: A Teaching Tool for Communication Research Methods" Karin H. Nordin, George Mason University

"21. Surviving the Mob: Using "To Kill a Mockingbird" and "Fury" to Teach the Concept of Deindividuation" John S. Seiter, Utah State University; Robert H. Gass, California State University Fullerton

"22. Surviving vs. Thriving in Higher Education: Teaching College Students about Privilege, Intersecting Identities, and Triaging Time" Lisa K. Hanasono, Bowling Green State University

"23. The Alone Speech: Simulation…Survival…Speech!" Nakia S. Welch, San Jacinto College

"24. The ties that bind: Using yarn to teach students about in-groups, out-groups and social identity theory" Steven Brunner, University of California, Davis; Jeanette B. Ruiz, University of California, Davis
"25. "That Was an Accident… This is Malicious": Utilizing Perception Checks to Survive Conflict" Nancy Bressler, West Virginia Wesleyan College

---

**114035 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM Hilton Peale A (First Floor)**

**Culture Jamming as Survival**

Sponsor: Visual Communication Division
Chair: Helen Ho, Saint Mary's College

- "'Everything in Quotes': Off-White and the survival of culture jamming during mass commercialization through negotiated ironic intertextuality" Sebastiaan HMH Gorissen, University of Utah
- "Are Those Real People?" Joseph DeLappe, Abertay University
- "Counter-Confederate Culture Jamming: Radical Recontextualization as Anti-Racist Work" Jason W. Buel, North Carolina Wesleyan College
- "Ghost Bikes: Culture Jamming Narratives of Resistance and Survival" Susan Mancino, Saint Mary's College
- "McAsians in the House: Culture Jamming as Articulations of Cultural and Consumer Citizenship" Helen Ho, Saint Mary's College

---

**114036 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM Hilton Peale B (First Floor)**

**Teaching the Students We Have, Not the Students We Wish We Had**

Sponsor: NCA Teaching and Learning Council
Chair: Danamarie Every Gallagher, Delaware County Community College

Presenters:
- Scotti Edward Branton, University of Missouri
- Joseph L. Fontana, Clemson University
- Evan Moreland, Salisbury University
- Marco Ramirez, University of Central Arkansas
- Frederick Shegog, Delaware County Community College

---

**114037 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM Hilton Peale C (First Floor)**

**NCA International Scholars Reception**

Sponsor: NCA National Office
Presenter:
- David T. McMahan, Missouri Western State University

---

**114038 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM Hilton Johnson (First Floor)**
Animat**ing the Archives: The Ethics and Methods of Adapting and Staging Documentary Performances**

Sponsor: Performance Studies Division  
Chair: Scott Dillard, Georgia College & State University

"'De-skunking' History: Ethics and Accuracy in a Documentary Solo Play"  
John Dennis Anderson, Emerson College

"A Celebratory Critique: Telling Alabama History through stories of love"  
Tessa W. Carr, Auburn University

"Creative Engagement: Emergent Design for Socially Engaged Storytelling Through Grounded Theory and Sustained Practice"  
Dan Swern, Rutgers University

"Memorializing Slavery’s Trauma and Celebrating Black Resistance: An Underground Railroad Museum’s Performance of the Archives"  
Laura L. Sullivan, University of Memphis

"Performing Campus as Archive: Interrogating "Race and Inclusion" and Woodrow Wilson's Legacy"  
Deanna Shoemaker, Monmouth University

114039  2:00 PM to 3:15 PM  
Hilton Latrobe (First Floor)

Teaching Group Communication Online

Sponsor: Group Communication Division  
Chair: Kay Yoon, University of Colorado, Colorado Springs

Presenters:  
Joann Keyton, North Carolina State University  
Matthew A. Koschmann, University of Colorado, Boulder  
Kenneth J. Levine, Michigan State University  
Young Ji Kim, University of California, Santa Barbara  
Mary M. Meares, University of Alabama  
Kerry L. Strayer, Otterbein University  
Melissa Dobosh, University of Northern Iowa

114040  2:00 PM to 3:15 PM  
Hilton Ruth (First Floor)

9/11 and the Academy: Responses in Communications and the Liberal Arts

Sponsor: Peace and Conflict Communication Division  
Chairs: Mark L. Finney, Emory & Henry College; Matthew Shannon, Emory & Henry College

Presenters:  
Stephen Farnsworth, University of Mary Washington  
Chiara Ferrari, California State University, Chico  
Joseph Fitsanakis, Coastal Carolina University  
Christine Muller, Wilkes University

Respondent: Matthew Shannon, Emory & Henry College
**PR and Constructed Meaning**

Sponsor: Public Relations Division  
Chair: Stephanie A. Smith, Virginia Tech  
Respondent: Corey B. Davis, University of Wisconsin-Whitewater

"The case for internal communication: How internal communication can assist government contractors navigate frequent organizational change"  Laura L. Lemon, University of Alabama; Nathan Towery, University of Alabama  

"The Public Relations Paradox of Erasure: Damnatio Memoriae as Public Relations Strategy and Tactic"  Damion M. Waymer, University of Alabama; Robert L. Heath, University of Houston  

"Understanding the Differences between Climate Change Deniers and Believers’ Knowledge, Media Use, and Trust in Related Institutions"  Arunima Krishna, Boston University

---

**Violence, Voice, and Victimhood: Activism and Social Justice in the Face of Survivorship**

Sponsor: Activism and Social Justice Division  
Chair: Lindsey A. Harvell-Bowman, James Madison University  
Presenters:  
Ian M. Borton, Aquinas College  
Crystal Lane Swift Ferguson, Mt. San Antonio College  
Lindsey A. Harvell-Bowman, James Madison University  
Sakina Jangbar, St. John's University  
Adrienne Kunkel, University of Kansas  
Marissa L. Wiley, University of Kansas  
Loreen Olson, University of North Carolina, Greensboro  
Amber Holland, University of North Carolina at Greensboro  
Corey Bussiere, University of North Carolina, Greensboro  
Rachel R Reynolds, Drexel University  
Katie Scott, University of Georgia  
Melinda Weathers, Sam Houston State University

---

**Survival Kit: Graduate Assistant Teacher Training and Mentorship as a Lifeline in the Basic Course**

Sponsor: Activism and Social Justice Division  
Chair: Lindsey A. Harvell-Bowman, James Madison University  
Presenters:  
Ian M. Borton, Aquinas College  
Crystal Lane Swift Ferguson, Mt. San Antonio College  
Lindsey A. Harvell-Bowman, James Madison University  
Sakina Jangbar, St. John's University  
Adrienne Kunkel, University of Kansas  
Marissa L. Wiley, University of Kansas  
Loreen Olson, University of North Carolina, Greensboro  
Amber Holland, University of North Carolina at Greensboro  
Corey Bussiere, University of North Carolina, Greensboro  
Rachel R Reynolds, Drexel University  
Katie Scott, University of Georgia  
Melinda Weathers, Sam Houston State University
Sponsor: Basic Course Division
Chair: Katherine M. Castle, University of Nebraska-Lincoln

Presenters:
Angela M. Hosek, Ohio University
Katherine J. Denker, Ball State University
Katherine M. Castle, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Heather L. Voorhees, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Megan E. Cardwell, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Stevie Munz, Utah Valley University
Kayla Rausch, Ball State University
Abbie Guthrie, Ball State University

114044 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM Hilton Key Ballroom 4 (Second Floor)

**Embodied Learning in Study Abroad**

Sponsor: Experiential Learning in Communication Division
Chair: Emily Sauter, Minnesota State University, Mankato

Respondent: Liz Barr, University of Maryland, Baltimore County

"Apartheid and Legacies of Institutional Racism in South Africa" Emily Sauter, Minnesota State University, Mankato

"Managing in Mali: Intercultural Dynamics During Study Abroad" Kevin O. Sauter, University of St. Thomas

"Multiculturalism in America: Culture and Context in Hawai’i" Debra L. Petersen, University of St. Thomas

"Studying Globalization in India" Deepa Oommen, Minnesota State University, Mankato

114046 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM Hilton Key Ballroom 6 (Second Floor)

**Developing Best Practices for Patient-Provider Communication**

Sponsors: Health Communication Division; Interpersonal Communication Division

Chair: Lou Clark, Arizona State University

"21st century bedside manner: Exploring patient-centered communication in secure messaging with cancer patients" Jordan M. Alpert, University of Florida; Merry Jennifer Markham, University of Florida; Ragnhildur Bjarnadottir, University of Florida; Carma Bylund, University of Florida

"Can Patient-Provider Interpersonal Interventions Achieve the Quadruple Aim of Health Care? A Systematic Review" Marie C. Haverfield, Stanford University; Aaron Tierney, Stanford University; Rachel Schwartz, Stanford University; Michelle Bass, Stanford University; Cati Brown-Johnson, Stanford University; Dani Zions, Stanford University; Nadia Safaeinili, Stanford University; Jonathan Shaw, Stanford University; Sonoo Thadaney, Stanford University
University; Gabriella Piccininni, Stanford University; Karl Lorenz, Stanford University; Steve Asch, Stanford University; Abraham Verghese, Stanford University; Donna Zulman, Stanford University

"Exploring Communication Contributors to Family Medicine Provider Role (Dis)engagement" Julie Apker, Western Michigan University; Lacey Brim, Wayne State University; Robert Isacksen, Bronson HealthCare Group

"Health providers' advising on symptom management for upper respiratory tract infections: Does elaboration of reasoning influence outcomes relevant to antibiotic stewardship?" Kasey A. Foley, Penn State University; Erina L. MacGeorge, Penn State University

"Motivational Interviewing and Residency Training: A Pilot Investigation" James D. Robinson, University of Dayton; Jeanine W. Turner, Georgetown University; Elise Morris, Georgetown University; Rebecca Rios, Georgetown University; Michelle Roett, Georgetown University

114047 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM Hilton Key Ballroom 7 (Second Floor)

The Latina/o Communication Studies Division and La Raza Caucus Mentorship Initiative: Connections that Facilitate Academic Surviving and Thriving

Sponsor: La Raza Caucus

Chairs: Leandra Hinojosa Hernandez, Utah Valley University; Amanda Martinez, Davidson College; Carlos A. Tarin, University of Texas, El Paso; Jaime Guzmán, California State University Los Angeles

Presenters:
Amanda Martinez, Davidson College
Carlos A. Tarin, University of Texas, El Paso
Jaime Guzmán, California State University Los Angeles
Leandra Hinojosa Hernandez, Utah Valley University
Sarah Upton, University of Texas, El Paso
Shantel Martinez, California State University Monterey Bay
Fernando Delgado, University of Minnesota, Duluth
Frank G. Perez, University of Texas, El Paso
Carlos G. Alemán, James Madison University
Catalina M. de Onís, Willamette University
Ana X. de la Serna, California State University Dominguez Hills
Sarah Amira De la Garza, Arizona State University
Robert Gutierrez-Perez, University of Nevada, Reno
Bernadette Marie Calafell, Gonzaga University
Stephanie L. Gomez, Western Washington University
Michael Tristano, Arizona State University
Bernardita Maria Yunis, University of Colorado, Boulder
Alexis Vega, University of Texas at El Paso
Raquel Moreira, Graceland University
Michelle A. Holling, California State University San Marcos
Empowering Survivors: The Rise of Feminist Hashtag Activism in non-Western Cultures

Sponsors: Activism and Social Justice Division; Feminist and Women Studies Division

Chairs: Nahed Eltantawy, High Point University; Amal Ibrahim, University of Wisconsin-Whitewater

"#MosqueMeToo: How a hashtag is inspiring Muslim women’s activism against clergy abuses" Nahed Eltantawy, High Point University

"Iranian women’s use of social media and digital resistance in contemporary Iran" Ramin Chaboki Darzabi, Texas A&M University

"Sharing is healing: Arab women survivors of child sexual abuse use Twitter for mediated disclosure and advocacy" Amal Ibrahim, University of Wisconsin-Whitewater

"Voice as an empowering agent, social media as an emancipatory tool: Tollywood’s #MeToo" Blessy McWan, Bowling Green State University
Repackaging Exploitation as Freedom: Rhetorics of Economic Survival and Scapegoating

Sponsor: Rhetorical and Communication Theory Division
Chair: Marylou R. Naumoff, Montclair State University

"#Grind #Hustle: Millennials’ Appropriation of the Hip Hop Ethos of Work and Survival in the Twenty-First Century Gig Economy" Marylou R. Naumoff, Montclair State University

"Amazon’s CamperForce: Selling Housing Insecurity as a Retirement Lifestyle" Melanie Loehwing, Mississippi State University

"Cruelty as a Way of Life: Seeing "Bare Life" on the Southern Border” Stephen E. Rahko, Indiana University

"Not Charity, but "Business": Shifting Modes of Pedestrian Exchange” Whitney Gent, University of Nebraska-Omaha

"Surviving Digital Gangsters: Surveillance Technologies and Claims to Private Life/Personal Behavior in the Human Marketplace” Byron B. Craig, North Carolina A&T State University

Racial Hegemonies: Material and Symbolic Rhetorical Analyses of Survival Strategies and Tactics

Sponsor: Rhetorical and Communication Theory Division
Chair: Rebecca Avalos, University of Colorado, Boulder
Respondent: Rebecca Avalos, University of Colorado, Boulder

"Alcatraz: Simulation vs. Reality of Prison Tourism" Edwin S. Lee, San Jose State University

"Autobiographical Askēsis: Self-Writing and Rhetorical Invention in the Autobiography of Angela Davis" Amrut Mishra, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

"Battling Anonymity: Anonymous VS KKK and the Aesthetics of (De)Anonymization” Kellie Marin, Penn State University

"Enthymematic Free Space: (In)Effective Arguments against Stop-and-Frisk" Zachary Fechter, University of Texas, Austin; Martin Camper, Loyola University Maryland

Making Sense of the #MeToo Movement
Sponsor: Feminist and Women Studies Division
Chair: Meg Tully, Penn State University
Respondent: Roseann M. Mandziuk, Texas State University

"#MeToo and the Kavanaugh Hearings: Popular Feminism and Personalized Politics in Digital Hashtag Movements" Tisha Dejmanee, Central Michigan University; Trevor Diehl, Central Michigan University; Samantha Rouseh, Central Michigan University; Zulfia Zaher, Central Michigan University; Michael Papa, Central Michigan University

"#MeToo, Moonves, and Media Misogyny: Media Discourses of a Leadership Crisis at CBS" Alison Nicole Novak, Rowan University

"#MeToo: Consciousness Raising in the Social Media Age" Katjana Stutzer, University of Montana

"Literary Colonialism: The case of Sherman Alexie and #MeToo" Cortney Smith, Oberlin College & Conservatory

"MeToo in a Westworld: Can This Be Something New?" Chad Perry, University of Central Oklahoma

---

114052 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM Hilton Key Ballroom 12 (Second Floor)

Communication and Substance Use: Patient-Provider, Family, and Digital Contexts
Sponsor: Health Communication Division
Chair: Lori A. Bednarchik, Arizona State University

"Using Politeness Theory to Understand Effective Techniques for Psychiatrists in Discussing Substance Use with Adolescent Patients" Kevin Wombacher, University of Illinois College of Medicine - Peoria; Whittney Darnell, Northern Kentucky University; Nancy Grant Harrington, University of Kentucky; Allison Scott Gordon, University of Kentucky


"Family communicative environment’s effects on young adults’ social norms about alcohol: Examining the mediating effects of implicit privacy rules" Grace Ellen Brannon, University of Texas, Arlington

"Linguistic Predictors of Problematic Drinking in Alcohol-related Facebook Posts" Chen-Ting Chang, University of Wisconsin-Madison; Bradley Kerr, University of Wisconsin-Madison; Megan Moreno, University of Wisconsin-Madison; Lyn M. Van Swol, University of Wisconsin-Madison

"Communicating Health: A Thematic Narrative Analysis Among Methadone Patients" Barbara Liahnna Stanley, Arizona State University

---

114055 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM Hilton Mencken (Second Floor)
Research Council Business Meeting

Sponsor: NCA Research Council

Presenters:
- Mindy Fenske, University of South Carolina
- Tina M. Harris, Louisiana State University
- Charles E. Morris III, Syracuse University
- Robin Boylorn, University of Alabama
- Norah E. Dunbar, University of California, Santa Barbara
- John P. Caughlin, University of Illinois
- Shaunak Sastry, University of Cincinnati
- Qingwen Dong, University of the Pacific
- LaKesha Anderson, National Communication Association

114056  2:00 PM to 3:15 PM  Hilton  Blake (Second Floor)

Surviving the Prison Classroom: A Discussion of Teaching Communication Studies Behind Bars

Sponsor: Scholarship of Teaching and Learning
Chair: Adam Key, University of Arkansas, Monticello

Presenters:
- David Mains, Stephen F. Austin State University
- Heather Ashley Hayes, Lewis and Clark College
- Kamran Afary, California State University Los Angeles

114057  2:00 PM to 3:15 PM  Hilton  Calloway (Second Floor)

Communicating for Survival: Women Faculty Members and Their Battle for Student Evaluations

Sponsor: Women's Caucus
Chair: Sara Baker Bailey, Southern Connecticut State University

Presenters:
- Ashley Danielle Garcia, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
- Christina Ivey, Boise State University
- Niya Pickett Miller, Samford University
- Kaitlin Phillips, Utah State University
- Kristina M. Scharp, University of Washington, Seattle
- Tiffany R. Wang, University of Montevallo

114058  2:00 PM to 3:15 PM  Hilton  Poe (Second Floor)

I’m Not A Therapist: Surviving Secondary Trauma as Coaches
Sponsor: National Forensics Association  
Chair: Jordan L. Johnson, University of Nebraska-Lincoln  
Presenters:  
Amy Martinelli, University of Florida  
Megan Koch, Illinois State University  
Dawn Lowry, Western Kentucky University  
Mallory L. Marsh, University of Nebraska-Lincoln  
Nathaniel Wilson, Doane College  
Respondent: Darren L. Epping, Kansas State University

114059  2:00 PM to 3:15 PM  Hilton  
Holiday Ballroom 1  (Second Floor)

“He’s Not Different When He Plays”: Disability Representation and Super Bowl LIII

Sponsor: Disability Issues Caucus  
Chair: Sandy Pensoneau-Conway, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale  
Presenters:  
Beth A. Haller, Towson University  
James L. Cherney, University of Nevada, Reno  
Davi Israel Kallman, Washington State University  
Sandy Pensoneau-Conway, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale  
Patrick Seick, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale

114060  2:00 PM to 3:15 PM  Hilton  
Holiday Ballroom 2  (Second Floor)

The Path to Positivity: How Postmodern Families Communicate, Survive, and Thrive

Sponsor: Family Communication Division  
Chair: Dawn O. Braithwaite, University of Nebraska-Lincoln  
Presenters:  
Tamara D. Afifi, University of California, Santa Barbara  
Gary A. Beck, Old Dominion University  
Dawn O. Braithwaite, University of Nebraska-Lincoln  
Kristen Carr, Texas Christian University  
Brooke Damico, Texas Christian University  
Bailey M. Oliver, University of Arkansas, Little Rock  
Margaret Jane Pitts, University of Arizona  
Vincent R. Waldron, Arizona State University

114061  2:00 PM to 3:15 PM  Hilton  
Holiday Ballroom 3  (Second Floor)
Creating the St. Louis Area Regional Commission on Homelessness: A Narrative Case Study on Inter-organizational Collaboration and Seeing Justice through System-level Change

Sponsor: Organizational Communication Division
Chair: Timothy Paul Huffman, Saint Louis University
Presenters:
  Judy Perlman, Cloudburst Consulting Group
  Christopher Franco, Saint Louis University
Respondent: Peter R. Jensen, University of Alabama

Communicating Loss within and/or about the Family: Competitive Papers within Interpersonal Communication

Sponsors: Family Communication Division; Interpersonal Communication Division
Chair: Leslie R. Nelson, California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo
Respondent: Lindsey J. Thomas, Illinois State University
"Death-Related Grief and Disenfranchised Identity: A Review of Key Concepts and Findings" Kendyl Anne Barney, University of Montana
"How Men Integrate Others’ Messages into their Miscarriage Story: The Role Communicated Narrative Sense-Making in Memorable Message Theorizing" Haley Kranstuber Horstman, University of Missouri; Shaye Marie Morrison, University of Missouri; M. Chad McBride, Creighton University; Amanda Holman, Creighton University
"Intrapersonal And Interpersonal Meaning-Making: The Process Of Identity Reconstruction After The Loss Of A Spouse" Erin C. Wehrman, Missouri State University


Sponsor: Organizational Communication Division
Respondent: Maria Dixon, Southern Methodist University
"Breaking Down Benefits: Employee Understanding of Benefits, and Readability Levels of University Benefits Handbooks" Evan K. Perrault, Purdue University; Grace M. Hildenbrand, Purdue University
"Revisiting the Accuracy Problem in Network Analysis Using a Unique Dataset" Steven R. Corman, Arizona State University; Elena Steiner, Arizona State University; Jeffrey D. Proulx, University of Illinois; Arindam Dutta, Arizona State University; Marshall Scott Poole, University of Illinois; Visar Berisha, Arizona State University; Dan Bliss, Arizona State University
"Surviving in a Boundaryless and Virtual Working World"  Kimberly K. Smith, St. Norbert College
"Transactive memory and the job search: Finding expertise and influence in socio-technical networks"  Cameron Wade Piercy, University of Kansas; Yaguang Zhu, University of Arkansas

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session Code</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Presenters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 114065       | 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM | Hilton Paca (Third Floor) | **Sports, Connection, Rhetoric, and Social Justice** | Sponsor: Student Section  
Chair: Kate Siegfried, Texas A&M University  
Respondent: Ryan Bince, Northwestern University  
"Just Do It To Survive: A Rhetorical Analysis of Nike’s Dream Crazy Commercial"  Margaret Murphy, Saint Louis University  
"The Influence of Social Media Comments on Sports Fans’ Collective Self-Esteem"  Sitong Guo, University of Alabama  
"The Rhetorical Discourse Surrounding Female Intersex Athletes"  Victoria T. Fields, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign |
| 114066       | 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM | Hilton Marshall (Third Floor) | **Alta Steering Committee Meeting** | Sponsor: NCA National Office  
Presenters:  
Patricia Riley, University of Southern California  
Catherine Palczewski, University of Northern Iowa  
Carol Winkler, Georgia State University  
Joan Faber McAlister, Drake University  
Nicholas S. Paliewicz, University of Louisville  
Robin E. Jensen, University of Utah  
Danielle E. Endres, University of Utah  
James F. Klumpp, University of Maryland |
| 114067       | 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM | Hilton Carroll (Third Floor) | **Multimodality, Media and Embodiment** | Sponsors: Language and Social Interaction Division; Nonverbal Communication Division  
Chair: Joshua Raclaw, West Chester University  
"Communicating as delegating: Ventriloquism and mediation"  François Cooren, Université de Montréal; Lise Higham, Université de Montréal; Boris H.J.M. Brummans, University of Montreal |
"OKAY in multi-party interaction: Coordinating talk, nodding, and gaze"  Emma M. Betz, University of Waterloo; Henrike Helmer, Institut für Deutsche Sprache; Arnulf Deppermann, Institut für Deutsche Sprache

"Pulse-taking and The Initiation of Data Gathering in Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM)"  Wan Wei, Rutgers University

"Students' embodied responses to teacher requests and directives"  Christine Jacknick, Borough of Manhattan Community College, CUNY

114071  2:00 PM to 3:15 PM  Hilton  Brent (Third Floor)

**A New Journal in Human Communication and Technology: The Time is Now!**

Sponsor: Human Communication and Technology Division

Chair: Jeffrey A. Hall, University of Kansas

Presenters:
Scott E. Caplan, University of Delaware
Andrew C. High, Penn State University
John A. McArthur, Furman University
Bree L. McEwan, DePaul University
Artemio Ramirez, University of South Florida
Stephen Rains, University of Arizona
Erin K. Ruppel, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

3:30 PM

116064  3:30 PM to 4:45 PM  Hilton  Holiday Ballroom 6 (Second Floor)

**NCA Opening Session: Race Relations in Charm City: Communicating Social Justice**

Sponsors: NCA First Vice President; NCA National Office

Chair: Kimberly R. Moffitt, University of Maryland, Baltimore County

Presenters:
Dottye Burt-Markowitz, Baltimore Racial Justice Action
J. David Cisneros, University of Illinois
Rajani Gudlavalleti, Baltimore Harm Reduction Coalition
Mark C. Hopson, George Mason University
Karsonya Wise-Whitehead, Loyola University Maryland
Janelle Wong, University of Maryland

5:00 PM

117003  5:00 PM to 6:15 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  323 (300 Level)
NCA's Task Force on Mentorship I

Sponsor: NCA National Office

Presenters:
- Michael Lechuga, University of New Mexico
- Wendy K Z Anderson, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities
- Christina S. Beck, Ohio University
- Dawn O. Braithwaite, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
- Mark J. Congdon, The College of Saint Rose
- Elizabeth F. Desnoyers-Colas, Georgia Southern University
- Sandra Lea Faulkner, Bowling Green State University
- Leandra Hinojosa Hernandez, Utah Valley University
- Jenny Korn, Harvard University
- Jungmin Kwon, Portland State University
- Nneka Logan, Virginia Tech
- Kristen McCauliff, Ball State University
- Robert Mejia, North Dakota State University
- Michaela D.E. Meyer, Christopher Newport University
- Kimberly D. Osborne, Defense Language Institute Foreign Language Center
- Jennifer Potter, Dept of Communication Studies
- Narissra M Punyanunt-Carter, Texas Tech University
- E. Michele Ramsey, Penn State University, Berks
- Brian K. Richardson, University of North Texas
- Catherine E. Waggoner, Wittenberg University
- Isaac West, Vanderbilt University
- Rich West, Emerson College
- Kent A. Ono, University of Utah
- LaKesha Anderson, National Communication Association

117005 5:00 PM to 6:15 PM Baltimore Convention Center 325 (300 Level)

Love, Duty, and Honor: Remembering Violence in American Cultures

Sponsor: American Studies Division

Chair: Joshua Young, Oklahoma City University

Respondent: Theresa A. Donofrio, Coe College

""Honor the Soldier, Not the Cause?”: Dehistoricization, Erasure, and Untimely Remembrance at the Vietnam Veterans Memorial" Hillary Palmer, University of Georgia

"Missed Connections or Misinterpreted Intentions? The Genre and Violence of Digital Love Stories" Brittany Ann Knutson, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities

"Surviving memories of Tlatelolco: Therapeutic martyrdom in Tlatelolco, verano del 68" Jordan L. Johnson, University of Nebraska-Lincoln

"The Queen of the Flatirons: Rhetorical Colonialism, Collegiate Sports, and the American Bison" Terrell Jake Dionne, University of Colorado, Boulder
Romancing the Media: From Dating to Marriage

Sponsor: Mass Communication Division
Chair: Kelly L. Adams, University of Missouri
Respondent: Nicholas Scott Smith, Saint Louis University

"A Daily Diary Study of the Relationships Between Couples' Romantic Television Viewing, Beliefs About Dating, and their Daily Relational Quality" Hilary Gamble, Auburn University, Montgomery; Larissa Terán, University of Arizona

"Defining the Relationship: An Examination of Sexual Behaviors and Relational Contexts Across Tween, Teen, and Young Adult U.S. Television" Leah Dajches, University of Arizona; Jennifer S. Aubrey, University of Arizona

"Investigating Gender, Age, and Race Differences in Sexual Self-Presentations on Online Dating Services" Kun Yan, University of Arizona

"The Extent to which Romantic Relationships are Featured in Movies and Television" Valerie Kretz, St. Norbert College; Veronica Hefner, Dominican University of California

Ethnographic Methodology and Methods: Contributed Papers Offering Questions, Choices, and Solutions for Stronger Studies

Sponsor: Ethnography Division
Chair: W. Benjamin Myers, University of Toledo
Respondent: W. Benjamin Myers, University of Toledo

"A Comparative Tale of Two Methods" Kirstie McAllum, University of Montreal; Stephanie Fox, University of Montreal; Mary Louisa Simpson, University of Waikato; Christine G. Unson, Southern Connecticut State University

"Data Engagement: A Critical Materialist Framework for Making Data in Qualitative Research" Laura L. Ellingson, Santa Clara University; Patricia Sotirin, Michigan Technological University

"Russia Remembered: Autoethnography, Journaling and Memory as Tools for an Ethics of Intimacy" Grace A. Giorgio, University of Illinois

"Surviving a Haunting: An Autoethnographic Exploration of Challenges in Dialogic Historical Research" Jennifer Adams, DePauw University

"Surviving Fieldwork: Vulnerability in Ethnographic Research as Challenge, Data, and Story" Camille G. Endacott, University of California, Santa Barbara; Avigail McClelland-Cohen, University of California, Santa Barbara
117009  5:00 PM to 6:15 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  329 (300 Level)

Surviving Plagiarism: Student Motivations and Instructor Strategies

Sponsor: Instructional Development Division
Chair: Becky L. DeGreeff, Kansas State University
Presenters:
  Shannon C. VanHorn, Valley City State University
  Christina Paxman, Minot State University
  Jonna J. Reule, Valley City State University
  Kimberly Weismann, Williston State College

117010  5:00 PM to 6:15 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  330 (300 Level)

Democracy, Identification, and Victimization

Sponsor: Critical and Cultural Studies Division
Chair: Kaitlyn Haynal, University of Pittsburgh
Respondent: Craig Weathers, University of Denver
  "Anti-blackness and Asian Victimhood in Students for Fair Admissions v. Harvard" Corinne Sugino, University of Pittsburgh
  "Attitudes Towards Democracy: Of Mourning, Melancholy, and Democratic Objects" Paul Elliott Johnson, University of Pittsburgh
  "Valor Thieves: Military Impersonation and the Cult of Heroism" Paul Achter, University of Richmond

117011  5:00 PM to 6:15 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  331 (300 Level)

Media and Mental Health

Sponsor: Mass Communication Division
Chair: Seth Paul McCullock, Purdue University
Respondent: Melanie Savelli, Southern Connecticut State University
  "Current Knowledge and Future Opportunities of Mental Disorders and Media Effects" Callie R. Parrish, University of California, Santa Barbara
  "Inclinations toward Intimacy: Mental Health and Interpersonal Interaction in Popular Film" Julius Matthew Riles, University of Missouri; Michelle Elizabeth Funk, Penn State University; Brandon Miller, University of Massachusetts, Boston; Ethan Morrow, University of Missouri
"The Modern Character of Mental Health: A 30-Year Examination of Popular Film" Julius Matthew Riles, University of Missouri; Brandon Miller, University of Massachusetts, Boston; Michelle Elizabeth Funk, Penn State University; Ethan Morrow, University of Missouri

117012 5:00 PM to 6:15 PM  
Baltimore Convention Center 332 (300 Level)

**Identity, Capitalism, and the Magic Circle: Critical Analyses of Gaming Spaces**
Sponsor: Game Studies Division  
Chair: Shane Tilton, Ohio Northern University

"A Quest for Appropriate Intimacy: Analyzing Lesbian Affection in Video Games" Claire Marie Crossman, California State University Los Angeles  
"Into the Breach: A Dramatist Reading and the Interactive Capitalist" Logan Sean Spence, Ohio University  
"The curious case of Tyler1: League of Legends, magic circles, and revenge play" Jeremy J. Freed, University of Utah

117013 5:00 PM to 6:15 PM  
Baltimore Convention Center 333 (300 Level)

**Surviving Chinese Censorship: Strategies of Control and Circumvention**
Sponsor: Association for Chinese Communication Studies  
Chair: EunYoung Lee, Florida Gulf Coast University  
Respondent: Mei Zhang, Missouri Western State University

"An Alternative Form of Chinese Journalism? Exploring the Production Model of Influencer Journalism" Tiantian Diao, University of Hong Kong; Weile Zhou, Georgia State University  
"Blurring the Gap: A Comparative Textual Analysis of U.S. and Chinese Media Coverage" Di Lan, Colorado State University; Stephen J. McConnell, Colorado State University  
"Defending a Language: The Cantonese Umbrella Movement" Josh Bacon, Purdue University Fort Wayne  
"From Panopticon Control to Orwell’s Big Brother: Examining Surveillance Governance Under China’s Social Credit System" Juan Liu, Columbus State University  
"Landscapes of Survival: Hegemonic Control and Counter-Hegemonic Responses to Mainlandization" Andrew Gilmore, Colorado State University

117014 5:00 PM to 6:15 PM  
Baltimore Convention Center 334 (300 Level)
### Communication for Survival through Semiotic Theory; Self and Cultural Exploration; and “The Law of Destiny”

Sponsor: Philosophy of Communication Division  
Chair: Margaret M. Mullan, East Stroudsburg University

- "Philosophy of Communication in Play"  Jeff Lohr, Duquesne University  
- "Reconstructing Plato’s Priority Monism: Heraclitean Philosophy and Communication in Book X of the Laws"  Clayton L. Terry, University of Texas, Austin  
- "Toward a Logic of Lists: Exploring Eco's Semiotic Theory"  Susan Mancino, Saint Mary's College

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>117015</td>
<td>5:00 PM to 6:15 PM</td>
<td>Baltimore Convention Center</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Building Girls’ Leadership

Sponsor: Applied Communication Division  
Chair: Tracey Hayes, Gonzaga University

- "Girls Run the World: A University Leadership Empowerment Program for Middle-School Girls"  Chrys Egan, Salisbury University  
- "Leadership Programming in the Girl Scouts in the Heart of Pennsylvania"  Stacy Smulowitz, University of Scranton  
- "Leadership, Community Building and Protest in the American Girl Collection"  Emilie Zaslow, Pace University  
- "Tech-Savvy Girls and Leadership"  Carolyn Michelle Cunningham, Gonzaga University  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>117016</td>
<td>5:00 PM to 6:15 PM</td>
<td>Baltimore Convention Center</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Criminality, Mediation, and Intersectionality

Sponsor: Critical and Cultural Studies Division  
Chair: Bernadette Marie Calafell, Gonzaga University  
Respondent: Bernadette Marie Calafell, Gonzaga University

- "A Feminist News Framing Analysis of the Criminalization of Miscarriage and Stillbirth throughout the Americás"  Leandra Hinojosa Hernandez, Utah Valley University; Sarah Upton, University of Texas, El Paso
- "Duplicity and Performative White Masculinity in Contemporary Mediations of Ted Bundy"  Bryan J. McCann, Louisiana State University
- "Ear Hustle: Mapping the Domesticated Inmate"  John M. Sloop, Vanderbilt University

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>117016</td>
<td>5:00 PM to 6:15 PM</td>
<td>Baltimore Convention Center</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
"I Ran to the Border! They were going to kill me!" Rhetorical Theorizing on Questions of Feminicidio Asylum Cases  
Nina Maria Lozano, Loyola Marymount University

117017 5:00 PM to 6:15 PM  
Baltimore Convention Center 337 (300 Level)  

Communicating for Our Self Respect, Sanity and Lives: Understanding the Life and Death Experiences of Black Women Faculty through Communication Theory  
Sponsors: African American Communication and Culture Division; Feminist and Women Studies Division  
Chair: Courtney N. Wright, University of Tennessee  
Presenters:  
Tina M. Harris, Louisiana State University  
Katherine Grace Hendrix, University of Memphis  
Kimberly R. Moffitt, University of Maryland, Baltimore County  
Courtney N. Wright, University of Tennessee

117018 5:00 PM to 6:15 PM  
Baltimore Convention Center 338 (300 Level)  

Unveiling the Joke: Decolonial Approaches to Transformative Theatre and Dialogue  
Sponsor: La Raza Caucus  
Chair: Bianca Zamora, California State University Monterey Bay  
"Decolonizing Improv Games" Bianca Zamora, California State University Monterey Bay

117019 5:00 PM to 6:15 PM  
Baltimore Convention Center 339 (300 Level)  

Top Student Papers in the GLBTQ Communication Studies Division  
Sponsor: Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer Communication Studies Division  
Chair: Jeffrey Q. McCune, Washington University  
Respondent: Shadee Abdi, San Francisco State University  
"(De)constructed Gender in Steven Universe: A Queer Analysis of the Children's Animated Series" Olivia Vogt, North Dakota State University  
"Exploring the Oppositional Gaze and Black Queer Femininity through the Rhetoric of Janelle Monáe’s “PYNK”" Taylor Moran, Louisiana State University  
"From the Gay Bar to the Search Bar: Homoconnectivity and Extraction on Grindr" Chase Aunspach, University of Nebraska-Lincoln  
"Surviving Whiteness: Fantasy, Faggotry, and the Androphile Politics of Jack Donovan" Char Reed Van Schenck, Wake Forest University
117020  5:00 PM to 6:15 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  340 (300 Level)

**Flows within the intra/inter/trans Asia-U.S. space: Politics of identity for (non)survival**

Sponsors: Asian/Pacific American Caucus; Asian/Pacific American Communication Studies Division; Critical and Cultural Studies Division; International and Intercultural Communication Division

Chair: Shinsuke Eguchi, University of New Mexico

Presenters:
- Santhosh Chandrashekar, University of Denver
- Yea-Wen Chen, San Diego State University
- Zhao Ding, Gustavus Adolphus College
- Shinsuke Eguchi, University of New Mexico
- Rona T. Halualani, San Jose State University
- Lisa K. Hanasono, Bowling Green State University
- Richie Neil Hao, Antelope Valley College
- Emi Kanemoto, State University of New York, Geneseo
- Keisuke Kimura, University of New Mexico
- David C. Oh, Ramapo College

117021  5:00 PM to 6:15 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  341 (300 Level)

**Complicating Two and More Sides in Media and Cultural Performance**

Sponsors: International and Intercultural Communication Division; Mass Communication Division

Chair: Jieyoung Kong, Western Kentucky University

Respondent: Nurhayat H. Bilge, Fashion Institute of Tech, SUNY

"As black as soot: "Zwarte Piet" and the fallacy of debate"  Sebastiaan HMH Gorissen, University of Utah

"Social Media and The Four Theories of the Press"  Ahmad Sh Alshehab, Arizona State University

"The Dual Process of Transnational News Agency: News Value and Human Value"  Michael Dokyum Kim, University of Texas, Austin

"Using social networking sites for news and opinion polarization on China's trade practice: A national survey of the U.S. population"  Yanqin Lu, Bowling Green State University; Rik Ray, Bowling Green State University; Louisa Ha, Bowling Green State University

117022  5:00 PM to 6:15 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  342 (300 Level)
"But we both Black...": Black Professors Surviving a Predominantly White Institution with Black Students

Sponsor: Black Caucus
Chair: Elizabeth Yvonne Whittington, Texas Southern University
Presenters:
  Nikita Y. Harris, University of Alabama
  Zantel D. Nichols, Texas Southern University
  Elizabeth Yvonne Whittington, Texas Southern University
  Carolyn Cross, Houston Community College
  Shardé Marie Davis, University of Connecticut

117023  5:00 PM to 6:15 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  343 (300 Level)

Scholarship on Political Participation, Deliberation, Voting and Issue Ownership of Science in Politics

Sponsor: Political Communication Division
Chair: Josh Guitar, Christopher Newport University
Respondent: Mary C. Banwart, University of Kansas
  "New use, political identity, and the ownership of science"  Bruce W. Hardy, Temple University; Meghnaa Tallapragada, Temple University
  "How Issue Order and Voting Aids Can Influence Correct Voting Rates across Related Ballot Measures"  John Gastil, Penn State University; Nathan Larkin, Temple University
  "Is this a Comic Book Version of a Presidential Campaign?": Graphic Politainment Endorsements of Voting Amid Expressions of Cynicism  Christina M. Knopf, State University of New York, Cortland
  "Social Media and Democracy: How Environmental Videos on Social Media Foster a Deliberative and Participatory Democracy"  Valeria Suzuki; Freddie J. Jennings, University of Arkansas; Alexis Hubbard, University of Arkansas

117024  5:00 PM to 6:15 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  344 (300 Level)

Place, Space, and Public Argument

Sponsor: Public Address Division
Chair: Raymie E. McKerrow, Ohio University
  "Homeless on the Home Front: Spaces of Emplacement and Displacement During WWII"  Anthony Joseph Irizarry, Penn State University
  "Making Science a Public Matter: Place-Making as Rhetorical Strategy in the National Historic Chemical Landmarks Program"  Benjamin W. Mann, University of Utah; Madison A.
Krall, University of Utah; Emily Krebs, University of Utah; Kourtney M. Maison, University of Utah; Melissa M. Parks, University of Utah; Robin E. Jensen, University of Utah

"Reagan and Israel: Heroic Democracy in the Holy Land" Randall Fowler, University of Maryland

117025  5:00 PM to 6:15 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  345 (300 Level)

Promoting the Survival (and Growth) of Academic Debate by Lowering Barriers to Participation

Sponsor: Argumentation and Forensics Division
Chair: David L. Steinberg, University of Miami
Presenters:
C. Thomas Preston Jr., University of North Georgia
David Romanelli, Loyola University
Marlene Pierce, Hobart & William Smith Colleges
Kenneth Newby, Morehouse College
Eric Hamm, Lynn University
Rebecca Pool, University of North Georgia

117026  5:00 PM to 6:15 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  346 (300 Level)

The Ins and Outs of Russian Assimilation and Foreign Policy

Sponsor: Russian Communication Association
Chair: Dhiman Chattopadhyay, Shippensburg University
Respondent: Marta Natalia Lukacovic, Furman University

"Prejudice and acculturation preferences towards Russian immigrants in Finland" Ngwayuh Nshom, University of Jyväskylä; Ilkhom Khalimzoda, University of Jyväskylä

"Surviving on the Other Side: An Examination of Russian Immigrants’ Adaptation Experiences in the United States" Maria Shpeer, University of Oklahoma; Ioana A. Cionea, University of Oklahoma

"“This vision is threatened by Russia’s aggression!”: President Obama and the Paradox of Defining Ukrainian Nationalism" Thomas McCloskey, University of Maryland

"Examining the Embedded Strategic Narratives in the Foundational Foreign Policy Documents of Russia" Anna Klyueva, University of Houston, Clear Lake

"Organizational reputation and organizational assimilation in a transition economy: A study of organizations founded before and after Perestroika in Russia" Cheng Zeng, North Dakota State University; Tatiana Permyakova, National Research University Higher School of Economics; Elena Smolianina, National Research University Higher School of Economics; Irina Morozova, National Research University Higher School of Economics
Queer Epistolary Rhetorics

Sponsor: American Society for the History of Rhetoric
Chair: Michele Kennerly, Penn State University

"In Praise of Abnormal Women: Reclaiming the Letters of 'Girls Who Answer Personals' for Queer and Feminist Rhetorical History" Carly S. Woods, University of Maryland

"Queering the Couple Form: Rebecca Primus’s Bisexual Epistolary Networks" Pamela VanHaitsma, Penn State University

"Queering the “Begging Letter”: Maimie Pinzer’s Resistant Appeals for Charity in Epistolary Autobiography" Jean Bessette, University of Vermont

"The Queer Temporalities of Classical Reception: The Love Letters of Fronto and Aurelius in the 19th Century" Michele Kennerly, Penn State University

Gender and Media Ecology

Sponsor: Media Ecology Association
Chairs: Julia M. Hildebrand, Eckerd College; Julia C. Richmond, Rowan University
Respondents: Julia C. Richmond, Rowan University; Julia M. Hildebrand, Eckerd College

"What would Virginia Woolf do?" Managing Women's Midlife Demands via Facebook Support Group" Alane L. Presswood, Hollins University

"From the Boardroom to the Bedroom: We are F*cking Machines" Bernadette Ann Bowen, Bowling Green State University

"Men in the Menstrual Media Ecology" David Linton, Marymount Manhattan College

"Social Media Ecology and Digital Women's Work" Angela M. Cirucci, Kutztown University

"The Extension of Man, the Exclusion of Women" Carolin Aronis, Colorado State University

Surviving Rhetorical History in Approaches to Image and Screen Cultures

Sponsor: Visual Communication Division
Chairs: Saul D. Kutnicki, Indiana University; Kendall R. Phillips, Syracuse University
Presenters:
Cara A. Finnegan, University of Illinois
Jason Barrett-Fox, Weber State University
117036 5:00 PM to 6:15 PM  Hilton  Peale B (First Floor)

**Accelerating for Survival: Expanding the Scholarship of Teaching and Learning to Adult and Accelerated Programs**

*Sponsor: Scholarship of Teaching and Learning*

*Chair: Lacey Corey Brown, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale*

*Presenters:*
- Whitney Tipton, University of Indianapolis
- Anna G. Zimmerman, Marian University
- Alyssa Grace Sloan, King University
- Stephanie L. Wideman, University of Indianapolis

117038 5:00 PM to 6:15 PM  Hilton  Johnson (First Floor)

**Performing Survival in the Communication Classroom and Beyond**

*Sponsors: Asian/Pacific American Caucus; Critical and Cultural Studies Division; Disability Issues Caucus; Feminist and Women Studies Division; Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer Communication Studies Division; La Raza Caucus; Performance Studies Division*

*Chair: Amber Lauren Johnson, Saint Louis University*

*Respondents: Deanna L. Fassett, San Jose State University; Michael Tristano, Arizona State University*

"Classroom as Refuge: Performative Possibilities for Safety, Collective Healing, and Resistance in the Classroom and Beyond" Cristy A. Dougherty, University of Denver; Sarah Gonzalez Noveiri, University of Denver; Bernardita Maria Yunis, University of Colorado, Boulder

"Embodied Fragments: Embracing Risk, Failure, Resistance and Pedagogical Possibility" Christina A. Magalona, University of South Florida; Laura Mattson, University of South Florida; Chris McRae, University of South Florida; Aubrey A. Huber, University of South Florida; Brooks Oglesby, University of South Florida; Barbara Liahnna Stanley, Arizona State University; Simon Rousset, University of South Florida; Sasha Sanders, University of South Florida

"Inner Monologues of a Newbie CCPer" Benny LeMaster, Arizona State University; Reslie Cortés, Arizona State University; Katrina N. Hanna, Arizona State University; Ana Terminel Iberri, Arizona State University; Robert J. Razzante, Arizona State University; Tyler S. Rife, Arizona State University; Corey Reutlinger, Arizona State University; Megan Stephenson, Arizona State University

"Pedagogy is Not a Fun Box" Meggie Mapes, University of Kansas; Jamie Ascher, University of Kansas; Alaina Walberg, University of Kansas
Happily Even After: Surviving Relational Dissolution
Sponsors: Family Communication Division; Interpersonal Communication Division
Chairs: Shenita T. Denson, University of Maryland, Baltimore County; Elizabeth A. Craig, North Carolina State University
Respondent: Elizabeth A. Craig, North Carolina State University

"Achieving Recovery of Self: The Effects of Coping Tactics and Relationship Talk with an Ex-Partner" Lingzi Zhong, University of Texas, Austin; Tracy Zhang, Pennsylvania State University; Sarah Varga, University of Texas, Austin; Kyle D. Kearns, University of Texas, Austin; Rene Dailey, University of Texas, Austin

"Dear Wives, Newlyweds, and Brides to Be, Help Me Make Sense of My Breakup: Resilience, Survival, and Interpersonal Interactions in Support-Based Online Forums" Shenita T. Denson, University of Maryland, Baltimore County; Elizabeth A. Craig, North Carolina State University

"From Romantic to Platonic: An Examination of the Complexities of Friends-With-Exes Relationships" Mary E. King, Bloomsburg University

"Relationships: From Brokenness to Wholeness" Jim E. Towns, Stephen F. Austin State University

"Thank you, Next: A Study of Broken Marriage Engagements" Wendy B. Riemann, -

Beyond Survival: How Communication Programs Can Set Themselves up to Thrive
Sponsor: Undergraduate College and University Section
Chair: Aimee Lau, Wisconsin Lutheran College
Presenters:
Jerralyn Moudry, Wisconsin Lutheran College
Jessica L. Gehrke, Wisconsin Lutheran College
Susan A. Jasko, California University of Pennsylvania
Alexandra M. Merceron, Columbia University
Benjamin J. Cline, Western New Mexico University
Lynette Sharp Penya, Abilene Christian University
Nicholas T. Tatum, Abilene Christian University

Strategic Communication, Resilience and Survival
Sponsor: Public Relations Division
Chair: Laura Pechta, Center for Disease Control
Presenters:
Joel O. Iverson, University of Montana
Carl Botan, George Mason University
William Nowling, Wayne State University
Steven J. Venette, University of Southern Mississippi
Carrie E. Reif-Stice, Columbus State University
Braden Bagley, Southern Utah University
Kathryn E. Anthony, University of Southern Mississippi
Respondent: Matthew W. Seeger, Wayne State University

117042  5:00 PM to 6:15 PM  Hilton  Key Ballroom 2 (Second Floor)

Competitive Papers in Activism and Social Justice II

Sponsor: Activism and Social Justice Division
Chair: Michelle Dusseau, University of Central Florida
Respondent: Owen H. Lynch, Southern Methodist University

"Die-ins, Masks and Memes: Exploring the Iconography of Modern Black Activism"  Allissa V. Richardson, University of Southern California

"We have a responsibility to bear witness:” Defining the alternative media produced by the Chicago Teachers Union"  Jeff Tischauser, University of Wisconsin-Madison

"Expanding Social Citizenship: A Case Study of the IWW and the Practice of Solidarity as Citizenship"  Austin Fleming, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities

"Fighting for Their Lives: Networking and Connective Action After School Shootings"  Delaney Harness, University of Texas, Austin; Melissa Santillana, University of Texas, Austin; Kristina Miller, University of Texas, Austin

"‘Trumped Up Charges”: Demonstration, Dissent, and the Defense of DisruptJ20”  Rachel A. Clancy, University of Pittsburgh, Department of Communication

117043  5:00 PM to 6:15 PM  Hilton  Key Ballroom 3 (Second Floor)

Surviving Research: Engaging Community College Students in Communication Research

Sponsor: Community College Section
Chairs: Sherry Tucker, Maryland Communication Association; Stacey A. Peterson, Montgomery College
Presenters:
  Denise Gilmer-Knudson, College of Southern Maryland
  Michelle Christian, College of Southern Maryland
  Sherry Tucker, Maryland Communication Association
Social Media, Digital News, and Political Communication

Sponsor: Human Communication and Technology Division
Chair: Shariq I. Sherwani, Ohio University

"Jihadisphere: Public Sphere of Online Jihadist Magazines" Jonathan Matusitz, University of Central Florida

"Testing the Theory of Mediated Skewed Diffusion of Issues Information: Political Memes" Christopher J. Carpenter, Western Illinois University; Bree L. McEwan, DePaul University

"What Debunking of Misinformation Does and Doesn’t" Jeong-woo Jang, Seoul National University; Eun-Ju Lee, Seoul National University; Soo Yun Shin, University of Hawaii, Manoa

"‘King of Twitter’: Trump’s Technique of Winning the 2016 Presidential Election" Kayla Franzken, The College of Saint Rose

Examining the Antecedents of Health Support Seeking

Sponsors: Health Communication Division; Interpersonal Communication Division
Chair: Laura V. Martinez, Arizona State University

"It’s like you’re just trying to survive:” Recognizing motivations and barriers to seeking help for postpartum depression" Maria Brann, Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis; Rachel Turner, Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis; Maria Orozco, Indiana University School of Medicine; Nerissa Bauer, Indiana University School of Medicine; Amy Lewis-Gilbert, Indiana University School of Medicine

"Do They Really Care?: A Qualitative Investigation of Student Perceptions of Discussing Mental Health with their Instructors” Allie White, University of Delaware; Sara LaBelle, Chapman University

"I Can Continue to Manage Until I Can’t Manage”: Exploring the Lived Experiences of Graduate Students’ Decision Making Processes to Seek Therapeutic Counseling" Jillian Joyce, Illinois State University

"Does Perceived Privacy Influence Patient Satisfaction Among College Students? A Comparative Study of Students at a Kenyan University and Those at a Large American Midwestern University” Robert G. Nyaga, Purdue University; Grace M. Hildenbrand, Purdue University; Marifran Mattson, Purdue University; Bart Collins, Purdue University

"How older adults with chronic pain manage social support interactions with mobile media” Pamara Chang, University of Cincinnati; Natalie Bazarova, Cornell University; Elaine Wethington, Cornell University
117048  5:00 PM to 6:15 PM  Hilton  Key Ballroom 8 (Second Floor)

**Womentoring: Navigating the Emotional Labor of Committee and Service Work**

Sponsor: Women's Caucus  
Chair: Katherine La Pierre, IUE/UNR/IVY TECH  
Presenters:  
- Jennifer Dunn, Dominican University  
- Katherine J. Denker, Ball State University  
- Alberto Gonzalez, Bowling Green State University  
- Navita Cummings James, University of South Florida  
- Brandi Lawless, University of San Francisco  
- Ahmet Atay, College of Wooster  
- Elizabeth Hanson Smith, University of Colorado, Boulder  
- Roseann M. Mandziuk, Texas State University  
- Natalia Rybas, Indiana University East  
- Julie Parenteau, Global Perceptions  
- Laura Kelly Horton, San Diego State University  
- Ma. Angela San Luis Labador, Arizona State University  
- E. Brooke Phipps, University of Maryland, College Park

117049  5:00 PM to 6:15 PM  Hilton  Key Ballroom 9 (Second Floor)

**Is New Materialism New? Debates and New Directions on Materiality Studies**

Sponsor: Rhetorical and Communication Theory Division  
Chair: Barbara A. Biesecker, University of Georgia  
Respondent: Barbara A. Biesecker, University of Georgia  
- "Advancing a “Rhetoric of Respiration”: Ambient Rhetoric and Potential Pathways for Resolving New Materialist Critiques"  
  Ashley P. Ferrell, Northwestern University  
- "The Bergsonian Legacy"  
  Scott Graham, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee  
- "Towards an Impressive Rhetoric: A Material Sensorium from Aristotle to the Stoics"  
  Misti Yang, University of Maryland  
- "Visualizing Rhetorical Style"  
  Philip D. Perdue, Presbyterian College

117052  5:00 PM to 6:15 PM  Hilton  Key Ballroom 12 (Second Floor)

**Sexual Assault and Survival: Deconstructing the Discourse from Myriad Perspectives**

Sponsor: Feminist and Women Studies Division  
Chair: Lauran M. Schaefer, Whitman College  
Respondent: Lauran M. Schaefer, Whitman College
"She had a death wish": Korryn Gaines and the Denial of Black Maternal Agency"  Rico Self, Louisiana State University

"Between conformity and transformation: Political maternity in the post-Gwangju May Uprising movement" Gooyong Kim, Cheyney University of Pennsylvania

"Single Mothers in the Higher Education Classroom: Stigmatized Identity Management" Jenny M. Southard, University of North Carolina, Greensboro

"The Journeys and Battles of Single Women: A Metaphor analysis of Self-Help Affirmations" Anna Turnage, Bloomsburg University

"“Bump’s” that Protest: Painting Resistance onto Pregnant Bellies” Katie Nelson, Louisiana State University

117056  5:00 PM to 6:15 PM  Hilton  Blake (Second Floor)

Surviving the Future of Communication Instruction: New Media and Digital Pedagogy

Sponsors: Communication and the Future Division; Instructional Development Division
Chair: Michael G. Strawser, University of Central Florida
Presenters:
  Heather Jane Hether, University of California, Davis
  Shawn Apostel, Bellarmine University
  Andrew W. Cole, University of Wisconsin-Whitewater
  Russell G. Carpenter, Eastern Kentucky University

117057  5:00 PM to 6:15 PM  Hilton  Calloway (Second Floor)

Surviving Together: Queer African and African Feminist Coalitional Possibilities and Intersectional Reflections Across Transnational Borders

Sponsors: African American Communication and Culture Division; Black Caucus; Feminist and Women Studies Division
Chair: Godfried Agyeman Asante, Drake University
Presenters:
  Gloria Pindi Nziba, California State University San Marcos
  Consolata Nthemba Mutua, Randolph-Macon College
  Jenna N. Hanchey, University of Nevada, Reno
  Joelle Marie Cruz, University of Colorado, Boulder
  Nyasha Makaza, Drake University

117058  5:00 PM to 6:15 PM  Hilton  Poe (Second Floor)

Communication for Survival Through Social Media: Teen Identity, Relationships, and Self-Expression

Sponsor: Communication as Social Construction Division
Chair: Christopher R. Darr, Indiana University Kokomo
Respondent: Kara Laskowski, Shippensburg University

"Anonymous Self-Expression, Relationship Formation and Communication by Users on R/teenagers: Text-Mining and Computational Analyses" Rebecca K. Britt, University of Alabama

"Digitally Performed: Adolescent Gender and Identity Development through Social Media" Roseann E. Pluretti, Queens University of Charlotte

"How Teens Talk About Gender, Race, and Class Online: An Intersectional Approach to Communication, Identity, and Social Media" Shawna Malvini Redden, California State University Sacramento; Amy K. Way, Villanova University

"The "Finstagram" Phenomenon: Identity Management and Alternative Social Media Personas." Christopher R. Darr, Indiana University Kokomo; Erin F. Doss, Indiana University Kokomo

117059  5:00 PM to 6:15 PM  Hilton  Holiday Ballroom 1

A Student's Guide to Surviving Communication Ethics
Sponsor: Communication Ethics Division
Chair: Michelle A. Leavitt, William Jessup University
Presenters:
  Robert L. Ballard, Pepperdine University
  Lori J.N. Charron, Saint Mary's University of Minnesota
  Annette M. Holba, Plymouth State University
  Spoma Jovanovic, University of North Carolina, Greensboro
  Tammy Swenson Lepper, Winona State University
  Leeanne M. Bell McManus, Stevenson University
  Melba Vélez Ortiz, Grand Valley State University

117060  5:00 PM to 6:15 PM  Hilton  Holiday Ballroom 2

Are We Talking about Family? Focusing on Family Communication Patterns, Family Systems, and Construction of Homes
Sponsor: Family Communication Division
Chair: Jordan Tyler Atkinson, Missouri Western State University
Respondent: Falon Kartch, California State University Fresno

"Diversifying "Home": Aged Out Foster Youths' Discursive Constructions of "Home"" Leslie R. Nelson, California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo

"Emotion Labor with Parents as a Mediator of Family Communication Patterns and Young Adult Children’s Mental Well-being" Paul Schrodt, Texas Christian University
"How People Surviving Opioid Addiction Communicatively Experience Family: A Family Systems Approach" Jenny Crowley, University of Tennessee; Laura E. Miller, University of Tennessee

"The Intergenerational Transmission of Family Communication Patterns” Emily A. Rauscher, Texas A&M University; Paul Schrodt, Texas Christian University; Gemme Campbell-Salome, Geisinger Medical Center; Jennifer J. Freytag, Baylor College of Medicine

117062 5:00 PM to 6:15 PM Hilton Holiday Ballroom 4 (Second Floor)

**The Dark and Light Sides of Interpersonal Communication: Implications for Health**

Sponsors: Health Communication Division; Interpersonal Communication Division

Chair: Loreen Olson, University of North Carolina, Greensboro

"A Grounded Theory of Young Adult Intimate Partner Violence Survivors’ Process of Navigating Social Support" Kaylee Marie Lukacena-Buzzetta, University of Kentucky

"Indirect and Moderating Effects of Intimate Partner Violence, Substance Use, and Social Support" Chris Segrin, University of Arizona; Rose M. Kelly, University of Arizona; Ressa Amanda Cooper, University of Arizona; Aaren Smith, Univ of Arizona

"Resilience: Surviving and Overcoming the Negative Effects of Bullying” Mackenzie Corbell, Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi; Stephanie Rollie Rodriguez, Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi; Michael Sollitto, Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi

"Tracing the Boundaries of Resilience and Posttraumatic Growth: Implications for Generativity and Communal Coping" Kristen Carr, Texas Christian University

117063 5:00 PM to 6:15 PM Hilton Holiday Ballroom 5 (Second Floor)

**In Search of Ethical Workplace Behavior: Issues of Reputation, Identification, Satisfaction, and Informal Communication**

Sponsors: Communication Ethics Division; Organizational Communication Division

Chair: Steve May, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

Respondent: Megan Kenny Feister, California State University Channel Islands

"Characterizing Members to Rank Members: Translation and the Emergence of Informal Hierarchy in Collaboration" Rebecca M. Rice, University of Nevada, Las Vegas

"Does this review make my organization look good? Competing organizational attachments, unethical behavior, and organizational reviews" Cameron Wade Piercy, University of Kansas; Caleb T. Carr

"Interpersonal Organizational Citizenship Behaviors: Am I in it for me or for you?” Emily A. Paskewitz, University of Tennessee; Cassandra Ann Ray, University of Tennessee

"Perceptions of Corporate Communication on Debated Social Issues” Joshua M. Parcha, Penn State University, Hazleton
Reflections on the Field

Sponsor: Communication and Social Cognition Division
Chair: Elena Bessarabova, University of Oklahoma

"Five Thousand Years of Studying Communication: In Search of Square One"  R. Kelly Aune, University of Hawaii, Manoa; Jessica N. Gasiorek, University of Hawaii, Manoa

"Is Communication Neuroscience Just Another Subfield in an Already Crowded Discipline?"  Richard Huskey, University of California, Davis; Amelia C. Couture Bue, University of Michigan; Allison L. Eden, Michigan State University; Clare Grall, Michigan State University; Dar Meshi, Michigan State University; Kelsey Prena, Indiana University; Ralf Schmaelzle, Michigan State University; Christin Scholz, University of Amsterdam; Benjamin Turner, Nanyang Technological University; Shelby Wilcox, Ohio State University

"Titling Practices and Their Implications in Communication Research 1970-2010: Cutesy Cues Carry Citation Consequences"  David M. Keating, California State University Northridge; Adam Richards, Texas Christian University; Nicholas A. Palomares, University of California, Davis; John Banas, University of Oklahoma; Nick Joyce, University of Maryland; Stephen Rains, University of Arizona

"We Do Publish (Conceptual) Replications (Sometimes): Recent Publication Trends in Communication Science"  David M. Keating, California State University Northridge; Daniel S. Totzkay, West Virginia University

How Doing Language and Social Interaction in Health Contexts Communicates "Survival": Unpacking Metatheory and Extending Application

Sponsors: Health Communication Division; Language and Social Interaction Division
Chair: Grace Ellen Peters, University of South Florida
Respondent: Mariaelena Bartesaghi, University of South Florida

"Applying a grounded/critical/practical perspective to intersectional activism in the #ChronicPain community"  Jessica M.F. Hughes, Millersville University

"Interactional strategies for studying the ECHO tele-mentoring model"  Christopher J. Koenig, San Francisco State University

"Managing Category Implications of Former Drug Addiction"  Jessica S. Robles, Loughborough University

"The Paradox of Standardized Patients in Communication Skills Training: Analyzing Institutional Documents and Simulated Interactions for Practical Applications"  Grace Ellen Peters, University of South Florida
117068 5:00 PM to 6:15 PM Hilton Tubman (Third Floor)

**Current Issues in Freedom of Expression**

Sponsor: Freedom of Expression Division  
Chair: Kevin A. Johnson, California State University Long Beach  

Presenters:  
- Pat Arneson, Duquesne University  
- Hillary A. Ash, University of Pittsburgh  
- Ann E. Burnette, Texas State University  
- Juliet L. Dee, University of Delaware  
- David R. Dewberry, Rider University  
- Rebekah Le Fox, Texas State University  
- Adrienne E. Hacker Daniels, Illinois College  
- Jeremiah Hickey, St. John's University  
- Kevin A. Johnson, California State University Long Beach  
- Ben Medeiros, State University of New York, Plattsburgh  
- Alvin Jack Primack, University of Pittsburgh  
- Joseph Sery, Christopher Newport University  
- M. Elizabeth Thorpe, College at Brockport  
- Pamela L. Morris, Indiana University-Purdue University Columbus  
- Matt Dewey, University of California, San Diego  
- Kim Clark, University of California, San Diego

117071 5:00 PM to 6:15 PM Hilton Brent (Third Floor)

**Rhetoric and Hermeneutics After Ricoeur: A Provocation and Conversation**

Sponsor: Rhetorical and Communication Theory Division  
Chair: Robert Terrill, Indiana University  

Presenters:  
- Michael J. Hyde, Wake Forest University  
- Steven Mailloux, Loyola Marymount University  
- Ronald C. Arnett, Duquesne University  
- Andreea Ritivoi, Carnegie Mellon University  
- Stacey O. Irwin, Millersville University  
- John Arthos, Indiana University

6:30 PM

118031 6:30 PM to 8:00 PM Baltimore Convention Center Ballroom (400 Level)

**NCA Welcome Reception**

Sponsor: NCA National Office
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Event Name</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Presenters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>201011</td>
<td>7:00 AM to 7:45 AM</td>
<td>NCA Distinguished Scholars Business Meeting</td>
<td>NCA National Office</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>201012</td>
<td>7:00 AM to 7:45 AM</td>
<td>Communication Centers Section Business Meeting</td>
<td>Communication Centers Section</td>
<td>Amy May, Shippensburg University</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 201028     | 7:00 AM to 7:45 AM | Communication Association of Eurasian Researchers Business Meeting | Communication Association of Eurasian Researchers | Sergei Samoilenko, George Mason University  
Marta Natalia Lukacovic, Furman University  
Michael R. Finch, LCC International University  
Deborrah Uecker, Wisconsin Lutheran College |
| 201030     | 7:00 AM to 7:45 AM | Kenneth Burke Society Business Meeting | Kenneth Burke Society | Jonathan S. Carter, Eastern Michigan University  
Erik Garrett, Duquesne University  
Jeff Lohr, Duquesne University |
Experiential Learning Division Business Meeting

Sponsor: Experiential Learning in Communication Division
Presenters:
   Angela Corbo, Widener University
   Elizabeth Gullickson Tolman, Lone Star College-Montgomery
   Clark W. Friesen, Lone Star College-Tomball
   Sharon Stahrfisher, Texas Christian University
   Karyn I. Friesen, Lone Star College-Montgomery

National States Advisory Council Business Meeting

Sponsor: National States Advisory Council
Presenters:
   Randy K. Dillon, Missouri State University
   Kimberly Weismann, Williston State College
   Douglas Marshall, Southern University at New Orleans
   Janie Harden Fritz, Duquesne University
   Gayle M. Pohl, University of Northern Iowa
   Eric Grabowsky, Dickinson State University
   Susan Tomasovic, George Mason University

Theatre, Film, and New Multi-Media Division Business Meeting

Sponsor: Theatre, Film and New Multi-Media Division
Presenters:
   James M. Brandon, Hillsdale College
   Prairie A. Endres-Parnell, Tarleton State University
   Patricia E. Friel, University of Cincinnati
   Valerie Lynn Schrader, Penn State University, Schuylkill

Community College Section Business Meeting I

Sponsor: Community College Section
Presenters:
   Thomas D. Bovino, Suffolk County Community College
   R.E. Davis, College of the Mainland
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7:30 AM</td>
<td>Baltimore Convention</td>
<td><strong>NCA Journal Editors' Workshop</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Center</td>
<td>Sponsor: NCA National Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Chair: J. Kevin Barge, Texas A&amp;M University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Presenters:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Greg Dickinson, Colorado State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Deanna P. Dannels, North Carolina State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Joseph Mazer, Clemson University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tamara D. Afifi, University of California, Santa Barbara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Paul Schrodt, Texas Christian University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Robert Brookey, Ball State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mia Consalvo, Concordia University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Deanna L. Fassett, San Jose State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>David H. Kahl Jr., Penn State Erie, The Behrend College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Kevin A. Johnson, California State University Long Beach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Todd L. Sandel, University of Macau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bernadette Marie Calafell, Gonzaga University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Debbie S. Dougherty, University of Missouri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mohan J. Dutta, Massey University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mary E. Stuckey, Penn State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Karrin Anderson, Colorado State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ramsey Eric Ramsey, Arizona State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Kathleen F. McConnell, San Jose State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Craig S. Gingrich-Philbrook, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wendy Fernando, National Communication Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sophie Wade, Routledge, Taylor &amp; Francis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fiona Richmond, Routledge, Taylor &amp; Francis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7:30 AM to 5:00 PM</td>
<td>Baltimore Convention Center Ballroom Foyer (400 Level)</td>
<td><strong>NCA Convention Registration</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sponsor: NCA National Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00 AM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
203005  8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Baltimore Convention Center  325 (300 Level)

"Freedom is…?" Personhood, Liberty, and Violence
Sponsor: American Studies Division
Chair: Rishi Chebrolu, University of Pittsburgh
Respondent: Claire Sisco King, Vanderbilt University
  "'Be Glad That U R Free:' Prince’s Imaginings of Black Freedom" Anjali Vats, Boston College
  "Racial Violence and "Freedom"" Eric Watts, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
  "To Own the Libs: Reflections on Freedom, Envy, and Possessive Individualism" Paul Elliott Johnson, University of Pittsburgh
  "Ugly Freedom" Elizabeth Anker, George Washington University

203006  8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Baltimore Convention Center  326 (300 Level)

More than Surviving: Opportunities for Intergenerational Thriving
Sponsor: Communication and Aging Division
Chair: Elizabeth B. Jones, Asbury University
  "Grandchildren’s Perceptions of Grandparents’ Use of Relational Maintenance Behaviors" Daniel H. Mansson, Penn State University, Hazleton
  "Negotiating assent and other tasks: Assessing the ability of physical therapy graduate students to initiate conversation and create shared meaning with stroke patients” Rebecca Imes, Carroll University
  "Impact of Grandparent Memorable Messages and Mortality Salience on Aging Anxiety: An Experimental Investigation” Nathan Miczo, Western Illinois University; Josh Averbeck, Western Illinois University; Jose S. Maldonado, Penn State University
  "Bolstering stereotypes or positive images? Theorizing the portrayals of older adults in Hallmark holiday films” Susan L. Kline, Ohio State University; Elizabeth B. Jones, Asbury University; Caroline Foley, Ohio State University: Katie Killeen, Ohio State University
  "Positive Aging Through Communication Savoring: A Comparative Thematic Analysis of Communication Savoring Between Emerging and Older Adults” Margaret Jane Pitts, University of Arizona; Ressa Amanda Cooper, University of Arizona; Alice Fanari, University of Arizona; Jian Jiao, University of Arizona; Sara Kim, University of Arizona

203007  8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Baltimore Convention Center  327 (300 Level)

Balancing Free Speech and Privacy on Social Media
Sponsor: Mass Communication Division
Chair: Amber L. Davisson, Keene State College
Respondent: Ashley Hinck, Xavier University
"A Warped Walled Garden: Risk, privacy and influence on children's streaming platforms" Kyra Osten Hunting, University of Kentucky
"Privacy, Harm, and the Uses of Publicity in Nonconsensual Pornography" Scott Stroud, University of Texas, Austin
"The Microtargeting Hype Cycle: The dangers and distractions of digital campaigning in the 2020 election" Dave Karpf, George Washington University
"ZOMG! Take that picture down! Balancing Free Speech and Privacy in Mommyblogging" Amber L. Davisson, Keene State College; Alexis Merrill, Keene State College

203008 8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Baltimore Convention Center  328 (300 Level)

**Survival in the Intersections: Contributed Papers on Race, Sexuality and Disability**
Sponsors: Disability Issues Caucus; Ethnography Division
Chair: Bryant Keith Alexander, Loyola Marymount University
Respondent: Bryant Keith Alexander, Loyola Marymount University
"My English Is “Accented” Because Your Ears Are Racist! Surviving with Otherness by Approaching Toward Positive Becoming" Tao Zhang, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale
"Surviving from the Margins: A Conversation About Identity with James Baldwin" Anjuliet G. Woodruffe, University of South Florida
"The Discursive and Material World of Gay Nightlife: A Case Study of Small (er) City Gay Bars" Scotti Edward Branton, University of Missouri
"The Hidden and the Hiding: A Situated Understanding of Hidden Disability" Nicole C. Eugene, University of Houston, Victoria
"What are you? Embodying and Storying Categorical Uncertainty in a Move to Decenter Whiteness in Intersectional Scholarship" Benny LeMaster, Arizona State University; Amber Lauren Johnson, Saint Louis University; Miranda Dottie Olzman, University of Denver

203009 8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Baltimore Convention Center  329 (300 Level)

**Engaging Students with Community Partnerships: Staying Relevant to Survive**
Sponsor: Instructional Development Division
Chair: Alison Lietzenmayer, Old Dominion University
Presenters:
Sarah E. Riforgiate, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Yvonne J. Montoya, Colorado State University, Pueblo
Sara L. Trask, McKendree University
203010 8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  
Baltimore Convention Center 330 (300 Level)

**Monsters, Freaks, and the Grotesque**

Sponsor: Critical and Cultural Studies Division  
Chair: Benjamin W. Mann, University of Utah  
Respondent: James L. Cherney, University of Nevada, Reno

"The Emergence of Avatar in Everyday Electracy: Ritualized Feasting and the Grotesque in Digital Social Media Culture" Joe E. Hatfield, University of Colorado, Boulder  
"The Greatest Freakshow: Fantasy, Phantasmagoria, and the Afterlife of the Freak Show" Daniel E. Stanfield, University of Iowa  
"The Political Art of Monstrous Men" Brittany Ann Knutson, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities

---

203011 8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  
Baltimore Convention Center 331 (300 Level)

**NCA Distinguished Scholars of 2019: Reflections on Their Scholarship**

Sponsor: NCA National Office  
Chair: David Zarefsky, Northwestern University  
Presenters:  
Molefi K. Asante, Temple University  
Lawrence R. Frey, University of Colorado, Boulder  
Gary L. Kreps, George Mason University  
Thomas K. Nakayama, Northeastern University  
Denise Solomon, Penn State University

---

203012 8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  
Baltimore Convention Center 332 (300 Level)

**Surviving or Thriving on Campus: How Communication Centers Develop and Target Programming to Stay Relevant**

Sponsor: Communication Centers Section  
Chairs: Lisa Merritt, Louisiana Tech University; Tara Leyden Raue, Louisiana Tech University; Kristi Stake, Louisiana Tech University  
Presenters:  
Jane Pierce Saulnier, Emerson College
Pamela D. Hopkins, East Carolina University  
Alex Spadaro, University of Kansas  
Jenny M. Southard, University of North Carolina, Greensboro  
Misty L. Knight, Shippensburg University  
Amy May, Shippensburg University

203013  8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Baltimore Convention Center  333 (300 Level)

**Passing Privilege: White Latinx Identity in the Forensics Community**

Sponsors: Latino/Latina Communication Studies Division; National Forensics Association; Pi Kappa Delta  
Chair: Sabrina Bustillos, University of Texas at El Paso  
Presenters:  
Carlos A. Tarin, University of Texas, El Paso  
Michael Tristano, Arizona State University  
Jake Trevino, James Madison University  
Joseph Lawrence Flores, University of New Mexico  
Tomeka Robinson, Hofstra University

203014  8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Baltimore Convention Center  334 (300 Level)

**Surviving the Turbulent Waters of Academia: LGBTQ Mentoring**

Sponsor: Caucus on Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer Concerns  
Chair: Aaron Burton, Tiffin University  
Presenters:  
Andrea M. Davis, Western New England University  
Rahul Mitra, Wayne State University  
Brandon Miller, University of Massachusetts, Boston  
Jennifer L. Walton, Ohio Northern University  
Alice E. Veksler, Christopher Newport University  
Brett N. Billman, St. Ambrose University

203015  8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Baltimore Convention Center  335 (300 Level)

**The Survival of Religious Institutions in a Post-Religious Age**

Sponsor: Religious Communication Association  
Chair: Michael R. Kearney, Duquesne University  
"A Teacher and a Book as Antidote to the Futility of the Modern Institution"  
Calvin L. Troup, Geneva College
"Stasis: Standing Faithfully as the Alternative to the Rhetoric of Religious Retreat" Joel S. Ward, Geneva College
"The Challenges of a Theological Seminary in a Post-Denominational World" Brent C. Sleasman, Winebrenner Theological Seminary
"The Shekinah as Covenantal Êthos" Michael R. Kearney, Duquesne University

203016 8:00 AM to 9:15 AM Baltimore Convention Center 336 (300 Level)

**Embodied Survival: Re/Theorizing Politics of Race through Performances**

Sponsors: Critical and Cultural Studies Division; Performance Studies Division
Chair: Dawn Marie D. McIntosh, University of Denver

""No More Magic Mirrors: Shattering Narrative Illusions and Hegemonic Rituals of Self Presentation"" Sarah Amira De la Garza, Arizona State University
"A Return to El Mundo Zurdo/Choosing the Path of Conocimiento" Robert Gutierrez-Perez, University of Nevada, Reno
"Transnational Fluidity and Friction: Performing Racialized Queerness in Specific Times, Spaces, and Contexts of Japaneseness" Shinsuke Eguchi, University of New Mexico
"Whiteness as Intersectional Assemblage: Embodying the Affective Void of Color-Blindedness" Dawn Marie D. McIntosh, University of Denver

203017 8:00 AM to 9:15 AM Baltimore Convention Center 337 (300 Level)

**Communication as a Multifaceted Source for Survival: Reflection and Reaction**

Sponsor: Black Caucus
Chairs: Tara Reed, Tarrant County College South; Ashley R. Hall, Ithaca College
Presenters:
Sean Upshaw, University of Utah
Marcus W. Ferguson, University of Missouri
Marquese McFerguson, University of South Florida
Omowale Elson, Stevenson University
Jamila A. Cupid, Pepperdine University
Mark C. Hopson, George Mason University
Eletra Gilchrist-Petty, University of Alabama, Huntsville
Tiffany Bell, Valparaiso University
Marnel N. Niles Goins, California State University Fresno
Sheena Cheri Howard, Rider University
Ronald L. Jackson, University of Cincinnati
Creshema R. Murray, University of Houston, Downtown
Morgan W. Smalls, James Madison University
Jenny Korn, Harvard University
Megan E. Cardwell, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Melissa Renee Harris, Howard University
Sharnine Herbert, Shippensburg University
D.L. Stephenson, Western Connecticut State University
Kandace Harris, California State University Northridge
Elizabeth Yvonne Whittington, Texas Southern University

203018 8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Baltimore Convention Center  338 (300 Level)

**Surviving the Academy**

Sponsor: African American Communication and Culture Division
Chair: Trina J. Wright, University of Illinois

"Kemetic rhetoric in the Gilded Age: An Interrogation of the rhetoric of Joseph C. Price and the American education system" Damariye L. Smith, University of Memphis

"Micro-Protests as Co-Cultural Communicative Practice: A Creative Non-Fiction Narrative Illustration of African American Professional Survival" Mark P. Orbe, Western Michigan University

"The pessimistic nature in the academy: The disjunctive logic of rhetorical agency and Afro-pessimism" Damariye L. Smith, University of Memphis

"“Not everything is racist”: Making sense of White Fragility in the Interracial Communication Classroom" Audra Kate Nuru, University of St. Thomas; Colleen Arendt, Concordia University

203019 8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Baltimore Convention Center  339 (300 Level)

**LGBTQ Erasure**

Sponsor: Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer Communication Studies Division
Chair: Cora Butcher-Spellman, University of Arkansas
Respondent: Lisa M. Corrigan, University of Arkansas

"#we will not be erased: Trans* Activism and Visibility Politics" KC Councilor, Southern Connecticut State University

"Desiring Bodies: Ron Athey, the Body, and the Voiceless" Billy G. Huff, University of Illinois Urbana Champaign; Mary Margaret Hambrick, Florida Gulf Coast University

"Erasure of Intersectional Bisexual and Pansexual Identities: Instagram’s Algorithm and the Competition for Clout" Cora Butcher-Spellman, University of Arkansas

"Housing First: An LGBTQ-blind Approach to Homelessness" Whitney Gent, University of Nebraska-Omaha

"Queering Amishness: Surviving, surveillance, and the heteronormative erasure of LGBT2QIA+ bodies by the Christian Right" Lars S. Stoltzfus-Brown, Penn State University
**From Survival to Success: Asian Women Leadership**

Sponsors: Asian/Pacific American Caucus; Asian/Pacific American Communication Studies Division; Feminist and Women Studies Division; International and Intercultural Communication Division; Women's Caucus

Chairs: Chin-Chung Chao, University of Nebraska-Omaha; Louisa Ha, Bowling Green State University

Presenters:
- Louisa Ha, Bowling Green State University
- Lisa K. Hanasono, Bowling Green State University
- Chin-Chung Chao, University of Nebraska-Omaha
- Young Eun Moon, University of Oregon
- Qi Wang, Villanova University
- Dhiman Chattopadhyay, Shippensburg University
- Yahui Zhang, Wayland Baptist University
- Ming Xie, University of Nebraska-Omaha

**Internationalizing the Communication Curriculum in an Age of Globalization**

Sponsors: Instructional Development Division; International and Intercultural Communication Division

Chairs: Paaige K. Turner, Ball State University; Soumia Bardhan, University of Colorado Denver; Tracey Quigley Holden, University of Delaware; Eddah Mbula Mutua, St. Cloud State University

Presenters:
- Alberto Gonzalez, Bowling Green State University
- Amy N. Heuman, Texas Tech University
- Josephy Zompetti, Illinois State University
- Lance R. Lippert, Illinois State University
- John R. Baldwin, Illinois State University
- Rebecca Marie Townsend, University of Hartford
- Trudy Milburn, Purchase College, SUNY
- Soumia Bardhan, University of Colorado Denver
- Janet W. Colvin, Utah Valley University
- Stephen Michael Croucher, Massey University Wellington
Making our Education More Survivable: Critical and Embodied Analysis of Education

Sponsor: International and Intercultural Communication Division  
Chair: Gabrielle A. Byrd, University of Kansas

"Crystallizing Whiteness: Engaging White Students’ Whiteness through Civil Dialogue®”  Robert J. Razzante, Arizona State University

"Globalization and hybridity or cultural and linguistic imperialism in higher education: The importance of inclusive and human-centered education"  Hocheol Yang, Temple University

"Microaggressions in Flux: Whiteness, Disability and Masculinity in Academia"  Haneen Ghabra, Kuwait University; Shahd AlShammari, Gulf University of Science and Technology

"Stigma Experience of International Teaching Assistants in a U.S. University: English-Proficiency Determinism"  Yi Zhu, The College of Wooster; Mary Bresnahan, Michigan State University

"I am Different, and You Should Notice It”: Material, Sensemaking, and Communicative Tensions in the Narratives of Students of Color at a Predominantly White University”  Micah J. Wood, James Madison University; Erika Harrington, James Madison University; Abriel T. Maldonado, James Madison University; Breonna Riddick, Christopher Newport University; Melissa W. Aleman, James Madison University; Jennifer Mease, James Madison University

Examining Political Knowledge, Political Discussion and Political Expression

Sponsor: Political Communication Division  
Chair: Shelly Schaefer Hinck, Central Michigan University  
Respondent: Azmat Rasul, Florida State University

"Choice homophily in political discussion networks: Evidence from formal dynamic models of the selectivity function"  Matthew D. Sweitzer, Ohio State University

"Contagious politics: The spread of political knowledge through online and offline social networks"  Katherine Ognyanova, Rutgers University

"Networked Political Brands: Consumption, Community, and Political Expression in Contemporary Brand Culture”  Thomas J. Billard, University of Southern California; Rachel Moran, University of Southern California

"Semantic Ideological Difference, Common Ground, and Discussion Network Formation in Online Political Discussion: A Semantic Relational Event Analysis“  Luling Huang, Temple University
Top Student Paper in the Public Address Division
Sponsors: Public Address Division; Visual Communication Division
Chair: Isaac West, Vanderbilt University
Respondents: Caitlin Frances Bruce, University of Pittsburgh; Robert Terrill, Indiana University
"Rhetoric, Visibility, and Power: “Picture-Making” in Frederick Douglass’s “I Denounce the So-Called Emancipation as a Stupendous Fraud”"
  Luke Christie, University of Georgia

203025  8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Baltimore Convention Center  345 (300 Level)

Turning the Debate Tables: Demonstrating Forensic Team Survival through a Generational Exhibition Debate
Sponsor: Argumentation and Forensics Division
Chair: Madison Davis, Tennessee Technological University
Presenters:
  Lakelyn Taylor, University of Central Florida
  Kevin L. Bryant, University of Southern Mississippi
  Jacob Metz, Tennessee Technological University
  Ryan D. Goke, North Dakota State University
  Madison Davis, Tennessee Technological University

203026  8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Baltimore Convention Center  346 (300 Level)

Surviving Graduate School as a Debate Coach: A Panel Discussion
Sponsor: Cross Examination Debate Association
Chair: Joshua Miller, Texas State University
Presenters:
  Benton James Bajorek, University of Kansas
  Kiranjeet Kaur Dhillon, University of Southern California
  Jyleesa R. Hampton, University of Kansas
  Christopher Vincent, Louisiana State University
  Alexander S. Hiland, James Madison University
  CV V. Vitolo-Haddad, University of Wisconsin-Madison
  Seth A. Fendley, University of Central Florida
  Nadia Hussein, Wake Forest University
  Rebecca J. Steiner, University of Georgia
  Megan Mapes, Georgia State University
  Deven E. Cooper, California State University Long Beach
Rhetoric, Place, and Survival

Sponsor: American Society for the History of Rhetoric
Chair: Dave Tell, University of Kansas
Respondent: Christa J. Olson, University of Wisconsin-Madison

"Catalyzing Discourses: Ancestral Places, New Histories, and Preservation in the American Southwest" Lucy Burgchardt, Augustana College
"Resilience and Accountability: Rhetorics of Memory at the Phoenix Indian School" Emily C. Robinson, Arizona State University; Kathleen Suzanne Lamp, Arizona State University
"Surviving urban renewal: race and rethinking rhetorical space" Derek G. Handley, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

Top Papers for the Kenneth Burke Society

Sponsor: Kenneth Burke Society
Chair: Jonathan S. Carter, Eastern Michigan University
Respondent: Clarke Rountree, University of Alabama, Huntsville

"Making Burke Feminist: Tracing the Curve of History through Popular Feminism and Popular Misogyny" Michelle L. Flood, University of Iowa
"No Way to Behave: Children’s Horror as Equipment for Living with Spatial Restrictions" Tyler Brunette, University of Pittsburgh
"Scenic Rhetoric, the Obscured Other, and a Chance for Ethical Response: A Burkean Analysis of Trump’s “Muslim Ban 1” and Sally Yates’ Response" Veronica Koehn, Oregon Institute of Technology
"The Duty to Treat: C. Everett Koop's Rhetorical Construction of Moral Excellence before Graduates of Harvard Medical School" Darlene K. Drummond, Dartmouth College

Surviving the Solo Show Wilderness: Exploring One-Person Performance Processes through the Metaphor of Wilderness Survival

Sponsor: Performance Studies Division
Chair: Ryan Courtney, University of Northern Iowa

Presenters:
Tracy Stephenson Shaffer, Louisiana State University
Julie-Ann Scott, University of North Carolina, Wilmington
Andrea Michea Baldwin, University of Houston, Clear Lake
Eddie Gamboa, Northwestern University
Joshua Hamzehee, Louisiana State University & University of Northern Iowa
Natalie Garcia, Louisiana State University
Christopher Collins, Missouri State University

203039 8:00 AM to 9:15 AM Hilton Latrobe (First Floor)

**Jealousy, Transgressions, and Forgiveness**

Sponsor: Interpersonal Communication Division
Chair: Maria Venetis, Purdue University

"An Examination of Perceived Specialness Meaning Framework Threat in Jealousy Experiences" Jessica R. Frampton, Ohio State University

"Communicating forgiveness: A thematic analysis of communicative strategies for relational recovery" Joe Whitt, University of Washington, Seattle; John P. Crowley, University of Delaware

"Heartsick: Associations between Forgiveness and the Epstein Barr Virus for Recipients of Relational Transgressions" John P. Crowley, University of Delaware; Amanda Denes, University of Connecticut; Joe Whitt, University of Washington, Seattle; Shana Makos, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

"Jealousy, Communicative Responses to Jealousy, Uncertainty, and Idealistic Distortion in Long Distance and Proximal Romantic Relationships" Laura K. Guerrero, Arizona State University; Callie M. Graham, Arizona State University; Anya Anna Hommadova, Arizona State University

"Toward a Model of Dyadic Transgression Dissolution" Christopher D. Otmar, San Diego State University

203040 8:00 AM to 9:15 AM Hilton Ruth (First Floor)

**Top Papers in Theatre, Film, and New Multi-Media**

Sponsor: Theatre, Film and New Multi-Media Division
Chair: Deryl Johnson, Kutztown University
Respondent: Susan Tomasovic, George Mason University

""Sing Me a Song of a Lass that is Gone": Public Memory and the Use of Music in the Television Series Outlander" Valerie Lynn Schrader, Penn State University, Schuylkill

"Creative Persuasion: Enhancing Well-Being and Self-Efficacy Through Theatrical Performance" Josie Ganzermiller, Johns Hopkins University

"How Theatre and Animals Help Women Survive Domestic Violence" Patricia E. Friel, University of Cincinnati

"Stage, Frame, and Window: Erwin Piscator and Inflections of the Virtual" Kevin Brown, University of Missouri, Columbia
Surviving After Graduation: Project-Based Learning Transforms Student Outcomes

Sponsor: Scholarship of Teaching and Learning
Chair: Susan E. Waters, East Tennessee State University

Presenters:
- Stacy Smulowitz, University of Scranton
- Susan M. Wieczorek, University of Pittsburgh, Johnstown
- Chase Mitchell, East Tennessee State University
- Melanie B. Richards, East Tennessee State University
- Jamie A. Ward, Eastern Michigan University
- Kate Ksobiech, University of Wisconsin-Whitewater
- Mark Ward Sr., University of Houston, Victoria
- Scott L. Jensen, Webster University

Helping Forensics Programs Survive and Thrive: Community College Sponsored Summer Speech Camps for High School Students

Sponsors: Community College Section; Phi Rho Pi
Chair: Edward A. Schwarz, Prairie State College

Presenters:
- Joshua Green, Prairie State College
- Lauren G. Morgan, College of DuPage
- Kanoa Mulling, Homewood Flossmoor High School
- Janine Stroemer, Homewood-Flossmoor High School
- Dana S. Trunnell, Prairie State College

Thriving and Surviving in the Basic Course

Sponsor: Basic Course Division
Chair: Jennifer Hall, Purdue University

"Piloting a Strategy for Students’ Survival: An Intervention for Anxiety Reduction in the Introductory Course” Andrea Carlile, South Dakota State University; Kelli J. Chromey, South Dakota State University; Karla M. Hunter, South Dakota State University; Joshua Westwick, South Dakota State University
"The Basic Communication Course from 1956 to 2016: A Meta-Synthesis" Luke LeFebvre, Texas Tech University; Sherwyn P. Morreale, University of Colorado, Colorado Springs; Leah E. LeFebvre, University of Alabama

"What's in a name? Exploring the definitions of "public" and "speaking"" Joseph M. Valenzano, University of Dayton

"Where do you turn? Student-Identified Resources in the Basic Course Experience, Sources of Information, Feedback, and Help-Seeking Behaviors" Ashley Jones-Bodie, University of Mississippi; Lindsey B. Anderson, University of Maryland; Jennifer Hall, Purdue University

203044 8:00 AM to 9:15 AM Hilton Key Ballroom 4 (Second Floor)

**Human Communication and Technology Division Business Meeting**

Sponsor: Human Communication and Technology Division
Presenter: Jeffrey A. Hall, University of Kansas

203046 8:00 AM to 9:15 AM Hilton Key Ballroom 6 (Second Floor)

**Health Literacy: Information Access and Comprehension**

Sponsor: Health Communication Division
Chair: LaSharra A. Davis, DeSales University

"Variation in Health Literacy Among Family Caregiver Communication Types" Elaine Wittenberg, California State University Los Angeles; Joy Goldsmith, University of Memphis; Anna M. Kerr, Ohio University

"The Easier the Better? Comparing the Readability and Engagement of Online Pro- and Anti-Vaccination Articles" Zhan (Jen) Xu, Northern Arizona University; Lauren Ellis, Northern Arizona University; Laura Umphrey, Northern Arizona University

"I Don’t Understand You but I Trust You: Medical Terminology Use in Vaccine Online Articles" Zhan (Jen) Xu, Northern Arizona University

"Communication Hotspots: How Infrastructure Shapes People’s Health" Eleanor R Burgess; Nathan Walter, Northwestern University; Sandra Ball-Rokeach, University of Southern California; Sheila Murphy, University of Southern California

"Does The Digital Divide Influence Internet Health Information Seeking? A Comparative Study Between India and United States" Shaohai Jiang, National University of Singapore; Iccha Basnyat, James Madison University; Liping Liu, National University of Singapore

203048 8:00 AM to 9:15 AM Hilton Key Ballroom 8 (Second Floor)

Sponsor: Women's Caucus
Chair: Michael Plugh, Manhattan College
Presenters:
- Noura Ahmad Hajjaj, State University of New York, New Paltz
- Maram Khazen, Tel Aviv University
- Susan Drucker, Hofstra University
- Janie Harden Fritz, Duquesne University
- Maha A. Alshoaibi, King Abdulaziz University

203049 8:00 AM to 9:15 AM Hilton Key Ballroom 9 (Second Floor)

Malas Lenguas: Surviving (Standard) English Monolingualism in Rhetorical Theory and Practice

Sponsor: Rhetorical and Communication Theory Division
Chair: Jocelyn Gomez, University of New Mexico
Respondent: Michelle A. Holling, California State University San Marcos
- "Decolonizing rhetoric through language" Stacey Sowards, University of Texas, El Paso
- "I am heard, therefore I am not--a proper speaker: The audior and/as linguistic erasure, (e)scuritny, and extraction" Susana Martinez Guillem, University of New Mexico
- "Incomunicación: Alienation, Isolation, and Exile in a Spanish-Speaking English-Only Nation" Jose Angel Maldonado, University of Puget Sound
- "Oratory of the Oppressed" Rebecca Avalos, University of Colorado, Boulder

203050 8:00 AM to 9:15 AM Hilton Key Ballroom 10 (Second Floor)

Rhetorics of Survival Within a Trump Presidency

Sponsor: Rhetorical and Communication Theory Division
- "Donald Trump’s Rhetoric of Crisis and Blame in the 2019 Oval Office Address" Jeanna Sybert, University of Pennsylvania
- "Populist Ultimatum Rhetoric A Framework Based On The Case Of Trump, Salvini and Di Maio" Giacomo Sproccati, Florida State University International Programs Italy
- "Presidential Surfacing in the Modern Campaign Habitus" Jonathan Smith, University of Memphis

203051 8:00 AM to 9:15 AM Hilton Key Ballroom 11 (Second Floor)
From Single Women to Grieving Mothers and all the Women in Between: Navigating Issues of Agency and Identity

Sponsor: Feminist and Women Studies Division
Chair: Cassidy D. Ellis, University of New Mexico
Respondent: Lana G. McDonnell, Texas A&M University, Kingsville

""It Breaks My Heart That She Carried It For So Long": Dialectic Tensions in Confidant Perspectives of Communicating Social Support to Survivors of Sexual Assault" Danielle C. Biss, San Diego State University

"How Men Label Street Harassment" Blythe Tyrone, North Carolina State University; Joann Keyton, North Carolina State University

"It's Her Job To Survive: Gendered Recommendations for Help-Seeking Behavior For Peers Involved in Intimate Partner Violence" Karin H. Nordin, George Mason University; Andrea S. Malterud, George Mason University

"Spinning a yarn: Ethotic Narratives and False Accusations of Sexual Assault" Kade Goodchild, Syracuse University

Factors that Prompt Interpersonal Discussions about Health

Sponsors: Health Communication Division; Interpersonal Communication Division
Chair: Erin C. Wehrman, Missouri State University

"Black Women’s Communication about Cancer Following Aretha Franklin’s Death: Examining the Influence of Individual-Level Factors on Interpersonal Communication" Diane B. Francis, University of Kentucky

"Communication about sexual histories between MSM and WSW: An exploration of heterosexual, gay, lesbian, and bisexual individuals" Sean M. Horan, Fairfield University; Lucas William Hackenburg, University of Nebraska-Lincoln; Lauren Lee, Texas State University

"A Model of Determinants Influencing the Development of Child and Adolescent Psychiatrist Self-efficacy for Discussing Substance Use with Patients" Kevin Wombacher, University of Illinois College of Medicine - Peoria; Nancy Grant Harrington, University of Kentucky

"The Influence of Family Communication Patterns on the Processing of Messages to Increase Family Health History Seeking Intentions" Shelly R. Hovick, Ohio State University; Sarah Thomas, Ohio State University; Judy Watts, Ohio State University; Naomi Tan, Ohio State University

"Communicating About Safety: Understanding Pediatric Residents’ Communication Decisions Regarding Anticipatory Guidance About Firearms" Elizabeth A. Johnson-Young, University of Maryland School of Medicine; Tierra Burrell, Johns Hopkins School of Medicine; Yan Wang, University of Maryland School of Medicine; Daon Juang, University of Maryland Medical Center; Dana Silver, Lifebridge Health; Richard Lichenstein, University of Maryland School of Medicine
203056 8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Hilton Blake (Second Floor)

**Communication for Survival: Harnessing the Power of Story**

Sponsor: Instructional Development Division
Chair: Suzy Prentiss, The University of Tennessee

Presenters:
- Dakota Horn, Bradley University
- Angela M. Hosek, Ohio University
- Stephanie Kelly, North Carolina A&T State University
- Tim McKenna Buchanan, Manchester University
- Suzy Prentiss, The University of Tennessee
- Deanna Sellnow, University of Central Florida
- Timothy L. Sellnow, University of Central Florida

203057 8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Hilton Calloway (Second Floor)

**Communicating for Survival: Recent Advances and Future Directions in Communication Research about Intimate Health**

Sponsors: Feminist and Women Studies Division; Health Communication Division
Chairs: Valerie Rubinsky, University of Maine at Augusta; Angela Cooke-Jackson, California State University Los Angeles

Presenters:
- Haley Kranstuber Horstman, University of Missouri
- Nicole Hudak, Keene State College
- Jacqueline Nicole Gunning, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
- Ashley N. Aragon, University of Maryland, College Park

203058 8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Hilton Poe (Second Floor)

**From Survival to Flourishing: Ethical Praxis for Engaged Communication about Disability**

Sponsor: Communication Ethics Division
Chair: Brendan G. A. Hughes, Metropolitan State University of Denver

Presenters:
- Karen L. Lollar, Metropolitan State University of Denver
- Elizabeth S. Parks, Colorado State University
- Robert L. Ballard, Pepperdine University
- Sarah Ballard, Pepperdine University
- Melba Vélez Ortiz, Grand Valley State University
- Brian Grewe, University of Denver
- Brendan G. A. Hughes, Metropolitan State University of Denver
203059     8:00 AM to 9:15 AM          Hilton      Holiday Ballroom 1
(Second Floor)

**Disrupting Ableism and Binaries in Studies of Autism**

Sponsor: Disability Issues Caucus
Chair: Bruce Henderson, Ithaca College
Respondent: Bruce Henderson, Ithaca College

"Autism Actually Speaks: Emergent themes in an online self-advocacy organization" Danielle R. Soibelman, University of Texas, Austin

"Embracing Black and Autistic Identities “At the Same Damn Time”: Identity, Community, and Hashtags" Shelby Landmark

"High- and Low-Functioning Autism: Reframing Binary Logics for Social Identity and Social Hierarchies" Margaretta Underhill, University of Kansas

"Surviving Together: Toward an Understanding of Communication" Allison D. Brenneise, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities

203060     8:00 AM to 9:15 AM          Hilton      Holiday Ballroom 2
(Second Floor)

**Family Communication Division Business Meeting**

Sponsor: Family Communication Division
Presenters:
  Kelly R. Rossetto, Boise State University
  Elizabeth A. Suter, University of Denver
  Narissra M Punyanunt-Carter, Texas Tech University
  Kristina M. Scharp, University of Washington, Seattle
  Pamela Lannutti, La Salle University
  Veronica Anne Droser, College at Brockport
  Jeffrey T. Child, Kent State University
  Sandra Petronio, Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis

203061     8:00 AM to 9:15 AM          Hilton      Holiday Ballroom 3
(Second Floor)

**Organizing Food Politics for Resilience**

Sponsor: Organizational Communication Division
Chair: Sarah E. Dempsey, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session Code</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Presenters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>203062</td>
<td>8:00 AM to 9:15 AM</td>
<td>Hilton Holiday Ballroom 4 (Second Floor)</td>
<td>Why is Interpersonal Communication Studies So White? A Roundtable Discussion</td>
<td>Interpersonal Communication Division</td>
<td>Jimmie Manning, University of Nevada, Reno</td>
<td>Walid Afifi, University of California, Santa Barbara, Shardé Marie Davis, University of Connecticut, Katherine J. Denker, Ball State University, Rachel Alicia Griffin, University of Utah, Charnell Peters, University of Utah, Andrea J. Vickery, State University of New York, Oswego, Gust A. Yep, San Francisco State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>203063</td>
<td>8:00 AM to 9:15 AM</td>
<td>Hilton Holiday Ballroom 5 (Second Floor)</td>
<td>Processing Our Emotions: Workplace Labor and Policies That Challenge Survival</td>
<td>Organizational Communication Division</td>
<td>Brian K. Richardson, University of North Texas</td>
<td>Janice W. Anderson, State University of New York, New Paltz, Ashley Reynolds, University of Miami, Katherine Ann Rush, University of Oklahoma, Karen Zerda, Texas A&amp;M University, Michael Sollitto, Texas A&amp;M University-Corpus Christi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
"Surviving Communicative Labor: Theoretical Exploration of the (In)Visibility of Gendered Faculty Work/Life Struggle" Angela Gist-Mackey, University of Kansas; Adrianne Kunkel, University of Kansas; Jennifer A. Guthrie, University of Nevada, Las Vegas

203065  8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Hilton  Paca (Third Floor)

Sensemaking and Survival: Communicative Approaches to Understanding School Shootings

Sponsor: Student Section
Chair: Chelsea Kristina Magyar,
Presenters:
   Danielle Fortner Deavours, University of Alabama
   Katie Patterson, Colorado State University
   Delaney Harness, University of Texas, Austin
   Chelsea Kristina Magyar,
   Macy Conant, University of Colorado Boulder
Respondent: Peter D. Simonson, University of Colorado, Boulder

203067  8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Hilton  Carroll (Third Floor)

Conversation Analysis Data Session

Sponsor: Language and Social Interaction Division
Chair: Charlotte M. Jones, Carroll College
Presenters:
   Wayne A. Beach, San Diego State University
   Galina Bolden, Rutgers University
   Phillip Glenn, Emerson College
   Alexa Hepburn, Rutgers University
   Charlotte M. Jones, Carroll College
   Mardi J. Kidwell, University of New Hampshire
   Jenny Mandelbaum, Rutgers University
   Jonathan Potter, Rutgers University
   Jeffrey D. Robinson, Portland State University

203068  8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Hilton  Tubman (Third Floor)

Conflict Resolution for Survival: Lessons from the Classroom, Industry and Community

Sponsor: Training and Development Division
Chairs: DeAnne Priddis, Middle Tennessee State University; Courtney N. Wright, University of Tennessee
Presenters:
Calling Out “Responsibility” in Corporate Social Responsibility: A Rallying Cry for More Voices, Ethics, Inclusion, and Trust in Public Relations

Sponsor: Public Relations Division
Chair: Cem Zeytinoglu, East Stroudsburg University

"Ethical Public Relations as Social Justice Activism: Determining Public Relations' Place in Society" Arshia Anwer, Manhattan College
"Feeling at Home in Public Relations: Promoting Inclusion in Public Relations during the University Experience" Margaret M. Mullan, East Stroudsburg University
"Industrial Waste: Performing BS in PR and PR Organizations in a Post-Truth Moment" Robert M. Foschia, Duquesne University
"Under the Guise of CSR: Examining The Authenticity of Social Justice Initiatives as New Marketing Currency" Jenna Lo Castro, Point Park University

(Post)Human Tensions

Sponsors: Communication and the Future Division; Human Communication and Technology Division; Media Ecology Association
Chair: Robert C. MacDougall, Curry College

"Hey Google: A thematic analysis of Twitter users’ comments on the privacy of AI devices in the home" Heather Riddell, University of West Florida; Christopher Fenner, University of West Florida
"Beyond People: Communication is Transhuman" David K. Westerman, North Dakota State University; Autumn P. Edwards, Western Michigan University; Patric R. Spence, University of Central Florida; Chad Edwards, Western Michigan University
"The Relevance of R. D. Laing to the AI Movement: Projection and the Feeling of Being Understood" Corey Anton, Grand Valley State University
"Whose Perspective? The Productive Censorship of A.I.-Assisted Comment Moderation" Andrew Wirzburger, University of Pennsylvania

Breakfast Meeting with the Women's Caucus and Feminist Women's Studies Division
Sponsor: Women's Caucus

Presenters:
- Elizabeth F. Desnoyers-Colas, Georgia Southern University
- Suzanne Enck, University of North Texas
- Kathleen E. Feyh, Syracuse University
- Jessica L. Furgerson, University of Cincinnati, Blue Ash
- Vinita Agarwal, Salisbury University
- Katherine La Pierre, IUE/ UNR/ IVY TECH
- Leandra Hinojosa Hernandez, Utah Valley University
- Diana I. Bowen, Pepperdine University
- Ashley Noel Mack, Louisiana State University
- Jessica M. W. Kratzer, Northern Kentucky University
- Michelle Calka, Manchester University

9:00 AM

205031 9:00 AM to 12:00 PM Baltimore Convention Center Ballroom (400 Level)

NCA Career Center

Sponsor: NCA National Office

Chairs: Nina-Jo Moore, Appalachian State University; Elaine L. Davies, Southwestern Oklahoma State University

"CV Consulting Corner" Taylor Hahn, Johns Hopkins University; Shannon C. VanHorn, Valley City State University; Joseph Mazer, Clemson University; Nelle Bedner, University of Central Arkansas; Melinda Weathers, Sam Houston State University

"NCA Job Fair"

"Presenting Your Best Self: Elevator Speeches for the Academic Job Market" Jade Olson, University of Maryland

"Stand Out and Survive the Academic Job Interview for Non-Academics" Stacy Smulowitz, University of Scranton

"Writing and Maintaining an Academic CV: Effectively Representing Credentials, Contributions, and Accomplishments" Vinita Agarwal, Salisbury University

205031 9:30 AM NCA Exhibit Hall

Sponsor: NCA National Office

9:30 AM
SC05: Beyond Survival: Understanding Academic Contrapower Harassment

Sponsor: Short Courses
Chairs: Amy May, Shippensburg University; Claudia Lampman, University of Alaska Anchorage
Presenters:
   Kelly E. Tenzek, University at Buffalo, SUNY
   Victoria M. McDermott, University of Alaska, Fairbanks
   Kaydee Van Flein, University of Alaska, Fairbanks

SC06: Surviving and Thriving in Family Relationships: Strategies for Teaching and Researching Contemporary Issues in Family Communication

Sponsor: Short Courses
Chairs: Candice Thomas-Maddox, Ohio University, Lancaster; Nicole Blau, Ohio University, Lancaster

SC07: Utilizing Media to Survive Fake News and More: How Student Understanding of Media Literacy and Critical Pedagogy Can Be Employed for Social Awareness

Sponsor: Short Courses
Chairs: Jack Banks, University of Hartford; Nancy Bressler, West Virginia Wesleyan College

Environmental Risks and Ecological Futures: Visual Representations of Human-Nature Crises in Horror Films

Sponsors: Environmental Communication Division; Mass Communication Division
Chair: Rebekah Le Fox, Texas State University
Respondent: Casey Ryan Kelly, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
   "Farm Crisis Horror and the Alimentary Abject" Kathleen P. Hunt, State University of New York at New Paltz
   "Rhetorical Constructions of the Anthropocene through Gender- and Place-Based Arguments in the Horror Film, mother!" Emma Frances Bloomfield, University of Nevada, Las Vegas
"The Post-Apocalyptic Heroine, the War Boys, the Five Wives, and the Green Place Matriarchs: An Intersectional Ecofeminist Reading of Mad Max: Fury Road"  Ross Singer, Saginaw Valley State University

"“Head for the Hills!” Representations of Science, Nationalism, and the Nature-Wilderness Divide in Zombie Apocalypse Films"  Andrea Feldpausch-Parker, SUNY, Environmental Science & Forestry; Elizabeth Vidon, SUNY, Environmental Science & Forestry; Tina Limpert, SUNY, Environmental Science & Forestry; Israel Parker, Texas A&M University

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Room</th>
<th>Presentation Title</th>
<th>Presenters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>206006</td>
<td>9:30 AM</td>
<td>Advances in Dialogue and Deliberation Theory and Research</td>
<td>Chair: Cheryl Maiorca, New Mexico State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;‘People Think They Know More Than They Actually Know’: An Exploration of Audience Perceptions about the Proper Place of Internet Memes within Public Dialogue about Politics&quot;  Heidi E. Huntington, West Texas A&amp;M University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;Discussion-Based Social Change: An Account of Basic Individual-Level Change Mechanisms&quot;  Robert C. Richards, University of Arkansas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;Sharing Similarity and Disclosing Difference: Conceptualizing Vocal, Material, and Silent Expressions of Political Opinion in the Workplace&quot;  Carson Sherer Kay, Ohio University</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

206007       | 9:30 AM    | Mass Communication Division Business Meeting                                       | Sponsor: Mass Communication Division                                       |
|              | 10:45 AM   |                                                                                     | Presenters:                                                                |
|              |            |                                                                                     | Elizabeth Behm-Morawitz, University of Missouri                             |
|              |            |                                                                                     | Nicole Martins, Indiana University                                         |
|              |            |                                                                                     | Laramie D. Taylor, University of California, Davis                          |
|              |            |                                                                                     | Shane Tilton, Ohio Northern University                                      |
|              |            |                                                                                     | Jessica Gall Myrick, Penn State University                                 |
|              |            |                                                                                     | Emory S. Daniel, Appalachian State University                               |
|              |            |                                                                                     | Joseph M. Hoffswell, Western Kentucky University                            |
|              |            |                                                                                     | Larissa Terán, University of Arizona                                       |
|              |            |                                                                                     | Stanley D. Tickton, Norfolk State University                               |
|              |            |                                                                                     | Andrea Figueroa-Caballero, University of Missouri                           |
|              |            |                                                                                     | Hilary Gamble, Auburn University, Montgomery                               |
|              |            |                                                                                     | Valerie Kretz, St. Norbert College                                          |
206008 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM Baltimore Convention Center 328 (300 Level)

**Top Papers in Ethnography**

Sponsor: Ethnography Division  
Chair: Kurt Lindemann, San Diego State University  
Respondent: Kurt Lindemann, San Diego State University

"The Performance(s) of a Lifetime, A Lifetime of Performances: An Auto-Archaeology of Religious and Cultural Identities" Marwa Abdalla, San Diego State University

"DiЯty" Ragan Fox, California State University Long Beach

"Tuning the human instrument: How organizational autoethnography extends notions of qualitative quality" Cary J. S. Lopez, Arizona State University; Sarah Jane Tracy, Arizona State University

"Surviving PhDepression as Women and Graduate Students: A Collaborative Feminist Autoethnography on Mental Health in Academia" Kellie A. Brownlee, University of Colorado, Boulder; Emily Loker, University of Colorado, Boulder

"Is That a Foul? A Qualitative Analysis of High School Basketball Referee Communication in Boys and Girls Contests" Leland Gordon, California State University, Sacramento

206009 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM Baltimore Convention Center 329 (300 Level)

**Top Papers in the Instructional Development Division**

Sponsor: Instructional Development Division  
Chair: Samer Melhem, Texas Tech University  
Respondent: Blair Thompson, Western Kentucky University

"Instructor-Student Out-of-Class Communication: A Media Multiplexity Approach" Cathlin Clark-Gordon, WRC Senior Services; Nicholas David Bowman, Texas Tech University

"Instructor Misbehavior Frequency, Severity, and Impact on Learning: Comparing Student and Teacher Perceptions" Jessalyn I. Vallade, University of Kentucky

"Guns on campus: Campus carry and instructor-student communication" Hannah E. Jones, Rutgers University; Sean M. Horan, Fairfield University

"Predicting Disclosure of Student Mental Health Problems to Instructors: A Communication Privacy Management Perspective" Emily Haverkamp, North Dakota State University
206010  9:30 AM to 10:45 AM  Baltimore Convention Center  330 (300 Level)

**Place, Space, and Public Memory**

Sponsor: Critical and Cultural Studies Division
Chair: Kellie Marin, Penn State University
Respondent: Jaime Guzmán, California State University Los Angeles
"Finding Zion: A Semiotic Analysis of a 19th Century Cemetery" Amy D. Clark, University of Virginia's College at Wise
"Promnesiac Futures: Place, Class, and Race in Technological Visions of Tomorrow" Piotr M. Szpunar, University at Albany, SUNY
"Public Memory in Virtual Space: The Cult of True Womanhood within Mount Vernon’s Digital Tour" James OMara
"'Real Men’ Survive on the Frontier: The Role of Place within Systems of Oppression on U.S. Reality Television and Beyond" Shannon O'Sullivan, Salisbury University

---

206011  9:30 AM to 10:45 AM  Baltimore Convention Center  331 (300 Level)

**Dear NCA, the Diversity Council Needs to Hear Your Ideas!**

Sponsor: NCA Diversity Council
Chairs: Brian Grewe, University of Denver; Rachel Alicia Griffin, University of Utah
Presenters:
  Ashley Noel Mack, Louisiana State University
  Brian Grewe, University of Denver
  Michael Lechuga, University of New Mexico
  Elizabeth S. Parks, Colorado State University
  Kami J. Anderson, Kennesaw State University
  Alice E. Veksler, Christopher Newport University
  Rachel Alicia Griffin, University of Utah

---

206012  9:30 AM to 10:45 AM  Baltimore Convention Center  332 (300 Level)

**Communication Studies: Surviving and Thriving by Identifying Our Core and Advocating for the Value of the Discipline**

Sponsor: NCA National Office
Chair: Trevor Parry-Giles, National Communication Association
Presenters:
  Steven A. Beebe, Texas State University
  Sherwyn P. Morreale, University of Colorado, Colorado Springs
  Pamela Shockley-Zalabak, University of Colorado, Colorado Springs
Dancing with Gender in the Intersections: Queer Intimacies and Gender Futurities

Sponsor: Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer Communication Studies Division

Chair: Amber Lauren Johnson, Saint Louis University

"Dancing with My Gender Struggle: Attempts at Storying Queer Worldmaking" Greg Hummel, State University of New York, Oneonta

"Gender Fucked: Stories on Love and Lust or How We Released Expectation and Found Ourselves in Trans Sexual Relation" Benny LeMaster, Arizona State University; S. Donald Bellamy, Ithaca College

"Gender Poetics" Jayvien McNeill, Independent Scholar/artist; Danny Schultz, California State University Long Beach

"If Rigor is Our Dream: Theorizing Black Trans*masculine Futures through Ancestral Erotics" Daniel Coleman, University of North Carolina Greensboro

"In Defense of the Tranny Chaser" Billy G. Huff, University of Illinois Urbana Champaign

"Narrative embodiment of queer futurity: Pause for dramatic affect" Shane T. Moreman, California State University Fresno

"Your Memories and Masculinities’ Mantras" Meggie Mapes, University of Kansas

Surviving the Weaponization of Twitter: Analyzing Trump, Ocasio-Cortez, the Conways, and the Politically Charged Minefield of Modern Social Media Warfare

Sponsors: Human Communication and Technology Division; Mass Communication Division; Political Communication Division

Chair: Kiranjeet Kaur Dhillon, University of Southern California

Presenters:
Christopher J. E. Anderson, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Joshua Miller, Texas State University
Samantha F. Quinn, Park University
Hilary A. Rasmussen, University of Wisconsin-Parkside
Arrington Stoll, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Kimberly Conway, Bristol Community College

Respondent: James W. Vining, Governors State University
206015  9:30 AM to 10:45 AM  Baltimore Convention Center  335 (300 Level)

(Post)Colonial Examinations of Western Logics

Sponsor: Critical and Cultural Studies Division
Chair: Roberta Chevrette, Middle Tennessee State University
Respondent: Robert Mejia, North Dakota State University
  "Deconstructing the Coloniality of the West-Centric Democratic Imaginary" Olga Baysha, National Research University Higher School of Economics
  "Indigenous Hip Hop: The Settler’s Ear and Indigenous Futurism" Tyler Hiebert, University of Southern California
  "Playing the Trump Card: A Rhetorical Analysis of Trump’s Twitter Tweets with a Postcolonial Lens in Response to Hurricane Maria" Daniel Henke, Iowa State University

206016  9:30 AM to 10:45 AM  Baltimore Convention Center  336 (300 Level)
Policing and Imprisonment Discourses

Sponsor: Critical and Cultural Studies Division
Chair: Kevin L. Musgrave, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Respondent: Lana G. McDonnell, Texas A&M University, Kingsville
  "(Mis)Representations of Sexual Violence: The Brett Kavanaugh and Christine Blasey Ford Testimonies" Madison Ann Pollino, Bowling Green State University
  "Carceral Rhythms: Temporal Dimensions of Police, Media, and Biopolitics of Disposability" Kyra Pearson, Loyola Marymount University
  "Networks Ripple in The Wake: The Annotative Poetics of #IfIDieinPoliceCustody" Eric A. James, Northwestern University
  "I Coulda Been Your Cellmate!” at the Ohio Reformatory for Women: Considering Mediated Representation, Polysemy, and the Stand-up Act” Taylor Moran, Louisiana State University

206017  9:30 AM to 10:45 AM  Baltimore Convention Center  337 (300 Level)

Top Four Papers in the African American Communication and Culture Division

Sponsor: African American Communication and Culture Division
Chair: Ronald L. Jackson, University of Cincinnati
Respondent: Mark C. Hopson, George Mason University
  "Contextualizing the Black Church: Analysis of Newspaper Coverage in the Obama-Wright Controversy” Felecia J. Ross, Ohio State University; Susan L. Kline, Ohio State University
"Women to the Rescue: The Role of the Anti-Lynching Play in the Quest for Black People’s Survival between 1916 - 1926" Taryn K. Myers, Howard University

"Trust Black Women": A Reproductive Justice Organization’s Anti-Anti-Abortion Billboard Campaign" Laura L. Sullivan, University of Memphis

"We’re Out Here": Black Identity and Digital Resistance in Instagram Travelogues" Tori O. Arthur, Colorado State University

---

206018 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM Baltimore Convention Center 338 (300 Level)

**Latina/o/x Identities in Media: Representation, Performance, and Negotiation**

Sponsor: Latino/Latina Communication Studies Division

Chair: Diana Leon-Boys, University of Illinois

Respondent: Claudia Bucciferro, Rochester Institute of Technology

- "Identidad Heroica: Latinx Identity of Blue Beetle and the characters of Border Town" Anthony Robert Ramirez
- "The Transcendent Immigrant: Examining the Role of Ethnic Reflexivity in Coco" Erick Viera, University of South Florida

---

206019 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM Baltimore Convention Center 339 (300 Level)

**Student Papers of the Caucus on GLBTQ Concerns**

Sponsor: Caucus on Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer Concerns

Chair: James R. Carviou, Missouri Western State University

Respondent: Dustin B. Goltz, DePaul University

- "Alienation as an Alien: Transgender People Surviving the Otherness of Science-fiction" Emerson Armstrong, St. Louis University
- "An Application of the Theory of Resilience and Relational Load: Communal Orientation, Social Support, Stress, and Resilience During Gender Transition" Billy Table, University of Texas, Austin
- "Easy Targets: Surviving Rhetorical Agency in Jonathan Rauch’s “Pink Pistols”" Abigail M. Barnes, University of Southern Mississippi

---

206020 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM Baltimore Convention Center 340 (300 Level)
Negotiating Silence: Unpacking Cultural and Power Dynamics within Contemporary Indian Gender and Sexual Politics

Sponsors: Asian/Pacific American Caucus; Asian/Pacific American Communication Studies Division; Critical and Cultural Studies Division; Feminist and Women Studies Division; International and Intercultural Communication Division; Women's Caucus

Chair: Purba Das, Ohio University, Southern

"Blood, bodies, and shame: Indian artists challenge menstrual stigma on Instagram" Marissa Joanna Doshi, Hope College

"India’s #MeToo Movement and The Role of Media" Purba Das, Ohio University, Southern

"Using the Christian Woman for Sexual Liberation in Lipstick Under My Burkha" Ryan Arron D'Souza, University of South Florida

"Violent Heteronormativity and Toxic Masculinity: Unpacking Netflix’s Sacred Games" Shubhda Arora, Flame University; Noorie Baig, University of New Mexico

---

206021 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM Baltimore Convention Center 341 (300 Level)

Top Faculty Papers in International and Intercultural Communication

Sponsor: International and Intercultural Communication Division

Chair: Shinsuke Eguchi, University of New Mexico

Respondent: Ahmet Atay, College of Wooster

"Nostalgia Narratives: Can they improve attitudes toward Muslim Immigrants?" Mary Bresnahan, Michigan State University; Xiaodi Yan, Michigan State University; Yi Zhu, The College of Wooster; Syed Ali Hussain, Arizona State University

"Surviving Politics in/through Institutional Spaces: Podemos’ Parliamentary Performances" Susana Martinez Guillem, University of New Mexico

"The Digital Reflexivity of Post 9-11 Public Diplomacy: Survivor Stories, Strategic Narratives, and Islamophobic Politics" Victoria Newsom, Olympic College; Michelle Yeung, Loyola Marymount University; Lara Lengel, Bowling Green State University

"U.S. Students’ Perceptions of a Target Chinese International Student on Facebook: Testing the Effects of Warranting Theory and Stereotypical Messages" Ning Liu, University of Kansas; Yan Bing Zhang, University of Kansas

---

206022 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM Baltimore Convention Center 342 (300 Level)

Survival Message Sources: The Influence of Information Origin on Issues of Health and Safety

Sponsor: Applied Communication Division

Chair: Courtney Lynam Scherr, Northwestern University

Respondent: Corey J. Liberman, Marymount Manhattan College
"Boil Water Advisories as Risk Communication: Consistency between CDC Guidelines and Local News Media Articles" Sydney O'Shay Wallace, Wayne State University; Ashleigh Marie Day, University of Texas, Tyler; Shawn McElmurry, Wayne State University; Matthew W. Seeger, Wayne State University

"Information Source’s Influence on Vaccine Perceptions: An Exploration into Perceptions of Knowledge, Risk and Safety" Julie E. Volkman, Bryant University; Kirsten L. Hokeness, Bryant University; Chris R. Morse, Bryant University; Alyce Viens, University of Connecticut; Alexandra Dickie, Bryant University

"Revisiting Communication during Disasters: A Synchronicity-based, Mixed-methods Exploration using Survey and Geo-spatial Analysis" Vaibhav S. Diwanji, Florida State University; Laura Arpan, Florida State University; Mehmet Ulak, Florida State University; Jove Hou, Florida State University; Eren Ozguven, Florida State University

"Zombie Ent(r)ailments in Risk Communication: A Rhetorical Analysis of the CDC’s Zombie Apocalypse Preparedness Campaign" Ryan Cheek, Utah State University and Weber State University

206024 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM Baltimore Convention Center 344 (300 Level)

**Public Address Division Business Meeting**

Sponsor: Public Address Division

Presenters:
- Isaac West, Vanderbilt University
- Kristy Maddux, University of Maryland
- Lisa A. Flores, University of Colorado, Boulder
- Belinda A. Stillion Southard, Department of Communication St
- Alyssa A. Samek, California State University Fullerton
- Kundai Chirindo, Lewis & Clark College
- Jessica A. Kurr, Northeastern University
- Tasha N. Dubriwny, Texas A&M University
- Jose Angel Maldonado, University of Puget Sound
- Michelle Murray Yang, University of Maryland

206025 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM Baltimore Convention Center 345 (300 Level)

**Broken Trust: Communication for Survival among Elite Women Athletes**

Sponsor: NCA First Vice President

Chair: Michael Butterworth, University of Texas, Austin

Presenters:
- Jill Yesko, University of Texas, Austin
- Karen L. Hartman, Idaho State University
- Lauren Smith, Indiana University
**Data-driven Investigations of Contemporary Issues in Collegiate Speech and Debate**

Sponsor: National Forensics Association

Chair: Justin J. Rudnick, Minnesota State University, Mankato

Respondent: Justin J. Rudnick, Minnesota State University, Mankato

"""Nice Shoes!" And other comments we shouldn’t be making: Analyzing the nature and frequency of appearance-related comments on forensics ballots" Katie Marie Brunner, Minnesota State University, Mankato

"Liberating Speakers: A Foucauldian Critique of "Natural" Delivery" Anthony A. Adams, Minnesota State University, Mankato

"The problem of "newness": Analyzing recency comments in persuasive speaking" Stephen P. Hagan, McKendree University

"“Well actually, my understanding of your topic is this…”: Examining the process of judges invalidating competitor’s research within persuasive speeches" Brenton Lynn Mitchell, Minnesota State University, Mankato

---

**The Role of Social Media in Cross-Cultural Adaptation: Survival Strategies of Internationals Who Study and Live Abroad**

Sponsor: Association for Chinese Communication Studies

Chair: Mei Zhong, San Diego State University

Respondent: Wenli Yuan, Kean University

"An Investigation of U.S. Students’ Cross-Cultural Adaptation during Study Abroad in China” Mei Zhong, San Diego State University

"Cross-Cultural Adaptation: A Content Analysis of Two Chinese Online Media-Mitbbs vs. Wenxuecity" Yunying Zhang, Austin Peay State University

"Home Away Home: The Roles of Social Media in Coping with Homesickness during Cross-Cultural Adaptation of Chinese International Students” Ping Yang, Millersville University

"International Students’ Host and Home Social Media Communication and Depression: Cultural Adaptability as A Moderator” Lin Zhu, University of Massachusetts, Boston; Jessie M. Quintero Johnson, University of Massachusetts, Boston

"The Function of Social Support in Cross-cultural/Intercultural Adaptation Process” Hairong Feng, University of Minnesota, Duluth
Immediate Impact and Lasting Influence: Reflections on 30 Years of International Forensics

Sponsor: International Forensics Association
Chair: Nicholas Butler, Northern Arizona University
Presenters:
  Mark J. Porrovecchio, Oregon State University
  Stephanie Gibbons, Washington State University
  Brennan Mock, Las Positas College
  Timothy Heisler, Las Positas College
  James Dobson, Las Positas College
  Tanner Wooten, Marshall University
  Nancy Jackson, Marshall University
  Clara Adkins, Marshall University
  Douglas A. Hall, Casper College
  Trent Webb, Nassau Community College
  Wendell King II, Texas Southern University
  Tomeka Robinson, Hofstra University
  Jason Jordan, University of Utah
Respondent: Barbara Baron, Brookdale Community College

Phi Rho Pi Business Meeting

Sponsor: Phi Rho Pi
Presenters:
  Nathan Carter, Northern Virginia Community College, Alexandria
  Jeff Przybylo, Harper College
  Wade Hescht, Lone Star College-North Harris
  Cynthia E. Dewar, City College of San Francisco
  John R. Nash, Moraine Valley Community College
  Duane R. Fish, Northwest College

Communication for Survival in Japanese Context

Sponsor: Japan-U.S. Communication Association
Chair: Kelly Sindel, Glendale Community College
Respondent: Koji Fuse, University of North Texas
"Analyzing North Korea's Nuclear Stand-Off in Japan's Media Coverage" Hiroko Okuda, Kantogakuin University

"Does One Size Fit All? Testing the Applicability of Situational Crisis Communication Theory for the Japanese Context" Katharina Barkley, Seinan Gakuin University

"Intercultural Communication Apprehension, Self-Regulatory, and Language Competence of University Students" Lina Wang, Nagoya University; Peter S. Lee, California State University Fullerton; Jiro Takai, Nagoya University US

206031 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM Baltimore Convention Center Ballroom (400 Level)

**Contributions from Feminist & Women Studies, Family Communication, Applied Communication, Public Address, Instructional Development, Community College, and the Basic Course**

Sponsors: Applied Communication Division; Basic Course Division; Community College Section; Family Communication Division; Feminist and Women Studies Division; Instructional Development Division; Public Address Division; Scholar to Scholar

Chairs: Elisabeth Bigsby, University of Illinois; Thomas K. Nakayama, Northeastern University

Respondents: Jessica L. Furgerson, University of Cincinnati, Blue Ash; Kaitlin Phillips, Utah State University; Alexander L. Lancaster, Weber State University; Caroline E. Waldbuesser, Western Connecticut State University; Susan Ward, Delaware County Community College; Jennifer Hall, Purdue University; Andrew Hansen, Trinity University; Dana L. Cloud, California State University Fullerton; Anita J. Mixon, Wayne State University; Tammy R. Vigil, Boston University

"01. 50 Shades of Sexual Liberation" Lexie Nelson, University of North Texas

"02. A Community College Leading the Charge: Promoting Diversity and Inclusiveness Through Creation of a New LGBTQ+ Safe Zone Training Program" Rick Curry, Lone Star College-University Park

"03. A comparison of first generation and continuing generation students' socialization into college" Yejin Shin, University of Arizona; Patricia Sias, University of Arizona

"04. An Applied Operational Schema for the Effectiveness of Messages that Challenge Sexual Harassment in the Workplace" Carol Bishop Mills, Florida Atlantic University; Joseph N. Scudder, Northern Illinois University

"05. Blessed Be the Fruits of Protest: Demand Justice's Use of Handmaids Costumes during the Brett Kavanaugh Nomination Hearing" Sage Kramer, Colorado State University

"06. Communicating support to survivors of sexual assault: What students can do" Jaclyn Shetterly, Bowling Green State University

"07. Deciding to be Voluntarily Childfree: Accounts and appraisals of VCF decision-making enacted between romantic partners" Karen E. Schlag, University of Texas, Austin; Billy Table, University of Texas, Austin

"08. Differential Parental Treatment and Sibling Relationships: A Replication Study" Kaitlin Phillips, Utah State University; Kristina M. Scharp, University of Washington, Seattle
"09. Disrobing Pink Pussyhats: A Reflection of TERF Ideology and Peak White Feminism within the Women's March" Caitlin Joy Dobson, University of Southern California

"10. Emotional Suppression Between College Roommates" Sierra Bridge, Azusa Pacific University; Anna Dickinson, Azusa Pacific University

"11. Interactional Adaptability and Reflexivity: Extending Symbolic Interactionism to Facilitate the Critical Family Communication Turn" Daniel Steven Strasser, Rowan University

"12. Internationalizing Intercultural Competence Instruction in the Community College Basic Course" Wei Sun, Howard University; Donna Oti, Independent Scholar; Andrew Jared Critchfield, Independent Scholar; Taryn K. Myers, Howard University

"13. Measuring Essential Learning Outcomes for Public Speaking" Melissa Broeckelman-Post, George Mason University; Karla M. Hunter, South Dakota State University; Joshua Westwick, South Dakota State University; Angela M. Hosek, Ohio University; Kristina Ruiz-Mesa, California State University Los Angeles; John F. Hooker, Illinois State University; Lindsey B. Anderson, University of Maryland

"14. Minaj's Mechanism" Emily Boldt, University of North Texas

"15. Publish or perish? Exploring prolific scholars' behaviors for surviving the research grind" Darrin John Griffin, University of Alabama; San Bolkan, California State University Long Beach; Samuel Hakim, University of Alabama

"16. Rhetoric Takes the Red Pill: The Phaedrus survives through Return of Kings" Kate Rich, University of Texas, Austin

"17. Selling a Dream: Postfeminism and Upward Mobility in Direct Sales" Sarah Vick, University of Maryland

"18. Surviving Persuasive Parodies in Peer Review" Eva Margarita Reyes, Concordia University

"19. Surviving the Data Flood: Emerging Technologies for Communicating Community Information" Dale Cyphert, University of Northern Iowa

"20. Surviving time with one's family: A second study examining family communication patterns and perspectives on time" C. Leigh Nelson, James Madison University; Eric Fife, James Madison University

"22. Thousands of Miles on Crutches to Liberation: The North Korean Other and Constituting American Freedom" Juliet SooGin Letteney, Colorado State University

"23. When Plan A is Still Plan B: The Rhetoric of Adoption as Secondary Motherhood" Delane Moehring, Colorado State University

"24. "They Don't Know What It's Like in Here": Incarcerated Individuals' Communication with Family Members" Pamela Lannutti, La Salle University; Holly Harner, La Salle University

206035 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM Hilton Peale A (First Floor)

Visual Communication Division Business Meeting

Sponsor: Visual Communication Division

Presenters:
Communicating for Survival: Experiential Learning Teaching Communication in a Women’s Detention Facility

Sponsor: Experiential Learning in Communication Division
Chair: Luke A. Winslow, San Diego State University
Respondents: Rachel A. Clancy, University of Pittsburgh, Department of Communication; Allison V. Doherty, University of Georgia; Evelyn Puga, San Diego State University; Sarah Tellesen, San Diego State University

"Beyond the Walls of the Prison Proper: Inextricable Pedagogical and Political Commitments" Rachel A. Clancy, University of Pittsburgh, Department of Communication
"Constrained by 'Justice': Bounded Emotionality in a Justice Involved Classroom Setting" Sarah Tellesen, San Diego State University
"Navigating Tensions of Competent Pedagogy in a Justice Involved Environment" Evelyn Puga, San Diego State University
"Pedagogy from the Prison: How College Students Can Learn Civic Responsibility from Prison Classrooms" Allison V. Doherty, University of Georgia

Contributed Student Papers in Performance Studies: Embodied and Visceral Personal Narratives

Sponsor: Performance Studies Division
Chair: Lisa M. Flanagan, Xavier University
Respondent: Jennifer Tuder, St. Cloud State University

"I Tell You These Stories...": With/In and Between Women’s Narratives of Family, Community, and Nation" Victoria R. Alcazar, University of Massachusetts, Amherst
"(em)Bodied Failings" Miranda Dottie Olzman, University of Denver
"After Rape: The Loss and Recollection of Gender and Sexual Subjectivity" Cristy A. Dougherty, University of Denver
"I remember, you remember, and we remember: Oral history performance of border crossing" Eunbi Lee, University of Massachusetts, Amherst
"In the Vegas Lights: A Performative Autoethnography on Being Vegas Strong and Vegas Broken Following the Route 91 Massacre" Katlin "Scarlett" Harrington, University of Denver
Supportive Communication in Interpersonal Contexts

Sponsor: Interpersonal Communication Division
Chair: Andrea J. Vickery, State University of New York, Oswego

"Applying Communication Privacy Management to Support Group Facilitators: An Examination of Boundary Insiders, Outsiders, Turbulence, and Privacy Rules" Brandi N. Frisby, University of Kentucky; Jacob Matig, University of Kentucky

"Cognitive and Emotional Empathic Accuracy within Supportive Communication" Kaitlin Cannava, University of Iowa; Jacquelyn A. Harvey-Knowles, University of Minnesota, Duluth; Lauren E. Peters, University of Iowa

"Gender Differences in Esteem Support: Examining Main and Interaction Effects" Samantha J. Shebib, Michigan State University; Amanda J. Holmstrom, Michigan State University; Adam J. Mason, Michigan State University; Allison P. Mazur, University of California, Santa Barbara; Lu Zhang, Michigan State University; Amanda Allard, Michigan State University

"The Power of Approval: How Network Social Support Influences Long-Distance Romantic Relationships" Rebecca M. Johnson, University of Kansas; Jeffrey A. Hall, University of Kansas

Surviving Academic Incivility: Discourses of Conflict and Peace in Higher Education

Sponsors: Instructional Development Division; Peace and Conflict Communication Division
Chair: Kimberly R. Field-Springer, Berry College

Presenters:
Anne E. Kerber, Minnesota State University, Mankato
Heather Stassen, Cazenovia College
Sarah N. Heiss, University of Vermont
Katie Margavio Striley, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
Yea-Wen Chen, San Diego State University
Rukhsana Ahmed, University at Albany, SUNY
Anna Wiederhold Wolfe, Texas A&M University

Respondent: Laura W. Black, Ohio University

Activism and Social Justice Division Business Meeting

Sponsor: Activism and Social Justice Division

Presenters:
Technology and Interpersonal Communication Issues in Relationships

Sponsor: Human Communication and Technology Division
Chair: Sean M. Eddington, Kansas State University

"Empathy Within and Without: The Survival of Interpersonal Communication in a Digital Age" Kati E. Sudnick, Duquesne University

"Finding, Seeking, and Communicating in Relationship Initiation: Exploring the Pathway of Modality Switching and Information-Seeking" Leah E. LeFebvre, University of Alabama; Artemio Ramirez, University of South Florida; Jameson Hayes, University of Alabama; Grant Gabrielson, University of Alabama

"Interpersonal-Connection-Behaviors Framework: The Pitfalls of Non-Connection and Likelihood of Attrition on Social Technologies" Jody C S Wong, University at Buffalo, SUNY; Melanie C. Green, University at Buffalo, SUNY

"Processes of self-disclosure on Social Network Sites (SNSs): Modeling the influence of context and motivation on self-disclosure outcomes" Soe Yoon Choi, State University of New York, New Paltz

Navigating Conversations about Pregnancy, Postpartum, and Loss

Sponsor: Health Communication Division
Chair: Elizabeth Dortch Dalton, Middle Tennessee State University

"Informational and Relational Functions of Communication between Pregnant Women and their Health-Care Providers" Gabi Singleton, Millikin University; Amy Delaney, Millikin University

"The Unspoken Health Crises: Gestational Starvation" Farah Latif, George Mason University; Elmira E.H Hamidi, Virginia Tech

"Does Expectation Matter? Exploring Women's Psychological Responses to Miscarriages and Abortions through their Natural Conversations" Kate G. Blackburn, University of Texas,
Austin: Rhea Pedler, Colorado State University; Weixi Wang, University of Texas, Austin; Rachel Thompson, University of Texas, Austin; Diana Gonzalez, University of Texas, Austin

"Memorable Messages: Narratives or Rule-Structured Messages?" Carina Zelaya, University of Kentucky

"Characterizing Social Structural and Linguistic Behaviors of Subgroup Interactions: A Case of Online Health Communities for Postpartum Depression on Facebook" Jinie Pak, Towson University; Hyang-Sook Kim, Towson University; Eun Soo Rhee, Towson University

Womentoring: How to be a Great Chair Even if No One Thinks They are One

Sponsor: Women's Caucus
Chair: Katherine La Pierre, IUE/ UNR/ IVY TECH
Presenters:
- Barbara A. Biesecker, University of Georgia
- Carole Blair, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
- Helen Rose Acosta, Bakersfield College
- Helen Tate, Wingate University
- Kathryn M. Olson, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
- Lauran M. Schaefer, Whitman College
- Kara Sutton, San Diego State University
- Meredith L. Pruden, Georgia State University
Respondent: Toniesha Latrice Taylor, Texas Southern University

Of Mimes and Memes: Imitation, Circulation, and Affect in an Insecure World

Sponsor: Rhetorical and Communication Theory Division
Chair: Ned O'Gorman, University of Illinois
Respondent: Leslie Hahner, Baylor University

"9/11 Meme Attack: Iconic Patterns of Rhetorical Violence" Ian E. J. Hill, University of British Columbia

"Just Meme It: Meme-ability and the Curious Case of the Colin Kaepernick Nike Meme" Eric S. Jenkins, University of Cincinnati; Monica Huzinec Huzinec, University of Cincinnati

"Nihilistic Memes and the Imaginative Corrective" Lisa Silvestri, Gonzaga University

"Securitizing the Culture of Digital Media: Deepfakes and the Crisis of Technological Mimesis" Bryan C. Taylor, University of Colorado, Boulder
206050  9:30 AM to 10:45 AM  Hilton  Key Ballroom 10 (Second Floor)

Social Movements for Survival: Rhetorical Analyses of Social Struggles

Sponsor: Rhetorical and Communication Theory Division
Chair: Christina R. Foust, University of Denver
Respondent: Christina R. Foust, University of Denver
  "Frogs, Fists, and Fame: Dramatizing Violence Against Nazism and the Alt-Right in the Aftermath of the 2016 Presidential Election" Rachel Berson, Temple University
  "From Ferguson to Palestine: A Study of Imitatio and Intertextual Legacies" Randall Fowler, University of Maryland
  "Gujarat Development Model: Politics of Remembering and Forgetting the Gujarat Riots of 2002." Ritika Popli, Ohio University
  "Whither Counterpublic Theory In Rhetoric’s Examination of Social Movement Studies?" Hunter Thompson, University of Colorado, Boulder

206051  9:30 AM to 10:45 AM  Hilton  Key Ballroom 11 (Second Floor)

Looking Back and Moving Forward - Feminist Theorizing for the Future

Sponsor: Feminist and Women Studies Division
Chair: L. Shelley Rawlins, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale
Respondent: Consolata Nthemba Mutua, Randolph-Macon College
  ""Sing with Me Our Battle Cry": Performing Visceral Counterpublicity through a Rhetoric of Harmony" Kristen D. Herring, California State University Fresno
  "Afrofuturist Lessons in Feminist Persistence" Jenna N. Hanchey, University of Nevada, Reno
  "Laughter Among Allies: An Exercise in Listening to Audre Lorde’s Laugher in “The Uses of Anger”" Samuel T. Allen, University of Pittsburgh
  "Negative affect, SCUM, and the politics of possibility" Desiree Rowe, Towson University
  "Remembering Julia de Burgos: Faithful Witnessing through a Decolonial Feminist Performance of Memory” Sara Johanna Baugh-Harris, University of Denver

206052  9:30 AM to 10:45 AM  Hilton  Key Ballroom 12 (Second Floor)

Building Sexual Misconduct Cases Against Powerful Men

Sponsor: Feminist and Women Studies Division
Chair: Melissa L. Beall, University of Northern Iowa
"Beyond Trauma-Informed: A Qualitative-Research Approach to Sexual Misconduct Cases" Aashita Vadhera, University of Northern Iowa; Shing-Ling Sarina Chen, University of Northern Iowa

"Eroding Social Capital: Narrative Transformations of Al Franken" Melissa L. Beall, University of Northern Iowa; Shing-Ling Sarina Chen, University of Northern Iowa; Laura Terlip, University of Northern Iowa

"From “He Said She Said” to “He Said They Said”: Corroboration in Sexual Misconduct Cases" Melissa L. Beall, University of Northern Iowa; Zhuojun Joyce Chen, University of Northern Iowa; Shing-Ling Sarina Chen, University of Northern Iowa

"Won’t Someone Think of the Perpetrator!?!: The Narrative Framework of the Accuser Killjoy in the Age of #MeToo" Ryan Weaver, Lake Erie College; Nichole K Kathol, Lake Erie College

---

**NCA Qualitative Research Working Group I**

Sponsor: NCA National Office

Presenters:
- Jimmie Manning, University of Nevada, Reno
- Tony E. Adams, Bradley University
- Devika Chawla, Ohio University
- Laura L. Ellingson, Santa Clara University
- Julia Moore, University of Utah
- Siobhan E. Smith-Jones, University of Louisville
- Sarah Jane Tracy, Arizona State University
- David T. McMahan, Missouri Western State University
- LaKesha Anderson, National Communication Association

---

**Coaching For Survival: Communicating The Ever Changing World of High School Speech, Debate and Theater**

Sponsor: NFHS Speech, Debate, and Theatre Association

Chair: David A. Wendt, Iowa Wesleyan University

Presenters:
- James Weaver, National Federation of High School Associations
- Craig Ihnen, Iowa High School Speech Association
- J. Scott Wunn, National Speech & Debate Association
- Dean A. Pape, Simpson College

---
Communicating Mental Health – History, Concepts, and Perspectives: A Roundtable Discussion on Studying Mental Health in the Communication Discipline

Sponsor: Health Communication Division
Chair: Lance R. Lippert, Illinois State University

Presenters:
Robert D. Hall, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Aimee E. Miller-Ott, Illinois State University
Daniel Cochece Davis, Illinois State University
Gary L. Kreps, George Mason University
Andrea L. Meluch, The University of Akron
Shawn Starcher, Muskingum University
Elizabeth A. Craig, North Carolina State University
Jessica Moore, Butler University
Cynthia A. Hoffner, Georgia State University
Timothy Curran, Utah State University
Jody Koenig Kellas, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Elizabeth Flood-Grady, University of Florida
Sarah M. Smith-Frigerio, Columbus State University
Sarah E. Riforgiate, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Sarie Norval, Palomar College

206058  9:30 AM to 10:45 AM  Hilton Poe (Second Floor)

Communication Assessment Division Business Meeting
Sponsor: Communication Assessment Division
Presenter:
Brian J Householder, Rutgers University

206060  9:30 AM to 10:45 AM  Hilton Holiday Ballroom 2 (Second Floor)

Top Papers in the Family Communication Division
Sponsor: Family Communication Division
Chair: Kelly R. Rossetto, Boise State University
Respondent: Elizabeth A. Suter, University of Denver

"The Relationships between Mothers’ and Daughters’ Feminist Identity, Voice, and Psychological Outcomes”  Analisa Arroyo, University of Georgia; Alesia Woszidlo, University of Kansas; Anastacia Janovec, University of Georgia

"Childfree and "Bingoed": Competing Discourses of Reproductive Normativity and Autonomy Animated in Online Narratives of Conversations about Voluntary Childlessness”  Elizabeth A. Hintz, University of South Florida; Clinton L. Brown, Purdue University
"The Role of Grandchildren’s Own Age-Related Communication and Accommodation from Grandparents in Predicting Grandchildren’s Successful Aging" Quinten Shenk Bernhold, University of California, Santa Barbara; Howard Giles, University of California, Santa Barbara

"I was a traditional male until he came along": Responding to disrupted discourses of fatherhood while raising a child with Sturge-Weber Syndrome" Sarah Parsloe, Rollins College; Stephanie Tikkanen, Ohio University; Brittany L. Peterson, Ohio University

206061 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM  Hilton  Holiday Ballroom 3  (Second Floor)

Building Critical Coalitions for Survival: Non-normative Approaches to Organizing Come Together

Sponsor: Organizational Communication Division
Chair: Joelle Marie Cruz, University of Colorado, Boulder
Respondent: Karen Lee Ashcraft, University of Colorado, Boulder

"Against imperialism, bias, and erasure in organizational communication: Building coalitions" Joelle Marie Cruz, University of Colorado, Boulder

"Building Critical Coalitions through Closet Metaphor" James McDonald, University of Texas, San Antonio; Sara DeTurk, University of Texas, San Antonio

"Decolonizing commitments and their limits" Sarah E. Dempsey, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill; Jing Jiang, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

"Listening to subaltern organizing: An approach to decolonizing the discipline" Mahuya Pal, University of South Florida; Nivethitha Ketheeswaran, University of South Florida

"Mobilizing non-normative approaches to queer diversity and inclusion initiatives" Sean Kenney, University of Colorado Boulder; Kathryn Joan Leslie, University of Colorado, Boulder

206062 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM  Hilton  Holiday Ballroom 4  (Second Floor)

Sharing Information with Others: Reasons, Predictors, and Outcomes

Sponsor: Interpersonal Communication Division
Chair: Tara G. McManus, University of Nevada, Las Vegas

"LGB Individuals Coming Out to Their Heterosexual Romantic Partners: Predictors and Outcomes of Disclosure Message Features" Yachao B. Li, The College of New Jersey; Jennifer A. Samp, University of Georgia

"Mental Illness Self-Disclosure: A Pre-requisite of Social Support or a Booster of Social Support Benefits?" Emiko Taniguchi, University of Hawaii, Manoa; Charree M. Thompson, University of Illinois

"Relational Uncertainty and Relationship Satisfaction in a Romantic Relationship: Exploring Buffering Effects of Self-disclosure" Tatsuya Imai, Nanzan University; Emiko Taniguchi, University of Hawaii, Manoa; Tomotaka Umemura, Hiroshima University
"The Morality of Reasons for Revealing Others’ Secrets" Anita L. Vangelisti, University of Texas, Austin; Rachel R. Lloyd, University of Texas, Austin; Erin C. Nelson, Concordia University

206063 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM Hilton Holiday Ballroom 5 (Second Floor)

Surviving in a Digital World: Issues of Organizing, Dissent, and Workplace Harassment

Sponsor: Organizational Communication Division
Chair: Camille G. Endacott, University of California, Santa Barbara
Respondent: Joann Keyton, North Carolina State University
  "From #MeToo to #WeToo: Constituting Movement Identity in a Digitally Networked Context" Avigail McClelland-Cohen, University of California, Santa Barbara; Dalia Katanya van Zyll, University of California, Santa Barbara; Catherine Camille Weatherly, University of California, Santa Barbara
  "Precarious safety: Advancing a feminist postconstructionist theorizing of organizational space" Jasmine Linabary, Emporia State University
  "Surviving “Uncomfortable” Online Sexual Harassment: An Exploration of Emotional Discomfort and Thresholds in Reporting Decisions" Jennifer A. Scarduzio, University of Kentucky; Shawna Malvini Redden, California State University Sacramento; Jennifer Fletcher, University of Phoenix
  "“I Was Honestly Giddy at How Idiotic She Was”: Perceptions and Roles of Coworkers in Organizational Dissent on Facebook" Jennifer C. Hess, Southern Illinois University, Edwardsville; Jocelyn M. DeGroot, Southern Illinois University, Edwardsville

206064 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM Hilton Holiday Ballroom 6 (Second Floor)


Sponsor: Communication for Survival Spotlight Series
Chairs: Leandra Hinojosa Hernandez, Utah Valley University; Sarah Upton, University of Texas, El Paso; Kara Laskowski, Shippensburg University
Presenters:
  Joseph Richardson, University of Maryland
  Michelle A. Holling, California State University San Marcos
  Nina Maria Lozano, Loyola Marymount University
  Loreen Olson, University of North Carolina, Greensboro
**Sigma Chi Eta Competitive Paper Session**

Sponsor: Sigma Chi Eta  
Chair: Puvana Ganesan, Mesa Community College  
"'Like A Girl': Rewriting the Rules of Communication and Repurposing a Stereotype for Feminine Empowerment" Dessy Natalia Lagasca, Mesa Community College  
"Communication for Survival to End the Modern Day Slavery of Human Trafficking: A Literature Review" Alesandra Dustan, Mesa Community College  

---  

**Central States Communication Association Executive Committee Business Meeting**

Sponsor: Central States Communication Association  
Presenters:  
- Chad Edwards, Western Michigan University  
- M. Chad McBride, Creighton University  
- Amy Aldridge Sanford, Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi  
- Patric R. Spence, University of Central Florida  
- Deanna Sellnow, University of Central Florida  
- Jeffrey T. Child, Kent State University  
- Debra Ford, Creighton University  
- Alberto Gonzalez, Bowling Green State University  
- Katherine J. Denker, Ball State University  
- Anna Wright, Illinois College  
- Tiffany R. Wang, University of Montevallo

---  

**Meta-cognitive Processes in Social Cognition**

Sponsor: Communication and Social Cognition Division  
Chair: Richard Huskey, University of California, Davis  
"Forewarned for Funny: Metacognitive Inoculation Reduces Sarcasm’s Persuasiveness" Lauren Clyne, Texas Christian University; Michael Fellers, Texas Christian University; Adam Richards, Texas Christian University  
"Jargon as a barrier to effective science communication: Evidence from metacognition" Olivia M. Bullock, Ohio State University; Daniel Colon Amill, Ohio State University; Hillary C. Shulman, Ohio State University; Graham Dixon, Ohio State University  
"Probing the (Non?)Additive Effects of Normative Factors and Metacognitions on Expression Behavior" David M. Keating, California State University Northridge; Evan K. Perrault, Purdue University  
"The Effects of Jargon on Processing Fluency and Self-Perceptions: Strengthening Framing Theory with Metacognition" Hillary C. Shulman, Ohio State University; Graham Dixon, Ohio State University
A Survival Guide for T&D Consulting: Lessons from the Field

Sponsor: Training and Development Division
Chairs: John E. Burk, Intel Corporation; Michael L. Fahs, Communication Training Dynamics
Presenters:
  Gregory H. Patton, University of Southern California
  John E. Burk, Intel Corporation
  Keri K. Stephens, University of Texas, Austin
  Peter Jorgensen, Western Illinois University
Respondent: Michael L. Fahs, Communication Training Dynamics

TV+Film Representation: Race, Gender, and Diversity(?)

Sponsor: Student Section
Chair: Kiah E. Bennett, Colorado State University
Respondent: Myles Mason, University of Colorado, Boulder
"Dude looks like a lady: A content analysis on gender role stereotypes performed by drag queens on RuPaul's Drag Race" Brandon David-Heath Thomas, Michigan State University; Melinda Raynae Aley, Michigan State University
"Disney’s Portrayal of Women: An Analysis of Female Villains and Princesses" Natalie Wellman, Concordia University Irvine
"The Intersection of Form and Content in The Boondocks: How Contemporary Animation Tackles Societal Ills" Sarai Lopez, Wheaton College
"Asians in the U.S. Film Industry: How Crazy Rich Asians Utilizes the Power-interdependent Relationship between the U.S. Film’s Portrayal of Asians and the Public’s View about this Culture" Camila Chen, Biola University

Top Papers in American Studies

Sponsor: American Studies Division
Chair: Joshua Young, Oklahoma City University
Respondent: Joshua Young, Oklahoma City University

"Capitalizing on a Kairos of American Chaos: Dow Chemical Ads From the 1930s and 1940s as Constituting a Public Vocabulary of Science" Emily Krebs, University of Utah; Melissa M. Parks, University of Utah; Madison A. Krall, University of Utah; Robin E. Jensen, University of Utah; Benjamin W. Mann, University of Utah; Kourtney M. Maison, University of Utah

"Remembering Food Waste and Recovery: Imagining Food and/as Citizenship" Leda M. Cooks, University of Massachusetts, Amherst

"Stop! You're Killing Me: America’s response to the obesity epidemic through comedy" Carey M. Noland, Northeastern University; Michael Hoppmann, Northeastern University

208006 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Baltimore Convention Center 326 (300 Level)

Public Dialogue and Deliberation Division Business Meeting

Sponsor: Public Dialogue and Deliberation Division

Presenters:
Elesha L. Ruminski, Frostburg State University
Laura W. Black, Ohio University
Cheryl Maiorca, New Mexico State University
Timothy J. Shaffer, Kansas State University
Tim Steffensmeier, Kansas State University

208007 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Baltimore Convention Center 327 (300 Level)

Mass Communication Division Research Escalator

Sponsor: Mass Communication Division

Chairs: Nicole Martins, Indiana University; Valerie Kretz, St. Norbert College; David M. Rhea, Governors State University; Bradley J. Bond, University of San Diego; Laramie D. Taylor, University of California, Davis; Benjamin K. Smith, California State University East Bay; Christopher Skurka, Penn State University; Lisa Glebatis Perks, Merrimack College; Tina M. Harris, Louisiana State University

"Abstract Parasocial Contact: Using X-Men Superheroes to Reduce Prejudice, Stigma, and Social Distance" Kelly L. Adams, University of Missouri; Julius Matthew Riles, University of Missouri

"Communicating for Survival During Times of War: An Examination of War Based Films Over a 100 Year Period" Megan Chatelain, University of the Pacific

"Different paths to framing effects: Introducing the information processing approach to framing effects on attitude change" Hyesun Choung, University of Wisconsin-Madison
"Eating with others parasocially: An investigation into eating broadcast hosts and viewers" Mu Hu, Texas A&M University, San Antonio; Rong Chen, Anhui University; Yuxiang Dong, Anhui University; Hao Zhai, Anhui University; Fangcheng Cai, Anhui University

"Lore Podcast Abstract: Research Escalator Proposal" Carly Leilani Fabian, University of Georgia

"Podcasts as Contemporary Sites of Black Feminist Knowledge and the Survival of Black Women" Ciara Christian, University of Maryland, Baltimore County

"Political Ideology and Media Framing: A Quantitative Content Analysis of DACA Recipients as Represented in U.S. Online News Discourse" Joy Enyinnaya, Colorado State University

"Representations of Diverse Populations in Dramas on Netflix and Hulu Targeting Young Adults Between 18 and 24" Cecil Robinson, University of West Florida

---

208008  11:00 AM to 12:15 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  328 (300 Level)

**Ethnography Division Business Meeting**

Sponsor: Ethnography Division

Presenters:
- Julie-Ann Scott, University of North Carolina, Wilmington
- Robin Boylorn, University of Alabama
- Jimmie Manning, University of Nevada, Reno
- Kurt Lindemann, San Diego State University
- Blake A. Paxton, St. Xavier University

---

208009  11:00 AM to 12:15 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  329 (300 Level)

**Instructional Communication History and Survival for the Future: (Re)Imagining and Extending the Impact of Influential Teacher Behaviors**

Sponsor: Instructional Development Division

Chair: Melissa Tindage, California State University Northridge

Respondent: Ann Bainbridge Frymier, Ohio University

"Developing a New Typology of Instructor Humor in the Contemporary Classroom" Mckay Steven West, West Virginia University; Scott A. Myers, West Virginia University

"College Student Perceptions of Frequency and Effectiveness of Use of Relevance Strategies" Kevin C. Knoster, West Virginia University; Scott A. Myers, West Virginia University

"Confirmation in the College Classroom: The Influence of Teacher Behavior on Student-Student Communication" Zac D. Johnson, California State University Fullerton; Sara LaBelle, Chapman University
"Problem-Solvers in a Practical Discipline: Renewing Historical Calls for Expanding Instructional Communication Scholarship by Refocusing our Identity, Product, and Brand” Michael G. Strawser, University of Central Florida; Deanna Sellnow, University of Central Florida

208010 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Baltimore Convention Center 330 (300 Level)

**Game Studies Division Business Meeting**

Sponsor: Game Studies Division

Presenters:
- Nicholas David Bowman, Texas Tech University
- Andy Boyan,
- Stephanie L. Orme, Emerson College
- Emory S. Daniel, Appalachian State University
- Sky LaRell Anderson, Occidental College

208011 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Baltimore Convention Center 331 (300 Level)

**Celebrating Denise Solomon and Leanne Knobloch, the Winners of the 2018 NCA Woolbert Award for Outstanding Scholarship**

Sponsor: NCA Research Council

Chairs: John P. Caughlin, University of Illinois; Mindy Fenske, University of South Carolina

Presenters:
- Michael E. Roloff, Northwestern University
- Mary Anne Fitzpatrick, University of South Carolina
- Jennifer A. Theiss, Rutgers University
- Rachel McLaren, University of Iowa

Respondents: Denise Solomon, Penn State University; Leanne Knobloch, University of Illinois

208012 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Baltimore Convention Center 332 (300 Level)

**Telling Your Story: Messaging and Media Tools For Today's Activist**

Sponsor: NCA First Vice President

Chairs: Dustin B. Goltz, DePaul University; Jason Zingsheim, Governors State University

Presenters:
- Ross Murray, GLAAD Media Institute
- Monica Trasandes, GLADD Media Institute
208013  11:00 AM to 12:15 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  333 (300 Level)

Surviving as a New Director of Forensics: Program Development as a New Coach

Sponsor: Argumentation and Forensics Division
Chair: Robert Bailey Layne, Middle Tennessee State University
Presenters:
   Robert Bailey Layne, Middle Tennessee State University
   Lauran M. Schaefer, Whitman College
   Ashley Nuckels Cuevas, San Diego State University
   Will Silberman, University of Kentucky
   Adam Testerman,
   Joseph J. Gantt, Lewis & Clark College

208014  11:00 AM to 12:15 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  334 (300 Level)

The Survival of Classical Rhetoric

Sponsor: American Society for the History of Rhetoric
Chair: Janet Atwill, University of Tennessee
"Surviving the Western Civilization Narrative" Janet Atwill, University of Tennessee
"Hallie Quinn Brown, Elocution, and the Survival of Classical Oratory" Jane Donawerth, University of Maryland
"Latin literary portrayals of Phoenician female speech and their American legacy: Plautus’ Phoenicium, Vergil’s Dido, Emma Lazarus and Ruth Bader Ginsburg" Judith Peller Hallett, University of Maryland

208015  11:00 AM to 12:15 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  335 (300 Level)

Top Student Papers in Media Ecology

Sponsor: Media Ecology Association
Chair: Michael Plugh, Manhattan College
Respondent: Lance A. Strate, Fordham University
"The Racist’s Library: An Analysis of ‘Cultural Marxism’, the Hyperlink, and Sovereignty" Rishi Chebrolu, University of Pittsburgh
"Literacy and Internet Pornography: Media Ecology Meets Psychology" Lane Grafton, Duquesne University
"The Great Symbol Drain of Christianity: Neil Postman and the Postmodern Church" Kati E. Sudnick, Duquesne University
"The Kind of Problem a Smart City Is"  Austin David Hestdalen, Duquesne University

208016  11:00 AM to 12:15 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  336 (300 Level)

**Critical and Cultural Studies Division Business Meeting**

Sponsor: Critical and Cultural Studies Division

Presenters:
- Rachel Alicia Griffin, University of Utah
- Casey Ryan Kelly, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
- Kimberly R. Moffitt, University of Maryland, Baltimore County
- Myra S. Washington, University of New Mexico
- David C. Oh, Ramapo College
- Logan Rae Gomez, University of Colorado, Boulder

---

208017  11:00 AM to 12:15 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  337 (300 Level)

**African American Communication and Culture Division Business Meeting**

Sponsor: African American Communication and Culture Division

Presenters:
- Elizabeth Yvonne Whittington, Texas Southern University
- Jayne Cubbage, Bowie State University
- Sean Upshaw, University of Utah
- Jenny Korn, Harvard University
- Amber Lauren Johnson, Saint Louis University
- Shardé Marie Davis, University of Connecticut

---

208018  11:00 AM to 12:15 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  338 (300 Level)

**Social Identity and the Media**

Sponsor: Mass Communication Division

Chair: Alyce Viens, University of Connecticut

"#MeToo Messaging: The Influence of Race and Gender Identities on Movement Solidarity"  Jessica Roden, University of Michigan

"Gendered Portrayals and the Disney Princess: An Analysis of Trends from Snow White to Moana"  Nancy Molina-Rogers, University of California, Santa Barbara; David M. Keating, California State University Northridge

"Meeting the (Trans)parent: Test of Parasocial Contact with Transgender Characters on Reducing Stigma Toward Transgender People"  Zachary B. Massey, Georgia State University; Norman Wong, University of Oklahoma; Juliana L. Barbati, University of Arizona
"No habrá rey sin reina: Gender discourse in Isabel, a contemporary representation of Queen Isabel I of Castile and King Fernando II of Aragon" Michelle Peters, University of Texas, El Paso; Roberto Avant-Mier, University of Texas, El Paso

"To Polish a Scratched Record: Survival Under Capital, Tradition, and The Epideictic Power of Record Store Day" Jose Luis Quintero Ramirez, Northwestern University

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session Number</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Room</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>208019</td>
<td>11:00 AM to 12:15 PM</td>
<td>Baltimore Convention Center</td>
<td>339 (300 Level)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Performing Personal Narratives: An Oral History Collection from the Past 40 Years of the Caucus on Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer Concerns</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sponsor: Caucus on Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer Concerns</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chair: Deryl Johnson, Kutztown University</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respondent: James Darsey, Georgia State University</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;The Caucus at 40&quot; Deryl Johnson, Kutztown University</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 208020         | 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM | Baltimore Convention Center | 340 (300 Level) |
| **Top Paper Session: Asian/Pacific American Caucus and Asian/Pacific American Communication Studies Division** | | | |
| Sponsors: Asian/Pacific American Caucus; Asian/Pacific American Communication Studies Division | | | |
| Chair: Shaunak Sastry, University of Cincinnati | | | |
| Respondent: Elizabeth S. Parks, Colorado State University | | | |
| "Doubt versus Trust: Examining Framing Effects of the News about the Denuclearization Summit between the United States and North Korea" Chang Sup Park, University at Albany, SUNY; Barbara K. Kaye, University of Tennessee | | | |
| "Crazy, rich, when Asian: A geopolitical critique of Asian representation in Crazy Rich Asians" Terrie Siang-Ting Wong, Arizona State University | | | |
| "Yellow is a color, too: Surviving academia as a woman (of color?)" Summer M. Nomura, University of Utah | | | |

| 208021         | 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM | Baltimore Convention Center | 341 (300 Level) |
| **International and Intercultural Communication Division Business Meeting** | | | |
| Sponsor: International and Intercultural Communication Division | | | |
Presenters:
Satoshi Toyosaki, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale
Mark C. Hopson, George Mason University
Yea-Wen Chen, San Diego State University
Ahmet Atay, College of Wooster
Shinsuke Eguchi, University of New Mexico
Nurhayat H. Bilge, Fashion Institute of Tech, SUNY
Godfried Agyeman Asante, Drake University
Dongjing Kang, Florida Gulf Coast University
Pavithra Prasad, California State University Northridge
Benny LeMaster, Arizona State University

208022 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM  Baltimore Convention Center 342 (300 Level)

**Applied Communication in the Academy and Beyond**

Sponsor: Applied Communication Division
Chair: Farah Latif, George Mason University
Respondent: John Parrish-Sprowl, Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis

"Appreciative Inquiry (AI) Without Appreciation? A Case Study of How AI Workshop Failed to Initiate Interorganizational Collaboration" DaJung Woo, University of Tennessee; Emily A. Paskowitz, University of Tennessee

"Examining University Leaders’ Applied Communication about Faculty Diversity and Inclusion" Elizabeth K. Eger, Texas State University; Hannah E. Jones, Rutgers University; Jacqueline P. Parchois, Texas State University; Trevor Kauer, University of Nebraska-Lincoln

"If Memory Serves: The Effect of Restaurant Servers’ Memorization and Muddling of Orders on Customers’ Expected Tipping Behavior and Perceptions of Service Quality" John S. Seiter, Utah State University; Harry Weger, University of Central Florida

"The Effect of Admissions Viewbooks on Students’ Expectancies and Engagement" Hayley C. Hoffman, University of Kentucky

208023 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM  Baltimore Convention Center 343 (300 Level)

**Top Papers in Political Communication**

Sponsor: Political Communication Division
Chair: Benjamin Warner, University of Missouri
Respondent: Mitchell S. McKinney, University of Missouri

"The Snowden Ideograph: How the State Survived Snowden's Attempt to Save Democracy" Josh Guitar, Christopher Newport University

"Investigating how person-to-person communication transforms frames: A combined social transmission, content analysis, and eye movement monitoring approach" Jason Coronel, Ohio
"Predictors of cross-cutting discussion on Facebook: Political interest, news use, and strong-tie heterogeneity" Yanqin Lu, Bowling Green State University; Jae Kook Lee, Sungkyunkwan University

"U.S. Presidential Debates 1948-2016: An Issue of Interpersonal Respect and Formality" David K. Scott, Northeastern State University; Mike Chanslor, Northeastern State University; Jenny Dixon, Marymount Manhattan College

---

208024 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Baltimore Convention Center 344 (300 Level)

**Top Paper in the Public Address Division**

Sponsors: Association for the Rhetoric of Science, Technology, and Medicine; Public Address Division
Chair: Isaac West, Vanderbilt University
Respondents: Jeffrey Bennett, Vanderbilt University; Leah Ceccarelli, University of Washington, Seattle

""To Fly Under Borrowed Colours": Insulin Discovery Accounts, Scientific Credit, and the Nobel Prize" Cheryl R. Jorgensen-Earp, University of Lynchburg; Darwin Jorgensen, Roanoke College

---

208025 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Baltimore Convention Center 345 (300 Level)

**The Survival of Policy Debate: Opposing Viewpoints, Critical Reflections.**

Sponsor: American Forensic Association
Chair: Nick J. Sciullo, Texas A&M University, Kingsville

"Paradigms, Revolution, and Intercollegiate Policy Debate’s Struggle to Survive" Travis Cram, Western Washington University

"Policy Debate is Dead: Long Live Policy Debate!" Craig M. Hennigan, Truman State University

"Policy Debate’s Drive to Perfection of Form and Content: A Threat to its Survival and Value." Kelly Michael Young, Wayne State University

"Pragmatism and the Survival of Policy Debate: A Productive Entanglement" David Hingstman, University of Iowa

"Survival, Again." Stephen M. Llano, St. John's University

---

208026 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Baltimore Convention Center 346 (300 Level)
Rhetorical Acts for Climatic Survival

Sponsor: Association for the Rhetoric of Science, Technology, and Medicine
Chair: Kenneth Walker, University of Texas, San Antonio

"Adaptation, Assessment, and the Rhetoric of Scientific Advice" Jay A. Frank, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities
"Deliberating climate equity: A rhetorical examination of climate adaptation planning in San Antonio, Texas" Lindsay Ratcliffe, Antioch University
"Divergence and Diplomacy as Border Thinking in Coalitional Climate Politics" Kenneth Walker, University of Texas, San Antonio
"Evaluating & Addressing Climate and Water Awareness in Kentucky" Lauren Elizabeth Cagle, University of Kentucky

208027 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Baltimore Convention Center 347 (300 Level)

American Debate Association Business Meeting

Sponsor: American Debate Association
Presenters:
Danielle O'Gorman, United States Naval Academy
Patrick E. Waldinger, University of Miami
Lindsey Shook, James Madison University
Nicholas Ryan, Liberty University
Adrienne F. Brovero, University of Mary Washington
David Cram Helwich, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities
Jacquelyn A. Poapst, George Mason University
Mikaela Malsin, University of Georgia
Dave Arnett, University of Kentucky

208028 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Baltimore Convention Center 348 (300 Level)

Russian Communication Association Business Meeting

Sponsor: Russian Communication Association
Presenters:
Sasha Allgayer, State University of New York, Geneseo
Marta Natalia Lukacovic, Furman University

208029 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Baltimore Convention Center 349 (300 Level)

NCA's Task Force on Mentorship II
Presenters:
   Michael Lechuga, University of New Mexico
   Wendy K Z Anderson, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities
   Christina S. Beck, Ohio University
   Dawn O. Braithwaite, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
   Mark J. Congdon, The College of Saint Rose
   Elizabeth F. Desnoyers-Colas, Georgia Southern University
   Sandra Lea Faulkner, Bowling Green State University
   Leandra Hinojosa Hernandez, Utah Valley University
   Jenny Korn, Harvard University
   Jungmin Kwon, Portland State University
   Nneka Logan, Virginia Tech
   Kristen McCauliff, Ball State University
   Robert Mejia, North Dakota State University
   Michaela D.E. Meyer, Christopher Newport University
   Kimberly D. Osborne, Defense Language Institute Foreign Language Center
   Jennifer Potter, Dept of Communication Studies
   Narissra M Punyanunt-Carter, Texas Tech University
   E. Michele Ramsey, Penn State University, Berks
   Brian K. Richardson, University of North Texas
   Catherine E. Waggoner, Wittenberg University
   Isaac West, Vanderbilt University
   Rich West, Emerson College
   Kent A. Ono, University of Utah
   LaKesha Anderson, National Communication Association

208030  11:00 AM to 12:15 PM   Baltimore Convention Center   350 (300 Level)

**Religious Communication Association Top Student Papers**

Sponsor: Religious Communication Association
Chair: Joy E.A. Qualls, Biola University
Respondent: Thomas J. Carmody, Vanguard University of Southern California

"A Communication Model of Religious Identity"  Marwa Abdalla, San Diego State University
"Great Expectations: How Online Sermon Content Affects Both the Expectation and Preparation of Weekly Sermons in Churches of Christ"  Andrew D. Phillips, Regent University
"Leave-taking, Survival, and Religious Politics of Gender: A Qualitative Sensemaking Exploration"  Janice Hersey, University of New Mexico
Contributions from Studies in Aging, Language & Social Interaction, Interpersonal Communication, Theater, Film & New Multi-Media Studies, and Student Work

Sponsors: Communication and Aging Division; Interpersonal Communication Division; Language and Social Interaction Division; Scholar to Scholar; Student Section; Theatre, Film and New Multi-Media Division

Chairs: Elisabeth Bigsby, University of Illinois; Thomas K. Nakayama, Northeastern University

Respondents: Elizabeth B. Jones, Asbury University; Jessica S. Robles, Loughborough University; Elizabeth A. Suter, University of Denver; Prairie A. Endres-Parnell, Tarleton State University; Kristina M. Lee, Colorado State University

"01. A Prosaic Evaluation of the Kritik: How Forensic Poeticism Leads to Linguistic Tyranny" Aaron Wakashige, Biola University

"02. Where and what do they publish? The citation counts of editors' and editorial board members' endogenous publications in the field of communication" Sung Bin Youk, Korea University

"03. How to become an exemplary scholar: A gentle guideline for student researchers" Jong In Samuel Lim, Korea University; Sung Bin Youk, Korea University


"05. An Initial Investigation into a Relationally Based Pedagogical Approach to Ethics Education" Drew T. Ashby-King, University of Maryland, College Park

"06. Carved but Not Set in Stone: How Evolving Contexts Shape Stone Mountain Park" Caroline Baisier, Wake Forest University

"07. Communicating Trust in Temporary Groups: The Effects of Communication and Leadership on Trust Development in High-Risk Swift Starting Action Teams" Joel Thomas Hester, Belmont University

"08. Critical Race Theory Applied to "Shut-up and Dribble"" Daniel Casey, University of Wisconsin Milwaukee

"09. Nothing to fear but cable news itself: An examination of Tucker Carlson Tonight" Michelle Styrpejko, Kansas State University

"10. Older Americans Use of Electronic Communication: A reexamination of the Digital Divide Issues" Allen R. Sells, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee; Mike Allen, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee; Riley Richards, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

"11. Reactance: An Inter-Disciplinary Application" Tanja Vierrether, Bowling Green State University

"12. Relational Deception Through Covert Violations of Language Norms: IMT Revisited" Heath A. Howard, West Virginia University; Annamarah Hopkins, West Virginia University; Megan R. Dillow, West Virginia University; Darrin John Griffin, University of Alabama

"14. Social Support, Strain, and Binge Drinking Frequency in Older Adults" Kristin Maki, University of Texas M. D. Anderson Cancer Center

"15. Speech Acts and Frame Alignment in Openings of Emergency Calls to University Police" Mark Visona, Georgetown University; Aisulu Kulbayeva, Rice University

"16. Surviving Christian Grey: Identifying relational variables" Megan O'Byrne, Kutztown University; Paulina Swiatkowski, Northern Arizona University; Melissa Curran, University of Arizona

"17. Surviving the Myths and Misconceptions: A Formative Evaluation of the Let's Be Clear Campaign" Lakelyn Taylor, University of Central Florida; Chad Christopher Collins, University of Central Florida; Aaron Scott, University of Central Florida

"18. The Academy Awards' Impact on the Perception of Film Ratings and Profanity" Kevin O'Brien, The College of Saint Rose

"19. The Evaluation of Non-Standard Accented English: An Intergroup Perspective on Language Attitudes" Doris Acheme, University of Oklahoma

"20. The Influence of Backdrop Color on Speaker Credibility" Kayla Slack, Chapman University; Dylan Wen, Chapman University; Lisa Matsui, Chapman University

"21. Theory of Conversational Conflict Avoidance: Applications in the Real-World" Neha Kamran, University of Maryland, College Park

"22. Two Categories of 3rd-Person Compound Reference and Their Stance-taking in Chinese Spontaneous Conversation" Zeyuan Chen, Jiangxi Agricultural University; Bosen Ma, School of International Studies

"24. 'Deafening Roars that Awakened the People Like Never Before': Children's Literature, Rock Music, and Ambivalent Governance" Kaitlin N. Graves

Great Ideas for Teaching Students (G.I.F.T.S) Session II

Sponsor: Great Ideas for Teaching Students (G.I.F.T.S)

Chair: Mariko Izumi, Columbus State University

"01. "We Don't Just Survive, We Thrive": Creating a Persuasive Grassroots Movement with Project Based Learning" Sara L. Trask, McKendree University

"02. (II)Logical Infomercials: Creating Infomercials to Understand Logical Fallacies" Lauren Jean Johnsen, University of Missouri

"03. Relational De-Escalation; Breaking Up is Hard to Do" L. Brooke Friley, Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi

"04. A Post-Apocalyptic Platform: Imagining Social Media for a Utopian Future" Holly Holladay, Missouri State University

"05. A Sense of Place: The First Classroom Speech Using Images in a Slideshow" Brent Adrian, Central Community College, Grand Island
"06. A Web of Affectionate Communication (WoAC): An Activity to Visualize the Influence of Affectionate Messages" Chelsea Carroll Jones, California State University Long Beach; Valerie C. Ortega, California State University Long Beach

"07. Adventures in Impromptu Storytelling!" Kristen Foltz, University of Tampa

"08. Affirmative Action "Treasure Hunt"" Doris J. Fields, Eastern Michigan University

"09. An Emotion Work Audit: Exploring Ways to Survive and Thrive in the Emotion-laden Workplace" Tim McKenna Buchanan, Manchester University

"10. Aristotle and the Celebrity Apology" Shannon E. Bates, Hope International University

"11. Assisting Domestic Violence Centers and Survivors through Service-Learning" Elizabeth Munz, West Chester University

"12. Avoiding and Surviving Illegal Interview Questions" Lisanne Grant, New Mexico State University; Paul Vonnahme, New Mexico State University

"13. Campfire Tales: Public Speaking Exercise" Chad Christopher Collins, University of Central Florida; America L. Edwards, University of Central Florida; Kelly R. Merrill Jr., Ohio State University

"14. Choose Your Battles: Surviving Interpersonal Conflict through Face-Negotiation Theory" Aimee Jeanne Burns, Bowling Green State University

"15. Communicating for Survival Through Memorable Beginnings and Endings" Aayushi Hingle, George Mason University

"16. Communication for Survival: Oral Citation Tic-Tac-ician" Ashley N. Aragon, University of Maryland, College Park

"17. Communication for Survival: Topple the Tower!" Michael David Villarama, California State University Los Angeles

"18. Communication Theory with Mozart in the Jungle" Maxine Gesualdi, West Chester University

"19. Connecting the Community and the Classroom: Using Monroe's Motivated Sequence and a simply donation to illustrate the importance of public speaking beyond confines of the academy" Christopher J. E. Anderson, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee; David Dickey, Roger Williams University; Mackenzie Seccombe, Roger Williams University; Samir Quintero, Roger Williams University

"20. Consultancy and the Case Pitch: Surviving the Group Presentation" Chris Gurrie, University of Tampa

"21. Cultural Snapshots: Being (Blank) in America: Gaining Cultural Understanding and Appreciation Through the Lens of Individual Narrative" Michelle Altieri


"23. Democratic Dialogue in the 21st Century Communication Course: How the Town Hall Meeting Assignment can foster Civic Engagement" Victoria A. Ledford, University of Maryland

"24. Don't hide! Go speak! Helping students recognize and prevent the practice of poor nonverbal cues during presentations." Erika Kennelley, Citrus College
"25. Facilitating Community Dialogues to Explore Identity Formation" Nicholas Alexis Zoffel, Edoptics (501c3); Adelie R. Birchette, California State University Sacramento

208035 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Hilton Peale A (First Floor)

**Top Student Papers in the Visual Communication Division**

Sponsor: Visual Communication Division
Chair: John Katsion, Northwest Missouri State University
Respondent: Denise Oles-Acevedo, Iowa State University

""EnHance-ing" Margaret T. Hance Park / (In)visibilizing Phoenix's Homeless Body"  Tyler S. Rife, Arizona State University

"Does This Look Photoshopped? The Ubiquity of Image Alteration and How Critical Media Literacy Might Intervene" James Swerzenski, University of Massachusetts, Amherst

"Visions of ‘the Future’: Civic Education and Activist Art in the Classroom" Daniel James DeVinney, University of Illinois

"When A GIF is Worth More Than a Thousand Words: Portraying Emotion in CMC" Benjamin Pingel, Washington State University

208036 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Hilton Peale B (First Floor)

**Emeritus/Retired Members Section Business Meeting**

Sponsor: Emeritus/Retired Members Section

Presenters:
Judith S. Trent, University of Cincinnati
Alan C. Lerstrom, Luther College
Joel Hefling, South Dakota State University
Larry G. Schnoor, Minnesota State University, Mankato
Bill Balthrop, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

208038 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Hilton Johnson (First Floor)

**(Re)Enchanting Performance Studies: Surviving Academic Life Via An Embrace of Magic**

Sponsor: Performance Studies Division
Chair: Jason Del Gandio, Temple University

Presenters:
Benjamin D. Haas, Borough of Manhattan Community College, CUNY
Jnan A. Blau, California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo
Sarah K. Jackson, Southern University at New Orleans
Charles T. Parrott, Kennesaw State University
Erin M. Briddick, Portland Community College
Physician-Patient Interaction

Sponsors: Health Communication Division; Nonverbal Communication Division
Chair: Ashley Paige Duggan, Boston College
Presenters:
  Mary Catherine Beach, Johns Hopkins University
  Debra Roter, Johns Hopkins University

Social Media Engagement

Sponsor: Public Relations Division
Chair: Laura L. Lemon, University of Alabama
Respondent: Karen June Freberg, University of Louisville
  "#OptOutside: Rhetorical Discourse and Value Appeals in REI’s Black Friday Campaign" Sabrina Carr, Western Kentucky University
  "Hashtags of Mass Destruction: Understanding the Memetic Logics of Collaborative Brand Attacks for Social Identity Threat Management in the Consumer-Citizen Age" Heidi E. Huntington, West Texas A&M University
  "Surviving and Being Heard in Crowded Social Media Networks: Toward a Network Model of Public Attention" Aimei Yang, University of Southern California; Adam J. Saffer, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

Academic Precarities

Sponsor: Activism and Social Justice Division
Chair: Lamiyah Bahrainwala, Southwestern University
Presenters:
  Dana L. Cloud, California State University Fullerton
Seth Kahn, West Chester University  
Marnie Ritchie, Pacific Lutheran University  
Kristyn Goldberg, University of Texas, Austin  
Lamiyah Bahrainwala, Southwestern University

208044 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM  Hilton  
Interpersonal Romantic Relationships and Mediated Communication
Sponsor: Human Communication and Technology Division  
Chair: Jennifer Bender, University of South Florida  
"Breaking Up is Hard To Do, Especially When Facebook Won’t Let You" Erin L. Spottswood, Portland State University; Christopher J. Carpenter, Western Illinois University  
"Computer-Mediated Communication and Changing Expectations of Romantic Couples" Samantha F. Quinn, Park University  
"Digital Distancing and Preference for Mediated Intimacy in Romantic Relationships" Scott E. Caplan, University of Delaware  
"Long distance relationship among millennials: Influence of new media on maintenance." Cynthia Nnagboro, University of Kentucky

208046 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM  Hilton  
Navigating an Interdisciplinary Career in Health Communication
Sponsor: Health Communication Division  
Chairs: Krista Hoffmann-Longtin, Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis; Carolina R.F. Branson, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities  
Presenters:  
Carolina R.F. Branson, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities  
Kate Ksobiech, University of Wisconsin-Whitewater  
Jessica Raley, Texas State University  
Yachao B. Li, The College of New Jersey  
Michael P. Pagano, Fairfield University  
Elizabeth H. Jeter, High Point University  
Julie Cooper, High Point University  
Respondent: Krista Hoffmann-Longtin, Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis

208047 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM  Hilton  
SPARK Breakout: Communication Survival Through Experiential Learning
The Bystander Moment: Transforming Rape Culture at its Roots

Sponsor: Feminist and Women Studies Division
Chair: Alex Peterson, Media Education Foundation
Respondent: Juliane Mora, Gonzaga University

"The Bystander Moment: Transforming Rape Culture at its Roots" Sut Jhally, Media Education Foundation

Rhetorical and Communication Theory Division Business Meeting

Sponsor: Rhetorical and Communication Theory Division
Presenters:
Nina Maria Lozano, Loyola Marymount University
Bernadette Marie Calafell, Gonzaga University
Megan Morrissey, University of North Texas
Jenna N. Hanchey, University of Nevada, Reno
Lisa M. Corrigan, University of Arkansas
Michaela Frischherz, Towson University
Daniel C. Brouwer, Arizona State University
Barbara A. Biesecker, University of Georgia
Kundai Chirindo, Lewis & Clark College
Lisa A. Flores, University of Colorado, Boulder
Caitlin Frances Bruce, University of Pittsburgh
Joan Faber McAlister, Drake University

208051 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Hilton Key Ballroom 11 (Second Floor)

The Fetalization of Women’s Health: Surveilling, Silencing, and Regulating Women’s Voices

Sponsors: Feminist and Women Studies Division; Health Communication Division
Chairs: Robin Kanak Zwier, University of Pittsburgh; Hillary A. Ash, University of Pittsburgh
Respondent: Tasha N. Dubriwny, Texas A&M University
"Reproducing Fatness and Disability: Risk Avoidance and the Womb" Mary C. Dickman, University of Massachusetts, Amherst
"Reproductive Feminicides and Women’s Healthcare: Paternalization, Dismissal, and Assault" Leandra Hinojosa Hernandez, Utah Valley University; Sarah Upton, University of Texas, El Paso
"The Fetalization of Women’s Health: Recentering Women in Women’s Healthcare" Hillary A. Ash, University of Pittsburgh; Robin Kanak Zwier, University of Pittsburgh
"What to Expect When You’re Surveilling and Surveilled: Performative Pregnancy, Health Crisis and Social Media" Bethany Johnson, University of North Carolina at Charlotte; Margaret Quinlan, University of North Carolina, Charlotte

208052 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Hilton Key Ballroom 12 (Second Floor)

From Survival to Success: How Communication Helps Asian Women Faculty Survive and Thrive at American Colleges and Universities

Sponsors: Asian/Pacific American Caucus; Women's Caucus
Chairs: Chin-Chung Chao, University of Nebraska-Omaha; Louisa Ha, Bowling Green State University
Presenters:
Louisa Ha, Bowling Green State University
Lisa K. Hanasono, Bowling Green State University
Chin-Chung Chao, University of Nebraska-Omaha
Young Eun Moon, University of Oregon
Qi Wang, Villanova University
Yahui Zhang, Wayland Baptist University
Ming Xie, University of Nebraska-Omaha
Sriya Chattopadhyay, Shippensburg University

208056  11:00 AM to 12:15 PM  Hilton  Blake (Second Floor)

**Addressing Student Activism: Practical and Theoretical Implications for Higher Education**

Sponsor: Association for Communication Administration

Chairs: Jay Brower, Western Connecticut State University; W. Benjamin Myers, University of Toledo

Presenters:
- Maurice L. Hall, The College of New Jersey
- Jay Brower, Western Connecticut State University
- W. Benjamin Myers, University of Toledo
- Amy Aldridge Sanford, Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi
- Wilfredo Alvarez, Northeastern Illinois University
- Keith Berry, University of South Florida
- Karen L. Dace, Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis
- Paige K. Turner, Ball State University

208057  11:00 AM to 12:15 PM  Hilton  Calloway (Second Floor)

**Communication as Survival: Countering Bullying in the Academy so We Can Thrive**

Sponsor: Women's Caucus

Chair: Lana G. McDonnell, Texas A&M University, Kingsville

Presenters:
- Katherine J. Hampsten, St. Mary's University
- Alfred G. Mueller, Neumann University
- Donnalyn Pompper, University of Oregon
- Garry P. Bailey, Abilene Christian University
- Michelle T. Violanti, University of Tennessee
- Angela L. Putman, Penn State University, Brandywine
- Elizabeth Brunner, Idaho State University
- Aarti Arora, Kutztown University
- Christina A. Magalona, University of South Florida
- Rebecca Weldon, Savannah College of Art and Design
- Tara B. Perry, Western Washington University
Surviving Forensics as a DOF/ADOF of Color

Sponsor: Pi Kappa Delta
Chair: Trent Webb, Nassau Community College
Presenters:
Sadé A. Barfield, University of Northern Iowa
Tomeka Robinson, Hofstra University
Carlos A. Tarin, University of Texas, El Paso
Daniel Lopez, Hartnell College

Theorizing about Interpersonal Communication

Sponsor: Interpersonal Communication Division
Chair: Joshua R. Pederson, University of Alabama
"GenderPersonal: A new multi-level theoretical framework for understanding gender and attributions of blame" Maria E. DelGreco, University of Connecticut
"The Extended Theoretical Model of Communal Coping (TMCC): Understanding the Properties and Functionality of Communal Coping" Tamara D. Afifi, University of California, Santa Barbara; Erin Basinger, University of North Carolina at Charlotte; Jennifer A. Kam, University of California, Santa Barbara
"Towards a Reoperationlization of Relational Framing Theory" Clint G. Graves, University of Georgia
"Traces of Pace, Place and Space in Personal Relationships: The Chronogeometrics of Studying Relationships at Scale" Brian H. Spitzberg, San Diego State University

When Concealing or Revealing Becomes a Matter of Survival: Communication Privacy Management Theory and Interpersonal Disclosures

Sponsors: Family Communication Division; Health Communication Division; Interpersonal Communication Division
Chair: Danielle C. Biss, San Diego State University
Respondent: Sandra Petronio, Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis
"Give and Take: Surviving Chronic and Mental Health Disclosures from a Confidant’s Perspective" Robert D. Hall, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
"LGBTQ+ Adults’ Navigation of Intergroup Family Relationships: Using Communication Privacy Management to Maintain Relationships" Maria Butauski, University of Georgia

"Parental Mental Health Disclosures and Privacy Management Practices: What are Parents Teaching Children about Survival?" Shawn Starcher, Muskingum University

"‘I Don’t Want My Professor to Treat Me Different’: College Student Concealment and Disclosure of Mental Health Issues for Survival in Academic Settings" Andrea L. Meluch, The University of Akron

---

208063  11:00 AM to 12:15 PM  Hilton

**Extending Organizational Communication Theories for Evolving Organizational Practice and Diverse Contexts**

Sponsor: Organizational Communication Division
Chair: Angela Gist-Mackey, University of Kansas
Respondent: Ryan S. Bisel, University of Oklahoma

"Exploring the escalation of incompatible structures to conflict cycles: Expanding structurational divergence theory" Andrea S. Malterud, George Mason University; Anne Nicotera, George Mason University

"Narratives in Action: Setting the Agenda for Future Occupational Narrative Research" Emily Loker, University of Colorado, Boulder

"The Darker Side of Flow" Cary J. S. Lopez, Arizona State University

"Using Grounded Theory to Theorize Work Practices" Camille G. Endacott, University of California, Santa Barbara

---

208064  11:00 AM to 12:15 PM  Hilton

**Communication and Surviving Environmental Racism**

Sponsor: Communication for Survival Spotlight Series
Chair: Phaedra C. Pezzullo, University of Colorado, Boulder

Presenters:
- Destiny Watford, United Workers and Free Your Voice
- Armond R. Towns, University of Richmond
- LeiLani Nishime, University of Washington, Seattle
- Rahul Mitra, Wayne State University
- Michael Warren Cook, University of Colorado, Boulder
- Joanne C. Marras Tate, University of Colorado, Boulder
- Myles Mason, University of Colorado, Boulder
- Yessica Del Rincon, University of Colorado, Boulder
Top Papers in Lambda Pi Eta

Sponsor: Lambda Pi Eta
Chair: Karla M. Hunter, South Dakota State University
Respondent: Megan McFarlane, Marymount University

""Victim" or "Survivor?": Navigating Self-Concept in the Wake of Sexual Violence"  Allison Kennon, Hastings College
"The Portrayal of Immunizations in Television"  Stephanie Ambrosio, Quinnipiac University
"Posting Over the Paint: Instagramming Central European Street Art and Digital Cultural Tourism"  Brelynn Hess, Willamette University
"Health insurance satisfaction on an individual’s usage of e-health information"  Alma Musvosvi, Pacific Union College; Stacy Youn, Pacific Union College; Samantha Yee, Pacific Union College; Leya Helmer, Pacific Union College

World Communication Association Business Meeting

Sponsor: World Communication Association
Presenter:
Melissa L. Beall, University of Northern Iowa

Social Cognition and Measurement: Developing and Refining Measures

Sponsor: Communication and Social Cognition Division
Chair: Charles Joseph Francemone, Ohio State University

"Applying Facial Recognition Algorithms to Automatic Video-Based Content Analysis: Introduction of Method and Testing Internal Validity"  Joshua Baldwin, Michigan State University; Ralf Schmaelzle, Michigan State University
"Developing Best Practices for the Implicit Measurement of Moral Foundation Salience"  Jacob T. Fisher, University of California, Santa Barbara; Frederic Hopp, University of California, Santa Barbara; Sujay Prabhu, Albion College; Ron Tamborini, Michigan State University; Rene Weber, University of California, Santa Barbara
"Measuring Elaboration Using Associative Network Change"  Kaitlyn Margaret Childs, Northwestern University; Michelle Shumate, Northwestern University; Amy O'Connor, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities
"Refining the Measurement of Impression-Relevant Involvement"  Joshua M. Parcha, Penn State University, Hazleton
**Top Papers in Freedom of Expression**

Sponsor: Freedom of Expression Division  
Chair: Billie Murray, Villanova University  
Respondent: M. Elizabeth Thorpe, College at Brockport  

"Can the Public Sphere Survive Corporate Speakers: Remembering the Impact of Bank of Boston v. Bellotti"  
Stephanie A. Martin, Southern Methodist University

"Free Speech Rights of Universities and Colleges: An Institutional and Affirmative Approach"  
Michael K. Park, California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo

"Hannah Arendt's Machines: Re-Evaluating Marketplace Theory in the Era of Artificial Intelligence"  
Jared Schroeder, Southern Methodist University

"From Blurred Lines to Slants: Applying Free Speech Theory to IP Law"  
Jason Zenor, State University of New York, Oswego

"From rules to reality: DC Comics’ place in shifting a genre"  
Robbyn Elizabeth Brooks Taylor, Regent University

---

**Helping Speech Anxious Students Survive and Thrive in the Basic Course**

Sponsor: Basic Course Division  
Chair: Suzy Prentiss, The University of Tennessee

Presenters:  
Karen Kangas Dwyer, University of Nebraska-Omaha  
Dakota Horn, Bradley University  
P. Anand Rao, University of Mary Washington  
Suzy Prentiss, The University of Tennessee  
Joshua Westwick, South Dakota State University  
Anna Wright, Illinois College

---

**Communication for Survival in Socially Constructed Spaces**

Sponsor: Communication as Social Construction Division  
Chair: Kara Laskowski, Shippensburg University  
Respondent: Stacy Smulowitz, University of Scranton

"Developing a Spectrum of Involuntary Membership: Exploring Positive Constructions of Incarceration"  
Courtney N. Hook, Ohio University

"Grounds of Communication and Identity: Public Interaction of Stimulated Selves In Coffee Shops"  
William B. Hoffman, University of Kansas
"Mutual Gaze Among Strangers: Facework, Civil Inattention, and Eye Contact" Allie Vaknin, University of Central Florida; Sally O. Hastings, University of Central Florida

"The Perception of Crisis, The Existence of Crisis: Navigating the Social Construction of Crisis in Higher Education" Ralph Gigliotti, Rutgers University

"“It Must Have Done Something to Get Itself Here”: A study of the stigmas and stereotypes of shelter animals, “dangerous” breeds, and their owners" Keena Shante Neal, Wayne State University; Darryl Frazier, Wayne State University

12:30 PM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>211005</td>
<td>12:30 PM to 1:45 PM</td>
<td>Baltimore Convention Center 325 (300 Level)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**American Studies Division Business Meeting**

Sponsor: American Studies Division

Presenters:
Joshua Young, Oklahoma City University
Samuel Miller, Lane College
Julia Seatliff O'Grady, Saint Andrews University
Theresa A. Donofrio, Coe College
Marissa Fernholz, University of Wisconsin-Madison

211006 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM Baltimore Convention Center 326 (300 Level)

**Top Papers in Economics, Communication, and Society**

Sponsor: Economics, Communication, and Society Division

Chair: Jessica A. Kurr, Northeastern University

"“Believe in something”: Theorizing Memes as Communicative Labor" Taylor Moran, Louisiana State University

"Moral Economy of a Foreclosure Auction in South Korea" Bohyeong Kim, Vanderbilt University

"Reason, Calculation, and the Temporality of Personal Debt: A Contemporary Reading of Foucault on Neoliberal Governance" Douglas Spielman, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

"Communicative labor and earnings inequality: The contributions of collaboration and information models of communication" David Carlone, University of North Carolina, Greensboro

211007 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM Baltimore Convention Center 327 (300 Level)
Media and Diversity: Multiple Perspectives on Media as Sites of Representation, Effects, and Discourse About Race, Gender, and Sexuality

Sponsor: Mass Communication Division
Chair: Brandon Miller, University of Massachusetts, Boston

"#DisabledPeopleAreHot: Subverting Mainstream, Ableist Understandings and Representations of Disability and Sex/Sexuality" Shelby Landmark

"Biased Racial (Mis)representations and News Frames on Social Media" Marisa A. Smith, University of Illinois; Travis L. Dixon, University of Illinois; Melinda Sevilla, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign; Kristopher R. Weeks, University of Illinois

"Parental Mediation of Superhero Films: Parent-child Conversations about Gender and Race through the Popular Films Black Panther and Wonder Woman" Elizabeth Behm-Morawitz, University of Missouri; Tim Luisi, University of Missouri; Hillary Pennell, University of Missouri

"Representation and Effects of Portrayals of Transgender Artists in Mainstream Television" David L. Stamps, Louisiana State University; Stephenson Brooks Whitestone, University of California, Santa Barbara

"Selective Esteem? How News Selection and Consumption Effects an Individual’s Perception of their Social Identity" Christopher S. Josey, University of Missouri; Ethan Morrow, University of Missouri

Baltimore Convention Center 329 (300 Level)

Top Papers in Philosophy of Communication

Sponsor: Philosophy of Communication Division
Chair: Angie Corbo, Widener University
Respondent: Garnet C. Butchart, Duquesne University

"Rhetorical Energy in John Dewey’s Philosophy of Communication" Justin Pehoski, University of Texas, Austin

"Communication as Travel: The Genre of Letters to the Dead in Public Media" Carolin Aronis, Colorado State University

"Tools for Survival: Two Perspectives on Discourse of Immunity" Marianne Pabis, Duquesne University

"Delivery's Object Voice" Nathan Henry Bedsole, University of Colorado, Boulder

Baltimore Convention Center 330 (300 Level)

Critical Interpersonal and Family Communication

Sponsors: Critical and Cultural Studies Division; Family Communication Division; Interpersonal Communication Division
Chair: Kelly L. Adams, University of Missouri
Respondent: Sandra Romo, California Baptist University
  "Cross Cultural Adaptation in Military Transition" Francisco Vasquez, Austin Peay State University
  "Mentoring New Faculty in an Age of Neoliberalism: Countering Fear through Problem Posing Pedagogy" David H. Kahl, Jr., Penn State Erie, The Behrend College
  "Securing the Kids: Geofencing and Enclosure in Child Wearables" James N. Gilmore, Clemson University
  "The Rhetorical Parent, Re-conceptualizing the Meaning of Being a Parent: Second-Self, Self-Actualization, and Hybridization" Abdullah Salehuddin, California State University, Long Beach

211011  12:30 PM to 1:45 PM   Baltimore Convention Center  331 (300 Level)

All Things Facebook
Sponsor: Mass Communication Division
Chair: Ashton Gerding Speno, Southern Illinois University, Edwardsville
  "Do Good Causes Leave Bad Impressions? Exploring the Impact of Photo Frames and Newsfeed Updates on Social Impressions of Facebook Users" Kylie J. Wilson, West Virginia University; Elizabeth Cohen, West Virginia University
  "Saw it on Facebook: Does social media use predict awareness of human gene editing?" Julian Mueller-Herbst, University of Wisconsin-Madison
  "Surviving Facebook's Turbulent Boundaries: A Privacy Management Perspective" Angela M. Cirucci, Kutztown University; Diana Ebersole, Kutztown University
  "Understanding Facebook News Posts Comment Reading and Liking Behavior through Political Extremism and Cultural Orientation" Mashael Almoqbel, New Jersey Institute of Technology; D. Yvette Wohn, New Jersey Institute of Technology; Rebecca A. Hayes, Illinois State University; Meeyoung Cha, KAIST

211012  12:30 PM to 1:45 PM   Baltimore Convention Center  332 (300 Level)

NCA Department Chairs Forum
Sponsors: Association for Communication Administration; NCA National Office
Chair: LaKesha Anderson, National Communication Association
Presenters:
  Helen Sterk, Western Kentucky University
  Sarah Stone Watt, Pepperdine University
**211013** 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM   
**Baltimore Convention Center** 
333 (300 Level) 

**When “Allies” are Enemies: Latinxs Surviving the White Savior**

Sponsor: La Raza Caucus  
Chairs: Shantel Martinez, California State University Monterey Bay; Sarah Upton, University of Texas, El Paso  
Presenters:  
Leandra Hinojosa Hernandez, Utah Valley University  
Diana I. Bowen, Pepperdine University  
Bernardita Maria Yunis, University of Colorado, Boulder

---

**211014** 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM   
**Baltimore Convention Center** 
334 (300 Level) 

**Surviving Interbranch Conflict: From Bank Wars to Brett Kavanaugh Hearings**

Sponsor: Political Communication Division  
Chair: Trevor Parry-Giles, National Communication Association  
Presenters:  
M. Kelly Carr, University of West Florida  
Donovan S. Bisbee, University of Illinois  
Zornitsa D. Keremidchieva, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities  
Trevor Parry-Giles, National Communication Association

---

**211015** 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM   
**Baltimore Convention Center** 
335 (300 Level) 

**Surviving academia as “others”? The past, present and future of the Association of Chinese Communication Studies (ACCS)**

Sponsor: Association for Chinese Communication Studies  
Chair: Chiaoning Su, Oakland University  
Presenters:  
Hairong Feng, University of Minnesota, Duluth  
Todd L. Sandel, University of Macau  
Qi Wang, Villanova University  
Rya J. Butterfield, Nicholls State University  
Meina Liu, George Washington University  
Chiaoning Su, Oakland University  
Patrick Shaou-Whea Dodge, University of Colorado, Denver  
Chin-Chung Chao, University of Nebraska-Omaha  
Hsin-I Cheng, Santa Clara University  
Hsin-I Sydney Yueh, Northeastern State University  
Mei Zhong, San Diego State University
Mei Zhang, Missouri Western State University
Bei Cai, Kent State University, Stark
Respondent: Meina Liu, George Washington University

211016 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM  
Baltimore Convention Center 336 (300 Level)

**Critical Media Literacy in the Trump Era**

Sponsor: Critical and Cultural Studies Division
Chair: Stephen H. Macek, North Central College
Presenters:
  - Lori Bindig Yousman, Sacred Heart University
  - Bill Yousman, Sacred Heart University
  - Robin Andersen, Fordham University
  - Stephanie Flores-Koulish, Loyola-Maryland
  - Stephen H. Macek, North Central College

211017 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM  
Baltimore Convention Center 337 (300 Level)

**BlackAdemics Survival: Challenges to Succeed as Female Scholars**

Sponsor: Black Caucus
Chair: Wei Sun, Howard University
Presenters:
  - Jeanetta D. Sims, University of Central Oklahoma
  - Taryn K. Myers, Howard University
  - Melissa Renee Harris, Howard University
  - Shoaa Almalki, Howard University
  - Kisha Dasent, Howard University
Respondents: Sharnine Herbert, Shippensburg University; OluwaTosin Adegbola, Morgan State University

211018 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM  
Baltimore Convention Center 338 (300 Level)

**Master's Education Section Business Meeting**

Sponsor: Master's Education Section
Presenters:
  - Renee Robinson, Seton Hall University
  - Jessica Elton, Eastern Michigan University
  - Alice Fanari, University of Arizona
211019 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM Baltimore Convention Center 339 (300 Level)

Top Papers in the GLBTQ Communication Studies Division

Sponsor: Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer Communication Studies Division
Chair: Robert Gutierrez-Perez, University of Nevada, Reno

""Vale Verga" ("It’s Worth a Cock (Nothing)"): The World-making, Mundane Survival Philosophy of Samantha, an Aging Undocumented Jota"  Luis M. Andrade, Santa Monica College

"Defending Whiteness: The Psychic Life of Antiblackness on Grindr"  Luis M. Andrade, Santa Monica College; Deven E. Cooper, California State University Long Beach

"End Stigma/End HIV: A multi-year, Forum Theatre Project"  Robert Huesca, Trinity University

"“Who the Fuck is Heather?”: Performing Ambiguity on RuPaul’s Drag Race"  Benny LeMaster, Arizona State University; Michael Tristano, Arizona State University

211020 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM Baltimore Convention Center 340 (300 Level)

Asian/Pacific American Caucus and Asian/Pacific American Communication Studies Division Joint Business Meeting

Sponsors: Asian/Pacific American Caucus; Asian/Pacific American Communication Studies Division

Presenters:
Myra S. Washington, University of New Mexico
Rebecca de Souza, University of Minnesota, Duluth
Shaunak Sastry, University of Cincinnati
Richie Neil Hao, Antelope Valley College
Marissa Joanna Doshi, Hope College
Elizabeth S. Parks, Colorado State University
Emi Kanemoto, State University of New York, Geneseo
Md Khorshed Alam, University of South Florida
Sumaira Abrar, University of New Mexico
Vincent N. Pham, Willamette University

211021 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM Baltimore Convention Center 341 (300 Level)

Top Student Papers in International and Intercultural Communication

Sponsor: International and Intercultural Communication Division
Chair: Yea-Wen Chen, San Diego State University
Respondent: Satoshi Toyosaki, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale

"Communicating about Refugees: A Counter-Discourse as Participatory Communication in an International Public Sphere" Maria Valentina Aduen, Texas A&M University

"Pain, Borders, and Migration: The Other (Embodied) Side of Immigration" Ma. Angela San Luis Labador, Arizona State University

"Neoliberalism from Above and Cosmopolitanism from Below: An Intercultural Meetup Group in the United States" Nathaniel Curran, University of Southern California

"Reagan on Palestine: Hero's Foil" Randall Fowler, University of Maryland

211022 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM Baltimore Convention Center 342 (300 Level)

Applied Communication Division Top Papers

Sponsor: Applied Communication Division
Chair: Alexander L. Lancaster, Weber State University
Respondent: Stacy Smulowitz, University of Scranton

""Our communication system is very fragile… In a matter of 24 hours, we lost everything": Community perspectives on resilience and renewal and survival in Puerto Rico" Elizabeth L. Petrun Sayers, RAND Corporation; Kathryn E. Anthony, University of Southern Mississippi

"Social Media Response to the Proliferation of Antivaccination Misinformation in the Wake of the 2019 Washington Measles Outbreak" Deborah D. Sellnow-Richmond, Southern Illinois University, Edwardsville; Scott A. Sellnow-Richmond, Southern Illinois University, Edwardsville

"Communication Still Matters: Top Management Openness and Employee Commitment" Vernon Miller, Michigan State University; Kenneth J. Levine, Michigan State University; Emma Kinney, Michigan State University; Matthew St. Germain, Michigan State University

"Linguistic Agency in Disaster Messages: The Need for Separate Assignments for Threat and Efficacy" Braden Bagley, Southern Utah University; Kathryn E. Anthony, University of Southern Mississippi; Steven J. Venette, University of Southern Mississippi

211023 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM Baltimore Convention Center 343 (300 Level)

Partisanship in Action

Sponsor: Political Communication Division
Chair: Delaney Harness, University of Texas, Austin
Respondent: Flora Khoo, Regent University

"Predicting Efficacy Across Generations: The Roles of Interest, Partisanship, Knowledge and Attitudes” John C. Tedesco, Virginia Tech; Katherine Haenschen, Virginia Tech
"More Plastic Than Fish: Partisan Responses to an Advocacy Video Opposing Single-Use Plastics"  
Freddie J. Jennings, University of Arkansas; Thuy Le, University of Arkansas; Myria Allen, University of Arkansas

"Sounding an Alarm to Politicization of Science: Partisan cues versus scientific evidence in the vaccine-autism debate"  
Mo Jones (Jang), Boston College

"Outside the Mainstream: Hyperpartisan News Use, Media Trust, and Participation"  
Cynthia Peacock, University of Alabama; Matthew Barnidge, University of Alabama; Bumsoo Kim, University of Alabama

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>211024</td>
<td>Baltimore Convention Center</td>
<td>Marching For Their Lives: Student Activist Rhetorics for Survival</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sponsors: Activism and Social Justice Division; Public Address Division</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Chair: Mark Hlavacik, University of North Texas</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"Building an Archive of Student Activism"  
Michael J. Steudeman, Penn State University

"Freedom Schools and Deliberating the Survival of the Neighborhood School in Detroit"  
Chad M. Nelson, Florida Gulf Coast University

"Inclusion is Never Enough: Analytics of Raciality in the 2019 Ethical Culture Fieldston School Administrator Lockout"  
Craig Weathers, University of Denver; Neda Kikhia, University of Denver

"Protesting for Survival: The Intersections of Student Gun Violence Activism"  
Kelly Katherine Jensen, University of Wisconsin-Madison

"Stephon Clark and the March For Our Lives Protests: The Academy’s Role During External Calamity"  
Damariye L. Smith, University of Memphis

"Wisconsin v. Yoder and the Foreclosure of Student Activism"  
Lars S. Stoltzfus-Brown, Penn State University

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>211025</td>
<td>Baltimore Convention Center</td>
<td>Surviving in a Changing Bureaucracy: Strategizing Methods of Re-legitimating Speech and Debate Programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sponsor: Argumentation and Forensics Division</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Chair: Katie Marie Brunner, Minnesota State University, Mankato</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Presenters:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Stephen P. Hagan, McKendree University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>William Heinze, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dean A. Pape, Simpson College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Erica Lamm, Concordia University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Respondent: Larry G. Schnoor, Minnesota State University, Mankato</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Cross Examination Debate Association Top Papers Panel

Sponsor: Cross Examination Debate Association
Chair: CV V. Vitolo-Haddad, University of Wisconsin-Madison

"Communication for Survival: The Myth of the Well-Prepared Opponent" Rebecca J. Steiner, University of Georgia; James Herndon, Emory University
"Exploring Motivations for NDT-CEDA Participation: A Grounded Theory Study" Joseph Hamaker, Missouri State University
"Protecting Predators: Addressing the Culture of Protecting Predatory Behavior in Collegiate Policy Debate" Rylee Loryn Taylor; Jacquelyn A. Poapst, George Mason University
"The Racial Coding of Performance Debate: Race, Difference, and Policy Debate" Nick J. Sciullo, Texas A&M University, Kingsville

Top Papers for the Association for Business Communication

Sponsor: Association for Business Communication
Chair: Jenna Haugen, University of Louisville

"Attracting Young Talent into the Workforce: Does Framing Corporate Social Responsibility in Job Ads still Work?" Nicholas Eng, Penn State University
"A Comparative Analysis of the Impact of the Presentation Format of Consumer Generated Reviews on Amazon.com" Vaibhav S. Diwanji, Florida State University; Juliann Cortese, Florida State University
"Professionalization through Socialization: The educational value of student internships" Chelsea Beveridge, University of North Carolina at Charlotte; Loril M. Gossett, University of North Carolina at Charlotte
"Extending conventional crisis wisdom concerning business communication: Taco Bell’s hybrid crisis approach and lessons learned" Taylor Katz, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee; J.D. Wallace, Abilene Christian University

Top Papers in Eurasian Communication Research

Sponsor: Communication Association of Eurasian Researchers
Chair: Marta Natalia Lukacovic, Furman University
Respondent: Michael R. Finch, LCC International University

"Not an Evil Empire, but an Emotional One: Ostalgia, Sentimentality and the Historical Uncanny" Daniel Beresheim, University of Pittsburgh

"Re-inscribing Solidarity: Visitor Participation in the Performance of “Europe” and “Solidarity” at the European Solidarity Center" Rebecca Marie Townsend, University of Hartford

"Work Values 2009 and 2019: A Comparison Study between Russia and the United States" Jackie Schmidt, John Carroll University; Deborrah Uecker, Wisconsin Lutheran College

"Workplace Documentation in the Former Soviet Union and in Today’s Russia and Belarus: A Survey of Practices” Natalia Matveeva, University of Houston-Downtown; Lilia Akhmerova, Kazan Federal University; Irina Savich, Belarusian State University

211029 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM Baltimore Convention Center 349 (300 Level)

Top Papers in Urban Communication

Sponsor: Urban Communication Foundation
Chair: Erik Garrett, Duquesne University

"'We don't call the police': Epistemological Borders in the Gentrifying City" Tyler S. Rife, Arizona State University

"Memorial Space and its Mnemonic Function" Robb Conrad Lauzon, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

"Moving Knowledge: The NUMTOTs, Networked Counterpublics, and Resistance to Neoliberalism" Matthew Ringard, Syracuse University

"Ubering to class in a transit desert: Understanding the impact of mobility on educational access" Maggie Griffith Williams, Northeastern University; Jermaine Williams, North Shore Community College

211030 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM Baltimore Convention Center 350 (300 Level)

U.S.-Japan Relationship: Past, Present, and Future

Sponsor: Japan-U.S. Communication Association
Chair: Rebecca K. Britt, University of Alabama
Respondent: Akira Miyahara, Seinan Gakuin University

"Ichiro the Public Diplomat: Professional Sport as Cultural Intermediary in Configuring Japan–U.S. Relations (Top Paper)” Derek Moscato, Western Washington University
"Iwo Jima Survivors' Memoirs: A Japanese–U.S. Comparative Analysis of Fantasy Themes and Reader Reception" Koji Fuse, University of North Texas; Kate Skinner-Luker, University of North Texas

"Tourism Imaginaries and Brand Identity: Media Depictions of Okinawa" Rose G. Campbell, Butler University

Contributions from Activism and Social Justice, Asian/Pacific American Communication, Communication & Sport, Human Communication & Technology, and International & Intercultural Communication

Sponsors: Activism and Social Justice Division; Asian/Pacific American Communication Studies Division; Communication and Sport Division; Human Communication and Technology Division; International and Intercultural Communication Division; Scholar to Scholar

Chairs: Thomas K. Nakayama, Northeastern University; Elisabeth Bigsby, University of Illinois

Respondents: David Palmer, University of Northern Colorado; Michael A. Stefanone, University at Buffalo, SUNY; John R. Baldwin, Illinois State University; Ryan Arron D'Souza, University of South Florida; James R. Angelini, University of Delaware

"01. Activism(s) in Physical and Cyber Space: Technological Change and the Evolution of Activist Communication Practices" Thomas J. Billard, University of Southern California

"02. Almost Famous: Political Parrēsia & Iconicity in the Autobiography of Angela Davis" Amrut Mishra, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

"03. Asian Americans and 21st-Century Television: A Content Analysis" Grace Rogers, Temple University

"04. Asian Representation in American Television: The Bamboo Ceiling Hasn't Lifted" Prasaadi Dangolla, Seton Hall University

"05. Communication Strategies for Alleviating the National Referee Shortage in Youth Sport" Barry D. Liss, University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee

"06. Football (Soccer) and Trans-Atlantic Considerations in Mitigating Fan Dissatisfaction with Ticket Price Increases" Joseph Blaney, Illinois State University; Steve K. Hunt, Illinois State University; Lauryn Oleson, Illinois State University

"07. Health Self-Efficacy and Technostress: Impacts on ICT Use for Health Information Seeking by Older Adults" Elizabeth B. Marquis, University of Michigan

"08. Isang Bagsak: An Exploration of Mestiza Identity Through Pinayism" Julie A. Olive, San Francisco State University

"09. Mobile Love From a Distance: How Snapchat Enhances Long Distance Relationships in College" Takora McIntyre, The College of Saint Rose

"10. Morality for a Digital Age: The Intersections of Technology with Legal and Social Morality" David Jeong, Northeastern University; James Lee, University of Southern California; Hyun Tae Kim, University of Southern California; Meiqing Zhang

"12. Perceived Promotional Value and Popularity in Social Media: A Brand Analysis of Sport Personas" Brandon Chicotsky, Texas Christian University; Fei Qiao, Guangdong University of Foreign Studies; Andrew C. Billings, University of Alabama


"14. Social Media Addiction in Young Adults" Austin Stowe, Wayne State University

"15. Taking the Field: A Rhetorical Analysis of How Black Athletes at San Jose State College Used a Football Game as a Means of Protest" Alan Hays Grant, Texas State University

"16. The Acculturation of Religion: An Analysis of the Cognitive Differences between American and Chinese People towards Major Islamic Countries along the Belt and Road" Qing Huang, The University of Texas, Austin; Minghua Xu, Huazhong University of Science and Technology; Kefan Jiang, Huazhong University of Science and Technology

"17. The Development of a Scale to Measure Identity Insecurity" Zachary B. Massey, Georgia State University; Ioana A. Cionea, University of Oklahoma

"18. The Origins of Sport Fanship: Delineating Tipping Point Sports Identity Factors" James C. Abdallah, University of Alabama; Andrew C. Billings, University of Alabama; Zachary W. Arth, University of Alabama; Samuel Hakim, University of Alabama

"19. The Satanic Temple v. Nixon: Parody, Complementary Social Movements, and Abortion as a First Amendment Right" Anthony Guy, University of Kansas

"20. Tiki Torches and Twitter: Charlottesville Protests in 160 Characters" Viraj Patel, Illinois State University

"21. Understanding Intercultural Experiences of Chinese Graduate Students at U.S. Universities: Analysis of Cross-Cultural Dimensions" Elena V. Chudnovskaya, Western Illinois University; Diane M. Millette, University of Miami

"22. Volunteer Tourism or Global Development? An Autoethnography Examining My Roles as a Teacher and Leader" Kristina Erika Medero, University of Nebraska-Omaha

"23. VR and AR in Emergency Response Training: A Review of the Literature" Aimee Roundtree, Texas State University

"24. "The talk that changed my life": A critical discourse analysis of three TED Talks raising awareness of human trafficking" Alex Rister, University of Central Florida

---

211031 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM Baltimore Convention Center Ballroom (400 Level)

**NCA Scholars' Office Hours**

Sponsor: Scholars' Office Hours

Chairs: Rona T. Halualani, San Jose State University; Tina M. Harris, Louisiana State University

Presenters:
Tamara D. Afifi, University of California, Santa Barbara
Bryant Keith Alexander, Loyola Marymount University
Karrin Anderson, Colorado State University
Robert Asen, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Ahmet Atay, College of Wooster
Jaime Banks, Texas Tech University
Joshua B. Barbour, University of Texas, Austin
Benjamin R. Bates, Ohio University
Wayne A. Beach, San Diego State University
Barbara A. Biesecker, University of Georgia
Carole Blair, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
Arthur P. Bochner, University of South Florida
Dawn O. Braithwaite, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Patrice M. Buzzanell, University of South Florida
Bernadette Marie Calafell, Gonzaga University
John P. Caughlin, University of Illinois
Leah Ceccarelli, University of Washington, Seattle
Sumana Chattopadhyay, Marquette University
Jeffrey T. Child, Kent State University
Dana L. Cloud, California State University Fullerton
Celeste M. Condit, University of Georgia
Robert T. Craig, University of Colorado, Boulder
Christine S. Davis, University of North Carolina at Charlotte
Barna W. Donovan, Saint Peter's University
Norah E. Dunbar, University of California, Santa Barbara
Allison L. Eden, Michigan State University
Deanna L. Fassett, San Jose State University
Karen A. Foss, University of New Mexico
Sonja K. Foss, University of Colorado, Denver
Lawrence R. Frey, University of Colorado, Boulder
Patricia Geist-Martin, San Diego State University
Alberto Gonzalez, Bowling Green State University
Joshua Gunn, University of Texas, Austin
Noshir S. Contractor, Northwestern University
Stephen Haas, University of Cincinnati
Lindsey A. Harvell-Bowman, James Madison University
Katherine Grace Hendrix, University of Memphis
Joseph M. Hoffswell, Western Kentucky University
Michelle A. Holling, California State University San Marcos
Sean M. Horan, Fairfield University
Ronald L. Jackson, University of Cincinnati
Amy Janan Johnson, University of Oklahoma
Spoma Jovanovic, University of North Carolina, Greensboro
Jody Koenig Kellas, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Lisa Keranen, University of Colorado, Denver
Amos Kiewe, Syracuse University
Eric Watts, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
Lance A. Strate, Fordham University
Leanne Knobloch, University of Illinois
Gary L. Kreps, George Mason University
Bree L. McEwan, DePaul University
S. Lily Mendoza, Oakland University
Paul A. Mongeau, Arizona State University
Dreama G. Moon, California State University San Marcos
Charles E. Morris III, Syracuse University
Scott A. Myers, West Virginia University
Thomas K. Nakayama, Northeastern University
Anne Nicotera, George Mason University
D. Lynn O'Brien Hallstein, Boston University
David C. Oh, Ramapo College
Shawn J. Parry-Giles, University of Maryland
Sandra Petronio, Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis
Katherine E. Rowan, George Mason University
Jennifer A. Samp, University of Georgia
Timothy L. Sellnow, University of Central Florida
John M. Sloop, Vanderbilt University
Denise Solomon, Penn State University
Catherine R. Squires, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities
Mary E. Stuckey, Penn State University
Robert Terrill, Indiana University
Sarah Jane Tracy, Arizona State University
Vincent R. Waldran, Arizona State University
Tiffany R. Wang, University of Montevallo
Steven R. Wilson, University of South Florida
Rain Wuyu Liu, University of Arizona
David Zarefsky, Northwestern University
Jimmie Manning, University of Nevada, Reno
Lisa A. Flores, University of Colorado, Boulder
Gust A. Yep, San Francisco State University
Joy Goldsmith, University of Memphis
Raka Shome, -
Carolyn S. Ellis, University of South Florida
Erin J. Rand, Syracuse University

| 211035 | 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM | Hilton Peale A (First Floor) |

**Judges, Courts, and Cases: Communication and the Law**

Sponsor: Communication and Law Division

Chair: Pat Arneson, Duquesne University

"Carceral Communication"  Jeffrey Lane, Rutgers University; Fanny Anne Ramirez, Louisiana State University
"Design and Interactional Challenges of Informal Justice Practices in the U.S." Karen Tracy, University of Colorado, Boulder

"Suing for honor: The social nature of individual reputation and damage compensation in China (1988-2013)" Fen Lin, City University of Hong Kong; Xin He, Hong Kong University

"The Rhetoric of Richard Posner's Economic Objectivity" Joseph Sery, Christopher Newport University


211036 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM Hilton Peale B (First Floor)

Surviving and Thriving Across the Discipline in an Era of STEM

Sponsor: NCA Teaching and Learning Council
Chairs: Eletra Gilchrist-Petty, University of Alabama, Huntsville; Tara Reed, Tarrant County College South

Presenters:
  Eletra Gilchrist-Petty, University of Alabama, Huntsville
  Kelly Norris Martin, Rochester Institute of Technology
  Vince Meserko, University of Kansas
  E. Michele Ramsey, Penn State University, Berks
  Tara Reed, Tarrant County College South
  Haijing Tu, Indiana State University
  Tracy Worrell, Rochester Institute of Technology
  Courtney N. Wright, University of Tennessee

211038 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM Hilton Johnson (First Floor)

Surviving to Adapt

Sponsors: Performance Studies Division; Theatre, Film and New Multi-Media Division
Chairs: Patricia A. Suchy, Louisiana State University; Karen S. Mitchell, University of Northern Iowa

"Adaptation as Augmentation: Performing Writing as a Means of Survival" Justin T. Trudeau, University of North Texas

"An Intercultural Adaptation of The Playboy of the Western World at the Abbey Theatre in Dublin, Ireland" Matthew J. Spangler, San Jose State University

"Appreciating Adaptation in Forensics Interpretation" Joshua Hamzehee, Louisiana State University & University of Northern Iowa

"Artful Adaptation in Oral History Performance" Rebecca Kennerly, Georgia Southern University

"Creating Third Space Through Adaptation" Tami L. Spry, St. Cloud State University
"Housekeeping as Homecoming: Adapting Chamber Theatre in 2018"  Patricia A. Suchy, Louisiana State University

"It me, you, and everyone we know: Micro-performances of digital adaptation in everyday life"  Lyndsay Michalik Gratch, Syracuse University

"Surviving the Thin Line between the Comic and the Cosmic through Adaptation of Wild Ducks Flying Forward . . . and other scripts"  Andrea Michea Baldwin, University of Houston, Clear Lake

"The Genesis Project: Adaptation and Midrash Haggadah"  Charles T. Parrott, Kennesaw State University

"Trends in Adaptation"  Karen S. Mitchell, University of Northern Iowa

"You Can’t Always Get What You Want: Adapting and Staging T.C. Boyle"  Joanne Gilbert, Alma College

211039  12:30 PM  to 1:45 PM  Hilton  Latrobe (First Floor)

**Group Communication Division Top Paper Session**

Sponsor: Group Communication Division
Chair: Kay Yoon, University of Colorado, Colorado Springs
Respondent: Joann Keyton, North Carolina State University

"Tacking amid Tension: Using Oscillation to Enable Creativity in Diverse Teams"  Samuel Wilson, University of Illinois; Luisa Ruge-Jones, University of Illinois; William C. Barley, University of Illinois; Marshall Scott Poole, University of Illinois

"Language use in group discourse and its relationship to group processes"  Lyn M. Van Swol, University of Wisconsin-Madison; Paul Hangsan Ahn, University of Wisconsin-Madison; Andrew Prahl, 2Nanyang Technological University

"(Re)Structuring Empowerment: Volunteer Barriers and Agency to Gender Disparities in Female Youth Sport Contexts"  Alaina Zanin, Arizona State University; Laura V. Martinez, Arizona State University; Katrina N. Hanna, Arizona State University

211040  12:30 PM  to 1:45 PM  Hilton  Ruth (First Floor)

**Top Student Papers in the Theatre, Film, and New Multi-Media Division**

Sponsor: Theatre, Film and New Multi-Media Division
Chair: Prairie A. Endres-Parnell, Tarleton State University
Respondent: Valerie Lynn Schrader, Penn State University, Schuylkill

"Militant Survival and Black Liberation in Get Out"  Erin Victoria Zamora, Arizona State University; Kelsey T. Abele, Arizona State University

"Motivation for Theatre Participation: A Study of Extrinsic and Intrinsic Regulation"  Megan Westhoff, Pittsburg State University
"Surviving the Shadow or Surviving the Guilt: A Semi-Autoethnographic Theoretical Response to "In the Shadow of his Language"" Anna Wilcoxen, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale

"“God Said You’re Hearing the Voice of the President”: Citizenship in The Trump Prophecy" Zachary Sheldon, Texas A&M University

211041 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM Hilton Key Ballroom 1 (Second Floor)

Top Student Papers for the Public Relations Division
Sponsor: Public Relations Division
Chair: Xialing Lin, Penn State University, Scranton
Respondent: Lisa Volk Chewning, Penn State University, Abington

"Constructing the Ideal Public Relations Employee: Ambiguity and Identity in the Digital Economy" Joseph Giomboni, Keystone College
"Diagnosing Paracrisis: A Computational Case Study Approach to Examining Paracrisis Evolution on Twitter" Feifei Chen, College of Charleston
"Examining Lay-Led Leadership Roundtable: How Stakeholders Utilize Post-Crisis Discourse of Renewal" Jordan Morehouse, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

211042 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM Hilton Key Ballroom 2 (Second Floor)

Surviving Life - Post Community College
Sponsor: Community College Section
Chair: Rachael Tiede, North Lake College
Presenters:
A. Todd Jones, Bakersfield College
David Evans, North Lake College
Carlos L. Matthews, Metropolitan State University of Denver
Sarah Locke, Wake Forest University

211043 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM Hilton Key Ballroom 3 (Second Floor)

Communication Skills as Survival: Stories of Student Empowerment from the BCD Trenches
Sponsor: Basic Course Division
Chair: Ashley Jones-Bodie, University of Mississippi
Presenters:
Lindsey B. Anderson, University of Maryland
Warranting and Perceptions Related to Other-Provided Information Online

Sponsor: Human Communication and Technology Division
Chair: Bethany R. Lutovsky, University of Arizona

"An Explicit Test of the Assumptions of Warranting Theory" Maura Cherney, Northeastern Illinois University

"Did He Really Post That?! An Examination of Social Media Appropriateness" John A. Courtright, University of Delaware; Ashley Bostwick, University of Delaware; Charles Pavitt, University of Delaware

"Examining Relationships among Online Information Seeking Strategies and Perceived Accuracy Through Warranting Value and Source Trust" Ashley M. Peterson, Penn State University; Andrew C. High, Penn State University

"Neglected Side Effects of Network Awareness: How Communication Technology Affords Sources of Psychological Discomforts” Inyoung Shin, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

Stigmatized Identities and Health Consequences

Sponsor: Health Communication Division
Chair: Michelle K. Baker, Penn State University

"Investigating the Experience of Diabetes Stigma in Online Forums” Molly Farris, University of North Carolina, Charlotte; Erin Basinger, University of North Carolina at Charlotte; Amy Delaney, Millikin University

"Surviving Stigma: Examining how Veterans with PTSD Communicatively Manage Stigma" Rikki A. Roscoe, University of Missouri-Columbia

"Partner Notification and Stigma: An Application and Extension of the Revelation Risk Model” Kaylee Marie Lukaczena-Buzzetta, University of Kentucky; Tobias Reynolds-Tylus, James Madison University; Sara Kendall Salmon, Penn State University; Erin C. Wehrman, Missouri State University

"Promoting Transformative Community Change for Equitable Health: Peer Training and Intervention Using the Social Network Strategy” Sachiko Terui, University of Memphis; Jiangang Huang, University of Mississippi; Joy Goldsmith, University of Memphis; Donna Blackard, Friends for Life; Yiyi Yang, University of North Carolina, Wilmington; Claude H. Miller, University of Oklahoma
"Survival Against the Odds: Undocumented Immigrants Negotiation of Access to Health Care in the United States." Jaime Robb

---

**Top Papers in Feminist and Women's Studies Division**

Sponsor: Feminist and Women Studies Division  
Chair: Jessica L. Furgerson, University of Cincinnati, Blue Ash  
Respondent: Vinita Agarwal, Salisbury University  
"Embodied and Authoritative Knowledge in the Alabama Midwife Debate: Ways of Knowing in Rhetoric and Medical Practice" Elizabeth Wilhoit Larson, Auburn University; Cristiana Shipma McFarland, Auburn University  
"Forty years of in/visibility: MENA women since the Islamic revolution in Iran, 1979-2019" Victoria Newsom, Olympic College; Lara Lengel, Bowling Green State University  
"Lemons or "Lemonade"? Beyoncé, Killjoy Style, and Postfeminism" Matthew Salzano, University of Maryland  
"Motherhood as a Cultural Infrastructure: Developing a Cultural-Infrastructural View" Ashley A. Mattheis, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill  
"The Digital Archivization of Margaret Sangster: Public Forgetting, Trauma, and the White Feminist Movement" Lauren Rackley, Louisiana State University  
""Isolating Myself from the Rest of My Life”: Stories Women Tell of Institutional Discrimination in the Evangelical Church” Kara Sutton, San Diego State University

---

**Affect and Embodiment in Rhetorics of Space and Place**

Sponsor: Rhetorical and Communication Theory Division  
Chair: Helene A. Shugart, University of Utah  
"A Monument to Pessimism: Mediations on Mexican Modernity" Jose Angel Maldonado, University of Puget Sound  
"Affecting Peace and Justice: Embodied Rhetoric at the Memorial to Peace and Justice, Montgomery Alabama" Greg Dickinson, Colorado State University; Brian L. Ott, Texas Tech University  
"Phenological Style and the Rhetoric of Emplaced Observation" Joshua Trey Barnett, University of Utah  
"Place and the Affective Simultaneity of Multi-Scalar Assemblies" Joshua Paul Ewalt, University of Utah  
"Recycling White Trash: Southern “Tack” as Rhetorics of Place and Affect" Catherine E. Waggoner, Wittenberg University; Helene A. Shugart, University of Utah
**Technology and Trauma: Theorizing the Disruptions of a Technocratic World**

Sponsor: Rhetorical and Communication Theory Division  
Chairs: Jennifer Karen Lynn Buchan, Penn State University; Benjamin Aaron Firgens, Penn State University  
Presenters:  
  - Justin Eckstein, Pacific Lutheran University  
  - Atilla Hallsby, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities  
  - Morgan K. Johnson, Penn State University  
  - Sarah Riddick, University of Texas, Austin  
  - Misti Yang, University of Maryland

**Using New Media to Survive in the Classroom**

Sponsor: Scholarship of Teaching and Learning  
Chair: Heather Jane Hether, University of California, Davis  
  - "Teaching with Twitter: A Demonstration and Discussion of Twitter Use in the Classroom"  
  - Mary Chayko, Rutgers University  
  - "Using Pinterest to Increase Student Engagement"  
  - Melanie Savelli, Southern Connecticut State University

**Bill Ayers Communication Forum: Patriotic Nationalism, Democracy and Social Progress**

Sponsor: Society for the Study of Symbolic Interaction  
Chair: Thomas Hollihan, University of Southern California  
Presenters:  
  - Carol Winkler, Georgia State University  
  - Robert C. Rowland, University of Kansas

**Top Papers in Communication Ethics**

Sponsor: Communication Ethics Division
Chair: Janie Harden Fritz, Duquesne University
Respondent: Ronald C. Arnett, Duquesne University

"Neighbors and Strangers: A Communication Ethics for the City"  Austin David Hestdalen, Duquesne University

"Moral Luck and the Communicative Wrongdoing of Machines"  Miles C. Coleman, Rowan University

"Violence and the Primacy of Action: Reading Del Noce Alongside Han"  Justin N. Bonanno, Duquesne University

"The dialogic backroom: Precursor to transparency"  Karen L. Lollar, Metropolitan State University of Denver; Daniel J. Lair, Metropolitan State University of Denver

211058  12:30 PM  to 1:45 PM  Hilton Poe (Second Floor)

**Forensics Performance: Using Personal Narratives as a Strategy for Communicating Survival**

Sponsor: Pi Kappa Delta

Chair: Scott L. Jensen, Webster University

Respondents: Kyle Kellam, Marian University; Nicole Freeman, University of Central Missouri; Christopher P. Outzen, Truman State University; Sue E. Peterson, California State University Chico; Nancy Jackson, Marshall University

"Forensics Community: Surviving the death of loved ones through stories of belonging."  Adam M. Blood, University of West Florida

"The School of Greatness: A story of surviving childhood sexual abuse."  Tanner Wooten, Marshall University

"Transgenerational Trauma: Inheritance of the side effects of trauma through intergenerational transmission and storytelling"  Giovanni Fernandez, California State University Chico

"When you can’t bury their faces deeply enough: Surviving PTSD through forensics."  Jack E. Rogers, University of Central Missouri

211059  12:30 PM  to 1:45 PM  Hilton Holiday Ballroom 1 (Second Floor)

**Top Papers from the Disability Issues Caucus**

Sponsor: Disability Issues Caucus

Chair: Bruce Henderson, Ithaca College

Respondent: Bruce Henderson, Ithaca College

"Romantic Relationships of Characters with Disabilities in Film: A Content Analysis”  Claudia Garcia Mendoza; Thomas J. Socha, Old Dominion University

"The Veiled Production of Debility in Professional Wrestling”  Brooks Oglesby, University of South Florida
The Impact of Family Communication on Conversations and Perceptions Surrounding Health Communication

Sponsors: Family Communication Division; Health Communication Division
Chair: Shawn Starcher, Muskingum University
Respondent: Laura E. Miller, University of Tennessee

"I’m going to pass on everything I have learned": Family interactional sense-making about hereditary cancer" Gemme Campbell-Salome, Geisinger Medical Center; Emily A. Rauscher, Texas A&M University

"A Thematic and Critical Analysis of Why Individuals Contest Family Members’ Health Complaints: Discourses, Foucault, and the Enlightenment Subject” Charee M. Thompson, University of Illinois; Christopher Michael Duerringer, California State University Long Beach

"Linking Family Influence on Diet and Health Issues through Meat-Centric Family and Cultural Food Beliefs” Elizabeth Dorrance Hall, Michigan State University; Mengyan Ma, Michigan State University; Dilnora Azimova, Michigan State University; Nicole Campbell, Michigan State University; Morgan Ellithorpe, Michigan State University; Julie Plasencia, University of Kentucky; Manuel Chavez, Michigan State University; Geri Zeldes, Michigan State University; Bruno Takahashi, Michigan State University

"We are family: African American women discuss the impact of living with lupus on family relationships” Kesha Morant Williams, Penn State University, Berks

Relational Dialectics Theory: Studies of Interpersonal Communication

Sponsor: Interpersonal Communication Division
Chair: Kristina M. Scharp, University of Washington, Seattle
Respondent: Elizabeth A. Suter, University of Denver

"People understand this is college" and "OMG, I'm going to be alone forever": Emerging adults' communication of work/partnership boundary strategies” Kendra Knight, DePaul University

"One Step Forward, Two Steps Back: Understanding Borderline Personality Disorder in Friendships Through Relational Dialectics Theory" Jacki P. Willenborg, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee; Lindsay Kelpinski, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign; Erin M. Sahlstein Parcell, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

"The Dialectical Experience of the Fear of Missing Out: Fostering Relational, Emotional, and Physical Well-Being and Academic Success” Meredith Marko Harrigan, State University of New York, Geneseo; Iris Benz, State University of New York, Geneseo; Christopher Hauck, State University of New York, Geneseo; Emily LaRocca, State University of New York,
Interpersonal Communication within the Context of Parenting

Sponsors: Family Communication Division; Interpersonal Communication Division
Chair: Veronica Anne Droser, College at Brockport

"Cognitive Projections of, Affective Reactions to, and Behavioral Preferences for Parent-Adolescent Conflict" Lindsey Susan Aloia, University of Arkansas; Ron Warren, University of Arkansas

"Parents and Adolescents Conversations about Hurt: How Communication Patterns Predict Empathic Accuracy and Perceived Understanding" Rachel McLaren, University of Iowa; Alan Sillars, University of Montana

"Snowplow Parenting in the Age of #MeToo: A Grand Narrative Analysis of Mothers’ Coping Strategies with Child Sexual Assault" Katie Kassler, Texas Christian University

"Why post more pictures if no one is looking at them?” An exploratory investigation on the perceived role of the Facebook Like on Sharenting" Davide Cino, University of Milano-Bicocca; Silvia Demozzi, University of Bologna; Kaveri Subrahmanyam, California State University Los Angeles

Managing Internal Organizational Relationships in Healthcare and Beyond

Sponsors: Health Communication Division; Organizational Communication Division
Chair: Stephanie A. Smith, Virginia Tech
Respondent: Denise P. (Ferguson) Edwards-Neff, Azusa Pacific University

"Are We Still Friends? How to Manage a Promotion at Work While Still Maintaining Coworker Relationships" Jennifer Hayes, Sacramento State University

"How Do Nurse Managers Describe Clinical Nurses’ Work Arrangements? A Qualitative Study" Ivan Gan, University of Houston, Downtown

"How Do Nurses’ Work Arrangements Influence Nurse Managers’ Communication? A Qualitative Study" Ivan Gan, University of Houston, Downtown

"Surviving changes in internal communication: Effectiveness of multivocal versus univocal communication in organizational communication efforts" Danielle Fortner Deavours, University of Alabama
Communication and #____ing While Black or Brown

Sponsor: Communication for Survival Spotlight Series
Chair: Kimberly R. Moffitt, University of Maryland, Baltimore County
Presenters:
  Melissa Bartels, North Dakota State University
  Catalina Byrd, Political consultant and journalist
  Zeke Cohen, Baltimore City Council
  Richard Elliot, Johns Hopkins University
  Andre E. Johnson, University of Memphis
  David Miller, Author
  Ashley Minner, University of Maryland Baltimore County
  Lester Spence, Johns Hopkins University
  Baynard Woods, Independent Scholar

Student Section Business Meeting

Sponsor: Student Section
Presenters:
  Kiah E. Bennett, Colorado State University
  Logan Rae Gomez, University of Colorado, Boulder
  Kristina M. Lee, Colorado State University
  Mikayla Torres, Syracuse University
  Elizabeth S. Cooney-Petro, Syracuse University

NCA Convention Committee Meeting

Sponsor: NCA National Office
Presenters:
  Andrea M. Davis, Western New England University
  Lara C. Stache, Governors State University
  Renee Dupree, Howard University
  Kenneth A. Lachlan, University of Connecticut
  William R. Cooney, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
  Michelle Rodino-Colocino, Penn State University
  Kristin Yednock, National Communication Association
Language and Social Interaction Division Business Meeting

Sponsor: Language and Social Interaction Division
Presenters:
Mardi J. Kidwell, University of New Hampshire
Jessica S. Robles, Loughborough University
Alexa Hepburn, Rutgers University
Alena Vasilyeva, University of Massachusetts, Amherst
Nadezhda Sotirova, University of Minnesota, Morris
Stephen M. DiDomenico, State University of New York, New Paltz
Joshua Raclaw, West Chester University

211068 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM Hilton Tubman (Third Floor)

Training and Development Division Top Panel: Surviving Scrutiny: Incorporating Research & Practice into T&D Programs

Sponsor: Training and Development Division
Chair: Keri K. Stephens, University of Texas, Austin
Presenters:
Stephanie L. Dailey, Texas State University
Ralph Gigliotti, Rutgers University
Brett W. Robertson, University of Texas, Austin
Jacob S. Ford, Baylor University
Anastazja Harris, University of Texas, Austin
Courtney Jean Powers, University of Texas, Austin
Katherine Head, Texas State University

211071 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM Hilton Brent (Third Floor)

Literacies of Survival: Teaching the Social Movements Course

Sponsor: Activism and Social Justice Division
Chairs: Jason Del Gandio, Temple University; Amy Pason, University of Nevada, Reno
Presenters:
Jason Del Gandio, Temple University
Suzanne Enck, University of North Texas
Nina Maria Lozano, Loyola Marymount University
Billie Murray, Villanova University
Amy Pason, University of Nevada, Reno

211074 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM Hilton Douglass (Third Floor)

Top Student Paper Session for the Communication and the Future Division
Sponsor: Communication and the Future Division
Chair: Alison Nicole Novak, Rowan University

"Driving into the Future while Looking in the Rearview Mirror: Innovation Communication, Transportation Policy Mobilities, and Uber Urbanism" Curry Chandler, University of Pittsburgh

"A World Without Farmers: Surviving the Big Data Agricultural Revolution" Rian E. Wanstreet, University of Washington

"The Digital Rhetorical Field: Methodological Possibilities for the Future of Communication" Joe E. Hatfield, University of Colorado, Boulder

"Dancing with My Drone: Affective Entanglements and Mobile Companionship" Julia M. Hildebrand, Eckerd College

2:00 PM

214001 2:00 PM to 4:45 PM  Baltimore Convention Center 321 (300 Level)

SC10: Teaching Interpersonal Communication: Surviving Communication with Difficult People and Uncomfortable Situations

Sponsor: Short Courses
Chairs: Rich West, Emerson College; Lynn H. Turner, Marquette University

214002 2:00 PM to 4:45 PM  Baltimore Convention Center 322 (300 Level)

SC08: Communicating Love in Relationships: Taking Relationships from Surviving to Thriving

Sponsor: Short Courses
Chair: Renee J. Bourdeaux, Northwest University
Presenter:
   Renee J. Bourdeaux, Northwest University
Respondent: Paul Carty, Kendall Hunt Publishing Company

214003 2:00 PM to 4:45 PM  Baltimore Convention Center 323 (300 Level)

SC09: Surviving and Combatting Microaggressions Experienced by Immigrant Faculty

Sponsor: Short Courses
Chairs: Brandi Lawless, University of San Francisco; Yea-Wen Chen, San Diego State University
Presenters:
SC11: Using Cultural Discourse Analysis (CuDA): A research method to present in Intercultural or Topic-Based Courses

Sponsor: Short Courses
Chairs: Trudy Milburn, Purchase College, SUNY; Michelle Scollo, College of Mount Saint Vincent

Presenters:
- Mike Alvarez, University of Massachusetts, Amherst
- Donal A. Carbaugh, University of Massachusetts, Amherst
- Eean B. Grimshaw, University of Massachusetts, Amherst
- Tabitha Hart, San Jose State University
- Salla Poutiainen, University of Helsinki
- Brion van Over, Manchester Community College
- Richard Wilkins, Baruch College, CUNY
- Michaela R. Winchatz, DePaul University

Tactics of Resistance and Survival: Lessons from Environmental Justice and Food Justice

Sponsor: Environmental Communication Division
Chair: Katherine Lind, Northeastern University
Respondent: Constance Gordon, San Francisco State University

"Food Savers or Food Saviors? Food Recovery Networks, Food Justice and the Reduction of Food Waste" Leda M. Cooks, University of Massachusetts, Amherst

"Portraits from the Flood: Brown Underperformativity in the Face of Climate Crisis" Bailey Flynn, Northwestern University

"Surviving Environmental Racism Together: Racial Scripts, Counterscripts, and Advocating for Social Change in an Environmental Justice Context" Christopher Scott Thomas, College at Brockport

"Waterways of the past and future: Ecocultural identity in a Nuevo Mexicano urban-rural borderland" Jeffrey Hoffmann, University of New Mexico
Economics, Communication, and Society Division Business Meeting

Sponsor: Economics, Communication, and Society Division

Presenters:
Jessica A. Kurr, Northeastern University
Josh Hanan, University of Denver
Catherine Chaput, University of Nevada, Reno
Blake Abbott, Towson University
Christopher Michael Duerringer, California State University Long Beach
Sean C. Kennedy, University of Kansas
Kristiana N. Wright, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities
Robert Olen McDonald, University of Kansas
M. Lane Bruner, University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Jack L. Harris, Northwestern University
Matthew Bellinger, Seattle Pacific University
Ralph E. Cintron, University of Illinois, Chicago
Leslie L. Rossman, Humboldt State University
Crystal Colombini, University of Texas, San Antonio
Rahul Rastogi, State University of New York, Oneonta

214007 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM  
Baltimore Convention Center 327 (300 Level)

Surviving Coverage of School Shootings: Evaluating News Coverage of American School Shootings from Columbine to Parkland

Sponsor: Mass Communication Division
Chair: Beth M. Waggenspack, Virginia Tech

Presenters:
Danielle Fortner Deavours, University of Alabama
Matthew S. VanDyke, University of Alabama
Jiangxue (Ashley) Han, Appalachian State University
Theodore Petersen, Florida Institute of Technology
Linda White, Michigan State University

214009 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM  
Baltimore Convention Center 329 (300 Level)

Instructional Development Division Top Panel: Communication for Survival and Instruction

Sponsor: Instructional Development Division
Chair: David Roach, Texas Tech University

Presenters:
David Roach, Texas Tech University
Diana K. Ivy, Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi
Marian L. Houser, Texas State University
Scott A. Myers, West Virginia University

214010  2:00 PM to 3:15 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  330 (300 Level)

Top Papers in Communication and Sport

Sponsor: Communication and Sport Division
Chair: Michael Milford, Auburn University
Respondent: Karen L. Hartman, Idaho State University

"Social Media Discourse about Division-I Football Players’ Announcements of Early Exit: The Role of Expressed Fandom”  Gregory A. Cranmer, Clemson University; Jimmy Sanderson, Texas Tech University; David Cassilo, Kennesaw State University; Bailey Troutman, Clemson University

"It Might Also Be Good for Your Brain": Cognitive and Social Benefits that Motivate Parents to Permit Tackle Football Participation"  Joseph McGlynn, University of North Texas; Rebecca D. Boneau, University of North Texas; Brian K. Richardson, University of North Texas

"Challenging Gender in Sport Journalism: A Narrative Analysis of Outsports Top 25 Most-Read Articles of 2017"  Ryan S. Rigda, Saginaw Valley State University

"Kaepernick and Abdul-Rauf: Two Anthem Protests and the Public Reaction When Sports and Politics Collide"  Jason Stamm, University of Tennessee, Knoxville; Mark Harmon, University of Tennessee

"The Processional Hymn of Sunday Night Football: Praising the Patriotic Unity in "Oh, Sunday Night" (Top Student Paper in Communication and Sport)"  Ashley Danielle Garcia, University of Nebraska-Lincoln; William R. Cooney, University of Nebraska-Lincoln

214011  2:00 PM to 3:15 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  331 (300 Level)

Topical Issues on Fandom and Fictional Narratives

Sponsor: Mass Communication Division
Chair: Tucker Joel Robinson, University of Missouri
Respondent: Hyejung Ju, Claflin University

"Jack Ryan: Becoming a Sovereign Agent"  Kelly M. O'Donnell, University of Pittsburgh

"Magical Thinking and Fans of Fictional Texts"  Laramie D. Taylor, University of California, Davis; Irena Acic, University of California Davis

"Violence, Paratexts, and Fandoms: The Walking Dead as a Societal Mirror"  Jessica Lolli, University of South Florida
"“We’ll get through this Together”: Supportive Communication in Fan Narratives for Fictional and Real-Life Loss" Jeremy Adolphson, University of Wisconsin-Green Bay

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Chair(s)</th>
<th>Presenters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>214012</td>
<td>2:00 PM to 3:15 PM</td>
<td>Baltimore Convention Center</td>
<td>Surviving Grant Writing: Challenges and Opportunities in Pursuing Funding in Communication</td>
<td>NCA Research Council</td>
<td>Norah E. Dunbar, University of California, Santa Barbara</td>
<td>Celeste M. Condit, University of Georgia, Kate Kenski, University of Arizona, Roderick Hart, University of Texas, Austin, Jennifer L. Stromer-Galley, Syracuse University, Claude H. Miller, University of Oklahoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>214013</td>
<td>2:00 PM to 3:15 PM</td>
<td>Baltimore Convention Center</td>
<td>Reimagining American Queer Nightlife</td>
<td>Caucus on Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer Concerns</td>
<td>Brendan G. A. Hughes, Metropolitan State University of Denver</td>
<td>Eddie Gamboa, Northwestern University, Andre A. Favors, Lamar University, Ally Knighton, Lewis and Clark College, Juan Nuñez, University of Texas, Austin, Michael Tristano, Arizona State University, Danielle R. Soibelman, University of Texas, Austin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>214014</td>
<td>2:00 PM to 3:15 PM</td>
<td>Baltimore Convention Center</td>
<td>Surviving not Thriving: The Challenges and Experiences of Women of Color in Collegiate Forensics Coaching</td>
<td>American Forensic Association</td>
<td>Yaw Osafo/O Kyeremateng, Concordia University</td>
<td>Tomeka Robinson, Hofstra University, Sadé A. Barfield, University of Northern Iowa, Najla Ghazi Amundson, Concordia College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Chair(s)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>214015</td>
<td>2:00 PM to 3:15 PM</td>
<td>Baltimore Convention Center 335 (300 Level)</td>
<td><strong>Critical/Cultural Communication and Critical Mentoring</strong></td>
<td>Sponsor: Critical and Cultural Studies Division</td>
<td>Chairs: Ahmet Atay, College of Wooster; Diana Trebing, Saginaw Valley State University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Presenters:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ahmet Atay, College of Wooster</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Deanna L. Fassett, San Jose State University</td>
<td></td>
<td>Deanna L. Fassett, San Jose State University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Katherine J. Denker, Ball State University</td>
<td></td>
<td>Katherine J. Denker, Ball State University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Danielle M. Stern, Christopher Newport University</td>
<td></td>
<td>Danielle M. Stern, Christopher Newport University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>James T. Petre, Bloomsburg University</td>
<td></td>
<td>James T. Petre, Bloomsburg University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nicholas Alexis Zoffel, Edoptics (501c3)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Nicholas Alexis Zoffel, Edoptics (501c3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Satoshi Toyosaki, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale</td>
<td></td>
<td>Satoshi Toyosaki, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>David H. Kahl, Jr., Penn State Erie, The Behrend College</td>
<td></td>
<td>David H. Kahl, Jr., Penn State Erie, The Behrend College</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>214016</td>
<td>2:00 PM to 3:15 PM</td>
<td>Baltimore Convention Center 336 (300 Level)</td>
<td><strong>Cultural Studies: New Origins and New Futures</strong></td>
<td>Sponsor: Critical and Cultural Studies Division</td>
<td>Chair: Rachel van der Merwe, University of Colorado Boulder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Respondent:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Paul Smith, George Mason University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;Empathy Across Borders, Mediating Bodies and Space in Chinese Urban Villages&quot; Yukai Chen, University of Colorado Boulder</td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;Empathy Across Borders, Mediating Bodies and Space in Chinese Urban Villages&quot; Yukai Chen, University of Colorado Boulder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;Place-ing Cultural Studies: On Origin Stories&quot; Megan Wood, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill</td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;Place-ing Cultural Studies: On Origin Stories&quot; Megan Wood, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;The Birth of South African Cultural Studies&quot; Rachel van der Merwe, University of Colorado Boulder</td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;The Birth of South African Cultural Studies&quot; Rachel van der Merwe, University of Colorado Boulder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;What It Means to Speak: International Speaking Subjectivities in Dubai&quot; David Landes, American University of Beirut</td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;What It Means to Speak: International Speaking Subjectivities in Dubai&quot; David Landes, American University of Beirut</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>214017</td>
<td>2:00 PM to 3:15 PM</td>
<td>Baltimore Convention Center 337 (300 Level)</td>
<td><strong>From Barbershops to BBQ Becky: The &quot;Everydayness&quot; of Black Life</strong></td>
<td>Sponsor: African American Communication and Culture Division</td>
<td>Chair: Shenita T. Denson, University of Maryland, Baltimore County</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
"A case study on “Good Hair” and the Natural Hair Lifestyle"  Daphne S. Valerius, University of Missouri

"Boyz II Men or "Space and Opportunity": A Study of Black Barbershops and the Men and Women Inside"  Asha Winfield, Texas A&M University

"The Shade of It All: How Black Women use Social Media to Advocate for Inclusion in the Makeup Industry"  Kiara M. Childs, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

"“I’m Calling the Police”: The Affective Encounters of #LivingWhileBlack"  Myles Mason, University of Colorado, Boulder

The Politics of Survival and Resistance: Understanding Latinx Political Identities, Immigration Policy, Government Indifference, and Constitutive Rhetoric in the U.S. and Latin America

Sponsor: Latino/Latina Communication Studies Division
Chair: Oscar A. Mejia, University of Utah
Respondent: Jose Angel Maldonado, University of Puget Sound

"Latinx Political Organizations and the 2018 Midterm Elections"  Arthur D. Soto-Vásquez, Texas A&M International University

"Working as Intended: American Immigration Policy and the Creation of an Exploitable Labor Pool"  Jon C. Wiebel, Allegheny College

"What We Talk About When We Talk About Mexico: Finding Humanity in Casualty Statistics Through Narrative"  Niko Shonn Corbin, Texas State University

"Nicolás Maduro’s Constitutive Rhetoric in the Context of the New National Constituent Assembly Announcement"  Luis Miguel Lopez-Londoño, Ohio University

Im/Possibilities of Queer/Trans Worldmaking Allies: The Commodification of GLBTQ Pride Movement in the Age of Liberal Capitalism

Sponsors: Asian/Pacific American Caucus; Black Caucus; Caucus on Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer Concerns; Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer Communication Studies Division; International and Intercultural Communication Division; La Raza Caucus; Rhetorical and Communication Theory Division; Women's Caucus
Chair: Bernadette Marie Calafell, Gonzaga University

Presenters:
Dana L. Cloud, California State University Fullerton
David J. Gudelunas, University of Tampa
Rachel Alicia Griffin, University of Utah
Gust A. Yep, San Francisco State University
Constructing and Disrupting Stigmatizing Discourses: Burmese Refugees, Undocumented Asian Youth, Young Chinese Rape Victims, and White Americans in China

Sponsors: Asian/Pacific American Caucus; Asian/Pacific American Communication Studies Division; International and Intercultural Communication Division
Chair: Dhiman Chattopadhyay, Shippensburg University
Respondent: Zhuo Ban, University of Cincinnati

"Burmese refugees as racial and criminal others: Examining on local media coverages in the Buffalo News and the Dallas Morning News" Eunbi Lee, University of Massachusetts, Amherst

"Strategic Visibility and the Reclamation of Political Agency and Humanity by Undocumented Asian Youth" Sarah Kwon, California State University Los Angeles

"Rape Victims or Underage Prostitutes? Labeling, Stigmatizing, and Victimizing Chinese Young Women" Tao Zhang, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale

"Exoticization, Occidentalism and Resistance: Caucasian Americans' Experiences of Being the Other in Mainland China" Yang Liu, Beijing Foreign Studies University

Engaging Community through Intercultural Communication: Racial-Ethnic Politics in Gentrification, Peacebuilding, and Diasporic Identification

Sponsors: Asian/Pacific American Communication Studies Division; International and Intercultural Communication Division
Chair: Joshua F. Hoops, William Jewell College
Respondent: EunYoung Lee, Florida Gulf Coast University

"Pakhtun Jirga: A Cultural Peacebuilding Institution in Pakistan" Nizar Ahmad, Bacha Khan University, Charsadda; Benjamin J. Broome, Arizona State University

"The Survival of Chinatown in Canada: Participatory Praxis in Critical Intercultural Education" Ran Ju, Mount Royal University; Dongjing Kang, Florida Gulf Coast University
"“I am Korean American”: Constructing diasporic identifications on a Korean American Facebook group and Pinterest board"  David C. Oh, Ramapo College

214022  2:00 PM to 3:15 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  342 (300 Level)

**Applied Communication Division Business Meeting**

Sponsor: Applied Communication Division
Presenters:
Alexander L. Lancaster, Weber State University
Stacy Smulowitz, University of Scranton
Jessica Wendorf Muhamad, Florida State University
Rebekah Christine Whitaker, Union University
Rukhsana Ahmed, University at Albany, SUNY

214023  2:00 PM to 3:15 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  343 (300 Level)

**Media and the Rhetoric of Donald Trump**

Sponsors: Mass Communication Division; Political Communication Division
Chair: Sumana Chattopadhyay, Marquette University
Respondent: Paulette Brinka, Suffolk County Community College, Brentwood

"The President Tweets the Press: President-Press Relations and the Politics of Media Degradation" Joshua Scacco, University of South Florida; Eric C. Wiemer, Purdue University

"“He was a showboat:” Image Repair of Donald Trump on the Firing of James Comey" Sarah Pollok, Texas State University

"Survival after Hurricane Maria: Myth and Narrative in Trump’s Crisis Response"  Victoria Miller, Texas State University

214024  2:00 PM to 3:15 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  344 (300 Level)

**Archival Survival: Why We Continue to Teach Archival Methods and What the Archives Continue to Teach Us**

Sponsor: Public Address Division
Chair: Lauren Paige Hunter, University of Maryland
Presenters:
Megan Irene Fitzmaurice, University of Texas, Arlington
Elizabeth E. Gardner, Westmont College
Kit Hughes, Colorado State University
Shawn J. Parry-Giles, University of Maryland
Allison M. Prasch, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Alyssa A. Samek, California State University Fullerton
Belinda A. Stillion Southard, Department of Communication St
Dave Tell, University of Kansas

214025 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM Baltimore Convention Center 345 (300 Level)

Communication for Survival in Asia
Sponsors: Chinese Communication Association; Korean American Communication Association
Chair: Yang-Soo Kim, Middle Tennessee State University
Respondent: Eun-Jeong Han, Salisbury University
  "Can we be on the same team? Examining the effect of North Korean defectors' self-disclosure and accent on South Koreans' intention to cooperate" Jong In Samuel Lim, Korea University; Sung Bin Youk, Korea University; JunHyung Han, Korea University; Hee Sun Park, Korea University
  "China's Belt and Road Initiative: A Pentadic Cartography of Xi Jinping’s Keynote in the Belt and Road Forum" Zhou Li, Southwest Jiaotong University
  "Nationalism, Orientalism, and the Neoliberal Discourse of Survival: A Critical Revisit to the 2005 Cloning Fraud" Inkyu Kang, Penn State Erie, The Behrend College
  "Reciprocity and swearing in anonymous computer-mediated communication: The case of Hong Kong-Mainland China conflict" Yu-Leung Ng, Hong Kong Baptist University; Yunya Song, Hong Kong Baptist University; Yu Huang, Hong Kong Baptist University
  "America's Bond Girl and Korea's Heroic Queen: Racialized Gendered Nationalism in Olympic Figure Skating (Top Paper)" Chuyun Oh, San Diego State University

214026 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM Baltimore Convention Center 346 (300 Level)

From “Scientist-Citizen” to “Scientist-Activist”: Publicly Engaged Scientists in a Post-truth Era
Sponsor: Association for the Rhetoric of Science, Technology, and Medicine
Chairs: Pamela Pietrucci, University of Copenhagen; Leah Ceccarelli, University of Washington, Seattle
Respondent: Ashley Rose Mehlenbacher, University of Waterloo
  "Activist v. activist: Should climate scientists fly?" Jean Goodwin, North Carolina State University
  "Science Not Silence: Scientist Citizens’ Display of Eunoia under President Trump" Collin Syfert, Fitchburg State University
  "Scientists as a Visceral Public: Ethos and Pathos in the Founding of the Union of Concerned Scientists" Leah Ceccarelli, University of Washington, Seattle
"Scientists Going Rogue in the Italian Public Controversy Over Mandatory Vaccinations" Pamela Pietrucci, University of Copenhagen

"Time, Space, and Expertise: How Scientists Transform the Tempo of Transportation Policy" Nathan R. Johnson, University of South Florida; Meredith Johnson, University of South Florida

214027 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM  
Baltimore Convention Center 347 (300 Level)

Assessing the Digital Divide: Theory and Research, Technologies, and Health

Sponsor: Partnership for Progress on the Digital Divide
Chair: Corinne Dalelio, Coastal Carolina University

"Digital Divide: Theoretical Review and Future Research Suggestions" Hongtao Hao, Indiana University

"Surviving a ‘Clueless’ Dream: The Echo Look and Implications for Consumers Interacting with Artificially Intelligent Household Devices" Maria N. Nelson, Villanova University

"The Future as Seen through the Lens of ATSC 3.0" Kenneth J. Levine, Michigan State University

"Assessing Patient Needs and the Characteristics of Cardiovascular Disease Self-Management Apps through User Reviews: The Functional Digital Divide" Rebecca K. Britt, University of Alabama; Aibek Musaev, University of Alabama; Brian C. Britt, University of Alabama; Jessica Maddox, University of Alabama; Jameson Hayes, University of Alabama

"The Digital Divide in Parenting and its Impact on Children's Health" Corinne Dalelio, Coastal Carolina University; Christina Nicole Selby, Coastal Carolina University; Andrea M. Bergstrom, Coastal Carolina University

214028 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM  
Baltimore Convention Center 348 (300 Level)

Association for Communication Administration Business Meeting

Sponsor: Association for Communication Administration

Presenters:
Amy L. Koerber, Texas Tech University
Helen Sterk, Western Kentucky University
Sarah Stone Watt, Pepperdine University

214029 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM  
Baltimore Convention Center 349 (300 Level)

S.A.F.E (Strategies Addressing Forensic Extinction) In Community College Spaces

Sponsors: Community College Section; Phi Rho Pi
Chair: Nathan Carter, Northern Virginia Community College, Alexandria
Presenters:
  Trent Webb, Nassau Community College
  Crystal Lane Swift Ferguson, Mt. San Antonio College
  James Dobson, Las Positas College
  Kirt Shineman, Glendale Community College
  Keith W. Townsend, Longview Community College
Respondent: M'Liss Stewart Hindman, Tyler Junior College

214030  2:00 PM to 3:15 PM    Baltimore Convention Center    350 (300 Level)

**Media Ecology Perspectives on Jewish Culture and Memory**

Sponsor: Media Ecology Association
Chair: Carolin Aronis, Colorado State University
Respondent: Lance A. Strate, Fordham University
  "First Nations of the Book: Understanding Judaism"  Lance A. Strate, Fordham University
  "Holocaust Memorials as Urban Medium"  Gary Gumpert, Urban Communication Foundation; Susan Drucker, Hofstra University
  "The Jewish Tradition of Rocks, Stones, and Bricks in Plastic Times"  Carolin Aronis, Colorado State University

214031  2:00 PM to 3:15 PM    Baltimore Convention Center    Ballroom (400 Level)

**Contributions from African American Communication, Ethnography, Game Studies, Group Communication, Law, Media Ecology, Political Communication, Public Dialogue, Rhetoric, of Science, Technology & Medicine, and Social Cognition**

Sponsors: African American Communication and Culture Division; Association for the Rhetoric of Science, Technology, and Medicine; Communication and Law Division; Communication and Social Cognition Division; Ethnography Division; Game Studies Division; Group Communication Division; Media Ecology Association; Political Communication Division; Public Dialogue and Deliberation Division; Scholar to Scholar
Chairs: Elisabeth Bigsby, University of Illinois; Thomas K. Nakayama, Northeastern University
Respondents: David E. Weber, University of North Carolina, Wilmington; Peter G. Lindmark, North Dakota State University; Kyle Heuett, Ball State University; Joseph Sery, Christopher Newport University; Michael Plugh, Manhattan College; Lindsey A. Harvell-Bowman, James Madison University; Tim Steffensmeier, Kansas State University; Emily Winderman, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities; Richard Huskey, University of California, Davis; Joy M. Woods, University of Texas at Austin
"01. A Media Ecological Approach to the History of Music Notation: The Neume, Staff and Mensural Rhythm"  Barry D. Liss, University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee

"02. Average is not Inclusive"  Audra Barber, University of Colorado, Boulder

"03. Cameras in the Courtroom: Content Analysis of Press Coverage in Judicial Proceedings"  Caroline Aurigemma, The College of Saint Rose

"04. Coded Publics: An Ideological Analysis of Algorithmic Rhetoric and Public Opinion"  Kamiran S. Dadah, California State University Long Beach

"05. Committed to Not Being Committed: A Reparative Approach to Singleness"  Alyssa Hernandez, Illinois State University

"06. Delinking Through Knowledge, Art, and Love"  Ana-Luisa Ortiz-Martinez, University of Nevada, Reno


"08. Exploring Political Participation, Disagreement, and Incivility of Young Pakistanis on SNSs"  Muhammad Masood, City University of Hong Kong

"09. Fear and Rage, Prayers and Partisanship: U.S. Congressional membership's engagement of Twitter as an agenda-setting tool following the Parkland Shooting"  Nicholas David Bowman, Texas Tech University; Allen Copenhafer, Lindsey Wilson College; Christopher Ferguson, Stetson University; Shianne Ferrell, West Virginia University

"10. In Her Own Words: The First Lady, the Black Church and Respectability Politics"  Shauntae Brown White, North Carolina Central University


"12. Regulating Sex: Examining social perceptions and legal management of sex work in Nevada"  Samantha C. Thies, University of Nevada, Las Vegas

"13. The effect of perceptual ambiguity in user interfaces on self-disclosure"  Robert J. Lewis, Culture By Numbers; Peyman Rashidian, University of Texas, Austin; Jeeyun Oh, University of Texas, Austin

"14. The Life and Death of Play in Lords Mobile: Motivations for Beginning, Continuing, and Quitting a Mobile MMORTS"  Anya Anna Hommadova, Arizona State University; Stephen Carradini, Arizona State University

"15. The Narratives of Veterinary Medicine"  Sara Kaufman, Purdue University


"17. What's The Unheard Word? An Analysis of Alternative Student Run Publications at Predominantly White Institutions"  Cheryl D. Jenkins, University of Southern Mississippi; Loren Saxton Coleman, University of Southern Mississippi

"18. When Dejection Fuels Determination: A Proposal to Increase Research on Communicative Tensions for Black Women Surviving Polycystic Ovarian Syndrome"  Ayodeji Elohor Otusanya, George Mason University; Mark C. Hopson, George Mason University
"19. When text is enough and when it is not: How people process information from text and illustration to achieve their certainty" Qian Huang, University of Miami; Wei Peng, University of Miami

"20. Whose America is This? A Textual Analysis of Childish Gambino's This is America" Monica Evans, North Carolina State University

"21. Young Existential Voters: Eliciting Mortality Salience as a Way to Control Emotions and Intent to Vote Towards a Political Candidate" Lindsey A. Harvell-Bowman, James Madison University; Marissa Fauver, James Madison University; Jenna Foster, James Madison University; Jessica Krislow, James Madison University; Tonya Schoenbeck


"23. The Effect of Team Efficacy on Team Performance: A Mini-Meta-Analysis" Benjamin L. Davis, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

214031 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM Baltimore Convention Center Ballroom (400 Level)

**Great Ideas for Teaching Students (G.I.F.T.S) Session III**

Sponsor: Great Ideas for Teaching Students (G.I.F.T.S)

Chair: Mariko Izumi, Columbus State University

"01. From surviving to thriving: Identity-based intervention for stigma resistance" Rachael E. Bishop, Penn State University

"02. Teaching Political Humor: Entertainment, Exaggeration, and Echo Chambers" Emily D. Stones, Regis University

"03. Teaching without Grades: Helping Students Learn Editing and Develop a Growth Mindset" Erin F. Doss, Indiana University Kokomo

"04. The Culture Walk: Exploring Inclusion and Exclusion on College Campuses" Lori Leonard Britt, James Madison University; Bri Ozalas, James Madison University

"05. The Ethical Dilemma Speech" Nakia S. Welch, San Jacinto College

"06. The Fallacy Commercial" Eric Glover

"07. The Life Boat Activity: Ethics, Persuasion, and Group Communication in Action" Leslie R. Nelson, California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo

"08. The Tap me in Debate: Using Toulmin's Model as a Tool to Teach Civil Discourse" Matthew Louis Parnell, Texas Tech University

"09. The Tribe Has Spoken: Teaching Argument Through Playing Survivor" William Rocco Lucio, Highland Community College

"10. The Visual Talk: Steps Toward Implementing a Speech Beyond Genre" Brandon R. Bumstead, Harry S. Truman College

"11. Thesis Pictionary" Maureen J. Wieland, Purdue University
"12. Thriving rather than Surviving in the Communication Major" Brad Hall, Utah State University

"13. Troll or Not: Building Student Tools for Identifying Negative Online Presences" Aaron Christian Cross, North Dakota State University

"14. Understanding Muted Groups Theory and Silencing" Clare Gross, Baldwin Wallace University

"15. Understanding Narrative Paradigm Via Song Lyrics" Stacey A. Peterson, Montgomery College

"16. Understanding Your Role to Survive and Thrive in Small Groups in College" Carolyn Hurley, Northern Virginia Community College

"17. Using @realdonaldtrump for the informative speech" Joshua L. Potter-Dineen, Pierce College, Puyallup

"18. Utilizing Escape Room Activities for Team Building/Bonding and Leadership and Teamwork Analyses for Reflective Learning" Drew D. Shade, University of Cincinnati, Blue Ash

"19. Utilizing Virtual Reality to Train Public Speakers" Kensey Dressler, Missouri State University

"20. We Were on a Break!": Understanding How to Write Conceptual and Operational Definitions" Nancy Bressler, West Virginia Wesleyan College

"21. Weekly Online/Hybrid Course Photo Blog Assignment" Veronica Hefner, Dominican University of California


"23. Wine and Crime: Augmented Reality for Surviving Media Writing" Sasha Allgayer, State University of New York, Geneseo

"24. "Look What You Made Me Do": Using Taylor Swift to teach cultural appropriation in a rhetorical traditions course" Malcolm A. Jason, North Dakota State University

"25. "This really can't be how things work": Extending Duerringer's (2013) Monopology activity" Katrina N. Hanna, Arizona State University

Top Three Competitive Papers in the Communication and Law Division

Sponsor: Communication and Law Division
Chair: Donald A. Fishman, Boston College
Respondent: Donald A. Fishman, Boston College

"Blurring the Lines: Impersonation of the Press by Law Enforcement in the United States" Scott Memmel, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities

"Exploring perjury in a post-truth era: Public perceptions of lying under oath and the influences of media, religiosity, and politics" Susan H. Sarapin, Troy University; Pamela L. Morris, Indiana University-Purdue University Columbus; Richard Ledet, Troy University
"Lawrence and Garner v. Texas and the "Right to be Let Alone""
Hilary A. Rasmussen, University of Wisconsin-Parkside

214036  2:00 PM to 3:15 PM  Hilton  Peale B (First Floor)

**Undergraduate College and University Section (UCUS) Business Meeting**

Sponsor: Undergraduate College and University Section

Presenters:
- Erin D. Vicente, Lasell College
- Lora Cohn, Park University
- Daniel S. Brown, Religious Communication Association
- Kathleen M. Edelmayer, Madonna University

214038  2:00 PM to 3:15 PM  Hilton  Johnson (First Floor)

**Pedagogical Ideas and Syllabus Exchange**

Sponsor: Theatre, Film and New Multi-Media Division

Chairs: John Chase Soliday, University of Miami; Barbara Parisi, Long Island Univ, Brooklyn; M. Susan Anthony, DePauw University; Noah Lelek, Texas Woman's University; Deryl Johnson, Kutztown University

Presenters:
- Susan Tomasovic, George Mason University
- Shawn Apostel, Bellarmine University
- Frank A. Barnhart, Columbus State Community College
- John E. Socas, Bronx Community College
- Bernard Armada, University of St. Thomas
- Vicki Crooks, University of Rio Grande
- Kimberly M. Cuny, University of North Carolina, Greensboro
- Patricia E. Friel, University of Cincinnati
- Adrienne E. Hacker Daniels, Illinois College
- Daniel W. Heaton, Capital University
- Tim Good, DePauw University
- Sofia Karatza, Coastal Carolina University
- Rebecca Kennerly, Georgia Southern University
- Margaret E. Moe, Lee University
- Julie Petry, Bloomsburg University
- Stephen Christopher Stifano, University of Connecticut
- Jennifer Tuder, St. Cloud State University
- Deryl Johnson, Kutztown University
- Barbara Parisi, Long Island Univ, Brooklyn
- Noah Lelek, Texas Woman's University
- M. Susan Anthony, DePauw University
- John Chase Soliday, University of Miami
Respondent: James M. Brandon, Hillsdale College

214039  2:00 PM to 3:15 PM  Hilton  Latrobe (First Floor)

**Group Communication Division Business Meeting**

Sponsor: Group Communication Division

Presenters:
- Johny Garner, Texas Christian University
- Kay Yoon, University of Colorado, Colorado Springs
- Lyn M. Van Swol, University of Wisconsin-Madison
- Bei Yan, University of Southern California
- Jessica Katz Jameson, North Carolina State University

214040  2:00 PM to 3:15 PM  Hilton  Ruth (First Floor)

**Top Papers in Peace and Conflict Communication**

Sponsor: Peace and Conflict Communication Division

Chair: Ian M. Borton, Aquinas College

Respondent: Michael L. Zirulnik, The Varsity Project

"Communication for Survival: Ethics of Peace Journalism in Al Jazeera’s Coverage of Raqqa, Syria" Hala A. Guta, Qatar University

"Exploring Constructive Resilience: A Qualitative Investigation of the Bahá’í Response to Oppression" Mark Kazemzadeh, University of Massachusetts Boston

"How U.S. and Chinese Media Cover the U.S.-China Trade Conflict: A Case Study of War and Journalism Practice and the Foreign Policy Equilibrium Hypothesis" Louisa Ha, Bowling Green State University; Yang Yang, Bowling Green State University; Rik Ray, Bowling Green State University; Frankline B. Matanji, University of Iowa; Peiqin Chen, Shanghai International Studies University; Ke Guo, Shanghai International Studies University

"Intercultural Empathy between Palestinian and Israeli Individuals: A Qualitative Analysis" Kelsea Jayne Jackson, Massey University Wellington; Stephen Michael Croucher, Massey University Wellington

214041  2:00 PM to 3:15 PM  Hilton  Key Ballroom 1 (Second Floor)

**Top Papers for the Public Relations Division**

Sponsor: Public Relations Division

Chair: Denise P. (Ferguson) Edwards-Neff, Azusa Pacific University

Respondent: Anna Klyueva, University of Houston, Clear Lake

"Surviving a Crisis by Not Over-Emoting: Effects of Nuanced Displays of Emotions and Chosen Words on Spokesperson Credibility" Keri K. Stephens, University of Texas, Austin;
Mary Waller, Texas Christian University; Serena Sohrab, University of Ontario Institute of Technology

"The Power of Pre-existing Relationships: Situational Crisis Communication Theory and the Revised Model of Reputation Repair"  Tyler Grant Page, Mississippi State University; Anita Atwell Seate, University of Maryland; Allison Chatham, University of Maryland; Jungkyu Rhys Lim, University of Maryland; Duli Shi, University of Maryland; Lingyan Ma, University of Maryland, College Park; Xiaojing Wang, University of Maryland

"When Sorry Isn’t Sorry, When Public Relations Isn’t Public Relations: “Faux Crises” as an Evolution of the Crisis Genre" Stephanie Mahin, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill; Michael L. Kent, University of New South Wales

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Presenters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 214042  | 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM | Hilton (Key Ballroom 2) | Survival Online: Tips and Techniques for Instructors | Community College Section | Danamarie Every Gallagher, Delaware County Community College | Ashley L. Givens, Salt Lake Community College  
Robert Leonard, Sinclair Community College  
Rachel C. Murdock, Des Moines Area Community College  
Rachael Tiede, North Lake College  
Susan Ward, Delaware County Community College  
Kristi Wilkum, University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh |
| 214043  | 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM | Hilton (Key Ballroom 3) | Diversity and Inclusion in the Basic Course | Basic Course Division | Ashley A. Hanna Edwards, University of Wisconsin-La Crosse | Dena Huisman, University of Wisconsin-La Crosse  
Angela M. Hosek, Ohio University  
Kelli J. Chromey, South Dakota State University  
Tiffany R. Wang, University of Montevallo  
Jessica Peterson, University of Wisconsin-La Crosse  
Ashley A. Hanna Edwards, University of Wisconsin-La Crosse |
| 214044  | 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM | Hilton (Key Ballroom 4) | | | | |
Social Support, Stigma, and Social Media

Sponsor: Human Communication and Technology Division
Chair: America L. Edwards, University of Central Florida

"Attached to What? Examining the Likelihood of Using Social Media as Support Based on Perceptions of Daily Internal Stress"  Kevin N. Shufford, Arizona State University; Ashley Randall, Arizona State University

"Beyond “Pro-Ana”: Instagram as a Tool for Recovery from Disordered Eating"  Amy A. Ross Arguedas, Northwestern University

"Coping with work-related depression: Resistance, Stigma Management and Resilience Construction through an Online Anti-depression and Anti-anxiety Forum"  Hengjun Lin, Dixie State University

"Seeking Support for Stigma Online: The Impact of Anonymity, Visibility, and Relationship Closeness on Dimensions of Support-Seeking Messages"  Emily M. Buehler, Penn State University; Andrew C. High, Penn State University

Identifying When Health Narratives Work as Intended

Sponsor: Health Communication Division
Chair: Julie E. Volkman, Bryant University

"The Selena Gomez Effect: Impact of Parasocial Relationship and Narrative Engagement on Organ Donation-Related Outcomes"  Norman Wong, University of Oklahoma; Gwendelyn S. Nisbett, University of North Texas; Kathryn Lookadoo, University of Texas, Dallas

"Foreshadowed Death and Narrative Transportation: Comparing the Relative Persuasive Impact of Survivor and Death Narratives”  Jakob D. Jensen, University of Utah; Manusheela Pokharel, University of Utah; Kevin K. John, Brigham Young University; Katheryn R. Christy, University of Wisconsin-Madison; Sean Upshaw, University of Utah; Elizabeth Giorgi, University of Utah

"Organ Donation PSAs aimed at African Americans: Do They Work?”  Amber Reinhart, University of Missouri-St. Louis; Amanda Elizabeth Lilly, University of Missouri-St. Louis

"Public Engagement and Responses to Entertainment-Based Genetic Testing Narratives and the Impact of Misinformation on Viewer Knowledge.”  Shelly R. Hovick, Ohio State University; Kathryn D. Coduto, Ohio State University; Emily Moyer-Guse, Ohio State University; Leigha Senter-Jamieson, Ohio State University

"Feasibility and Acceptability of a 3-day Group-based Digital Storytelling Workshop among Caregivers of Hematopoietic Cell Transplant Patients: A Mixed Methods Approach”  Sunny Kim, Arizona State University; Lauren Bangerter, Mayo Clinic; Soo jung Jo, Arizona State University; Shelby Langer, Arizona State University; Linda Larkey, Arizona State University; Joan Griffin, Mayo Clinic; Nandita Khera, Mayo Clinic
Great Ideas for Teaching LISTENING!

Sponsor: International Listening Association
Chair: Andrew D. Wolvin, University of Maryland

Presenters:
Philip C. Tirpak, Northern Virginia Community College, Annandale
Erica Lamm, Concordia University
Andrew D. Wolvin, University of Maryland
Gayle M. Pohl, University of Northern Iowa

Feminist and Women Studies Division and Women's Caucus Meeting

Sponsors: Feminist and Women Studies Division; Women's Caucus

Presenters:
Elizabeth F. Desnoyers-Colas, Georgia Southern University
Suzanne Enck, University of North Texas
Kathleen E. Feyh, Syracuse University
Jessica L. Furgerson, University of Cincinnati, Blue Ash
Vinita Agarwal, Salisbury University
Katherine La Pierre, IUE/ UNR/ IVY TECH
Leandra Hinojosa Hernandez, Utah Valley University
Diana I. Bowen, Pepperdine University
Ashley Noel Mack, Louisiana State University
Jessica M. W. Kratzer, Northern Kentucky University

Critical Reflections on Assembly

Sponsor: Rhetorical and Communication Theory Division
Chair: Barbara A. Biesecker, University of Georgia
Respondent: Barbara A. Biesecker, University of Georgia

"Assembling Expertise on Amending the U.S. Constitution: Incorporating Horizontal Values in Deliberative Democracy" Freya Thimsen, Indiana University

"Is Cooperation Enough? Assembly, Antifa and Alt-lite compositions" Jack Bratich, Rutgers University

"Swarming the Legislature: Entrepreneurship of the Multitude and NARAL Advocacy" Amy Pason, University of Nevada, Reno
"Whither the (Feminist) State? From Assembly to Assemblage and Back"  Zornitsa D. Keremidchieva, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities

214050  2:00 PM to 3:15 PM  Hilton  Key Ballroom 10 (Second Floor)

The Survival of Apocalyptic Rhetorics
Sponsor: Rhetorical and Communication Theory Division
Chair: Barry Brummett, University of Texas, Austin
Respondent: Barry Brummett, University of Texas, Austin

"Hegel, Culture, and the Anti-Apocalyptic Sublime"  Ned O'Gorman, University of Illinois
"In the Silicon Valley of the Shadow of Death: Discourses of Doomsday Among the Ultra-Rich"  Calum Matheson, University of Pittsburgh
"Rhetoric that Kills: Re-examining the Kanungu Cult of Uganda"  Fred Jenga, University of Texas, Austin
"“The Living Word Has Its Way with You”: The Apocalyptic Homiletics of Rev. Fleming Rutledge"  Johanna Hartelius, University of Texas, Austin

214051  2:00 PM to 3:15 PM  Hilton  Key Ballroom 11 (Second Floor)

Mobilizing towards Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion in Interpersonal Communication and Academia: Taking Action
Sponsor: Interpersonal Communication Division
Chair: Erin M. Sahlstein Parcell, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

Presenters:
  Walid Afifi, University of California, Santa Barbara
  Lance K. Bennett, University of Iowa
  Nivea Castaneda, Boise State University
  Shardé Marie Davis, University of Connecticut
  Pamela Lannutti, La Salle University
  Erin M. Sahlstein Parcell, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
  Elizabeth A. Suter, University of Denver

214052  2:00 PM to 3:15 PM  Hilton  Key Ballroom 12 (Second Floor)

Social Support in Health Communication
Sponsors: Health Communication Division; Interpersonal Communication Division
Chair: Colter D. Ray, San Diego State University
"Instructors’ Face Management Strategies when Responding to Students’ Health Disclosures" Orville Tatcho, University of Alabama; Jose Carlo de Pano, University of Alabama; Nicholas Eckhart, University of Alabama; Heather J. Carmack, University of Alabama

"Social Support Communication Needs for Parents of Children Living with Complex Chronic Conditions: A Supportive Communication Model for Health Care Professionals" Sydney Ellis, Iowa State University; Katherine A. Rafferty, Iowa State University; Stephanie Nemmers-Bello, Unity Point Hospital-Des Moines; Elise Duwe, Iowa State University

"The Impact of Minority Stress and Social Support on Positive Relationship Outcomes and Resilience in Same-Sex Couples" Stephen Haas, University of Cincinnati; Pamela Lannutti, La Salle University

"Supporting Depression Sufferers Online: A Content Analysis of Comments Submitted to Depression-Related Imgur Posts" Brent Hale, Indiana University Bloomington

"Surviving Chronic Pain: Two Pathways Linking Patient-Provider Communication to Effective Pain Management" Manuel Pulido, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

---

214056  2:00 PM to 3:15 PM  Hilton  Blake (Second Floor)

**From Surviving to Thriving: Helping Students Connect Research Methods to the Real World**

Sponsor: Instructional Development Division
Chair: Kimberly K. Smith, St. Norbert College

Presenters:
- Daniel Cronn-Mills, Minnesota State University, Mankato
- Joan Conners, Randolph-Macon College
- Andrea L. Meluch, The University of Akron
- Sharon Storch, University of Nebraska-Omaha
- Nettie Brock, Morehead State University
- Nicholas T. Tatum, Abilene Christian University

---

214057  2:00 PM to 3:15 PM  Hilton  Calloway (Second Floor)

**Remembering Dr. Bernard J. Brommel**

Sponsor: Family Communication Division
Chair: Tony E. Adams, Bradley University

Presenters:
- Tony E. Adams, Bradley University
- Arthur P. Bochner, University of South Florida
- Joseph A. DeVito, Hunter College, CUNY
- Jarice Hanson, University of Massachusetts Amherst
- Michael W. Kramer, University of Oklahoma
- Jimmie Manning, University of Nevada, Reno
Carl Ratner, Western Michigan University
Vito Silvestri, Emerson College

214058 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM Hilton Poe (Second Floor)

**The Relational and Cultural Implications of Infertility and Baby Loss: Current Issues and New Directions for Relational Communication Research**

Sponsors: Family Communication Division; Health Communication Division; Interpersonal Communication Division

Chair: Haley Kranstuber Horstman, University of Missouri

Presenters:
- Maria Brann, Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis
- Jennifer J. Bute, Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis
- Lisa K. Hanasono, Bowling Green State University
- Shaye Marie Morrison, University of Missouri
- Angela Palmer-Wackerly, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
- China C. Billotte Verhoff, Ohio University School of Communication Studies

214059 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM Hilton Holiday Ballroom 1 (Second Floor)

**Disability Issues Caucus Business Meeting**

Sponsor: Disability Issues Caucus

Presenters:
- Julie-Ann Scott, University of North Carolina, Wilmington
- Brian Grewe, University of Denver
- Allison D. Brenneise, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities
- Keith Nainby, California State University Stanislaus
- Sarah Parsloe, Rollins College
- Benjamin W. Mann, University of Utah
- Lindy Grief Davidson, University of South Florida

214061 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM Hilton Holiday Ballroom 3 (Second Floor)

**Performing a Response: NCA, Institutional Marginalization, and the Question of Merit**

Sponsor: Performance Studies Division

Chairs: Lisa M. Flanagan, Xavier University; Shauna M. MacDonald, Villanova University

Presenters:
- Andrée E.C. Betancourt, Montgomery College
- Robin Boylorn, University of Alabama
- Jennifer Erdely, Prairie View A&M University
Jade C. Huell, California State University Northridge
Amber Lauren Johnson, Saint Louis University
Javon Johnson, University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Elizabeth Yvonne Whittington, Texas Southern University

214062  2:00 PM to 3:15 PM  Hilton  Holiday Ballroom 4
(Second Floor)

Measurement Issues in Interpersonal Communication Research

Sponsors: Family Communication Division; Interpersonal Communication Division
Chair: Tamara D. Afifi, University of California, Santa Barbara

"Assessing the longitudinal validity of the multidimensional scale of perceived social support." Brandon David-Heath Thomas, Michigan State University; Bree Holtz, Michigan State University

"Evaluating the Feasibility of Using Multivariate Meta-analysis to in Interpersonal Communication Studies" Liyuan Wang, University of Southern California; Lynn Carol Miller, University of Southern California

"Exploring the Predictive and Theoretical Validity of the Network Interdependence Measure" James B. Stein, Dixie State University; Michael Davidson, Rutgers University

"Measuring the Mediated Imagined Interaction Hypothesis: Scale Development" Erin B. Waggoner, Longwood University

214063  2:00 PM to 3:15 PM  Hilton  Holiday Ballroom 5
(Second Floor)

Surviving the Gendered Workplace: Issues of Leadership and Work-life

Sponsor: Organizational Communication Division
Chair: Sarah Theresa McGhee, Association of American Medical Colleges
Respondent: Kerry L. Strayer, Otterbein University

"Implicit Bias toward Female Leaders during Upward Influence: A Two-Study Exploratory Examination" Xiaowei Shi, Middle Tennessee State University

"Resisting and Reifying Gender Roles: How Multi-Level Marketing Consultants “Balance the Stool”" Emily N. Beach, San Diego State University

"It was hard to leave, even though I wanted to leave so bad": Problematic Integration and Social Support for Individuals Leaving a Job Due to Work-Life Conflict" Deborah Teixeira, Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi; Stephanie Rollie Rodriguez, Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi

"So Much Better than…": Gender(ed) Identity Negotiation of Women Leaders in China’s Politics" Zhenyu Tian, University of South Florida
214065 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM Hilton Paca (Third Floor)

Crtl+Alt+Resist? Online Communication and Bigotry

Sponsor: Student Section
Chair: Ben Pettis, Colorado State University
Respondent: Selena Palomino Jacqueline, Colorado State University
"An Application of Relational Dialectics to Sexual Violence Narratives on Reddit" Brian A. Long, University of Oklahoma
"“Cheers bitches”: Reading Resistance to “Mom-Shaming” as Invitational Rhetoric" Katie Nelson, Louisiana State University
"The "Alt-right-ernet": Agenda Setting, Computer-Mediated Communication, and the Alternative Right-Wing Movement" Austin Beattie, University of Iowa; Henry Goble, Michigan State University
"Say What You Meme: How Memes Communicate Emotion in Status Updates" Katherine Head, Texas State University

214066 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM Hilton Marshall (Third Floor)

Doctoral Education Committee Meeting

Sponsor: NCA National Office
Presenters:
Sandy Pensoneau-Conway, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale
Ambar Basu, University of South Florida
Greg Dickinson, Colorado State University
Mindy Fenske, University of South Carolina
Christina R. Foust, University of Denver
Tina M. Harris, Louisiana State University
Kristy Maddux, University of Maryland
Narissra M Punyanunt-Carter, Texas Tech University
Stephanie Tikkanen, Ohio University
Shannon C. VanHorn, Valley City State University
Maria Venetis, Purdue University
Michelle T. Violanti, University of Tennessee
LaKesha Anderson, National Communication Association

214067 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM Hilton Carroll (Third Floor)

Language and Social Interaction Division Top Paper Session

Sponsor: Language and Social Interaction Division
Chair: Jessica S. Robles, Loughborough University
"Conceptualizing Medical Certainty in Clinical Interactions: A first pass in the oncology context" Alexandra Tate, University of Chicago
"Constructing the Others and Dialogue with Them in the Course of Public Educational Meetings" Alena Vasilyeva, University of Massachusetts, Amherst

"Object identification in family interactions: An orientation to selecting the most precise term" Darcey K. (Searles) deSouza, Northeastern University

"“Health and Safety First”: Constructing a Collective Identity Through Talk at Local Political Meetings" Jeanette German, University of Colorado, Boulder

214068  2:00 PM to 3:15 PM  Hilton  Tubman (Third Floor)

Fifty Years of Student Speech: Student Activism from Tinker to Parkland

Sponsors: Activism and Social Justice Division; Communication and Law Division; Elementary and Secondary Education Section; Freedom of Expression Division; Peace and Conflict Communication Division; Political Communication Division; Rhetorical and Communication Theory Division

Chairs: Susan J. Balter-Reitz, Montana State University, Billings; Stephen A. Smith, University of Arkansas

Presenters:
   Dale A. Herbeck, Northeastern University
   Carolyn Marvin, University of Pennsylvania
   Kevin A. Johnson, California State University Long Beach
   Rebekah Le Fox, Texas State University

214071  2:00 PM to 3:15 PM  Hilton  Brent (Third Floor)

International Debate: CIDD Presents the British National Debate Team

Sponsor: NCA National Office

Presenters:
   Brianne Giese, Aurora University
   Matthew G. Gerber, Baylor University
   Geoffrey Klinger, DePauw University
   Ruth J. Beerman, Randolph-Macon College
   Rebecca L. Dohrman, Maryville University

214074  2:00 PM to 3:15 PM  Hilton  Douglass (Third Floor)

Top Papers in Spiritual Communication

Sponsor: Spiritual Communication Division

Chair: Kristen C. Blinne, State University of New York, Oneonta

Respondents: Becky L. DeGreeff, Kansas State University; Tara D. Hargrove, Southern Adventist University
"God is (Relational) Love: The Centrality of Human Relationships in Understanding Divine Fulfillment" Perry M. Pauley, Arizona State University

"Tribalism, Survivalism, and Ethno-Nationalist Spirituality: A Preliminary Analysis of the Christchurch Mass Murders" Victoria Newsom, Olympic College; Lara Lengel, Bowling Green State University

"Using our Wings: A Buddhist View on Identity and Communication" Erick Viera, University of South Florida

"Social Bonds, Emotion Work and the Islamic Prayer Ritual" JoAnna Boudreaux, University of Memphis

3:30 PM

---

216005  3:30 PM to 4:45 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  325 (300 Level)

Explorations of Space and Place(lessness) in Environmental Communication
Sponsor: Environmental Communication Division
Chair: Kaitlyn Haynal, University of Pittsburgh
Respondent: Andrea Feldpausch-Parker, SUNY, Environmental Science & Forestry

"Mobilizing Tensions: Hiking as Biogrammatic Activity" Bryan Picciotto, Saint Anselm College

"Myth and the Final Frontier: NASA, Mars, and the Rhetoric to Colonize Outer Space" Jordan J. Christiansen, University of Kansas

"Role management for survival: Communicating space in ICE environments" Victoria M. McDermott, University of Alaska, Fairbanks

"The Coming Diaspora: Survival and the Impact of Solastalgia on (Dis)Placed Identities" Jim Cantrill, Northern Michigan University; Rebecca Budesky, SUNY, Environmental Science & Forestry

---

216007  3:30 PM to 4:45 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  327 (300 Level)

Top Competitive Papers in Mass Communication
Sponsor: Mass Communication Division
Chair: David M. Rhea, Governors State University
Respondent: Elizabeth Behm-Morawitz, University of Missouri

"Parasocial Relationships with Gay Television Characters: A Longitudinal Experimental Test of the Parasocial Contact Hypothesis" Bradley J. Bond, University of San Diego

"Validating a Set of Retribution Narratives for Use in Media Psychology Research" Matthew Grizzard, Ohio State University; Kaitlin Fitzgerald, University at Buffalo, SUNY; Charles Joseph Francemone, Ohio State University
"Media sensory curation and family media conflict: Replication and validation of short-form measures"  Kristen Harrison, University of Michigan; Amelia C. Couture Bue, University of Michigan

216008    3:30 PM to 4:45 PM    Baltimore Convention Center    328 (300 Level)

Tales of The Tensions and Joys of Research-Participant Relationships

Sponsor: Ethnography Division
Chairs: Patricia Geist-Martin, San Diego State University; Sarah Parsloe, Rollins College
Presenters:
Laura L. Ellingson, Santa Clara University
Sarah Parsloe, Rollins College
Patricia Geist-Martin, San Diego State University
Kristina Bell, High Point University
Cary J. S. Lopez, Arizona State University
Benjamin Triana, University of South Carolina Aiken
Ariadne A. Gonzalez, Texas A&M International University
Stephanie Poole Martinez, St. Edwards University
Lindy Grief Davidson, University of South Florida
Danielle C. Biss, San Diego State University
Mary Angela Bock, University of Texas, Austin
Desiree Rowe, Towson University
Michaela Frischherz, Towson University
Peter R. Jensen, University of Alabama
Charlotte L. Klesman, Abraham Baldwin College
Respondent: Lawrence R. Frey, University of Colorado, Boulder

216009    3:30 PM to 4:45 PM    Baltimore Convention Center    329 (300 Level)

Communication to Survive and Meet the Current and Future Needs of Teacher and Students: Exploring Student Burnout, Critical and Cultural Responsiveness, and Student Health Disclosures

Sponsor: Instructional Development Division
Chair: Jordan Wagner, Ohio University
Respondent: Charles Kyle Rudick, University of Northern Iowa
"Accent Discrimination and Misunderstanding"  Rita Nassuna, University of Southern Mississippi
"Investigating Relationships between Student Burnout and Classroom Communication Behaviors"  Jordan Tyler Atkinson, Missouri Western State University; Mary E. Donato, Buena
Vista University; Elijah Smith, Missouri Western State University; Gannon Cornley, II, Missouri Western State University
"Challenging the Center: How Can Social Justice Education Advance Democratic Sensibilities and Raise Levels of Critical Consciousness in the Intercultural Communication Course?" Hannah Oliha-Donaldson, University of Kansas; Gretchen P. Montgomery, Washburn University
"Disclosure Catalysts in Student Disclosures of Personal Health Information to College Instructors" Elisabetta Zengaro, University of Alabama; Nathan Towery, University of Alabama; Nicholas Buzzelli, University of Alabama; Heather J. Carmack, University of Alabama

216010  3:30 PM to 4:45 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  330 (300 Level)

Communication and Sport Division Business Meeting
Sponsor: Communication and Sport Division
Presenters:
  Michael Milford, Auburn University
  Greg G. Armfield, New Mexico State University
  James R. Angelini, University of Delaware
  Travis R. Bell, University of South Florida
  Gregory A. Cranmer, Clemson University
  Jake A. Kucek, Kent State University
  Karen L. Hartman, Idaho State University

216011  3:30 PM to 4:45 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  331 (300 Level)

Philosophy of Communication Division Business Meeting
Sponsor: Philosophy of Communication Division
Presenters:
  Angela Corbo, Widener University
  Janie Harden Fritz, Duquesne University
  Craig T. Maier, Duquesne University
  Susan Mancino, Saint Mary's College
  Melinda Farrington, Saint Vincent College

216012  3:30 PM to 4:45 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  332 (300 Level)

Spotlight Honoring Dr. Michelle T. Violanti
Sponsor: Teachers on Teaching
Chair: Linda Pysher Jurczak, Valdosta State University
Presenters:
   Suzy Prentiss, The University of Tennessee
   Michelle Epstein Garland, University of South Carolina Upstate
   Marian L. Houser, Texas State University
   Cassie Mellon, University of Tennessee
Respondent: Michelle T. Violanti, University of Tennessee

216013  3:30 PM to 4:45 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  333 (300 Level)

The Last Lecture: Senior Faculty Making the Decision and Surviving Organizational Exit

Sponsors: Communication and Aging Division; Organizational Communication Division
Chairs: Chikako McLean, Oakton Community College; Cicely T. Wilson, University of Memphis
Respondent: Patricia Gettings, University at Albany, SUNY
   "For All the Single Ladies: The Impact of Marital Status on Life After Retirement" Janice D. Hamlet, Northern Illinois University
   "Identity and Later Career Stages: What Do We Know?" Claudia McCalman, Southeastern Louisiana University
   "Tracing the History of Scholarship Focused on Senior Faculty: A 30-Year Synthesis" Katherine Grace Hendrix, University of Memphis; Alaeonor London, University of Memphis; MarySarah Grace Reid, University of Memphis; Shukura Umi, University of Memphis; Bradly Allen Knox, University of Memphis
   "Who Will I Be When I'm No Longer "Prof"? Gendered Expectations During the Transition to Retirement" Cheryl R. Jorgensen-Earp, University of Lynchburg

216014  3:30 PM to 4:45 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  334 (300 Level)

National Survival in the Face of Cross-National Crises: Prospects and Challenges in Studying Comparative National Rhetorics

Sponsors: International and Intercultural Communication Division; Public Address Division
Chair: Clarke Rountree, University of Alabama, Huntsville
Presenters:
   Clarke Rountree, University of Alabama, Huntsville
   Raymie E. McKerrow, Ohio University
   Jouni Tilli, University of Jyväskylä
   David Cratis Williams, Florida Atlantic University
   Ivana Cvetkovic, University of New Mexico
**Pursuing Fulbright Grants**

Sponsor: International and Intercultural Communication Division  
Chair: Samantha Senda-Cook, Creighton University  
Presenters:  
  - Donathan Brown, Ithaca College  
  - Roseann M. Mandziuk, Texas State University  
  - Marek Muller, Florida Atlantic University  
  - David C. Oh, Ramapo College  
  - Kim M. Omachinski, University of Illinois, Springfield  
  - John Parrish-Sprowl, Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis  
  - Samantha Senda-Cook, Creighton University

**Critical and Cultural Studies Division Top Papers**

Sponsor: Critical and Cultural Studies Division  
Chair: Rachel Alicia Griffin, University of Utah  
Respondents: Ronald L. Jackson, University of Cincinnati; Thomas K. Nakayama, Northeastern University  
  - "Antifeminist Code: The Rhetoric of Programming Languages"  Micah Huff, Eastern Michigan University  
  - "Mapping Migrant Vernacular Discourses: Mestiza Consciousness, Nomad Thought, and Latina/o/x Migrant Movement Politics in the United States"  Michael Lechuga, University of New Mexico  
  - "Postcolonial Interruptions and Media Studies"  Raka Shome, -  
  - "Surviving as a Civilian: Military Members’ Learned and Enacted Methods of Facework"  Maria Shpeer, University of Oklahoma; William T. Howe, University of Oklahoma

**Celebrating the Contributions and Impact of African American Health Communication Pioneer Dr. Carolyn A. Stroman**

Sponsor: Black Caucus  
Chair: Kesha Morant Williams, Penn State University, Berks  
Presenters:
Gary L. Kreps, George Mason University
Rockell A. Brown Burton, Texas Southern University
Sharnine Herbert, Shippensburg University
Donnetrice Allison, Stockton University
Heather Harris, Stevenson University
Sherri Wallington, George Washington University
Jamila A. Cupid, Pepperdine University
Wei Sun, Howard University
Sean Upshaw, University of Utah
Melissa Renee Harris, Howard University
Kimberly M. Henderson, DC Department of Health
Devlon Jackson, University of Maryland
Christian L. Dotson-Pierson, Howard University
Respondent: Carolyn Stroman, Howard University

216018 3:30 PM to 4:45 PM Baltimore Convention Center 338 (300 Level)

Beyond the Journal: Discussions of Media Narratives about Youth and Race and a Call for Media Literacy

Sponsor: African American Communication and Culture Division
Chair: Elizabeth A. Johnson-Young, University of Mary Washington
Presenters:
  Adria Yvonne Goldman, University of Mary Washington
  Emily Deering Crosby, University of Mary Washington
  Andre Nicholson, Middle Georgia State College
  Joanna Lynette Jenkins, Howard University

216019 3:30 PM to 4:45 PM Baltimore Convention Center 339 (300 Level)

GLBTQ Communication Studies Division Business Meeting

Sponsor: Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer Communication Studies Division
Presenters:
  Robert Gutierrez-Perez, University of Nevada, Reno
  Jeffrey Q. McCune, Washington University
  Shadee Abdi, San Francisco State University
  Godfried Agyeman Asante, Drake University
  Chase Aunspach, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
  E. Tristan Booth, Arizona State University
  Bernadette Marie Calafell, Gonzaga University
  Nivea Castaneda, Boise State University
  Roberta Chevrette, Middle Tennessee State University
Fatima Zahrae Chrifi Alaoui, San Francisco State University
Andy Kai-chun Chuang, LaGuardia Community College
Chris DiCesare, University of Iowa
Shinsuke Eguchi, University of New Mexico
Brandon B. Ferderer, Arizona State University
Haneen Ghabra, Kuwait University
Dustin B. Goltz, DePaul University
Lucas William Hackenburg, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Joe E. Hatfield, University of Colorado, Boulder
Brendan G. A. Hughes, Metropolitan State University of Denver
Greg Hummel, State University of New York, Oneonta
Jessica Ann Johnson, University of Denver
Sophie Jones, University of New Mexico
Emily Krebs, University of Utah
Benny LeMaster, Arizona State University
Hannah R. Long, University of New Mexico
Dawn Marie D. McIntosh, University of Denver
Lucy J. Miller, Texas A&M University
Raquel Moreira, Graceland University
Sarah F. Price, University of Alabama
John Ike Sewell, University of West Georgia
Andrew Spieldenner, California State University San Marcos
Carlos A. Tarin, University of Texas, El Paso
Michael Tristano, Arizona State University
Bobbi J. Van Gilder, Weber State University
Elizabeth Yvonne Whittington, Texas Southern University
Terrie Siang-Ting Wong, Arizona State University
Gust A. Yep, San Francisco State University
Jason Zingsheim, Governors State University

216021 3:30 PM to 4:45 PM Baltimore Convention Center 341 (300 Level)

Unpacking global communication for social change: Boundaries, privileges, and indigenous knowledges

Sponsors: Activism and Social Justice Division; International and Intercultural Communication Division

Chair: Ambar Basu, University of South Florida

Presenters:
Radhika Gajjala, Bowling Green State University
Mohan J. Dutta, Massey University
Steve Elers, Massey University
Satveer Kaur Gill,
Zhuo Ban, University of Cincinnati
Shaunak Sastry, University of Cincinnati
Applied Communication in the Practice of Online and Offline Research

Sponsor: Applied Communication Division
Chair: Tamara D. Afifi, University of California, Santa Barbara
Respondent: Robert Bailey Layne, Middle Tennessee State University

"Concise Consent Forms Appreciated - Still Not Comprehended: Applying Revised Common Rule Guidelines in Online Studies" Evan K. Perrault, Purdue University; Seth Paul McCullock, Purdue University

"Establishing and Maintaining Efficacious Pluridisciplinarity: Examining Participatory Research Teams for Applied Communication Interventions" Jessica Wendorf Muhamad, Florida State University

"Operationalizing Radical Imagination as an Applied Communication Research Method" Amber Lauren Johnson, Saint Louis University; Timothy Paul Huffman, Saint Louis University; Christopher Franco, Saint Louis University; Carly Spurlock, Saint Louis University; Kristen Wehmeyer, Saint Louis University

Top Student Papers in Political Communication

Sponsor: Political Communication Division
Chair: Sumana Chattopadhyay, Marquette University
Respondent: Colene J. Lind, Kansas State University

"Crossing Realms: The Effect of Facebook Activity on Offline Political Engagement" Ethan Morrow, University of Missouri; Jihye Park, University of Missouri, Columbia; Iuliia Alieva, University of Missouri, Columbia

"Setting the Media Agenda: How international news agencies covered the 2016 U.S. presidential election via Twitter" Jason Stamm, University of Tennessee, Knoxville

"Measuring with Incomplete Rulers: Revisiting Dimensions of Source Credibility for Political Figures" John J. Brooks, Northwestern University; Daniel Trielli, Northwestern University

"Sanders in March and Trump in November: A test of populist ideology as an explanatory mechanism for cross-party vote switching" Dakota Park-Ozee, University of Texas, Austin

President Trump as Rhetor and Rhetorical Object

Sponsor: Political Communication Division
Chair: Sumana Chattopadhyay, Marquette University
Respondent: Colene J. Lind, Kansas State University

"Crossing Realms: The Effect of Facebook Activity on Offline Political Engagement" Ethan Morrow, University of Missouri; Jihye Park, University of Missouri, Columbia; Iuliia Alieva, University of Missouri, Columbia

"Setting the Media Agenda: How international news agencies covered the 2016 U.S. presidential election via Twitter" Jason Stamm, University of Tennessee, Knoxville

"Measuring with Incomplete Rulers: Revisiting Dimensions of Source Credibility for Political Figures" John J. Brooks, Northwestern University; Daniel Trielli, Northwestern University

"Sanders in March and Trump in November: A test of populist ideology as an explanatory mechanism for cross-party vote switching" Dakota Park-Ozee, University of Texas, Austin
Sponsors: Political Communication Division; Public Address Division
Chair: Michael Butterworth, University of Texas, Austin

"Living With an Infant President: Comic Infantilizations of Donald Trump" Christopher J. Gilbert, Assumption College

"Rhetorical Dissonance: Myth and Crisis in Donald Trump’s Post-Racial, Inclusive Rhetoric" Corinne Sugino, University of Pittsburgh

"Surviving Epideictic Exigences: President Donald J. Trump’s Tension in Times of Tragedy" Mallory L. Marsh, University of Nebraska-Lincoln

216025 3:30 PM to 4:45 PM Baltimore Convention Center 345 (300 Level)

Health and Environmental Communication in East Asia
Sponsors: Chinese Communication Association; Korean American Communication Association
Chair: Wenjing Xie, Marist College
Respondent: Feifei Chen, College of Charleston

"A Cross-Cultural Examination of Construal-Level Theory on Environmental Behaviors" Ezgi Ulusoy, Michigan State University; Hee Sun Park, Korea University; Soe Yoon Choi, State University of New York, New Paltz; Hye Eun Lee, Ewha Womans University

"Culture counts: Exploring culture variations in stigma surrounding schizophrenia in U.S. and Chinese online news" Yiyi Yang, University of North Carolina, Wilmington

"Investigating Social Proliferation in Korean College Students’ Smoking Perceptions and Behaviors" YoungJu Shin, Arizona State University; Rebecca B. Leach, Arizona State University; Yu Lu, University of Texas Medical Branch

"Mapping Anti-Smoking Communication Scholarship in Mainland China through Published Research 1989 - 2019: What Do We Know and Where Are We Going?" Rui Zhao, Renmin University of China; Jiaying Liu, University of Georgia; Shiwen Wu, Wuhan University

"Patient-Centered Communication Mediates the Relationship between Health Information Acquisition and Patient Trust in Physicians: A Five-Year Trend in China" Liping Liu, National University of Singapore; Shaohai Jiang, National University of Singapore

216026 3:30 PM to 4:45 PM Baltimore Convention Center 346 (300 Level)

American Forensic Association Tribute to Dr. George W. Ziegelmueller: Legendary Director of Forensics, Teacher, and Scholar
Sponsor: American Forensic Association
Chair: Kelly Michael Young, Wayne State University
Presenters:
Matthew W. Seeger, Wayne State University
Richard Pineda, University of Texas, El Paso
Karla Kay Leeper, Augusta University
Donald Ritzenhein, Macomb Community College

216027  3:30 PM to 4:45 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  347 (300 Level)

**Rhetorical Histories and The Making of What We Know**

Sponsor: American Society for the History of Rhetoric
Chair: Ira Allen, Northern Arizona University

Presenters:
- Lisa Zimmerelli, Loyola University Maryland
- Mary E. Stuckey, Penn State University
- Ira Allen, Northern Arizona University
- Brandon M. Inabinet, Furman University
- Paul Elliott Johnson, University of Pittsburgh
- Arthur E. Walzer, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities

Respondents: Ira Allen, Northern Arizona University; Martin Camper, Loyola University Maryland; Michele Kennerly, Penn State University; Steven Mailloux, Loyola Marymount University; Christopher Minnix, University of Alabama at Birmingham; Carly S. Woods, University of Maryland

---

216028  3:30 PM to 4:45 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  348 (300 Level)

**Communication as Practice and Area of Study in Eastern European and Central Asian Countries: Common Trends, Differences, and Challenges**

Sponsor: Communication Association of Eurasian Researchers
Chair: Olga I. Matyash, Ivy Tech State College

Presenters:
- Akeksandra Synowiec, Silesian University of Technology, Gliwice, Poland
- Nadezhda Sotirova, University of Minnesota, Morris
- Nelli Bachurina, Higher School of Economics, Moscow, Russia
- Maria Mordvinova, National Research University Higher School of Economics
- Elira Turdubaeva, American University of Central Asia
- Bagila Akhatova, Kazakh University of International Relations and World Languages, Almaty, Kazakhstan

Respondents: Michael David Hazen, Wake Forest University; Bill Eadie, San Diego State University

---

216030  3:30 PM to 4:45 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  350 (300 Level)

Sponsor: Religious Communication Association
Chairs: Annette Madlock Gatison, Liberty University; Andre E. Johnson, University of Memphis
Presenters:
  Kami J. Anderson, Kennesaw State University
  Annette Madlock Gatison, Liberty University
  Christopher House, Ithaca College
  Andre E. Johnson, University of Memphis
  Chris Underation, Liberty University

216035  3:30 PM to 4:45 PM  Hilton Peale A (First Floor)

Communication for ALL Students: The Survival of our Discipline in the K-12 Classroom

Sponsor: NFHS Speech, Debate, and Theatre Association
Chair: David A. Yastremski, Ridge High School
Presenters:
  James Weaver, National Federation of High School Associations
  J. Scott Wunn, National Speech & Debate Association
  Anna Wright, Illinois College
  Dakota Horn, Bradley University
  Dean A. Pape, Simpson College
  Kevin Minch, Truman State University

216036  3:30 PM to 4:45 PM  Hilton Peale B (First Floor)

Rex Mix Program of Excellence Award

Sponsor: Undergraduate College and University Section
Chairs: Erin D. Vicente, Lasell College; Lora Cohn, Park University; Daniel S. Brown, Religious Communication Association; Kathleen M. Edelmayer, Madonna University

216038  3:30 PM to 4:45 PM  Hilton Johnson (First Floor)

Contributed Performances in Performance Studies: Bodies in Relationship

Sponsor: Performance Studies Division
Chair: Sarah K. Jackson, Southern University at New Orleans
Respondent: Lisa M. Flanagan, Xavier University
"Transformation of the Bamboo Child" Lauren Mark, Arizona State University
"Invisible No More" Alicia Marie Utecht, Villanova University
"Terminal" Charles T. Parrott, Kennesaw State University
"Nine Pregnancy Tests Later" Kamela Rasmussen, University of New Mexico
"Survival through Song: Playing Music with my Dead Grandpa" Kevin Pabst, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
"Heaven Sent" Nicole M. Costantini, Savannah College of Art and Design

216039  3:30 PM to 4:45 PM  Hilton Latrobe (First Floor)
Nonverbal Communication Division Business Meeting
Sponsor: Nonverbal Communication Division
Presenters:
April Trees, Saint Louis University
Ashley Paige Duggan, Boston College
Jonathan M. Bowman, University of San Diego
Daniel R. Bernard, California State University Fresno
Brianna L. Lane, Christopher Newport University
Joe E. Lybarger, University of Tennessee

216040  3:30 PM to 4:45 PM  Hilton Ruth (First Floor)
Peace and Conflict Communication Division Business Meeting
Sponsor: Peace and Conflict Communication Division
Presenters:
Nathalie Desrayaud, Florida International University
Ian M. Borton, Aquinas College
Sara J. Holmes, University of North Texas at Dallas
Amanda E. Feller, Pacific Lutheran University
Paula V. Hopeck, Bloomsburg University

216041  3:30 PM to 4:45 PM  Hilton Key Ballroom 1 (Second Floor)
Public Relations Division Business Meeting
Sponsor: Public Relations Division
Presenters:
Aimei Yang, University of Southern California
Lisa Volk Chewning, Penn State University, Abington
Anna Klyueva, University of Houston, Clear Lake
Karen June Freberg, University of Louisville
216042  3:30 PM to 4:45 PM  Hilton  
Key Ballroom 2 (Second Floor)  

**Stories of Survival: Social Justice through Digital Humanities in the Milwaukee Gun Violence Project**

Sponsor: Activism and Social Justice Division  
Chair: Victoria J. Gallagher, North Carolina State University  

Presenters:  
Leslie J. Harris, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee  
Erin M. Sahlstein Parcell, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee  
Debra Gillispie, Mothers Against Gun Violence  
Portia Cobb, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee  
Sundance Duchow, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

216044  3:30 PM to 4:45 PM  Hilton  
Key Ballroom 4 (Second Floor)  

**Presentation of Self and Social Exchange related to Online Dating**

Sponsor: Human Communication and Technology Division  
Chair: Carson Sherer Kay, Ohio University  

"An Actor-Partner Interdependence Model of Online Dating Profile-Induced Uncertainty in Initial Offline Interactions" Liesel Sharabi, West Virginia University  

"Dating Intentions and Sexual Self-Presentations: A Content Analysis of Online Daters’ Profile Photos and Self-Descriptions" Kun Yan, University of Arizona  

"Mirror, Mirror On The Wall, Which Dating App Affords Them All? Exploring Dating Applications Affordances and User Motivations" Leah E. LeFebvre, University of Alabama; Xiaoti Fan, University of Alabama  

"The Influence of Perceived Stress and Channel on Effective Conflict Communication" Nicole Kashian, Florida International University

216046  3:30 PM to 4:45 PM  Hilton  
Key Ballroom 6 (Second Floor)  

**Health Advocates and Allies**

Sponsor: Health Communication Division  
Chair: Heather Zoller, University of Cincinnati  

"‘You are not alone’: Linking Peer Support to Information and Resources for Mental Health Concerns in Advocacy Groups’ Social Media Messaging" Sarah M. Smith-Frigerio, Columbus State University
"Civilian Descriptions of Veterans with PTSD: Communicatively Managing Stigma on Behalf of the Stigmatized" Jennifer N. Anderson, South Dakota State University; Rikki A. Roscoe, University of Missouri-Columbia

"‘You Need to Speak Up…Advocate For Yourself’: Self-Advocacy as Agentic-Identity During the Cancer Diagnosis Process" Rebecca Legro, Merrimack College; Andrew C. Tollison, Merrimack College; Lisa Glebatis Perks, Merrimack College

"Surviving High-Concussion-Risk Collegiate Sports: Organizational Influences on Athletes’ Attitudes Toward Concussion Risks and Concussion Reporting” Bradley J. Adame, Arizona State University; Alaina Zanin, Arizona State University; Elissa Arterburn Adame, Arizona State University; Laura V. Martinez, Arizona State University; Steven R. Corman, Arizona State University

"LGBTQIAP+ Peer Advocates’ Health Communication for Student Health Outreach and Intersectional Identities" Elizabeth K. Eger, Texas State University; Melinda Villagran, Texas State University; Marsha N. Burney, Texas State University

216047 3:30 PM to 4:45 PM Hilton Key Ballroom 7 (Second Floor)

Teachers’ Office Hours

Sponsor: NCA Teaching and Learning Council
Chairs: Joseph Mazer, Clemson University; Susan Ward, Delaware County Community College

Presenters:
Andrew M. Ledbetter, Texas Christian University
Nicholas David Bowman, Texas Tech University
John A. McArthur, Furman University
Angela M. Hosek, Ohio University
Laura W. Black, Ohio University
Brian L. Quick, University of Illinois
Anita K. Foeman, West Chester University
Stephen Michael Croucher, Massey University Wellington
John R. Baldwin, Illinois State University
Elizabeth E. Graham, Kent State University
Jody Koenig Kellas, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Tang Tang, Kent State University
Lance R. Lippert, Illinois State University
Kevin R. Meyer, Illinois State University
Isa N. Engleberg, Prince George's Community College
Christine S. Davis, University of North Carolina at Charlotte
Kendall R. Phillips, Syracuse University
Timothy L. Sellnow, University of Central Florida
Andrew Pyle, Clemson University
James N. Gilmore, Clemson University
Feminist Women's Studies Division and Women's Caucus Awards Reception

Sponsors: Feminist and Women Studies Division; Women's Caucus

Presenters:
Elizabeth F. Desnoyers-Colas, Georgia Southern University
Ashley Noel Mack, Louisiana State University
Suzanne Enck, University of North Texas
Kathleen E. Feyh, Syracuse University
Jessica L. Furgerson, University of Cincinnati, Blue Ash
Vinita Agarwal, Salisbury University
Leandra Hinojosa Hernandez, Utah Valley University
Diana I. Bowen, Pepperdine University
Jessica M. W. Kratzer, Northern Kentucky University
Katherine La Pierre, IUE/ UNR/ IVY TECH

Remembering and Surviving In Place: Local Practices of Forgetting Marginalized Peoples

Sponsor: Rhetorical and Communication Theory Division

Chair: Kristan Poirot, Texas A&M University

Respondent: Greg Dickinson, Colorado State University

"Ancient Prophecy in Stone: Ambiguous Origins and Naturalized Belonging in Penn’s Cave" Derek W. Lewis, Penn State University

"Hidden Aggies: Spatial Realities of Tradition and Queer Inclusion at Texas A&M University" Jed A. Chalupa, Texas A&M University

"Living (and Dead) Histories: Subjects that Survive or Perish in Public Memories of the Rural Midwest" Joan Faber McAlister, Drake University

"The Town Denver Just Forgot": Elyria-Swansea’s Survival Memory in the Face of Forgetting and Gentrification" Jordin E. Clark, Colorado State University


Sponsor: Rhetorical and Communication Theory Division

Chair: Phaedra C. Pezzullo, University of Colorado, Boulder

Respondent: Phaedra C. Pezzullo, University of Colorado, Boulder
"Surviving Idealism and the Gifts of Rhetoric" Johanna Hartelius, University of Texas, Austin

"The Gift of Ecology: Rhetorics of Responsibility and Reciprocity" Samuel Watson, University of Georgia

"The Lens of Invisibility: A Rhetorical Criticism of Before the Flood" Taylor L. Jackson, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

"The Rhetoric of Counterpublic Alignment: Post WWII Jewish Summer Camps and the Inscription of Competing Identities" Jamie Downing, Georgia College & State University

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>216051</td>
<td>3:30 PM to 4:45 PM</td>
<td>Hilton Key Ballroom 11 (Second Floor)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Corporate and Organizational Communication Ethics: Multiple Perspectives**

Sponsor: Communication Ethics Division

Chair: Amanda Grace McKendree, University of Notre Dame

Respondent: Elizabeth S. Parks, Colorado State University

"Cosmopolitan Corporate Communications: Pursuing Survival in Global Risk Society" Craig T. Maier, Duquesne University

"Education on Scottish Shores: Communication Ethics and the Unity of Contraries" Ronald C. Arnett, Duquesne University

"Organizational non-communication: The art of public deception through the concealment of industry practices in modern corporate slaughterhouses" Allen Zimmerman, Georgia State University

"Surviving Workforce Bullying" Kara L. Starnes, Missouri State University

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>216052</td>
<td>3:30 PM to 4:45 PM</td>
<td>Hilton Key Ballroom 12 (Second Floor)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Using Communication to Make Sense of Mental Health**

Sponsor: Health Communication Division

Chair: Shawn Starcher, Muskingum University

"Depression in Romantic Relationships: Integrating Social Constructionist Perspectives" Amy Delaney, Millikin University; Erin Basinger, University of North Carolina at Charlotte

"Nonverbal Turning Points as Breakthrough Moments in Equine Assisted Mental Health: Practitioner Accounts in the Treatment of Trauma" Leanne O. Nieforth, North Carolina State University; Elizabeth A. Craig, North Carolina State University

"They saved my life!": Exploring alternative communication narratives to create mental health agency" Sarie Norval, Palomar College; Sarah E. Riforgiate, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
"Survival in Appalachia: An Exploration of Appalachian Youth, Family Communication Patterns, and Depression" Cori Howard, Central CO Area Health Education Center (Denver); C. Leigh Nelson, James Madison University

"Surviving as First-Year Students: Examining Nonverbal Behaviors Amongst College Freshmen Experiencing Suicidal Ideation" Lindsey A. Harvell-Bowman, James Madison University; Kenneth Critchfield, James Madison University; Christina Yocca, James Madison University

216056 3:30 PM to 4:45 PM Hilton Blake (Second Floor)

Performing Queer Filiations in Fiction and Everyday Life: Gay Male Friendship Networks as Survival Strategies

Sponsor: Performance Studies Division
Chair: Timothy Gura, Brooklyn College, CUNY
Presenters:
  John Dennis Anderson, Emerson College
  Scott Dillard, Georgia College & State University
  John S. Gentile, Kennesaw State University
  Bruce Henderson, Ithaca College
Respondent: Timothy Gura, Brooklyn College, CUNY

216057 3:30 PM to 4:45 PM Hilton Calloway (Second Floor)

Sometimes Surviving and Sometimes Thriving: Developing, Maintaining, and Supporting Foster and Adoptive Families

Sponsor: Family Communication Division
Chair: Andrea M. Davis, Western New England University
  "Biological Children’s Communication and Experiences in Foster Families" Aimee E. Miller-Ott, Illinois State University
  "Communication about Adoption: A Survivalist Autoethnographic Interrogation of Mis/Understanding" Crystal Lane Swift Ferguson, Mt. San Antonio College
  "Fostering Motherhood: The First Year" Andrea M. Davis, Western New England University
  "Unique Units: How Adoptive Families Function and Communicate" Kristen Haberkorn, Wake Forest University

216058 3:30 PM to 4:45 PM Hilton Poe (Second Floor)

Notes on Method: Centering Methodology in the New Wave of Critical Interpersonal Communication Research

Sponsors: Critical and Cultural Studies Division; Family Communication Division; Feminist and Women Studies Division; Interpersonal Communication Division
Chair: Mick Brewer, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale

Presenters:
Julia Moore, University of Utah
Elizabeth A. Suter, University of Denver
Jimmie Manning, University of Nevada, Reno
Mick Brewer, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale
Dominic Pecoraro, University of Utah

**Organizing to Survive: Using a Community-Wide Wildfire Drill to Link Theory and Practice**

Sponsor: Organizational Communication Division
Chair: Keri K. Stephens, University of Texas, Austin

Presenters:
Brett W. Robertson, University of Texas, Austin
Courtney Jean Powers, University of Texas, Austin
Katie Lever, University of Texas, Austin
Danielle R. Soibelman, University of Texas, Austin
Kendall Tich, University of Texas, Austin

Respondents: Jody L. S. Jahn, University of Colorado, Boulder; Elizabeth A. Williams, Colorado State University; John Brian Houston, University of Missouri; Jeannette Sutton, University of Kentucky; Steve Peterson, Montgomery County CERT

**Interpersonal Conflict within Romantic Relationships**

Sponsor: Interpersonal Communication Division
Chair: Samantha F. Quinn, Park University

"Exploring the Effects of Testosterone and Romantic Partners’ Perceptions of Accommodation During Conflict on Relational Uncertainty" Anuraj Dhillon, California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo; Amanda Denes, University of Connecticut

"Romantic Couples’ Serial Arguments and Attribution Theory: An Exploratory Study of Causal Attributions and Serial Arguments" Cris Tietsort, Arizona State University

"To shout or sign in an argument: Bimodal approaches to conflict within deaf romantic dyads" Genelle T. Sanders, University of Texas, Austin

"Are You Doing What I Think You’re Doing?: A Dyadic Sequential Analysis of Goals and Goal Inferences during Romantic Conflict" Timothy Ryan Worley, Penn State University; Rachel Reymann Vanderbilt, Penn State University; Esther Liu, Wheaton College
Discursive Tensions in Applied Organizational Contexts

Sponsor: Organizational Communication Division
Chair: Jessica Pauly, Utah Valley University
Respondent: Lynn M. Harter, Ohio University

"Communication for Organizational Survival: Balancing (Dis)Organizing Tensions Through Communicative Practice" William R. Smith, Illinois State University
"Communicative Practices ‘Doing’ Sustainability Work: Surviving the Tensions at Play” Rahul Mitra, Wayne State University; Patrice M. Buzzanell, University of South Florida
"Managing the Second ‘A’ in Alcoholics Anonymous" Katie Kyungwon Kang, West Virginia University
"Paradox and process: Navigating tensions for network survival” Katherine R. Cooper, DePaul University

Lambda Pi Eta Business Meeting and Awards Ceremony

Sponsor: Lambda Pi Eta
Presenters:
Will John Eichhorn, National Communication Association
Karla M. Hunter, South Dakota State University
Megan McFarlane, Marymount University
John R. Perlich, Bemidji State University
Laura E. Willis, Quinnipiac University
Tiffany R. Wang, University of Montevallo
Caroline S. Parsons, University of Alabama

Social Cognition and Emotion: Theory, Data, Tools

Sponsor: Communication and Social Cognition Division
Chair: John Banas, University of Oklahoma

"Post-Inoculation Attack: Experiencing Threat, Fear, Anger, Happiness, Sadness, and Surprise" Bobi Ivanov, University of Kentucky; Erin Berger Hester, University of Kentucky; Joe C. Martin, University of Kentucky; Will Silberman, University of Kentucky; Amanda Ruth Slone, University of Kentucky; Sean Goatley-Soan, Illinois State University; Sarah Geegan, University of Kentucky; Kimberly A. Parker, University of Kentucky; Taban Herrington,
University of Kentucky; Seth Riker, University of Kentucky; August Anderson, University of Kentucky
"Dissonance Reduction and Regret Regulation" Oluwatumininu Awonuga, University of Georgia
"Terrorism, Emotion, and Wellbeing" Catalina Udani, University of Central Florida; Jonathan Matusitz, University of Central Florida
"On the Validity of Noldus FaceReader™ (vis-à-vis Self-report) Emotions Measure: Evidence from a Nomological Network" Lijiang Shen, Penn State University; Lulu Peng, Penn State University; Jose S. Maldonado, Penn State University

216068  3:30 PM to 4:45 PM  Hilton Tubman (Third Floor)

**Communication as Social Construction Division Business Meeting**

Sponsor: Communication as Social Construction Division
Presenters:
Kara Laskowski, Shippensburg University
Kelly E. Tenzek, University at Buffalo, SUNY
Stacy Smulowitz, University of Scranton
Sally O. Hastings, University of Central Florida
John Nicholson, Mississippi State University

216071  3:30 PM to 4:45 PM  Hilton Brent (Third Floor)

**The Survival of Critical Thinking: Exploring the Rhetoric of Conspiracy Theories**

Sponsor: Rhetorical and Communication Theory Division
Chair: Lauren Lemley, Abilene Christian University
Respondent: Bradley Allen Serber, University of North Dakota

"Resist or serve: The importance of media literacy and understanding motives for the creation and spread of conspiratorial rhetoric" Rekha Sharma, Kent State University

"The Donald and the Deep State: Twitter as a Tool for Identification in the Propagation of Conspiracy Beliefs" Chara Van Horn, University of Tennessee at Martin

"The truth is out there? Critical communication approaches in teaching conspiracy theory in a First Year Seminar" Michael E. Nitz, Augustana University

"White Genocide: White nationalism and the rhetoric of protection and preservation" Hagar Attia, University of Maryland

"‘Hungry for truth and eager for discovery’: Rhetorical framing of the Flat Earth Society’s quest for truth" Rachel Runnels, Abilene Christian University

216074  3:30 PM to 4:45 PM  Hilton Douglass (Third Floor)

**Spiritual Communication Division Business Meeting**
Sponsor: Spiritual Communication Division

Presenters:
- Tara D. Hargrove, Southern Adventist University
- Lara Lengel, Bowling Green State University
- Alexis Zoe Johnson, Arkansas Tech University
- Malcolm A. Jason, North Dakota State University
- Becky L. DeGreeff, Kansas State University

5:00 PM

217064  5:00 PM to 6:00 PM  Hilton  Holiday Ballroom 6 (Second Floor)

Carroll C. Arnold Distinguished Lecture

Sponsor: NCA First Vice President
Chair: Kent A. Ono, University of Utah
"Mobility, Containment, and the Racialized Spatio-Temporalities of Survival"  Lisa A. Flores, University of Colorado, Boulder

Saturday
November 16, 2019

7:00 AM

301042  7:00 AM to 7:45 AM  Hilton  Key Ballroom 2 (Second Floor)

Community College Section Business Meeting II

Sponsor: Community College Section
Presenters:
- Thomas D. Bovino, Suffolk County Community College
- R.E. Davis, College of the Mainland
- A. Todd Jones, Bakersfield College
- Terry L. Rogers, Casper College
- Kelly Sindel, Glendale Community College

301058  7:00 AM to 7:45 AM  Hilton  Poe (Second Floor)

Freedom of Expression Division Business Meeting

Sponsor: Freedom of Expression Division
Presenters:
- Billie Murray, Villanova University
- Kevin A. Johnson, California State University Long Beach
NCA Convention Registration

Sponsor: NCA National Office

(Re)Imagining Environmental Public Participation and Civic Engagement

Sponsor: Environmental Communication Division
Chair: Andrea Martinez Gonzalez, James Madison University
Respondent: Stephen Depoe, University of Cincinnati

"All this regulatory uncertainty in the air: Expanding the scope of public participation" Jaclyn D. Carroll, Boston College; Peter K. Bsumek, James Madison University
"Indigenous Publicity in American Public Lands Controversies: Environmental Participation in the Fight for Bears Ears National Monument" Taylor N. Johnson, University of Utah
"Is Collaborative Governance SMART? Analysis of Group Planning for Natural Resource Management" Colene J. Lind, Kansas State University
"Perceived Standing: Exploring Why People Accept or Reject Others’ Access to Public Participation in Environmental Conflicts" Hwanseok Song, Purdue University

Communication and Economic Precarity in Housing, Media, Environment, and Employment

Sponsor: Economics, Communication, and Society Division

"Buying Into the American Dream: Visual Representations of Home Ownership and Risk After the Housing Crisis" Pam Axtman-Barker, University of Illinois
"Platforms of (Dis)Content: Scale and Modeling in the Platform Age" John T. Moist, University of Illinois
"Surviving Neoliberalism: Moving Beyond Climate Change as a "Market Failure"" Ian Montgomery, Oregon State University
"They’re Coming for Our Jobs: Automation, Class Warfare, and Universal Basic Income" Vipulya Chari, University of Wisconsin-Madison
**From Jezebel to Strong Black Woman: Understanding the Nature and Impact of Portrayals of Black Women in TV and Film**

Sponsor: Mass Communication Division

Chair: L. Monique Ward, University of Michigan

"A Qualitative Study of Media Sexual Socialization among Single Black Women"  Jessica D. Moorman, University of Iowa

"Do Media Use and Perceived Realism Shape Stereotypes about Women and Black Women?"  L. Monique Ward, University of Michigan

"Media Contributions to Black Women’s Awareness of Gendered, Racial Group Stereotypes"  Morgan Jerald, Macalester College

"What’s Love Got to Do with It? A Systematic Analysis of Black Women’s Romantic Relationships in Contemporary Top-Grossing Film"  Lolita Moss, University of Michigan

---

**Narrative and Storytelling in the Classroom: Theorizing, Application, and Assessment**

Sponsor: Instructional Development Division

Chair: Kyle R. Vareberg, North Dakota State University

Respondent: Deanna Sellnow, University of Central Florida

"Student Assessment of Narrative: Telling Stories in the Classroom"  San Bolkan, California State University Long Beach; Alan K. Goodboy, West Virginia University; Stephen Michael Kromka, West Virginia University

"Teaching with Relevant (and Irrelevant) Storytelling in the College Classroom"  Stephen Michael Kromka, West Virginia University; Alan K. Goodboy, West Virginia University; Jaime Banks, Texas Tech University

"Narrative Theory as a Pedagogical Strategy for Culturally Responsive Teaching at Historically Black Colleges and Universities"  Niya Pickett Miller, Samford University

"Narrative Pedagogy: A Practice to Connect Student and Teacher and Enhance Learning"  Jody Koenig Kellas, University of Nebraska-Lincoln; Erin Willer, University of Denver

---

**Game of Thrones: Critical Perspectives on a Survival Narrative**

Sponsor: Critical and Cultural Studies Division
Chair: Kathryn Hobson, James Madison University
Presenters:
  Michael Broderick, James Madison University
  Taylor L. Jackson, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
  Kathryn Hobson, James Madison University
  Em Kohl, James Madison University
  Preston Michael Adcock, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
  Jessica Laurhen-Aletha Noe, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

Baltimore Convention Center 331 (300 Level)

Media and Emotion

Sponsor: Mass Communication Division
Chair: Seth Bradshaw, Stephen F. Austin State University
Respondent: Nicky Lewis, University of Kentucky
  "Collective Self-Esteem and Loneliness of Older Sports Fans: Social Media Use Matters" Sitong Guo, University of Alabama; Nicholas Buzzelli, University of Alabama; Andrew C. Billings, University of Alabama
  "Developing and Validating the Self-Transcendent Emotion Dictionary for Textual Analysis" Qihao Ji, Marist College; Arthur A. Raney, Florida State University
  "Here we go again: Investigating the Role of Familiarity on Enjoyment, Appreciation, and Nostalgia in Music Mashups" Joshua Baldwin, Michigan State University; Ezgi Ulusoy, Michigan State University; Sara Grady; Allison L. Eden, Michigan State University
  "What Do Audiences Like? Narrative Enjoyment as the Satisfaction of Altruistic and Egoistic Character Motivations." Ron Tamborini, Michigan State University; Kevin J. Kryston, Michigan State University; Sara Grady; Joshua Baldwin, Michigan State University; Melinda Raynae Aley, Michigan State University; Henry Goble, Michigan State University; Lindsay Hahn, University of Georgia

Baltimore Convention Center 332 (300 Level)

Women in the Running: Surviving the Races

Sponsor: African American Communication and Culture Division
Chair: Shauntae Brown White, North Carolina Central University
Presenters:
  Deric M. Greene, Department of Communication
  Sharnine Herbert, Shippensburg University
  Felicia Stewart, Morehouse College
  Elizabeth Yvonne Whittington, Texas Southern University
  Heather Harris, Stevenson University
**Intersectionality for Survival? Negotiating the Primary Identity**

Sponsor: Black Caucus  
Chair: Dorthy L. Pennington, University of Kansas  
Presenters:  
- Carolyn Calloway-Thomas, Indiana University  
- Jack L. Daniel, University of Pittsburgh  
- Bishetta D. Merritt, Howard University  
- Andre E. Johnson, University of Memphis  
- Tina M. Harris, Louisiana State University  
- Elizabeth F. Desnoyers-Colas, Georgia Southern University  
- Mark C. Hopson, George Mason University  
- Tara Reed, Tarrant County College South  
- Nicole R. Files-Thompson, Lincoln University  
Respondent: Dorthy L. Pennington, University of Kansas

---

**Acknowledging Survival: Colonial Guilt, Alliances, and Theory**

Sponsors: Critical and Cultural Studies Division; Latino/Latina Communication Studies Division  
Chair: Diana I. Bowen, Pepperdine University  
Presenters:  
- Oscar A. Mejia, University of Utah  
- Shantel Martinez, California State University Monterey Bay  
- Michael Lechuga, University of New Mexico  
- Jocelyn Gomez, University of New Mexico  
- Jaelyn DeMaria, University of New Mexico

---

**Rhetorics and Representations of Masculinities**

Sponsors: Critical and Cultural Studies Division; Feminist and Women Studies Division  
Chair: Helen Ho, Saint Mary's College  
Respondent: Jonathan S. Carter, Eastern Michigan University
"Drinking and Disappearing: Vampiric Orality and Age as Challenging the Youthful Male Gaze in "Let Me In" (2010)" Kyle Christensen, Huntingdon College

"Excavating the “man cave”: Commodification of masculine space" Joshua F. Hoops, William Jewell College

"Rhetorical Malewashing of Race-Based Hatred in the United States: (Mis)Remembering the Ku Klux Klan" Mallory L. Marsh, University of Nebraska-Lincoln

"Strategically Gendered: Constituting Player Identity in Tabletop Games" Kristina M. Lee, Colorado State University

303016  8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Baltimore Convention Center  336 (300 Level)

Critically Reading Surveillance Capitalism: The Survival of the Human in a New Age of Capitalism

Sponsor: Critical and Cultural Studies Division
Chair: John M. Wise, Arizona State University
Presenters:
  Rachel Hall, Syracuse University
  Michael A. Kaplan, Baruch College, CUNY
  Bahar Nasirzadeh, York University
  Ted Striphas, University of Colorado, Boulder
  Armond R. Towns, University of Richmond
  John M. Wise, Arizona State University

303017  8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Baltimore Convention Center  337 (300 Level)

A History of Trauma: Brutality on the Black Body in the 20th and 21st Centuries

Sponsor: African American Communication and Culture Division
Chair: Jasmin M. Goodman, Howard University

"Connecting a History of Trauma: Oral Histories and Coping with the Philando Castille Killing" Garrison M. Anderson, Colorado State University

"Fruitvale Station: A Humanistic and Vulnerable Glimpse into Black masculinity" David L. Stamps, Louisiana State University

"Identification, Insurrection, and Imitatio Christi in The Confessions of Nat Turner" Thomas M. Fuerst, University of Memphis

303018 8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Baltimore Convention Center 338 (300 Level)

**Women Surviving (and Thriving) in Contemporary U.S. Politics**

Sponsors: Feminist and Women Studies Division; Political Communication Division; Women's Caucus

Chair: Joshua Scacco, University of South Florida

Respondent: Cynthia Peacock, University of Alabama

"Fun at the State Fair: Gender Dynamics and the Iowa Soapbox Speeches of Presidential Candidates in 2019"  Kelly L. Winfrey, Iowa State University

"Survival of the Fittest Frame: Candidate Gender, Climate Change, and Effects on Voters"  Lindsey Meeks, University of Oklahoma

"Surviving a New Political Era: Female Candidates’ 2018 Political Advertisement Strategies"  Terri M. Easley-Giraldo, Johnson County Community College

"Surviving the Gendered Campaign Trail: Voter Perceptions of Candidates in Mixed-Gender Races"  Mary C. Banwart, University of Kansas; Michael W. Kearney, University of Missouri

"Uncivil Women: Gender and Incivility Perceptions Before and After 2016"  Ashley R. Muddiman, University of Kansas; Elnaz Parviz, University of Kansas; Sydney Schranz, University of Kansas

---

303019 8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Baltimore Convention Center 339 (300 Level)

**Whose Survival? Limitations and Possibilities of Queer Imaginaries**

Sponsor: Caucus on Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer Concerns

Chairs: Leslie L. Rossman, Humboldt State University; Raquel Moreira, Graceland University

Presenters:

Shadee Abdi, San Francisco State University
Fatima Zahrae Chrifi Alaoui, San Francisco State University
Damian Jimenez, Humboldt State University
Emily Krebs, University of Utah
Raquel Moreira, Graceland University
Leslie L. Rossman, Humboldt State University

Respondent: Robert Gutierrez-Perez, University of Nevada, Reno

---

303020 8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Baltimore Convention Center 340 (300 Level)

**Digital Media, Consumer Advertising, and #MeTooIndia: Media Formations and (re)Formations of National, Gender, and Consumer Identities across Asia**
Sponsors: Asian/Pacific American Caucus; Asian/Pacific American Communication Studies Division; Critical and Cultural Studies Division; Feminist and Women Studies Division; International and Intercultural Communication Division; Women's Caucus
Chair: Margaret D'Silva, University of Louisville
Respondent: Marissa Joanna Doshi, Hope College

"Linking Advertising, Consumer Culture and Neo-liberalism in the Context of Postcolonial Bangladesh"  Md Khorshed Alam, University of South Florida; Sherin Farhana Moni, University of South Florida


"Re(shaping) Friendship among Youths: Reflection of “Fun-furti-friendship” Culture on the Telecommunication Advertisements in Postcolonial Bangladesh"  Md Khorshed Alam, University of South Florida; Sherin Farhana Moni, University of South Florida

"Surviving #MeTooIndia: Digital Activism in ‘Feminism in India’”  Ishani Mukherjee, University of Illinois, Chicago; Priya V. Shah, University of Illinois, Chicago

---

303021 8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  
Baltimore Convention Center 341 (300 Level)

Communication about Immigration: Unpacking and Analyzing Intergroup Contact, Third Space, Empathy, and Threat

Sponsor: International and Intercultural Communication Division
Chair: Sunny Lie, California State Polytechnic University, Pomona
Respondent: Bobbi J. Van Gilder, Weber State University

"Chinese immigration to Cameroon: An integrated threat analysis."  Ngwayuh Nshom, University of Jyväskylä; Elizaveta Arzamastseva, University of Jyväskylä

"Rejecting Third Space: How first generation immigrants negotiate a shift in cultural identity"  Jone L. Brunelle, University of Colorado, Boulder

"Secondary Transfer Effects of Vicarious Intergroup Contact: A Test of Two Mechanisms"  Nick Joyce, University of Maryland

"Sharing Immigrant Narratives of Survival and Healing at the Neighbors' Table Project: Cultivating empathy through Sensemaking, Action, and Commitment"  Catalina Cayetano, Arizona State University

---

303022 8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  
Baltimore Convention Center 342 (300 Level)

Applied Communication in the Context of Healthcare

Sponsor: Applied Communication Division
Chair: Nurhayat H. Bilge, Fashion Institute of Tech, SUNY
Respondent: Kenneth A. Lachlan, University of Connecticut
"An Investigation of Processes Linking Patient-Centered Communication Approaches to Favorable Impressions of Vietnamese Physicians and Hospital Services" Christopher McKinley, Montclair State University; Yam Limbu, Montclair State University; Long Pham, University of Louisiana at Monroe

"Communicating HPV Test Results: A Directed Content Analysis of Women's Preferences Utilizing Self Determination Theory" Susanna Foxworthy Scott, Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis; Katharine J. Head, Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis; Nicole L. Johnson, Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis; Kaitlyn Krueck, Indiana University - Purdue University Indianapolis; Gregory D. Zimet, Indiana University School of Medicine

"The Role of Health Information and Communication Technologies in Reducing Health Care Disparities: A Systematic Literature Review" Idris Alghazali, University of Ottawa ; Rukhsana Ahmed, University at Albany, SUNY

"Vocational Rehabilitation Intervention for Intensive-Treatment Patients with Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder: Improving Quality of Life Through Communication" Sarah Chorley, University of Colorado, Boulder

303023　8:00 AM to 9:15 AM 　Baltimore Convention Center 　343 (300 Level)

Politics in Play During the 2016 Election

Sponsor: Political Communication Division
Chair: Lindsey A. Harvell-Bowman, James Madison University
Respondent: Benjamin K. Smith, California State University East Bay

"Feeling Enthusiastic, Hopeful or Proud? Differentiation of Discrete Positive Emotions in Politics" Sohyun Choi, University of Texas, Austin

"Surviving the Alt-Right’s Aesthetic War: Anti-Semitism, the Nazification of Pepe, and the Cult of Kek" Grant Kien, California State University East Bay

"The Elephant and the Donkey: Surviving the 2016 Presidential Election" Rosalie S. Aldrich, Indiana University East

"Comparison of Observed and Latent Populist and Securitizing Variables in the Discourse of the 2016 Trump Campaign" Andrew J. Harris, Cedarville University; Lily Russell, Cedarville University

303024　8:00 AM to 9:15 AM 　Baltimore Convention Center 　344 (300 Level)

The Memory Practices of the Obama Presidency

Sponsors: African American Communication and Culture Division; Political Communication Division; Public Address Division; Spiritual Communication Division
Chair: Mei Zhang, Missouri Western State University
"Mythologizing Madiba: Myth, Memory, & Post-Presidential Discourse in Barack Obama’s Nelson Mandela Annual Lecture Address" Christopher Wernecke, Georgia State University

"Obama in Charleston: Eulogistic jeremiad and the limits of persuasive appeals" Justin W. Kirk, University of Nebraska-Lincoln


303025 8:00 AM to 9:15 AM Baltimore Convention Center 345 (300 Level)

Exploring Social Media: Online Political Rhetoric, Intercultural Fandom Identity, Corporate Social Responsibility, Millennials, and Non-Use

Sponsor: Partnership for Progress on the Digital Divide
Chair: Natalie Pennington, University of Nevada, Las Vegas

"A Rhetorical Analysis of HKGolden’s ‘Alternative’ Networked Activism" Keren Wang, Penn State University

"Fandom Culture: Fan Communities Bridging Diverse Backgrounds Through Technology" Samantha H. James, University of Texas

"Understanding Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) Communication on Twitter: A Network Analysis of CSR-Related Tweets" Yangzhi Jiang, Louisiana State University

"Surviving the "Insta Life": A Content Study on the Rising Impact of the Instagram Sub-Culture on Millennials" Boniface N. Anusiem, Regent University

"Embracing the Digital Divide: Profiling the Social Media Non-User" Natalie Pennington, University of Nevada, Las Vegas

303026 8:00 AM to 9:15 AM Baltimore Convention Center 346 (300 Level)

Association for the Rhetoric of Science, Technology, and Medicine Business Meeting

Sponsor: Association for the Rhetoric of Science, Technology, and Medicine

Presenters:
Ashley Rose Mehlenbacher, University of Waterloo
Emily Winderman, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities
Lauren Elizabeth Cagle, University of Kentucky
Nathan R. Johnson, University of South Florida
Adele Hite, North Carolina State University
Jay A. Frank, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities
Aimee Roundtree, Texas State University

303027 8:00 AM to 9:15 AM Baltimore Convention Center 347 (300 Level)
Symbolic Interaction, Communication and Media

Sponsor: Society for the Study of Symbolic Interaction
Chair: Lindsey J. Thomas, Illinois State University
Respondent: Lindsey J. Thomas, Illinois State University

""Storytelling" "Lies" & "Leadership" Symbolic Characteristics of Fantasy Theme's "New Genre"" George M. Lawson, University of Nebraska-Kearney

"Communities as Assets: Using Positive Communication to Enhance Holistic Well-Being in South African Social Contexts" Denise M. Polk, West Chester University; Madison Ann Pollino, Bowling Green State University

"The News and American Sociopolitical Drama" Natasha V. Kovalyova, University of Texas, Austin

Urban Rhetorical Biographies: The Stories of Cities in the United States and Abroad

Sponsor: Urban Communication Foundation
Chair: Theodore F. Sheckels, Randolph-Macon College

"#KochamLodz: How the Museums, Murals, and Media Celebrate Their Love of a Rejuvenated Cosmopolitan City" Rebecca Marie Townsend, University of Hartford

"Detroit's Heidelberg Project" Lora E. Smith, Indiana University

"Discourses of Place, Relationships, and Symbols for Urban Survival: Rhetorical Restorations for Decatur, Illinois" Jeffrey D. Brand, University of Northern Iowa

"Port Covington: A Key to Survival and Reinvention for Urban Baltimore" Carl T. Hyden, Morgan State University

"Putting Destruction on "Repeat": The Many Lives, Deaths, and Rebirths of Tokyo" Evan R. Jones, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

"Surviving Urban Development: Stories of Community and Struggle in the Delray Neighborhood of Detroit" Chad M. Nelson, Florida Gulf Coast University

"The Rhythms of Denver's Union Station: Sifting of an Ambient Sort" Harry Archer, University of Colorado, Boulder

Surviving and Thriving in the Mainstream of the Maelstrom

Sponsor: Media Ecology Association
Chairs: Valerie V. Peterson, Grand Valley State University; Teresita (Tere) Garza, St. Edwards University
Presenters:
Janine Khammash, St. Edward's University
Jennifer Jean Reinwald, University of Pittsburgh
Ambrose N. Curtis, University of Pittsburgh
Austin David Hestdalen, Duquesne University
Respondents: Brenton J. Malin, University of Pittsburgh; Teresita (Tere) Garza, St. Edwards University

303035 8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Hilton  Peale A (First Floor)

Representations of Survival: Memory, Maps and Protest

Sponsor: Visual Communication Division
Chair: Holly Thomson, Regent University
Respondent: Elinor G. C. Light, Colorado State University
  "Aesthetic Styles and the Occupation of Space in the “Places You’ll Pray” Photo Series”  Kristin Peterson, Boston College
  "Cyber-Attack Maps, International Politics, and National Survival”  Bryan Robert Reckard, University of Illinois
  "The Oppositional Gaze as Spectacle: Visual Protest Movements in China and The U.S."  Nickesia S-A Gordon, Rochester Institute of Technology; Yuhan Huang, Rochester Institute of Technology
  "The Search for R-e-s-p-e-c-t: The Ideology of Place, Reluctant Melancholy and Commemoration at Aretha Franklin’s Birthplace”  Kaitlin N. Graves

303036 8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Hilton  Peale B (First Floor)

Organizational Communication Ethics Talk: Transforming Applied Scholarship and Pedagogy to Improve Moral Learning

Sponsor: Organizational Communication Division
Chair: Gerald W. Driskill, University of Arkansas, Little Rock
Presenters:
  Ryan S. Bisel, University of Oklahoma
  Nicole Ploeger-Lyons, University of Wisconsin-La Crosse
  Rebecca J. Meisenbach, University of Missouri
  Bonnie Ward, U.A.-Little Rock/CHI St. Vincent
  Michelle Scroggins, U.A.-Little Rock/Salvation Army
  Gerald W. Driskill, University of Arkansas, Little Rock

303038 8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Hilton  Johnson (First Floor)
**Autobiographical Solo Performance DOUBLE FEATURE: "MORE Tales from Inside a Child Eating Vagina" and "Embracing Mortality"**

Sponsor: Performance Studies Division  
Chair: Craig S. Gingrich-Philbrook, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale  
Respondent: Craig S. Gingrich-Philbrook, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale  
"Embracing Mortality: My Story of Hyper-Embodied Disabled Enlightenment"  
Julie-Ann Scott, University of North Carolina, Wilmington  
"MORE Tales from Inside a Child-Eating Vagina"  
Ragan Fox, California State University Long Beach

---

**Knowledge Sharing in Groups**

Sponsors: Group Communication Division; Organizational Communication Division  
Chair: Cheryl Maiorca, New Mexico State University  
Respondent: Gwen Wittenbaum, Michigan State University  
"Can We Predict Social Loafing? The Role of Group Size, Cohesion, Sex, and Group Composition"  
Michelle T. Violanti, University of Tennessee; Kenneth J. Levine, Michigan State University  
"Peers in Need: The Equalizing Effect of Performance-Based Incentives in Group Information Sharing"  
Bei Yan, University of Southern California; Lian Jian, University of Southern California; Young Ji Kim, University of California, Santa Barbara  
"To Vent or Not To Vent: Understanding Peer Influence on Students’ Decisions about Enrollment"  
Britney N. Gilmore, University of Oklahoma; Ioana A. Cionea, University of Oklahoma  
"Visual Cues Disrupt Prosodic Synchrony and Collective Intelligence in Distributed Collaboration"  
Young Ji Kim, University of California, Santa Barbara; Maria Tomprou, Carnegie Mellon University; Prerna Chikersal, Carnegie Mellon University; Anita Woolley, Carnegie Mellon University; Laura Dabbish, Carnegie Mellon University

---

**Communication for Survival: Faculty Strategies and Initiatives for Improving Retention**

Sponsor: Undergraduate College and University Section  
Chair: Karen McGrath, The College of Saint Rose  
Presenters:  
Cailin Brown, College of Saint Rose  
Karen McGrath, The College of Saint Rose  
E. Michele Ramsey, Penn State University, Berks  
Kate Ksobiech, University of Wisconsin-Whitewater  
Sandra Romo, California Baptist University
Leveraging Certificates and Internships to Prove Your Worth

Sponsor: Community College Section
Chair: Theresa E. Glenn, Austin Community College
Presenters:
  Karen C. Alman, Wenatchee Valley College
  Theresa E. Glenn, Austin Community College
  Helen Rose Acosta, Bakersfield College
  Nicholas Alexis Zoffel, Edoptics (501c3)
Respondent: Alex Dejean, East Los Angeles College

Online Reputation, Social Identity, and Health Communication-Related Research

Sponsor: Human Communication and Technology Division
Chair: Jessica Kahlow, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

"Does This Meme Make Me Look Thinner? The Effect of Humorous Memes and Social Identity Cues on Online Forum Poster’s Body Size Perceptions" Jorge Peña, University of California, Davis; Yining Zhou Malloch, University of California, Davis

"Effects of hospital quality ratings on patient’s choice of affiliated physician: Two choice-based conjoint experiments on the integrating effect" Yaguang Zhu, University of Arkansas; Cameron Wade Piercy, University of Kansas; Mengfei Guan, University of Arkansas

"Masspersonal Disclosure of Health Information: Examining the Intersection of Mass and Interpersonal Communication Online" Prince Adu Gyanfi, Purdue University; Nate S. Brophy, George Mason University

"The Persuasive Effectiveness of Interactivity in an Anti-secondhand-smoke Website: Comparing Two Mechanisms" Eunjoo Jin, University of Texas, Austin; Jeeyun Oh, University of Texas, Austin

Health Message Targeting, Tailoring, and Community-Based Participatory Research

Sponsor: Health Communication Division
Chair: Angela Palmer-Wackerly, University of Nebraska-Lincoln

"Targeted Communication and Race: A Test of Relevance Theory" Sherrie Loewen, University of Utah; Jakob D. Jensen, University of Utah; Julia Berger, University of Utah; Rachael A. Katz, California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo; Sean Upshaw, University of Utah; Katheryn R. Christy, University of Wisconsin-Madison

"Exploring Two Types of Masspersonal Persuasion about Health on Facebook: Broadcasting and Targeting" Christopher J. Carpenter, Western Illinois University; Michael R. Kotowski, University of Tennessee

"Using Tailored-Messaging to Increase HPV Vaccination Intent Among Latinx" Jenna E. Reno, University of Colorado, Denver; Amanda Dempsey, University of Colorado Denver; Julie Maertens, University of Colorado Denver; Andrea Jimenez-Zambrano, University of Colorado Denver; Carter Sevick, University of Colorado Denver

"Deciding to make a decision: Improving research recruitment through tailored interactive information about clinical trial participation" Susan E. Morgan, University of Miami; Wei Peng, University of Miami; Aurora Occa, University of Kentucky; Soroya Julian McFarlane, University of Georgia; Bingjing Mao, University of Miami; Gilles Grinfeder, University of Miami; Margaret Byrne, Moffitt Cancer Center

"Working with Parents of Fairfield, Iowa to Target Mental Health Problems in Adolescents" Sarah Heisdorf, University of Iowa; Jordan B. Conrad, University of Iowa; Samuel Pang, University of Iowa; Lauren E. Peters, University of Iowa

**303048  8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Hilton  Key Ballroom 8 (Second Floor)**

**“Never Meant to Survive”: Scholars of Color and Feminist Practices of Survival**

Sponsor: Feminist and Women Studies Division

Chair: Kimberlee Pérez, University of Massachusetts, Amherst

Presenters:
Porntip Israsena Twishime, University of Massachusetts, Amherst
Carmen Hernandez-Ojeda, University of Massachusetts, Amherst
Victoria R. Alcazar, University of Massachusetts, Amherst
Goyland Martell Williams, University of Massachusetts, Amherst
Eunbi Lee, University of Massachusetts, Amherst
Hana Masri, University of Texas, Austin
Abigal Escatel, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Shereen F. Yousuf, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Shukura Umi, University of Memphis
Ana Terminel Iberri, Arizona State University
Michael Tristano, Arizona State University
Reslie Cortés, Arizona State University

Respondents: Toniesha Latrice Taylor, Texas Southern University; Sarah Amira De la Garza, Arizona State University; Benny LeMaster, Arizona State University
303049  8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Hilton  Key Ballroom 9 (Second Floor)

**Just Characters: Normative and Descriptive Rhetorics of Democracy**

Sponsor: Rhetorical and Communication Theory Division  
Chair: Ira Allen, Northern Arizona University  
Presenters:  
- Rosa A. Eberly, Penn State University  
- Morgan K. Johnson, Penn State University  
- Adam Banks, Stanford University  
- Mark Hlavacik, University of North Texas  
Respondent: Ira Allen, Northern Arizona University

303050  8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Hilton  Key Ballroom 10 (Second Floor)

**The Rhetoric of Fascism: Devices for the Cult of Irrationality**

Sponsor: Rhetorical and Communication Theory Division  
Chair: Nathan A. Crick, Texas A&M University  
Presenters:  
- Bradley Allen Serber, University of North Dakota  
- Stephen J. Hartnett, University of Colorado, Denver  
- Patricia Roberts-Miller, University of Texas, Austin  
- Fernando Ismael Quinones Valdivia, Penn State University  
- Ryan Skinnell, San José State University  
- Elizabeth Earle, California State University Sacramento  
- Dylan Rollo, Northwestern University  
- Rya J. Butterfield, Nicholls State University  
- Nathan A. Crick, Texas A&M University  
- Jacob Andrew Miller, Kansas State University

303051  8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Hilton  Key Ballroom 11 (Second Floor)

**Womentoring: Student to Student - How to get the most out of this conference. Practical Tips and Advice**

Sponsor: Women's Caucus  
Chair: Katherine La Pierre, IUE/ UNR/ IVY TECH  
Presenters:  
- Jessica D. Navarro, Purdue University Fort Wayne  
- Michelle Colpean, University of Iowa
Communicating Awareness of the Body and Eating Behaviors

Sponsor: Health Communication Division
Chair: Emily Scheinfeld, University of Texas, Tyler

"Embodied Subjectivity in Multiple Sclerosis Diagnosis and Prognosis Communication: Patient Narratives Constituting Awareness and Body Acceptance" Vinita Agarwal, Salisbury University

"Co-rumination, Diet-Culture, and Body Dissatisfaction among Young Adult Women" Meara Faw, Colorado State University; Kenzie Davidson, Colorado State University

"Monkey See, Monkey Speak: How Media Ideals of Body Image Survive Through Fat Talk" Andrea S. Malterud, George Mason University; Karin H. Nordin, George Mason University

"Eye Tracking and Male Body Image: Regional Satisfaction Impacts Visual Attention on Still-images Featuring Muscular Males" Kevin K. John, Brigham Young University; Jessica Zurcher, Brigham Young University; Dallin Adams, Brigham Young University

"Orthorexia’s ecological niche: medical and popular accounts of a new cyberpathy" Cristina Hanganu-Bresch, University of the Sciences

Survival of the Fittest: An Examination of What Survives in Forensics

Sponsor: Pi Kappa Delta
Chair: Susan Millsap, Otterbein University
Respondent: Chris M. Leland, Azusa Pacific University

"Enduring Practices: Why?" Susan Millsap, Otterbein University; Scott A. Millsap, Columbus State Community College

"How PKD Has Survived and Thrived: An Historical Look at Organizational Change in Pi Kappa Delta" Ryan C. Louis, Ottawa University; Gina L. Jensen, Webster University
"Improved Alumni Relations as a Core Survival Strategy for Intercollegiate Speech and Debate Programs." Phillip A. Voight, Gustavus Adolphus College

"Surviving Forensics as a “True” Novice" Jennifer Talbert, William Carey University

"Surviving in a Culture of Change: Deep Structures as Explanations for Enduring Characteristics of Collegiate Forensics" Scott L. Jensen, Webster University

303057 8:00 AM to 9:15 AM Hilton Calloway (Second Floor)

Against All Odds: Surviving in Hostile Territories

Sponsor: Feminist and Women Studies Division
Chair: Mary Anne Trasciatti, Hofstra University

"Mobilizing Female “Badasses” and Their Male Allies for Survival in the Wake of “Me Too”" Margaret R. LaWare, Iowa State University

"Surviving Backlash: First Ladies and Public Policy" Paulette Brinka, Suffolk County Community College, Brentwood

"Surviving Forced Sterilizations during the Alberto Fujimori Regime in Peru, 1995-2001" Valeria Fabj, Lynn University


303058 8:00 AM to 9:15 AM Hilton Poe (Second Floor)

Exploring Critical Interpersonal Communication Topics Through Classroom Research Projects

Sponsors: Family Communication Division; Interpersonal Communication Division
Chair: Lynsey K. Romo, North Carolina State University

Presenters:
- Jenna S Abetz, College of Charleston
- Lynsey K. Romo, North Carolina State University
- Kristina M. Scharp, University of Washington, Seattle
- Charee M. Thompson, University of Illinois

303060 8:00 AM to 9:15 AM Hilton Holiday Ballroom 2 (Second Floor)

Creative Forms of Assessment in Communication Studies Courses

Sponsor: Communication Assessment Division
Chair: Mary K. High, Penn State University

Presenters:
- Phillip Edward Wagner, University of South Florida
Communication for (Inmate) Survival: Prison Teaching Initiatives

Sponsor: Organizational Communication Division
Chair: Tiffany Ann Dykstra-DeVette, San Diego State University

Presenters:
- Julie L. Taylor, California State University San Bernardino
- Kamran Afary, California State University Los Angeles
- Sarah Black, Pasadena City College
- Brian L. Heisterkamp, California State University San Bernardino
- Robert Bailey Layne, Middle Tennessee State University
- David S. Olsen, California State University Los Angeles
- Cynthia Wang, California State University Los Angeles

Support Provision within Interpersonal Contexts: Families, Friendships, and Romantic Relationships

Sponsors: Family Communication Division; Health Communication Division; Interpersonal Communication Division
Chair: Kaitlin Phillips, Utah State University

"Daughters’ reports of mothers’ patterns of listening and questioning: Examinations of supportive communication during the transition from college to career" Jane Haas Damron, Baylor University

"Factors Influencing Perceptions of Parental Support about Nutrition: Testing the Dual-Process Theory of Supportive Communication Outcomes" Elle Peggy Johnson, University of Georgia; Jennifer A. Samp, University of Georgia

"Partner Supporting Messaging During Breastfeeding” Kelly Weikle, Ohio University; Angela M. Hosek, Ohio University

"Providing Support to Friends with a Sexual Health Uncertainty" Tara G. McManus, University of Nevada, Las Vegas

"Romantic Partner Perspectives of the Relational Context of Weight Loss Support” Rene Dailey, University of Texas, Austin; Tracy Zhang, Pennsylvania State University; Rebecca M.
Kurlak, University of Texas, Austin; Rachel R. Lloyd, University of Texas, Austin; Suzanne Burdick, University of Texas, Austin

303063  8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Hilton  Holiday Ballroom 5 (Second Floor)

**Seeking Justice and Peace: Survivor Voices, Dialogue, and Authenticity.**
Sponsors: Activism and Social Justice Division; Organizational Communication Division  
Chair: Carlos A. Tarin, University of Texas, El Paso  
Respondent: Peter R. Jensen, University of Alabama  
"An Army of Survivors: The Culture of Sexual Assault in USA Gymnastics"  Amy K. Way, Villanova University; Olivia Mann, Villanova University; Casey Saladino, Villanova University  
"Beyond Inclusion: Survivor Voices in the Human Trafficking Movement"  Sue Lockyer, San Francisco State University  
"Dialogic Prudence: Promoting Transformative Conflict through Civil Dialogue®"  Robert J. Razzante, Arizona State University; Katrina N. Hanna, Arizona State University; Jennifer A. Linde, Arizona State University  
"Organizing for Peacebuilding and Transitional Justice: Discourses of Accountability and Legitimacy in NGO Reports"  Courtney E. Cole, Regis College

303064  8:00 AM to 10:00 AM  Hilton  Holiday Ballroom 6 (Second Floor)

**Legislative Assembly II**
Sponsor: NCA National Office  
Presenters:  
Star A. Muir, George Mason University  
Lauren Amaro, Pepperdine University  
Kami J. Anderson, Kennesaw State University  
Jose Angel Maldonado, University of Puget Sound  
Greg G. Armfield, New Mexico State University  
Pat Arneson, Duquesne University  
Ahmet Atay, College of Wooster  
John Banas, University of Oklahoma  
J. Kevin Barge, Texas A&M University  
Kiah E. Bennett, Colorado State University  
Laura W. Black, Ohio University  
Jaime E. Bochantin, University of North Carolina at Charlotte  
Jonathan M. Bowman, University of San Diego  
Nicholas David Bowman, Texas Tech University  
Robin Boylorn, University of Alabama
Daniel S. Brown, Religious Communication Association
Kerry Byrnes-Loinette, Collin College
Bernadette Marie Calafell, Gonzaga University
Sumana Chattopadhyay, Marquette University
Yea-Wen Chen, San Diego State University
Lora Cohn, Park University
Angela Corbo, Widener University
Lisa M. Corrigan, University of Arkansas
Joy L. Daggs, Northwest Missouri State University
Lindy Grief Davidson, University of South Florida
R.E. Davis, College of the Mainland
Rebecca de Souza, University of Minnesota, Duluth
Jason Del Gandio, Temple University
Sarah E. Dempsey, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
M. Laurie Norton Diles, Harding University
Patrick Shaou-Whea Dodge, University of Colorado, Denver
Marya L. Doerfel, Rutgers University
Shinsuke Eguchi, University of New Mexico
Erin Ellis-Harrison, University of North Carolina, Greensboro
Jessica Elton, Eastern Michigan University
Suzanne Enck, University of North Texas
Prairie A. Endres-Parnell, Tarleton State University
Mindy Fenske, University of South Carolina
Kathleen E. Feyh, Syracuse University
Mark L. Finney, Emory & Henry College
Lisa M. Flanagan, Xavier University
Lisa A. Flores, University of Colorado, Boulder
Karen June Freberg, University of Louisville
Karyn I. Friesen, Lone Star College-Montgomery
Jessica L. Furgerson, University of Cincinnati, Blue Ash
Haneen Ghabra, Kuwait University
Zachary Goldman, University of Louisville
Logan Rae Gomez, University of Colorado, Boulder
Jonathan M. Gray, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale
Rachel Alicia Griffin, University of Utah
Jeffrey A. Hall, University of Kansas
Josh Hanan, University of Denver
Tara D. Hargrove, Southern Adventist University
Rebecca A. Hayes, Illinois State University
Nora Lee Heist, University of Maryland
Leandra Hinojosa Hernandez, Utah Valley University
Kathryn Hobson, James Madison University
Tracey Quigley Holden, University of Delaware
Andrea B. Hollingshead, University of Southern California
Kathleen P. Hunt, State University of New York at New Paltz
Ronald L. Jackson, University of Cincinnati
Jessica Katz Jameson, North Carolina State University
Alexis Zoe Johnson, Arkansas Tech University
Amber Lauren Johnson, Saint Louis University
Kevin A. Johnson, California State University Long Beach
Susanne M. Jones, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities
John Katsion, Northwest Missouri State University
Casey Ryan Kelly, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Mardi J. Kidwell, University of New Hampshire
Mary E. King, Bloomsburg University
Kendra Knight, DePaul University
Jessica A. Kurr, Northeastern University
Alexander L. Lancaster, Weber State University
Michelle A. Leavitt, William Jessup University
Luke LeFebvre, Texas Tech University
Noah Lelek, Texas Woman's University
Lara Lengel, Bowling Green State University
Paul M. Leonardi, University of California, Santa Barbara
Alan C. Lerstrom, Luther College
Kurt Lindemann, San Diego State University
Nina Maria Lozano, Loyola Marymount University
Ashley Noel Mack, Louisiana State University
Kate Magsamen Conrad, University of Iowa
Craig T. Maier, Duquesne University
Roseann M. Mandziuk, Texas State University
Kelly Norris Martin, Rochester Institute of Technology
Amy May, Shippensburg University
Bryan J. McCann, Louisiana State University
Jeffrey Q. McCune, Washington University
Raymie E. McKerrow, Ohio University
David T. McMahan, Missouri Western State University
Michael Milford, Auburn University
Pamela L. Morris, Indiana University-Purdue University Columbus
Billie Murray, Villanova University
Xiaoli Nan, University of Maryland
John Nicholson, Mississippi State University
Marnel N. Niles Goins, California State University Fresno
Candy Noltensmeyer, Western Carolina University
Alison Nicole Novak, Rowan University
David C. Oh, Ramapo College
Jessy J. Ohl, University of Alabama
Kent A. Ono, University of Utah
Stephanie L. Orme, Emerson College
Christopher P. Outzen, Truman State University
Patricia Parker, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
Phaedra C. Pezzullo, University of Colorado, Boulder
Vincent N. Pham, Willamette University
John H. Prellwitz, University of Pittsburgh, Greensburg
Katey A. Price, Albion College
DeAnne Priddis, Middle Tennessee State University
Jennifer Priem, Wake Forest University
Andrew Pyle, Clemson University
Renee Robinson, Seton Hall University
Jessica S. Robles, Loughborough University
Kelly R. Rossetto, Boise State University
Desiree Rowe, Towson University
Kristina Ruiz-Mesa, California State University Los Angeles
Elesha L. Ruminski, Frostburg State University
Erin K. Ruppel, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Meghan Sanders, Louisiana State University
Shaunak Sastry, University of Cincinnati
Julia Scatillo O’Grady, Saint Andrews University
Allison Shaw, University at Buffalo, SUNY
Jeanetta D. Sims, University of Central Oklahoma
Stacy Smulowitz, University of Scranton
Stephen Spates, Missouri State University
D.L. Stephenson, Western Connecticut State University
Helen Sterk, Western Kentucky University
Elizabeth A. Suter, University of Denver
Kelly E. Tenzek, University at Buffalo, SUNY
Dinah Tetteh, Arkansas State University
Stanley D. Tickton, Norfolk State University
Susan Tomasovic, George Mason University
Satoshi Toyosaki, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale
April Trees, Saint Louis University
Judith S. Trent, University of Cincinnati
Mary E. Triece, University of Akron
Sarah Upton, University of Texas, El Paso
Shannon C. VanHorn, Valley City State University
Alice E. Veksler, Christopher Newport University
Ryan C. Wallace, California State University East Bay
Tiffany R. Wang, University of Montevallo
Benjamin Warner, University of Missouri
Myra S. Washington, University of New Mexico
Susan E. Waters, East Tennessee State University
Nakia S. Welch, San Jacinto College
Jessica Wendorf Muhamad, Florida State University
Isaac West, Vanderbilt University
Stephanie L. Wideman, University of Indianapolis
Angela Wilson, University of North Georgia
Courtney N. Wright, University of Tennessee
Norman Wong, University of Oklahoma
Arpan Yagnik, Bowling Green State University
Aimei Yang, University of Southern California
David A. Yastremski, Ridge High School
Joshua Young, Oklahoma City University
Trevor Parry-Giles, National Communication Association
Justin Wayne Danowski, National Communication Association
Barry Poyner, Truman State University

303065  8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Hilton Paca (Third Floor)

**Communication for Survival: Perspectives**

Sponsor: Lambda Pi Eta
Chairs: Stephanie Ambrosio, Quinnipiac University; Caroline S. Parsons, University of Alabama
Respondent: Laura E. Willis, Quinnipiac University
   "Everlane and the Citizen-Consumer: Ethically Consuming Our Way to Social Change"  Rebekah Choi, Gordon College
   "Surviving the Bias: Empathy and Curiosity among True Crime Genre Fans"  Jennifer Sanmiguel, University of North Texas at Dallas
   "Marriage Across Borders: Intercultural Communication and Intercultural Conflict"  Kendal Catherine Lyssy, University of North Texas

303067  8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Hilton Carroll (Third Floor)

**Linguistic Features and Social Cognition**

Sponsor: Communication and Social Cognition Division
Chair: Torsten Reimer, Purdue University
   "Extending the Fluency Principle: Increases in Listeners’ Processing Fluency Positively Bias Their Language Attitudes"  Marko Dragojevic, University of Kentucky
   "Message Persuasiveness: The Effects of Regulatory Focus, Linguistic Features, and Temporal Distance"  Haijing Ma, University of Oklahoma; Claude H. Miller, University of Oklahoma
   "Teasing among Friends: The Role of a Bystander in Teasing Interactions"  Ildo Kim, Graceland University; Nicholas A. Palomares, University of California, Davis
   "Testing the Persuasive Appeal of Extreme Groups: Integrating the Predictions of Uncertainty-Identity Theory with of Psychological Reactance Theory"  Zachary B. Massey, Georgia State University; Claude H. Miller, University of Oklahoma; Haijing Ma, University of Oklahoma; Doris Acheme, University of Oklahoma

303071  8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Hilton Brent (Third Floor)

**How We Remember Dissent: Rhetorical Histories, Memory and Space**
Sponsor: Student Section
Chair: Jordin E. Clark, Colorado State University
Respondent: Chris DiCesare, University of Iowa
"Militarizing the Police Function: How Neoliberal Discourse Changed Our Relationship to the Police" Lucas Joshua Hann, Syracuse University
"Marching on Stonewall: Urban Space and Physical Memory" Lily B. Ferguson

9:00 AM

305031 9:00 AM to 12:30 PM Baltimore Convention Center Ballroom (400 Level)
NCA Exhibit Hall
Sponsor: NCA National Office

9:30 AM

306001 9:30 AM to 12:15 PM Baltimore Convention Center 321 (300 Level)
SC12: Civic Survival: Developing Effective Curriculum to Build Student Civic Agency
Sponsor: Short Courses
Chairs: Leila R. Brammer, University of Chicago; Sarah M. Wolter, Gustavus Adolphus College

306002 9:30 AM to 12:15 PM Baltimore Convention Center 322 (300 Level)
SC13: Crafting Qualitative Research for Social Impact: Surviving and Thriving through Qualitative Theory Building and Claim Making
Sponsor: Short Courses
Chairs: Sarah Jane Tracy, Arizona State University; Timothy Paul Huffman, Saint Louis University

306003 9:30 AM to 12:15 PM Baltimore Convention Center 323 (300 Level)
SC15: The Basic Course as a Student Survival Manual: Transitioning to the College Learning Environment
Sponsor: Short Courses
Chairs: Katherine M. Castle, University of Nebraska-Lincoln; Aaron M. Duncan, University of Nebraska-Lincoln

306004 9:30 AM to 12:15 PM Baltimore Convention Center 324 (300 Level)

**SC14: Straight Talk about Teaching Communication Research Methods**

Sponsor: Short Courses

Chairs: Christine S. Davis, University of North Carolina at Charlotte; Kenneth A. Lachlan, University of Connecticut

Presenter:
Sayde J. Brais, University of North Carolina at Charlotte

306005 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM Baltimore Convention Center 325 (300 Level)

**Showcase of Mass Communication and Sports Scholarship**

Sponsors: Communication and Sport Division; Mass Communication Division

Chair: Zach James Humphries, Kent State University

Respondent: David Weiss, University of New Mexico

"Multi-Screen Football Enjoyment: Uses and Gratifications for Media Consumption of the National Football League" Melvin Lewis, University of Alabama; James C. Abdallah, University of Alabama; Kenon Brown, University of Alabama; Andrew C. Billings, University of Alabama

"Broadening the Understanding of Second-Screen Use During Live Sports Viewing: An Analysis of Game-Related and Unrelated Behaviors" Nicky Lewis, University of Kentucky; Walter Gantz, Indiana University; Lawrence Wenner, Loyola Marymount University

"Snapchat and Child Sexual Abuse in Sport: Protecting Child Athletes in the Social Media Age" Jimmy Sanderson, Texas Tech University; Melinda Weathers, Sam Houston State University

"More than an athlete: Social mobilization's impact on identification and fandom of JJ Watt" Jake A. Kucek, Kent State University

"Favoring one’s own: Biased NBA award voting practices and the culture of natural localness" Braden Bagley, Southern Utah University; Sean Fourney, San Francisco State University

306007 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM Baltimore Convention Center 327 (300 Level)

**Expecting Better: Media Portrayals of Pregnancy and Postpartum**

Sponsor: Mass Communication Division
Chair: Laramie D. Taylor, University of California, Davis

"Portrayal of Pregnancy on Instagram" Neha Kumari, University of California Davis; Supreet Mann, University of California Davis

"Rewarding the rebound: A comparison of media frames regarding recently post-partum celebrity bodies" Megan Hopper, Illinois State University; Aimee E. Miller-Ott, Illinois State University

"Television Portrayals of Pregnancy" Thais Zimbres, University of California Davis; Laramie D. Taylor, University of California, Davis

"The Back-to-Work Decision Making Process: How Sitcom Moms Frame the Experience" Elizabeth F. Hatfield, University of Houston, Downtown

Surviving The Bodies We're In: Contributed Autoethnographies and Analyses of Aging, Race, Eating and Incarceration

Sponsor: Ethnography Division
Chair: Mark Noe, Park University
Respondent: Mark Noe, Park University

"Welcome to you": An Auto-ethnographic Exploration of Genetic Ancestry Testing and Biopolitics" Beatriz Andrea Nieto Fernandez, University of South Florida

"Am I Becoming an Old Lady? Musings of a Senior Faculty Member” Katherine Grace Hendrix, University of Memphis

"But Who Do I Tell? Negotiating Privacy and Recovery in Online Eating Disorder Communities" Rachel Laing, Illinois State University

"My Incarcerated Body: Surviving Post-Incarceration” Llewelyn Labio, University of San Diego

"Ten Queer Interpersonal Interactions” Dominic Pecoraro, University of Utah

“I Didn’t Think You’d Care”: Students Disclose Survival Stories to their Professors

Sponsors: Health Communication Division; Instructional Development Division
Chair: Jay Zalinger, Mercy College
Presenters:
  Kim Weller, Queens University of Charlotte
  Steve May, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
  Bethany Goodier, College of Charleston
  Kate Regan, Queens University of Charlotte
  Jay Zalinger, Mercy College
**Aggression, Perspective-taking and Community Interaction: From Video Game Streaming to Political Change**

Sponsor: Game Studies Division  
Chair: Xuejing Yao, Michigan State University

"Don’t Just Watch, Join In: Exploring Information Behavior and Copresence on Twitch" Vaibhav S. Diwanji, Florida State University; Arienne Ferchaud, Florida State University; Abigail Reed; Jonmichael Seibert, Florida State University; Victoria Paige Weinbrecht, Florida State University; Nicholas M. Sellers, Florida State University

"Game Perspective-Taking Effects on Willingness to Help Immigrants: A Replication Study With a Spanish Sample" Jorge Peña, University of California, Davis; Juan Francisco Hernández, Universidad Católica San Antonio de Murcia

"Streaming Disability: Video Game Streamers with Disabilities and Gamer Identity" Sky LaRell Anderson, Occidental College

"Surviving Video Game Stigmatization: Connections Between Verbal Aggressiveness, Genre Preference, and Technology Used" William T. Howe, University of Oklahoma; Ioana A. Cionea, University of Oklahoma

---

**Engaging with Media Messages**

Sponsor: Mass Communication Division  
Chair: Allison L. Eden, Michigan State University  
Respondent: Heidi E. Huntington, West Texas A&M University

"Ambiguous Movie Endings: Effects of Perceived Complexity and Affective Responses on Long-Term Engagement" Sara R. Erlichman, Penn State University; Mary Beth Oliver, Penn State University; Ryan Tan, Pennsylvania State University; Olivia Reed, Pennsylvania State University; Sarah Ford, Pennsylvania State University; Cheng Chen, Pennsylvania State University

"Examining the Co-Occurrence of Engagement and Self-Referencing in Narrative Persuasion" Julia K. Weiss, University of Virginia's College at Wise

"Graphic Coverage of Mass Traumatic Events: A Proposed Model of Causes and Effects of Viewer Engagement" Ellie Catherine Hudd, University of Kentucky

"Pathways to Deeper News Engagement: Factors Influencing Click Behaviors on News Sites" Jessica R. Collier, University of Texas, Austin; Johanna Dunaway, Texas A&M University; Natalie Jomini Stroud, University of Texas, Austin
306012  9:30 AM  to 10:45 AM  Baltimore Convention Center  332 (300 Level)

**Spotlight Honoring Dr. Scott Myers**

Sponsor: Teachers on Teaching  
Chair: Jordan Tyler Atkinson, Missouri Western State University  
Presenters:  
Christine K. Anzur, East Tennessee State University  
Alan K. Goodboy, West Virginia University  
Zac D. Johnson, California State University Fullerton  
Sara LaBelle, Chapman University  
Daniel H. Mansson, Penn State University, Hazleton  
Sara E. Pitts, West Virginia University  
Melissa Tindage, California State University Northridge  
Respondent: Scott A. Myers, West Virginia University

---

306013  9:30 AM  to 10:45 AM  Baltimore Convention Center  333 (300 Level)

**Congressional Testimony, Evidence, and Affect**

Sponsors: Argumentation and Forensics Division; Communication and Law Division; Public Address Division  
Chair: Robert Asen, University of Wisconsin-Madison  
"Embodied Silence and Ambiguous Identities: Franklin Kameny’s 1963 Congressional Testimony"  
Jeffrey B. Nagel, Penn State University  
"The Only Thing Red About Her: Rhetorical Intertextuality in Lucille Ball's HUAC Testimony"  
Nicole Barnes, James Madison University; Heather Lund, University of Northern Iowa; Catherine Palczewski, University of Northern Iowa  
"Tough Guys with Goosebumps: A Narrative and Media Analysis of Mr. Fred Rogers' 1969 Senate Address for PBS Funding"  
Olivia Warfield, University of Memphis

---

306014  9:30 AM  to 10:45 AM  Baltimore Convention Center  334 (300 Level)

**Survival in the Context of Higher Education: Critical Responses from Individual Events Educators**

Sponsor: Argumentation and Forensics Division  
Chair: Drew Stewart, Marian University  
Respondent: Richard E. Paine, North Central College  
"A Novice (National) Approach to Survival"  
Matthew Delzer, Berry College  
"Everyone Has a Story to Tell, But Should They?"  
Hope Stallings Willoughby, Berry College
"Protecting the Method: Maintaining Healthy Coaching Practices in an Evolving Forensic Culture" Chip Hall, Carson-Newman College


"True Crit: Situating the Event's Past Significance, Present Challenges, and Future Survival in the Forensic Community and Communication Discipline" Carson Sherer Kay, Ohio University

306015 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM Baltimore Convention Center 335 (300 Level)

Dynamic Racializations in Media

Sponsor: Critical and Cultural Studies Division
Chair: Oscar A. Mejia, University of Utah
Respondent: Santhosh Chandrashekar, University of Denver

"Postracial and Post-Rachel: The Shifting Portrayal of Dolezal in the Media" Zoe C. Farquhar, University of Nebraska-Lincoln

"Rachel Dolezal and the Ethos of Racial Identity" Nathan A. Rothenbaum, University of Georgia

"Representation Matters: Negotiating Intersectionality via a Critical Cultural Textual Analysis of NBC's Superstore" Victoria Miller, Texas State University; Elizabeth K. Eger, Texas State University

"The Ties that (Un)Bind: Whiteness and the Racialization of Jewish Bodies in the film School Ties" Gordon Alley-Young, Kingsborough Community College, CUNY

"Will Oprah's Couch Fit the Oval Office?" Natasha V. Kovalyova, University of Texas, Austin

306016 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM Baltimore Convention Center 336 (300 Level)

Surviving Disney: Critically Engaging the Contemporary Production of Culture

Sponsor: Critical and Cultural Studies Division
Chair: Derek Buescher, University of Puget Sound
Respondent: Amanda K. LeBlanc, Adams State College

"An Atypical Franchise? The Disney Princess Narrative(s) at the Nexus/Disjuncture of Romance, Independence, and (Happily) Ever After" Sarah Projansky, University of Utah

"Critical Approaches to Disney: Theorizing the Walt Disney Corporation as the Contemporary Culture Industry" Derek Buescher, University of Puget Sound

"Disney's Contemporary Latinx Animation: Latin America or U.S. Latinidad?" Diana Leon-Boys, University of Illinois

"Killing Ahsoka to save the Patriarchal Family" Benjamin Triana, University of South Carolina Aiken
"You Ain’t Never Had a Gay Like Me: Queering the Ambivalent and Mythical in Disney’s Queer Characters" Ariel Kizer, Louisiana State University

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 306017  | 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM | Baltimore Convention Center 337 (300 Level) | Afrofuturism and Black Representations in Media | Sponsors: African American Communication and Culture Division; Communication and the Future Division  
Chair: Kimberly Eberhardt Casteline, Fordham University  
"Afrofuturism & the Temporalities of Resistant Cultural Production" Kate Siegfried, Texas A&M University  
"Stacey Abrams and Afrofuturist Aesthetic Space: Wakanda Forever Trope as a Black Symbolic Response to Denied Place" Rhana A. Gittens, Georgia State University  
"The Hope of Vibranium: Black Panther, Malcolm X, and an Afrocentric Class Struggle" DiArron Morrison, Abilene Christian University  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 306018  | 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM | Baltimore Convention Center 338 (300 Level) | Health, Healing, and Survival: Exploring Latinx Identities and Histories as Strategies of Resistance | Sponsor: La Raza Caucus  
Chair: Ana Terminel Iberri, Arizona State University  
Respondent: Sarah Amira De la Garza, Arizona State University  
"Morena Magic: Tracing the Lineage of the Bruja" Mikayla Torres, Syracuse University  
"El Yerbero Moderno: Tracing el Botánico Cultural and Colonization" Reslie Cortés, Arizona State University  
"Historicizing health inequities for Hispanics and Native Americans living in New Mexico" Camille Velarde, University of New Mexico  
"Performing My Latina Body in White Academia: White Supremacy, the Wolf in Ally’s Clothing" Bernardita Maria Yunis, University of Colorado, Boulder  
"Linguistic jump rope: An autoethnography on crossing the border during the Trump Administration" Susana R. Valenzuela, Saint Louis University |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>306019</td>
<td>9:30 AM to 10:45 AM</td>
<td>Baltimore Convention Center 339 (300 Level)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Transgender Communication Studies in Media
Sponsors: Critical and Cultural Studies Division; Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer Communication Studies Division
Chair: Brendan G. A. Hughes, Metropolitan State University of Denver
Respondent: Benny LeMaster, Arizona State University
"Confessions of a "Never-Mother": Paula Stone Williams and the 'Liveness' of Transitioning in Religious Space"  Kelsey Waninger Minnick, University of Denver
"No Excuses: The Rhetoric of The #HireTrans Campaign"  Christopher Vincent, Louisiana State University
"Strategizing a Digital Transition: A Qualitative Exploration of Gender Evolutions on Social Media"  Michael Coker, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
"The World Wants Us Dead": Transgender Social Determinants of Health in Pose"  Sarah F. Price, University of Alabama

Survival and Marginality: Cases from South Asia and its Diasporas on Contesting Exclusionary and Authoritarian Discourses
Sponsors: Asian/Pacific American Caucus; Asian/Pacific American Communication Studies Division; Critical and Cultural Studies Division; International and Intercultural Communication Division
Chair: Ruma J. Sen, Ramapo College
"It’s my body, it should be my choice!": Mediated Framing of Commercial Surrogacy and the Politics of Exclusion in India"  Saumya Pant, Ohio University
"Desi Radio as a Space of Survival for the Panjabi Community in London: The Politics of Leadership and Gender in the South Asian Diaspora" Nazan Haydari, Istanbul Bilgi University
"Hindutva and Homosexuality in India: How the Mainstreaming of Hinduism and Patriarchal Nationalism has Institutionalized Homophobia"  Satarupa Dasgupta, New York University
"Surviving at the Margins: Mediated Narratives of Muslims and the Politics of Exclusion in India" Ruma J. Sen, Ramapo College
"The Comedic Frame: Creating Spaces of Resistance, Survival, and Voice for the South Asian Diaspora"  Anjali Ram, Roger Williams University

Engaging Intercultural and Intersectional Complexity in Organizational and Institutional Contexts
Sponsors: International and Intercultural Communication Division; Organizational Communication Division
Chair: Chin-Chung Chao, University of Nebraska-Omaha
Respondent: Greg Hummel, State University of New York, Oneonta

"You Ain’t Neva Lied!"; Leadership, Isolation, and The Meaning of Friendship for Two Sistahs in Leadership at HBCUs" Nicole R. Files-Thompson, Lincoln University; L. Simone Byrd, Alabama State University

"Centering the Organizational: Intersectional Studies of Workplace Cultural Conflict" Jing Jiang, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

"Organizational Acceptance of Social Media Marketing: A Cross-Cultural Perspective" Ming-Yi Wu, Northeastern University

"Some reflections on communicative leadership and immigrants in the workplace" Solange Hamrin, Mid-Sweden University

306022 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM Baltimore Convention Center 342 (300 Level)

Communities of Survival: Applied Communication and Experiences in a Diverse Collection of Groups

Sponsor: Applied Communication Division
Chair: Nicole L. Johnson, Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis
Respondent: Trudy Milburn, Purchase College, SUNY

"Exploring the Role of Communication in the Aging in Place Experience: An Ethnographic Account of a Local Community" Lindsey B. Anderson, University of Maryland

"Lessons Learned Struggling to Identify Positive Deviants in a Rural Southern Community" Caroline Elizabeth Wilson, Campbell University; J. Dean Farmer, Campbell University

"Network Backfire Effect: Enhanced Network Heterogeneity Can Exacerbate Perceived Information Bias in Social Media" Soojong Kim, University of Pennsylvania; Poong Oh, Nanyang Technological University

"Not Another group project: Relationship among Ratings, Social Loafing and Group Cohesion" Kenneth J. Levine, Michigan State University; Michelle T. Violanti, University of Tennessee

306023 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM Baltimore Convention Center 343 (300 Level)

Baltimore Mayoral Longtime Rhetorical and Political Principals

Sponsors: Political Communication Division; Rhetoric Society of America; Rhetorical and Communication Theory Division
Chair: Theodore F. Sheckels, Randolph-Macon College
Presenters:
Kimberley Hannah-Prater, University of Maryland
Ruptures in Political Arguments and Styles

Sponsors: Political Communication Division; Public Address Division
Chair: Blake Abbott, Towson University

"A Referendum of Heroes: Horror Framing in Televised Campaign Advertisements during the 2000 Presidential Election" Fielding E. Montgomery, University of Maryland, College Park

"Not the First She Expected or Wanted: How Clinton’s Apologetic Concession Speech Disrupted Generic Norms" Kassie Marie Phebillo, University of Texas, Austin

"“Breaking the news…on a weekly basis”: Trolling as Rhetorical Style on Last Week Tonight" Amber L. Davisson, Keene State College; Mackenzie Donovan, Keene State College

Competitive Debate and Forensics Participation as Survival Guides and Tactics

Sponsor: American Forensic Association
Chair: Richard Pineda, University of Texas, El Paso
Respondent: Kelly Michael Young, Wayne State University

"Grassroots and Proud: The Frederick Douglass Debate Society Bloomsburg Team as a Vehicle for Underrepresented Collegiate Student Success" Shavonne Shorter, Bloomsburg University

"HBCU Alumni Reflections on Speech and Debate as Survival" Emily Kofoed, University of South Carolina Upstate; Caleb Holley, University of South Carolina Upstate

"Surviving within the Eclectic Community: Speech and Debate Teams as a Mechanism to Support Unique Student Relationships" Lakelyn Taylor, University of Central Florida

"The Tale of Two Plaques" Arthi Chandrasekaran, Wayne State University

ARSTM Top Papers Panel

Sponsor: Association for the Rhetoric of Science, Technology, and Medicine
Chair: Emily Winderman, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities
""Rogue Researcher," "Dedicated Healer," or "China's Frankenstein"? Competing Personae in American and Chinese Reports of He Jiankui's Controversial CRISPR Experiment"  Lisa Keranen, University of Colorado, Denver; Rudong Zhang, Communication University of China

"Answering Scientism with Humanism: Practical Reasoning in Frederick Douglass’s “The Claims of the Negro Ethnologically Considered”"  Luke Christie, University of Georgia

"Elderly Mothers and Geriatric Pregnancies: Constituting Risk at Advanced Maternal Age"  Melissa L. Carrion, University of Nevada, Las Vegas; Rusanna Hollowell, Georgia Southern University

"The Rhetoric of Scientific Postage Stamps: The Witco Stamp Collection as Reflecting and Contributing to a Public Understanding of Science"  Madison A. Krall, University of Utah; Melissa M. Parks, University of Utah; Emily Krebs, University of Utah; Benjamin W. Mann, University of Utah; Kourtney M. Maison, University of Utah; Robin E. Jensen, University of Utah

306027  9:30 AM to 10:45 AM    Baltimore Convention Center  347 (300 Level)

American Society for the History of Rhetoric Business Meeting

Sponsor: American Society for the History of Rhetoric
Presenters:
  Ira Allen, Northern Arizona University
  Scott Stroud, University of Texas, Austin
  Michele Kennerly, Penn State University
  Kathleen Suzanne Lamp, Arizona State University
  Björn F. Stillion Southard, University of Georgia
  Allison M. Prasch, University of Wisconsin-Madison
  Paul H. Stob, Vanderbilt University
  Robert Danisch, University of Waterloo
  Brandon M. Inabinet, Furman University
  Jordan Thomas Loveridge, Mount St. Mary's University
  Christa J. Olson, University of Wisconsin-Madison
  Alessandra Beasley Von Burg, Wake Forest University

306028  9:30 AM to 10:45 AM    Baltimore Convention Center  348 (300 Level)

(Hi)stories and Voices of Survivors: Korean Immigrants and Sojourners across the World

Sponsor: Korean American Communication Association
Chair: Eun-Jeong Han, Salisbury University
Presenters:
  Eun-Jeong Han, Salisbury University
  Min Wha Han, Angelo State University
Surviving Polarization: Religious Rhetoric of Division and Reconciliation in the 21st Century

Sponsor: Religious Communication Association
Chairs: Joel Lansing Reed, University of Missouri; Elizabeth Earle, California State University Sacramento
Respondent: Tina M. Harris, Louisiana State University

"Better Together: The Role of Religion in Hillary Clinton’s Rhetoric of Cooperation and Reconciliation" Joel Lansing Reed, University of Missouri; Wm. Bryan Paul, University of Missouri

"Inspired: Rachel Held Evans’ Making of Evangelical Identity in the Trump Era" Julia M. Medhurst, Texas A&M University

"White Supremacy and the Making and Breaking of White Genocide" Bradley Allen Serber, University of North Dakota; Matthew Houdek, Rochester Institute of Technology

"Journalism of Peace” and the Catholic Response to Fake News" Elizabeth Earle, California State University Sacramento

Contributions from American Studies, Critical Cultural Studies, Environmental Communication, GLBTQ Studies and Organizational Communication

Sponsors: American Studies Division; Caucus on Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer Concerns; Critical and Cultural Studies Division; Environmental Communication Division; Organizational Communication Division; Scholar to Scholar
Chairs: Thomas K. Nakayama, Northeastern University; Elisabeth Bigsby, University of Illinois
Respondents: Ronald Walter Greene, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities; Bridie McGreavy, University of Maine; Leslie L. Rossman, Humboldt State University; Kara Laskowski, Shippensburg University; Anna Valiavska, University of Missouri

"01. #MeAndWhiteSupremacy: Using Instagram prompts to engage White women on racism” Mariah L. Wellman, University of Utah

"02. A Case Study of Gender Socialization Impact on the Transition of African-American Transmen (Female to Male)" Savon James, Clark Atlanta University
"03. Clustering Energy and Water Conservation Behaviors as Choices: Examining the Moderating Roles of Message Elaboration and Involvement" Andrea Martinez Gonzalez, James Madison University; Tobias Reynolds-Tylus, James Madison University; Brian L. Quick, University of Illinois

"04. Collaborative Alignment: A Framework for Community-based Collaboration about Natural Resource and Environmental Policies and Practices" Gregg B. Walker, Oregon State University; Gary Severson, Severson Consulting; Steve Daniels, Utah State University

"05. Communicating The Effects of Occupational Sitting: Addressing Sedentarism in The Workplace" Lacey Brim, Wayne State University

"06. Culture as a Shared Organizational Resource: Role Enactment, Encroachment and the Influence of Cultural Norms" Maxine Gesualdi, West Chester University

"07. Defunding Welfare Queens, Queers and Crips: Neoliberal Subjectivity as Cure" Abigail Escatel, University of Wisconsin-Madison

"08. Design-Based White Supremacy in Twitter's GIF Search" Kelsey Cummings, University of Pittsburgh

"09. Displaced and lost identity: A textual analysis of climate change narratives" Wei Peng, University of Miami; Qian Huang, University of Miami; Di Lun, University of Miami; Jazmyne V. Simmons, University of Miami

"10. Gamified Workplace, Deleuzian Modulation and the Neoliberal Market Logic" Li Zhang, Boston University

"11. I Can Tell Just from the Tone of Your Voice: Affectiva's Emotional Analysis for Speech" Daniel Beresheim, University of Pittsburgh

"12. Knowledge of the Other: The Representations of LGB People in Films and Internet Dramas of China" Zhenchao Hu, Communication University of China; Jianjun Chen, Communication University of China; Yihong Xie, Communication University of China; Xuan Tang, Communication University of China

"13. Making Houses Talk: Case Studies in the Organization of Performativity" Camille G. Endacott, University of California, Santa Barbara; Paul M. Leonardi, University of California, Santa Barbara


"15. Painting the Town: Street Art, Attunement, and the Aestheticization of the Urban Environment" Jessica Batychenko, University of Pittsburgh


"17. Process of Visibility and Hiddenness in Organizations: Negotiation and Implementation of Hiddenness Strategies” Hallie Workman, University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign

"18. Protecting our Oceans with Virtual Reality: An Empirical Examination of how VR content Could Affect Level of Concern for the Oceans” Joanne C. Marras Tate, University of Colorado, Boulder; Urooj Raja, University of Colorado Boulder

"19. Reflections on Adopting a Critical Media and Information Literacy Pedagogy" Natasha Casey, Blackburn College
"20. The Desire to See: Optical Constructions of the Architectural Space After the Enlightenment"  Yijun Sun, University of Massachusetts, Amherst

"21. The Use of Native American Headdresses in American Popular Culture"  Alexandria Hatchett, West Chester University of Pennsylvania

"22. Thinking About the Guy on the Other Side of the Screen: Contemporary Rhetorical Strategies for Creating and Maintaining an Audience"  Sebastiaan HMH Gorissen, University of Utah

"23. Vulnerability as news frame: Media coverage of climate change in five different countries"  Ashik Shafi, Bemidji State University; Juan Liu, Columbus State University

"24. "We Are Coca-Cola and So Much More": Political Economic Analysis of Non-Carbonated SSB Coke Brands"  Christopher Garcia, Florida State University; Jennifer Proffitt

306035  9:30 AM to 10:45 AM  Hilton  Peale A (First Floor)

**Painting Publics: Emerging Dialogues in Visual Communication Scholarship**

Sponsor: Visual Communication Division
Chair: Caitlin Frances Bruce, University of Pittsburgh

Presenters:
Max M. Renner, North Carolina State University
Victoria J. Gallagher, North Carolina State University
Claire Sisco King, Vanderbilt University
Elise N. Homan, University of Utah

306036  9:30 AM to 10:45 AM  Hilton  Peale B (First Floor)

**Communication Program Survival: Do More with Less and Do Less with More**

Sponsor: Undergraduate College and University Section
Chair: Cindy L. Larson-Casselton, Concordia College

Presenters:
Jack E. Sargent, Kean University
Toni S. Whitfield, James Madison University
Jennifer L. Walton, Ohio Northern University
Donna Pawlowski, Bemidji State University
Lyle D. Olson, South Dakota State University

306038  9:30 AM to 10:45 AM  Hilton  Johnson (First Floor)

**Beyond Thoughts and Prayers: Grieving as a Mode of Survival**

Sponsors: Critical and Cultural Studies Division; Performance Studies Division
Chair: Nicole M. Costantini, Savannah College of Art and Design
"Critical Chaos"  Gregory J. Langner, California State University Los Angeles
"I never met you. I don't know where you are."  Nicole M. Costantini, Savannah College of Art and Design

"Instructions from the Sun"  Bonny McDonald, Louisiana State University

"Memorializing/Mourning: Performing Loss Within Social Movements"  Alex Davenport, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale

"The Promise of a Eulogy: An autoethnography of mortal uncertainty"  Colin T. Whitworth, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale

"Walking in their names"  Les Delgado, University of North Texas

---

306040  9:30 AM to 10:45 AM  Hilton  Ruth (First Floor)

**Surviving a Shifting World: Hybirdity, Myth, and Inverted Expectations in Marvel’s Black Panther**

Sponsors: Black Caucus; Theatre, Film and New Multi-Media Division

Chair: Matthew J. Smith, Radford University

Respondents: Julie A. Davis, College of Charleston; James M. Brandon, Hillsdale College

"A Stranger in Wakanda: Erik Killmonger and Black Natal Alienation"  Charles Athanasopoulos-Sugino, University of Pittsburgh

"Going Against the Grain: Inverting Expectations in Black Panther"  Curtis Chamblee, University of Nevada, Las Vegas

"My Blood Right: A Critical Analysis of Black Panther’s Killmonger and Hybrid Identity"  Gabriel A. Cruz, High Point University

"The Hero’s Journey of T’Challa: Marvel’s Black Panther as Contemporary Mythmaking”  Luke Adam Dye, Texas State University

---

306041  9:30 AM to 10:45 AM  Hilton  Key Ballroom 1 (Second Floor)

**Ethics in Crisis Communication**

Sponsor: Public Relations Division

Chair: Gayle M. Pohl, University of Northern Iowa

Respondent: Tyler Grant Page, Mississippi State University

"Ethical Public Relations vs. Deceptive Spinning: Experimental Tests of Crisis Media Relations in Theory and Practice"  David Clementson, University of Georgia

"How Apologies Can Make Things Worse: A Rhetorical Perspective“  Joshua M. Bentley, Texas Christian University; Amiso George, Texas Christian University; Jacqueline Lambiase, Texas Christian University

"Paracrisis, What Determine Effective Leadership Communication?”  Chris Yim, Loyola University Chicago
306042 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM Hilton

Honoring Language Diversity in Communication Education

Sponsor: Community College Section
Chairs: Sarah Seewoester Cain, Bakersfield College; Katherine Nelson, Independent Scholar
Presenters:
  Nicholas Alexis Zoffel, Edoptics (501c3)
  Sarah Black, Pasadena City College
  Andy Kai-chun Chuang, La Guardia Community College
  Poppy Slocum, LaGuardia Community College
  Carlos de Cuba, Kingsborough Community College
Respondent: A. Todd Jones, Bakersfield College

306043 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM Hilton

Theoretical Applications in the Basic Course

Sponsor: Basic Course Division
Chair: Laura Alberti, University of Southern California

"Public Pedagogy and Communication Studies: A public pedagogy approach to dehumanizing rhetorics in communication classrooms" Alaina Walberg, University of Kansas

"Surviving or Thriving? Demographics Differences in Mindset Across the Introductory Communication Course" Karin H. Nordin, George Mason University

"Thriving Instead of Surviving? The Role of Theory of Planned Behavior in Assessing the Basic Course" Michael Burns, Texas State University; Kristen Farris, Texas State University; Mark Paz, Texas State University; Sean Dyhre, University of Utah

"Toward a Social Model of Public Speaking Anxiety" Darren J. Valenta, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale

306044 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM Hilton

Sharing Information and Impression Management Online

Sponsor: Human Communication and Technology Division
Chair: Alexandra Schaefer Hinck, Cornell University

"Identity Shift Effects of Personalization of Presentation on Extraversion" Caleb T. Carr; Emily Cumming, Illinois State University

"Intrapersonal Groupthink and Online Disclosure: A Thematic Analysis of Reddit’s r/SuicideWatch" Brooke S. Dunbar, Messiah College
"Investigating Reddit Confessions: Disinhibited Self-Disclosure and Its Relationship to Connectedness, Social Support, and Life Satisfaction" Brandon Miller, University of Massachusetts, Boston

"Revisiting the Impression Management Model: The Mediating Role of Net Benefits, the Moderating Role of Communication Competence, and the Importance of Mutual-Face Concern" Andrew M. Ledbetter, Texas Christian University; Corley Herbert, Texas Christian University

306046 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM Hilton Key Ballroom 6 (Second Floor)

Cultural Approaches to Health Communication
Sponsor: Health Communication Division
Chair: Ana X. de la Serna, California State University Dominguez Hills

"Dr. Iguana and me: Using participatory drawings to create HPV vaccine messages for Italian children" Aurora Occa, University of Kentucky; Sarah I S Bell, University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign

""Picture Me Heart Disease Free": A Photovoice Study Assessing African Americans Health Perceptions and Attitudes toward Heart Disease Prevention” Felicia N. York, Texas A&M University

"Respect, Expertise, and Embarrassment: Gender-Related Reasons for Self-Medication With a Prescription Drug in the Traditional Arab Society in Israel" Maram Khazen, Tel Aviv University; Nurit Guttman, Tel Aviv university

"Health and Marginalization: Voices of Bangladeshi Migrant Workers from the Middle East" Rati Kumar, Central Connecticut State University; Raihan Jamil, Zayed University

"Chinese Mothers’ Beliefs about Postpartum Depression: An Exploratory Study" Lu Tang, Texas A&M University; Xueying Zhang, University of Alabama; Ruijuan Zhu, Chinese Communication University

306048 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM Hilton Key Ballroom 8 (Second Floor)

Womentoring: How do I turn my dissertation into publications?
Sponsor: Women's Caucus
Chair: Katherine La Pierre, IUE/ UNR/ IVY TECH
Presenters:
Patrice M. Buzzanell, University of South Florida
Patricia Geist-Martin, San Diego State University
Laura L. Ellingson, Santa Clara University
Teresa Bergman, University of the Pacific
Hanan Al-Shadadi, Ohio University
Rebecca Costantini, Texas A&M University
The Survival of Laughter: Political Comedy in the Trump Era

Sponsor: Rhetorical and Communication Theory Division

Chairs: Casey R. Schmitt, Gonzaga University; Matthew R. Meier, West Chester University

"Incongruity, Insults and Ideology: A Humorous Divide" Elizabeth A. Benacka, Lake Forest College

"Killing It Coarsely, or a Dark Comedy of Political Humor in “The Flight 93 Election”" Christopher J. Gilbert, Assumption College

"Not that Kind of Girl: Female Comedians and Public Critique" Amber Day, Bryant University

"The President Bites Back: Satire for Survival on Late Night with Stephen Colbert" Matthew R. Meier, West Chester University

"Trumped by a Bunny and a Boat: John Oliver and Stephen Colbert’s Crossover Children’s Books as Metanoic Vetoes" Amy B Becker, Loyola University Maryland; Don Waisanen, Baruch College, CUNY

A Look at the Leading Ladies: Conversations at the Intersection of Feminism and Pop-Culture

Sponsor: Feminist and Women Studies Division

Chair: Kristen L. Cole, San Jose State University

Respondent: Carolyn Michelle Cunningham, Gonzaga University

"'Scuse Me While I Feel Myself": Lizzo’s Celebrity Persona and the Reclamation of Fat, Black Women's Sexual Agency” Hailey N. Otis, Colorado State University

"[She] makes me feel like a bad bitch": Ariana Grande and the (Real) Dangerous Woman" Cameron Lynn Brown, University of Memphis

"Aspirational Labor of Instagram Yogis: Self-branding and Authenticity of Micro-celebrities" Jin Kim, College of Saint Rose; Jessica Holden, College of Saint Rose

"Thoroughly Millennial Trainwrecks: Abbi Jacobson and Ilana Glazer’s Spectacular Feminism" Meg Tully, Penn State University

"“They Was All Ugly”: Umar Johnson and Mischaracterizations of Black Feminism” Shanice Jones Cameron, University of North Carolina at Charlotte
Mediated Gendered Activism(s) and Resistance(s): Breaking Walls, Building Bridges and (Re)Shaping the Public Sphere

Sponsors: Activism and Social Justice Division; Feminist and Women Studies Division
Chair: Nahed Eltantawy, High Point University
Presenters:
   Amal Bakry, University of Louisiana at Lafayette
   Elza Ibroscheva, Southern Illinois University Edwardsville
   Nour Halabi, University of Leeds
   Sahar Khamis, University of Maryland

Intercultural Communication for Survival in Academia: Japan–U.S. Similarities and Differences Experienced by Cultural Diasporas

Sponsors: Asian/Pacific American Communication Studies Division; Instructional Development Division; International and Intercultural Communication Division; Japan-U.S. Communication Association
Chair: Akira Miyahara, Seinan Gakuin University
Presenters:
   Jennifer McGee, Aichi Shukutoku University
   Dan T. Molden, Aichi Shukutoku University
   Kikuko Omori, California State University Sacramento
   Koji Fuse, University of North Texas

Beyond Survival to Flourishing: Advancing Theory Building and Experimental Research in Risk and Crisis Communication

Sponsor: Health Communication Division
Chair: Elissa Arterburn Adame, Arizona State University
Presenters:
   H. Dan O'Hair, University of Kentucky
   Timothy L. Sellnow, University of Central Florida
   Daniel R. Bernard, California State University Fresno
   Claude H. Miller, University of Oklahoma
   Zachary B. Massey, Georgia State University
   Bradley J. Adame, Arizona State University
Some Thoughts on the Rhetoric of Organizational Survival

Sponsor: Organizational Communication Division
Chair: Ronald C. Arnett, Duquesne University

Presenters:
Barry Brummett, University of Texas, Austin
Charles R. Conrad, Texas A&M University
Janie Harden Fritz, Duquesne University
Eric Grabowsky, Dickinson State University
Robert L. Heath, University of Houston
Amorette N. Hinderaker, Texas Christian University
Nancy B. Parish, Texas A&M University
Damion M. Waymer, University of Alabama

306059  9:30 AM to 10:45 AM  Hilton  Holiday Ballroom 1 (Second Floor)

Is Your Mama White? Excavating Hidden History

Sponsors: Disability Issues Caucus; Performance Studies Division
Chair: Heidi M. Rose, Villanova University
Respondents: Kimberly R. Moffitt, University of Maryland, Baltimore County; Bryant Keith Alexander, Loyola Marymount University

"Is Your Mama White? Excavating Hidden History" James Ferris, University of Toledo

306060  9:30 AM to 10:45 AM  Hilton  Holiday Ballroom 2 (Second Floor)

Theorizing Relationships and Discourse in Family Communication Studies

Sponsor: Family Communication Division
Chair: Amy Jo Ellefson, University of Southern Mississippi
Respondent: Jaclyn S. Marsh, University of Nebraska-Lincoln

"A Grounded Theory of Familial Uncertainty Management in Later Life Stepfamilies" Sylvia L. Mikucki-Enyart, University of Iowa; Ashley M. Peterson, Penn State University

"Distant yet Existent: Networked-Dependence Theory and the Communicative Constitution of Functionally Estranged Family Relationships" Jordan A. Allen, Utah Valley University

"Putting CNSM Theory into action: Translational storytelling in the context of parenting" Jody Koenig Kellas, University of Nebraska-Lincoln; Toni Morgan, University of Nebraska-Lincoln; Cassidy Taladay, University of Nebraska-Lincoln; Mikki Minton, University of Nebraska-Lincoln; Justice Forte, University of Nebraska-Lincoln; Erin Husmann, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
"Making Our Research Matter: The Importance of Scholarly Commitment to a Translational Research Orientation in Family Communication"  Toni Morgan, University of Nebraska-Lincoln

### Communicating about Sex

**306061**  9:30 AM to 10:45 AM  Hilton  Holiday Ballroom 3  (Second Floor)

Sponsors: Health Communication Division; Interpersonal Communication Division  
Chair: Mick Brewer, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale

- "Communicating Violations of Genital Expectations: Considering Pornography's Influence Through Sexual Scripts on Expectancy Violations Theory in Sexual Communication"  Margaret Bennett, University of Connecticut
- "Safe Sex Is No Joke: Women's Condom Use Self-Efficacy"  Robert J. Sidelinger, Oakland University; Nicholas T. Tatum, Abilene Christian University; Audra McMullen, Towson University
- "Sexual Interactions (Un)Scripted: An Exploration of Consequential Unscripted Sexual Interactions"  Betty La France, Northern Illinois University
- "Widening the Rainbow of Human Sexuality: An Empirical Comparison of Back Burners, Hookups, and Friends with Benefits Relationships in Emerging Adults"  Jayson L. Dibble, Hope College; Michelle Drouin, Indiana University–Purdue University Fort Wayne; Narissra M Punyanunt-Carter, Texas Tech University

### Surviving and Thriving in Support Interactions: A Conversation about Applications of and Future Directions for the Normative Theory of Social Support

**306062**  9:30 AM to 10:45 AM  Hilton  Holiday Ballroom 4  (Second Floor)

Sponsors: Family Communication Division; Health Communication Division; Interpersonal Communication Division  
Chair: Patricia Gettings, University at Albany, SUNY  
Presenters:
- John P. Caughlin, University of Illinois
- Skye Chernichky-Karcher, Bloomsburg University
- Nicholas T. Iannarino, University of Michigan, Dearborn
- Steven R. Wilson, University of South Florida
- Patricia Gettings, University at Albany, SUNY

Respondent: Daena J. Goldsmith, Lewis & Clark College

### Widening the Rainbow of Human Sexuality: An Empirical Comparison of Back Burners, Hookups, and Friends with Benefits Relationships in Emerging Adults

**306063**  9:30 AM to 10:45 AM  Hilton  Holiday Ballroom 5  (Second Floor)
Inclusion as a Means of Survival: Challenges to Diversity Work in Academic and Organizational Life

Sponsor: Organizational Communication Division
Chair: Jasmine T. Austin, University of Oklahoma
Respondent: Mahuya Pal, University of South Florida

"Compounding consequences: Barriers and opportunities of diversity in collaborative teams" Luisa Ruge-Jones, University of Illinois; Samuel Wilson, University of Illinois; John Moder, Hispanic Association of Colleges and Universities; William C. Barley, University of Illinois; Joseph Whittaker, Jackson State University; Marshall Scott Poole, University of Illinois; Al Kuslikis, American Indian Higher Education Consortium

"Diversity management as entanglement: A communicative relational reworking" Scotti Edward Branton, University of Missouri

"The paradox of the Black Professional: Whitewashing Blackness Through Professionalism" Marcus W. Ferguson, University of Missouri; Debbie S. Dougherty, University of Missouri

"The Politics of Inclusion and Exclusion among Professions and Professionals" Joshua B. Barbour, University of Texas, Austin; Shelbey Rolison, The University of Texas at Austin; Jared T. Jensen, University of Texas, Austin

---

306065 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM Hilton Paca (Third Floor)

**Sigma Chi Eta Business Meeting**

Sponsor: Sigma Chi Eta
Presenters:
Will John Eichhorn, National Communication Association
Sarah Hock, Santa Barbara City College

---

306067 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM Hilton Carroll (Third Floor)

**Questions and Inferences**

Sponsor: Language and Social Interaction Division
Chair: Jeffrey D. Robinson, Portland State University

"...Or not"-Questions in German, French, and English" Veronika Drake, Saginaw Valley State University; Andrea Golato, Texas State University; Peter Golato, Texas State University

"Candidate-Answer Questions, Inference, and Preference" Jeffrey D. Robinson, Portland State University

"Orienting to Possible Misunderstandings and Objections: The Case of Negative Assertions” Chase Wesley Raymond, University of Colorado, Boulder; Virginia Gill, Illinois State University

"Question Intonation and Action: The Case of Other-Repetitions in Italian" Giovanni Rossi, University of California, Los Angeles
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Presenters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 9:30 AM     | Hilton Tubman (Third Floor) | Freedom of Expression Division       | Adrienne E. Hacker Daniels, Illinois College | Grant C. Cos, Rochester Institute of Technology  
|             |                      |                                        |                               | Edward C. Brewer, Appalachian State University  
|             |                      |                                        |                               | Craig R. Smith, California State University Long Beach  
|             |                      |                                        |                               | Chrys Egan, Salisbury University |
| 9:30 AM     | Hilton Brent (Third Floor) | Rhetorical and Communication Theory Division | Robert Olen McDonald, University of Kansas | Barbara A. Biesecker, University of Georgia  
|             |                      |                                        |                               | Margaret Elizabeth Franz, University of Tampa  
|             |                      |                                        |                               | Atilla Hallsby, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities  
|             |                      |                                        |                               | Calum Matheson, University of Pittsburgh  
|             |                      |                                        |                               | Kurt Zemlicka, Indiana University |
| 11:00 AM    | Baltimore Convention Center 325 (300 Level) | Environmental Communication Division |                                | Kathleen P. Hunt, State University of New York at New Paltz  
|             |                      |                                        |                               | Bridie McGreavy, University of Maine  
|             |                      |                                        |                               | Casey R. Schmitt, Gonzaga University  
|             |                      |                                        |                               | Phaedra C. Pezzullo, University of Colorado, Boulder  
|             |                      |                                        |                               | Jessica L. Thompson, Northern Michigan University |
| 11:00 AM    | Baltimore Convention Center 326 (300 Level) |                                |                                |
Communication and Aging Division Business Meeting

Sponsor: Communication and Aging Division

Presenters:
Elizabeth B. Jones, Asbury University
Lindsey B. Anderson, University of Maryland
Lauren Amaro, Pepperdine University
Katey A. Price, Albion College
Craig Fowler, Massey University

308007 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Baltimore Convention Center 327 (300 Level)

Commercializing Advocacy for Marketplace Survival: Critical Reflections on Corporate Television Commercials About Social Issues

Sponsor: Mass Communication Division
Chair: Sumana Chattopadhyay, Marquette University

"#Sharetheload: Analysis of Narration in the Ad"  Blessy McWan, Bowling Green State University

"Divided We Stand: Examining Viewer Reactions to the Audi “Daughter” Commercial as Reflection of Morality”  Erin Berger Hester, University of Kentucky

"Redefining Women’s Beauty in a Patriarchal Culture; A Thematic Analysis of Dove’s “Tell Her: She Is Beautiful” Commercial"  Ramin Chaboki Darzabi, Texas A&M University

"Surviving in Our Politically-Charged Climate: 84 Lumber’s "The Entire Journey”"  Nancy A. Wiencek, Rider University

"Surviving the Creative Process: Oral Histories from the Campaign Team of Verizon’s “Inspire Her Mind”"  Deborah J. Danuser, University of Pittsburgh


"The New Colin Kaepernick Campaign: How Nike Survived the Tension Between Corporate Activism and #JustBurnIt Backlash”  Juan Liu, Columbus State University

"Toni Harris as Toyota Hybrid: A Visual Discourse Analysis of Embodied Commercial Analogies"  Chelsea P. Butkowski, Cornell University

"What’s in a name? Critical cultural discourses in television commercials"  Kakali Bhattacharya Chakrabarti, Austin Peay State University

"“The Best a Man Can Be:” Changing the Discourse on Masculinity in the #MeToo Era”  Kelly M. O'Donnell, University of Pittsburgh

Media Trust and Credibility

308008 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Baltimore Convention Center 328 (300 Level)
Sponsor: Mass Communication Division
Chair: Josh C. Bramlett, Eastern New Mexico University
Respondent: Bruce W. Hardy, Temple University

"I support the media although I do not trust them: Predictors of media trust during the NSA surveillance scandal" Ashik Shafi, Bemidji State University; Keith A. Brown, Wayne State University

"Myth and the Isthmus: The Media, The People, and The Panama Canal" Erin Forest, University of Georgia

"Under the Influence: The Effect of ‘Presumed Media Influence on Self’ on Political Attitudes and Media Trust" Barbara K. Kaye, University of Tennessee; Tom Johnson, University of Texas, Austin

"What’s in a label? The effect of news labels on perceived content credibility" Cynthia Peacock, University of Alabama; Gina Masullo Chen, University of Texas, Austin; Natalie Jomini Stroud, University of Texas, Austin

"‘My Friend Shared This’: An Investigation of The Effects of Two-layered Source Cue and Source Credibility on Forwarding Facebook Messages" Nicky Chang Bi, University of Nebraska-Omaha

---

308009 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Baltimore Convention Center 329 (300 Level)

**Instructional Development Division Business Meeting**

Sponsor: Instructional Development Division
Presenters:
Angela M. Hosek, Ohio University
Kerry Byrnes-Loinette, Collin College
Zachary Goldman, University of Louisville
Jordan Tyler Atkinson, Missouri Western State University
Tiffany R. Wang, University of Montevallo

---

308010 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Baltimore Convention Center 330 (300 Level)

**Top Paper Session for the Game Studies Division**

Sponsor: Game Studies Division
Chair: Stephanie L. Orme, Emerson College

"Disability and Accessibility in Video Game Culture: A Discourse Analysis of Games Journalism” Sky LaRell Anderson, Occidental College; Karen Schrier, Marist College

"Consent, False Consciousness, and the Metaverse: A Neo-Marxist Critique of Persona 5" Logan Sean Spence, Ohio University
"Genius in the Bedroom: Prefiguring the Creative Economy in the Early PC Gaming Industry" Logan Blizzard, University of Pittsburgh

"Country Roads through 1s and Os: Sense of place for and recognition of West Virginia following long-term engagement with Fallout 76" Nicholas David Bowman, Texas Tech University; Jaime Banks, Texas Tech University; Christine E. Rittenour, West Virginia University

308011 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Baltimore Convention Center 331 (300 Level)

Communication Center as Strategic Partner: Reducing Barriers, Promoting Interdisciplinary Research, and Fostering Best Practices

Sponsor: Communication Centers Section
Chair: Amy May, Shippensburg University

"Two sides of the coin: Understanding the perception of campus resources in student life" Victoria M. McDermott, University of Alaska, Fairbanks; Amy May, Shippensburg University; Nike Bahr, University of Alaska, Fairbanks

"Communicating Nanoscience and the Communication Center: A Pilot Study" Kimberly M. Cuny, University of North Carolina, Greensboro; Erin Ellis-Harrison, University of North Carolina, Greensboro; Taylor Lynn Williams, University of North Carolina, Greensboro

"The Centrality of the Center: Best Practices for Developing a Robust Communication Center on Campus" Michael G. Strawser, University of Central Florida; Shawn Apostel, Bellarmine University; Russell G. Carpenter, Eastern Kentucky University; Kimberly M. Cuny, University of North Carolina, Greensboro; Kevin Dvorak, Nova Southeastern University; Karen Head, Georgia Institute of Technology

308012 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Baltimore Convention Center 332 (300 Level)

Communicating for Survival in Europe 30 Years after 1989

Sponsor: NCA First Vice President
Chair: Rebecca Marie Townsend, University of Hartford

Presenters:
Timothy Barney, University of Richmond
Robert T. Craig, University of Colorado, Boulder
Michael R. Finch, LCC International University
Michael David Hazen, Wake Forest University
Noemi Marin, Florida Atlantic University
Marta Natalia Lukacovic, Furman University
Cezar M. Ornatowski, San Diego State University
Anna Przybylska, University of Warsaw
Rebecca Marie Townsend, University of Hartford
Surviving Depoliticizing Critiques: The Necessity for Feminist of Color Theories in Intercultural and International Communication Studies

Sponsors: Asian/Pacific American Communication Studies Division; Feminist and Women Studies Division; International and Intercultural Communication Division

Chair: Dawn Marie D. McIntosh, University of Denver

Presenters:
- Haneen Ghabra, Kuwait University
- Shadee Abdi, San Francisco State University
- Fatima Zahrae Chrifi Alaoui, San Francisco State University
- Ashley Noel Mack, Louisiana State University
- Robert Gutierrez-Perez, University of Nevada, Reno
- Kholofelo Theledi, Abilene Christian University
- Dawn Marie D. McIntosh, University of Denver

Reading the Past, Writing the Future: Survival and the Death Drive Amidst the Archive

Sponsor: Philosophy of Communication Division

Chair: Annette M. Holba, Plymouth State University

Respondent: Annette M. Holba, Plymouth State University

"Archive Fever: Cultural and Political Survival in the Louvre" Susan Mancino, Saint Mary's College

"Cultural Survival Across Time: Archiving the Time Capsules at the Andy Warhol Museum" Sarah M. DeIuliis, Duquesne University

"Whole Earth Catalog: The Inhuman Archive in the Anthropocene" Robert M. Foschia, Duquesne University

The Future(s) of Communication and Critical/Cultural Studies: A Matter of Survival

Sponsor: Critical and Cultural Studies Division

Chair: Greg Dickinson, Colorado State University

Presenters:
- Anjali Vats, Boston College
Performing Cultural Monstrosity as Embodied Means of Survival

Sponsors: Critical and Cultural Studies Division; Performance Studies Division
Chair: Anthony Rosendo Zariñana, University of New Mexico
Respondent: Bernadette Marie Calafell, Gonzaga University

"Monstrous (Anti)Whiteness: Interrogating and Complicating Whiteness in Latinx Spaces" Ana Terminel Iberri, Arizona State University
"Pathology Report: Suspicious Body" Hannah R. Long, University of New Mexico
"The Ish: Ambiguity’s Monstrosity" Miranda Dottie Olzman, University of Denver
"The “Monsters” Next Door" Douglas Mungin, Solano Community College - Fairfield
"Trans Monstrous Reflections. Episode 1, Non-trans Rituals" Benny LeMaster, Arizona State University

The Art of Afrodisporic Rhetorical Practices

Sponsors: African American Communication and Culture Division; Rhetorical and Communication Theory Division
Chair: Kami J. Anderson, Kennesaw State University
Respondent: Dorthy L. Pennington, University of Kansas

"#BlackLivesMatter Political Discourse: A Burkeian Analysis of Controversial Comments at Aretha Franklin's Funeral" Ashlee Lambert, Western Michigan University; Mark P. Orbe, Western Michigan University
"Beauty in the struggle: An exploration of resilience in African American rhetoric" Damariye L. Smith, University of Memphis
"Freedom Deferred: Langston Hughes' "Harlem" as a synecdoche for Black experience." Darrian Robert Carroll, University of Maryland
"Unpacking the Panther: An Introduction to the Rhetoric of Huey P. Newton" Eli Bacon, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
308018  11:00 AM to 12:15 PM  
Baltimore Convention Center  338 (300 Level)

**From Homeplaces to Homonationalism: Extending Quare/Queer Spaces of Survival and Desire**

Sponsor: Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer Communication Studies Division
Chair: Michael Tristano, Arizona State University
Respondent: Godfried Agyeman Asante, Drake University

"Django Jane Frees Herself: Quare Homeplace in the Afro-future"  Carly Leilani Fabian, University of Georgia

"From Inclusion to Belonging: The Discursive Architecture of the United States’ Hetero-economy of Desire"  Megan Morrissey, University of North Texas

"Homonationalism as Survival: Love, Simon and the Use of Blackness as Progressive Prop"  Jessica S. Rauchberg, McMaster University

"Picturing a Queer Home: Alice Austen’s Photographic Extension into Queer Space"  Jordin E. Clark, Colorado State University

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>308019  11:00 AM to 12:15 PM</th>
<th>Baltimore Convention Center</th>
<th>339 (300 Level)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Strategies for Queer Activism: Academia to Mainstream Media Advocacy**

Sponsor: Caucus on Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer Concerns
Chairs: Dustin B. Goltz, DePaul University; Jason Zingsheim, Governors State University

Presenters:
- Ross Murray, GLAAD Media Institute
- Monica Trasandes, GLADD Media Institute
- Charles E. Morris III, Syracuse University
- Shinsuke Eguchi, University of New Mexico
- Kathleen M. Battles, Oakland University
- Kimberlee Pérez, University of Massachusetts, Amherst

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>308020  11:00 AM to 12:15 PM</th>
<th>Baltimore Convention Center</th>
<th>340 (300 Level)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Surviving the Academic Job Market as International Scholars: Stories, Strategies, and Recommendations**

Sponsors: Asian/Pacific American Caucus; Asian/Pacific American Communication Studies Division; International and Intercultural Communication Division
Chair: Shaunak Sastry, University of Cincinnati

Presenters:
- Zhuo Ban, University of Cincinnati
- Heewon Kim, Arizona State University
Renu Pariyadath, University of South Carolina
Ambar Basu, University of South Florida
Ryan Arron D'Souza, University of South Florida

308021  11:00 AM to 12:15 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  341 (300 Level)

**Study-Abroad Programs for Survival: Faculty-Student Interactive Discussion on Expectations and Experiences in Intercultural Communication**

Sponsor: International and Intercultural Communication Division
Chairs: Akira Miyahara, Seinan Gakuin University; Kate Skinner-Luker, University of North Texas; Koji Fuse, University of North Texas
Presenters:
Kate Skinner-Luker, University of North Texas
Koji Fuse, University of North Texas
Zachary Runge, Towson University
Michaela Frischherz, Towson University
Melisa Lynn Brown, University of North Texas
Brian K. Richardson, University of North Texas
Emily Zeimet, University of Wisconsin-Whitewater
Kate Ksobiech, University of Wisconsin-Whitewater
Christian Brendel, University of California, Santa Barbara
Cheryl L. Nicholas, Penn State University, Berks

308022  11:00 AM to 12:15 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  342 (300 Level)

**Surviving the Crisis: The Role of Communication in Addressing the Unknown**

Sponsor: Applied Communication Division
Chair: Gayle M. Pohl, University of Northern Iowa
Respondent: David V. Lapakko, Augsburg University
"Communication for Survival in an Era of Crisis Denial: Potential Response Strategies to the Persuasive Attacks of Truthers" Lauren Semenas, University of Central Florida; Timothy L. Sellnow, University of Central Florida; Adam J. Parrish, University of Central Florida
"Don't Just Stand By! Speech Act and Politeness Analyses of Advice Offered to a Workplace Bullying Bystander in a Public Online Forum" Jenilee Crutcher Williams, University of Tennessee
"The Utility of Choice-enhancing Language in Emergency Preparedness Messages: An Application of Psychological Reactance Theory" Tobias Reynolds-Tylus, James Madison University; Andrea Martinez Gonzalez, James Madison University
""If I didn’t have animals, I would have absolutely evacuated": Pet Owner Identity, Sense-Making, and Crisis Communication surrounding Hurricane Harvey”  Ashleigh Marie Day, University of Texas, Tyler

308023 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Baltimore Convention Center 343 (300 Level)

Democrat or Republican: Examining Partisanship and Party Differences in Multiple Political Contexts

Sponsor: Political Communication Division
Chair: Kevin Coe, University of Utah
Respondent: Corey B. Davis, University of Wisconsin-Whitewater

"280-character presidents: Comparing how U.S. presidents Obama and Trump talk about violence against women on Twitter"  Beth Bollinger, University of Washington, Seattle; Rico Neumann, University of Washington, Seattle; Kevin J. Calderwood, University of Washington, Seattle

"Partisan Differences in PolitiFact Coverage of Candidates"  Joan Conners, Randolph-Macon College

"Do Democrats and Republicans Really Hate Each Other? How People Express Partisan Identification and Division in their Own Words"  Sharon E. Jarvis, University of Texas, Austin

"I accept your nomination for the presidency of the United States" Partisan language and its inability to stay out of politics"  Kassie Marie Phebillo, University of Texas, Austin

308024 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Baltimore Convention Center 344 (300 Level)

Refuges of the Complex: Suffering Through Trauma in the Publicity of Pleasure and Pain

Sponsors: Critical and Cultural Studies Division; Public Address Division; Rhetorical and Communication Theory Division; Theatre, Film and New Multi-Media Division
Chair: Christopher J. Gilbert, Assumption College
Respondent: Joshua Trey Barnett, University of Utah

"The Abject Feminism of Female “Sex Comics”"  Kristen E. Hoerl, University of Nebraska-Lincoln; Casey Ryan Kelly, University of Nebraska-Lincoln

"Through a Sensor, Darkly: Contingency, Killing, and Cathartic Pleasure in Drone War Films”  W. Patrick Wade, Georgia State University

"War, Satyriasis, and the Comic Pain of Gun Violence in Chi-Raq”  Christopher J. Gilbert, Assumption College; John Louis Lucaites, Indiana University

""You Gotta Love the Pain”: Cinematic Stages and Stagings of Suffering"  Claire Sisco King, Vanderbilt University
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Meeting Title</th>
<th>Sponsor/Chair/Respondent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 308025  | 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM | Baltimore Convention Center 345 (300 Level) | Argumentation and Forensics Division Business Meeting | Sponsor: Argumentation and Forensics Division  
Presenters:  
John Koch, Vanderbilt University  
Christopher P. Outzen, Truman State University |
| 308026  | 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM | Baltimore Convention Center 346 (300 Level) | Cross Examination Debate Association (CEDA) Business Meeting | Sponsor: Cross Examination Debate Association  
Presenter:  
Patrick E. Waldinger, University of Miami |
| 308027  | 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM | Baltimore Convention Center 347 (300 Level) | Four Books for the Future of African American Rhetorical History | Sponsor: American Society for the History of Rhetoric  
Chair: Christa J. Olson, University of Wisconsin-Madison  
Presenters:  
Candace Epps-Robertson, University of North Carolina  
Ersula J. Ore, Arizona State University  
Bjorn F. Stillion Southard, University of Georgia  
Dave Tell, University of Kansas  
Kundai Chirindo, Lewis & Clark College  
Matthew Houdek, Rochester Institute of Technology  
Jacqueline J. Royster, Georgia Institute of Technology  
David Green, Howard University |
| 308028  | 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM | Baltimore Convention Center 348 (300 Level) | Movements and Patterns of Digital China | Sponsor: Chinese Communication Association  
Chair: Shaohai Jiang, National University of Singapore  
Respondent: Yiyi Yang, University of North Carolina, Wilmington |
"A Hybrid Approach of Framing Analysis on China’s Metoo" Pengxiang Li, National University of Singapore; Anfan Chen, Tsinghua University; Hichang Cho, National University of Singapore; Yuren Qin, National University of Singapore

"Are Chinese selfies gender-stereotypical: a content analysis of selfies on Weibo" Hongtao Hao, Indiana University

"Internet Use, Social Trust, Perception of justice and Sense of Happiness: Based on 2015 CGSS Data" Fanbin Zeng

"Is Excessive Gaming an Individual Behavior? The Effects of Socioeconomic Environments across Regions with Hierarchical Linear Models" Kun Xu, University of Florida

"Why has nuclear power experienced lower public resistance in China? – Examining anti-nuclear activism and knowledge-control regime" Hepeng Jia, Cornell University; Lifeng Deng, Sun Yat-sen University; Lin Shi, Beijing Normal University; Yihong Tan, National Science Library, Chinese Academy of Sciences

308030 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Baltimore Convention Center 350 (300 Level)

Public-Facing Scholarship and Communication for Survival: The Urgency and Precarity of Citizen Critics

Sponsor: NCA-Forum

Chairs: Michael J. Steudeman, Penn State University; Heather Ashley Hayes, Lewis and Clark College

Presenters:
Rosa A. Eberly, Penn State University
Margaret Elizabeth Franz, University of Tampa
Leslie Hahner, Baylor University
Atilla Hallsby, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities
Mark Hlavacik, University of North Texas
Kellie Marin, Penn State University
James Alexander McVey, Kansas State University
Julia M. Medhurst, Texas A&M University
John Rountree, University of Houston Downtown
Bradley Allen Serber, University of North Dakota
Barbara Liahnna Stanley, Arizona State University
Mark Ward Sr., University of Houston, Victoria
Emily Winderman, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities
Heather Woods, Kansas State University

308031 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Baltimore Convention Center Ballroom (400 Level)

Great Ideas for Teaching Students (G.I.F.T.S) Session IV

Sponsor: Great Ideas for Teaching Students (G.I.F.T.S)
Chair: Mariko Izumi, Columbus State University

"01. Building Home While Surviving the Nightmare Group Member Gauntlet" Rebekah Christine Whitaker, Union University

"02. Food for Thought: A Communal Dining Exercise for Third Culture Building" Ashley A. Hanna Edwards, University of Wisconsin-La Crosse

"03. From Becoming Self-Aware to Small Group Success: Using a Communication Skills Inventory to Create Effective Small Groups" Jaclyn M. Gaule, Wayne State University

"04. Funemployed a Gamification of Interviewing: The OG of Impromptu Speaking" Adam E. Tristan, University of Kentucky

"05. How Do I Break Up With You? Explaining the Communicative Models and Elements" Emily Cumming, Illinois State University; Brandon Hartley Wood, College of DuPage

"06. Identity Markers: Who are we?" Megan M. Lambertz-Berndt, California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo

"07. Incorporating Panel Interviews to Further Develop Interview Skills and Facilitate Team Membership Changes" Drew D. Shade, University of Cincinnati, Blue Ash

"08. Interpersonal Persuasion Online: Teaching Ethos, Pathos, and Logos through Building Online Profiles" Stephanie Tikkanen, Ohio University; Lance K. Bennett, University of Iowa

"09. Learning Outside of the Classroom: Applying the Lived Experience of Non-Traditional Students" Annelise Ewing Goodman, Black Hills State University

"10. Lie Like Your Life Depends on It!" Heath A. Howard, West Virginia University; Kevin C. Knoster, West Virginia University; Stephen C. Jackson, West Virginia University

"11. Meet your mythical creature: Teaching group panel presentations to survive speaking in groups" Lakelyn Taylor, University of Central Florida

"12. Music Appreciation to Start the Day: A Quick Exercise for Public Speaking, Listening, and Media Classes" Kristopher R. Weeks, University of Illinois

"13. Name Your Fallacy!" Karina Rebolledo, California State University, Los Angeles

"14. Not your Typical Picnic: Ury's Breakthrough Approach" Caitlin Williams

"15. Outplay, Outwit, Outlast, Outlearn: Communicating to Survive Small Groups" Sidi Becar A. Meyara, Ohio University; Kaitlin Phillips, Utah State University; John S. Seiter, Utah State University; Christian Seiter, George Mason University


"17. Professional Aspiration Speech" Alice Marianne Fritz, California State University Los Angeles

"18. Relational Dialectics Narratives" Sara E. Pitts, West Virginia University; Margaret A. Thorwart, West Virginia University

"19. Script-Mark Your Way to Great Delivery" Sarah Kwon, California State University Los Angeles

"20. Sing a Song, Tell a Joke Activity" Steve Ingham, Wayne State University

"21. Surviving Family Dinner: A Relay Race to Identify and Deconstruct Logical Fallacies" Jamie Whittington-Studer, California State University Los Angeles
"22. Surviving Online: Using the Toulmin Model to Analyze Online Comments" Heidi Hamilton, Emporia State University

"23. Surviving the digital revolution: How new media and technology have impacted modern journalism business models." Peggy M. Rupprecht, Creighton University

"24. Surviving the Speech Situation: Applying Audience Analysis” Taylor Stickle, California State University, Los Angeles

"25. Teaching Communicative Virtues By Building Virtuous Cities" Allison Morris Niebauer, Penn State University

308035 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Hilton Peale A (First Floor)

**Top Papers in the Visual Communication Division**

Sponsor: Visual Communication Division
Chair: John Katsion, Northwest Missouri State University
Respondent: Valerie V. Peterson, Grand Valley State University

"BROTUS Memes: A Presidential Bromance" Sara R. Erlichman, Penn State University; Roseann E. Pluretti, Queens University of Charlotte

"Dreams and nightmares: Constructing the rhetorical border in Mexican political cartoons" Zazil Elena Reyes García, University of the Incarnate Word


"Vivid Evidence: The Development of Design Principle Scales for Visual Communication" Tracy Worrell, Rochester Institute of Technology; Kelly Norris Martin, Rochester Institute of Technology

"Witnessing Contemporary Atrocities by Envisioning the Past: The Holocaust Memory Frame and Portrayals of North Korean Human Rights Abuses” Michelle Murray Yang, University of Maryland

308036 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Hilton Peale B (First Floor)

**Prospects for the 2020 Presidential Campaign: Learning from Political Communication in 2019**

Sponsor: Emeritus/Retired Members Section
Chair: Alan C. Lerstrom, Luther College

Presenters:
Judith S. Trent, University of Cincinnati
Shawn J. Parry-Giles, University of Maryland
Roderick Hart, University of Texas, Austin
Kathleen E. Kendall, University of Maryland
308038 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Hilton Johnson (First Floor)

Top Contributed Student Performances in Performance Studies

Sponsor: Performance Studies Division
Chair: Jonathan M. Gray, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale
Respondent: Tracy Stephenson Shaffer, Louisiana State University
"Transdisciplinary: #WontBeErased" Laura Mattson, University of South Florida
"Is This What it Feels Like?" Lauren Mark, Arizona State University
"AND" Nicole Rivera, University of New Mexico
"Well; Surviving With(in) Hurricane Harvey" Christos Patelis, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale
"Within/Without: Writing from the Closet" Colin T. Whitworth, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale

308039 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Hilton Latrobe (First Floor)

Forging New Directions in Group Communication Research: Interactive Collaboration to Define Critical Topics and Projects

Sponsor: Group Communication Division
Chairs: Luisa Ruge-Jones, University of Illinois; Marshall Scott Poole, University of Illinois; William C. Barley, University of Illinois; Samuel Wilson, University of Illinois

308040 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Hilton Ruth (First Floor)

Pain, Mediocrity, and Rage: Ethnographic Theories of Right Wing Male Behavior

Sponsors: Feminist and Women Studies Division; Peace and Conflict Communication Division
Chair: Rishi Chebrolu, University of Pittsburgh
Presenters:
Samantha Kutner,
CV V. Vitolo-Haddad, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Lisa Maletsky, University of Nevada, Reno
Cassidy D. Ellis, University of New Mexico

308041 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Hilton Key Ballroom 1 (Second Floor)

Political and Social Communication in Public Relations

Sponsor: Public Relations Division
Chair: Lisa Volk Chewning, Penn State University, Abington
Respondent: Sifan Xu, University of Tennessee
"Framing Political Influence: An Analysis of Corporate Political Activity Communication" Nur Uysal, DePaul University

"Structural Racialization and the Flint Water Crisis: Making Race Matter" Donyale R. Griffin Padget, Wayne State University; Kevin S. Hardges, Wayne State University

"“And everyone that was listening didn’t say anything”: A pilot study of student perceptions of a university’s use of discourse of renewal and media relations" Gareth Thomas Williams, University of Maryland

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 308042  | 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM | Hilton Key Ballroom 2 (Second Floor) | **Top Four Papers in the Activism and Social Justice Division** | Sponsor: Activism and Social Justice Division  
Chair: Patricia Parker, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill  
Respondent: Jason Del Gandio, Temple University  
"Oscillating Scale and Articulating Regions: Exploring Power Geometries as a Genre of Activist Rhetoric in People’s Tribune’s Coverage of Benton Harbor, Michigan" Joshua Paul Ewalt, University of Utah  
"Advocating for a Decolonizing Reframing of “Youth Bullying”" Carmen Hernandez-Ojeda, University of Massachusetts, Amherst  
"Reimagining Activism as Combative" Billie Murray, Villanova University  
"Calling-Out vs. Calling-In: The Internal Rhetoric of Activist Counterpublics" Joshua Ratel-Khan, Syracuse University |
| 308043  | 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM | Hilton Key Ballroom 3 (Second Floor) | **Top Papers in the Basic Course** | Sponsor: Basic Course Division  
Chair: Deborah L. Whitt, Wayne State College  
"Beyond the fringe: Braiding public speaking, information literacy, and civic mindedness in the basic course" Liliana Herakova, University of Maine; Jennifer Bonnet, University of Maine; Rose Deng, University of Maine  
"Facilitating Students’ Survival of the Basic Communication Course: Examining Student Motivation in the Basic Course Using Self-Determination Theory" Jessalyn I. Vallade, University of Kentucky; Renee Kaufmann, University of Kentucky; T. Kody Frey, University of Kentucky  
"Managing Graduate Teaching Assistant Misbehaviors: Perspectives of Basic Course Directors’ from the Front Porch" Michelle A. Hershberger, West Virginia University |
"The Effectiveness of Communication Center Visit on Students’ Performance and Engagement" Nate S. Brophy, George Mason University; Adebanke Loveth Adebayo, George Mason University

Addiction-related Issues and Technology Use
Sponsor: Human Communication and Technology Division
Chair: Amy Jo Ellefson, University of Southern Mississippi

"Applying the Uses and Gratifications Model to Examine Predictors of Social Media Addiction" Amber L. Ferris, University of Akron; Erin E. Hollenbaugh, Kent State University, Stark; Paul Sommer, Kent State University, Stark

"Cell Phone Addiction, Anxiety, and Willingness to Communicate in Face-to-face Encounters" Ryan J. Allred, University of Connecticut; David Atkin, University of Connecticut

"Phubbing is Happening to You: Examining Predictors and Effects of Phubbing Behavior in Friendships" Juhyung Sun, University of Oklahoma

"Stress, Dependency, and Depression: A Longitudinal Examination of the Reciprocal Effects of Perceived Stress and Smartphone Dependency on Depression" Pengfei Zhao, University of Arizona; Matthew Lapierre, University of Arizona

Health Communication Division Business Meeting
Sponsor: Health Communication Division
Presenters:
  Jennifer A. Kam, University of California, Santa Barbara
  Xiaoli Nan, University of Maryland
  Norman Wong, University of Oklahoma
  Kate Magsamen Conrad, University of Iowa
  Colter D. Ray, San Diego State University
  Heather L. Voorhees, University of Nebraska-Lincoln

Warring with Words: Kenneth Burke’s Project of Communication for Survival
Sponsor: Kenneth Burke Society
Chairs: Annie Laurie Nichols, Saint Vincent College; Jonathan S. Carter, Eastern Michigan University; Damien Smith Pfister, University of Maryland
Presenters:
Clarke Rountree, University of Alabama, Huntsville
Steven Zwier, Duquesne University
James F. Klumpp, University of Maryland
Jaclyn S. Olson, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
Bryan Crable, Villanova University
Naette Y. Lee, University of Maryland
M. Karen Walker, Independent Scholar
David Cratis Williams, Florida Atlantic University
Jean Costanza Miller, George Washington University
Erik Garrett, Duquesne University
Elvera B. Berry, Roberts Wesleyan College
Micki Ann Burdick, University of Iowa
Richard H. Thames, Duquesne University
Damien Smith Pfister, University of Maryland
Jonathan S. Carter, Eastern Michigan University
Annie Laurie Nichols, Saint Vincent College

308048 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Hilton Key Ballroom 8 (Second Floor)

**In/Visible Survivors: Hashtag Activisms and Mediated Constructions of Consent and Triggers as Intersectional and Transnational Transformative Feminisms**

Sponsor: Women’s Caucus

Chairs: Paige P. Edley, Loyola Marymount University; Judy Battaglia, Loyola Marymount University

Presenters:
Victoria Newsom, Olympic College
Toniesha Latrice Taylor, Texas Southern University
Nina Maria Lozano, Loyola Marymount University
Christian Vukasovich, University of Southern Maine
Sarah Amira De la Garza, Arizona State University
Gail Buck, Presenter
Lara Lengel, Bowling Green State University
Devika Chawla, Ohio University
Cristy A. Dougherty, University of Denver

308049 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Hilton Key Ballroom 9 (Second Floor)

**Spotlight Panel: Top Papers in the Rhetoric Communication and Theory Division**

Sponsor: Rhetorical and Communication Theory Division

Chair: Jeremy R. Grossman, University of Maryland
Respondent: Robert Asen, University of Wisconsin-Madison

"A Marsyan Rhetoric, or, “Indelible in the hippocampus”" Nathan Henry Bedsole, University of Colorado, Boulder

"Reconsidering Public Memory’s Rhetorical Objects" Jeremy R. Grossman, University of Maryland

"Resisting Containment: Free-Bleeding as Rhetorical Flow" Berkley Conner, University of Iowa

"The Elemental Archive: Lieux de futur and the limits of survival" Piotr M. Szpunar, University at Albany, SUNY

---

308050 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Hilton Key Ballroom 10 (Second Floor)

Communication Ethics Division Business Meeting

Sponsor: Communication Ethics Division

Presenters:
Michelle A. Leavitt, William Jessup University
Janie Harden Fritz, Duquesne University

---

308051 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Hilton Key Ballroom 11 (Second Floor)

Top Papers in Scholarship of Teaching and Learning

Sponsor: Scholarship of Teaching and Learning

Chair: Samer Melhem, Texas Tech University

"I feel :-) when you ☺: Student Emotion and Communication Satisfaction Through Paralinguistic Use" Kyle R. Vareberg, North Dakota State University; Maranda Berndt, North Dakota State University

"When Office Hours are the Loneliest Hours: Exploring the Role of Professors and Advisors in the Lives of First-Year College Students" Carrie Anne Platt, North Dakota State University; Melissa Bartels, North Dakota State University; Kallie Eberling, North Dakota State University; Erik Gustafson, Illinois State University; Peter G. Lindmark, North Dakota State University; Jena Sinton, North Dakota State University

---

308052 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Hilton Key Ballroom 12 (Second Floor)

"What does a good mother look like?" Surviving Beyond the Rhetorical Performance of Good Mothering

Sponsor: Women's Caucus

Chair: Dianna Watkins-Dickerson, University of Memphis
Presenters:
Noor Ghazal Aswad, University of Memphis
Renee J. Bourdeaux, Northwest University
Amy Duchsherer, University of Mary
Melissa Renee Harris, Howard University
Natonya Listach, University of Memphis/Middle Tennessee State University
Laura L. Sullivan, University of Memphis
Dianna Watkins-Dickerson, University of Memphis
Respondent: Ann Burnett, North Dakota State University

308057  11:00 AM to 12:15 PM  Hilton  Calloway (Second Floor)

Communicating Survival Strategies for Intersectional Feminists in Academia
Sponsor: Feminist and Women Studies Division
Chair: Rebecca Mercado Jones, Oakland University
Presenters:
Leandra Hinojosa Hernandez, Utah Valley University
Chiaoning Su, Oakland University
Tennley A. Vik, University of Nevada, Reno
Bianca Zamora, California State University Monterey Bay
Shantel Martinez, California State University Monterey Bay
Jessica L. Furgerson, University of Cincinnati, Blue Ash
Respondent: Amy M. Smith, Salem State University

308058  11:00 AM to 12:15 PM  Hilton  Poe (Second Floor)

Surviving without a Communication Major: Communication Faculty Teaching in Institutions with No Communication Major
Sponsor: Undergraduate College and University Section
Chair: Shannon C. VanHorn, Valley City State University
Presenters:
David A. Wendt, Iowa Wesleyan University
Becky L. DeGreeff, Kansas State University
Jennifer Morey Hawkins, University of Wisconsin-Stout
Kimberly Weismann, Williston State College

308059  11:00 AM to 12:15 PM  Hilton  Holiday Ballroom 1 (Second Floor)

Discussions of the Current Academic Climate for Disability Studies and Communication Scholars: The Programs, the Scholarship, and the Job Market
Sponsor: Disability Issues Caucus
Chair: Brian Grewe, University of Denver

Presenters:
- Julie-Ann Scott, University of North Carolina, Wilmington
- Brian Grewe, University of Denver
- Keith Nainby, California State University Stanislaus
- James Ferris, University of Toledo
- Allison D. Brenneise, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities
- James L. Cherney, University of Nevada, Reno
- Michael S. Jeffress, University of the West Indies

308060 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Hilton Holiday Ballroom 2 (Second Floor)

Talking about Survival, Life, and Death: Examining Different Family Perspectives

Sponsors: Communication and Aging Division; Family Communication Division
Chair: Mary E. King, Bloomsburg University
Respondent: Leslie R. Nelson, California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo

"Expanding the Scope of the Family Caregiver Communication Typology: Relationships with Caregiver Quality of Life" Jennifer L. Bevan, Chapman University; Tessa Urbanovich, Chapman University

"This is Us: An analysis of mediated end-of-life family communication” Bonnie McCracken Nickels, Rochester Institute of Technology; Kelly E. Tenzek, University at Buffalo, SUNY; Tahleen A. Lattimer, University at Buffalo, SUNY

"“God doesn’t make mistakes”: Memorable messages, adjustment, and grief following family death” Veronica Anne Droser, College at Brockport; Leah Seurer, University of South Dakota

"“I Had to Prove that it Was Okay that I Was Alive”: The Influence of Stigma and Storytelling on the Identity of Those Born to Adolescent Parents" Eryn N. Bostwick, University of Oklahoma; Amy Janan Johnson, University of Oklahoma

308061 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Hilton Holiday Ballroom 3 (Second Floor)

Celebrating and Remembering: NCA Memorial Session

Sponsor: NCA National Office
Chairs: Star A. Muir, George Mason University; Trevor Parry-Giles, National Communication Association

308062 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Hilton Holiday Ballroom 4 (Second Floor)

Top Four Paper Session: Interpersonal Communication Division
Sponsor: Interpersonal Communication Division  
Chair: Jennifer Priem, Wake Forest University  
Respondent: Paul Schrodt, Texas Christian University  
"The Role of Identity Uncertainty in Predicting Perceived Support Quality and Relational Turbulence for Individuals Coping with Infertility" Deborah B. Yoon, Rutgers University; Jennifer A. Theiss, Rutgers University  
""I loved him. It was just could I live with him." The complicated experience of relational uncertainty and resilience in post-stroke romantic relationships" Bryan Abendschein, Western Michigan University  
"A Critical Race Theory Approach to Interpersonal Communication (*Top Student Paper)" Sonny Eugene Kelly, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill  
"The Relational Turbulence Model: A Meta-Analytic Review (*Top Paper)" Alan K. Goodboy, West Virginia University; San Bolkan, California State University Long Beach; Liesel Sharabi, West Virginia University; Scott A. Myers, West Virginia University; James P. Baker, Bakersfield College

---

308063  11:00 AM to 12:15 PM  Hilton  Holiday Ballroom 5  
(Second Floor)

**Lost in Translation: Organizational Identity, Legitimacy, and Belongingness in Global Organizing**

Sponsor: Organizational Communication Division  
Chair: Dongjing Kang, Florida Gulf Coast University  
Respondent: Mary M. Meares, University of Alabama  
"Americans’ Perceptions of Their Foreign Co-Workers’ Work Behaviors" Mizuki Wyant, University of Oklahoma; Ioana A. Cionea, University of Oklahoma  
"Belongingness Matters: How Expatriates Meet Their Need to Belong and Why it is Relevant for Organizations" Zoa Ordonez, University of North Carolina, Charlotte; Loril M. Gossett, University of North Carolina at Charlotte  
"Institutional Rhetoric and Legitimizing the U.S.-China Strategic and Economic Dialogue" Robert Hinck, Monmouth College  
"When Environments Change: The Adaptability Dimension of Organizational Identity" Temi Wright, Purdue University

---

308064  11:00 AM to 12:15 PM  Hilton  Holiday Ballroom 6  
(Second Floor)

**Convention Planner Meeting II**

Sponsor: NCA National Office  
Presenters:  
David T. McMahan, Missouri Western State University
Kristin Yednock, National Communication Association

308065  11:00 AM to 12:15 PM  Hilton  Paca (Third Floor)

**Sigma Chi Eta: Performing Service Projects to Enrich Communication and Lives in the Community**

Sponsor: Sigma Chi Eta  
Chair: Sarah Hock, Santa Barbara City College  
Presenter:  
Jack Jenkins, Santa Barbara City College

308066  11:00 AM to 12:15 PM  Hilton  Marshall (Third Floor)

**NCA Anti-Bullying Task Force Meeting**

Sponsor: NCA National Office  
Presenters:  
Stacy Tye-Williams, Iowa State University  
Carol Bishop Mills, Florida Atlantic University  
Christina S. Beck, Ohio University  
Garry P. Bailey, Abilene Christian University  
Kelly P. Dillon, Wittenberg University  
Adam C. Earnheardt, Youngstown State University  
Katie Margavio Striley, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill  
Rukhsana Ahmed, University at Albany, SUNY  
Loraleigh Keashly, Wayne State University  
Sally Vogl-Bauer, University of Southern Indiana  
Robert J. Razzante, Arizona State University  
Keith Berry, University of South Florida  
Renee L. Cowan, Queens University of Charlotte  
LaKesha Anderson, National Communication Association

308067  11:00 AM to 12:15 PM  Hilton  Carroll (Third Floor)

**Communication and Social Cognition Division Business Meeting**

Sponsor: Communication and Social Cognition Division  
Presenters:  
Matthew Grizzard, Ohio State University  
John Banas, University of Oklahoma  
Kaitlin Fitzgerald, University at Buffalo, SUNY  
Torsten Reimer, Purdue University  
Elena Bessarabova, University of Oklahoma  
Christopher J. Carpenter, Western Illinois University
Elementary and Secondary Education Section and the National Federation of State High School Associations Joint Business Meeting

Sponsors: Elementary and Secondary Education Section; NFHS Speech, Debate, and Theatre Association

Presenters:
- David A. Yastremski, Ridge High School
- James Weaver, National Federation of High School Associations
- Dakota Horn, Bradley University
- Anna Wright, Illinois College

Surviving and Thriving in a Digital World: Developing a New Media Certificate for Students in Two Year Schools

Sponsor: Community College Section

Chair: David L. Bodary, Sinclair Community College

Presenters:
- Jessica McKinley, Sinclair Community College
- Jamonica L. Rolle, Broward College, North Campus
- Nancy Willets, Cape Cod Community College

Communication and the Future Division Business Meeting

Sponsor: Communication and the Future Division

Presenters:
- Robert Mejia, North Dakota State University
- Alison Nicole Novak, Rowan University
- Kevin K. John, Brigham Young University
- Kelly R. Merrill Jr., Ohio State University
- Jessica Zurcher, Brigham Young University
- Ryan C. Wallace, California State University East Bay

Top Papers in Environmental Communication
Sponsor: Environmental Communication Division
Chair: Kathleen P. Hunt, State University of New York at New Paltz
Respondent: Casey R. Schmitt, Gonzaga University

"Climate Change Communication Research: A Systematic Review" Jessica Eise, Purdue University; Tiwaladeoluwa B. Adekunle, Purdue University; Kelsey K. Eversole, Independent Scholar; Laura Eise, Independent Researcher; Morgan Murphy, Purdue University; Layni Sprouse, Purdue University

"Emotion and the Psychological Distance of Climate Change" Haoran Chu, Texas Tech University; Janet Yang, University at Buffalo, SUNY

"Moral Values in Presidential Climate Change Communications" Lauren Fine, University of Washington; Kevin J. Calderwood, University of Washington, Seattle

"Surviving the Anthropocene calls for an ecospheric rhetoric" Jacob Andrew Miller, Kansas State University

"The Rhetorical Ecosystems of Bears Ears National Monument" Joshua H. Smith, University of Kansas

---

311006 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM Baltimore Convention Center 326 (300 Level)

**Top Papers for the Communication and Aging Division**

Sponsor: Communication and Aging Division
Chair: Katey A. Price, Albion College

"“Aging is a Privilege Not Everyone Gets to Enjoy”: Older Adults’ Recalled Memorable Messages about Aging and their Associations with Successful Aging” Quinten Shenk Bernhold, University of California, Santa Barbara; Howard Giles, University of California, Santa Barbara

"Older Adults’ Reports of Accommodative Communication in Family and Nonfamily Intergenerational Relationships" Weston T. Wiebe, College of The Ozarks; Yan Bing Zhang, University of Kansas

"Exploring the “Contact Space”: Testing a Hybrid Form of Imagined and Extended Contact” Craig Fowler, Massey University; Jake Harwood, University of Arizona

"Older Adults’ and their Romantic Partners’ Age-Related Communication and Successful Aging” Quinten Shenk Bernhold, University of California, Santa Barbara; Jessica N. Gasiorek, University of Hawaii, Manoa

---

311007 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM Baltimore Convention Center 327 (300 Level)

**Feminist Mediations: Surviving Normative Media Landscapes**

Sponsor: Mass Communication Division
Chair: Michaela Frischherz, Towson University
"Feminist Performative Kinesis and the Rise of Anxiety Baking"  Desiree Rowe, Towson University
"Sapphic TV Sex: Normative Networks and the Possibility of Queer Worldmaking"  Michaela Frischherz, Towson University
"Sex Signatures Under Law: Signing “Yes” in Affirmative Consent Apps"  Larissa A. Brian, Penn State University
"The Feminist Possibilities of Televised Fat Comedy"  Melissa Zimdars, Merrimack College

311008  12:30 PM to 1:45 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  328 (300 Level)

Black Lives, Everyday and Celebrity Horrors: Lamentations and Salvation
Sponsor: Black Caucus
Chairs: Jeanetta D. Sims, University of Central Oklahoma; R. Pierre Rodgers, George Mason University
Presenters:
Carlos Morrison, Alabama State University
Jasmine Corbett, Johnson C. Smith University
David L. Stamps, Louisiana State University
Rhunette C. Diggs, Johnson C Smith University
Reynaldo S. Anderson, Harris-Stowe State University
Dorthy L. Pennington, University of Kansas

311009  12:30 PM to 1:45 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  329 (300 Level)

Communication for Re-education: Black-ish as a Pedagogical Tool for Educating Audiences about Marginalized Identities
Sponsors: African American Communication and Culture Division; Instructional Development Division
Chair: Karen McGrath, The College of Saint Rose
Presenters:
Nsenga K. Burton, Goucher College
Tina M. Harris, Louisiana State University
Tammy Henderson, University of Maryland, Baltimore County
E. Michele Ramsey, Penn State University, Berks
Brittany Sears, University of Georgia
Jennifer F. Wood, Millersville University

311010  12:30 PM to 1:45 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  330 (300 Level)
Theorizing U.S./Mexico Borderlands

Sponsors: Critical and Cultural Studies Division; La Raza Caucus; Latino/Latina Communication Studies Division

Chair: Emily Kofoed, University of South Carolina Upstate
Respondent: Richard Pineda, University of Texas, El Paso

"Border Matters: A New Materialist Critique of Installation Art on the U.S.-Mexico Border" Megan Morrissey, University of North Texas

"Graying Borderland Spaces: Tracing Hybrid Citizenship through Arizona Tribal Nation and Local Government Discourses" Yessica Del Rincon, University of Colorado, Boulder

"Waste at the Edge of State and Sovereignty in the U.S.-Mexico Borderlands" Hana Masri, University of Texas, Austin

311011 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM Baltimore Convention Center 331 (300 Level)

News in the Current Media Landscape

Sponsor: Mass Communication Division
Chair: Mark L. Finney, Emory & Henry College
Respondent: Vincent M. Fitzgerald, College of Mount Saint Vincent

"Conceptualizing the Hybridity of Foreign-State-Sponsored News Media in the United States: A Field Theory Approach" Liang Pan, University of Washington

"Northern Triangle News Media Perspectives on the Migration Crisis: Strategic Narrative and the Identification of Good Action" Skye Chance Cooley, Oklahoma State University; Robert Hinck, Monmouth College; Ethan Sample, Oklahoma State University

"The Impact of News Format on Political Scandal Narratives: Comparing Newspaper, Broadcast, Cable, and News Website Discourse" Diana Zulli, Purdue University

"War Reporting in the Modern Era: Analyzing the Perspectives of Current and Former Military Service Members Regarding War Reporting" Hans Schmidt, Penn State University, Brandywine

311012 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM Baltimore Convention Center 332 (300 Level)

Conversation as a Defining Moment for the Communication Discipline: How Human Connection Can Survive and Thrive in an Age of Social Media and Digital Communication

Sponsor: NCA First Vice President
Chair: Sarah Jane Tracy, Arizona State University

Presenters:
Sarah Jane Tracy, Arizona State University
Elissa Arterburn Adame, Arizona State University
Janet K. Alberts, Arizona State University
Benjamin J. Broome, Arizona State University
Pauline Cheong, Arizona State University
Olga I. Davis, Arizona State University
Sarah Amira De la Garza, Arizona State University
Brandon B. Ferderer, Arizona State University
Katrina N. Hanna, Arizona State University
Kyle Anthony Hanners, Arizona State University
Jessica Kay Kamrath, California State University Fullerton
Heewon Kim, Arizona State University
Linda Costigan Lederman, Arizona State University
Jennifer A. Linde, Arizona State University
Lauren Mark, Arizona State University
Clark D. Olson, Arizona State University
Jonathan Pettigrew, Arizona State University
Robert J. Razzante, Arizona State University
Corey Reutlinger, Arizona State University
Tyler S. Rife, Arizona State University
YoungJu Shin, Arizona State University
Cris Tietsort, Arizona State University
Sophia Town, Arizona State University
Nikki Irene Truscelli, Arizona State University
Alaina Zanin, Arizona State University

Respondents: J. Kevin Barge, Texas A&M University; Ryan S. Bisel, University of Oklahoma; Robin Boylorn, University of Alabama; Mohan J. Dutta, Massey University; Lynn M. Harter, Ohio University

311013 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM Baltimore Convention Center 333 (300 Level)

Authoethnographic Expression: A Means of Survival and the Pathway to Thriving

Sponsor: Ethnography Division

Chair: Christine S. Davis, University of North Carolina at Charlotte

"(Dis)memberment as a Survival Tactic: (Re)Membering to Come Home" Jeanine Marie Minge, California State University, Northridge

"DNA, Geneologies, and Heritage Surprises: Revising a Life Narrative" Lori West Peterson, St. Edwards University

"Motherhood Re-Framed: How Narrative Frees Us" Christine E. Kiesinger, Independent Scholar

"Revisiting 'Body and Bulimia Revisited': Reflections on Aging and Advocacy" Lisa M. Tillmann, Rollins College
Adapting to Survive: Implementing Change to Better Serve Our Students

Sponsor: National Forensics Association
Chair: Larry G. Schnoor, Minnesota State University, Mankato

Presenters:
- Lee Mayfield, James Madison University
- Jessica L. Furgerson, University of Cincinnati, Blue Ash
- Tomeka Robinson, Hofstra University
- Karen R. Morris, University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire
- Rebecca Buel Young, Monmouth College
- Nicole Freeman, University of Central Missouri
- Justin J. Rudnick, Minnesota State University, Mankato

Respondent: Larry G. Schnoor, Minnesota State University, Mankato

Surviving in the #MeToo Era: Resisting Resilient American Rhetorics of Race and Gender

Sponsor: American Studies Division
Chair: Denise Oles-Acevedo, Iowa State University

"Confirming Sexual Misconduct: Rhetorical Themes in the Confirmation of Clarence Thomas and Brett Kavanaugh"  Kelly L. Winfrey, Iowa State University; Carrie Ann Johnson, Iowa State University

"Ford v. Kavanaugh: Testifying before the Universal Audience creates another She Said/He Said Controversy"  Denise Oles-Acevedo, Iowa State University

"Surviving Laughable Defenses: Political Satire in the Clarence Thomas and Brett Kavanaugh Confirmation Hearings"  Joan Faber McAlister, Drake University

"Surviving the #HimToo Movement through Satire and Mockery: A Navy Mom’s Tweet Becomes Meme-ified"  Heidi Hamilton, Emporia State University

Critical/Cultural Approaches to Alfonso Cuarón’s Roma: Indigeneity, Gender, and Neoliberalism in Mexican Cinema

Sponsor: Critical and Cultural Studies Division
Chairs: Jose Angel Maldonado, University of Puget Sound; Jose Manuel Cortez, University of Oregon

Respondent: Maria Josefina Saldana-Portillo, New York University
""Parody Knows No Colors?" Discourses of Beauty and Anti-Indigeneity in Twitter Users' Responses to Brownface Parody of Roma's Yalitza Aparicio" Litzy Galarza, Penn State University

"Cuarón and the Politics of a Pregnant Heroine" Michael Lechuga, University of New Mexico

"Mestizo Visions: Signatures of Sovereignty & Indigeneity in Alfonso Cuarón’s Roma" Jose Manuel Cortez, University of Oregon

"Neorealism, Neocolonialism, and the Birth of Neoliberal Mexico in Roma" Jose Angel Maldonado, University of Puget Sound

---

Making Space for the (Counter?) Narratives of African American Women and Men

Sponsor: African American Communication and Culture Division
Chair: Kimberly R. Moffitt, University of Maryland, Baltimore County
Respondent: Nicole R. Files-Thompson, Lincoln University

"Black Lightning’s Albino: Whale, Tobias Is One of Us" Niya Pickett Miller, Samford University

"Missing Narratives: A Rhetorical Analysis of the #MeToo Movement" Kalin Schultz, Villanova University

"Surveilling Supermama: Examination of the “Complicated Comeback” of Serena Williams" Sasha Sanders, University of South Florida

"The Oprah Winfrey Network’s Queen Sugar Television Series: A Case Study on African-American Women Exemplary Representations On-Screen and Behind-the-Scenes" Ollie L. Jefferson, University of Maryland, College Park

---

Surviving Silence: Rhetorical analyses of structural inequalities and their remedies

Sponsors: Political Communication Division; Rhetoric Society of America; Rhetorical and Communication Theory Division
Chair: Kevin A. Johnson, California State University Long Beach
Respondent: Jeffrey P. M. Drury, Wabash College

"Florida’s felon disenfranchisement policy under fire: A look at the advertising narrative of the movement to amend a state constitution" Bobbi Otis, Georgia State University

"No Food Left Behind: Reducing Climate Change via Food Sustainability" Catherine Langford, Texas Tech University

"Surviving Metaphoric Wars Against Poverty, Crime, and Drugs" Kristin Wagel, Central Michigan University
"Surviving Opposition to Sentencing Reform Through Challenging Synecdochal Fears of the "Other""

Edward A. Hinck, Central Michigan University

311019 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM  Baltimore Convention Center 339 (300 Level)

Caucus on Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender and Queer Concerns Business Meeting

Sponsor: Caucus on Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer Concerns

Presenters:
Amy M. Smith, Salem State University
Andrea M. Davis, Western New England University
Erika M. Thomas, California State University Fullerton
Kyle P. Colglazier, Texas A&M University
Alice E. Veksler, Christopher Newport University
Dustin B. Goltz, DePaul University
Christopher Vincent, Louisiana State University

311020 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM  Baltimore Convention Center 340 (300 Level)

Survival in the Time of #Commsowhite: Mentoring, Networking and Building Community as Asian/Pacific American Scholars

Sponsor: Asian/Pacific American Caucus

Chairs: Rebecca de Souza, University of Minnesota, Duluth; Marissa Joanna Doshi, Hope College; Shaunak Sastry, University of Cincinnati; Myra S. Washington, University of New Mexico; Richie Neil Hao, Antelope Valley College; Elizabeth S. Parks, Colorado State University; Vincent N. Pham, Willamette University

Presenters:
Andy Kai-chun Chuang, La Guardia Community College
Emi Kanemoto, State University of New York, Geneseo
Tao Zhang, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale
Yijia Guo, University of Southern California
Yea-Wen Chen, San Diego State University
Surabhi Sahay, Penn State University, Abington
Rain Wuyu Liu, University of Arizona
Keren Wang, Penn State University
Terrie Siang-Ting Wong, Arizona State University
Margaret D'Silva, University of Louisville
David C. Oh, Ramapo College
Narissra M Punyanunt-Carter, Texas Tech University
Pavitra Kavya, University of Oklahoma
Anuraj Dhillon, California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo
Lamiyah Bahrainwala, Southwestern University
Aarti Arora, Kutztown University
Jenny Korn, Harvard University
Natasha Shrikant, University of Colorado, Boulder
Ambar Basu, University of South Florida
Shinsuke Eguchi, University of New Mexico
Guowei Jian, Cleveland State University
LeiLani Nishime, University of Washington, Seattle
Corinne Sugino, University of Pittsburgh
Rahul Rastogi, State University of New York, Oneonta
EunYoung Lee, Florida Gulf Coast University
Tiara R. Na'puti, University of Colorado, Boulder
Thomas K. Nakayama, Northeastern University
Summer M. Nomura, University of Utah
Quang Ngo, Ohio University
Pruba Das, Ohio University, Southern
Rona T. Halualani, San Jose State University
Anjuli J. Brekke, University of Washington
Rebecca de Souza, University of Minnesota, Duluth
Myra S. Washington, University of New Mexico
Richie Neil Hao, Antelope Valley College
Shaunak Sastry, University of Cincinnati
Elizabeth S. Parks, Colorado State University
Marissa Joanna Doshi, Hope College
Vincent N. Pham, Willamette University

311021  12:30 PM to 1:45 PM  
Baltimore Convention Center  341 (300 Level)

Understanding Refugee Resettlement: Cultural Assimilation, Discrimination, and Transition

Sponsors: Activism and Social Justice Division; International and Intercultural Communication Division

Chair: Dongjing Kang, Florida Gulf Coast University

Respondent: Haneen Ghabra, Kuwait University

"Fragmented Paradigms of Transculturality: Negotiating Equivocal Agency in Refugee Representations in Refugee Resettlement Organizations" Noor Ghazal Aswad, University of Memphis

"Refugee Resettlement in Baltimore: A Collection of Portraits" Eleanor Brasfield

"The Visible Truth and Invisible Detail: Discrimination Affects Acculturation yet is Excluded from the Domestic Cultural Orientation Curriculum for Refugees in the United States" Jeannette Viens, University of Maryland
Surviving Risky Communication: Applications to Behavior and Decision-Making

Sponsor: Applied Communication Division
Chair: Rebekah Christine Whitaker, Union University
Respondent: Tara G. McManus, University of Nevada, Las Vegas
"Contradictions and Predicaments in Instructors’ Boundary Negotiations of Students’ Health Disclosures" Sarah F. Price, University of Alabama; Keqing Kuang, University of Alabama; Heather J. Carmack, University of Alabama
"How College Students in Recovery for Alcohol and/or Drug Abuse Communicatively Manage Uncertainty" Lynsey K. Romo, North Carolina State University; Christopher Campau, Addiction Professionals of North Carolina
"Risk Communication and the Role of Self-Efficacy, Numeracy, and Training Materials in the Comprehension of Climate Tools" Renee Edwards, Louisiana State University; Marisa Karpinski, Louisiana State University; Tryfon Boukouvidis, McNeese State University; Andrea Miller, Louisiana State University; Barry Keim, Louisiana State University; Alex Haberlie, Louisiana State University
"The Influence of Misconceptions about Antibiotic Utility and Perceived Risk on Antibiotic-Seeking Behaviors" Emily P. Caldes, Penn State University; Amber Worthington, Penn State University; Erin L. MacGeorge, Penn State University

The Landscape for 2020 Presidential Campaign Communication

Sponsor: Political Communication Division
Chair: Michael Milford, Auburn University
Presenters:
Robert E. Denton Jr, Virginia Tech
Robert C. Rowland, University of Kansas
Craig Allen Smith, North Carolina State University
Kathy B. Smith, Wake Forest University
Craig R. Smith, California State University Long Beach
Ryan Neville-Shepard, University of Arkansas
John C. Tedesco, Virginia Tech

Struggling for the Right to Survive: Reconsidering the Radical Martin Luther King Jr.

Sponsor: Public Address Division
Chair: Darrian Robert Carroll, University of Maryland
Respondent: John M. Murphy, University of Illinois

"We Must See Racism for What It Is": Martin, Merton, and the Meeting that Never Was"  Andre E. Johnson, University of Memphis

"Radicalism in White Suburbia: King's "The Other America" in Grosse Pointe"  Sara VanderHaagen, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

"The Fragmentation of the Negro: The Radical King on Pan-Africanism"  Lisa M. Corrigan, University of Arkansas

---

311025  12:30 PM to 1:45 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  345 (300 Level)

**Argumentation and Forensics Division Top Paper Panel**

Sponsor: Argumentation and Forensics Division
Chair: Christopher P. Outzen, Truman State University
Respondent: Christopher P. Outzen, Truman State University

"Surviving a Losing Argument: An Analysis of the Public Arguments about Sports Ownership"  Avery Henry, Florida State University

"The Conflict of Callouts: Surviving Competitive Confrontation in Modern Collegiate Debate"  Sarah Dweik, Texas Tech University; Matthew Louis Parnell, Texas Tech University; Joseph Provencher, Texas Tech University

"The Forceful Force of the Greater Missile"  Jessy J. Ohl, University of Alabama

"The Single Greatest Witch Hunt in American History: Analyzing Argument Through Weaponized Public Memory as Representative Anecdote"  Lauren Lemley, Abilene Christian University

"The Survival of Topicality in the Audience-Centered Debate after the Civic Turn: Lessons from the National Educational Debate Association"  Tim Michaels, Slippery Rock University

---

311026  12:30 PM to 1:45 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  346 (300 Level)

**George Herbert Mead Lecture: Making a Multiple Murderer - Crime Coverage, Cultural Meaning, and Violent Role Taking**

Sponsor: Society for the Study of Symbolic Interaction
Chair: Denise M. Polk, West Chester University
Presenter:
  Julie Wiest, West Chester University of Pennsylvania
Respondent: Denise M. Polk, West Chester University
Top Papers in the Association for Chinese Communication Studies

Sponsor: Association for Chinese Communication Studies
Chair: Meina Liu, George Washington University
Respondent: Todd L. Sandel, University of Macau

"Rhetoric and Zhengming: Promoting Nationalism in The Voice of China" Xinxin Jiang, Bowling Green State University; Alberto Gonzalez, Bowling Green State University

"Beyond Tongzhi and Sexual Identities’ Instability in China" Zhiqiu Zhou, Northwestern University

"Perceived Other-Identity and Sense of Not-Belonging-Here: Americans’ Interpretation of Intercultural Experiences in Mainland China" Yang Liu, Beijing Foreign Studies University; Stephen Michael Croucher, Massey University Wellington

"Temporality alignment by spatial practice: How WeChat Fabu transforms government communication in Chinese cities" Ji Pan, Fudan University

"Switching power of the Rising Chinese private media companies: A case study of Dalian Wanda Group" Lichen Zhen, University of Texas, Austin

International Forensics Association Business Meeting

Sponsor: International Forensics Association
Presenters:
Nicholas Butler, Northern Arizona University
Michael K. Middleton, University of Utah
James Dobson, Las Positas College
Jordan Smith, Central Texas College
Wendell King II, Texas Southern University

An Encomium of African American Gospel Artist and Their Musical Contributions to Black People's Survival

Sponsor: Religious Communication Association
Chair: Jamel Coy Hudson, Hofstra University

"An Encomium of African American Gospel Artist and Their Musical Contributions to Black People’s Survival." Jamel Coy Hudson, Hofstra University
Visual Communication Scholars Spotlight Discussion: The State of the Field

Sponsor: Visual Communication Division
Chair: Kelly Norris Martin, Rochester Institute of Technology
Presenters:
   Spencer Barnes, University of North Carolina
   Laurie E. Gries, University of Colorado, Boulder
   Julianne H. Newton, University of Oregon
   Victoria J. Gallagher, North Carolina State University
   Eric S. Jenkins, University of Cincinnati

Communication and Law Division Business Meeting

Sponsor: Communication and Law Division
Presenters:
   Pamela L. Morris, Indiana University-Purdue University Columbus
   Pat Arneson, Duquesne University
   Joseph Sery, Christopher Newport University
   Melissa Bartels, North Dakota State University
   Donald A. Fishman, Boston College

NCA Past Presidents' Lunch

Sponsor: NCA National Office
Presenters:
   Betsy Wackernagel Bach, University of Montana
   Bill Balthrop, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
   Christina S. Beck, Ohio University
   Steven A. Beebe, Texas State University
   Carole Blair, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
   Arthur P. Bochner, University of South Florida
   John Waite Bowers, University of Colorado, Boulder
   Dawn O. Braithwaite, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
   James W. Chesebro, Ball State University
   John A. Daly, University of Texas, Austin
   Frank E.X. Dance, University of Denver
   Isa N. Engleberg, Prince George's Community College
   Gustav W. Friedrich, Rutgers University
   Patti P. Gillespie, University of Maryland
   Dennis S. Gouran, Penn State University
Stephen J. Hartnett, University of Colorado, Denver
Ronald L. Jackson, University of Cincinnati
Mark L. Knapp, University of Texas, Austin
Beverly W. Long Chapin, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
Raynie E. McHerrow, Ohio University
H. Dan O’Hair, University of Kentucky
Michael Osborn, University of Memphis
Judy C. Pearson, Retired
Sharon A. Ratcliffe, Golden West College
J. Michael Sproule, San Jose State University
Anita Taylor, George Mason University
Orlando L. Taylor, Fielding Graduate University
Judith S. Trent, University of Cincinnati
Kathleen J. Turner, Davidson College
Lynn H. Turner, Marquette University
Martha S. Watson, University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Rich West, Emerson College
David Zarefsky, Northwestern University
Trevor Parry-Giles, National Communication Association

311038  12:30 PM to 1:45 PM  Hilton  Johnson (First Floor)

Top Contributed Papers in Performance Studies

Sponsor: Performance Studies Division
Chair: Shauna M. MacDonald, Villanova University
Respondent: Craig S. Gingrich-Philbrook, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale
"The (Im)possibility of Speaking Unspeakable Trauma in Dance Ethnography"  Chuyun Oh, San Diego State University
"Performance as Narrative Medicine"  Alyse Keller, Kingsborough Community College, CUNY
"Surviving the Trauma of Internalized Homophobia: An Autoethnographic Account of Resiliency in Performing Straight(ness)"  M.N. Roberts, Central New Mexico Community College

311040  12:30 PM to 1:45 PM  Hilton  Ruth (First Floor)

Top Films in Theatre, Film, and New Multi-Media

Sponsor: Theatre, Film and New Multi-Media Division
Chair: John Chase Soliday, University of Miami
Respondent: John Chase Soliday, University of Miami
"Away Out"  Sarah Hanssen, Bronx Community College
"Remembering Hamilton: The Welcoming City"  Andrew W. Ishak, Santa Clara University
"The Derby"  Remington Smith, University of Louisville
"Wi"  Adolfo R. Mora, Schreiner University

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 311041  | 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM | Hilton Key Ballroom 1 (Second Floor) | Public Relations and Social Change  
Sponsor: Public Relations Division  
Chair: Adam J. Saffer, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill  
Respondent: Sherry J. Holladay, Texas A&M University  
"Integrating Social Engagement into Strategic Communication" Maureen Taylor, University of Tennessee; Michael L. Kent, University of New South Wales  
"Predicting Virality of Social Change Messages on Facebook: A Study of Advocacy and Relationship Building Strategies of LGBTQ Advocacy Organizations" Imran Mazid, Grand Valley State University  
"Surviving both stigma and the shifting landscape of public relations: Using the TNT approach to promote acceptance of Tourette’s Syndrome though a case study of A&E’s Raising Tourette’s." Eryn Travis, West Chester University |
| 311043  | 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM | Hilton Key Ballroom 3 (Second Floor) | Basic Course Division Business Meeting  
Sponsor: Basic Course Division  
Presenters:  
Jennifer Hall, Purdue University  
Kristina Ruiz-Mesa, California State University Los Angeles  
Lindsey B. Anderson, University of Maryland  
Luke LeFebvre, Texas Tech University |
| 311044  | 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM | Hilton Key Ballroom 4 (Second Floor) | Knowledge Sharing and Information Processing in Groups  
Sponsor: Human Communication and Technology Division  
Chair: Samantha F. Quinn, Park University  
"A Cross-Cultural Analysis of the Modes and Effects of Collaborative Production of Knowledge on Quora" Xiang Zhou, Shantou University  
"Adapting technologies to survive in informal learning groups" Cristiane Sommer Damasceno, University of North Carolina, Greensboro |
"On the hazards of the technology age: How using emojis affects perceptions of leaders" Monica A. Riordan, Chatham University; Ella Glikson, Carnegie Mellon University

"The Role of Mood in Interactivity Effects: Positive Moods Enhance Attitudes, Negative Moods Help Information Processing" Eunjoo Jin, University of Texas, Austin; Jeeyun Oh, University of Texas, Austin

311046 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM Hilton Key Ballroom 6 (Second Floor)

Top Papers in Health Communication

Sponsor: Health Communication Division
Chair: Norman Wong, University of Oklahoma

"Ready to make a decision: A model of information aids to improve informed participation in clinical trial research" Wei Peng, University of Miami; Susan E. Morgan, University of Miami; Bingjing Mao, University of Miami; Soroya Julian McFarlane, University of Georgia; Aurora Occa, University of Kentucky; Gilles Grinfeder, University of Miami; Margaret Byrne, Moffitt Cancer Center

"Balancing Act: A Social Cognitive Framework for Understanding Parenting Styles and Children’s Nutrition" Christina Nicole Selby, Coastal Carolina University; Andrea M. Bergstrom, Coastal Carolina University; Corinne Dalelio, Coastal Carolina University

"Reducing Psychological Reactance in Health Promotion Messages: Comparing Preemptive and Postscript Mitigation Strategies" Adam Richards, Texas Christian University; Elena Bessarabova, University of Oklahoma; John Banas, University of Oklahoma; Daniel R. Bernard, California State University Fresno

"Contextualizing Transgender Individual’s Discourses About Health Insurance" Jonathan Baker, University of South Florida; Angela Palmer-Wackerly, University of Nebraska-Lincoln

"Self-Efficacy and Health Information Seeking: the Role of Past Experiences on Future Health Information Seeking Behavior" Xizi Ru, Rutgers University; Taylor White-Welchen, Rutgers University

311047 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM Hilton Key Ballroom 7 (Second Floor)

“Survival” in the Center and Other Great Ideas For The Center (G.I.F.T.C.)

Sponsor: Communication Centers Section
Chair: Marlina Davidson, University of Nebraska-Omaha

Presenters:
Julia M. Medhurst, Texas A&M University
Carrie Murawski, Roanoke College
Carl J. Brown, Grand Valley State University
Adrienne Wallace, Grand Valley State University
Meredith Clements, University of South Florida
Kristen Foltz, University of Tampa
Chris Gurrie, University of Tampa
Erin Ellis-Harrison, University of North Carolina, Greensboro
Kimberly M. Cuny, University of North Carolina, Greensboro
Jenny M. Southard, University of North Carolina, Greensboro
Desiree M. Doyle, University of Arkansas, Little Rock
Nigel Spears, University of Arkansas, Little Rock
Zachary Jones, University of Arkansas at Little Rock
Daniela Kempf, Barnard College
Marlina Davidson, University of Nebraska-Omaha
Jane Pierce Saulnier, Emerson College

311048 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM Hilton Key Ballroom 8 (Second Floor)

The Personal is Still Political: Female Candidates, Privilege, and Whiteness in U.S. Elections

Sponsor: Feminist and Women Studies Division
Chair: Wendy Atkins-Sayre, University of Memphis
Respondent: Linda Pysher Jurczak, Valdosta State University

"It's not about about me": Women candidates surviving the challenges of self-promotion on the campaign trail" Lauren Thatcher, James Madison University; Jennifer Mease, James Madison University

"Media Influence on Voters’ Stereotypes about the 2016 Presidential Candidates: How did Donald Trump Win College Students’ Votes?" Yunying Zhang, Austin Peay State University; Eun-Jeong Han, Salisbury University; Carrie Buchanan, John Carroll University

"Survival through a white “privilege filter”: Dismantling Donald Trump’s colorblind maiden shields" Wendy K Z Anderson, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities

"Surviving Misogyny to Weaponize Whiteness: The Women of the Alt-Right" Mallory L. Marsh, University of Nebraska-Lincoln

"The Year of the Missing Woman: An Analysis of Women as Sources and Subjects in 2018 Midterm Campaign Coverage by Texas Newspapers" Dakota Park-Ozee, University of Texas, Austin

311049 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM Hilton Key Ballroom 9 (Second Floor)

Communication for Survival in an Age of Binaries: Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca’s Dissociation of Ideas as a Value and Technique

Sponsor: Rhetorical and Communication Theory Division
Chairs: Martin Camper, Loyola University Maryland; Amy Anderson, West Chester University
"Fan-Type Dissociation: Purification, Preservation, and Polarization" Martin Camper, Loyola University Maryland
"Rhetorical Dissociation in/and Translation" Michelle Bolduc, University of Exeter
"The History and Future of Dissociation in Rhetorical Theory" David A. Frank, University of Oregon
"The New Rhetoric Project Laughs: Updating Lucie Olbrechts-Tyteca’s Scholarship on Dissociation and Comedy for Contemporary Audiences" Amy Anderson, West Chester University
"Verbal Signatures of Dissociation: Epitomizing and Limiting Cases" Jeanne D. Fahnestock, University of Maryland

311050 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM Hilton

**Rape, Sexual Harassment and Abortion: Rhetorical Challenges within a #MeToo Cultural Framework.**

Sponsor: Rhetorical and Communication Theory Division
Chair: Ashley Noel Mack, Louisiana State University
Respondent: Ashley Noel Mack, Louisiana State University

"#MeToo: The Persuasive Force of Personal Testimony" Lindsey Kraus, University of Kansas
"Mail-Order Abortion Dissociated: The Rhetorical Form of Out-law Discourse" Micki Ann Burdick, University of Iowa
"Precarization as Rhetorical Engine: Rape Culture and the Celebration of Precarity" Leslie Hahner, Baylor University; Scott J. Varda, Baylor University
"“He Said, She Said”: An Entertainment Education Rhetorical Analysis of #MeToo in Brooklyn Nine-Nine" Shawn Domgaard, Washington State University

311051 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM Hilton

**Scholarship of Teaching and Learning Business Meeting**

Sponsor: Scholarship of Teaching and Learning
Presenters:
Nikolaos Linardopoulos, Rutgers University
Heather Jane Hether, University of California, Davis
Adam D. Dirksen, Purdue University Fort Wayne

311052 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM Hilton
**Stories of Risk, Challenge, and Survival: Women of Color at the U.S./Mexico Border**

Sponsors: Feminist and Women Studies Division; La Raza Caucus

Chair: James McDonald, University of Texas, San Antonio

Respondent: Stacey Sowards, University of Texas, El Paso

"Coalition Building at the Intersections of Migrant and Reproductive Justice: Surviving Birth on the Border"  Sarah Upton, University of Texas, El Paso; Leandra Hinojosa Hernandez, Utah Valley University

"Hiding in Plain Sight: Photographs of Mothers, Children, and Human Rights Abuses in Detention Centers at the U.S./Mexico Border"  Diana I. Bowen, Pepperdine University

"Latinas Patrolling the Texas Border: An Intersectional Approach to Occupational Identity"  Ariadne A. Gonzalez, Texas A&M International University

"“Good” Mothering and the Question of Migrant Mothers at the Border"  Katherine J. Hampsten, St. Mary's University

---

**NCA Teaching and Learning Council Meeting**

Sponsor: NCA Teaching and Learning Council

Presenters:

Shannon C. VanHorn, Valley City State University

Vinita Agarwal, Salisbury University

LaKesha Anderson, National Communication Association

Nelle Bedner, University of Central Arkansas

Eletra Gilchrist-Petty, University of Alabama, Huntsville

Joseph Mazer, Clemson University

Tara Reed, Tarrant County College South

Susan Ward, Delaware County Community College

---

**From Surviving to Thriving: Effective Marketing Strategies for Your State Association**

Sponsor: National States Advisory Council

Chair: Eric Grabowsky, Dickinson State University

Presenters:

Ronald C. Arnett, Duquesne University

Randy K. Dillon, Missouri State University

Susan Tomasovic, George Mason University

Kimberly Weismann, Williston State College

Janie Harden Fritz, Duquesne University

Respondent: John H. Saunders, University of Alabama, Huntsville
**Citation and Survival: Making Sense of Academic Harassment and Citation Practices in the Wake of #MeToo**

**Sponsor:** Women's Caucus  
**Chair:** E. Cram, University of Iowa  
**Presenters:**  
- Bernadette Marie Calafell, Gonzaga University  
- Greg Dickinson, Colorado State University  
- Lisa A. Flores, University of Colorado, Boulder  
- Karrin Anderson, Colorado State University  
- Claire Sisco King, Vanderbilt University  
- Mary E. Stuckey, Penn State University

---

**Military Spouse Academics with Advanced Degrees: Surviving and Thriving Amidst Uncertainty**

**Sponsor:** Women's Caucus  
**Chair:** Leandra Hinojosa Hernandez, Utah Valley University  
**Presenters:**  
- Marcia Bouchard, University of Maryland University College  
- Catherine I. Cole, Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi  
- Leandra Hinojosa Hernandez, Utah Valley University  
- Georgia Kaye Jones, Freedom Learning Group  
- Amy May, Shippensburg University  
- Victoria M. McDermott, University of Alaska, Fairbanks  
- Michael Sollitto, Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi  
- Precious Yamaguchi, Southern Oregon University

---

**Does Mother Know Best? Focusing on Mothers' Communication Patterns and Motherhood**

**Sponsor:** Family Communication Division  
**Chair:** Bailey M. Oliver, University of Arkansas, Little Rock  
**Respondent:** Elizabeth A. Craig, North Carolina State University  

"Exploring the Communicative Construction of Motherhood in Prison" Madison Sloat, Ohio University; Brittany L. Peterson, Ohio University; Courtney N. Hook, Ohio University
"Observational Learning: The Connection Between Mothers' Fat Talk and Daughters' Weight-Related Beliefs and Behaviors" Chelsea Carroll Jones, California State University Long Beach; Stacy Young, California State University, Long Beach

"Using communicative acts to move forward during incarceration: An examination of an incarcerated mother’s letters to her daughter" Jessica Kahlow, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

"‘I don’t let everyone see my struggles’: Mothers’ Social Support and Privacy Management” Tennley A. Vik, University of Nevada, Reno; Jocelyn M. DeGroot, Southern Illinois University, Edwardsville

311061 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM Hilton   Holiday Ballroom 3 (Second Floor)

Space and Place: How Space Shapes our Organizational Conversations, Identities, and Work

Sponsor: Organizational Communication Division
Chair: Emilly K Martinez, Auburn University
Respondent: Joel O. Iverson, University of Montana

"Equivocal Spaces: Analyzing the Sociomaterial Production of Organizational Identity" Rebecca Costantini, Texas A&M University; Anna Wiederhold Wolfe, Texas A&M University

"Exploring the Recursive Relationship between Unplanned Conversations and Spatiotemporal Organizational Structures" Dron M. Mandhana; Dawna I. Ballard, University of Texas, Austin

"Identity and the Secular-Sacred: The Communicative (Re)Shaping of Commemorative Space" Rebecca Costantini, Texas A&M University

"Navigating membership and rules in coffee shops as constituted spaces" Elizabeth Wilhoit Larson, Auburn University; Justin A. Walden, North Dakota State University

311062 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM Hilton   Holiday Ballroom 4 (Second Floor)

Interpersonal Communication Division Business Meeting

Sponsor: Interpersonal Communication Division
Presenters:
Erin M. Sahlstein Parcell, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Jennifer Priem, Wake Forest University
Paul Schrodt, Texas Christian University
Maria Venetis, Purdue University
Kristen Carr, Texas Christian University
Stephanie Tikkanen, Ohio University
Mary E. King, Bloomsburg University
Dinah Tetteh, Arkansas State University
**Resilience as Organizational Responsiveness and Everyday Practice**

Sponsor: Organizational Communication Division  
Chair: Bailey C. Benedict, Purdue University  
Respondent: Rahul Mitra, Wayne State University  

"Humanitarian Organizations as Agents of Community Resilience Building: Communication Capacity, Social Media Engagement, and Interorganizational Collaboration"  
Jiawei Sophia Fu, Northwestern University; Chih-Hui Lai, University of Akron  

"Preparedness as Resilience: Identifying the Communication Practices Needed to Create a Lasting Culture of Preparedness"  
Brett W. Robertson, University of Texas, Austin; Keri K. Stephens, University of Texas, Austin  

"Surviving multi-dimensional organizational change: A tale of resilience and resistance of hotel employees"  
Eliza Wagner-Kinyon, Colorado State University; Ziyu Long, Colorado State University  

"The Domino Effect: An Organizational Communication Model of Resilience"  
Marya L. Doerfel, Rutgers University; Minkyung Kim, Rutgers University; Melanie Kwestel, Rutgers University; Hyunsook Youn, Rutgers University; Justine Quow, Rutgers University

---

**Top Paper Session for Student Section**

Sponsor: Student Section  
Chair: Logan Rae Gomez, University of Colorado, Boulder  
Respondent: Kiah E. Bennett, Colorado State University  

"Foucauldian Ethics of the Self in the Racial Paradox: Genevieve Gaignard’s Multi-Racial Photographic Navigation"  
Mariann Fant, Syracuse University  

"One Pill, Two Pill, Blackpill, Bluepill: The Future of Language Creation by the Incel Community"  
Brooke Stanley, Northeastern University; Seth Queeney, Northeastern University  

"Student's Perceptions on Teacher Evaluations: Gendered Bias, Communication, and Roles."  
Stephen C. Jackson, West Virginia University  

"The Impact of Inclusive Advertising: The Effects on Mood, Body Satisfaction, Sense of Representation, and Purchase Intention"  
Nicolette Evans, Chapman University; Alessandra Ricci Fisher, Chapman University

---

**Top Papers in Communication and Social Cognition**

---
Sponsor: Communication and Social Cognition Division
Chair: Matthew Grizzard, Ohio State University

"An Agent-Based Model of the Dynamic Theory of Reasoned Action" Shannon Cruz, Pennsylvania State University; Franklin Boster, Michigan State University

"Modality-Specific Effects of Perceptual Load in Multimedia Processing" Jacob T. Fisher, University of California, Santa Barbara; Frederic Hopp, University of California, Santa Barbara; Rene Weber, University of California, Santa Barbara

"Probabilistic Persuasion Theory (PPT) and Semantic Networks: Examining the Role of Attribute Degree Centrality and Attribute Tie Strength as Criteria of Argument Quality" Tillman Russell, Georgia State University; Torsten Reimer, Purdue University

"Are angry people more likely to take action when they believe the action punishes the wrongdoer? Exploring the role of retributive efficacy in political activism" Christofer Skurka, Penn State University

311068 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM Hilton Tubman (Third Floor)

The Common Core and Media Literacy: Implications for Elementary and Secondary Communication Educators

Sponsor: Elementary and Secondary Education Section
Chair: David A. Yastremski, Ridge High School

Presenters:
Jean Ann Streiff, Oakland Catholic High School
John R. Heineman, Lincoln Public Schools
Sara C. Weintraub, Regis College
Sarah M. Wolter, Gustavus Adolphus College

Respondent: Melissa L. Beall, University of Northern Iowa

311071 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM Hilton Brent (Third Floor)

Competitive Papers of the Spiritual Communication Division

Sponsor: Spiritual Communication Division
Chair: Lara Lengel, Bowling Green State University

Respondents: Victoria Newsom, Olympic College; Priya Kapoor, Portland State University

"Communication for Survival: Humanity in the Age of Science and Technology" Slavica Kodish, Southeast Missouri State University

"Survival After Death: An Examination of Mortality Salience, Paranormal Beliefs, Paranormal Media Consumption, and Paranormal Experiences" Lindsey A. Harvell-Bowman, James Madison University; C. Leigh Nelson, James Madison University; Amanda Hurst, James Madison University; Dietrich Maune, James Madison University
"Giving an Account of One’s Current Self: An Autoethnographic Reflection on Gender Identity and Reincarnation"  E. Tristan Booth, Arizona State University; Leland G. Spencer, Miami University, Hamilton

311074  12:30 PM to 1:45 PM  Hilton Douglass (Third Floor)

**Top Faculty Paper Session for the Communication and the Future Division**

Sponsor: Communication and the Future Division
Chair: Robert Mejia, North Dakota State University

"Using Virtual Reality for Travel Marketing: A Mediating Role of Self-Presence"  Renan Adachi, Gachon University; Hayeon Song, Gachon University; Emily M. Cramer, Howard University

"Chinese Fin-techs in the Making: Apps, Product Managers, and the Platforms"  Jing Wang, Tulane University

"Ontology of Digital Asset After Death: Policy Complexities, Suggestions, and Critique of Digital Platforms"  Yong Jin Park, Howard University; Yoonmo Sang, University of Canberra; Hoon Lee, Kyunghee University; Mo Jones (Jang), Boston College

"Surviving Post-Truth Narrative and a Future Without Facts: The Unfortunate Triumph of Post-modernism"  Grant Kien, California State University East Bay

2:00 PM

314001  2:00 PM to 4:45 PM  Baltimore Convention Center

**SC16: Public Speaking for Survival in 2019 and Beyond: Emphasizing Communicator Diversity and Free Expression in the Basic Course**

Sponsor: Short Courses
Chair: Jennifer H. Waldeck, Chapman University

Presenters:
Jennifer H. Waldeck, Chapman University
Michael Ross, Chapman University

314002  2:00 PM to 4:45 PM  Baltimore Convention Center

**SC17: Survival Kit: Developing Healthy Communication**

Sponsor: Short Courses
Chair: Bobby R. Patton, University of Central Missouri

Presenter:
Rusalyn H. Andrews, Cottey College
Respondent: Jennifer Page Daily, University of Louisville

314003  2:00 PM to 4:45 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  323 (300 Level)

**SC18: Surviving and Thriving in A Diverse Classroom Environment: Developing Inclusive Classrooms Through Mindful Listening Habits**

Sponsor: Short Courses  
Chairs: Mardia Bishop, University of Illinois; Kristopher R. Weeks, University of Illinois

314004  2:00 PM to 4:45 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  324 (300 Level)

**SC19: Teaching a Critical Intercultural Communication College/University Course**  
Sponsor: Short Courses  
Chair: Rona T. Halualani, San Jose State University

314005  2:00 PM to 3:15 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  325 (300 Level)

**Top Student Papers in American Studies**

Sponsor: American Studies Division  
Chair: Joshua Young, Oklahoma City University  
Respondent: Julia Scatilff O'Grady, Saint Andrews University

""I'll see you again in 25 years": Doppelgang-ing nostalgia and Twin Peaks: The Return" Tyler S. Rife, Arizona State University; Ashley N. Wheeler, Arizona State University  
"(Re)Communicating the University: Women and the Land Grant Promise" Emily Amedée, Colorado State University  
"Embodying Space: Performance, Museums and the Difficult History of Slavery" Christine Bucher, Villanova University  
"Grounds of Gruesomeness: Spatial Imaginaries in the "Saw" Franchise" Derek W. Lewis, Penn State University

314006  2:00 PM to 3:15 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  326 (300 Level)

**The Father of Lifespan Communication: A Tribute to the Legacy of Jon F. Nussbaum and His Work on Communication and Survival**

Sponsor: NCA First Vice President  
Chair: Mollie Rose Canzona, Wake Forest University
Presenters:
Mark J. Bergstrom, University of Utah
Loretta L. Pecchioni, Louisiana State University
Kevin Wright, George Mason University
Lisa Sparks, Chapman University
Janice L. Krieger, University of Florida
Margaret Jane Pitts, University of Arizona
Craig Fowler, Massey University
Carla L. Fisher, University of Florida
Amber Worthington, Penn State University
Camella Rising, National Cancer Institute

314007 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM Baltimore Convention Center 327 (300 Level)

Surviving "Fake News": Critical Approaches to Media Literacy in the 21st Century
Sponsor: Mass Communication Division
Chairs: Jennifer Bonnet, University of Maine; Judith Rosenbaum, University of Maine
Presenters:
Imani M. Cheers, George Washington University
Renee Hobbs, University of Rhode Island
Vanessa Otero, Ad Fontes Media

314008 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM Baltimore Convention Center 328 (300 Level)

In the Field: Contributed Papers with Ethnographic Observations, Reflections and Insights
Sponsor: Ethnography Division
Chair: Justin J. Rudnick, Minnesota State University, Mankato
"Constructing an Inclusive Sport: Challenging Gender in the Sport of Quidditch" Ryan S. Rigda, Saginaw Valley State University
"Keep Austin Queer'd: An Ethnographic Exploration of Rhetoric within Queerbomb's Public Modalities" Hunter Thompson, University of Colorado, Boulder
"Narrow Path: The Survival of Tibetan Languages" Dongjing Kang, Florida Gulf Coast University
"Researching Islam Through a Homework Approach" Lassane Ouedraogo, Ohio University

314009 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM Baltimore Convention Center 329 (300 Level)

Understanding and Exploring Student and Teacher Emotions
Sponsor: Instructional Development Division
Chair: T. Kody Frey, University of Kentucky
Respondent: Elizabeth E. Graham, Kent State University

"Attributional Patterns and Emotions Accompanying the Impostor Phenomenon in Graduate Students: An Exploratory Pilot Study" Alexis A. Hadden, University of Kentucky

"Regulatory Fit Explains Students’ Emotions in Response to Speech Grades" Chris R. Sawyer, Texas Christian University; Delwin Richey, Tarleton State University; Karley A. Goen, Tarleton State University

"Student Perceptions of Instructor Emotions, Self-Reported Emotions, and Emotional Transference in the College Classroom" Brandi N. Frisby, University of Kentucky; Adam E. Tristan, University of Kentucky; Leanna Hartsough, University of Kentucky; Joe C. Martin, University of Kentucky

"It’s Only One Negative Comment”: (Un)Helpful Support Messages Following Hurtful Course Evaluations" Leah E. LeFebvre, University of Alabama; Heather J. Carmack, University of Alabama; Joshua R. Pederson, University of Alabama

314010 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM Baltimore Convention Center 330 (300 Level)

Exposing the Globalization of White Supremacy

Sponsor: Critical and Cultural Studies Division
Chair: Zac Parker, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
Respondent: Gordon Alley-Young, Kingsborough Community College, CUNY

"Affective Moments of Whiteness: Surprise in the Aftermath of the 2016 Election" Jonathan Smith, University of Memphis

"South African Land Reform, Trump, and the Mobilization of Global White Supremacy” Kholofelo Theledi, Abilene Christian University

"The White Gaze of Surveillance: An Analysis of the Alt Right’s Surveillance of Public Intellectuals in Higher Education" Kristiana L. Báez, University of Iowa

314011 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM Baltimore Convention Center 331 (300 Level)

Surviving Interdisciplinary Research Teams: Maintaining an Intellectual Core in Communication while Working Across Disciplines

Sponsor: NCA Research Council
Chair: Shaunak Sastry, University of Cincinnati
Presenters:
Gail T. Fairhurst, University of Cincinnati
Jakob D. Jensen, University of Utah
Stephanie Tong, Wayne State University
S. Shyam Sundar, Penn State University

314013  2:00 PM to 3:15 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  333 (300 Level)

**Raising Your Voice: Becoming a Leader within NCA**

Sponsor: NCA Diversity Council

Chairs: Ashley Noel Mack, Louisiana State University; Rachel Alicia Griffin, University of Utah

Presenters:
- Kent A. Ono, University of Utah
- Ronald L. Jackson, University of Cincinnati
- Jenny Korn, Harvard University
- Raymie E. McKerrow, Ohio University
- Bernadette Marie Calafell, Gonzaga University
- Amber Lauren Johnson, Saint Louis University
- Tamara D. Afifi, University of California, Santa Barbara
- Christina S. Beck, Ohio University
- Carole Blair, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

314014  2:00 PM to 3:15 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  334 (300 Level)

**Ballot Feedback: Challenges and Potential Practices**

Sponsor: National Forensics Association

Chair: Kate Rich, University of Texas, Austin

Presenters:
- Elizabeth Hansen, Hastings College
- Danielle R. Soibelman, University of Texas, Austin
- Victor Cornejo, California State University Los Angeles
- Stephen P. Hagan, McKendree University

Respondent: Carlos A. Tarin, University of Texas, El Paso

314015  2:00 PM to 3:15 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  335 (300 Level)

**Popular (U.S. American) Music and the Survival of Identity, Place, Form, and Channel**

Sponsor: Critical and Cultural Studies Division

Chair: John R. Baldwin, Illinois State University

Presenters:
- Ringo Jones, Saint Louis University
314016  2:00 PM to 3:15 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  336 (300 Level)

**When Survival Is a Shame: Affective Modalities of Resistance**

Sponsor: Critical and Cultural Studies Division  
Chair: Erin J. Rand, Syracuse University  
Respondent: Jason W. Buel, North Carolina Wesleyan College  
"(Re)Mapping Gendered Violence: Placing Shame as Colonial Dehumanization” Logan Rae Gomez, University of Colorado, Boulder  
"Bleed and Bleed and Bleed on Everything He Loves: Dominique Christina’s Reframing of Shame Surrounding Menstruation in ‘The Period Poem’” Sally J. Spalding, Southeast Missouri State University  
"What a Shame: Caregiver Hagiography in Popular Culture and Self-Help Literature” Rachel Hall, Syracuse University  
"“Soft Armor” for Shamed Bodies: QueerCrip Fashion as a Practice of Survival” Erin J. Rand, Syracuse University

314017  2:00 PM to 3:15 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  337 (300 Level)

**Black Caucus Business Meeting**

Sponsor: Black Caucus  
Presenters:  
Tara Reed, Tarrant County College South  
Ashley R. Hall, Ithaca College  
Creshema R. Murray, University of Houston, Downtown  
Sean Upshaw, University of Utah  
Kandace Harris, California State University Northridge  
Shenita T. Denson, University of Maryland, Baltimore County  
Morgan W. Smalls, James Madison University  
Marquese McFerguson, University of South Florida  
D.L. Stephenson, Western Connecticut State University

314018  2:00 PM to 3:15 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  338 (300 Level)
La Raza Caucus and Latina/o Communication Studies Division Business Meeting
Sponsor: La Raza Caucus
Presenters:
Sarah Upton, University of Texas, El Paso
Leandra Hinojosa Hernandez, Utah Valley University
Jose Angel Maldonado, University of Puget Sound
Shantel Martinez, California State University Monterey Bay
Michael Lechuga, University of New Mexico
Raquel Moreira, Graceland University

314019  2:00 PM to 3:15 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  339 (300 Level)

GLBTQ Social Hour
Sponsor: Caucus on Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer Concerns
Presenters:
Amy M. Smith, Salem State University
Andrea M. Davis, Western New England University
Alice E. Veksler, Christopher Newport University
Erika M. Thomas, California State University Fullerton
Kyle P. Colglazier, Texas A&M University
Dustin B. Goltz, DePaul University
Christopher Vincent, Louisiana State University

314020  2:00 PM to 3:15 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  340 (300 Level)

Identity, Interactivity, Relationality: Openings in Philosophy of Communication and Media
Sponsor: Philosophy of Communication Division
Chair: Garnet C. Butchart, Duquesne University
Respondent: Brian克莱 Chang, University of Massachusetts, Amherst
"Creating and Communicating the Human through Design and Architecture"  William Aungst, Penn State University
"De-naturalizing Communication: Antinaturalism as Basis for Philosophy of Communication"  Donovan Irven, Midwestern State University
"Essay on Continental Philosophy of Communication"  Garnet C. Butchart, Duquesne University
"Knowledge Graphs: The Political Significance of Enterprise Semantics through Metadata-Driven Schemas, Ontologies, and Taxonomies"  Andrew Iliadis, Temple University
"Property and Possession as Communicatively Constituting Collectives"  Nicolas Bencherki, TELUQ Montréal
"Technological Recollecting: Rethinking Recognizing the Familiar"  Margaret M. Mullan, East Stroudsburg University

Surviving Together: An Open Forum for the International and Intercultural Communication Division (IICD) and its Members

Sponsor: International and Intercultural Communication Division
Chair: Yea-Wen Chen, San Diego State University

Presenters:
Ahmet Atay, College of Wooster
Nurhayat H. Bilge, Fashion Institute of Tech, SUNY
Sara DeTurk, University of Texas, San Antonio
Shinsuke Eguchi, University of New Mexico
Lisa K. Hanasono, Bowling Green State University
Satoshi Toyosaki, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale

Top Papers in the Master's Education Section

Sponsor: Master's Education Section
Chair: Renee Robinson, Seton Hall University
Respondent: Lauren Lemley, Abilene Christian University

"Finstas, Young Adults, and Stardom: The Construction and Presentation of Identities on Instagram"  Ben Pettis, Colorado State University

"Trapped in Liminality: Thwarted Passage in Black Mirror’s “San Junipero”"  Andrew Coolidge, University of Texas, Austin

"Barstool Consequences: College Students’ Risk Perceptions When Interacting with Barstool Sports’ Modeling of the College Experience Through Instagram"  Jenna C. Coviello, Colorado State University

Political Communication Division Business Meeting

Sponsor: Political Communication Division
Presenters:
Sumana Chattopadhyay, Marquette University
Benjamin Warner, University of Missouri
314024 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM  
Baltimore Convention Center  344 (300 Level)

**Youth, Protest, and Resistance**

Sponsors: Activism and Social Justice Division; Peace and Conflict Communication Division; Public Address Division

Chair: Kelly Jakes, Wayne State University

"""Your Neighbor is a Nazi": Rituals that Stoke and Cultivate Collective Emotion"  Nathan A. Rothenbaum, University of Georgia

"Carnivalesque Atmosphere and the Rhetoric of Triumph in the Belgrade 1996/97 Student Protest" Gordana Lazic, Texas Tech University

"Theorizing Rhetorical Children" Luke A. Winslow, San Diego State University; Eli B. Mangold, San Diego State University

314025 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM  
Baltimore Convention Center  345 (300 Level)

**Survival Strategies: Debate Coaches thoughts on the 2020 Democratic Primary Debates**

Sponsor: American Forensic Association

Chair: Michael J. Janas, Samford University

"Can They Survive South Carolina? 2020 Democratic Primary Debates and Racial Controversy" David Hingstman, University of Iowa

"Standing Out While Fitting In: The Unique Nature of Presidential Primary Debates" Ryan Galloway, Samford University

"Surviving the Democratic Party Primary Debates in 2020: Strategies to remain relevant" Eric Morris, Missouri State University

"Surviving the Democratic Primary Debates in 2020: A Need to Balance Values and Policy" William Edwin Jensen, Trinity University

"Surviving the Immigration Pseudo-Crisis: Crafting a Democratic Response in the Age of Trump" Edward Panetta, University of Georgia
Join in the Great Debate on Healthcare, Citizenship, Human Rights, and Survival, with the Frederick Douglass Debate Society

Sponsor: Cross Examination Debate Association
Chairs: Shavonne Shorter, Bloomsburg University; Eric C. Miller, Bloomsburg University
Respondent: T. Storm Heter, East Stroudsburg University

"Join in the Great Debate on Healthcare, Citizenship, Human Rights, and Survival, with the Frederick Douglass Debate Society" Filomena Alves, Bloomsburg University; Nancy Bucci, Bloomsburg University; Shayla Edwards, Bloomsburg University; Gabriel Miller, Bloomsburg University; Clarissa Murray, Bloomsburg University; Ryan Williams, Bloomsburg University; Robert J. Green, Bloomsburg University

Association for Chinese Communication Studies Business Meeting

Sponsor: Association for Chinese Communication Studies
Presenters:
Chiaoning Su, Oakland University
Patrick Shaou-Whea Dodge, University of Colorado, Denver
Yi Wang, University of Louisville
Shaohai Jiang, National University of Singapore
Meina Liu, George Washington University
Rya J. Butterfield, Nicholls State University
Qinghua Yang, Texas Christian University
Lin Zhu, University of Massachusetts, Boston
Hairong Feng, University of Minnesota, Duluth
Yang Yu, Temple University

Surviving at Work: Professional Resilience Communication, Adversity, and Vulnerability

Sponsor: Association for Business Communication
Chair: Kimberly R. Field-Springer, Berry College
Presenters:
Patrice M. Buzzanell, University of South Florida
Sarah N. Heiss, University of Vermont
Anne E. Kerber, Minnesota State University, Mankato
Joshua B. Barbour, University of Texas, Austin
Surviving (and Thriving) in Today's Digital Environment: Looking Back and Looking Ahead

Sponsor: Media Ecology Association
Chair: Michael Plugh, Manhattan College
Presenters:
  Corey Anton, Grand Valley State University
  Susan Drucker, Hofstra University
  Thomas F. Gencarelli, Manhattan College
  Stephanie Gibson, University of Baltimore
  Paul Grosswiler, University of Maine
  Susan A. Jasko, California University of Pennsylvania
  Paul Soukup S.J., Santa Clara University
  Lance A. Strate, Fordham University
  Valerie V. Peterson, Grand Valley State University

Surviving a New Era: Combating PowerPoint Perils

Sponsor: Visual Communication Division
Chairs: Luke LeFebvre, Texas Tech University; Jackson S. De Vight, Texas Tech University
Presenters:
  Meghan M. Parsons, Texas Tech University
  San Bolkan, California State University Long Beach
  Richard Goring, BrightCarbon
Respondent: Mark Stoner, California State University, Sacramento

Finding Equipment for Survival in the 1930s: Using Burke’s Early Work to Critique Contempory Social Order

Sponsor: Kenneth Burke Society
Chair: Erik Garrett, Duquesne University
Respondent: Ekaterina V. Haskins, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

"Transracialism' in the Comic Frame: A Burkean Intervention into Public Arguments over Race and Gender" Shelby Sturm, Villanova University

"Bureaucratizing Nonviolence: Burkean Meditations on a Peaceful Society" Nathan Court, Villanova University

"Can a Razor Re-make the Man? Kenneth Burke, Gillette, and the Defense of Toxic Masculinity" Kalin Schultz, Villanova University

"Fear in Bird Box: A Burkean Breaking and Rebuilding of Orientation" Andra Cain, Villanova University

"Queer(ing) Orientation: Understanding Queer Theory and Experience through Kenneth Burke" Angelina Malenda, Villanova University

---

314038  2:00 PM to 3:15 PM  Hilton Johnson (First Floor)

Performance Studies Division Business Meeting

Sponsor: Performance Studies Division

Presenters:
Shauna M. MacDonald, Villanova University
Jonathan M. Gray, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale
Lisa M. Flanagan, Xavier University
Jennifer Tuder, St. Cloud State University
Sarah K. Jackson, Southern University at New Orleans
Sharon Elizabeth Croft, Capital University
Tracy Stephenson Shaffer, Louisiana State University
Craig S. Gingrich-Philbrook, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale
Benjamin D. Haas, Borough of Manhattan Community College, CUNY
Christina E. Saindon, Queensborough Comm College
Jake Simmons, Missouri State University
Lyndsay Michalik Gratch, Syracuse University
Meggie Mapes, University of Kansas
Andrea Michea Baldwin, University of Houston, Clear Lake
Nichole Nicholson, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale
Matthew J. Spangler, San Jose State University
Jade C. Huell, California State University Northridge
Marcy Rose Chvasta, California State University Stanislaus
Naida Zukic, Borough of Manhattan Community College, CUNY
Bryant Keith Alexander, Loyola Marymount University
Leigh Anne Howard, University of Southern Indiana
Bruce Henderson, Ithaca College
Chris McRae, University of South Florida
Serap Erincin, Louisiana State University
Kimberlee Pérez, University of Massachusetts, Amherst
John M. Allison, University of North Texas
Travis P. Brisini, Penn State University
Benny LeMaster, Arizona State University
Stephanie Kilgore Heath, Weber State University
Desiree Rowe, Towson University

314039 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM Hilton Latrobe (First Floor)

**Using Humor for Survival**

Sponsor: Emeritus/Retired Members Section
Chair: Anita Taylor, George Mason University
Presenters:
   - Alan C. Lerstrom, Luther College
   - Edward L. Fink, Temple University
   - Heather LaMarre, Temple University
   - Kathleen J. Turner, Davidson College

314040 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM Hilton Ruth (First Floor)

**Exploring New Ways to Study Group Communication**

Sponsors: Group Communication Division; Public Dialogue and Deliberation Division
Chair: Joann Keyton, North Carolina State University
Presenters:
   - Stephenson J. Beck, North Dakota State University
   - Joseph A. Bonito, University of Arizona
   - Laura W. Black, Ohio University
   - John Gastil, Penn State University
   - Joann Keyton, North Carolina State University
   - Andrew N. Pilny, University of Kentucky

314041 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM Hilton Key Ballroom 1 (Second Floor)

**Top Papers in the Experiential Learning Division**

Sponsor: Experiential Learning in Communication Division
Chair: Karyn I. Friesen, Lone Star College-Montgomery
Respondent: Karen M. Roloff, Elmhurst College

"Communicating Alaska through Art and Artifact at the UA Museum of the North" Dana Lindauer, University of Alaska, Fairbanks

"Text vs. Context In Perry’s Theory of Intellectual and Ethical Development" Benjamin Fenton, University of Texas at Tyler
"The Impact of Teaching and Learning Spaces" Lori Leonard Britt, James Madison University; Timothy C. Ball, James Madison University; Toni S. Whitfield, James Madison University; Chang Wan Woo, James Madison University

314042  2:00 PM to 3:15 PM  Hilton  Key Ballroom 2 (Second Floor)

**Beyond Survival: Re-imagining the Carceral State from a Communication Perspective**

Sponsor: Activism and Social Justice Division
Chair: Jennifer Wood, Penn State University, New Kensington
Respondent: Jennifer Wood, Penn State University, New Kensington

"Ending Mass Incarceration Through Individuating the Incarcerated: Bridging the Gap Through Music and the Die Jim Crow project" Sharon M. Varallo, Augustana College

"Imagining the Beloved Community: The Alternatives to Violence Project in Prisons" Eleanor Novek, Monmouth University; Chad E. Dell, Monmouth University

"Re-imagining Prisons as Workshops for Democracy: Captured Words/Free Thoughts and the Arts as Advocacy" Stephen J. Hartnett, University of Colorado, Denver

"Re-imagining Support Needs For Successful Re-entry Into Our Communities" Shelly Schaefer Hinck, Central Michigan University; Alexandra Schaefer Hinck, Cornell University; Lesley A. Withers, Central Michigan University

"Rethinking the U.S. Criminal Justice System: Lessons from Uganda's Mato Oput and Rwanda's Gacaca justice systems" Fred Jenga, University of Texas, Austin

314043  2:00 PM to 3:15 PM  Hilton  Key Ballroom 3 (Second Floor)

**Discussing the Ethics and Importance of Ideological Diversity in Communication Studies**

Sponsor: Communication Ethics Division
Chair: Ronald C. Arnett, Duquesne University

Presenters:
Robert Asen, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Jean Goodwin, North Carolina State University
Andrew M. Ledbetter, Texas Christian University
John M. Murphy, University of Illinois
Amy Pason, University of Nevada, Reno
Scott Stroud, University of Texas, Austin

314044  2:00 PM to 3:15 PM  Hilton  Key Ballroom 4 (Second Floor)

**Social Media Use and Constant Connectivity Effects on Interpersonal Relationships**
Sponsor: Human Communication and Technology Division
Chair: Shannon C. VanHorn, Valley City State University

"Clarifying the Relationships Between the Self, Selfie, and Self-Objectification: The Effects of Engaging in Photo Modification and Receiving Positive Feedback on Women’s Photographic Self-Presentations Online" Megan A. Vendemia, Chapman University; David C. DeAndrea, Ohio State University

"Does Mobile Notifications Always Impede Well-Being in Permanently Online and Permanently Connected Lifestyle?" Zhixin Pu, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

"Snapchat is multimodal: A daily diary examination of closeness in interpersonal relationships" Jessica Kahlow, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee; Michael Coker, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee; Riley Richards, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

"The effects of mobile device use and presence on in-person conversations." Scott E. Caplan, University of Delaware; John A. Courtright, University of Delaware

---

314046  2:00 PM to 3:15 PM  Hilton  Key Ballroom 6 (Second Floor)

**The Maternal Health Crisis in the U.S.: Communicating for Survival**

Sponsors: Feminist and Women Studies Division; Health Communication Division
Chair: Elizabeth Dortch Dalton, Middle Tennessee State University

Presenters:
- Comfort Tosin Adebayo, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
- Dorothy Alston Calley, Biola University
- Cassandra Coriolan, Florida International University
- Elizabeth Dortch Dalton, Middle Tennessee State University
- Scott A. Eldredge, Western Carolina University
- Laura E. Miller, University of Tennessee
- Ivanka Pjesivac, University of Georgia
- Ashley Rokeshia, Florida International University

Respondent: Haley Kranstuber Horstman, University of Missouri

---

314047  2:00 PM to 4:45 PM  Hilton  Key Ballroom 7 (Second Floor)

**How to Get Published and Navigating the NCA Journals**

Sponsor: NCA Publications Council
Chair: J. Kevin Barge, Texas A&M University

Presenters:
- Trevor Parry-Giles, National Communication Association
- Sophie Wade, Routledge, Taylor & Francis
- Wendy Fernando, National Communication Association
- Greg Dickinson, Colorado State University
Clinical Applications of Communication Technology

Sponsor: Human Communication and Technology Division
Chair: Ryan D. Rasner, Louisiana State University

"The Dose-Response Effect of Social Proof: How Do Online Others’ Behavior Choices Shape Perceived Descriptive Norms" Jiaying Liu, University of Georgia

"The Role of Cognitive Absorption in the Persuasiveness of Multimedia Messages" Aurora Occa, University of Kentucky; Susan E. Morgan, University of Miami

"What motivates you to share? The effect of interactive tailored information aids on improving information sharing about clinical trials" Bingjing Mao, University of Miami; Susan E. Morgan, University of Miami; Wei Peng, University of Miami; Aurora Occa, University of Kentucky; Soroya Julian McFarlane, University of Georgia; Gilles Grinfeder, University of Miami; Margaret Byrne, Moffitt Cancer Center

"‘I can tell you right now, EHR does not improve communication. It does not improve healthcare’: Understanding How Providers Make Sense of their Electronic Health Record Workarounds” Ashley K. Barrett, Baylor University

For and Beyond Survival: Interrogating Race, Gender, Citizenship, and Nation in Contemporary Rhetorical Scholarship

Sponsor: Rhetorical and Communication Theory Division
Chair: Lisa A. Flores, University of Colorado, Boulder

Presenters:
Nina Maria Lozano, Loyola Marymount University
314050  2:00 PM to 3:15 PM  Hilton  Key Ballroom 10 (Second Floor)

**Podcasts, Zines, and Reality TV: Surviving the Inundation of Pop Culture Discourses**

Sponsor: Rhetorical and Communication Theory Division
Chair: Kevin A. Johnson, California State University Long Beach
Respondent: Kevin A. Johnson, California State University Long Beach

"A Beautiful Death: Persona and Agency Enacted in People Magazine’s Brittany Maynard Cover Story" Laura Bruns, Wayne State University
"Dialogue in advertising: A communicative study of Marvel Studios’ cultural impact through social media" Joshua D. Johnson, Biola University
"Serial, Podcasts, and Seriality" Isaac West, Vanderbilt University
"The Empire of Outrage: Topical Systems at the Death of Cecil the Lion" Matthew Pitchford, University of Illinois
"Viewing Sleep Dealer as Teoria Povera in the Trump Era: Rhetorical Coloniality, Reality Television, and Water Dispossession" Terrell Jake Dionne, University of Colorado, Boulder

314051  2:00 PM to 3:15 PM  Hilton  Key Ballroom 11 (Second Floor)

**Communicating for Survival: Negotiating the Intersections of Race and Gender**

Sponsor: Women's Caucus
Chair: Carolyn Calloway-Thomas, Indiana University

Presenters:
Sharoni Denise Little, University of Southern California
Naomi Warren, University of Southern California
Kidogo Aisha Kennedy, California State University Los Angeles

Respondent: Tiffany Bell, Valparaiso University

314052  2:00 PM to 3:15 PM  Hilton  Key Ballroom 12 (Second Floor)

**Paging Pop Culture: Health Narratives in Mediated Entertainment Contexts**

Sponsors: Health Communication Division; Mass Communication Division
Chair: Alane L. Presswood, Hollins University

Presenters:
Elizabeth M. Glowacki, Northeastern University
Steve Granelli, Northeastern University
Rachel Presley, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities
Sara Stifano, University of Connecticut

314056  2:00 PM to 3:15 PM  Hilton  Blake (Second Floor)

**Communicating to Survive and Thrive as a New Department Chair**

Sponsor: Association for Communication Administration
Chair: M. Laurie Norton Diles, Harding University

Presenter:
Dawn O. Braithwaite, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Thomas Hugh Feeley, University at Buffalo, SUNY
Jeffrey Youngquist, Oakland University
Thomas G. Endres, University of Northern Colorado
Anne M. Stone, Rollins College
Brian K. Richardson, University of North Texas
Lynette Sharp Penya, Abilene Christian University
Michael W. Kramer, University of Oklahoma

314057  2:00 PM to 3:15 PM  Hilton  Calloway (Second Floor)

**Postfeminist Moms: Empowerment, Contradiction, and Survival**

Sponsors: Critical and Cultural Studies Division; Feminist and Women Studies Division
Chair: Mary D. Vavrus, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities

Presenters:
Jessica K. Crowell, Rutgers University
Elizabeth Robertson Hornsby, Southeastern Louisiana University
Darcey Morris, Goucher College
Megan Yahnke, University of Minnesota
Bree Ann Trisler, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities

314058  2:00 PM to 3:15 PM  Hilton  Poe (Second Floor)

**Pi Kappa Delta Business Meeting**

Sponsor: Pi Kappa Delta

Presenters:
Tomeka Robinson, Hofstra University
Chris M. Leland, Azusa Pacific University
Susan Millsap, Otterbein University
Trent Webb, Nassau Community College
Scott L. Jensen, Webster University
Ryan C. Louis, Ottawa University
Jessica L. Furgerson, University of Cincinnati, Blue Ash
Victoria A. Ledford, University of Maryland
Phillip A. Voight, Gustavus Adolphus College
Amorette N. Hinderaker, Texas Christian University
Joel Anguiano, El Paso Community College

Surviving Life's Transitions: Understanding the Interpersonal Dynamics of Family Communication through Resilience, Coping, and Affection Deprivation

Sponsors: Family Communication Division; Interpersonal Communication Division
Chair: Lindsey J. Thomas, Illinois State University
Respondent: Tara G. McManus, University of Nevada, Las Vegas
"Beyond Survival: How Thriving Midlife Couples Enact Resilience after Adverse Experiences" Vincent R. Waldron, Arizona State University; Megan Jacobs Farnworth, University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign
""Okay, I’m not alone": Exploring parental communicative coping through untellable tales" Jennifer A. Jackl, Roanoke College; Rachel McLaren, University of Iowa
"Blended Family Resilience: Communication Practices in Positive Adult Half Sibling Relationships" Bailey M. Oliver, University of Arkansas, Little Rock
"Affection Deprivation in Marital Relationships" Colin Hesse, Oregon State University; Xi Tian, Penn State University

Assessment For Survival

Sponsor: Communication Assessment Division
Chair: Brian J Householder, Rutgers University
Respondent: Rodney A. Reynolds, California Lutheran University
"Assessing satisfaction, learning, and professional outcomes in online graduate communication education: Two studies from a large online professional master’s program" Bart Collins, Purdue University; Jennifer Hall, Purdue University; Jessica R. Welch, Purdue University; Jennifer Kay Ptacek, University of Dayton; Katharine Miller, University of Wisconsin-Whitewater; Meghana Rawat, Purdue University; Devin Knighton, Purdue University; Megan C. Kendall, Purdue University
"Condensed and Uploaded: Comparing Student Learning Outcomes in an Online Summer Class with Outcomes in a Regular Semester" Joshua Boyd, Purdue University; Jessica R. Welch, Purdue University; Christopher R. Roland, Purdue University
"Regimes of Data: A Call for Re-assessment of Assessment" Natalia Rybas, Indiana University East; Andrea M. Quenette, Indiana University East

314062  2:00 PM to 3:15 PM  Hilton  Holiday Ballroom 4 (Second Floor)

Mark L. Knapp Panel Honoring Steve Duck, Sponsored by the Mark L. Knapp Individual Endowment Award Fund

Sponsor: Interpersonal Communication Division
Chair: Amy Janan Johnson, University of Oklahoma
Presenters:
  Steve Duck, University of Iowa
  David T. McMahan, Missouri Western State University
  Erin M. Sahlstein Parcell, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
  Kristen Norwood, Fontbonne University
  Thomas J. Socha, Old Dominion University
  Jennifer Anderson Senchea, St. Cloud State University
  John Nicholson, Mississippi State University
  Masahiro Masuda, Wakayama Medical University
  Stephanie Rollie Rodriguez, Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi

314063  2:00 PM to 3:15 PM  Hilton  Holiday Ballroom 5 (Second Floor)

Top Papers in Organizational Communication

Sponsor: Organizational Communication Division
Chair: Rebecca J. Meisenbach, University of Missouri
Respondent: Marya L. Doerfel, Rutgers University

"Rethinking Organizational Rhetoric: From Identification to Subjectification" Jenna N. Hanchey, University of Nevada, Reno; Peter R. Jensen, University of Alabama

"Surviving Organizational Tolerance of Sexual Harassment: An Exploration of Resilience, Vulnerability, and Harassment Fatigue" Jessica L. Ford, Baylor University; Sonia Rains Ivancic, University of South Florida

"Salience of Stakeholder Groups and Firms’ Motivations for CSR in Three Market Economies: A Ten-Year Content Analysis of CSR Disclosure" Tae Ho Lee, University of Oregon

"Unlearning border defense, undermining white supremacist violence: Renewing the case for interdisciplinary inquiry in organizational communication" Kate Lockwood Harris, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities

314065  2:00 PM to 3:15 PM  Hilton  Paca (Third Floor)
James L. Golden Award Session

Sponsor: Student Section
Chair: Zornitsa D. Keremidchieva, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities
Respondents: Alyssa A. Samek, California State University Fullerton; Kundai Chirindo, Lewis & Clark College; Emily Winderman, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities
"""An Impression of Asian People:" Stereotype & Identity in Ali Wong's Standup Comedy" Eunice Kim, University of Utah
"Beyond participation, toward disparticipation" Matthew Salzano, University of Maryland
"Performing Hysteria in Salpêtrière: A Knotted Rhetoric" Daryn Sinclair, University of Georgia
"Theorizing Ontological Alternatives to Différance: On Intersubjectivity, Dialogism, and Transilience" Clint G. Graves, University of Georgia

314066 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM Hilton Marshall (Third Floor)

Regional Advancement and Promotion Advisory Board
Sponsor: NCA National Office
Presenters:
Leanne M. Bell McManus, Stevenson University
Brigitta R. Brunner, Auburn University
Cheryl A. Casey, Champlain College
Brian L. Heisterkamp, California State University San Bernardino
Jason B. Munsell, University of South Carolina Aiken
Stephen Spates, Missouri State University
Christina Yoshimura, University of Montana
Grace Hebert, National Communication Association

314067 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM Hilton Carroll (Third Floor)

Laughter and Humor in Interaction
Sponsor: Language and Social Interaction Division
Chair: Jessica S. Robles, Loughborough University
"How Humorous Media References are Signaled in Everyday Talk" Sylvia Sierra, Syracuse University
"Laughing matters? Delayed laughter in response to 'delicates'" Mai Yamamoto, Purdue University
"Laughter, Interpersonal Touch, And The Achievement Of Shared Stance In Talk-In-Interaction" Joshua Raclaw, West Chester University
"Managing pain cries with laughter in acupuncture treatment" Kaicheng Zhan, Rutgers University
Training and Development Division Top Papers

Sponsor: Training and Development Division
Chair: Steven D. Cohen, Johns Hopkins University
Respondent: Sachiko Terui, University of Memphis

"The 12 Fundamentals of Highly Effective Communicators: Translating Theory to Pharmacy Practice through Communication Training" Erin Donovan, University of Texas, Austin; Laura E. Brown, University of Texas, Austin; Billy Table, University of Texas, Austin; Cali Lindstadt, University of Texas, Austin

"A Survival Guide to Grantsmanship for Communication Scholars" Sun Joo Ahn, University of Georgia; Lindsay Hahn, University of Georgia

"Mentoring the Next Generation of Communication Academics to Survive and Thrive in Higher Education" Rebecca M.L. Curnalia, Youngstown State University

"“LEADER” Approach for Accepting Dissent: Communicative Practice for Leaders" Mizuki Wyant, University of Oklahoma

“Alternative” Shades of Grey: Communication, Power, and Deception

Sponsor: Public Relations Division
Chair: Dean A. Kruckeberg, University of North Carolina at Charlotte
Respondent: Dennis K. Mumby, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

"Character Assassination as Strategic Communication" Sergei Samoilenko, George Mason University; Carl Botan, George Mason University

"Is CSR a myth?" Mahuya Pal, University of South Florida; Beatriz Andrea Nieto Fernandez, University of South Florida

"The Dark Side of Engagement" Oleg Kashirskikh, National Research University Higher School of Economics; Katerina Tsetsura, University of Oklahoma

"The Dark Side of Public Relations: A Systematic Literature Review" Chiara Valentini, Jyväskylä University School of Business and Economics; Dean A. Kruckeberg, University of North Carolina at Charlotte

Spirituality for Survival in Conflict-Ridden Times: Emerging Interdisciplinary Directions in Environmental, Political and Intercultural Communication, and Peace and Conflict Resolution
Sponsors: Environmental Communication Division; International and Intercultural Communication Division; Spiritual Communication Division

Chair: Sumanth Inukonda, La Guardia Community College

Presenters:
Becky L. DeGreeff, Kansas State University
Malcolm A. Jason, North Dakota State University
Priya Kapoor, Portland State University
Lara Lengel, Bowling Green State University
Victoria Newsom, Olympic College
Curtis J. Sullivan, Embry Riddle Aeronautical University (Prescott, AZ Campus)

Respondent: John P. McHale, Illinois State University

3:30 PM

316005 3:30 PM to 4:45 PM  
Baltimore Convention Center 325 (300 Level)

Wakanda and the Contemporary Cultural Zeitgeist: Interrogating Celebration, Co-optation, and Criticism of Marvel's Black Panther

Sponsor: American Studies Division
Chair: Randy Duncan, Henderson State University
Respondent: Claudia Bucciferro, Rochester Institute of Technology

"Making a King: A Transmedia History of Black Panther as Response to Eurocentric Narratives of Africa" Bryan J. Carr, University of Wisconsin-Green Bay

"Politics by Other Means: Interrogating the Alt-Right's Surprising Embrace of Black Panther and Wakanda" Julie A. Davis, College of Charleston; Robert George Westerfelhaus, College of Charleston

"Hail to the King!" Jack Kirby and the Comic Book Roots of the Black Panther" Matthew J. Smith, Radford University

316006 3:30 PM to 4:45 PM  
Baltimore Convention Center 326 (300 Level)

Public Dialogue and Deliberation Research in Action

Sponsor: Public Dialogue and Deliberation Division
Chair: Timothy J. Shaffer, Kansas State University

"Catalyzing Deliberation: Building Deliberative Systems to Help Rural Communities Survive and Thrive" Laura W. Black, Ohio University

"Policy Argumentation in Congressional Town Hall Meetings" John Rountree, University of Houston Downtown
"Publicity and Transparency for Social Justice and Equity in Denver Participatory Budgeting" Vincent Russell, University of Colorado, Boulder; Therese Gardner, University of Colorado Boulder

"The Power of Working with One Another: Lessons Learned in Achieving Community Empowerment through Liberating Structures" Tyana J. Ellis, Campbell University; J. Dean Farmer, Campbell University

316007 3:30 PM to 4:45 PM Baltimore Convention Center 327 (300 Level)

**Top Competitive Student Papers in Mass Communication**

Sponsor: Mass Communication Division
Chair: Nicole Martins, Indiana University
Respondent: Lisa Glebatis Perks, Merrimack College

"A Textual-Critical Analysis of NRATV: Employing Inert Media Forms to Normalize Gun-centric Ideology" Robert McMahon, Temple University

"Character Morality, Enjoyment, and Appreciation: A replication of Eden, Daalmans, and Johnson (2017)" Koji Yoshimura, Texas Tech University

"Live together, die alone: The action research methods of Agatha Christie" Timothy P. Appignani, University of Illinois, Chicago

"Mobilization, Demobilization, and Countermovement Mobilization: Exploring the Relationships Between Perceived Media Influence and Social Movements" Eric L. Tsetsi, University of Arizona; Sam Scovill, University of Arizona

316008 3:30 PM to 4:45 PM Baltimore Convention Center 328 (300 Level)

**Hear Me Out, Who I am Matters! Putting the "I" in Survival**

Sponsors: Ethnography Division; Performance Studies Division; Theatre, Film and New Multi-Media Division

Chairs: Claudio Moreira, University of Massachusetts, Amherst; Colby Y. Miyose, University of Hawaii, Hilo

Respondent: Claudio Moreira, University of Massachusetts, Amherst

"The reverberation of belonging around and beyond the DMZ" Eunbi Lee, University of Massachusetts, Amherst

"Training for exhaustion, Training for survival: Black students, the University, and (Un) civil society" Goyland Martell Williams, University of Massachusetts, Amherst

"What war taught me about my academic institute" Diana Kasem, University of Massachusetts, Amherst

"Who am I? The Disease of Colonialism" Colby Y. Miyose, University of Hawaii, Hilo
"Your Body is a Tomb: Survivorship in the Academy"  Katlin "Scarlett" Harrington, University of Denver

316009  3:30 PM to 4:45 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  329 (300 Level)

**Communicating for Survival on the College Campus: Facilitating Sensitive Conversations**

Sponsors: Instructional Development Division; Public Dialogue and Deliberation Division
Chair: Angela Corbo, Widener University

Presenters:
- Ross Brinkert, Penn State University, Abington
- Angela Corbo, Widener University
- Dawn M. Francis, Cabrini University
- Karyn I. Friesen, Lone Star College-Montgomery
- Julie Morgan, Eastern University
- Donna Pawlowski, Bemidji State University
- Theresa A. Russell-Loretz, Millersville University
- Toni S. Whitfield, James Madison University

316010  3:30 PM to 4:45 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  330 (300 Level)

**Im/mobile Black Bodies in Popular Music**

Sponsors: African American Communication and Culture Division; Critical and Cultural Studies Division
Chair: Bryan J. McCann, Louisiana State University

Respondent: Myra S. Washington, University of New Mexico

- "A Fire That Also Freezes: Affective Kindling and the (Im)mobilizations of Bodies and Speech in Childish Gambino’s “This is America”"  Jason A. Crane, Ohio University
- "A Rhetoric of Guerilla Redress: An Examination of the Commodification of Black Pain in Childish Gambino’s “This is America”"  Kesha James, University of Georgia
- "Childish Gambino’s Reclamation of the Black Dancing Body"  Jennifer L. LeMesurier, Colgate University
- "Listening to Music in Cars While Black: Popular Music, Automobility, and the Murder of Jordan Davis"  Amanda Nell Edgar, University of Memphis

316011  3:30 PM to 4:45 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  331 (300 Level)
Organizational Communication and Sport: Exploring Organization Culture, Socialization, Crisis, Exit, and Coach-Parent Interaction

Sponsor: Communication and Sport Division
Chair: Alan Jay Zaremba, Northeastern University
Respondent: Greg G. Armfield, New Mexico State University

"MLB’s Neocolonial Practices in the Dominican Republic Academy System"  Patrick Gentile, University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa

"I hope nobody treats your children like you treated our son”: An exploratory investigation of coach-parent communication”  Brian K. Richardson, University of North Texas; Rebecca D. Boneau, University of North Texas; Amnee Elkhalid, University of Missouri

"Surviving Scandal and Organizational Dialectics: The Ohio State University Urban Meyer Case"  Dave Potter, Mid-Plains Community College; Joshua Young, Oklahoma City University

"‘Next Person Up’: Understanding Collegiate Student-Athletes’ Socialization Experiences with Teammate Exit"  Joseph L. Fontana, Clemson University; Gregory A. Cranmer, Clemson University; Michael Sollitto, Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi

316012  3:30 PM to 4:45 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  332 (300 Level)

National Forensics Association Business Meeting

Sponsor: National Forensics Association
Presenters:
Karen R. Morris, University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire
Lisa L. Roth, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Christopher P. Outzen, Truman State University
Stephen P. Hagan, McKendree University
Sadé A. Barfield, University of Northern Iowa
Megan Koch, Illinois State University
Richard E. Paine, North Central College
Larry G. Schnoor, Minnesota State University, Mankato
Justin J. Rudnick, Minnesota State University, Mankato
John P. Boyer, Lafayette College
Nicole Freeman, University of Central Missouri
Chad Meadows, Western Kentucky University
Kevin Hill, University of Wisconsin-Whitewater
Kevin Mardirosian, Wayne State University
Craig Heyne, Illinois State University
Emily Trader, Bradley University

316013  3:30 PM to 4:45 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  333 (300 Level)
Argument Pedagogy for Political Survival

Sponsor: Argumentation and Forensics Division
Chair: Jeffrey P. M. Drury, Wabash College
Presenters:
  - Emily Berg Paup, College of Saint Benedict
  - Pamela Conners, Gustavus Adolphus College
  - Edward A. Hinck, Central Michigan University
  - Nicole Emily Hurt, University of Georgia
  - Nicholas S. Paliewicz, University of Louisville
  - Ryan Solomon, Colgate University

316014  3:30 PM to 4:45 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  334 (300 Level)

Economics and Communication Ethics: Conversations in Political and Cultural Studies of the Economy

Sponsor: Economics, Communication, and Society Division
Chair: Andrew Tinker, Middle Tennessee State University

"Cyber Attacks and Corporations: Communication Ethics and the Economy"  Matthew P. Mancino, Indiana University South Bend
"Making a Living, Together: Communication Ethics in the Political Economies of Cities"  Austin David Hestdalen, Duquesne University
"Modernity and the Neoliberalization of Communication Ethics: Hannah Arendt and the Conflation of Public and Private Spaces"  Andrew Tinker, Middle Tennessee State University
"The Communicative Promise of Civil Labor: Collaborative and Cooperative Work in an Age of Economic Precarity"  Craig T. Maier, Duquesne University

316015  3:30 PM to 4:45 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  335 (300 Level)

Deconstructing Anti-Muslim Rhetorics in the Contemporary Political Climate: Beyond Survival, Toward Thriving

Sponsors: International and Intercultural Communication Division; Peace and Conflict Communication Division; Political Communication Division; Rhetorical and Communication Theory Division
Chairs: Fatima Zahrae Chrifi Alaoui, San Francisco State University; Haneen Ghabra, Kuwait University
Presenters:
  - Hana Masri, University of Texas, Austin
  - Shereen F. Yousuf, University of Wisconsin-Madison
  - Shadee Abdi, San Francisco State University
  - Noor Ghazal Aswad, University of Memphis
316016  3:30 PM to 4:45 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  336 (300 Level)

Surviving (Through) Truths: Constructions of Race, Ethnicity, and Citizenship in Direct-to-Consumer Genetic Testing

Sponsor: Critical and Cultural Studies Division
Chair: Allison Blumling, University of Utah
Respondent: Rachel E. Dubrofsky, University of South Florida

"""Tell Me Who I Am": White Privilege, Genetic Appropriation and the Search for Distinctiveness in Direct-To-Consumer Ancestry Testing"  Allison Blumling, University of Utah; Tina M. Harris, Louisiana State University

"An Autoethnographic Analysis of Genetic Ancestry Results and the Shifting Contours of Mexican-American Identity"  Leandra Hinojosa Hernandez, Utah Valley University

"Assemblage Analysis: Readings of the Polysemous Text “Ethnicity” in AncestryDNA Spotify Playlists"  Charnell Peters, University of Utah

"Criminality, Citizenship, and DNA Capture in the Case of the Golden State Killer"  Margaret Moreo, Louisiana State University

"Live in the Know: Surveillance and Race in 23andMe’s Storied Advertisements"  Beatriz Andrea Nieto Fernandez, University of South Florida

316017  3:30 PM to 4:45 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  337 (300 Level)

Black Caucus and the African American Communication and Culture Division's Meet and Greet

Sponsors: African American Communication and Culture Division; Black Caucus

Presenters:
Tara Reed, Tarrant County College South
Ashley R. Hall, Ithaca College
Sean Upshaw, University of Utah
Kandace Harris, California State University Northridge
Shenita T. Denson, University of Maryland, Baltimore County
Morgan W. Smalls, James Madison University
D.L. Stephenson, Western Connecticut State University
Elizabeth Yvonne Whittington, Texas Southern University
Shardé Marie Davis, University of Connecticut
Dorthy L. Pennington, University of Kansas
Amber Lauren Johnson, Saint Louis University
Marquese McFerguson, University of South Florida
Jenny Korn, Harvard University
Jayne Cubbage, Bowie State University
La Raza Caucus and Latina/o Communication Studies Division Meet-and-Greet

Sponsor: La Raza Caucus
Presenter:
Sarah Upton, University of Texas, El Paso

Transgender, Queer, and Bisexual Communication Studies: Exploring Survival in the Public and Private Spheres

Sponsor: Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer Communication Studies Division
Chair: Jessica Ann Johnson, University of Denver
Respondent: Greg Hummel, State University of New York, Oneonta

"What if you meet someone else?" An Autoethnographic Account of Biphobia and Intimate Partner Emotional Abuse" Bri Ozalas, James Madison University
"From noise to a hush: An example of queering the Public Relations Case Study" Andre A. Favors, Lamar University
"Transgender Identity After Death: Authenticity in Eternity" Stephenson Brooks Whitestone, University of California, Santa Barbara; Howard Giles, University of California, Santa Barbara; Daniel Linz, University of California, Santa Barbara
"Transnational LGBTQ Pride: Whiteness, Health, and Welling in Viceland’s Gaycation" Shinsuke Eguchi, University of New Mexico
"Uncategorizable Orientations on YouTube: Unthinking the Binary with Trans Vloggers and Their Partners" Stevie Berberick, Washington and Jefferson College

Surviving Authoritarian Communication in the U.S., Asia, and Africa

Sponsors: Asian/Pacific American Caucus; Asian/Pacific American Communication Studies Division; Critical and Cultural Studies Division; International and Intercultural Communication Division
Chair: Su Young Choi, Stetson University
Respondent: Chiaoning Su, Oakland University
"Authoritarian communication and the expansion of social peripheralization against energy democracy in South Korea" Su Young Choi, Stetson University
"Sarcasm rather than condemnation: The rhetoric of citizens in Facebook comments criticizing government officials in Bangladesh"  Ashik Shafi, Wiley College

"Silencing tactics? An analysis of controversial remarks of, and reactions to, Congresswoman Ilhan Omar (D-Minn)"  Esmaeil Esfandiary, Tuskegee University

"Verwoerd Speaks: An Analysis of the Architect of Apartheid and his New Authoritarian Rhetoric"  Keren Wang, Penn State University

316021  3:30 PM to 4:45 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  341 (300 Level)

Microaggression and Authority Crisis: Surviving Language Challenges as International Instructors

Sponsor: International and Intercultural Communication Division
Chair: Jing Jiang, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
Presenters:
  Sumaira Abrar, University of New Mexico
  Dhiman Chattopadhyay, Shippensburg University
  Zhao Ding, Gustavus Adolphus College
  Jing Jiang, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
  EunYoung Lee, Florida Gulf Coast University
  Maximilian Spiegel, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
  Dinah Tetteh, Arkansas State University
  Thi Hai Ly Tran, Bowling Green State University
  Fang Wang, Albion College
Respondent: Deepa Oommen, Minnesota State University, Mankato

316022  3:30 PM to 4:45 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  342 (300 Level)

Advancing Theory in the Applied Communication Area

Sponsor: Applied Communication Division
Chair: Corey J. Liberman, Marymount Manhattan College
Respondent: Todd Holm, Marine Corps University

"I wonder if you have 27 seconds to hear about a significant issue?" Introducing the Pique-in-the-Door, Twin-Piques, and Foot-in-a-Pique Techniques"  Katy Harris, University at Buffalo, SUNY; Thomas Hugh Feeley, University at Buffalo, SUNY; John S. Seiter, Utah State University

"Charitable giving in the context of unfamiliar organizations: The effectiveness of construal level theory in predicting donating intentions and antecedents"  Benjamin R. Bates, Ohio University; Shariq I. Sherwani, Ohio University; Mario Grijalva, Ohio University & Pontifica Universidad Catolica del Ecuador
"Mental Health Literacy at The House of Grace: Advancing Relational Health Literacy as a Conceptual Model"  Joy Goldsmith, University of Memphis; Sachiko Terui, University of Memphis

"Motivating and Enhancing the Survival Instinct: Applications of Vested Interest Theory"  Bradley J. Adame, Arizona State University

---

316023  3:30 PM to 4:45 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  343 (300 Level)

**A Status Report on the Surfacing Stage of the 2020 Presidential Campaign**

Sponsor: Political Communication Division
Chair: David Zarefsky, Northwestern University
Respondent: David Zarefsky, Northwestern University

"A Test of Partisan Motivated Reasoning in Presidential Primary Debates"  Mitchell S. McKinney, University of Missouri; Benjamin Warner, University of Missouri

"Issue Surfacing in the 2020 Campaign: A Status Report"  Craig Allen Smith, North Carolina State University

"The Power of Crowds: Rally Size and Coverage of Presidential Elections (1948-2020)"  Sharon E. Jarvis, University of Texas, Austin; Dakota Park-Ozee, University of Texas, Austin

"The Risk of Talking Politics: Do Women Perceive Politics as Risky When Other Women Run?"  Mary C. Banwart, University of Kansas; Elnaz Parviz, University of Kansas

---

316024  3:30 PM to 4:45 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  344 (300 Level)

**Memory, Place, and Public Address**

Sponsor: Public Address Division
Chair: Johanna Hartelius, University of Texas, Austin

"Disabling Public Memory: Public Debate on the University of Cincinnati Radiation Study"  John Lynch, University of Cincinnati

"Fictions of the Queer Past, Frictions in the Queer Present, Flourishing Queer Memory: Tensions Around Queer Counterpublic Memory in the Specter of Stonewall"  Hunter Thompson, University of Colorado, Boulder

"Survival in Public Memory: The Failure of the George Mason Memorial’s Rhetorical Character"  Courtlyn Pippert, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

---

316025  3:30 PM to 4:45 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  345 (300 Level)

**Debate as a Means of Bridging Divides**
Sponsors: American Debate Association; Cross Examination Debate Association
Chair: Danielle O'Gorman, United States Naval Academy
Presenters:
Terrell Taylor, Vanderbilt University
David Cram Helwich, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities
Adrienne F. Brovero, University of Mary Washington
Jacquelyn A. Poapst, George Mason University
William Edwin Jensen, Trinity University
Patrick E. Waldinger, University of Miami
John Katsulas, Boston College
Mikaela Malsin, University of Georgia

316026 3:30 PM to 4:45 PM Baltimore Convention Center 346 (300 Level)

**New Media and Japanese Culture**

Sponsor: Japan-U.S. Communication Association
Chair: Joshua C. Nelson, Central Washington University
Respondent: Rose G. Campbell, Butler University

"Culture of Mobile Phone Novels in Japan: A Comparison of Cultural Particularities of Mobile Phone Novels and Service Providers" Sarah Trinh, Suffolk University

"Gendered Social Media across Cultures: Cross-Cultural Examination of Japanese and American College Students’ SNS Behavior and Narcissism" Kikuko Omori, California State University Sacramento

"Player Construction of Gameplay in r/octopathtraveler: How the Single-Player Japanese RPG Octopath Traveler Invokes Culture, Communication, and Community" Rebecca K. Britt, University of Alabama; Jessica Maddox, University of Alabama

316027 3:30 PM to 4:45 PM Baltimore Convention Center 347 (300 Level)

**Rhetorical Histories and The Frames of Politics**

Sponsor: American Society for the History of Rhetoric
Chair: Ira Allen, Northern Arizona University
Presenters:
Ann E. Burnette, Texas State University
Heather Ashley Hayes, Lewis and Clark College
Michael Lee, College of Charleston
Shawn J. Parry-Giles, University of Maryland
Paul H. Stob, Vanderbilt University
Respondents: Rosa A. Eberly, Penn State University; Ian E. J. Hill, University of British Columbia; John M. Murphy, University of Illinois; Ned O'Gorman, University of Illinois; Timothy Raylor, Carleton College; Mary E. Stuckey, Penn State University

316028   3:30 PM to 4:45 PM   Baltimore Convention Center   348 (300 Level)

**Challenges and Opportunities for Surviving the Digital Divide: Gender, Homelessness, Disability, and Algorithms**

Sponsor: Partnership for Progress on the Digital Divide

Chair: Rod Carveth, Morgan State University

"Unpacking the Gendered Digital Divide: Exploring Women’s Physical and Intellectual Access to ICTs" Jessica Wendorf Muhamad, Florida State University; Juan S. Muhamad, Florida State University

"Power(ing) Up and Connecting in the Unequal Technopolis: Mobile Access and Charging from the Margins” Matthew N. Bui, University of Southern California; Sierra Bray, University of Southern California; Olivia A. Gonzalez, University of Southern California

"Exploring Digital Inequality for Persons with Disabilities: Insights for Bridging the Disability Digital Divide” Susan B. Kretchmer, Johns Hopkins University; Tomasz Drabowicz, University of Lodz

"The Digital Divide 3.0: The Managing Algorithms Divide" Rod Carveth, Morgan State University

316030   3:30 PM to 4:45 PM   Baltimore Convention Center   350 (300 Level)

**Surviving the God Problem: Methodological Issues in Religious Communication Research**

Sponsor: Religious Communication Association

Chair: Mark Ward Sr., University of Houston, Victoria

Presenters:
Mark Ward Sr., University of Houston, Victoria
Kellie A. Brownlee, University of Colorado, Boulder
Kathleen D. Clark, University of Akron
Christine Gardner, Gordon College
Arielle Leigh Leonard, California State Polytechnic University, Pomona
Elaine S. Schnabel, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
Thomas M. Steinfatt, University of Miami
Steven Tramel Gaines, Midland College
Andrew J. Harris, Cedarville University
Do Kyun David Kim, University of Louisiana, Lafayette
Larry J. King, Stephen F. Austin State University
Jessica D. Ptomey, Liberty University
Respondents: Quentin Schultze, Calvin College; Edward Lamoureux, Bradley University

316035 3:30 PM to 4:45 PM Hilton Peale A (First Floor)

**Top Competitive Student Papers in the Communication and Law Division**
Sponsor: Communication and Law Division
Chair: Pamela L. Morris, Indiana University-Purdue University Columbus
Respondent: Pamela L. Morris, Indiana University-Purdue University Columbus
  "Exploring Communicative Constructions of Identity in the Courtroom" Courtney N. Hook, Ohio University
  "Labor without Bodies: Legal Messages about Latinx Immigrant Labor and the Bare Life" Melissa Bartels, North Dakota State University
  "Psychological Reactance Applied to Instruction to Disregard" Jessica Bozeman, Northern Illinois University
  "Assessing the Value of Devotional TV Programs Distributed by Satellite TV Operators" William J. Brown, Regent University

316036 3:30 PM to 4:45 PM Hilton Peale B (First Floor)

**Acting, Improv, and Performance Exercise Exchange**
Sponsor: Theatre, Film and New Multi-Media Division
Chairs: John E. Socas, Bronx Community College; Prairie A. Endres-Parnell, Tarleton State University
Presenters:
  John Chase Soliday, University of Miami
  Barbara Parisi, Long Island Univ, Brooklyn
  Patricia E. Friel, University of Cincinnati
  Chris Qualls, Auburn University
  Cynthia Erin Sampson, Louisiana State University
  Robin Levenson, La Guardia Community College

316038 3:30 PM to 4:45 PM Hilton Johnson (First Floor)

**Top Contributed Student Papers in Performance Studies**
Sponsor: Performance Studies Division
Chair: Jennifer Tuder, St. Cloud State University
Respondent: Jonathan M. Gray, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale
"(Re)productivity: Am I at the Gynecologist or at the University?" Victoria R. Alcazar, University of Massachusetts, Amherst; Carmen Hernandez-Ojeda, University of Massachusetts, Amherst; Porntip Israsena Twishime, University of Massachusetts, Amherst

"The Audience is Empty and Everyone: Viewer as a Blank Category in Regional Arts Production" Brendan McCauley, University of Massachusetts Amherst

"Rehearsing with the II Rehearsal Function: Exploring Possibilities of Imagined Interactions as Performance, Practice, and Pedagogical Methodology" Joshua Hamzehee, Louisiana State University & University of Northern Iowa

"Poetry and Protest: Collectivity in Performing Disidentification" Chandler Lawrence Classen, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

"Protest, Educate, and Contact: Valuing Anti-Stigma Performance through Criticism" Darren J. Valenta, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale

316039 3:30 PM to 4:45 PM Hilton Latrobe (First Floor)

**Marriage, Workplace, and Space: Topics in Interpersonal Conflict**

Sponsor: Interpersonal Communication Division

Chair: Mary E. King, Bloomsburg University

Respondent: Erin Brummett, Bloomsburg University

"Control and conflict: Complicating conflict style and performance in the workplace" Eliza Wagner-Kinyon, Colorado State University

"Relational Turbulence and Openness to Social Network Support for Marital Conflicts" Kellie St.Cyr Brisini, Penn State University; Denise Solomon, Penn State University; Xi Tian, Penn State University

"There is No Away: Where Do People Go When They Avoid an Interpersonal Conflict?" Dale Hample, University of Maryland; Jessica Hample, State University of New York, Oswego

316040 3:30 PM to 4:45 PM Hilton Ruth (First Floor)

**Survival: Peace and Conflict Communication through the High Density Panel**

Sponsor: Peace and Conflict Communication Division

Chairs: Amanda E. Feller, Pacific Lutheran University; Sara J. Holmes, University of North Texas at Dallas

Presenters:

John S. Caputo, Gonzaga University
Ian M. Borton, Aquinas College
Michael L. Zirulnik, The Varsity Project
Rachel M. Espasandin, Portland State University
Eddah Mbula Mutua, St. Cloud State University
Gregory Paul, Kansas State University
Paula V. Hopeck, Bloomsburg University
First Lady Media Relations: Communication Survival Strategies from Hilary Clinton to Melania Trump

Sponsor: Public Relations Division
Chair: Lisa M. Burns, Quinnipiac University
Respondent: Alison Nicole Novak, Rowan University

"From Traditional to Modern-Day First Lady: First Lady Michelle Obama and the Effective Use of Strategic Communication" Shaniece Bickham, Nicholls State University

"Melania Trump’s Bullied Pulpit: Media Relations for an Embattled First Lady" Tammy R. Vigil, Boston University

"Soldiering On: Lisa Caputo, Marsha Berry and First Lady Hillary Rodham Clinton" Anne Mattina, Stonehill College

"Speaking from the “Velvet Pulpit”: Media Relations and the Office of the First Lady Laura Bush" Erika Cornelius Smith, Nichols College

Feeding the Resistance: Food Activism, Social Change, and Survival

Sponsor: Activism and Social Justice Division
Chair: Lauren Paige Hunter, University of Maryland

Presenters:
- Constance Gordon, San Francisco State University
- Garrett Broad, Fordham University
- Ross Singer, Saginaw Valley State University
- Casey Ryan Kelly, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
- Leda M. Cooks, University of Massachusetts, Amherst
- Megan Koch Schraedley, West Chester University
- J. Jacob Jenkins, California State University Channel Islands
- Molly Irelan, California State University Channel Islands
- Megan Umana, California State University Channel Islands

316043  3:30 PM to 4:45 PM  Hilton  Key Ballroom 3 (Second Floor)

Can and Should the Discipline's Most Popular Basic Course-Public Speaking-be Taught Online? Is it a Matter of Disciplinary Survival? A Debate!

Sponsor: Basic Course Division
Chair: Janice Thorpe, University of Colorado, Colorado Springs

Presenters:
- Melissa Broeckelman-Post, George Mason University
- Sherwyn P. Morreale, University of Colorado, Colorado Springs
- William P. Huddy, Metropolitan State University of Denver
- Jennifer A. Keohane, University of Baltimore

Respondent: Susan Ward, Delaware County Community College

316044  3:30 PM to 4:45 PM  Hilton  Key Ballroom 4 (Second Floor)

Social Exchange and Self-Disclosure via Twitter

Sponsor: Human Communication and Technology Division
Chair: Alexandra Schaefer Hinck, Cornell University

""I Definitely Did Not Report It When I Was Raped… #WeBelieveChristine #MeToo": A Content Analysis of Disclosures of Sexual Assault on Twitter"  Bonnie Elene Deal, San Diego State University; Lourdes Martinez, San Diego State University; Brian H. Spitzberg, San Diego State University; Ming-Hsiang Tsou, San Diego State University

""It happened to #metoo."": A qualitative analysis of broken privacy boundaries on Twitter"  Amy Jo Ellefson, University of Southern Mississippi

"Emotional People, Places, and Tweets: A Case Study of the Trayvon Martin Event based on Geotagged Twitter Data"  Lulu Peng, Penn State University; Omer Yalcin, Penn State University; Shipi Dhanorkar, Penn State University; Guangqing Chi, Penn State University
"Interpersonal Arguments on Twitter"  Ioana A. Cionea, University of Oklahoma; Amy Janan Johnson, University of Oklahoma

316046  3:30 PM to 4:45 PM  Hilton  Key Ballroom 6 (Second Floor)

**Health Information Seeking and Uncertainty Management**

Sponsor: Health Communication Division
Chair: Nathan Walter, Northwestern University

"Information Seeking in Response to Environmental Health Risk Messages"  Shelly R. Hovick, Ohio State University; Elisabeth Bigsby, University of Illinois; Samuel Wilson, University of Illinois

"Online Information Seeking and Pre-Exposure Prophylaxis awareness among Drug Users Without HIV"  Yerina S. Ranjit, Yale University; Roman Shrestha, Yale University; Michael Copenhagen, University of Connecticut; Frederick Altice, Yale University

"Fake News and Information Seeking Behavior: Effects of Social Media Misinformation in Public Health Risk Events on Individuals’ Attitudes, Beliefs, and Behavioral Intentions"  Haejung Shin, University of Missouri; Elizabeth Behm-Morawitz, University of Missouri

"Seeking Normative Information to Reduce Uncertainty and Make Decisions: A Longitudinal Study"  Jie Zhuang, Texas Christian University; Ashley Guidry, Texas Christian University

""What does it Mean to not Know?": Understanding Different Forms of Problematic Integration in Chronic Illnesses"  Kai Kuang, Bloomsburg University

316048  3:30 PM to 4:45 PM  Hilton  Key Ballroom 8 (Second Floor)

**The Women’s March: Rhetorical Survival or Bust?**

Sponsors: Activism and Social Justice Division; Feminist and Women Studies Division
Chair: Tyler Snelling, University of Iowa
Respondent: Carly S. Woods, University of Maryland

"Digitally Creating Space: Invention and Reception of the Disability March"  Tyler Snelling, University of Iowa

"Disparticipating for Survival"  Matthew Salzano, University of Maryland

"Intersectionality and Settler Femininities in the 2017-2019 Women’s March"  Taylor N. Johnson, University of Utah

"More Than a Feeling: Ego-Function, Pantsuit Nation, and the 2017 Women’s March on Washington"  E. Brooke Phipps, University of Maryland, College Park
### Which Rhetorical Theories Survive? Traditions and New Directions for Rhetorical Theory

**Sponsor:** Rhetorical and Communication Theory Division  
**Chair:** Craig R. Smith, California State University Long Beach  
**Respondent:** Craig R. Smith, California State University Long Beach

- "A Habermasian Perspective of Religion in the Public Sphere: The Papal Address as an Agent of Change for Environmental Rights Student Paper" Delaney Harness, University of Texas, Austin
- "Racial Rhetorical Situatedness: A rethinking of the rhetorical situation" Kristiana L. Báez, University of Iowa
- "Re-Visioning an Enduring Theory: Invitational Rhetoric" Pat Arneson, Duquesne University
- "The Rhetoric of Orality in Communication History" Joe E. Hatfield, University of Colorado, Boulder

---

### Spaces of Resistance

**Sponsor:** Rhetorical and Communication Theory Division  
**Chair:** Joan Faber McAlister, Drake University

- "'Radio Free Dixie' from Cuba to the American South: Rhetorical Cartographies of Black Political Leadership" Kate Siegfried, Texas A&M University
- "'You'll never take our free time': Alternative government Twitter accounts as rhetorical resistance" Kaitlyn Haynal, University of Pittsburgh
- "Children of the Earth: Fractured Family Land in Aboriginal Australia" Rachel Presley, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities
- "Re-Mapping as Resistance: The Mothers of Missing Migrants Caravan and Oppositional Transnational Mobility" Elise N. Homan, University of Utah
- "When Art Takes Over the Border" Carolina Nieto Ruiz, University of Washington, Seattle

---

### Critical Conversations about the Future of Feminist Organizing

**Sponsor:** Feminist and Women Studies Division  
**Chair:** Marissa L. Wiley, University of Kansas  
**Respondent:** Bobbi J. Van Gilder, Weber State University
"Communicating with/in the Fourth: Feminist Horizons in the New Public Sphere" Mick Brewer, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale

"Containing Voices of Memory: Lesbianism, Second-Wave Feminism, and the Queer Mnemonic Voice-Outtake in "MAKERS: The Women Who Make America"" Kyle Christensen, Huntingdon College

"Feminist organizing in a global society: Organizational identity, power, and voice in AF3IRM" Elaina Helene Eakle, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

"Huddles or Hurdles? How Geo-Spatial Mapping Messaged Conditions of Exclusion in the Aftermath of the Women's March" Alyson Farzad-Phillips, University of Maryland

"Talking survival: Feminist communication questions for artificial intelligence (A.I.)" Maureen Ebben, University of Southern Maine

---

**Moving from "Survive" to "Thrive": Professional Development for Women Faculty in the Communication Discipline**

Sponsor: Women's Caucus
Chair: Erika M. Thomas, California State University Fullerton
Presenters:
- Jessica McKinley, Sinclair Community College
- Lisa K. Hanasono, Bowling Green State University
- Nathalie Desrayaud, Florida International University
- Shavonne Shorter, Bloomsburg University

---

**Embodying and Materializing Burkean Rhetoric**

Sponsor: Kenneth Burke Society
Chair: Bryan Crable, Villanova University
Respondent: Naette Y. Lee, University of Maryland

"Beyond Verse and Rhetoric: Kenneth Burke and Performance" Casey Berner, Independent Scholar

"Memories that Bleed: Recalcitrance, Public Violence, and Visibility at Montgomery’s Peace and Justice Memorial" Katrina A. Marks, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

"Opening the Burkean Cycle: Disciplining the Body through Purification" Micki Ann Burdick, University of Iowa

"Swinging Along: Burkean Catharsis and the Postracial Promise of (White) "American" Jazz" Jaclyn S. Olson, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

"Technologizing the Imaginative: Rhetorical and Material Consequences of CT Scanners in Hospitals" Kinjal Dave, Data & Society Research Institute
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Venue</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 3:30 PM to 4:45 PM | Hilton Calloway (Second Floor) | **Surviving Interruptions, Interrupting Survival: The End and Ends of Life in Michael J. Hyde’s The Interruption That We Are**  
Sponsor: Communication Ethics Division  
Chair: John Rief, Duquesne University  
Respondent: Michael J. Hyde, Wake Forest University  
"Éthos, Topoi, and Ethical Dwelling in the Work of Michael J. Hyde" Michael R. Kearney, Duquesne University  
"Pathology and the Interruption That We Are: What Does Pathology Say About Health and Illness?" David Errera, Duquesne University  
"Reaching Completeness: The Interruptions of Plastic Surgery" Katherine Rogers, Duquesne University  
"The Mindfulness Practice as Interruption: Seeking Health within the Limits of Transient Global Amnesia and Demyelinating Disease" Annette M. Holba, Plymouth State University |
| 3:30 PM to 4:45 PM | Hilton Holiday Ballroom 1 (Second Floor) | **Explorations of Disability, Identity and Culture Through Narrative Analysis and Autoethnography**  
Sponsors: Disability Issues Caucus; Ethnography Division  
Chair: Keith Nainby, California State University Stanislaus  
Respondent: Keith Nainby, California State University Stanislaus  
"Don’t Touch the Glass: An Autoethnography on Being Held For Observation in a Mental Health Clinic for Depression" Lucy C. Niess, Arizona State University  
"Forming the Transitional Identities: Mothers of Child with Down Syndrome" Haiying Kong, Grand Valley State University  
"Stares and Prayers" Leland G. Spencer, Miami University, Hamilton  
"“You don’t have it!”: Exploring survival through a shared chronic illness family identity of ankylosing spondylitis" Robert D. Hall, University of Nebraska-Lincoln |
| 3:30 PM to 4:45 PM | Hilton Holiday Ballroom 2 (Second Floor) | **Can We Just Survive? Examining the Ways in Which Parents and Children Talk to Each Other**  
Sponsor: Family Communication Division  
Chair: Jessica Kahlow, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee |
Respondent: Gretchen L. Bergquist, California State University San Bernardino

"Benefits and Barriers in Nonresidential Parent-Child Relationships: A Qualitative Study of Both Adolescent and Parent Perspectives"  Becky L. DeGreeff, Kansas State University; Melinda Stafford Markham, Kansas State University; Erin Guyette, Kansas State University

"Taking sides and feeling caught: Communicative complications for immediate family members of estranged parent-child dyads"  Kristina M. Scharp, University of Washington, Seattle; Kyle Kubler, University of Washington; Tiffany R. Wang, University of Montevallo

"Turning Points in Positive Relational Development Between Adult Children-in-law and a Parent-in-law"  Jaclyn S. Marsh, University of Nebraska-Lincoln

""A Second-Chance at Being a Parent”: Grandparent Caregivers’ Reported Communication and Parenting Practices with Co-Residential Grandchildren”  Jessica Freeman, University of Tennessee, Chattanooga; Jessica Elton, Eastern Michigan University; Andrea Lambert South, Northern Kentucky University

316061  3:30 PM to 4:45 PM  Hilton  Holiday Ballroom 3 (Second Floor)

Listening for Survival

Sponsor: International Listening Association
Chair: Gayle M. Pohl, University of Northern Iowa

"Sharing Stories of Racism: The Limits of Listening and the Persistence of Hope"  Anjuli J. Brekke, University of Washington; Naheed (Gina) Aaftaab, University of Washington; Ralina Joseph, University of Washington

"Strategic Listening: The Pathway to World Peace"  Andrew D. Wolvin, University of Maryland; Annie Rappeport, University of Maryland

"It’s not so much what you say”: Nurses perspectives on listening in the context of dementia care"  Anne M. Stone, Rollins College

316062  3:30 PM to 4:45 PM  Hilton  Holiday Ballroom 4 (Second Floor)

Talking to Survive and Survivors Talking: A Panel Discussion of Engaged Communication Scholarship

Sponsors: Activism and Social Justice Division; Applied Communication Division; Critical and Cultural Studies Division; Ethnography Division; Family Communication Division; Feminist and Women Studies Division; Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer Communication Studies Division; Interpersonal Communication Division; Rhetorical and Communication Theory Division

Chair: Kyra Pearson, Loyola Marymount University

Presenters:
Robert L. Ballard, Pepperdine University
Colleen Colaner, University of Missouri
Organizational Communication Division Business Meeting

Sponsor: Organizational Communication Division
Presenters:
  Rebecca J. Meisenbach, University of Missouri
  Marya L. Doerfel, Rutgers University
  Angela Gist-Mackey, University of Kansas
  Matthew A. Koschmann, University of Colorado, Boulder
  Jeffrey W. Treem, University of Texas, Austin

Surviving the University System in a Neoliberal Context

Sponsor: Student Section
Chairs: Kyle P. Colglazier, Texas A&M University; Rebecca Costantini, Texas A&M University
Presenters:
  Myles Mason, University of Colorado, Boulder
  Ryan Bince, Northwestern University
  Max W. Plumpton, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
  Rebecca Costantini, Texas A&M University
  Kyle P. Colglazier, Texas A&M University
Respondent: Kathleen E. Feyh, Syracuse University

Diversity Council Business Meeting

Sponsor: NCA Diversity Council
Presenters:
  Rachel Alicia Griffin, University of Utah
  Brian Grewe, University of Denver
  Michael Lechuga, University of New Mexico
  Ashley Noel Mack, Louisiana State University
Cooperation, Resistance and Control across Contexts

Sponsor: Language and Social Interaction Division
Chair: Jessica S. Robles, Loughborough University

"Searching for Hope: A Conversation Analysis of Making Sense of Cancer Patients’ Justification of Wellness in Medical Encounters" Dacheng Zhang, Arizona State University; Patricia Costa, San Diego State University; Ambarta Noor, San Diego State University

"The Insert Sequence in Police Traffic Stops: An Organizational Basis for Cooperation" Mardi J. Kidwell, University of New Hampshire

"‘I Just Need A Yes Or No’: Resisting Transformative Answers In U.S. Senate Hearings" Marissa Caldwell, West Chester University; Joshua Raclaw, West Chester University

"‘You’re a part of the opioid crisis”: College students’ peer interaction about their own substance use and misuse” Danielle Pillet-Shore, University of New Hampshire

Training and Development Division Business Meeting

Sponsor: Training and Development Division

Presenters:
Elissa Arterburn Adame, Arizona State University
Michael L. Forst, Maine Youth Action Network
Craig L. Engstrom, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale
Cody M. Clemens, Marietta College
Liane M. Gray-Starner, Ohio University
Ralph Gigliotti, Rutgers University
Piyawan Charoensap-Kelly, University of Alabama, Huntsville
DeAnne Priddis, Middle Tennessee State University
Amanda Ruth Slone, University of Kentucky
Lacey Corey Brown, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale
Leanna Hartsough, University of Kentucky
Helping Autistic Students (and Their Instructors) Survive the Communication Classroom

Sponsor: Community College Section
Chair: Christina L. Ross, Tarrant County College Northwest
Presenters:
  Robert James Glenn, III, Owensboro Community and Technical College
  Theresa Ford, Bellevue College
  Gary Deaton, Transylvania University
  Ava Jenkins, Tarrant County College Northwest

316074  3:30 PM to 4:45 PM  Hilton  Douglass (Third Floor)
Communicating Health as a Matter of Survival: Individual, Institutional, and Identity Based Socially Constructed Approaches

Sponsor: Communication as Social Construction Division
Chair: Sally O. Hastings, University of Central Florida
Respondent: John Nicholson, Mississippi State University

"Who Has Time to Pack a Healthy Snack?" Surviving Social Comparison and Impostor Phenomenon in the Context of Motherhood"  Amy Duchsherer, University of Mary; Kelli J. Chromey, South Dakota State University
"Coming to Terms with Temporality in Online Health Communities for Dysthymia" Ellen J. Defossez, University of Denver
"How Computerized Evaluation Forms Construct and Direct “Communication Skills” in Medical Education"  Grace Ellen Peters, University of South Florida
"Misnomer of how Autistic Children Communicate" Nicole Jones, Western Illinois University

5:00 PM

317064  5:00 PM to 6:30 PM  Hilton  Holiday Ballroom 6 (Second Floor)
NCA Presidential Address and Awards Presentation

Sponsor: NCA National Office
Chair: Trevor Parry-Giles, National Communication Association

"The Coming Dark Age and the Future of Scholarly Associations"  Star A. Muir, George Mason University

6:30 PM
NCA Intercaucus Reception
Sponsors: Asian/Pacific American Caucus; Black Caucus; Caucus on Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer Concerns; Disability Issues Caucus; La Raza Caucus; NCA Diversity Council; NCA National Office; Women's Caucus

Sunday
November 17, 2019

8:00 AM

Body Diversity in Media
Sponsor: Mass Communication Division
Chair: Larissa Terán, University of Arizona
Respondent: Kate S. Kurtin, California State University Los Angeles
"#Realbodies: An experiment testing the impact of viewing lingerie advertisements on women’s self-concept" Ashton Gerding Speno, Southern Illinois University, Edwardsville; Jennifer Lewallen, Fresno City College
"#thedarkestshade: Racial Voyeurism Through Digital Media Discourse" Alison Yeh Cheung, University of Utah
"Body Diversity in Social Media: A Comparative Content Analysis of Corporate versus Grassroots Approaches" Joshua Hendrickse, Florida State University; Natalie Edwards-Heller, Florida State University; Ryan O'Connor, Florida State University
"Heteroglossia with Curly Hair: The Body in Transhumanist Media" Jessica Laurhen-Aletha Noe, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

Theorizing for Survival: New Approaches in Environmental Communication
Sponsor: Environmental Communication Division
Chair: Jay A. Frank, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities
Respondent: Chris Ingraham, University of Utah
"Scaffolding for survival: Constructing an object-oriented ontology for rhetoric's ecological turn" Jacob Andrew Miller, Kansas State University
"The climate change sublime: Leveraging the immense awe of a planetary threat"  Sean Quartz, University of Montana

"Thinking Through Nature: Discursive and Affective Assemblages in China and the West"  Elizabeth Brunner, Idaho State University

__403009  8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Baltimore Convention Center  329 (300 Level)___

**Combatting American Hegemonies: Black Performance, Representation, and Survival in American Cultures**

Sponsor: American Studies Division
Chair: Joshua Young, Oklahoma City University
Respondent: Samuel Miller, Lane College

"Affective Foreclosure"  Max W. Plumpton, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

"Get Out and the Legacy of Sundown Suburbs in Post-racial America"  Elizabeth A. Patton, University of Maryland, Baltimore County

"Hegemony, Slavery in Colonial North Carolina, and Episode 2 of Outlander’s Season 4: “Do No Harm”"  Valerie Lynn Schrader, Penn State University, Schuylkill

"‘Get Used to It!’: Black Normalcy, White Panic and N.W.A.’s Acceptance into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame"  Kaitlin N. Graves

__403010  8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Baltimore Convention Center  330 (300 Level)___

**Geography, Architecture, and Gentrification**

Sponsor: Critical and Cultural Studies Division
Chair: Scott Mitchell, University of Wisconsin-River Falls
Respondent: Casey R. Schmitt, Gonzaga University

"Incorporating Revolutionary Designs: Walking Cities and the Determination of Rhetorical Invention in Architecture"  Dylan Rollo, Northwestern University

"PULSE and Circulation: Place and the Pathways of Publicity"  Zac Parker, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

"The Replacement of the Sixth-Street Bridge: Creating Gentrifying Urban Built Environments"  Jaime Guzmán, California State University Los Angeles

"‘There Is No Ideology and Never Has Been.’ The Machinic Unconscious of the Dana-Thomas House"  John Arthos, Indiana University

__403011  8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Baltimore Convention Center  331 (300 Level)___
Representation and Visibility in Media Messages

Sponsor: Mass Communication Division
Chair: Christopher S. Josey, University of Missouri

"Advancing the Model of Representation: An examination of a unifying approach to understand media stereotypes across media content" Christopher S. Josey, University of Missouri; Travis L. Dixon, University of Illinois

"Moved to justice: The persuasive potential of socially-conscious films on social justice concerns" Guan Soon Khoo, Roanoke College; Erin Ash, Clemson University

"Oscar Bait and the Representation of Marginalized Identities: A Quantitative Content Analysis of Oscar-Nominated Films" Abigail Reed; Victoria Villanti, Florida State University; Elilu Cabreros, Florida State University; Vaibhav S. Diwanji, Florida State University

"The Role of Existing Stereotypes in Processing Fictional Narrative: Implications for the Effects of Mediated Contact" Matea Mustafaj, University of Michigan; Sonya Dal Cin, University of Michigan

"Viewer Perceptions of Stepfamilies, Stepfathers, and Stepmothers in Media" Jenna LaFreniere, Texas Tech University; Narissra M Punyanunt-Carter, Texas Tech University; Mary Norma Norman, Texas Tech University; Malinda Colwell, Texas Tech University

---

403012 8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Baltimore Convention Center 332 (300 Level)

My Soul Looks Back and Wonders: A Discussion on Surviving Racial Trauma

Sponsor: African American Communication and Culture Division
Chair: D.L. Stephenson, Western Connecticut State University

Presenters:
Elizabeth F. Desnoyers-Colas, Georgia Southern University
Tina M. Harris, Louisiana State University
Andre E. Johnson, University of Memphis
Lionnell Smith, University of Memphis
Dianna Watkins-Dickerson, University of Memphis
Courtney N. Wright, University of Tennessee
Tywana Chenault, Voorhees College

---

403013 8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Baltimore Convention Center 333 (300 Level)

Cracking the Cracked Up System: Evocative Autoethnographies of Surviving Identity Oppression

Sponsor: Ethnography Division
Chairs: Katrina Webber, University of Connecticut; Jennifer Bender, University of South Florida
Surviving and Thriving: Encouraging Women of Color in Academia

Sponsor: La Raza Caucus
Chair: Flor Leos Madero, Angelo State University

Presenters:
Zazil Elena Reyes García, University of the Incarnate Word
Clariza Ruiz De Castilla, California State University Long Beach
Shera D. Carter-Sackey, San Jacinto College

Communication Predictors and Processes the Influence Academic Outcomes and Success: Exploring Cognitive, Psychological, and Behavioral Links

Sponsor: Instructional Development Division
Chair: Margaret A. Thorwart, West Virginia University

Respondent: Kristen Farris, Texas State University

"Instructional Feedback and Cognitive Processes: Using Goals Progress Theory to Understanding Feedback Rumination" Brandi N. Frisby, University of Kentucky; Jessalyn I. Vallade, University of Kentucky; Renee Kaufmann, University of Kentucky

"Surviving in College: The Effect of Students’ Information-Seeking Strategies on their Academic Outcomes" Michael Sollitto, Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi

"An Investigation of Academic Locus of Control, Evaluation Apprehension, and Academic Success" Hailey Gillen Hoke, Weber State University

"Key communication tendencies and their psychological predictors: Regulatory focus, needs satisfaction, and needs frustration" Georgeta Hodis, Massey University Wellington; Flaviu Hodis, Victoria University of Wellington
Citizenship, Religion, and Queering Resistance

Sponsor: Critical and Cultural Studies Division
Chair: Sophie Jones, University of New Mexico
Respondent: Lindsey M. Harness, Alverno College

"(Homo)-normative Investments: Temporality, Embodiment, and Utopia in "It's Time"" Hunter Thompson, University of Colorado, Boulder
"Church and (Deep) State: Constructing Religious Citizenship Through Online Conspiracy Discourse" Megan L. Zahay, University of Wisconsin-Madison
"Under God's Authority: Kim Davis and Queer Politics" Codey Ryan Bills, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
""Make America Nazi-Free Again": Wolfenstein II and MAGA as Fandom" Lucy J. Miller, Texas A&M University

Talking, Praying, and Holding Our Breath: Surviving Raising Black Boys

Sponsor: Black Caucus
Chair: John Frederick, Central Piedmont Community College
Presenters:
Maurice L. Hall, The College of New Jersey
Ronald L. Jackson, University of Cincinnati
Kimberly R. Moffitt, University of Maryland, Baltimore County
Roslyn M. Satchel, Pepperdine University
Adrienne Slaughter, ******
Felicia Stewart, Morehouse College

Surviving Gender and Sexuality: Media Opportunities for Queer Perseverance and Prosperity Through Inclusion and Representation

Sponsor: Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer Communication Studies Division
Chair: Haley R. SchAAF, Arizona State University

"Why not share my story to help someone else?" Affective Publics and YouTube as a Space for Queer Black Mentorship" Keven James Rudrow, University of Memphis
"Presence, Portrayal, and Policy: Sexual Health and Education in Queer Porn Production Companies" Kiersten L. Brockman, University of Memphis; Cameron Lynn Brown, University of Memphis
"Visualizing Men’s Bisexuality: Bi-(In)Visibility and Gay Visual Culture on Instagram" Brandon Rogers, North Carolina State University
"Don’t change who you are for anyone but yourself": Understanding genderqueer experiences with romantic relationships using narrative theory" Hannah Tabrizi, Valdosta State University

"I must be right smack in the middle": A Discourse Analysis of Responses to Mr. Fred Rogers’ Conceivable Bisexuality" Olivia Warfield, University of Memphis

403019 8:00 AM to 9:15 AM Baltimore Convention Center 339 (300 Level)

Codas for Survival: Community, Life, Death and Love in the HIV Epidemic
Sponsor: Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer Communication Studies Division
Chair: Eddie Gamboa, Northwestern University
Presenters:
Liz Barr, University of Maryland, Baltimore County
Ambar Basu, University of South Florida
Deion S. Hawkins, George Mason University
Brendan G. A. Hughes, Metropolitan State University of Denver

403020 8:00 AM to 9:15 AM Baltimore Convention Center 340 (300 Level)

Blood Flowed in the Streets: How Media Shape Public Perceptions of International Crises
Sponsors: Asian/Pacific American Caucus; Asian/Pacific American Communication Studies Division; Critical and Cultural Studies Division; International and Intercultural Communication Division
Chair: Kimberly D. Osborne, Defense Language Institute Foreign Language Center
"Blood Flowed in the Streets: How Media Shape Public Perceptions of International Crises" Kimberly D. Osborne, Defense Language Institute Foreign Language Center; Mushfique Wadud, University of Nevada-Reno

403021 8:00 AM to 9:15 AM Baltimore Convention Center 341 (300 Level)

Examining Mechanisms for Reproducing the Cultural Center
Sponsors: Critical and Cultural Studies Division; International and Intercultural Communication Division
Chair: Ako Inuzuka, University of Pittsburgh, Johnstown
Respondent: Marissa Joanna Doshi, Hope College
"Don’t be controlled by adults": An Exploration of Japaneseness Through Keyakizaka46" Keisuke Kimura, University of New Mexico
"Decoloniality at Play: Colonial Discourse in Serious Games and Possibilities for Decoloniality in Third Spaces" Amanda Rodriguez Espinola, University of Colorado, Boulder

"Jeffree Star Calls Out Tarte: Re-Centering of Whiteness in Beauty Vlogging Community" Kamela Rasmussen, University of New Mexico

"Welcoming Difference or Reinforcing the Status Quo? The (Mixed) Influence of Multicultural Television Viewing on Multicultural and Gender Attitudes in South Korea" Hyun Tae Kim, University of Southern California; Nathaniel Curran, University of Southern California

 Surviving the 2018-19 U.S. Government Shutdown: Crisis, Politics, and Social Support

Sponsor: Applied Communication Division
Chair: Ericka Menchen-Trevino, American University

"# Shutdown: Surviving the Government Shutdown Crisis" Bolanle A. Olaniran, Texas Tech University

"# ShutdownStories: Personal Narratives in a Hyperpartisan Environment" Ericka Menchen-Trevino, American University; Kurt Allen Wirth, American University

"From “Mostly Democrats” to “Patriots”: Rhetorical Constructions of Government Workers during the 2018-2019 Partial Shutdown" Alberto Gonzalez, Bowling Green State University; EunYoung Lee, Florida Gulf Coast University

"Surviving Government Shutdown: A Content Analysis of Social Support Messages on Twitter" Yuping Mao, California State University Long Beach; Sandhya Shimoga, California State University Long Beach; Kurt Allen Wirth, American University; Ericka Menchen-Trevino, American University

 The Trump Watch 2019: The Rhetoric of an Active-Negative President Under Siege

Sponsors: Political Communication Division; Rhetoric Society of America; Rhetorical and Communication Theory Division
Chair: Richard E. Vatz, Towson University

Presenters:
Mary L. Kahl, Penn State Erie, The Behrend College
Kathleen E. Kendall, University of Maryland
Theodore F. Scheckels, Randolph-Macon College
J. Kanan Sawyer, West Chester University
Judith S. Trent, University of Cincinnati
Paula J. Youra, University of Lynchburg
Richard E. Vatz, Towson University
403024  8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Baltimore Convention Center  344 (300 Level)

**Public Religion and Spirituality**

Sponsors: Public Address Division; Spiritual Communication Division
Chair: Monica Adele Couvrette, Linn-Benton Community College and Oregon State University


"Preaching for Survival: Jimmy Swaggart’s “I Have Sinned” and the Evangelical Rhetorical Community"  Mark Ward Sr., University of Houston, Victoria

"“A Passionately Compassionate Nation” Prophesized: Metaphor, Social Criticism, and the Black Vegan Jeremiad of Clifton Roberts"  Terrell Jake Dionne, University of Colorado, Boulder

403025  8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Baltimore Convention Center  345 (300 Level)

**Surviving Tradition: The State of the State (Tournament)**

Sponsor: American Forensic Association
Chair: Lee Mayfield, James Madison University

Presenters:
   Najla Ghazi Amundson, Concordia College
   Gina L. Jensen, Webster University
   Andrea Carlile, South Dakota State University
   Karen R. Morris, University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire

Respondent: Michael H. Bauer, Ball State University

403026  8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Baltimore Convention Center  346 (300 Level)

**Data-Driven Evaluation of, and Advocacy for, Competitive Debate Programs**

Sponsor: Cross Examination Debate Association
Chair: David Cram Helwich, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities
Respondent: Adrienne F. Brovero, University of Mary Washington

"Applications of Debate Research"  Allison C. Harper, Emory University

"Leveraging Debate Data for Program-Building: A Prototype and Proposal"  Jordan M. Foley, University of Wisconsin-Madison

"Meeting Students Where They Are: Student Reactions to Different Debate Formats."  Travis Cram, Western Washington University
"Middle School Debate, Academic Achievement, and Engagement" Coleen Reyes, Baltimore Urban Debate League

"Need for and Progress on Creating a National Debate Collaborative" Robert Groven, Augsburg University

"RATEing Debate Participation's Impacts on Novice Judges and Competitors" David Cram Helwich, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities

403027 8:00 AM to 9:15 AM Baltimore Convention Center 347 (300 Level)

**Rhetorics of Survival in Pragmatism and the Survival of Pragmatist Rhetoric**

Sponsor: American Society for the History of Rhetoric

Chair: Justin Pehoski, University of Texas, Austin

"Food Truck Culture, American Thought, and the Aesthetic-Affective Rhetoric of Everyday Life" J. Nautiyal, Gonzaga University

"Peircean Rhetoric and Pragmatist Body Feminisms" Peter D. Simonson, University of Colorado, Boulder

"Pragmatism as Religious Rhetoric" Paul H. Stob, Vanderbilt University

"Rhetorical Sociology and the Management of Public Discourse" Robert Danisch, University of Waterloo

"William James, Pragmatic Resilience, and the Rhetoric of Stoicism" Scott Stroud, University of Texas, Austin; Clayton L. Terry, University of Texas, Austin

403030 8:00 AM to 9:15 AM Baltimore Convention Center 350 (300 Level)

**Understanding Technology and Religious Rhetoric**

Sponsor: Religious Communication Association

Chair: Malcolm A. Jason, North Dakota State University

"In the Image of God: The Bible Lens App, Smartphones, and Faith in the Age of Selfies" Jim Trammell, High Point University

"Mediatization and Church Online: Exploring the Possibilities and Pitfalls of Online Worship Services" Wes Hartley, Regent University

"Open Source Religion: The Ownership of Religious Data and its Effects on Communication" Andrew Ventimiglia, Illinois State University

403035 8:00 AM to 9:15 AM Hilton Peale A (First Floor)

**48 Hours of Chaos: Documenting Charlottesville at the Front Lines**

Sponsor: Visual Communication Division
Chair: Alec R. Hosterman, Longwood University

"48 Hours of Chaos: Documenting Charlottesville at the Front Lines”  Alec R. Hosterman, Longwood University

---

403036  8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Hilton  Peale B (First Floor)

**Whispers of Privacy: The Right to be Left Alone in an Age of Fake News, Digital Media, Ubiquitous Surveillance, and Corporate Shenanigans**

Sponsor: Communication and Law Division

Chair: Eric Gander, Baruch College, CUNY

"Interpreting the Mosaic: An Originalist Examination of the Fourth Amendment and Emerging Surveillance Techniques"  Eric Gander, Baruch College, CUNY

"Privacy: The Antidote to Reasoned Discourse"  David Grassmick, Cope Ehlers, P.C.

"The Right of Privacy: Can it survive corporate consumption?"  Jeremiah Hickey, St. John's University

"“Getting Things Right” in Warrantless Wiretapping: Privacy, Ethics, and the Rule of Law During the Obama Administration"  Catherine Langford, Texas Tech University

---

403038  8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Hilton  Johnson (First Floor)

**Surviving the Past: Artifacts and Performances of Formative Queerness**

Sponsors: Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer Communication Studies Division; Performance Studies Division

Chairs: Colin T. Whitworth, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale; Anna Wilcoxen, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale

Respondent: Ragan Fox, California State University Long Beach

"A Lecture on Cats and Queerness"  Elizabeth Whitney, Borough of Manhattan Community College, CUNY

"A Little Respect: Femme-Boy Excess for Genderqueer Thriving"  Anna Wilcoxen, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale

"Cinderella's Slipper, or My Feet Growing Sideways"  Colin T. Whitworth, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale

"Clumsy Metaphors of Death and Deviance"  Dustin B. Goltz, DePaul University

"Daffodil Farm"  Amy K. Kilgard, San Francisco State University

"Embracing the sissy in me: Re/scripting my childhood queerness for surviving and thriving today’s queer worldmaking"  Greg Hummel, State University of New York, Oneonta

"None of this is me"  Daniel W. Heaton, Capital University

"Pitching a Tent at Pride: Seeking Sanctuary in Queer Spaces"  Hannah Grace Trew, The University of Iowa

"The First Parade"  Miranda Dottie Olzman, University of Denver
### Competitive Papers in Interpersonal Communication: Studies of Advice-Giving, Compliance-Gaining, Affectionate Writing, and Nonverbal Rapport

**Sponsor:** Interpersonal Communication Division  
**Chair:** Patricia Gettings, University at Albany, SUNY

- "Beyond Stereotypes: Analyzing Gender and Cultural Differences in Nonverbal Rapport" Gary Bente, Michigan State University; Daniel Roth, Universitat Wurzburg; Eric R. Novotny, Michigan State University; Ahmad Al-Issa, University of Sharjah
- "Linguistic Influences on the Outcomes of Imposed Advice" Lyn M. Van Swol, University of Wisconsin-Madison; Jihyun Esther Paik, University of Wisconsin-Madison; Andrew Prahl, 2Nanyang Technological University
- "Message Characteristics of the Pique Technique" Katy Harris, University at Buffalo, SUNY; Thomas Hugh Feeley, University at Buffalo, SUNY; John S. Seiter, Utah State University
- "The Effects of Affectionate Writing on Changes in Trait Affection and Relational Satisfaction During Military Deployments: An Application of Affectionate Exchange Theory" Alaina Marie Veluscek, Arizona State University; Laura K. Guerrero, Arizona State University

### Beyond Survivorship: Examining Peacebuilding Structures of Identity, Method and Paradigm

**Sponsor:** Peace and Conflict Communication Division  
**Chairs:** Rachel M. Espasandin, Portland State University; Sara J. Holmes, University of North Texas at Dallas

**Respondent:** Michael L. Zirulnik, The Varsity Project

- "Amani Mashinani (Peace at grassroots): A Peacebuilding Model for Post-Conflict Survival" Eddah Mbula Mutua, St. Cloud State University; William Kiptoo, Mennonite Central Committee, Kenya
- "Building Systems of Survival with Communities of Care" Gregory Paul, Kansas State University
- "Having Survived: Middle-Age in Post-Good Friday Northern Ireland" Ian M. Borton, Aquinas College
- "Understanding Survival: A Call to Adapt Our Paradigm as Peacebuilders" Amanda E. Feller, Pacific Lutheran University
Stakeholder Perception and Crisis

Sponsor: Public Relations Division
Chair: Corey B. Davis, University of Wisconsin-Whitewater
Respondent: Joshua M. Bentley, Texas Christian University

"Integrating Crisis Communication and Organizational Stigmatization: Synergistic Revelations for Theory and Practice" W. Timothy Coombs, Texas A&M University

"Nuancing the lifecycle of a crisis: From organizational channel selection to stakeholder perceptions of personal and organizational communicative responsibility” Leah M. Omilion-Hodges, Western Michigan University; America L. Edwards, University of Central Florida

"The Case for Post-Crisis Persuasion: Testing Message Convergence and the Importance of Facts in a Police Shooting” Tyler Grant Page, Mississippi State University; Brooke M. Fowler, University of Maryland

Communication Strategies for Student Engagement

Sponsor: Community College Section
Chair: Steven Tramel Gaines, Midland College

Presenters:
Linda Bowen, Georgia State University
Susan E. Colon, City Colleges of Chicago
Carolyn Cross, Houston Community College
Crystal Daugherty, University of Southern Mississippi
Alex Dejean, East Los Angeles College
Clark W. Friesen, Lone Star College-Tomball
Andrea Fuentes, South Texas College
Robert James Glenn, III, Owensboro Community and Technical College
Jessica McKinley, Sinclair Community College
Jane Midea Hercules, Georgia State University

Flow: Understanding the Power, Influence, and Spirituality of Song

Sponsor: Spiritual Communication Division
Chair: Daniel Liguori, Seminole State College of Florida

Presenters:
Ryan Humphrey, Utah Valley University
Some 'Big Picture' Ideas Related to Human Communication and Technology Use

Sponsor: Human Communication and Technology Division
Chair: Jacob A. Dickerson, Berea College

"Ego-involvement, online community membership, and content sharing, seeking, and creation: Confirmation of correlational relationships predicted by the Mediated Skewed Diffusion of Issues Information theory" Bree L. McEwan, DePaul University; Christopher J. Carpenter, Western Illinois University

"Millennials and Social Media Usage: The Perception of Digital Natives as Communicators" Breanna Forgione, University of Scranton; Hyuk Jun Cheong; Sufyan Mohammed, University of Scranton

"Social media signals in communication research" William Bejarano, Rutgers University; Katherine Ognyanova, Rutgers University; Xizi Ru, Rutgers University; Minkyung Kim, Rutgers University

"The Rhetorical Fantasy of Algorithms" Serena Hicks, University of Nevada, Las Vegas

The Promises and Challenges of Social Media in Health Promotion

Sponsors: Health Communication Division; Human Communication and Technology Division
Chair: Courtney Lynam Scherr, Northwestern University

"Hashtag Health: College Health on Social Media and Students’ Motivations to Follow, Interact, and Share their Social Media Content" Evan K. Perrault, Purdue University; Grace M. Hildenbrand, Purdue University; Seth Paul McCullock, Purdue University; Katie Schmitz, Purdue University; Kirstin N. Dolick, Purdue University

"Strategies for LHDs to Gain Adolescent Followers on Social Network Sites (SNS): “Monkey See, Monkey Do”" Tanisha L. Watkins, Purdue University; Ashleigh Nicole Shields, Purdue University

"Grassroots Mental Health Advocacy Groups Use of Advocacy Strategies in Social Media Messaging" Sarah M. Smith-Frigerio, Columbus State University

"Survival of the #fittest: The effect of fitspiration content on the self-esteem and self-worth of young adults" Tahleen A. Lattimer, University at Buffalo, SUNY; Kelly E. Tenzek, University at Buffalo, SUNY; Janet Yang, University at Buffalo, SUNY
"Sharing to appear good: Examination of a 2x2 framework of self-presentation motives on sharing and commenting of fitness tracking records on social media"  Xueying Zhang, University of Alabama; Kimberly R. Baker, University of Alabama

403048  8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Hilton  Key Ballroom 8 (Second Floor)

Mothering In/As Survival: Charting the Intersections Of Motherhood
Sponsors: Black Caucus; Feminist and Women Studies Division
Chairs: Ashley R. Hall, Ithaca College; Rico Self, Louisiana State University
Presenters:
Ashley Noel Mack, Louisiana State University
Rico Self, Louisiana State University
Goyland Martell Williams, University of Massachusetts, Amherst
Leandra Hinojosa Hernandez, Utah Valley University
Sarah Upton, University of Texas, El Paso
Ashley R. Hall, Ithaca College

403049  8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Hilton  Key Ballroom 9 (Second Floor)

Rhetorical Cartographies of Dispossession: Countermapping as a Practice of Survival
Sponsor: Rhetorical and Communication Theory Division
Chair: Heather Ashley Hayes, Lewis and Clark College
Respondent: Heather Ashley Hayes, Lewis and Clark College
  "A Place Among Places / Cities of Mutation"  Jose Angel Maldonado, University of Puget Sound
  "Hita La'mon [It’s Up to Us]: The Remapping of Archipelagos & Oceanic Borders"  Tiara R. Na'puti, University of Colorado, Boulder
  "McLuhan and “The Wall!”"  Armond R. Towns, University of Richmond
  "Regenerative Cartographies: Mapping Food Justice Ecologies Amid Gentrification"  Constance Gordon, San Francisco State University

403050  8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Hilton  Key Ballroom 10 (Second Floor)

Are Struggles Ephemeral? Critical Analyses of Place, Space, and Cultural Historiographies.
Sponsor: Rhetorical and Communication Theory Division
Chair: Bernadette Marie Calafell, Gonzaga University
Respondent: Bernadette Marie Calafell, Gonzaga University
"Mediating the Rhetorical Situation: Affordances in the Digitalization of “Subtlety, or the Marvelous Sugar Baby”"  Tyler Snelling, University of Iowa

"Remixing History: Contentious historiography survives through Al Jazeera’s Palestine Remix"  Kate Rich, University of Texas, Austin

"Spiritual Harm and the Rhetorical Construction of Sacred Space"  Allison Morris Niebauer, Penn State University

"The Ligiades Martyrs Monument: A Rhetorical Biography"  Christopher Richter, Hollins University

403051  8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Hilton  Key Ballroom 11 (Second Floor)

**Surviving the Binary? Teaching Gender Communication in a Gender Fluid World**

Sponsor: Women’s Caucus

Chair: Heidi Hamilton, Emporia State University

Presenters:
- Elizabeth K. Eger, Texas State University
- Heidi Hamilton, Emporia State University
- Kimberley Hannah-Prater, University of Maryland
- Dawn M. Lovegrove, Holyoke Community College
- Denise Oles-Acevedo, Iowa State University
- Erika M. Thomas, California State University Fullerton
- Michelle T. Violanti, University of Tennessee
- Gust A. Yep, San Francisco State University

403052  8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Hilton  Key Ballroom 12 (Second Floor)

**Moving Beyond Fear: Lifestyle Incongruence, Hope, Humor, and Self-Conscious Emotions**

Sponsor: Health Communication Division

Chair: Elisabeth Bigsby, University of Illinois

"Social Smoking Among High and Low Sensation Seekers: A test of Moderate Fear Appeal and Lifestyle Incongruence"  Halimatou Tankari, High Point University; Virginia McDermott, High Point University

"Don’t Scare Me, Give Me Hope, and I Will Heal: Patient Perceptions of Their Physicians and Response to Emotional Appeals"  Shariq I. Sherwani, Ohio University

"Creating Hope about Social Issues through Communication"  Youllee Kim, Penn State University

"Making others laugh is the best medicine: Humor orientation, health outcomes, and the moderating role of cognitive flexibility"  Timothy Curran, Utah State University; Anastacia Janovec, University of Georgia; Kimberly Olsen, Utah State University
"An Initial Test of the Impact of Self-conscious Emotions on Compliance with Social Norms in the Context of Living Organ Donation"  Jie Zhuang, Texas Christian University

403055     8:00 AM to 9:15 AM      Hilton      Mencken (Second Floor)

**NCA Qualitative Research Working Group II**

Sponsor: NCA National Office

Presenters:
- Jimmie Manning, University of Nevada, Reno
- Tony E. Adams, Bradley University
- Devika Chawla, Ohio University
- Laura L. Ellingson, Santa Clara University
- Julia Moore, University of Utah
- Siobhan E. Smith-Jones, University of Louisville
- Sarah Jane Tracy, Arizona State University
- David T. McMahan, Missouri Western State University
- LaKesha Anderson, National Communication Association

403056     8:00 AM to 9:15 AM      Hilton      Blake (Second Floor)

**In Times of Resistance: Surviving Social Justice in the Classroom**

Sponsor: Activism and Social Justice Division

Chairs: Tara B. Perry, Western Washington University; Michelle Marie Jackson, Glendale Community College

Presenters:
- Tara B. Perry, Western Washington University
- Michelle Dusseau, University of Central Florida
- Jessica Wendorf Muhamad, Florida State University
- Spoma Jovanovic, University of North Carolina, Greensboro
- Mary E. Domenico, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
- Tasha R. Dunn, University of Toledo
- Navita Cummings James, University of South Florida

403057     8:00 AM to 9:15 AM      Hilton      Calloway (Second Floor)

**Enacting Respect: Challenges and Ethics of Interviewing Trauma Survivors**

Sponsor: Women's Caucus

Chair: Margaret R. LaWare, Iowa State University

Presenters:
- Sarah C. Bishop, Baruch College, CUNY
- Valeria Fabj, Lynn University
- Michelle A. Holling, California State University San Marcos
Surviving Attacks on Higher Education: Communication in the Wake of the College Admissions Bribery Scandal

Sponsor: Family Communication Division
Chair: Maxine Gesualdi, West Chester University
Presenters:
Elizabeth A. Williams, Colorado State University
Ashley Jones-Bodie, University of Mississippi
Kristi Wilkum, University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh
Elizabeth Munz, West Chester University

Disability, the Law and Public Judgments: Navigating, Resisting and Transforming Policy and Positions

Sponsor: Disability Issues Caucus
Chair: Sarah Parsloe, Rollins College
Respondent: Sarah Parsloe, Rollins College
"A Narrative Examination of the Impact of Parent Caregivers' Communication Action Context When Navigating the Michelle P. Waiver" Whittney Darnell, Northern Kentucky University
"Building Wealth, Figuring Capacity: The PA ABLE Act and Rhetorics of Disability Policy" John T. Moist, University of Illinois
"Legal Discourse: Disability, Gender, Race, and the Pregnant Body" Mary C. Dickman, University of Massachusetts, Amherst
"Surviving Ableist Complaints about New Communication Technologies and the ‘Real World’" Elizabeth S. Parks, Colorado State University; Jessica S. Robles, Loughborough University

Surviving Misconceptions and Their Hold on Organizational Communication

Sponsor: Organizational Communication Division
Chairs: Amy K. Way, Villanova University; Shawna Malvini Redden, California State University Sacramento

Presenters:
- Dawna I. Ballard, University of Texas, Austin
- Shiv Ganesh, Massey University
- Kate Lockwood Harris, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities
- Ziyu Long, Colorado State University
- Shawna Malvini Redden, California State University Sacramento
- Rahul Mitra, Wayne State University
- Marnel N. Niles Goins, California State University Fresno
- Amy K. Way, Villanova University

403062  8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Hilton  Holiday Ballroom 4 (Second Floor)

**Relational Maintenance in Interpersonal Relationships**

Sponsor: Interpersonal Communication Division

Chair: Charee M. Thompson, University of Illinois

"A Prototype Analysis of Relationship Stability and its Associations with Relational Quality and Communication" Rene Dailey, University of Texas, Austin; Rudy C. Pett, University of Texas, Austin; Colton Ellis Krawietz, University of Texas, Austin; Darby N. Scott, University of Texas, Austin; Hannah L. Hinton, University of Texas, Austin

"Communal Orientation, Exchange Orientation, Equity and Relational Maintenance" Laura Stafford, Bowling Green State University

"Enacted Relational Maintenance Behaviors in Same-Sex and Opposite-Sex Romantic Relationships" Lindsey Susan Aloia, University of Arkansas; Anuraj Dhillon, California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo

"Relational Maintenance Challenges and Mental and Relational Health: Trait, Day, and Momentary Perspectives" Andy J. Merolla, University of California, Santa Barbara; Jeffrey A. Hall, University of Kansas; Afsoon Hansia, University of California, Santa Barbara

403063  8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Hilton  Holiday Ballroom 5 (Second Floor)

**Paths to and Outcomes of Resistance and Collaboration**

Sponsor: Organizational Communication Division

Chair: Sarah E. Riforgiate, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

Respondent: Guowei Jian, Cleveland State University

"Choosing between community survival and protecting the scenery: Framing the role of place attachment in an intractable conflict over a community wildfire prevention project" Jody L. S. Jahn, University of Colorado, Boulder; Juan Israel Ahumada, University of Colorado, Boulder
"Meeting the challenge of effectiveness in nonprofit partnerships: Examining the roles of partner selection, trust, and communication"  Yannick Atouba, University of Texas, El Paso; Michelle Shumate, Northwestern University

"Resistance, Resilience, and Response-ability: Emphasizing the Collective When Making Sense of Food Insecurity"  Lemuel Scott, University of South Florida

"Stakeholder Tensions in a Case of Anonymous Organizational Whistleblowing"  Brian K. Richardson, University of North Texas; Craig R. Scott, Rutgers University

403065  8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Hilton  Paca (Third Floor)

Skill Development for Organization Survival

Sponsor: Training and Development Division
Chair: Jordan Wagner, Ohio University
Respondent: Krista Hoffmann-Longtin, Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis

"Communications Skills for Survival: Breaking the Glass Ceiling for Latinas"  Brenda Polanco

"Empathy in action: Surviving and thriving in training and development"  Rose Helens-Hart, Fort Hays State University; Craig L. Engstrom, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale

"Exploring Graduate Teaching Assistant Training and Professional Development"  Samantha J. Dunn, Illinois State University

"The Role of Public Speaking at the Walt Disney Company: An Application of Diffusion of Innovations"  Corey Clancy, University of Central Florida; Jonathan Matusitz, University of Central Florida

403066  8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Hilton  Marshall (Third Floor)

Regional President and Executive Director Meeting

Sponsor: NCA National Office
Presenters:
  Star A. Muir, George Mason University
  Trevor Parry-Giles, National Communication Association
  Pamela G. Bourland-Davis, Georgia Southern University
  Cheryl A. Casey, Champlain College
  Chad Edwards, Western Michigan University
  Jerold L. Hale, College of Charleston
  Heather L. Hundley, Middle Tennessee State University
  M. Chad McBride, Creighton University
  Rodney A. Reynolds, California Lutheran University
  Katherine S. Thweatt, State University of New York, Oswego

403067  8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Hilton  Carroll (Third Floor)
Media Psychology and Social Cognition

Sponsor: Communication and Social Cognition Division
Chair: Kaitlin Fitzgerald, University at Buffalo, SUNY

"Ghostbusting the gender gap: The effect of social norms and social referent groups on viewers' intention to watch entertainment"  Kevin J. Kryston, Michigan State University; Allison L. Eden, Michigan State University; Sara Grady; Ezgi Ulusoy, Michigan State University; Sunyoung Park, Michigan State University; Neha Sethi, Michigan State University; David Ewoldsen, Michigan State University

"Using Social Norms and Social Identity to Explain Media Selection and Enjoyment"  Sunyoung Park, Michigan State University; Kevin J. Kryston, Michigan State University; Allison L. Eden, Michigan State University

"Self-Exclusion as a Form of Social Exclusion: The Social Media Context"  Dominik Neumann, Michigan State University; Nancy Rhodes, Michigan State University

"The relationship between collective brain dynamics and audience perceptions of suspense in response to narrative media"  Clare Grall, Michigan State University; Nolan Jahn, Michigan State University; Ralf Schmaelzle, Michigan State University

403068  8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Hilton Tubman (Third Floor)

Communication Education for ALL Students: Serving At-risk, High-need Populations at the K-12 Level

Sponsor: Elementary and Secondary Education Section
Chair: David A. Yastremski, Ridge High School
Respondent: John R. Heineman, Lincoln Public Schools

"Addressing Educational Disparity with Digital Technology Distribution"  Sonny Eugene Kelly, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

"Examining Creative Capacity and Change Agency of Hip-Hop Teaching Artists Under Constraints and Uncertainty in the Music Classroom"  Jabari M. Evans, Northwestern University

"Teaching the "Voiceplace" in Appalachia: Using Contrastive Analysis to Empower Linguistically Diverse Students"  Amy D. Clark, University of Virginia's College at Wise; Lizbeth Phillips, Washington County Public Schools; Grace Bradshaw, Appalachian Writing Project

"The challenges of cultivating trust and teaching critical media literacy in a high poverty neighborhood school"  Yonty Friesem, Columbia College Chicago

"Using Performance to Survive: A social justice workshop with youth in communities of color"  Angela Kariotis, Seton Hall University

403071  8:00 AM to 9:15 AM  Hilton Brent (Third Floor)
Surviving the Tensions of Working as an Assistant Basic Course Director While in Graduate School

Sponsor: Basic Course Division
Chair: Christina E. Saindon, Queensborough Comm College
Presenters:
  Clinton L. Brown, Purdue University
  Kelli J. Chromey, South Dakota State University
  William B. Hoffman, University of Kansas
  Nikki Orth, Penn State University
  Rudy C. Pett, University of Texas, Austin
  Jessica R. Welch, Purdue University
Respondent: Douglas E. Pruim, Purdue University

9:30 AM

Media, Sex, and Relationships

Sponsor: Mass Communication Division
Chair: Joseph M. Sirianni, Niagara University

"A linguistic analysis of sexual content and emotive language in contemporary music genres." Casey B. Hart, Stephen F. Austin State University

"Reconsidering the Pornography Use-Abortion Support Relationship: A Reply to Tokunaga, Wright, and McKinley (2015)" Daniel Hartman, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

"Risky comparisons: An exploration of emerging adults’ sexual media use, hookup experience, and risky sexual behavior" Hilary Gamble, Auburn University, Montgomery

"“Quit being a pussy, I’m the woman”: Sensingmaking female on male rape" Amy May, Shippensburg University; Victoria M. McDermott, University of Alaska, Fairbanks

406008 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM Baltimore Convention Center 328 (300 Level)

Soundtracks of Survival: Writing as a Method of Inquiry

Sponsor: Ethnography Division
Chair: Jennifer Erdely, Prairie View A&M University
Respondent: Chris McRae, University of South Florida

"Musical touring: Road trips, friendships, and autoethnography" Deborah Cunningham Breede, Coastal Carolina University; Jennifer Erdely, Prairie View A&M University

"Songs and stories of and from the road: How independent rock musicians survive tours and tour to survive" Waleed Rashidi, California State University, Fullerton
"Death is not defeat": An (auto)ethnographic account of women, metal music, and grief
Carrie Teresa, Niagara University

Ensuring Survival through Alternative Pedagogies and Research Approaches

Sponsor: Instructional Development Division
Chair: Anna Wright, Illinois College
Respondent: Caroline E. Waldbuesser, Western Connecticut State University

"Communicating Leadership Beyond Classroom Boundaries: An Investigation of Two Leadership Pedagogies" Elissa Arterburn Adame, Arizona State University; Sarah Jane Tracy, Arizona State University; Megan E. Towles, University of Denver; Sophia Town, Arizona State University; Robert J. Razzante, Arizona State University; Cris Tietsort, Arizona State University; Jessica Kay Kamrath, California State University Fullerton; Lou Clark, Arizona State University; Rikki Tremblay, California State University, Fullerton; Jonathan Pettigrew, Arizona State University; Matt Donovan, Arizona State University; Katie Becker, Arizona State University

"Solving communication problems: Using problem-based learning to engage online and face-to-face students in upper and lower division communication courses" Andrea M. Quenette, Indiana University East

"You Did What?!? Graduate Teaching Assistant Misbehaviors in Multi-Section Introductory Communication Courses" Luke LeFebvre, Texas Tech University; Leah E. LeFebvre, University of Alabama; Michelle A. Hershberger, West Virginia University; Shavanna J. Caruso, Texas Tech University; Jackson S. De Vight, Texas Tech University

"Proposing Epistemological Intellectual Development as a Valuable Outcome in Instructional Communication Research" Drew T. Ashby-King, University of Maryland, College Park

Literacy, Language, and Transnationalism

Sponsors: Critical and Cultural Studies Division; International and Intercultural Communication Division
Chair: Eddah Mbula Mutua, St. Cloud State University
Respondent: Hyejung Ju, Claflin University

"Co-constructing Transnational Identity: An exploration of YouTube discourse and insider knowledge" Anna Lee Swan, University of Washington, Seattle

"Engaging with News: Print Media and Literacy Practices in Kerala, India" Deepika Rose Alex, Jawaharlal Nehru University; Subin Paul, University of Iowa

"Intersectional Englishes: (e)Valuating English in the Online Gig Economy" Nathaniel Curran, University of Southern California
"Vernacular Discourse in Sinophone Transnational Space: On Namewee’s YouTube Music Videos"  Hsin-I Sydney Yueh, Northeastern State University

406011  9:30 AM to 10:45 AM  Baltimore Convention Center  331 (300 Level)

The Power of YouTube

Sponsor: Mass Communication Division
Chair: Christina Ashurina Aushana, University of California, San Diego

"Crisis Curation through YouTube Search Results"  Nathaniel R. Gosweiler
"Reading the Adpocalypse: Precarity on YouTube"  Kory Alex Riemensperger, University of Pittsburgh
"The Power of Social Media Celebrity Endorsers: Data Mining and Computerized Textual Analysis of YouTube Comments"  Jin-A Choi, William Paterson University; Wei-Na Lee, University of Texas, Austin; Gary Wilcox, University of Texas, Austin

406013  9:30 AM to 10:45 AM  Baltimore Convention Center  333 (300 Level)

Communication for Survival in Post Obama Neo-Race Realities

Sponsor: African American Communication and Culture Division
Chair: Heather Harris, Stevenson University

Presenters:
Zoe Carney, Texas A&M University
Douglas-Wade Brunton, University of Michigan
Omowale Elson, Stevenson University

406014  9:30 AM to 10:45 AM  Baltimore Convention Center  334 (300 Level)

First Lady Autobiography as Political Communication – Or, How I Survived My Husband’s Presidency

Sponsors: Feminist and Women Studies Division; Political Communication Division; Women's Caucus
Chair: Molly Wertheimer, Penn State University, Hazleton

"Becoming First Lady Michael Obama"  Molly Wertheimer, Penn State University, Hazleton
"First Lady Jacqueline Kennedy’s Political Survival through Rhetorical Silence"  Elizabeth J. Natalie, University of North Carolina, Greensboro
"Lady Bird’s White House Diary—Framing the Johnson Presidency"  Nancy Kegan Smith, Archival Consultant and First Lady Scholar
"Of Struggles Personal and Political: Betty Ford in the White House" Myra G. Gutin, Rider University
"Rosalynn Carter: A Story of Sacrifice and Survival" Paulette Brinka, Suffolk County Community College, Brentwood

406015 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM Baltimore Convention Center 335 (300 Level)

Outreach for Survival: Applying Scholarship through the NCA Anti-Bullying Taskforce
Sponsor: Applied Communication Division
Chairs: Stacy Tye-Williams, Iowa State University; Carol Bishop Mills, Florida Atlantic University; Christina S. Beck, Ohio University
Presenters:
Christina S. Beck, Ohio University
Carol Bishop Mills, Florida Atlantic University
Kelly P. Dillon, Wittenberg University
Garry P. Bailey, Abilene Christian University
Rukhsana Ahmed, University at Albany, SUNY
Keith Berry, University of South Florida
Sally Vogl-Bauer, University of Southern Indiana
Adam C. Earnheardt, Youngstown State University
Katie Margavio Striley, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
Stacy Tye-Williams, Iowa State University

406016 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM Baltimore Convention Center 336 (300 Level)

Baltimore Culture(s): Re-Framing an American City’s Identity Through the Power of Storytelling
Sponsors: Critical and Cultural Studies Division; International and Intercultural Communication Division
Chair: Gregory Adamo, Morgan State University
Presenters:
Laura K. Dorsey-Elson, Morgan State University
Kimberly R. Moffitt, University of Maryland, Baltimore County
Katie Kavanagh O'Neill, University of Pittsburgh
Aaron Henkin, WYPR 88.1FM
Respondent: Aaron Henkin, WYPR 88.1FM

406017 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM Baltimore Convention Center 337 (300 Level)
#SurvivingRKelly: A Critical Analysis of Survival Stories, Hashtag Activism and the Organizational Empowerment of Robert Kelly

Sponsor: Black Caucus
Chair: Jasmin M. Goodman, Howard University

Presenters:
- Kandace Harris, California State University Northridge
- Eletra Gilchrist-Petty, University of Alabama, Huntsville
- Creshema R. Murray, University of Houston, Downtown
- Gina Castle Bell, St. John's University
- Claire Robinson, St. John's University
- Elizabeth Yvonne Whittington, Texas Southern University

Respondent: Kimberly J. Chandler, The University of Mississippi (Ole Miss)

---

406018  9:30 AM to 10:45 AM  Baltimore Convention Center  338 (300 Level)

**More Than Surviving: Thriving During Education Abroad Experiences**

Sponsors: Instructional Development Division; International and Intercultural Communication Division
Chair: Rick Malleus, Seattle University

Presenters:
- Rick Malleus, Seattle University
- Gina Marcello, Georgian Court University
- John R. Baldwin, Illinois State University

---

406019  9:30 AM to 10:45 AM  Baltimore Convention Center  339 (300 Level)

**Celebrity, Culture, and Charisma: Situational Survival**

Sponsor: Caucus on Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer Concerns
Chair: Joe E. Hatfield, University of Colorado, Boulder

Respondent: Leandra Hinojosa Hernandez, Utah Valley University

- "Becoming a Trans Reality Star: The Cisgender Privilege behind Trans Portrayals & the Impact on Future Survivability"  Erika M. Thomas, California State University Fullerton
- "Culture of Tolerance: The U.N.’s Neocolonial Vision of LGBTQ Inclusion"  Matthew Ringard, Syracuse University
- "For the People: The Constitutive Rhetoric of Harvey Milk"  Vera Landrum, University of Southern Mississippi
- "How to Win Friends and Influence Faculty: Examining the Challenges and Success of Creating New LGBTQ+ SafeZone Training in a Historically LGBTQ+ Unfriendly State"  Rick Curry, Lone Star College-University Park
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Respondent</th>
<th>Presentations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>406020</td>
<td>9:30 AM to 10:45 AM</td>
<td>Baltimore Convention Center 340 (300 Level)</td>
<td>Memory's Survival/Surviving Memory</td>
<td>Critical and Cultural Studies Division</td>
<td>Kendall R. Phillips, Syracuse University</td>
<td>Kendall R. Phillips, Syracuse University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;Competing Affects: Victimhood and the Power of Public Memory&quot; Craig Weathers, University of Denver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;Impression and Durability: Feeling Memories of Terror in Disruptive Objects&quot; Zac Parker, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;Mis-Placed Referent: The Lives and Deaths of Material Artifacts&quot; Emily Brennan Moran, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;Renovating Memories of Reconstruction in an Historic Savannah School&quot; James David Maxson, Savannah College of Art and Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>406021</td>
<td>9:30 AM to 10:45 AM</td>
<td>Baltimore Convention Center 341 (300 Level)</td>
<td>Movies, Superheroes, and Narco-Telenovelas: Careful Cultural Readings of Media Texts</td>
<td>Critical and Cultural Studies Division; International and Intercultural Communication Division; Mass Communication Division</td>
<td>Benny LeMaster, Arizona State University</td>
<td>Maria Subert, Hostos Community College</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;Crazy Sexy Asian Men! Intersectionalizing Masculinities in Crazy Rich Asians&quot; Zhao Ding, Gustavus Adolphus College; Kamela Rasmussen, University of New Mexico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;Found in Translation: Global Narcos and Cultural Proximity&quot; Catalina Uribe, Northwestern University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;Why Most Chinese Fans of American Superhero Movies are Girls: The Emptiness of Global Icons and the Gendered Local Fandom&quot; Xiwen Zhang, Temple University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;The Oppressed Can See with Greatest Clarity&quot;: A Co-Cultural Analysis of the Film Get Out&quot; Alyssa Hernandez, Illinois State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>406022</td>
<td>9:30 AM to 10:45 AM</td>
<td>Baltimore Convention Center 342 (300 Level)</td>
<td>Advocating for Species Under Threat: Insights from Risk Communication and Conservation Campaigns</td>
<td>Environmental Communication Division</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chair: Ashleigh Marie Day, University of Texas, Tyler
Respondent: Madrone Schutten Kalil, Northern Arizona University

""No Straw, Please": Examining Zero-waste Through Autoethnography, Performance, and Intersectionality" Briana Erin Avila, San Francisco State University

"Earthquake country: a qualitative analysis of risk communication via Facebook" Catherine E. Lambert, Cornell University

"Manufacturing resilience: Survival rhetoric in the Redwood Genome Project" Melissa M. Parks, University of Utah

"The Role of Cognitive Vulnerability and Sensation-Seeking in Response to Risk Messages about Human-Shark Interaction" Xiaodi Yan, Michigan State University; Maria K. Lapinski, Michigan State University; Lindsay Neuberger, University of Central Florida; Meredith Gore, Michigan State University; Kate A. Grayson-Sneed, Michigan State University

406023  9:30 AM to 10:45 AM  Baltimore Convention Center  343 (300 Level)

**Political Survival Strategies: Candidate Branding in the Surfacing Phase of the 2020 Presidential Race**

Sponsor: Political Communication Division

Chair: Lisa M. Burns, Quinnipiac University
Respondent: Robert E. Denton Jr, Virginia Tech

"Building Brand Recognition: How Presidential Candidates are Harnessing the Power of Design and Visual Rhetoric" Lisa M. Burns, Quinnipiac University; Courtney Marchese, Quinnipiac University

"Media Can Unlock the Key to Madam President" Nichola Gutgold, Penn State University

"With All Due Respect: How Minority Presidential Candidates Navigate Respectability Politics" Brian Chan, University of Illinois at Chicago

"I’m In:" Presidential Campaign Announcement Speeches Among Well Known and Unknown Candidates" Joshua P. Bolton, Loras College

406024  9:30 AM to 10:45 AM  Baltimore Convention Center  344 (300 Level)

**Feminisms, Genders, and Public Argument**

Sponsors: Feminist and Women Studies Division; Public Address Division

Chair: Lee M. Pierce, State University of New York, Geneseo

"Battles in a Sea of Pink: The Pussyhat Project and the 2017 Women's March on Washington" E. Brooke Phipps, University of Maryland, College Park

"Between Leaders and Liberation: NAM’s Socialist Feminism from 1971 to 1972" Chris DiCesare, University of Iowa

"The Meanings and Makings of Rosalee McGee" Jaclyn Nolan, University of Georgia
Debate Education for Survival: A Close Look at the Flourishing and Significance of Debate Education in China

Sponsor: Argumentation and Forensics Division
Chair: Kevin Minch, Truman State University
Presenters:
  - Derek Buescher, University of Puget Sound
  - Scott L. Harris, University of Kansas
  - Xi Li, University of Kansas

After the Computational Turn: Survival through Critical Infrastructure Interventions

Sponsor: Association for the Rhetoric of Science, Technology, and Medicine
Chairs: Wendy K Z Anderson, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities; Damien Smith Pfister, University of Maryland
Presenters:
  - Jonathan S. Carter, Eastern Michigan University
  - Misti Yang, University of Maryland
  - Jeremy David Johnson, University of the Pacific
  - James Alexander McVey, Kansas State University
  - Daniel Faltesek, Oregon State University
  - Julien Wight, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities
  - Raven S. Maragh, University of Iowa
  - Heather Woods, Kansas State University
  - Wendy K Z Anderson, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities

Attending Tournaments isn’t Enough: Having Fun is Central to the Future Survival of Forensics

Sponsor: National Forensics Association
Chair: Richard D. Besel, Grand Valley State University
Respondent: Karen R. Morris, University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire

"'I Know the Awards Assembly Ran Long, But Can We Still Go Bowling Tonight?" Exploring What Can be Done to Make Attending Forensics Tournaments More Fun” Richard E. Paine, North Central College
"Determining the Definition of Fun in Contemporary Society"Jack Shindler, North Central College

"Event-Specific Perceptions of Fun: What Does it Take to Appeal to Oral Interpreters vs. Public Address Speakers?" Justin J. Rudnick, Minnesota State University, Mankato

"Keep the Home Fires Burning: Promoting Perceptions of Fun Outside the Tournament Context" Kacy Abeln Stevens, College of DuPage

"The Phenomenon of Fun as Perceived in Debate: What it Takes to Make a Debater Happy" Lisa L. Roth, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

406030 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM Baltimore Convention Center 350 (300 Level)

Religious Rhetoric and the Role of Pastoral Communication

Sponsor: Religious Communication Association
Chair: Cecil V. Kramer, Liberty University
Respondent: John B. Hatch, Eastern University

"Communication Dynamics of the Decision to Leave Pastoral Ministry" Abram Book, Regent University & Indiana State University

"Pastoral Communication During the Week: An Ethnographic Approach" Shannon E. Bates, Hope International University

"Preaching among Peers and Harnessing Projected Personas" Catherine L. Riley, Wake Forest University

406035 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM Hilton Peale A (First Floor)

Film, War, and Memory: Confronting War as a Collective Survival Strategy

Sponsor: Visual Communication Division
Chair: Kellie Marin, Penn State University
Respondent: Matthew Jordan, Penn State University

"'Let's Have Us an Allegory!' Cold War Security Aesthetics, Threat Identification, and American Anxiety's Dark Reflection in "Bad Times at the El Royale"" Marissa Fernholz, University of Wisconsin-Madison

"Family Values in Times of War (and Peace): Re-enchanting the Memory of the Great Patriotic War in "The Dawns are Quiet Here" (2015)." Ekaterina V. Haskins, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

"Out of the Past: Aesthetic and Recollective Reconstitution in "The Good German"" Nicholas Verbeek, Independent

"The View from Here: Mechanistic and Inanimate Point-of-View Shots in Cinematic Warfare" Derek W. Lewis, Penn State University
Survival in the Global Century: Small Colleges and the Big Benefits of Study Abroad and Other Internationalization Plans

Sponsor: Undergraduate College and University Section
Chair: Barbara R. Burke, University of Minnesota, Morris

Presenters:
- Armeda Celestine Reitzel, Humboldt State University
- Theodore F. Sheckels, Randolph-Macon College
- Kathleen M. Edelmayer, Madonna University
- Lora Cohn, Park University
- Barbara R. Burke, University of Minnesota, Morris
- Liene Ločmele, Vidzeme University of Applied Sciences

Respondent: Robert A Cole, Roger Williams University

Taking Care: Performance as More than Just Survival

Sponsor: Performance Studies Division
Chair: Naomi Petrea Bennett, Louisiana State University
Respondent: Jonathan M. Gray, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale

- "Careful Recovery: Using Performance to Care for My Research Subjects" Stephanie Kilgore Heath, Weber State University
- "Combatting Sadness through Instagram Stories" Wesley Dylan Hernandez, Cerritos College
- "From Surviving to Thriving: My Journey After Loss" Karen S. Mitchell, University of Northern Iowa
- "How Can Performance be Self-Care for a Performance Studies Graduate Student? A Conundrum" Montana Jean Smith, Louisiana State University
- "Interpreting Survival as Self Care" Crystal Lane Swift Ferguson, Mt. San Antonio College
- "Performances of embodied and digital mindfulness as self-care in everyday life" Lyndsay Michalik Gratch, Syracuse University

Work, Sex, Faith, and Veganism: Identity Concerns in Interpersonal Conversations

Sponsor: Interpersonal Communication Division
Chair: Lisa J. van Raalte, Sam Houston State University

- "Navigating Perceived Identity Gaps in Intrafaith Romantic Relationships: "If you were a "good" Christian, you would..."" Arielle Leigh Leonard, California State Polytechnic University, Pomona; Stella Ting-Toomey, California State University, Fullerton; Tenzin Dorjee, California State University, Fullerton
"Working Hard to Make A Good Impression in Daily Life: When Does It Feel Good?" Jess Dominguez, University of Kansas; Shelby Bowman, University of Kansas; Jeffrey A. Hall, University of Kansas; Andy J. Merolla, University of California, Santa Barbara

"I love tater tot casserole, I just make it vegan": Identity management techniques vegans employ to communicate normalcy" Christina Paxman, Minot State University

"I really hope you didn't think that was good 'cause that wasn't good": Negotiating face concerns in sexual conversations" Shawna Harris, Missouri Western State University; Linda Oakleaf, Missouri Western State University; Michael Sewell, Missouri Western State University

---

406041 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM Hilton Key Ballroom 1 (Second Floor)

**Messaging During Crisis**

Sponsor: Public Relations Division
Chair: Derek Moscato, Western Washington University
Respondent: Shari R. Veil, University of Kentucky

"Communicating Resilience During a Crisis: Expanding the Discourse of Renewal" Lindsey B. Anderson, University of Maryland; Sylvia Guo, University of Maryland

"How a Spokesperson Hurts Business by being Evasive in Crisis: Serial Mediation Effects of Identification and Attitudes" David Clementson, University of Georgia

"Image Restoration Studies in Crisis Communication Research: A Scoping Review of Scholarly Sources" Elina Tachkova, Texas A&M University

---

406042 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM Hilton Key Ballroom 2 (Second Floor)

**I Kid You Not, it is a Matter of Survival: Youth Activisms' Rhetorics for Social Change and Protest**

Sponsor: Activism and Social Justice Division
Chair: Jiyeon Kang, University of Iowa
Respondent: Christopher Scott Thomas, College at Brockport

"(Mis)Communication of Student Protest for Road Safety in Bangladesh: A Critical Evaluation of State Response" Mohammad Ala-Uddin, Bowling Green State University

"Climate Ambassadors: The Case of Uganda’s Little Hands Go Green" Kalemba Kimera Kizito

"Feeling out Food Activism: Agitation through the Happy Organization” Tyler Snelling, University of Iowa

"March for Our Lives: Social Media Facilitated Youth Activism on Gun Control" Jingsi Wu, Hofstra University
406043  9:30 AM to 10:45 AM  Hilton  Key Ballroom 3 (Second Floor)

Surviving in the Basic Communication Course: Fully Integrating Students with Disabilities

Sponsor: Basic Course Division
Chair: Anita J. Mixon, Wayne State University
Presenters:
  Patty Ann Bogue, Mississippi State University
  Michelle T. Violanti, University of Tennessee
  Kakali Bhattacharya Chakrabarti, Austin Peay State University
  Jennifer F. Wood, Millersville University
  Jessica Delk McCall, University of North Carolina, Greensboro

406044  9:30 AM to 10:45 AM  Hilton  Key Ballroom 4 (Second Floor)

Blessed are the Damn-Givers: The Role of CMC in Surviving Difficult Times

Sponsor: Human Communication and Technology Division
Chair: Lynnette Grace Leonard, American University in Bulgaria

"A Community of Survivors: Managing the Stigma of Courtesy Incarceration Online"  Lesley A. Withers, Central Michigan University; Shelly Schaefer Hinck, Central Michigan University; Alexandra Schaefer Hinck, Cornell University; Jeffrey Smith, Central Michigan University

"Anticipatory Grief and Self-Care: The Dialectical nature of Online-Based Supports for those with medically fragile/terminally ill Children"  Kirsten Isgro, State University of New York, Plattsburgh

"Online Care for the Invisible Patient: The Role of Computer Mediated Communication in Constructing a Community of Practice of and for Dementia Caregivers"  Sabrina Singh, University of Montana; Garrett S. Shum, Wayne State University

"The Impact of Language Use on Social Support Exchange in an Online Breast Cancer Discussion Group"  Meng Chen, University of California, Davis

406046  9:30 AM to 10:45 AM  Hilton  Key Ballroom 6 (Second Floor)

The Adoption and Effectiveness of Technology-Based Health Promotion

Sponsors: Health Communication Division; Human Communication and Technology Division
Chair: Deya Roy, California State University San Marcos

"The Use of Interactive Technologies in Health Promotion and Education: A Review of Literature on Health Message Modality"  Kai Kuang, Bloomsburg University
"The Effectiveness of Interactivity in Improving Antecedents, Behaviors and Outcomes of Web-Based Health Interventions: A Meta-Analytic Review"  Qinghua Yang, Texas Christian University; Diane M. Millette, University of Miami; Chun Zhou, Florida International University; Michael Beatty, University of Miami; Nick Carcioppolo, University of Miami; George Wilson, University of Miami

"Technological Capital within Aging Populations: Challenges and Recommendations for Online Intervention Uptake" Elizabeth M. Glowacki, Northeastern University; Kate Magsamen Conrad, University of Iowa; Yaguang Zhu, University of Arkansas; Jay M. Bernhardt, University of Texas, Austin

"Applying the Integrative Model of Behavioral Prediction to Identify Predictors of Health Apps Use"  Chul-jooy Lee, Seoul National University; Kwanho Kim, University of Pennsylvania

"Using Technology Adoption Theory and a Lifespan Approach to Develop a Theoretical Framework for eHealth Literacy: Extending UTAUT"  Kate Magsamen Conrad, University of Iowa; Fang Wang, Albion College; Dinah Tetteh, Arkansas State University; Yen-I Lee, Washington State University

406048  9:30 AM to 10:45 AM  Hilton  Key Ballroom 8 (Second Floor)

**Militaries, Women, and Militarized Reproduction**

Sponsors: Critical and Cultural Studies Division; Feminist and Women Studies Division

Chair: Megan McFarlane, Marymount University

Respondent: Mary D. Vavrus, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities

"I Pumped Breastmilk in Iraq": Negotiating Postpartum Identities as a U.S. Servicewoman"  Megan McFarlane, Marymount University

"#OneToughMom: The Martial Maternalism of Women Across the Gun Debates"  Bree Ann Trisler, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities

"Militarizing Surrogacy: Hulu’s The Handmaid’s Tale as an Envisioned Future"  Carrie Murawski, Roanoke College

"The Lure of ISIS: Women, Romance, and Social Media"  Kathleen M. German, Miami University

406049  9:30 AM to 10:45 AM  Hilton  Key Ballroom 9 (Second Floor)

**Politics of Survival: Rhetorical and Communication Scholars of Color Fighting with Research and Publication “Standards” Behind the Door of Academic Capitalism**

Sponsor: Rhetorical and Communication Theory Division

Chair: Shadee Abdi, San Francisco State University

Presenters:
Fernando Delgado, University of Minnesota, Duluth
Bernadette Marie Calafell, Gonzaga University
LeiLani Nishime, University of Washington, Seattle
Jeffrey Q. McCune, Washington University
Shinsuke Eguchi, University of New Mexico
Yea-Wen Chen, San Diego State University
Fatima Zahrae Chrifi Alaoui, San Francisco State University
Gloria Pindi Nziba, California State University San Marcos
Natasha Shrikant, University of Colorado, Boulder
Michael Lechuga, University of New Mexico
Respondent: Shadee Abdi, San Francisco State University

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>406051</th>
<th>9:30 AM to 10:45 AM</th>
<th>Hilton</th>
<th>Key Ballroom 11 (Second Floor)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Communicating Bodies: Exploring Affect, Discourse, and the Power of Performance in Everyday Life</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sponsor: Feminist and Women Studies Division</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chair: Logan Rae Gomez, University of Colorado, Boulder</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Displacing Abjective Affect: Emotional Labor, Television, and Cruel Attachments&quot; Kiah E. Bennett, Colorado State University</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;I’m not Magical, I’m Depressed: Critically Exploring the Effects of Performing #BlackGirlMagic&quot; Laura Oliver, Louisiana State University</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Performing and (Re)producing Colonial Trauma: Embodied Rituals, Shame, and Survival&quot; Mikayla Torres, Syracuse University</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Timing the Speech Act: #SayHerName as a Temporal Performance&quot; Logan Rae Gomez, University of Colorado, Boulder</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>406052</th>
<th>9:30 AM to 10:45 AM</th>
<th>Hilton</th>
<th>Key Ballroom 12 (Second Floor)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Rethinking the Practices of Healthcare Organizations and Physicians</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sponsor: Health Communication Division</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chair: Vinita Agarwal, Salisbury University</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Theory Building as Integrated Reflection: Understanding Physician Reflection Through Communication, Medical Education, and Ethics&quot; Ashley Paige Duggan, Boston College; Allen Shaughnessy, Tufts University School of Medicine</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;From “voodoo” to “medicine”: Turning points that shift patients’ and physicians’ views on acupuncture&quot; Carla L. Fisher, University of Florida; Christopher Durkin, Nellis Family Medicine Residency Program Mike O'Callaghan Military Medical Center; Jason Burchett, Nellis Family Medicine Residency Program Mike O'Callaghan Military Medical Center; Christy J.W. Ledford, Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences; Paul Crawford, MD, Department of Family Medicine F. Edward Hebert School of Medicine Military Primary Care Research Net</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
"Hospital Websites: Assessing Online Accountability Practices"  Asya Cooley, Oklahoma State University

"The Buffering Effect of Healthcare Provider Video Biographies When Viewed in Combination with Negative Reviews: “You Can’t Fake Nice”"  Evan K. Perrault, Purdue University; Grace M. Hildenbrand, Purdue University


406056  9:30 AM to 10:45 AM  Hilton  Blake (Second Floor)

Perspectives on Performance as Survival

Sponsor: Performance Studies Division
Chair: Molly Wiant Cummins, University of Texas, Arlington
Respondent: Bruce Henderson, Ithaca College

"Sure I'll do that!" Academic Survival and Self Care"  Aubrey A. Huber, University of South Florida

"Absurdity as Self Care"  Samuel S. Sloan, Pierce College, Puyallup

"Learning Things We Didn’t Know We’d Need"  Nichole Nicholson, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale

"Performance is How I Know"  Molly Wiant Cummins, University of Texas, Arlington

"Surviving Certain Demise"  Joshua L. Potter-Dineen, Pierce College, Puyallup

406057  9:30 AM to 10:45 AM  Hilton  Calloway (Second Floor)

What’s a Wife to Do? Communication to Survive Scandal

Sponsor: Women's Caucus
Chair: Diana K. Ivy, Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi

Presenters:
Roseann M. Mandziuk, Texas State University
Helen Sterk, Western Kentucky University
Judith S. Trent, University of Cincinnati
Kellie W. Smith, Texas A&M University

406058  9:30 AM to 10:45 AM  Hilton  Poe (Second Floor)

Surviving Graduate Programs While Navigating Family Dynamics

Sponsor: Family Communication Division
Chair: Kurt Lindemann, San Diego State University

Presenters:
Jeanette German, University of Colorado, Boulder
Jenny M. Southard, University of North Carolina, Greensboro
Kelly M. O'Donnell, University of Pittsburgh
Juan Israel Ahumada, University of Colorado, Boulder

406059 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM Hilton  Holiday Ballroom 1 (Second Floor)

Training People of Power: A Survival Guide

Sponsor: Training and Development Division
Chair: Justin G. Foote, Northern State University
Respondent: Audra McMullen, Towson University

"Helping Those who are not Blind See" J. W. Smith, Ohio University
"Signifying, Identifying, and Persuading: Surviving Power Differentials in Instructional Consulting" Kelley F. Macek, Ohio University
"Taking it to the Classroom" Audra McMullen, Towson University
"Teaching Leadership, Team Building, Conflict Management, and Skills for Managing Millennials to Federal Law Enforcement Agencies" Todd Holm, Marine Corps University
"Writing Improvement for Military Officers: I Know You Don’t Really Want Me to "Make It Bleed"" Katy Denman, National Defense University

406061 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM Hilton  Holiday Ballroom 3 (Second Floor)

Surviving Personal, Relational, and Family Conflict at Work

Sponsor: Organizational Communication Division
Chair: Alison Lietzenmayer, Old Dominion University

"Exploring Communication Mechanisms that Explain the Associations between Dual-Earner Couples’ Work-Family/Family-Work Conflict and Relational Satisfaction" Kelly G. Odenweller, Iowa State University; Elizabeth Dorrance Hall, Michigan State University
"Individual, Relational, and Workplace Factors that Shape Communication and Coping in the Context of Family-to-Work Conflict during Periods of Acute Family Stress” Katheryn C. Maguire, Wayne State University; Jamie M. Pond-Cobb, Wayne State University; Krista Brumley, Wayne State University; Shirin Montazer, Wayne State University; Boris Baltes, Wayne State University
"Raising Resilient Daughters: How Mothers Construct Discourses of Resiliency in the Workforce" Colleen Arendt, Concordia University; Audra Kate Nuru, University of St. Thomas
"Surviving Suicide and Cancer: Balancing Significant Loss and an Academic Career" Alexis Zoe Johnson, Arkansas Tech University
"Weathering the Work-Life Challenges of Informal Caregiving: Managing Crises and Coping with Stress" Jessica Elton, Eastern Michigan University; Jeannette W. Kindred, Eastern Michigan University

Interpersonal Communication and Health: Reviews and Research

Sponsors: Health Communication Division; Interpersonal Communication Division
Chair: Anuraj Dhillon, California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo

"Dyadic Communicative Resilience: Predictors and Outcomes among Cancer Patients and Partners" Maria Venetis, Purdue University; Skye Chernichky-Karcher, Bloomsburg University; Helen M. Lillie, Purdue University

"Interpersonal Communication and Coping with Cancer: A Preliminary Systematic Integrative Review" Erin Donovan, University of Texas, Austin; Kristen Farris, Texas State University; Rudy C. Pett, University of Texas, Austin; Genelle T. Sanders, University of Texas, Austin; Jing Li, University of Texas, Austin

"Invalidation of Medical Symptoms by Physicians: State of the Research Literature and Critique" Allyson C. Bontempo, Rutgers University

"I don’t believe it, but I don’t wanna insult him": Dilemmas in responding to family members with doubtful health conditions” Charee M. Thompson, University of Illinois; Sarah Parsloe, Rollins College; Michelle Lorena Acevedo Callejas, Penn State University

#MeToo: Analyzing the Responses of Corporations, Activists, and Journalists amidst Organizational Allegations of Sexual Assault

Sponsor: Organizational Communication Division
Chair: Jaclyn Bruner, University of Maryland

"#MeToo at Work: A Comparative Analysis of Apologia Strategies used by Corporations following Allegations of Sexual Assault” Josie Ganzermiller, Johns Hopkins University; Megan Irene Fitzmaurice, University of Texas, Arlington

"Affective Labor and #MeToo in Organizational Communication" Amanda K. Kennedy, St. Mary's University; Julia Daisy Fraustino, West Virginia University

"Reimagining Justice for Sexual Violence Survivors: Restorative Justice and #InMyWords" Stephanie Madden, Penn State University; Rebecca Alt, Lenoir-Rhyne University

"Silencing Sexual Assault: A Rhetorical Analysis of the Misogynistic Media Coverage of Popular Sexual Assault Cases" Skye Cambre de Saint Felix, University of Maryland
Online Communication: Are We Thriving, Hiding, or Simply Surviving?
Sponsor: Student Section
Chair: Maureen J. Wieland, Purdue University
Presenters:
   Aimee Jeanne Burns, Bowling Green State University
   Mehrnaz Khanjani, University of Iowa
   Benjamin L. Davis, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
   Riley Richards, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
   Henry Goble, Michigan State University

Collective and Exclusive Identities in Online and Offline Communication
Sponsor: Language and Social Interaction Division
Chair: Sylvia Sierra, Syracuse University
   "Functions of Quotation Marking in Online Political Opinions" Jessica S. Robles, Loughborough University; Bingjuan Xiong, University of Colorado, Boulder; Zhoumin Yuan, Nanjing University of Posts and Telecommunications
   "Unwelcome Guests: Cultural discourse analysis of anti-Chinese comments on Indonesian social media" Todd L. Sandel, University of Macau; Sunny Lie, California State Polytechnic University, Pomona
   "“Chaos” at the Charlottesville City Council Meeting: Constructing collective identity through complaint sequences" Jone L. Brunelle, University of Colorado, Boulder
   "“I’m Hair Doctor”: Talking About Hair in a Beauty Supply Retail Store" Sarah Cho, University of Massachusetts, Amherst

Measuring Impact of Civic Media: Five Case Studies in Urban and Rural Settings
Sponsor: Elementary and Secondary Education Section
Chair: Sergio Olalla, Carlos III University of Madrid
Presenters:
   Angela Cooke-Jackson, California State University Los Angeles
   Jabari M. Evans, Northwestern University
   Raquel Jimenez, Harvard University
   Helen Lee, University of Chicago
   Yonty Friesem, Columbia College Chicago
The Politics of Truth-Telling and Forgetting: Rhetorics on Narratives of Remembrance

Sponsor: Rhetorical and Communication Theory Division
Chair: Bryan J. McCann, Louisiana State University
Respondent: Bryan J. McCann, Louisiana State University

"A Distinctly 'New York' Tradition of Memorialization": September 11th, Honorific Streets, and the Spatial Contours of Never-Forgetting" Jaclyn S. Olson, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

"Equipment for Political Living: Toward a Model for Political Crisis Narratives" Marco Ehrl, Kutztown University

"Evental Truth-Telling: Dr. Christine Blasey Ford’s Testimony" Daryn Sinclair, University of Georgia

"The Truth is Not up for Debate: On Rhetoric’s Teleology and Tautological Truth-Form" Joshua Losoya, University of Washington

11:00 AM

---

Media, Body, and Food

Sponsor: Mass Communication Division
Chair: Cheryl A. Casey, Champlain College

"Adolescents’ responses to characters in food ads: An assessment of perceived healthfulness, gender and body size" Aysen Bakir, Illinois State University; Jessica Castonguay, Temple University; Jeffrey Blodgett, University of Houston, Victoria

"Gendered Foods: An exploratory study of associations between marketing communication, gender-based food perceptions, and food consumption patterns." Rudy C. Pett, University of Texas, Austin; Juan Mundel, DePaul University

"Local and Indigenous Food and Cultural Representations in Parts Unknown: A Textual-Industrial Analysis" Mitchell Combs, Colorado State University

"Who Will Help You to Practice Good Health Habits and Who Will Give You Eating Disorders? Analysis of Weight Watchers’ Twitter Network" SangHee Park, University of Wisconsin-Whitewater; Claire Youngnyo Joa, Louisiana State University-Shreveport; Brett Labbe, University of Indiana South Bend

---

College Crucible: Our Stories, Struggles, and Strategies

Sponsors: Ethnography Division; Theatre, Film and New Multi-Media Division
Chair: Lisa M. Tillmann, Rollins College
"College Crucible"  Lisa M. Tillmann, Rollins College

Exploring Reasons for and Responses to Undergraduate and Graduate Student Misbehaviors

Sponsor: Instructional Development Division  
Chair: Sara C. Weintraub, Regis College  
Respondent: Deborah L. Whitt, Wayne State College

"Instructor Responses to Disruptive Student Classroom Behavior: A Study of Brief Critical Incidents" Joseph Chesebro, College at Brockport; Alex Lyon, College at Brockport, SUNY

"“It’s hidden, after all.” A modified Delphi study exploring faculty and students’ perceptions of a graduate professional seminar in communication" Krista Hoffmann-Longtin, Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis; Maria Brann, Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis

"Why do they Drop? Why don't they Drop Officially?" Reasons for and Predictors of College Students’ Course Dropping Behavior” Alice Marianne Fritz, California State University Los Angeles; Sarah Black, California State University Los Angeles

Communicative Mathematics and Technologies of Survival

Sponsor: Critical and Cultural Studies Division  
Chair: Derek W. Lewis, Penn State University  
Respondent: Annie Laurie Nichols, Saint Vincent College

"Bots and the Ontological Confusion of Democratic Deliberation" Benjamin J. Clancy, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

"Mathematics is Ordinary: Some Affinities Between Culture and Computation" Ted Striphas, University of Colorado, Boulder

"Surviving Acceleration: AMAP for an Alternative Acceleration in the Anthropocene" Philip Tschirhart, University of Nevada, Las Vegas

The College Admissions Scandal: An Interdisciplinary Media Examination of Influential Adults and Parental Control

Sponsor: Mass Communication Division
Chair: Travis R. Bell, University of South Florida
Respondent: Janelle Applequist, University of South Florida

"Authority figure? Media framing of college coaches implicated in Operation Varsity Blues" Travis R. Bell, University of South Florida

"Does bribery matter? Comparing attitude toward the college bribery scandal against multi-million dollar donations" Joseph M. Hoffswell, Western Kentucky University

"Helicopter parenting and the 2019 academic admissions scandal" Hailey Gillen Hoke, Weber State University

"The rhetoric of schadenfreude" Jaime Lane Wright, St. John's University

---

408012  11:00 AM to 12:15 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  332 (300 Level)

**Popular Culture and Communication for Survival in Latinx Contexts**

Sponsor: Latino/Latina Communication Studies Division
Chair: Claudia Bucciferro, Rochester Institute of Technology; Roberto Avant-Mier, University of Texas, El Paso
Presenters:
Christopher Anthony Chavez, University of Oregon
Litzy Galarza, Penn State University
Diana Leon-Boys, University of Illinois
Michael Lechuga, University of New Mexico
Roberto Avant-Mier, University of Texas, El Paso
Claudia Bucciferro, Rochester Institute of Technology

---

408013  11:00 AM to 12:15 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  333 (300 Level)

**Exploring New Research in Public Opinion, Opinion Leadership and Persuasion**

Sponsor: Political Communication Division
Chair: Naomi Warren, University of Southern California
Respondent: John Gastil, Penn State University

"Narratives’ Impacts on Political Attitudes: Do Signaling of Persuasive Intent and Fictionality Matter?" Rebecca Frazer, Ohio State University; Melissa Robinson, Slippery Rock University; Silvia Knobloch-Westernwick, Ohio State University

"What Do Superdiffusers Do When They Want to Persuade Someone About Politics on Facebook?" Christopher J. Carpenter, Western Illinois University; Josh Averbeck, Western Illinois University

"When Trust in Media Matters: The Moderating Effects of Media Trust in Public Responsiveness" Yujin Kim, University of Texas, Austin
"An Argument for a Communication Ecology Approach to Public Opinion" Nathan Walter, Northwestern University; Garrett Broad, Fordham University; Sandra Ball-Rokeach, University of Southern California; Yu Xu, University of Southern California

408014  11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Baltimore Convention Center 334 (300 Level)

"Where Are You From?" Racial Ambiguities and Shape Shifting as Performances of Survival

Sponsor: La Raza Caucus
Chair: Robert Gutierrez-Perez, University of Nevada, Reno
Presenters:
  Shantel Martinez, California State University Monterey Bay
  Bernardita Maria Yunis, University of Colorado, Boulder
  Stacey Sowards, University of Texas, El Paso
  Carlos A. Tarin, University of Texas, El Paso
  Sarah Gonzalez Noveiri, University of Denver
  Emily E. Abellon, University of Denver
Respondent: Robert Gutierrez-Perez, University of Nevada, Reno

408015  11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Baltimore Convention Center 335 (300 Level)

Debate and the Far Right

Sponsor: Cross Examination Debate Association
Chair: James Alexander McVey, Kansas State University
Presenters:
  Charles Athanasopoulos-Sugino, University of Pittsburgh
  Corinne Sugino, University of Pittsburgh
  Seth A. Fendley, University of Central Florida
  Rishi Chebrolu, University of Pittsburgh
  Char Reed Van Schenck, Wake Forest University
  CV V. Vitolo-Haddad, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Respondent: Kiranjeet Kaur Dhillon, University of Southern California

408016  11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Baltimore Convention Center 336 (300 Level)

The Final (White) Girl: White Femininity Surviving Horror

Sponsor: Critical and Cultural Studies Division
Chair: Amanda K. LeBlanc, Adams State College
Respondent: Claire Sisco King, Vanderbilt University

"Inheriting the Sins of the Mother: Trauma as Inherited Experience in Ari Aster’s Hereditary" Amanda Firestone, University of Tampa

"White Femininity, Monstrosity, and Survival: A feminist analysis of Happy Death Day and Happy Death Day2u" Leandra Hinojosa Hernandez, Utah Valley University

"Wounded white women: The embodied trauma of prestige horror TV’s women antiheroes" Amanda K. LeBlanc, Adams State College

"‘Be Good to Him and He’ll Be Good to You’: Mothering the Monstrous White Man-Boy in The Boy (2016)" Kyle Christensen, Huntingdon College

---

408017 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Baltimore Convention Center 337 (300 Level)

**Venting is Not Whining: A Diunital Deliberate Dialogue about Waiting**

Sponsors: African American Communication and Culture Division; Performance Studies Division

Chair: Shavonne Shorter, Bloomsburg University

"Piecing It All Together While Waiting" Rhunette C. Diggs, Johnson C Smith University

"There is no Point A to Point B: Time Poverty, the Mommy Track, and Crip Time" Kirsten Isgro, State University of New York, Plattsburgh

---

408018 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Baltimore Convention Center 338 (300 Level)

**Social Media, Culture, and Resistance**

Sponsor: International and Intercultural Communication Division

Chair: Eric Karikari, Towson University

Respondent: Hyejung Ju, Claflin University

"Case Study of Mena Gobran: Surviving Masculine Hegemony in Egypt" Angie Galal, Texas A&M University

"How People Recognize Cultural Differences: Analyzing YouTube Reaction Videos" Eunhui Kim, University of Alabama

"My Body, My Rule! Exiled Iranian Female Celebrity’s Online Wrestling with Misogyny" Mehri Yavari, Texas A&M University

---

408019 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Baltimore Convention Center 339 (300 Level)

**Queer Corp(u)ses: Relishing the Guilty Pleasures of Dreams and Decadence as Queer Survival**
Sponsor: Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer Communication Studies Division
Chair: J. Nautiyal, Gonzaga University

"Amorphophallus Titanum: The Corpse Flower, or, Survivor’s Guilt as the Anemic Bloom of the Queer Undead" Dylan Rollo, Northwestern University

"iZombisexuality: Surviving White Guilt and Heterosexual Privilege by Feeding on Cultural Appropriation" Joan Faber McAlister, Drake University

"The Soundness of Frailty: Queer Dreams of Surviving (with Flowers)" Theodore Albiiniak, San Francisco State University

"To live the orange: New materialist, queer, feminist writing for the sur(viva)l of good ol’ life itself in Hélène Cixous" J. Nautiyal, Gonzaga University

---

**408020  11:00 AM to 12:15 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  340 (300 Level)**


Sponsors: Asian/Pacific American Caucus; Asian/Pacific American Communication Studies Division; Critical and Cultural Studies Division; Feminist and Women Studies Division; International and Intercultural Communication Division; Women's Caucus

Chair: Ambar Basu, University of South Florida

Respondent: Tilottama Karlekar, Temple University

"Discourse of National Healing and Reconciliation: The Burial of Ferdinand Marcos in the Philippines" Orville Tatcho, University of Alabama

"Politically entertained: Exposure to fictional entertainment and attitude towards female politicians" Azmat Rasul, Florida State University; Mian Asim, Zayed University; Mohammad Ehab Rasul, Florida State University

"Working the Hyphen from Below: Here's to Survival and Living to Tell the Story" Rebecca de Souza, University of Minnesota, Duluth

"We had to sink or swim": (Counter)Stories of racialized ethnic identifications among Asians and Asian Americans in Cincinnati, Ohio" Yea-Wen Chen, San Diego State University

---

**408021  11:00 AM to 12:15 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  341 (300 Level)**

**Understanding Chinese Identity/ies and Communication in Various Contexts**

Sponsors: Asian/Pacific American Communication Studies Division; Chinese Communication Association; International and Intercultural Communication Division

Chair: Seokhoon Ahn, Central Washington University

Respondent: Hsin-I Sydney Yueh, Northeastern State University
"Adaptation of Mainland Chinese Labor Migrants in Macao" Bei Ju, University of Macau; Todd L. Sandel, University of Macau

"The Necessity and Possibility of Decolonizing the Understanding of Chinese-ness Alternative Theorizing of Race, Identity, and Power" Tao Zhang, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale

"The Rap of China: The Survival of Hip-Hop Culture in China" Chenmeng Luo, Chongqing University; Zhou Li, Southwest Jiaotong University

"Under “One country, two systems”: How Mainland Chinese students in Macao construct their in-between identities" Chuyue Ou, University of Macau

408022 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Baltimore Convention Center 342 (300 Level)

Resilience and Survival: Established and Emerging Perspectives

Sponsor: Applied Communication Division
Chair: Rowena L. Briones, Virginia Commonwealth University

Presenters:
Rahul Mitra, Wayne State University
Dorothy Feltner, Wayne State University
Will Cooper, Wayne State University
Elizabeth-Ann Pandzich, Wayne State University
Sydney O'Shay Wallace, Wayne State University
Ashleigh Marie Day, University of Texas, Tyler
Brianna Cusanno, University of South Florida
Lori Roscoe, University of South Florida
Patrice M. Buzzanell, University of South Florida
Henry S. Seeger, Purdue University

408023 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Baltimore Convention Center 343 (300 Level)

Communication for Survival: Remodeling Ontologies, "Wrecking" the Public Sphere, and Abject-Oriented Ontology to "Break the Deadlock"

Sponsor: Philosophy of Communication Division
Chair: Amanda Grace McKendree, University of Notre Dame

""Can Man Survive?": The Dialectical Rhetoric of Robert Smithson" Nathan Cederstrom, SUNY Brockport

"“Through the Looking Glass”: Optical Operations of the Anthropotechnique" Yijun Sun, University of Massachusetts, Amherst

"Bringing Wreck to the Public Sphere" Darrian Robert Carroll, University of Maryland

"Toward an Abject-Oriented Ontology" Maryam Ahmadi, University of Wisconsin-Madison
### Ideographs, Memes, and Agency

Sponsor: Public Address Division  
Chair: Nathaniel Repay, University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee

- "Channeling the Spirit(s) of the Age: Sgt. Pepper, Decentered Agency, and Rhetorical Genius" John B. Hatch, Eastern University
- "Facebook on Trial: Congressional Rhetoric on Privacy and the Authority of Surveillance" Taylor Moran, Louisiana State University
- "Justifying American Imperialism: William McKinley and the Battle for Civilization" Nicholas Labinski, University of Wisconsin-Stout
- "Roe v. Wade and the Rhetoric of Potential Citizenship" Aya H. Farhat, University of Maryland

### Mediated Arguments in the North Korea Nuclear Controversy: A Comparative Discussion of Coverage in the US, South Korea, China and Japan

Sponsor: Argumentation and Forensics Division  
Chair: Thomas Hollihan, University of Southern California

Presenters:  
- Nathaniel Curran, University of Southern California  
- Miao Feng, University of Illinois, Chicago  
- Hyun Tae Kim, University of Southern California  
- Ye Lu, Fudan University  
- Shusuke Murai, Japan Times  
- Hiroko Okuda, Kantogakuin University  
- Patricia Riley, University of Southern California  
- Takeshi Suzuki, Meiji University  
- Gail Thomas, Naval Post Graduate School

### Computational Approaches and Computational Culture

Sponsor: Association for the Rhetoric of Science, Technology, and Medicine  
Chair: Melissa L. Carrion, University of Nevada, Las Vegas
"To Unite the Earth, Connect It": The Articulation of Agentive Connectivity in Cyber Techno-Cultural Discourse  
Yidong Wang, University of Wisconsin-Madison

"How Do Experts Argue? Computational Analysis of Scientific Appeals in Congressional Testimony"  
James Wynn, Carnegie Mellon University

"Transparency to Visibility: Bioethics and Computational Rhetoric"  
Scott Graham, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

"Only the Fifth Most Popular Vaccine": Mapping the Local, Situated Rhetorical Practices of How People Frame Flu Vaccine Effectiveness"  
Zoltan Majdik, North Dakota State University

---

408030  11:00 AM to 12:15 PM  Baltimore Convention Center  350 (300 Level)

**Inter-Media: on Interfaces, Intermodal Communication and Interality**

Sponsor: Media Ecology Association

Chair: Robert C. MacDougall, Curry College

Presenters:
- Eric S. Jenkins, University of Cincinnati
- Peter Zhang, Grand Valley State University
- Ronan Hallowell, University of Southern California
- Robert C. MacDougall, Curry College

Respondent: Padrick Ritch, Curry College

---

408035  11:00 AM to 12:15 PM  Hilton Peale A (First Floor)

**Diversity and Intergroup Relations**

Sponsors: Group Communication Division; International and Intercultural Communication Division

Chair: Mary M. Meares, University of Alabama

Respondent: Emily A. Paskewitz, University of Tennessee

"Effects of Avatar Gender on Negotiation in a Virtual Environment"  
Yutong Wu, Northwestern University; Carmen Chan, Cornell University; Cordelia H. Jin, Cornell University; Poppy McLeod, Cornell University; Michele Williams, University of Iowa

"Effects of Chronic Exposure to Invalidation on People of Color in Academia"  
Jessica Wendorf Muhamad, Florida State University; Juan S. Muhamad, Florida State University

"Language use and feelings of ostracism"  
Lyn M. Van Swol, University of Wisconsin-Madison; Paul Hangsan Ahn, University of Wisconsin-Madison; Andrew Prahl, 2Nanyang Technological University

---

408036  11:00 AM to 12:15 PM  Hilton Peale B (First Floor)

**Communicating to Survive: Contending with Patriarchal Recalcitrance**
Sponsors: Critical and Cultural Studies Division; Feminist and Women Studies Division
Chair: Kumi Silva, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

"'Nervous Conditions': Colonialism, Gender Trauma and the Bequest of Western Patriarchal Order in Africa" Kalemba Kimera Kizito

"A History of the 'Fierce Mothering' Phenomenon: Motherhood Subjectivities from the "Soccer Mom" (1996) to the "Dragon Mom" (2017)" Ashley A. Mattheis, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

"Black feminist queer theorizing on the oppressive legacies of U.S. heteropatriarchal violence toward Black lesbian sexuality and gender performance" Taisha J. McMillens, University of Denver

"Manifest-Forgotten? Hegemonic Masculinities and the Circulation of Legacy, Nation and Subjectivity in Commemorative Practices" Chandra Maldonado, Saint Augustine's University

"Throwing the Baby Out with the Bath Water: Midwives, Invisible Labor, and Nationalist Politics" Preston Michael Adcock, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

408038 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Hilton Johnson (First Floor)

Autoethnographic Engagements: Surviving with/in Scholarship

Sponsors: Ethnography Division; Performance Studies Division
Chair: Emily Brennan Moran, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
Respondent: Jeffrey Q. McCune, Washington University

"Critical Performance Ethnography at Home" Elizabeth Melton, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

"From Pooled to Li V Mahob: Cultivating Audiences to Support African Diasporic Narratives" Moses Alexander Greene, North Carolina State University

"Memory Scholarship and the Grief of What May Come: A Love Letter" Emily Brennan Moran, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

"Performing ‘The Talk’ to Examine its Socio-historical Roots and Routes" Sonny Eugene Kelly, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

408039 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Hilton Latrobe (First Floor)

Friendship Communication

Sponsor: Interpersonal Communication Division
Chair: Toni Morgan, University of Nebraska-Lincoln

"'I Want This to be Something More": Romantic Disclosure and Avoidance in Cross-Sex Friendship" Sarah Havelicek, University of Denver

"It's Not Like I'm Here to Win": Bingo and Friendship at a Continuing Care Retirement Community" Rebekah Cartwright Wicke, McDaniel College

"Context Shifts' Influence on Friendship Trajectories" Jess Dominguez, University of Kansas; Jeffrey A. Hall, University of Kansas
"Surviving the Friendzone: A Qualitative Analysis of the Conceptualization of and Motivations for the “Friendzone”"  Carly Jones, Christopher Newport University; Brianna L. Lane, Christopher Newport University

408040  11:00 AM to 12:15 PM  Hilton  Ruth (First Floor)

**Contestation and Resistance: Surviving the U.S.-Mexico Border using Media Production**

Sponsor: Theatre, Film and New Multi-Media Division
Chair: Ariadne A. Gonzalez, Texas A&M International University
Presenters:
Marcela Moran, Texas A&M International University
Melissa Santillana, University of Texas, Austin
Adolfo R. Mora, Schreiner University

408041  11:00 AM to 12:15 PM  Hilton  Key Ballroom 1 (Second Floor)

**Transforming the Modern Community College Communication Department**

Sponsor: Community College Section
Chairs: Trevor Setvin, Community College of Baltimore County, Essex; Michael Walsh, Community College of Baltimore County
Presenters:
Helen Rose Acosta, Bakersfield College
Theresa E. Glenn, Austin Community College
Beverly L. Knudsen, Ridgewater College
Heidi Kirkman, Howard Community College

408042  11:00 AM to 12:15 PM  Hilton  Key Ballroom 2 (Second Floor)

**African American Women Communicate for Social Justice Survival in a “Post-Racial” America**

Sponsors: Activism and Social Justice Division; African American Communication and Culture Division
Chair: Wei Sun, Howard University
Presenters:
Jasmin M. Goodman, Howard University
Julie Lynn Snyder-Yuly, Marshall University
Celnisha L. Dangerfield, University of Memphis
Melissa Renee Harris, Howard University
Carrie Morris, Howard University
Respondents: Felicia Stewart, Morehouse College; Marnel N. Niles Goins, California State University Fresno

**408043  11:00 AM to 12:15 PM  Hilton  Key Ballroom 3 (Second Floor)**

**A Multidimensional Approach to Enhancing the Communication Classroom**

Sponsor: Scholarship of Teaching and Learning
Chair: Brian J Householder, Rutgers University

"A Hard Day’s Night: Surviving the Intensive Basic Course, a Case Study"  Amy May, Shippensburg University; Victoria M. McDermott, University of Alaska, Fairbanks

"Creating Conscientious Consumers of Information: Transformative Pedagogy applied to Critical Thinking and Media Literacy"  Rocky Allan Dailey, South Dakota State University

"Deepening Communication Instruction’s Civic Commitments: More than a Matter of Mere Survival”  Spoma Jovanovic, University of North Carolina, Greensboro; Cristiane Sommer Damasceno, University of North Carolina, Greensboro; Roy Schwartzman, University of North Carolina, Greensboro

"Embracing Experiential Education: Reflecting on Organizational Change"  Jenna Haugen, University of Louisville

**408044  11:00 AM to 12:15 PM  Hilton  Key Ballroom 4 (Second Floor)**

"Alexa, how do I teach my students about you?” Meeting the challenges of AI and robotics in the communication classroom

Sponsor: Human Communication and Technology Division
Chair: Andrea L. Guzman, Northern Illinois University

Presenters:
- Autumn P. Edwards, Western Michigan University
- Chad Edwards, Western Michigan University
- Patric R. Spence, University of Central Florida
- Rhonda McEwen, University of Toronto

**408046  11:00 AM to 12:15 PM  Hilton  Key Ballroom 6 (Second Floor)**

**Utilizing Communication to Break Down Barriers to Positive Sexual Health**

Sponsor: Health Communication Division
Chair: Scott A. Eldredge, Western Carolina University

"Identifying Barriers to PrEP Uptake: A Pilot Study of Community Healthcare Providers”  Patrick Dillon, Kent State University, Stark
"Using the Integrative Model of Behavioral Prediction to Understand Gay Men’s Beliefs, Intention, and Behavior on PrEP Uptake" Minhao Dai, State University of New York, Oswego; Nancy Grant Harrington, University of Kentucky

"Black College Women’s Interpersonal Communication in Response to a Health Communication Intervention: A Mixed Methods Study" Diane B. Francis, University of Kentucky; Carina Zelaya, University of Kentucky; Deborah A. Fortune, North Carolina Central University; Seth Noar, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

"Exploring the effects of source credibility and message framing on STI screening intentions: An application of prospect and protection motivation theory" Seth Paul McCulloch, Purdue University; Evan K. Perrault, Purdue University

"Just Don’t Have Sex, Promise? The Influence of Comprehensive or Abstinence-Only Sex Education on Sexual Behavior and Communication" Katherine Grasso, DeSales University; Lauren Trumbull, Drexel University

408048 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Hilton Key Ballroom 8 (Second Floor)

"Check Yo' Stuff": A Roundtable on the Contemporary Challenges to Coalition-building in Precarious Times

Sponsors: Black Caucus; Women's Caucus
Chair: Ashley R. Hall, Ithaca College
Presenters:
  Tina M. Harris, Louisiana State University
  Rico Self, Louisiana State University
  Kristen E. Hoerl, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
  Carolyn Cross, Houston Community College
  Elizabeth F. Desnoyers-Colas, Georgia Southern University
  Roberta Chevrette, Middle Tennessee State University

408049 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Hilton Key Ballroom 9 (Second Floor)

Surviving Post-Truth: Parrhesia, Conspiracy and Mediated Discourses

Sponsor: Rhetorical and Communication Theory Division
Chair: Andreea Ritivoi, Carnegie Mellon University
Presenters:
  Richard Branscomb, Carnegie Mellon University
  Caddie Alford, Virginia Commonwealth University
  Laura McCann, Carnegie Mellon University
Respondent: Arthur E. Walzer, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities
We are not Going Anywhere! Discourses on Queerness, Absurdity, and Silence as Rhetorical Resistance.

Sponsor: Rhetorical and Communication Theory Division
Chair: Shinsuke Eguchi, University of New Mexico
Respondent: Shinsuke Eguchi, University of New Mexico
"Survival of Nothingness: Rick and Morty as Absurd Rhetoric and the Cooptation of the Culture Industry" Kamiran S. Dadah, California State University Long Beach
"The Queered Comic Frame: A Collaborative Methodology" Madison Ann Pollino, Bowling Green State University
"‘Although Highly Controverted’: HIV Criminalization as a Visceral Contact Zone" Liz Barr, University of Maryland, Baltimore County
"‘If You Want These Narratives to Survive, Be Quiet: Tactical Silence & Jeffco Students for Change’” Andrew Ryan Donofrio, Columbus State University

Communication Ethics: Reflections on and Application of Methodological Approaches

Sponsor: Communication Ethics Division
Chair: Inci Ozum Ucok-Sayar, Duquesne University
Respondent: Melba Vélez Ortiz, Grand Valley State University
"Ethical and Methodological Best Practices for Returning Research Findings to Participants" Elizabeth A. Hintz, University of South Florida; Marleah Dean, University of South Florida
"Hear My Voice: Courage, Acknowledgment, and #ShoutYourAbortion" Kelly M. O'Donnell, University of Pittsburgh
"Inside Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood: Objects, Play, and the Cultural Dialectic" Alexandra C. Klaren, Johns Hopkins University

Feminist Discourse in the Face of Discord

Sponsor: Feminist and Women Studies Division
Chair: Kimberley Hannah-Prater, University of Maryland
Respondent: Kim Golombisky, University of South Florida
"'We Will Be the Last Mass Shooting’: Emma Gonzalez’s Tactical Subjectivity through Affect and Silence” Selena Palomino Jacqueline, Colorado State University
"Misogyny cloaked as a critique of feminism: A Case Study of Yang Ye-won’s ‘Me too’ YouTube Video" Jeehyun Lee, Korea University

"The drip, drip, drip of dystopia: Affect, temporal boundaries and surviving The Handmaid’s Tale" Holly Holladay, Missouri State University; Chandler Lawrence Classen, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

"The Justice of Feeling Heard: Rhetorical Listening and an Ethic of Care in the Larry Nassar Sentencing Hearing" Brittany Ann Knutson, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities

"Unifying the message: The empty signification of Dr. Ford as a feminist symbol for survival" Brooke Wolfe, University of Nevada, Las Vegas

408056 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Hilton Blake (Second Floor)

Richard Vatz and the Survival of Rhetorical Responsibility

Sponsor: Communication Ethics Division
Chair: Richard H. Thames, Duquesne University
Respondent: Richard E. Vatz, Towson University


"Richard Vatz, Rhetorical Responsibility, and Ethical Rhetoric" Eric Grabowsky, Dickinson State University

"The Only Authentic Voice in the Wilderness: Richard E. Vatz and the Significance of His Representation of the Conservative Perspective in Communication Studies" James M. Brandon, Hillsdale College

"Vatz as 'Hardcore'" Theodore F. Sheckels, Randolph-Macon College

408057 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Hilton Calloway (Second Floor)

Narrative and Communicative Dimensions of Surviving Thin Privilege in a Fat Body

Sponsor: Women's Caucus
Chair: Katrina Webber, University of Connecticut

Presenters:
Hailey N. Otis, Colorado State University
Cassidy D. Ellis, University of New Mexico
Bolton L. Morales, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale
Sophia Hutchens, University of North Carolina
Katie Margavio Striley, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

408058 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Hilton Poe (Second Floor)

Interrogating the Material Turn: Engaging Feminist New Materialisms in Organizational Communication Scholarship
Sponsor: Organizational Communication Division
Chair: Jasmine Linabary, Emporia State University
Presenters:
Kate Lockwood Harris, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities
Danielle J. Corple, Purdue University
Jennifer Ellen Woody Collins, Ohio University
Respondent: Linda L. Putnam, University of California, Santa Barbara

Disability, the Workforce and Career Identity: Strategies for Disrupting Ablelist Discourse

Sponsor: Disability Issues Caucus
Chair: Michael S. Jeffress, University of the West Indies
Respondent: Sarah Parsloe, Rollins College

"Perceptions of Healthcare Providers Who Stutter: Effects of Dysfluency and Disclosure” Bryan B. Whaley, University of San Francisco; Lauren C. Howe, Stanford University; Soo Young Lee, Stanford Hospital; Courtney N. Lopez, San Joaquin General Hospital

"Policing, Affective Affinities, and Mental Illness: An Analysis of Crisis Intervention Partner Training” Caelyn Randall, University of Wisconsin-Madison

"Screening In or Out Applicants with Disabilities: Interpreting Signals During the Job Application Process” Kaylin Duncan, University of Arizona; Patricia Sias, University of Arizona

"What is The Sound of One Hand Playing: Aural Body Rhetoric in the Music of Horace Parlan and Paul Wittgenstein” William Heinze, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities

Surviving COMmon Ground: When Communication & Composition Co-exist

Sponsor: Basic Course Division
Chair: Joshua Gunn, University of Texas, Austin
Presenters:
John Arthos, Indiana University
Ashley Jones-Bodie, University of Mississippi
Anne Kretzinger-Harries, Iowa State University
Luke LeFebvre, Texas Tech University
Jessica O'Hara, Penn State University
Respondent: Joshua Gunn, University of Texas, Austin
Theories of Identity and Facework in Interpersonal Communication

Sponsor: Interpersonal Communication Division
Chair: Benjamin M.A. Baker, University of Northern Iowa
Respondent: Kaitlin Phillips, Utah State University

"Communication Theory of Identity: A Fifth Frame"  Kimberly S. Kuiper, Bowling Green State University

"Identity Implications Theory: Review, Restatement, and Future Directions"  Steven R. Wilson, University of South Florida

"Saving Face: Applying a Dual-Process Theory of Message Production to Explain Anti-Hate Bystander Intervention in Interpersonal Contexts"  Lisa K. Hanasono, Bowling Green State University; Tanja Vierrether, Bowling Green State University; Kimberly S. Kuiper, Bowling Green State University; Nicholas Jackson, Bowling Green State University

The Complexity of Stakeholder Relationships During Crises

Sponsor: Organizational Communication Division
Chair: Carrie E. Reif-Stice, Columbus State University
Respondent: Steven J. Venette, University of Southern Mississippi

"Mega-Crises Cause Mega-Miscommunication: Intercultural Crisis Communication in Major Disasters"  Andrew Pyle, Clemson University

"Money Over Mission: The Story of Organizational Survival and Narrative Convergence"  Kathryn Zyskowski, University of Montana; Danielle Farley, University of Montana; Joel O. Iverson, University of Montana

"Surviving complex failures: The importance of stakeholders in the Boeing 737 MAX crashes"  Carrie E. Reif-Stice, Columbus State University; Nazanin Baniamehr, University of Southern Mississippi; Jessica Beckman, University of Southern Mississippi

"The Stakes of Perceived Responsibility: Apologia for Stake Holders"  Alexandria Phipps, University of Southern Mississippi

"The Transportability of Renewal across Crisis Types: Agricultural Biosecurity, PEDv, and African Swine Fever"  Timothy L. Sellnow, University of Central Florida; Deanna Sellnow, University of Central Florida; America L. Edwards, University of Central Florida

Connection to (and through) Technology
Sponsor: Student Section
Chair: James O'Mara,
Respondent: Ben Pettis, Colorado State University

"Relative Pervasiveness, Broad Utility, and Communal Masspersonal Settings: Criteria That Enable Theory-Building Around Using “Powerful” Social Media" Mostafa A. Aniss, Wayne State University

"Technologically Mediated Communication: Managing Long Distance Romantic Conflicts through Texting" Oluwadamilola Opayemi, University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa

"Whoa, bots! Social Representations of "Woebot" and Supportive Human-Machine Communication" Austin Beattie, University of Iowa; Riley Richards, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

"Imagining for (Friendship) Survival: Evidence of Imagined Interactions Facilitating Long-Distance Long-Term Friendship Maintenance" Nathan T. Woo, University of Arizona; Joann Kohng, University of Arizona

408067 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Hilton Carroll (Third Floor)

The Role of Labels, Particles, and Objects in Organizing Interaction

Sponsor: Language and Social Interaction Division
Chair: Alexandra Tate, University of Chicago

"Smartphones as an Index of Authority in Family Dinner Interactions" Katie Elizabeth Bradford, University of Texas, Austin

"The “o” word: using old age as an interactional tool in primary care" Caroline Kim Tietbohl

"'Khob' in Persian Conversations: Marking transition between substages of a larger activity” Reihaneh Afshari Saleh, University of York; Elham Monfaredi, University of Hawaii; Parvaneh Rezaee, University of Hawaii; Carmen Taleghani-Nikazm, Ohio State University

408068 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Hilton Tubman (Third Floor)

Persuasion and Social Cognition

Sponsor: Communication and Social Cognition Division
Chair: Allison L. Eden, Michigan State University

"Stop, Look, and Listen! Examining the Effects of Expectancy Violation in Social Marketing Public Service Announcements (PSAs)” Salah Al-Ghaithi, University of Illinois; Brian L. Quick, University of Illinois

"Stories of Women in STEM: The Role of Microaffirmations" Melanie C. Green, University at Buffalo, SUNY; Kaitlin Fitzgerald, University at Buffalo, SUNY; Elaine Paravati, University at Buffalo, SUNY; Gili Freedman, St. Mary's College of Maryland

"Testing the Dynamic Theory of Reasoned Action in a Health-Behavior Context: Evidence for a Reverse Causal Process" Reed Reynolds, Michigan State University; Sunyoung Park, Michigan State University; Morgan Ellithorpe, Michigan State University; Nancy Rhodes,
"Using Moral Intuitions to Shape Attitudes: Conditioning through Media Exposure to Moral Exemplars” Ron Tamborini, Michigan State University; Henry Goble, Michigan State University; Melinda Raynae Aley, Michigan State University; Joshua Baldwin, Michigan State University; Sara Grady; Lindsay Hahn, University of Georgia

408071 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM Hilton Brent (Third Floor)

Organizational Change in Higher Education: The Current and Future Repercussions of Survival-Based Change

Sponsors: Communication and the Future Division; Undergraduate College and University Section
Chair: Dena L. Counts, Abilene Christian University
Presenters:
   Michael G. Strawser, University of Central Florida
   Denise P. (Ferguson) Edwards-Neff, Azusa Pacific University
   Chad E. Woolard, Illinois State University
   Dung Q. Tran, Gonzaga University
   Donnalyn Pompper, University of Oregon
   Aarti Arora, Kutztown University
   Natasha V. Kovalyova, University of Texas, Austin
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<td>203059, 211059, 216056, 314038, 406056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henderson, Janee</td>
<td>106020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henderson, Kimberly</td>
<td>216017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henderson, Tammy</td>
<td>311009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hendrick, Jessa</td>
<td>108060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hendrickse, Joshua</td>
<td>403007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hendrix, Katherine</td>
<td>117017, 211031, 216013, 306008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henke, Daniel</td>
<td>206015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henkin, Aaron</td>
<td>406016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hennigan, Craig</td>
<td>208025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henningsen, Mary Lynn</td>
<td>106009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry, Avery</td>
<td>311025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry, Taylor</td>
<td>111011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hepburn, Alexa</td>
<td>111067, 203067, 211067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hepler, Shelley</td>
<td>114031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herakova, Liliana</td>
<td>308043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herbeck, Dale</td>
<td>106025, 108024, 114025, 214068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herbert, Corley</td>
<td>306044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herbert, Sharnine</td>
<td>012022, 114031, 203017, 211017, 216017, 303012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hercules, Jane</td>
<td>403042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hernandez, Alyssa</td>
<td>108060, 214031, 406021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hernandez, Juan</td>
<td>Francisco 306010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hernandez, Leandra</td>
<td>005025, 010064, 103035, 106018, 108018, 111019, 114047, 117003, 117016, 203075, 206064, 208029, 208051, 211013, 214048, 216048, 303064, 308057, 311052, 311058, 314018, 316016, 403048, 406019, 408016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hernandez, Rachael</td>
<td>114047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hernandez, Wesley</td>
<td>406038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hernandez-Ojeda, Carmen</td>
<td>303048, 308042, 316038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herndon, James</td>
<td>211026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herring, Kristen</td>
<td>206051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herrington, Taban</td>
<td>216067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hersey, Janice</td>
<td>208030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hershberger, Michelle</td>
<td>308043, 406009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hescht, Wade</td>
<td>106025, 114025, 206029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hess, Aaron</td>
<td>114018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hess, Brellyn</td>
<td>208065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hess, Jennifer</td>
<td>206063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hess, Jon</td>
<td>106056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hess, Justin</td>
<td>111031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hesse, Colin</td>
<td>314060</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Hestdalen, Austin 208015, 211057, 303030, 316014
Hester, Erin 216067, 308007
Hester, Joel 208031
Heter, T. Storm 314026
Hether, Heather 103061, 111060, 117056, 211052, 311051
Heuett, Kyle 108039, 214031
Heuman, Amy 103014, 203021
Heyne, Craig 316012
Hickerson, Corey 017060
Hickey, Jeremiah 117068, 403036
Hicks, Serena 403044
Hiebert, Tyler 103048, 206015
High, Andrew 106062, 114071, 211044, 214044
High, Mary 303060
Higham, Lise 114067
Hiland, Alexander 203026
Hildebrand, Julia 117030, 211074
Hildenbrand, Grace 106009, 108065, 114063, 117046, 403046, 406052
Hill, Ian 206049, 316027
Hill, Joshua 111014
Hill, Joshua 106030
Hill, Kevin 316012
Hillen, Alex 111067
Hinck, Alexandra 103052, 306044, 314042, 316044, 406044
Hinck, Ashley 114018, 203007
Hinck, Edward 311018, 316013
Hinck, Robert 308063, 311011
Hinderaker, Amorette 106063, 306058, 314058
Hinders, Katherine 103048
Hindman, M'Liss 214029
Hine, Wendy 017058
Hingle, Aayushi 111018, 208031
Hingstman, David 208025, 314025
Hinton, Hannah 403062
Hintz, Elizabeth 108011, 206060, 408051
Hirsch, Christine 103002
Hite, Adele 303026
Hlavacik, Mark 211024, 303049, 308030
Ho, Helen 114035, 303015
Hobbs, Renee 314007
Hobson, Kathryn 010064, 103002, 108057, 111019, 303010, 303064
Hock, Sarah 306065, 308065
Hodge, Danielle 106017
Hodis, Flaviu 403015
Hodis, Georgeta 403015
Hoerl, Kristen 308024, 408048
Hoffman, Hayley 208022
Hoffman, William 208074, 403071
Hoffmann, Jeffrey 214005
Hoffmann, Nicole 108039
Hoffmann-Longtin, Krista 106057, 208046, 403065, 408009
Hoffner, Cynthia 206057
Hoffswell, Joseph 111022, 206007, 211031, 408011
Hokeness, Kirsten L. 206022
Holba, Annette 117059, 308014, 316057
Holbert, R. Lance 004023, 114023
Holden, Jessica 306051
Holden, Tracey 010064, 103002, 103066, 203021, 303064
Holladay, Drew 111064
Holladay, Holly 106051, 208031, 303040, 408052
Holladay, Sherry 005018, 311041
Holland, Amber 114042
Hollenbaugh, Erin 111031, 308044
Holley, Caleb 306025
Hollihan, Thomas 211056, 408025
Holling, Michelle A. 114047, 117035, 203049, 206064, 211031, 403057
Hollingshead, Andrea 010064, 303064
Hollowell, Rusanna 306026
Holm, Todd 316022, 406059
Holman, Amanda 114062
Holmes, Sara 216040, 316040, 403040
Holmstrom, Amanda 206039, 316062
Holtz, Bree 214062
Homan, Elise 306035, 316050
Hommadova, Anya Anna 203039, 214031
Hong, Cheng 111031
Hook, Courtney 206042, 208074, 311060, 316035
Hooker, John 103066, 108056, 206031
Hoops, Joshua 214021, 303015
Hopeck, Paula 216040, 316040
Hopkins, Annamariah 208031
Hopkins, Pamela 203012
Hopp, Frederic 208067, 311067
Hopper, Megan 108060, 306007
Hoppmann, Michael 208005
Hopson, Mark 012022, 116064, 203017, 206017, 208021, 214031, 303013
Horan, Sean 103039, 114009, 203052, 206009, 211031
Horn, Dakota 203056, 208071, 216035, 308068
Hornsby, Elizabeth 314057
Horstman, Haley 114062, 203057, 214058, 314046
Horton, Laura 106051, 117048, 303051
Hosek, Angela 103009, 114043, 203056, 206031, 211043, 214043, 216047, 303062, 308009
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>ID Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hosterman, Alec</td>
<td>403035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hostetter, Robert</td>
<td>316040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotter, Jocelyn</td>
<td>111057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hou, Jove</td>
<td>206022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Houdek, Matthew</td>
<td>005016, 306030, 308027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>House, Christopher</td>
<td>003024, 216030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Householder, Brian J</td>
<td>206058, 314061, 408043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Houser, Marian</td>
<td>214009, 216012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Houston, John</td>
<td>216061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Houtzer, Hunter</td>
<td>108035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hovick, Shelly</td>
<td>203052, 214046, 316046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard, Cori</td>
<td>216052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard, Heath</td>
<td>208031, 308031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard, Leigh Anne</td>
<td>314038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard, Sheena</td>
<td>012022, 203017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howe, Lauren C.</td>
<td>408059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howe, William</td>
<td>106061, 108039, 216016, 306010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoyt, Kate</td>
<td>108030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hu, Mu</td>
<td>208007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hu, Zhenchao</td>
<td>306031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huang, Jiangang</td>
<td>211046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huang, Luling</td>
<td>203023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huang, Qian</td>
<td>106052, 108046, 214031, 306031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huang, Qing</td>
<td>211031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huang, Shuzhen</td>
<td>108019, 114019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huang, Ying</td>
<td>108007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huang, Yu</td>
<td>214025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huang, Yuhan</td>
<td>303035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hubbard, Alexis</td>
<td>117023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huber, Aubrey</td>
<td>108035, 117038, 406056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hubner, Austin</td>
<td>208023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hudak, Nicole</td>
<td>111019, 203057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hudd, Ellie</td>
<td>306011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huddy, William</td>
<td>316043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hudson, Jamel</td>
<td>311030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huell, Jade</td>
<td>214061, 314038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huesca, Robert</td>
<td>211019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huff, Billy</td>
<td>203019, 206013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huff, Micah</td>
<td>111030, 216016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huffman, Timothy</td>
<td>103059, 108042, 114061, 216022, 306002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hughes, Brendan</td>
<td>203058, 214013, 216019, 306019, 403019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hughes, Gary</td>
<td>111056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hughes, Jessica</td>
<td>117067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hughes, Kit</td>
<td>214024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huisman, Dena</td>
<td>214043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hull, Kyle</td>
<td>114031</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Hullman, Gwen 106052
Hummel, Greg 206013, 216019, 306021, 316019, 403038
Humphrey, Ryan 403043
Humphreys, Lee 111035
Humphries, Zach 306005
Hundley, Heather 017058, 403066
Hunt, Kathleen 010064, 203061, 206005, 303064, 308005, 311005
Hunt, Steve 211031
Hunter, Karla 005025, 203043, 206031, 208065, 216065
Hunter, Lauren 214024, 316042
Hunting, Kyra 203007
Huntington, Heidi 111031, 206006, 208041, 306011
Hurley, Carolyn 214031
Hurst, Amanda 311071
Hurst, Elizabeth 108040
Hurt, Nicole 316013
Huse, Collin 111031
Huse, Laura-Kate 103059, 111031
Huskey, Richard 004023, 117065, 206067, 214031
Husmann, Erin 306060
Husnick, Kelsey 111005
Hussain, Syed 206021
Hussein, Nadia 203026
Hutchens, Sophia 408057
Hutchins, Darvelle 111014
Hutter, Emily 106022
Huzinec, Monica Huzinec 206049
Hyatt Hawkins, Katherine 108052
Hyde, Michael 117071, 316057
Hyden, Carl 103002, 108014, 303028
Iannarino, Nicholas 306062
Ibrahim, Amal 114048
Ibroscheva, Elza 306052
Iglesias, Priscilla 111012
Ihnen, Craig 206056
Iles, Irina 103046
Iliadis, Andrew 314020
Iliev, Iliyan 111017
Imai, Tatsuya 206062
Imbody, Robert 106058
Imes, Rebecca 203006
Inabinet, Brandon 216027, 306027
Ingham, Steve 308031
Ingraham, Chris 103050, 403008
Inukonda, Sumanth 314074
Inuzuka, Ako 403021
Ippolito, Tracy 106022, 111031
Irelan, Molly 316042
Irizarry, Anthony 117024
Irven, Donovan 314020
Irwin, Stacey 117071
Isacksen, Robert 114046
Isgro, Kirsten 111031, 406044, 408017
Ishak, Andrew 311040
Ivancic, Sonia 203061, 314063
Ivanov, Bobi 216067
Iverson, Joel 117041, 311061, 408063
Ivey, Christina 114057
Ivey, Stephanie 111031
Ivory, James D. 004023
Ivy, Diana 214009, 406057
Izaguirre, José 114027
Izumi, Mariko 114031, 208031, 214031, 308031
Jackl, Jennifer 108060, 111057, 314060
Jacknick, Christine 108067, 114067
Jackson, Devlon 216017
Jackson, Jennifer 108022
Jackson, Kelsea 103021, 214040
Jackson, Michelle 403056
Jackson, Nancy 206028, 211058
Jackson, Nicholas 408062
Jackson, Ronald 010064, 012022, 103047, 107066, 114012, 203017, 206017, 211031, 216016, 303064, 311037, 314013, 403017
Jackson, Sarah 208038, 216038, 314038
Jackson, Stephen 308031, 311065
Jackson, Taylor 216050, 303010
Jacqueline, Selena 214065, 408052
Jahn, Jody 106061, 216061, 403063
Jahn, Nolan 403067
Jakes, Kelly 314024
James, Eric 103052, 206016
James, Kesha 316010
James, Navita 117048, 403056
James, Samantha 303025
James, Savon 306031
Jameson, Jessica 010064, 214039, 303064, 316040
Jamil, Raihan 306046
Jan, Faizullah 103007
Janas, Michael 314025
Jang, Jeong-woo 117044
Jang, Kyungeun 111044
Jangbar, Sakina 114042
Janovec, Anastacia 206060, 403052
Jarvis, Caitlyn 103060, 111063
Jarvis, Sharon 308023, 316023
Jasko, Susan 117040, 314030
Jason, Malcolm 108068, 214031, 216074, 314074, 403030
Jay, Samuel 106010
Jefferson, Ollie L. 311017
Jeffress, Michael 308059, 408059
Jeffreys, Karen 103059
Jenga, Fred 214050, 314042, 316040
Jenkins, Ava 316071
Jenkins, Bryan M. 103044, 111017
Jenkins, Cheryl 214031
Jenkins, Elizabeth 103052, 111050
Jenkins, Eric 108030, 206049, 311035, 408030
Jenkins, J. Jacob 316042
Jenkins, Jack 308065
Jenkins, Joanna 114031, 216018
Jennings, Freddie 117023, 211023
Jennings, Nancy 103044
Jensen, Gina 111065, 303056, 403025
Jensen, Jakob 103046, 108022, 214046, 303046, 314011
Jensen, Jared 306063
Jensen, Kelly 211024
Jensen, Peter 114061, 216008, 303063, 314063
Jensen, Robin 114066, 117024, 208005, 306026
Jensen, Scott 103012, 111065, 203041, 211058, 303056, 314058
Jensen, William 314025, 316025
Jeong, David 211031
Jeong, Jaehyeon 306028
Jerald, Morgan 303007
Jeter, Elizabeth 208046, 403013
Jhally, Sut 208048
Ji, Qihao 303011
Jia, Hepeng 308028
Jia, Mian 111031
Jian, Guowei 311020, 403063
Jian, Lian 303039
Jiang, Hai 108052
Jiang, Jing 108048, 206061, 306021, 316021
Jiang, Kefan 211031
Jiang, Ran 111052
Jiang, Shaohai 203046, 216025, 308028, 314027
Jiang, Xinxin 311027
Jiang, Yangzhi 303025
Jiao, Jian 203006
Jimenez, Damian 303019
Jimenez, Raquel 406068
Jimenez-Zambrano, Andrea 303046
Jin, Cordelia 408035
Jin, Eunjoo 103044, 303044, 311044
Jin, Xianlin 108052, 114031
Jin, Yan 005018
Jo, Soojung 214046
Jo, Claire Youngnyo 408007
John, Kevin 005016, 214046, 303052, 308074
Johnsen, Lauren 208031
Johnson, Alexis 010064, 103008, 108068, 111031, 216074, 303064, 406061
Johnson, Amber 010064, 108057, 111055, 117038, 203008, 206013, 208017, 214061, 216022, 303064, 308015, 314013, 316017
Johnson, Amy 211031, 308060, 314062, 316044
Johnson, Andre E. 003024, 114012, 211064, 216030, 303013, 311024, 403012
Johnson, Benjamin 004023
Johnson, Bethany 208051
Johnson, Carrie Ann 311015
Johnson, Deryl 108019, 111038, 203040, 208019, 214038
Johnson, Elle 303062
Johnson, Javon 214061
Johnson, Jeremy 103027, 406026
Johnson, Jessica 111035, 216019, 316019
Johnson, Jordan 114058, 117005
Johnson, Joshua 314050
Johnson, Kevin 010064, 117068, 202002, 214068, 301058, 303064, 311018, 314047, 314050
Johnson, Kimberly 003024
Johnson, Meredith 214026
Johnson, Morgan 211050, 303049
Johnson, Nathan 214026, 303026
Johnson, Nicole 303022, 306022
Johnson, Paul 117010, 203005, 216027
Johnson, Rebecca 206039
Johnson, Taylor 111013, 303005, 316048
Johnson, Tom 308008
Johnson, Wesley 103060
Johnson, Zac 111031, 208009, 306012
Johnson-Young, Elizabeth 203052, 216018
Johnston, Michael 111038
Jones, A. Todd 201042, 211042, 301042, 306042
Jones, Carly 408039
Jones, Charlotte 203067
Jones, Chelsea 208031, 311060
Jones, Elizabeth 203006, 208031, 308006
Jones, Evan 303028
Jones, Georgia 311058
Jones, Hannah 206009, 208022
Jones, Nicole 316074
Jones, Patrick 108023
Jones, Ringo 314015
Jones, Sophie 106015, 203058, 216019, 403016
Jones, Susanne 010064, 303064
Jones, Zachary 311047
Jones (Jang), Mo 211023, 311074, 314023
Jones-Bodie, Ashley 203043, 211043, 403058, 408061
Jordan, Jason 206028
Jordan, John 114011
Jordan, Matthew 406035
Jordan, Shunta 114025
Jordan, Shunta 103025
Jorgensen, Darwin 208024
Jorgensen, Peter 206068
Jorgensen-Earp, Cheryl 208024, 216013
Joseph, Ralina 316061
Josey, Christopher 211007, 403011
Jovanovic, Spoma 117059, 211031, 403056, 408043
Jowi, Doreen 103002
Joyce, Jillian 117046
Joyce, Nick 117065, 303021
Ju, Bei 408021
Ju, Hyejung 214011, 406010, 408018
Ju, Ran 214021
Juang, Daon 203052
Juarez, Sergio 111013
Juarez Nunez, Jorge 208047
Julian McFarlane, Soroya 103046, 303046, 311046, 314048
Jung, Heeyoung 114023
Juntunen, Sara-Maria 111044
Jurczak, Linda 017060, 216012, 311048
Justice, Jacob 108024
Kahl, Mary 403023
Kahl, Jr., David 202002, 211010, 214015, 314047
Kahlenberg, Susan 111060
Kahlow, Jessica 106035, 111050, 303044, 311060, 314044, 316060
Kahn, Seth 208042
Kalbfleisch, Pamela 111044
Kalil, Madrone 406022
Kalin, Jason 111026
Kalk, Kerstin 106046
Kallman, Davi 114059
Kam, Jennifer 208061, 308046
Kamran, Neha 208031
Kamrath, Jessica 111061, 311012, 406009
Kanemoto, Emi 106022, 108048, 114031, 117020, 211020, 311020, 316040
Kang, Dongjing 106063, 114031, 208021, 214021, 308063, 311021, 314008
Kang, Inkyu 214025
Kang, Jiyeon 406042
Kang, Katie 216063
Kaplan, Michael 303016
Kapoor, Priya 114005, 311071, 314074
Karatza, Sofia 214038
Karikari, Eric 106063, 408018
Kariotis, Angela 403068
Karlekar, Tilottama 408020
Karpf, Dave 114018, 203007
Karpinski, Marisa 311022
Kartch, Falon 117060
Karudapuram, Supriya 403013
Kasem, Diana 316008
Kashian, Nicole 216044
Kashirskikh, Oleg 314071
Kaskazi, Amana 106044
Kassler, Katie 211062
Kathol, Nichole 206052
Katsion, John 010064, 111035, 206035, 208035, 303064, 308035
Katsulas, John 103025, 114025, 316025
Katz, Rachael 108022, 303046
Katz, Rachel 108046
Katz, Taylor 211027
Kauer, Trevor 208022
Kauffman, Alyssa 108012
Kauffman, Sara 214031
Kaufmann, Renee 106009, 308043, 403015
Kavanagh O'Neill, Katie 406016
Kavya, Pavitra 311020
Kay, Carson 106023, 206006, 216044, 306014
Kaye, Barbara 208020, 308008
Kazemzadeh, Mark 214040
Kearney, Michael 303018
Kearney, Michael 203015, 316057
Kearns, Kyle 117039
Keashly, Loraleigh 114013, 308066
Keating, James 103062
Keating, David 117065, 206067, 208018
Kedrowicz, April 003020, 111001
Kee, Kerk 005021
Keeler, Teresa 106040
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Keene, Justin</td>
<td>004023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kegan Smith, Nancy</td>
<td>406014</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keim, Barry</td>
<td>311022</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kellam, Kyle</td>
<td>211058</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keller, Alyse</td>
<td>311038</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keller, Zoe</td>
<td>114022</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelley, Douglas</td>
<td>111062</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly, Casey</td>
<td>010064, 206005, 208016, 303064, 308024, 316042</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly, Lynne</td>
<td>103062</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly, Rose</td>
<td>117062</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly, Sonny</td>
<td>308062, 403068, 408038</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly, Stephanie</td>
<td>103021, 203056</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelpinski, Lindsay</td>
<td>211061</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kempf, Daniela</td>
<td>311047</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kendall, Kathleen</td>
<td>308036, 403023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kendall, Megan</td>
<td>314061</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kennedy, Amanda</td>
<td>406063</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kennedy, Kidogo</td>
<td>103018, 314051</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
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Manthey, Dominic 103024
Manusov, Valerie 111062
Mao, Bingjing 303046, 311046, 314048
Mao, Yuping 403022
Mapes, Megan 103048, 203026
Mapes, Meggie 005016, 117038, 206013, 314038
Maragh, Raven 406026
Marcello, Gina 406018
Marchese, Courtney 406023
Mardirosian, Kevin 316012
Marin, Kellie 108016, 114050, 206010, 308030, 406035
Marin, Noemi 114005, 308012
Mark, Lauren 111031, 216038, 308038, 311012
Markham, Merry Jennifer 114046
Marks, Katrina 114027, 316056
Marquis, Elizabeth 211031
Marras Tate, Joanne 006075, 108064, 208064, 306031
Marsh, Jaclyn 111031, 306060, 316060
Marsh, Mallory 114058, 216024, 303015, 311048
Marshall, Douglas 201036
Marshall-Fricke, Charlotte 106046
Martin, Joe 216067, 314009
Martin, Kelly 010064, 206035, 211036, 303064, 308035, 311035
Martin, Meredith 106042
Martin, Shaunntrice 114026
Martin, Stephanie 208068
Martinelli, Amy 114058
Martinez, Amanda 114047
Martinez, Emily 111031, 311061
Martinez, Laura 106039, 117046, 211039, 216046
Martinez, Lourdes 106052, 316044
Martinez, Shantel 114047, 211013, 303014, 308057, 314018, 408014
Martinez, Stephanie 216008
Martinez, Tiffany 114031
Martinez Gonzalez, Andrea 303005, 306031, 308022
Martinez Guillem, Susana 114047, 203049, 206021
Martins, Nicole 111007, 114031, 206007, 208007, 316007
Marvin, Carolyn 214068
Mason, Adam 103062, 206039
Mason, Alicia 108046, 111052
Mason, Myles 111049, 206071, 208064, 214017, 316065
Masood, Muhammad 214031
Masri, Hana 005016, 103020, 303048, 311010, 316015
Massey, Zachary 208018, 211031, 303007, 306057
Mastro, Dana 103007
Masuda, Masahiro 314062
Matanji, Frankline 214040
Matarse, Maureen 108067
Matassi, Mora 108044
Matheson, Calum 214050, 306071
Matig, Jacob 206039
Matos, Julie 103060
Matsui, Lisa 208031
Matsushima, Aya 111021
Mattheis, Ashley 211048, 408036
Matthews, Carlos 211042
Mattina, Anne 316041
Mattson, Laura 108035, 117038, 308038
Mattson, Marifran 106052, 117046
Matusitz, Jonathan 103007, 106050, 108040, 111040, 117044, 216067, 403065
Matveeva, Natalia 211028
Matyash, Olga 216028
Maune, Dietrich 311071
Maxson, James 406020
May, Amy 003017, 010064, 201012, 203012, 206001, 303064, 308011, 311058, 406007, 408043
May, Steve 117063, 306009
Mayfield, Lee 106025, 114025, 311014, 403025
Mazer, Joseph 202002, 205031, 216047, 311055, 314047
Mazid, Imran 311041
Mazur, Allison 206039
McAllister, Matthew 108007
McAllum, Kirstie 005021, 117008
McArthur, John 114071, 216047
McBride, M. Chad 114062, 206066, 403066
McCall, Jessica 103041, 111056, 406043
McCalman, Claudia 216013
McCann, Bryan 010064, 111071, 117016, 303064, 316010, 406071
McCann, Laura 408049
McCarty, Dennis 111031
McCarty, Kevin 103012
McCasland, Brandon 106016
McCauley, Brendan 316038
McCauliff, Kristen 117003, 208029
McClaran, Nikki 108046
McClelland-Cohen, Avigail 117008, 206063
McCloskey, Thomas 108023, 117026
McConnell, Kathleen 202002, 314047
McConnell, Stephen 117013
McCord, Amber 208047
McCracken Nickels, Bonnie 308060
McCullock, Seth 108065, 117011, 216022, 403046, 408046
McCullough, Jennifer 114031
McCune, Jeffrey 010064, 114017, 117019, 216019, 303064, 406049, 408038
McDermott, Victoria 206001, 216005, 308011, 311058, 406007, 408043
McDermott, Virginia 403052
McDonald, Austin 108014
McDonald, Bonny 306038
McDonald, Diane 203052
McDonald, James 206061, 311052
McDonald, Robert 214006, 306071
McDonnell, Lana 203051, 206016, 208057
McDowell, Michael 314015
McElmurry, Shawn 206022
McEwan, Bree 004023, 107066, 114071, 117044, 211031, 403044
McEwen, Rhonda 408044
McFarland, Cristiana 211048
McFarlane, Megan 111057, 114016, 208065, 216065, 406048
McFerguson, Marquese 012022, 108035, 203017, 314017, 316017
McGee, Jennifer 306056
McGeough, Ryan 017060
McGhee, Sarah 003020, 103030, 214063
McGlin, Rory 005025
McGlynn, Joseph 214010
McGoff Dean, Colleen 017058
McGrath, Karen 303040, 311009
McGreavy, Bridie 106026, 306031, 308005
McGregor, Shannon 314023
McGrew, Heidi 111042
McHale, John 314074
McHendry, George 103009, 108030
McIntosh, Dawn Marie 203016, 216019, 308013
McIntyre, Takora 211031
McKendree, Amanda 103002, 108058, 216051, 408023
McKenna Buchanan, Tim 111056, 203056, 208031
McKerrow, Raymie 010064, 117024, 216014, 303064, 311037, 314013
McKinley, Christopher 303022
McKinley, Jessica 111042, 308071, 316052, 403042
McKinney, Mitchell 208023, 316023
McLaren, Rachel 208011, 211062, 314060
McLaughlin, Casey 111031
McLean, Chikako 216013
McLeod, Poppy 408035
McMahen, David 010064, 017064, 103047, 107066, 114037, 206055, 303064, 308064, 314062, 403055
McMahon, Robert 316007
McManus, Tara 004023, 017058, 206062, 303062, 311022, 314060
McMickens, Taisha 206019, 408036
McMullen, Audra 306061, 406059
McNamee, Lacy 111031
McNeill, Jayvien 206013
McOmber, Jim 106036
McRae, Chris 117038, 314038, 406008
McVey, James 308030, 406026, 408015
McWan, Blessy 114048, 308007
Meadows, Chad 316012
Meadows, Charles 103046
Meadows, Cui 103046
Meares, Mary 114039, 308063, 408035
Mease, Jennifer 111063, 203022, 311048
Medeiros, Ben 117068
Medero, Kristina 114047, 211031
Medhurst, Julia 306030, 308030, 311047
Meeks, Lindsey 303018
Mehlenbacher, Ashley Rose 214026, 303026
Meier, Matthew 306049
Meiners, Eric 103063
Meisenbach, Rebecca 111055, 303036, 314063, 316063
Mejia, Oscar 111035, 114047, 214018, 303014, 306015
Mejia, Robert 005016, 114047, 117003, 206015, 208029, 308074, 311074
Mejova, Yelena 106010
Melendez, Tanya 106023
Melhem, Samer 103062, 206009, 308051
Mellon, Cassie 216012
Melton, Elizabeth 408038
Meluch, Andrea 114031, 206057, 208062, 214056
Memmel, Scott 214035
Memon, Shahan Ali 106010
Menchen-Trevino, Ericka 111031, 403022
Mendez, Angela 108052
Mendoza, Laura 114031
Mendoza, Luis E. 108052
Mendoza, S. Lily 211031
Mercado Jones, Rebecca 308057
Merceron, Alexandra 103057, 117040
Merchant, Diana 208047
Merolla, Andy 403062, 406039
Merrill, Alexis 203007
Merrill Jr., Kelly 106011, 114031, 208031, 308074
Merritt, Bishetta 303013
Merritt, Lisa 203012
Meserko, Vince 211036
Meshi, Dar 117065
Mestayer, Colleen 017060
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>ID Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Metz, Allison</td>
<td>108060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metz, Jacob</td>
<td>203025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meyara, Sidi Becar</td>
<td>308031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meyer, Kevin</td>
<td>216047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meyer, Michaela</td>
<td>117003, 208029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michaels, Tim</td>
<td>311025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michalik Gratch, Lyndsay</td>
<td>211038, 314038, 406038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michaud Wild, Nicole</td>
<td>111051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miczo, Nathan</td>
<td>203006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middleton, Michael</td>
<td>311028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mihailova, Teodora</td>
<td>111022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mikesell, Lisa</td>
<td>111067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mikucki-Enyart, Sylvia</td>
<td>306060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milburn, Trudy</td>
<td>005019, 108009, 114047, 203021, 214004, 306022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milford, Michael</td>
<td>010064, 111030, 214010, 216010, 303064, 311023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller, Andrea</td>
<td>311022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller, Andrew</td>
<td>103012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller, Ann</td>
<td>111052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller, Austin</td>
<td>108019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller, Brandon</td>
<td>108019, 117011, 203014, 211007, 306044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller, Claude</td>
<td>211046, 214012, 303067, 306057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller, David</td>
<td>211064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller, Eric</td>
<td>114023, 314026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller, Gabriel</td>
<td>314026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller, Henry</td>
<td>111030, 114014, 306031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller, Jacob</td>
<td>303050, 311005, 403008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller, Jean</td>
<td>103002, 308047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller, Joshua</td>
<td>203026, 206014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller, Katharine</td>
<td>111031, 314061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller, Kristina</td>
<td>114023, 117042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller, Laura</td>
<td>117060, 211060, 314046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller, Lucy</td>
<td>214019, 216019, 403016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller, Lynn</td>
<td>214062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller, Samuel</td>
<td>103056, 211005, 403009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller, Vernon</td>
<td>103063, 211022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller, Victoria</td>
<td>214023, 306015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller-Ott, Aimee</td>
<td>108060, 206057, 216057, 306007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millet, Barbara</td>
<td>114007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millette, Diane</td>
<td>103062, 211031, 406046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mills, Carol</td>
<td>111031, 114013, 206031, 308066, 403057, 406015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millsap, Scott</td>
<td>303056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millsap, Susan</td>
<td>303056, 314058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minbiole, John</td>
<td>108027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minch, Kevin</td>
<td>216035, 406025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minge, Jeanine</td>
<td>311013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minner, Ashley</td>
<td>211064</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Minnick, Kelsey 306019
Minnix, Christopher 216027
Mino, Mary 103002
Minton, Mikki 306060
Mishra, Amrut 114050, 211031
Mitchell, Brenton 206026
Mitchell, Chase 203041
Mitchell, Karen 111051, 211038, 406038
Mitchell, Scott 403010
Mitchelstein, Eugenia 108044
Mitra, Rahul 111005, 203014, 208064, 216063, 311063, 403061, 408022
Mitten, Jill 106023
Mixon, Anita 206031, 406043
Miyahara, Akira 211030, 306056, 308021
Miyose, Colby 106007, 316008
Mize Smith, Jennifer 017060
Mobley, Amy 108022
Mock, Brennan 206028
Moder, John 306063
Moe, Margaret 111007, 214038
Moehring, Delane 206031
Moffitt, Kimberly 103010, 107066, 116064, 117017, 208016, 211064, 306059, 311017, 403017, 406016
Mohammadi, Oli 111012
Mohammed, Sufyan 403044
Moist, John 303006, 403059
Mokgwathi, Kutlwano 306017
Molden, Dan 306056
Molina, Maria 111044
Molina-Rogers, Nancy 208018
Monahan, Diane 103041, 114015
Monfaredi, Elham 408067
Mongeau, Paul 017058, 108052, 211031
Moni, Sherin Farhana 303020
Montagnolo, Carolyn 111031
Montazer, Shirin 406061
Montgomery, Alesia 108009
Montgomery, Fielding 306024
Montgomery, Gretchen 103021, 216009
Montgomery, Ian 303006
Montoya, Yvonne 114047, 203009
Moon, Dreama 211031
Moon, Young Eun 203020, 208052
Moore, Jessica 206057
Moore, Julia 108015, 206055, 216058, 403055
Moore, Nina-Jo 110031, 205031
Moorman, Jessica 303007
Mora, Adolfo 311040, 408040
Mora, Juliane 003020, 208048
Morales, Bolton 408057
Moran, Marcela 408040
Moran, Rachel 111031, 203023
Moran, Taylor 117019, 206016, 211006, 408024
Morant Williams, Kesha 012022, 211060, 216017
Mordvinova, Maria 216028
Morehouse, Jordan 211041
Moreira, Claudio 316008
Moreira, Raquel 114047, 216019, 303019, 314018
Morel, Rayna 106007
Moreland, Evan 114036
Moreman, Shane 206013
Moreno, Megan 114052
Moreo, Margaret 111035, 316016
Morgan, Julie 316009
Morgan, Lauren 203042
Morgan, Paulette 114023
Morgan, Susan 103046, 303046, 311046, 314048
Morgan, Toni 106060, 306060, 408039
Moritz, Brian 106010
Morozova, Irina 117026
Morreale, Sherwyn 111002, 203043, 206012, 316043
Morris, Carrie 408042
Morris, Darcey 314057
Morris, Elise 114046
Morris, Eric 103025, 114025, 314025
Morris, Karen 311014, 316012, 403025, 406027
Morris, Pamela 010064, 117068, 214035, 303064, 311036, 316035
Morris III, Charles 114055, 211031, 308019
Morrison, Carlos 311008
Morrison, DiArron 306017
Morrison, Shaye 114062, 214058
Morrison-Sain, Ashley 108060
Morrisey, Megan 103016, 208049, 308018, 311010
Morrow, Ethan 117011, 211007, 216023
Morse, Chris 103002, 206022
Moscato, Derek 211030, 406041
Moss, Christina 017060, 103035
Moss, Lolita 303007
Moudry, Jerralyn 117040
Moyer-Guse, Emily 214046
Muddiman, Ashley 303018
Mueller, Alfred 108012, 208057
Mueller, Emily 114031
Mueller-Herbst, Julian 211011
Muhamad, Juan S. 114031, 316028, 408035
Muir, Star 010064, 103047, 107066, 303064, 308061, 317064, 403066
Mukherjee, Deepraj 111031
Mukherjee, Ishani 303020
Mullan, Margaret 117014, 203071, 314020
Mullane, Rebecca 111042
Muller, Christine 114040
Muller, Marek 216015
Mulling, Kanoa 203042
Mumby, Dennis 314071
Mundel, Juan 408007
Mungin, Douglas 308016
Munsell, Jason 017060, 314066
Munz, Elizabeth 208031, 403058
Munz, Stevie 111056, 114043
Murai, Shusuke 408025
Murawski, Carrie 311047, 406048
Murdock, Rachel 214042
Murphy, John 311024, 314043, 316027
Murphy, Kathleen 106051
Murphy, Margaret 114065
Murphy, Morgan 311005
Murphy, Sheila 203046
Murray, Billie 010064, 114031, 208068, 211071, 301058, 303064, 308042
Murray, Clarissa 314026
Murray, Creshema 012022, 203017, 314017, 406017
Murray, Ross 208012, 308019
Murray Yang, Michelle 206024, 308035
Musaev, Aibek 214027
Musgrave, Kevin 108071, 206016
Mustafaj, Matea 403011
Musvosvi, Alma 208065
Mutua, Consolata 111018, 117057, 206051
Mutua, Eddah 203021, 316040, 403040, 406010
Myers, Scott 108060, 208009, 211031, 214009, 306012, 308062
Myers, Taryn 206017, 206031, 211017
Myers, W. Benjamin 117008, 208056
Myres, Jason 103015, 106049
Myrick, Jessica 206007
Na, Ali 111020
Na'puti, Tiara 103016, 108026, 308015, 311020, 403049
Nagel, Jeffrey 108027, 306013
Nah, Soya 103044
Nainby, Keith 214059, 308059, 316059
Nakayama, Thomas 103050, 106019, 111055, 114031, 203011, 206031, 208031, 211031, 214031, 216016, 306031, 308015, 311020
Nan, Xiaoli 010064, 103046, 303064, 308046
Nance, Teresa 106040
Nash, John 206029
Nasirzadeh, Bahar 303016
Nassuna, Rita 216009
Natalie, Elizabeth 406014
Naumoff, Marylou 114049
Nautiyal, J. 403027, 408019
Navarro, Jessica 111048, 303051
Navarro, Salomon 114007
Nelson, C. Leigh 206031, 216052, 311071
Nelson, Chad 211024, 303028
Nelson, David 017060
Nelson, Erin 206062
Nelson, Hannah 108051
Nelson, Joshua 316026
Nelson, Katherine 306042
Nelson, Katie 111035, 117052, 214065
Nelson, Leslie 114062, 117060, 214031, 308060
Nelson, Lexie 206031
Nelson, Maria 214027
Nemmers-Bello, Stephanie 214052
Neuberger, Lindsay 111052, 406022
Neumann, Dominik 403067
Neumann, Rico 308023
Neville-Shepard, Rya 017060, 111049, 311023
Newby, Kenneth 117025
Newsom, Victoria 114005, 206021, 211048, 214074, 308048, 311071, 314074
Newton, Julianne 311035
Ng, Yu-Leung 214025
Ngo, Quang 311020
Nguyen, Long 111052
Nicholas, Cheryl L. 308021
Nichols, Annie Laurie 308047, 408010
Nichols, Zantel 117022
Nicholson, Andre 216018
Nicholson, Andrew 114007
Nicholson, John 010064, 216068, 303064, 314062, 316074
Nicholson, Nichole 111036, 208038, 314038, 406056
Nicotera, Anne 208063, 211031
Niebauer, Allison 308031, 403050
Niedt, Greg J. 106019
Nieforth, Leanne 216052
Niess, Lucy 316059
Nieto Fernandez, Beatriz 306008, 314071, 316016
Nieto Ruiz, Carolina 316050
Niles Goins, Marnel 010064, 012022, 017058, 203017, 303064, 403061, 408042
Nisbett, Gwendelyn 214046
Nishime, LeiLani 208064, 311020, 406049
Nitz, Michael 216071
Nixon, Hilary 106042
Nnagboro, Cynthia 208044
Noar, Seth 408046
Noe, Jessica 303010, 403007
Noe, Mark 306008
Nolan, Jaclyn 406024
Noland, Carey 107066, 208005
Noltensmeyer, Candy 010064, 303064
Nomura, Summer 208020, 311020
Noor, Ambarta 316067
Nordin, Karin 103067, 114031, 203051, 303052, 306043
Norman, Mary 403011
Norris, Anne 111007
Norval, Sarie 206057, 216052
Norwood, Kristen 314062
Novak, Alison 005016, 010064, 103047, 114051, 211074, 303064, 308074, 316041
Novek, Eleanor 314042
Novotny, Eric 111039, 403039
Nowling, William 117041
Nshom, Ngwayuh 108040, 117026, 303021
Nuckels Cuevas, Ashley 208013, 214031
Nuñez, Juan 214013
Nunn, Laura 103061, 108018
Nuru, Audra 203018, 406061
Nyaga, Robert 106052, 117046
Nyiranasibimana, Venantie 103021
O'Brien, Kevin 208031
O'Brien Hallstein, D. Lynn 211031
O'Byrne, Megan 208031
O'Connor, Amy 208067
O'Connor, Ryan 403007
O'Donnell, Kelly 214011, 308007, 406058, 408051
O'Gorman, Danielle 103025, 114025, 208027, 316025
O'Gorman, Ned 206049, 214050, 316027
O'Hair, H. Dan 108052, 306057, 311037
O'Hara, Jessica 408061
O'Shay Wallace, Sydney 114052, 206022, 408022
O'Sullivan, Shannon 206010
Oakleaf, Linda 406039
Oates, Thomas 111011
Occa, Aurora 303046, 306046, 311046, 314048
Odenweller, Kelly 106060, 406061
Oglesby, Brooks 117038, 211059
Ognyanova, Katherine 203023, 403044
Oh, Chuyun 214025, 311038
Oh, David 010064, 108020, 111020, 117020, 208016, 211031, 214021, 216015, 303064, 311020
Oh, Jeeyun 103044, 214031, 303044, 311044
Oh, Poong 306022
Ohl, Jessy 010064, 106014, 303064, 311025
Okuda, Hiroko 206030, 408025
Olalla, Sergio 406068
Olaniran, Bolanle 403022
Olaniyan, Lulu 103020, 106017
Oldenburg, Christopher 114030
Oles-Acevedo, Denise 103066, 206035, 208035, 311015, 403051
Oleson, Lauryn 211031
Oliha-Donaldson, Hannah 216009
Olive, Julie 211031
Oliver, Bailey 114060, 311060, 314060
Oliver, Laura 406051
Oliver, Mary Beth 306011
Olsen, David 303061
Olsen, Kimberly 403052
Olson, Christa 203027, 306027, 308027
Olson, Clark 311012
Olson, Jaclyn 308047, 316056, 406071
Olson, Jade 111031, 205031
Olson, Kathryn 206048
Olson, Loreen 114042, 117062, 206064
Olson, Lyle 306036
Olzman, Miranda 108057, 203008, 206038, 308016, 403038
Omachinski, Kim 216015
OMara, James 206010, 408065
Omilion-Hodges, Leah 103063, 403041
Omori, Kikuko 103021, 111009, 306056, 316026
Ono, Kent 010064, 103047, 107066, 117003, 208029, 217064, 303064, 314013
Oommen, Deepa 111031, 114044, 316021
Opayemi, Oluwadamilola 111018, 408065
Orbe, Mark 203018, 308017
Orcholski, Megan 103048
Ordonez, Zoa 308063
Ore, Ersula 308027
Orme, Stephanie 010064, 111022, 208010, 303064, 308010
Ornatowski, Cezar 308012
Orozco, Maria 117046
Orr, Andrew 316040
Ortega, Valerie 208031
Orth, Nikki 103058, 403071
Ortiz Juarez-Paz, Anna 108044, 114031
Ortiz-Martinez, Ana-Luisa 214031
Orunbekov, Bakyt 103021
Osborn, Michael 311037
Osborne, Kimberly 117003, 208029, 403020
Otero, Vanessa 314007
Oti, Donna 206031
Otis, Bobbi 311018
Otis, Hailey 306051, 408057
Otmar, Christopher 203039
Ott, Brian 211049
Ott, Jared 208023
Otusanya, Ayodeji 106021, 214031
Ou, Chuyue 408021
Ouedraogo, Lassane 314008
Outzen, Christopher 010064, 211058, 303064, 308025, 311025, 316012
Overbye, Hannah 103007
Overholt, Stacey 103011
Overton, Daniel 111014
Owlett, Jennifer 106062
Owusu, Daniel 103046
Ozalas, Bri 111019, 214031, 316019
Ozguven, Eren 206022
Pabis, Marianne 211009
Pabst, Kevin 216038
Pace, Lesli 017060
Packard, Christine 103063
Packer, Joseph 103058
Pagano, Michael 208046
Page, Tyler 214041, 306041, 403041
Paik, Jihyun 403039
Paine, Richard 306014, 316012, 406027
Pak, Jinnie 206046
Pal, Mahuya 206061, 306063, 314071
Palczewski, Catherine 114066, 306013
Paliewicz, Nicholas 114066, 316013
Palmer, David 206042, 211031
Palmer, Hillary 117005
Palmer-Wackerly, Angela 111046, 214058, 303046, 311046
Palmisano, Brad 111011
Palomares, Nicholas 117065, 303067
Pan, Ji 311027
Pan, Liang 311011
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Identification Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pandzich, Elizabeth-Ann</td>
<td>408022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panetta, Edward</td>
<td>314025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pang, Samuel</td>
<td>303046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pant, Saumya</td>
<td>306020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papa, Michael</td>
<td>114051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papajcik, Jessica</td>
<td>103002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pape, Dean</td>
<td>206056, 211025, 216035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paravati, Elaine</td>
<td>408068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parcha, Joshua</td>
<td>117063, 208067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parchois, Jacqueline</td>
<td>208022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parenteau, Julie</td>
<td>117048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parish, Nancy</td>
<td>306058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parisi, Barbara</td>
<td>214038, 316036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parisiyadath, Renu</td>
<td>308020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Park, Chang Sup</td>
<td>208020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Park, Hee Sun</td>
<td>214025, 216025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Park, Jihye</td>
<td>216023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Park, Namkee</td>
<td>111044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Park, SangHee</td>
<td>408007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Park, Song Hee</td>
<td>111067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Park, Sunyoung</td>
<td>111052, 403067, 408068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Park, Yong Jin</td>
<td>311074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Park-Ozee, Dakota</td>
<td>216023, 311048, 316023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker, Israel</td>
<td>206005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker, Kimberly</td>
<td>216067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker, Patricia</td>
<td>010064, 206042, 303064, 308042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker, Zac</td>
<td>314010, 403010, 406020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parks, Elizabeth</td>
<td>108020, 203058, 206011, 208020, 211020, 214031, 216051, 311020, 316066, 403059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parks, Melissa</td>
<td>117024, 208005, 306026, 406022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parnell, Matthew</td>
<td>108014, 214031, 311025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parrish, Adam</td>
<td>308022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parrish, Callie</td>
<td>117011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parrish-Sprowl, John</td>
<td>208022, 216015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parrott, Charles</td>
<td>106038, 208038, 211038, 216038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parry-Giles, Shawn</td>
<td>211031, 214024, 308036, 316027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parry-Giles, Trevor</td>
<td>010064, 103002, 103047, 107066, 206012, 211014, 303064, 308061, 311037, 314047, 316066, 317064, 403066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parsloe, Sarah</td>
<td>206060, 214059, 216008, 403059, 406062, 408059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parsons, Caroline</td>
<td>216065, 303065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parsons, Meghan</td>
<td>314035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partain, Laura</td>
<td>103007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partin, William</td>
<td>108021, 111022, 111035, 117012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partlow Lefevre, Sarah</td>
<td>103026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parviz, Elnaz</td>
<td>303018, 316023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Paskewitz, Emily 117063, 208022, 408035
Pason, Amy 211071, 214049, 314043
Patel, Viraj 211031
Patelis, Christos 308038
Patterson, Katie 203065
Patton, Bobby 314002
Patton, Elizabeth 403009
Patton, Gregory 206068
Paul, Gregory 316040, 403040
Paul, Subin 406010
Paul, Wm. Bryan 306030
Pauley, Perry 214074
Pauly, Jessica 111061, 216063
Peacock, Cynthia 111023, 211023, 303018, 308008
Peavitt, Blake 103008, 208008
Paz, Mark 306043
Peckman, Christina 103040, 117009, 406039
Paxton, Blake 103008, 208008
Pawlske, Donna 306036, 316009
Paxman, Christina 103040, 117009, 406039
Peay, Anthony 103038, 106017, 111011
Pecchioni, Loretta 314006
Pechta, Laura 117041
Pecoraro, Dominic 108015, 216058, 306008
Pederson, Joshua 017060, 208061, 314009
Pedler, Rhea 206046
Pehoski, Justin 211009, 403027
Pei, Di 106046
Peiritsch, Allison 106071
Pelias, Ronald 106008
Peller Hallett, Judith 208014
Peña, Jorge 303044, 306010
Peng, Lulu 216067, 316044
Peng, Wei 106052, 108046, 214031, 303046, 306031, 311046, 314048
Pennell, Hillary 211007
Pennington, Dorthy 303013, 308017, 311008, 316017
Pennington, Natalie 303025
Pensoneau-Conway, Sandy 103035, 106012, 114059, 214066
Perdue, Philip 117049
Perez, Frank 114047
Pérez, Kimberlee 303048, 308019, 314038
Perkins, Dallas 106025, 114025
Perks, Lisa 206007, 208007, 216046, 316007
Perlich, John 216065
Perlman, Judy 103059, 114061
Permyakova, Tatiana 117026
Perrault, Evan 106009, 108022, 114063, 206067, 216022, 403046, 406052, 408046
Perry, Chad 114051
Perry, Cheryl 106052
Perry, Tara 208057, 403056
Pesqueira, David 111012
Peters, Charnell 106017, 203062, 316016
Peters, Grace 117067, 316074
Peters, Lauren 206039, 303046
Peters, Michelle 208018
Petersen, Debra 114044
Petersen, Theodore 214007
Peterson, Alex 208048
Peterson, Ashley 211044, 306060
Peterson, Brittany 206060, 311060
Peterson, Jessica 214043
Peterson, Kristin 106048, 303035
Peterson, Lori 311013
Peterson, Stacey 106040, 117043, 214031
Peterson, Steve 216061
Peterson, Sue 106014, 211058
Peterson, Valerie 303030, 308035, 314030
Petit, John 111031, 114007
Petre, Elizabeth 103014
Petre, James 214015
Petronio, Sandra 111058, 203060, 208062, 211031
Petrun Sayers, Elizabeth 108022, 211022
Petry, Julie 214038
Pett, Rudy 403062, 403071, 406062, 408007
Pettigrew, Jonathan 311012, 406009
Pettis, Ben 214065, 314022, 408065
Pezzullo, Phaedra 010064, 111005, 208064, 216050, 303064, 308005
Pfister, Damien 114018, 206035, 308047, 406026
Pham, Long 303022
Pham, Vincent 010064, 211020, 303064, 311020
Phebillo, Kassie 306024, 308023
Phillips, Andrew 208030
Phillips, Kaitlin 114057, 206031, 303062, 308031, 408062
Phillips, Kendall 117035, 216047, 406020
Phillips, Lizbeth 403068
Phipps, Alexandria 408063
Phipps, E. Brooke 117048, 303051, 316048, 406024
Piccininni, Gabriella 114046
Picciotto, Bryan 216005
Pickett Miller, Niya 114057, 303009, 311017
Pierce, Casey 005021
Pierce, Lee 103051, 111027, 406024
Pierce, Marlene 117025
Pierce Saulnier, Jane 203012, 311047
Piercy, Cameron 111067, 114063, 117063, 303044
Pietrucci, Pamela 214026
Pillai, Rohith 106010
Pillet-Shore, Danielle 316067
Pilny, Andrew 108052, 314040
Pinaglia, Angela 111038
Pindi Nziba, Gloria 106021, 117057, 406049
Pineda, Richard 114047, 216026, 306025, 311010
Pingel, Benjamin 106060, 208035
Pippert, Courtlyn 316024
Pitchford, Matthew 314050
Pitts, Margaret 106021, 114060, 203006, 314006
Pitts, Sara 306012, 308031
Pjesivac, Ivanka 314046
Place, Katie 111041
Planalp, Sally 108064
Plasencia, Julie 211060
Platt, Carrie Anne 308051
Ploeger-Lyons, Nicole 303036
Plugh, Michael 203048, 208015, 214031, 314030
Plumpton, Max 316065, 403009
Pluretti, Roseann 114031, 117058, 308035
Poapst, Jacquelyn 208027, 211026, 316025
Pohl, Gayle 201036, 214047, 306041, 308022, 316061
Pohlmann, Jens 114031
Poirot, Kristan 216049
Pokharel, Manusheela 214046
Polanco, Brenda 403065
Polanco, Raquel 108038
Polk, Denise 303027, 311026
Pollino, Madison 206016, 303027, 408050
Pollok, Sarah 214023
Pollom, Laura 106056
Polluto, Camille 106052
Pompper, Donnalyn 208057, 408071
Pond-Cobb, Jamie 406061
Ponnet, Koen 108019
Pool, Rebecca 117025
Poole, Marshall Scott 114063, 211039, 306063, 308039
Popelish, Bethany 103008
Popli, Ritika 206050
Popova, Lucy 103046
Porrovecchio, Mark 206028
Porter, Jeannette 111014
Potter, Dave 316011
Potter, David 103056
Potter, Jennifer 111009, 117003, 208029, 303060
Potter, Jonathan 111067, 203067
Potter, JoNell 108046
Potter-Dineen, Joshua 214031, 406056
Poutiainen, Salla 005019, 214004
Powers, Courtney 111031, 211068, 216061
Poyner, Barry 010064, 303064
Prabhu, Sujay 208067
Prahl, Andrew 211039, 403039, 408035
Prasad, Pavithra 208021
Prasch, Allison 214024, 306027
Prellwitz, John 010064, 303064
Prena, Kelsey 117065
Prentiss, Suzy 005025, 203056, 208071, 216012
Presley, Rachel 111010, 314052, 316050
Presswood, Alane 117030, 314052
Preston Jr., C. Thomas 111065, 117025
Price, Katey 010064, 303064, 308006, 311006
Price, Sarah 103052, 216019, 306019, 311022
Priddis, DeAnne 010064, 103036, 203068, 303064, 316068
Priem, Jennifer 010064, 303064, 308062, 311062
Primack, Alvin 117068
Procopio, Claire 106057
Proffitt, Jennifer 306031
Projansky, Sarah 306016
Proulx, Jeffrey 114063
Provencher, Joseph 311025
Pruden, Meredith 206048, 303051
Pruim, Douglas 111061, 403071
Przybylo, Jeff 206029
Przybylska, Anna 108009, 308012
Ptacek, Jennifer 108040, 314061
Ptomey, Jessica 316030
Pu, Zhixin 103044, 314044
Puga, Evelyn 206036
Pulido, Manuel 214052
Punyanunt-Carter, Narissra 003017, 117003, 203060, 208029, 214066, 306061, 311020, 403011
Purtell, Rebecca 111046
Putman, Angela 103047, 111026, 208057
Putnam, Linda 408058
Pyle, Andrew 010064, 111031, 216047, 303064, 408063
Qiao, Fei 211031
Qin, Yuren 308028
Qu, Yan 108041
Qualls, Chris 316036
Qualls, Joy 106030, 208030
Quartz, Sean 403008
Queeney, Seth 311065
Quenette, Andrea 303060, 314061, 406009
Quick, Brian 216047, 306031, 408068
Quinlan, Margaret 208051
Quinn, Samantha 108062, 206014, 208044, 216062, 311044
Quinones Valdivia, Fernando 106024, 303050
Quintero, Samir 208031
Quintero Johnson, Jessie 206027
Quintero Ramirez, Jose Luis 208018
Quow, Justine 311063
Rachdi, Hatim 106010
Rackley, Lauren 211048
Raclaw, Joshua 114067, 211067, 314067, 316067
Rafferty, Katherine 214052
Rahko, Stephen 111016, 114049
Rahmani, Diyako 103021
Rainear, Adam 106022, 114031
Rains, Stephen 106044, 108061, 114071, 117065
Raja, Urooj 306031
Raley, Jessica 114009, 208046
Ram, Anjali 306020
Raman, Veena 114020
Ramasubramanian, Srividya 106007
Ramesh, Sanjana 106046
Ramirez, Anthony 206018
Ramirez, Artemio 114071, 206044
Ramirez, Fanny 211035
Ramirez, Marco 114036
Ramsey, E. Michele 117003, 208029, 211036, 303040, 311009
Ramsey, Ramsey Eric 202002
Rand, Erin 108026, 211031, 314016
Randall, Ashley 214044
Randall, Caelyn 408059
Raney, Arthur 303011
Rangel, Nicolas 017060
Ranjit, Yerina 316046
Rao, P. Anand 208071
Rappeport, Annie 316061
Rashidi, Waleed 314015, 406008
Rashidian, Peyman 214031
Rasmussen, Hilary 106050, 206014, 214035
Rasmussen, Kamela 103038, 216038, 403021, 406021
Rasner, Ryan 314048
Rastogi, Rahul 114020, 214006, 311020
Rasul, Azmat 106011, 114020, 203023, 408020
Rasul, Muhammad Ehab 408020
Ratcliff, Chelsea 103046
Ratcliffe, Lindsay 208026
Ratel-Khan, Joshua 103071, 106065, 308042
Ratcliffe, Sharon 311037
Ratner, Carl 214057
Rauchberg, Jessica 103020, 106059, 308018
Raue, Tara 203012
Rausch, Kayla 114031
Rausch, Kayla 114043
Rauscher, Emily 106046, 117060, 211060
Rawat, Meghana 314061
Rawlins, L. Shelley 206051
Ray, Cassandra 111031, 117063
Ray, Colter 214052, 308046
Ray, Rik 117021, 214040
Raylor, Timothy 316027
Raymond, Chase Wesley 306067
Razzante, Robert 117038, 203022, 303063, 308066, 311012, 406009
Reber, Bryan 005018
Rebolledo, Karina 308031
Reckard, Bryan 303035
Record, Rachael 208047
Redick, Kip 108068
Reed, Abigail 111007, 306010, 403011
Reed, Joel 306030
Reed, Joquina 214014
Reed, Olivia 306011
Reed, Tara 012022, 108017, 203017, 211036, 303013, 311055, 314017, 316017
Regan, Kate 306009
Rego, Michelle 114031
Reid, MarySarah 216013
Reid-Brinkley, Shanara 114026
Reif-Stice, Carrie 103036, 117041, 408063
Reimer, Torsten 303067, 308067, 311067
Reinhart, Amber 214046
Reinig, Lydia 005019
Reinwald, Jennifer 303030
Reitzel, Armada 406036
Renders, Rachel 211061
Renner, Max 306035
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reno, Jenna</td>
<td>303046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repay, Nathaniel</td>
<td>408024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reule, Jonna</td>
<td>103040, 117009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reutlinger, Corey</td>
<td>103068, 114031, 117038, 311012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rey, Rikishi</td>
<td>111031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reyes, Coleen</td>
<td>403026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reyes, Eva</td>
<td>206031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reyes, Richard</td>
<td>108044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reyes García, Zazil</td>
<td>308035, 403014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reynolds, Ashley</td>
<td>108065, 203063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reynolds, Rachel R</td>
<td>114042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reynolds, Reed</td>
<td>106067, 408068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reynolds, Rodney</td>
<td>017058, 314061, 403066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reynolds-Tylus, Tobias</td>
<td>103046, 211046, 306031, 308022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rezaee, Parvaneh</td>
<td>408067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhea, David</td>
<td>114023, 206007, 208007, 216007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhee, Eun Soo</td>
<td>206046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhodes, Nancy</td>
<td>108046, 403067, 408068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricci Fisher, Alessandra</td>
<td>311065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rice, Rebecca</td>
<td>106061, 117063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rich, Kate</td>
<td>206031, 314014, 403050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richards, Adam</td>
<td>117065, 206067, 311046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richards, Keith</td>
<td>108052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richards, Melanie</td>
<td>103023, 203041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richards, Mika</td>
<td>108060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richards, Othello</td>
<td>114031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richards, Riley</td>
<td>108065, 111050, 208031, 314044, 406065, 408065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richards, Robert</td>
<td>206006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richardson, Alissa</td>
<td>117042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richardson, Brian</td>
<td>117003, 203063, 208029, 214010, 308021, 314056, 316011, 403063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richardson, Joseph</td>
<td>206064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richardson, R. Randolph</td>
<td>306014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richey, Delwin</td>
<td>314009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richey, Patrick</td>
<td>108014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richmond, Fiona</td>
<td>111055, 202002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richmond, Julia</td>
<td>117030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richter, Christopher</td>
<td>403050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riddell, Heather</td>
<td>103044, 106011, 203074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riddick, Breonna</td>
<td>203022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riddick, Sarah</td>
<td>211050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riedl, Martin</td>
<td>114031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rief, John</td>
<td>106014, 316057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riemann, Wendy</td>
<td>117039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riemensperger, Kory</td>
<td>406011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rife, Tyler</td>
<td>117038, 208035, 211029, 308031, 311012, 314005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riforgiate, Sarah</td>
<td>203009, 206057, 216052, 403063</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Rigda, Ryan 214010, 314008
Riker, Seth 216067
Riles, Julius 111011, 117011, 208007
Riley, Catherine 406030
Riley, Patricia 114066, 408025
Ringard, Matthew 211029, 406019
Riordan, Monica 311044
Rios, Rebecca 114046
Rippetoe, Samantha 111027
Rising, Camella 314006
Rister, Alex 206042, 211031
Ritch, Padrick 408030
Ritchie, Marnie 208042
Ritivoi, Andreea 117071, 408049
Rittenour, Christine 308010
Ritzenhein, Donald 216026
Rivera, Nicole 308038
Rivers, Grant 103050
Rizzo Weller, Melissa 114015
Roach, David 206012, 214009
Roaché, David 106035, 108062
Robb, Jaime 211046
Roberson, Lauren 111031
Roberto, Anthony 108052
Roberts, M.N. 311038
Roberts-Miller, Patricia 303050
Robertson, Brett 106061, 211068, 216061, 311063
Robertson, Mary Nelson 111031
Robinson, Cecil 208007
Robinson, Claire 406017
Robinson, Emily 203027
Robinson, James 114046
Robinson, Jeffrey 203067, 306067
Robinson, Melissa 408013
Robinson, Renee 010064, 111060, 211018, 303064, 314022
Robinson, Tomeka 203013, 206028, 208058, 214014, 311014, 314058
Robinson, Tucker 214011
Robles, Jessica 010064, 117067, 208031, 211067, 214067, 303064, 314067, 316067, 403059, 406067
Rodden, Jessica 208018
Rodgers, R. Pierre 311008
Rodino-Colocino, Michelle 108051, 211066
Rodriguez, Stephanie 117062, 214063, 314062
Rodriguez Espinola, Amanda 403021
Roeder, Arden 108039
Roett, Michelle 114046
Rogers, Brandon 403018
Rogers, Dana 114031
Rogers, Grace 211031
Rogers, Jack 211058
Rogers, Katherine 316057
Rogers, Nathaniel 103039
Rogers, Terry 201042, 301042
Rokeshia, Ashley 314046
Roland, Christopher 314061
ROLDÁN, MONICA 114031
Rolison, Shelby 306063
Rolle, Jamonica 308071
Rollins, Deja 114031
Rollo, Dylan 303050, 403010, 408019
Roloff, Karen 111004, 314041
Roloff, Michael 208011
Romanelli, David 117025
Rome, Jennifer 114016
Romero, Torey 114008
Romo, Lynsey 303058, 311022
Romo, Sandra 103061, 211010, 303040
Roney, Stephanie 211061
Roscoe, Lori 408022
Roscoe, Rikki 111031, 211046, 216046
Rose, Heidi 108035, 306059
Rose Alex, Deepika 406010
Rosenbaum, Judith 314007
Rosenfeld, Cynthia 103005
Rosenholtz, Cathy 314028
Rosenior, Derrick 106030
Rosenthal, Seth 103005
Ross, Christina 316071
Ross, Felecia 206017
Ross, Michael 314001
Ross Arguedas, Amy 214044
Rossetto, Kelly 010064, 106062, 203060, 206060, 303064
Rossi, Giovanni 306067
Rossman, Leslie 214006, 303019, 306031
Roter, Debra 208039
Roth, Adam 111001
Roth, Daniel 403039
Roth, Lisa 111011, 316012, 406027
Rothenbaum, Nathan 306015, 314024
Rouech, Samantha 114051
Roundtree, Aimee 211031, 303026
Rountree, Clarke 106036, 203030, 216014, 308047
Rountree, John 308030, 316006
Rousset, Simon 117038
Rowan, Katherine 211031
Rowe, Desiree 010064, 206051, 216008, 303064, 311007, 314038
Rowland, Robert 017058, 103026, 211056, 311023
Roy, Deya 111039, 406046
Roy, Heather 106048
Roy, Sudeshna 316040
Royster, Jacqueline 308027
Ru, Xizi 311046, 403044
Rubenking, Bridget 114031
Rubinsky, Valerie 108022, 203057
Rudick, Charles 216009
Rudnick, Justin 206026, 311014, 314008, 316012, 406027
Rudrow, Keven 106007, 114017, 403018
Ruge-Jones, Luisa 211039, 306063, 308039
Rugg, Adam 114011
Ruggiero, Isabella 111031
Rui, Jian 108044
Ruiz, Jeanette 114031
Ruiz De Castilla, Clariza 403014
Ruiz-Mesa, Kristina 010064, 108056, 114047, 206031, 211043, 303064, 311043
Ruminski, Elesha 010064, 108009, 208006, 303064
Runge, Zachary 308021
Runnels, Rachel 216071
Ruppel, Erin 010064, 114071, 303064
Rupprecht, Peggy 114022, 308031
Rush, Katherine 203063
Russell, Lily 303023
Russell, Tillman 311067
Russell, Vincent 103041, 316006
Russell-Loretz, Theresa 316009
Ryan, Charlotte 103059
Ryan, Nicholas 208027
Rybas, Natalia 117048, 314061
Sa, Erting 111031
Sadaf, Shomaila 108040
Safaeinili, Nadia 114046
Saffer, Adam 208041, 311041
Sahay, Surabhi 311020
Sahlstein Parcell, Erin 103047, 211061, 214051, 216042, 311062, 314062, 316062
Saindon, Brent 106014
Saindon, Christina 314038, 403071
Saladino, Casey 303063
Salas, Dominique 103050, 106059
Saldana-Portillo, Maria Josefina 311016
Saleem, Awais 111021
Salehuddin, Abdullah 211010
Salih, Mohammed 106015
Salmon, Sara 211046
Salzano, Matthew 211048, 314065, 316048
Sam, Meera 103071
Samek, Alyssa 206024, 214024, 314065
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Vaknin, Allie 208074
Valenta, Darren 306043, 316038
Valentini, Chiara 314071
Valenzano, Joseph 203043
Valenzuela, Susana 306018
Valerius, Daphne 214017
Valiavska, Anna 306031
Vallade, Jessalyn 206009, 308043, 403015
Van Der Heide, Brandon 103062
van der Merwe, Rachel 214016
van Essen, Christina 111018
Van Flein, Kaydee 206001
Van Gilder, Bobbi 103063, 216019, 303021, 316051
Van Horn, Chara 216071
Van Ouytsel, Joris 108019
van Over, Brion 005019, 214004
van Raalte, Lisa 406039
Van Schenck, Char 117019, 408015
Van Swol, Lyn 106039, 114052, 211039, 214039, 403039, 408035
van Zyll, Dalia 206063
Vanderbilt, Rachel 216062
VanderHaagen, Sara 311024
VanDyke, Matthew 214007
Vangelisti, Anita 106046, 206062
VanHaitsma, Pamela 117027
VanHorn, Shannon 010064, 103040, 117009, 205031, 214066, 303064, 308058, 311055, 314044
Varallo, Sharon 314042
Varda, Scott 311050
Vareberg, Kyle 106009, 303009, 308051
Varga, Sarah 111031, 117039
Varga, Timea 403057
Vasilyeva, Alena 111067, 211067, 214067
Vasquez, Francisco 211010
Vats, Anjali 114010, 203005, 308015, 314049
Vatz, Richard 306023, 403023, 408056
Vavrus, Mary 314057, 406048
Vega, Alexis 106018, 114047
Veil, Shari 406041
Veksler, Alice 010064, 203014, 206011, 303064, 311019, 314019, 316066
Velarde, Camille 306018
Vélez Ortiz, Melba 117059, 203058, 408051
Veluscek, Alaina 403039
Vendemia, Megan 314044
Venetis, Maria 203039, 214066, 311062, 406062
Venette, Steven 103036, 117041, 211022, 408063
Ventimiglia, Andrew 403030
Verbeek, Nicholas 406035
Verghese, Abraham 114046
Vicente, Erin 214036, 216036
Vick, Sarah 206031
Vickery, Andrea 108061, 203062, 206039
Vidon, Elizabeth 206005
Viens, Alyce 206022, 208018
Viens, Jeannette 311021
Viera, Erick 206018, 214074
Vierrether, Tanja 208031, 408062
Vigil, Tammy 103023, 111048, 206031, 316041
Vik, Tennley 308057, 311060
Villacis, Anita G. 108052
Villagran, Melinda 216046
Villanti, Victoria 403011
Villarama, Michael 208031
Vincent, Christopher 106013, 203026, 306019, 311019, 314019
Vining, James 106050, 206014
Violanti, Michelle 106012, 114031, 208057, 214066, 216012, 303039, 306022, 403051, 406043
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>ID Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vishny, Jessica</td>
<td>106052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visona, Mark</td>
<td>208031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitolo-Haddad, CV</td>
<td>203026, 211026, 308040, 408015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vliet, Diantha</td>
<td>114031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vogl-Bauer, Sally</td>
<td>114013, 308066, 406015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vogt, Olivia</td>
<td>111044, 117019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voight, Phillip</td>
<td>303056, 314058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volkman, Julie</td>
<td>206022, 214046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Von Burg, Alessandra</td>
<td>306027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vonnahme, Paul</td>
<td>208031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voorhees, Heather</td>
<td>111046, 114043, 308046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voth, Ben</td>
<td>106025, 114025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vu, Hong</td>
<td>111052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vu, Nhung</td>
<td>114007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vukasovich, Christian</td>
<td>114005, 308048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wade, Sophie</td>
<td>111055, 202002, 314047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wade, W.</td>
<td>308024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wadud, Mushfique</td>
<td>403020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wagel, Kristin</td>
<td>311018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waggenspack, Beth</td>
<td>114015, 214007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waggoner, Catherine</td>
<td>117003, 208029, 211049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waggoner, Erin</td>
<td>214062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wagner, Jordan</td>
<td>216009, 403065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wagner, María Celeste</td>
<td>111023, 114047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wagner, Phillip</td>
<td>303060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wagner-Kinyon, Eliza</td>
<td>311063, 316039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wahl, Shawn</td>
<td>106056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waisanen, Don</td>
<td>306049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waite, Lisa</td>
<td>003017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wakashige, Aaron</td>
<td>208031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walberg, Alaina</td>
<td>117038, 306043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waldbuesser, Caroline</td>
<td>206031, 406009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waldeck, Jennifer</td>
<td>103002, 314001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walden, Justin</td>
<td>311061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waldinger, Patrick</td>
<td>208027, 308026, 316025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waldron, Vincent</td>
<td>114060, 211031, 314060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walker, Gregg</td>
<td>306031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walker, Kenneth</td>
<td>208026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walker, M.</td>
<td>308047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walker, Rebecca</td>
<td>106038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wallace, Adrienne</td>
<td>311047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wallace, Brittney</td>
<td>108039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wallace, J.D.</td>
<td>111031, 211027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wallace, Ryan</td>
<td>010064, 303064, 308074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waller, Mary</td>
<td>214041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walling, Brandon</td>
<td>111052, 208031</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Wallington, Sherri 216017
Walrave, Michel 108019
Walsh, Michael 408041
Walter, Nathan 103011, 203046, 316046, 408013
Walton, Jennifer 108019, 111023, 203014, 306036
Walzer, Arthur 216027, 408049
Wang, Cynthia 303061, 316062
Wang, Fang 108048, 316021, 406046
Wang, Jing 311074
Wang, Jinning 311044
Wang, Keran 103058, 303025, 311020, 316020
Wang, Lina 206030
Wang, Liyuan 214062
Wang, Qi 203020, 208052, 211015
Wang, Tiffany 010064, 111058, 114057, 206066, 211031, 214043, 216065, 303064, 308009, 316060
Wang, Weixi 206046
Wang, Xiaojing 214041
Wang, Yan 203052
Wang, Yi 314027
Wang, Yidong 408026
Wang, Yishan 303071
Wang, Yiwei 111031
Wanstree, Rian 211074
Wanzer, Melissa 108013
Ward, Bonnie 303036
Ward, Jamie 203041
Ward, Joel 108058, 114030, 203015
Ward, L. Monique 303007
Ward, Susan 111042, 206031, 214042, 216047, 311055, 316043
Ward Sr., Mark 106030, 108018, 203041, 308030, 314015, 316030, 403024
Warfield, Olivia 306013, 403018
Warner, Benjamin 010064, 208023, 303064, 314023, 316023
Warren, Naomi 103018, 106007, 314051, 408013
Warren, Ron 211062
Washington, Myra 005016, 010064, 111013, 114010, 208016, 211020, 303064, 311020, 316010
Wasserman, Joe 106067
Waters, Susan 010064, 103061, 203041, 303064
Watford, Destiny 208064
Watkins, Jeffrey 403043
Watkins, Tanisha 403046
Watkins-Dickerson, Dianna 003024, 103017, 108017, 308052, 403012
Watson, Martha 311037
Watson, Samuel 114024, 216050
Watts, Eric 108026, 203005, 211031
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Watts, Judy</td>
<td>203052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Way, Amy</td>
<td>117058, 303063, 403061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waymer, Damion</td>
<td>111041, 114041, 306058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weatherly, Catherine</td>
<td>206063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weathers, Craig</td>
<td>117010, 211024, 406020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weathers, Melinda</td>
<td>114042, 205031, 306005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weaver, Andrew</td>
<td>103007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weaver, James</td>
<td>206056, 216035, 308068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weaver, Ryan</td>
<td>206052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webb, Lynne</td>
<td>114013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webb, Trent</td>
<td>106014, 206028, 208058, 214029, 314058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webber, Katrina</td>
<td>103067, 111039, 403013, 408057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weber, David</td>
<td>214031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weber, Ingmar</td>
<td>106010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weber, Matthew</td>
<td>005021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weber, Rene</td>
<td>208067, 311067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weeks, Kristopher</td>
<td>211007, 308031, 314003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weger, Harry</td>
<td>208022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wehmeyer, Kristen</td>
<td>216022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wehrman, Erin</td>
<td>114062, 203052, 211046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wei, Wan</td>
<td>111067, 114067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weikle, Kelly</td>
<td>114031, 303062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weinbrecht, Victoria</td>
<td>111007, 306010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weinhold, Wendy</td>
<td>103052, 111051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weintraub, Sara</td>
<td>311068, 408009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weismann, Kimberly</td>
<td>103040, 117009, 201036, 308058, 311056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weiss, David</td>
<td>306005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weiss, Julia</td>
<td>306011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welch, Jessica</td>
<td>314061, 403071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welch, Nakia</td>
<td>010064, 017060, 114031, 214031, 303064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weldon, Rebecca</td>
<td>208057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weller, Kim</td>
<td>306009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wellman, Mariah</td>
<td>306031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wellman, Natalie</td>
<td>206071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wen, Dylan</td>
<td>208031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wen, Xiaoli</td>
<td>106022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wendorf Muhamad, Jessica</td>
<td>010064, 103059, 111005, 111031, 214022, 216022, 303064, 316028, 403056, 408035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wendt, David</td>
<td>206056, 308058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wenner, Lawrence</td>
<td>306005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wernecke, Christopher</td>
<td>303024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wertheimer, Molly</td>
<td>406014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West, Isaac</td>
<td>010064, 117003, 203024, 206024, 208024, 208029, 303064, 314050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West, Mckay</td>
<td>208009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West, Rich</td>
<td>117003, 208029, 214001, 311037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westerfelhaus, Robert</td>
<td>316005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Westerman, David 004023, 106009, 203074
Westhoff, Megan 211040
Westwick, Joshua 108056, 203043, 206031, 208071
Wethington, Elaine 117046
Whaley, Bryan 408059
Wharton-Michael, Patty 103036
Wheeler, Ashley 308031, 314005
Whitaker, Rebekah 214022, 308031, 311022
White, Allie 117046
White, Linda 214007
White, Shauntae 214031, 303012
White-Welchen, Taylor 311046
Whitestone, Stephenson 211007, 316019
Whitfield, Toni 208047, 306036, 314041, 316009
Whitney, Elizabeth 208038, 403038
Whitt, Deborah 308043, 408009
Whitt, Joe 203039
Whittaker, Joseph 306063
Whittington, Elizabeth 012022, 103002, 117022, 203017, 208017, 214061, 216019, 303012, 316017, 406017
Whittington-Studer, Jamie 308031
Whitworth, Colin 306038, 308038, 403038
Wiant Cummins, Molly 111036, 406056
Wideman, Stephanie 010064, 106014, 117036, 303064
Wiebe, Weston 311006
Wieland, Maureen 311048
Wiemer, Eric 214023
Wieczorek, Susan 203041
Wiederhold Wolfe, Anna 108009, 111031, 206040, 311061
Wieland, Maureen 214031, 406065
Wiener, Eric 214023
Wieczek, Nancy 308007
Wiest, Julie 311026
Wight, Julien 103051, 406026
Wilcox, Gary 406011
Wilcox, Shelby 117065
Wilcoxen, Anna 211040, 403038
Wiley, Marissa 114042, 316051
Wilhoit Larson, Elizabeth 211048, 311061
Wilkins, Richard 005019, 214004
Wilkum, Kristi 111042, 214042, 403058
Willenborg, Jacki 211061
Willer, Erin 303009
Willets, Nancy 308071
Willett, Kristen 111031
Williams, Caitlin 111031, 308031
Williams, David 216014, 308047
Williams, Donna 103059
Williams, Elizabeth 216061, 403058
Williams, Erin 108039
Williams, Gareth 308041
Williams, Goyland 114012, 303048, 316008, 403048
Williams, Jenilee 111031, 308022
Williams, Jermaine 211029
Williams, Leticia 111017
Williams, Maggie 211029
Williams, Melvin 114017
Williams, Michele 408035
Williams, Ryan 314026
Williams, Taylor 308011
Williamson, Jason 316040
Willis, Laura 216065, 303065
Willoughby, Hope 306014
Wilson, Angela 010064, 303064
Wilson, Caroline 306022
Wilson, Cicely 216013
Wilson, George 406064
Wilson, Kylie 211011
Wilson, Nathaniel 114058
Wilson, Samuel 211039, 306063, 308039, 316046
Wilson, Steven 211031, 306062, 408062
Winchatz, Michaela 005019, 214004
Winderman, Emily 214031, 303026, 306026, 308030, 314065
Winfield, Asha 106007, 214017
Winfrey, Kelly 303018, 311015
Winkelseth, Meagan 108010
Winkler, Carol 114066, 211056
Winslow, Luke 111010, 206036, 208005, 303035, 314024
Wirth, Kurt 403022
Wirzburger, Andrew 203074
Wise, John 108016, 303016
Wise-Whitehead, Karsonya 116064
Withers, Lesley 314042, 406044
Wittenbaum, Gwen 303039
Wittenberg, Elaine 203046
Wohn, D. Yvette 211011
Wojcieszak, Magdalena 111031
Wolbert, Anke 114005
Wolf, Karen 005019
Wolfe, Brooke 408052
Wolter, Sarah 306001, 311068
Wolvin, Andrew 214047, 316061
Wombacher, Kevin 114052, 203052
Wong, Janelle 116064
Wong, Jody C S 206044
Wong, Norman 010064, 208018, 214046, 303064, 308046, 311046
Wong, Terrie 208020, 216019, 311020
Woo, Chang Wan 314041
Woo, DaJung 208022
Woo, Nathan 108065, 408065
Wood, Brandon 308031
Wood, Jennifer 311009, 406043
Wood, Jennifer 005016, 314042
Wood, Megan 214016
Wood, Micah J. 203022
Woodruffe, Anjuliet 203008
Woods, Baynard 211064
Woods, Carly 103024, 117027, 216027, 316048
Woods, Heather 203009, 308030, 406026
Woods, Joy 214031
Woolard, Chad 408071
Woolley, Anita 303039
Wooten, Tanner 206028, 211058
Workman, Hallie 306031
Worley, Timothy 216062
Worrell, Tracy 211036, 308035
Worth, David 106025, 111025, 114025
Worthington, Amber 311022, 314006
Woszidlo, Alesia 206060
Wright, Anna 206066, 208071, 216035, 308068, 406009
Wright, Courtney 010064, 114009, 117017, 203068, 211036, 303064, 403012
Wright, Jaime Lane 408011
Wright, Kevin 314006
Wright, Kristiana 214006
Wright, Temi 308063
Wright, Trina 203018
Wu, Jingsi 406042
Wu, Ming-Yi 306021
Wu, Qiwei 108046
Wu, Shiwen 216025
Wu, Yutong 408035
Wunn, J. Scott 206056, 216035
Wyant, Mizuki 308063, 314068
Wynn, James 408026
Xie, Ming 203020, 208052
Xie, Wenjing 216025
Xie, Yihong 306031
Xiong, Bingjuan 406067
Xiong, Ying 108041
Xu, Kun 111044, 308028
Xu, Minghua 211031
Xu, Sifan 108041, 308041
Xu, Yu 408013
Xu, Zhan (Jen) 203046
Yagnik, Arpan 010064, 303064
Yahnke, Megan 314057
Yakubova, Muhhabat 108011
Yalcin, Omer 316044
Yamaguchi, Precious 311058
Yamamoto, Mai 314067
Yan, Bei 214039, 303039
Yan, Kun 108046, 117007, 216044
Yan, Xiaodi 206021, 406022
Yang, Aimei 010064, 108041, 208041, 216041, 303064
Yang, Bo 103046
Yang, Fan 111031
Yang, Hocheol 106011, 114007, 203022
Yang, Janet 106021, 311005, 403046
Yang, Misti 117049, 211050, 406026
Yang, Ping 206027
Yang, Qinghua 106067, 108044, 314027, 406046
Yang, Yang 214040
Yang, YiYi 211046, 216025, 308028
Yang, Yoori 111031
Yao, Shuting 111031
Yao, Xuejing 306010
Yastremski, David 010064, 216035, 303064, 308068, 311068, 403068
Yavari, Mehr 408018
Yeargin, Deontrey 114026
Yednock, Kristin 017064, 211066, 308064
Yee, Samantha 208065
Yep, Gust 114019, 203062, 211031, 214019, 216019, 403051
Yesko, Jill 206025
Yeung, Michelle 206021
Yim, Chris 306041
Yocca, Christina 216052
Yoon, Deborah 308062
Yoon, Kay 114039, 211039, 214039
York, Felicia 306046
Yoshimura, Christina 017058, 314066
Yoshimura, Koji 316007
Youk, Sung Bin 208031, 214025
Youn, Hyunsook 311063
Youn, Stacy 208065
Young, Anna 103015, 108049
Young, Birney 106049
Young, Joshua 010064, 103056, 108014, 117005, 208005, 211005, 303064, 314005, 316011, 403009
Young, Joshua 103025, 106025, 114025, 208025, 216026, 306025
Young, Stacy 311060
Young, Stephanie 103035
Youngquist, Jeffrey 314056
Youngvorst, Lucas 106062
Youra, Paula 403023
Yousman, Bill 211016
Yousuf, Shereen 005016, 303048, 316015
Yu, Guoming 106027
Yu, Na 103044
Yu, Yang 314027
Yuan, Wenli 206027
Yuan, Zhoumin 406067
Yueh, Hsin-I 103014, 211015, 406010, 408021
Yunis, Bernardita 114047, 117038, 211013, 306018, 408014
Zahay, Megan 108071, 403016
Zaher, Zulfia 114051
Zalinger, Jay 306009
Zamora, Bianca 117018, 308057
Zamora, Erin 111031, 211040
Zanin, Alaina 211039, 216046, 311012
Zarefsky, David 203011, 211031, 311037, 316023
Zaremba, Alan 316011
Zariñana, Anthony 308016
Zaslow, Emilie 117015
Zayas, Rossmery 114031
Zeimet, Emily 308021
Zelaya, Carina 111031, 206046, 408046
Zeldes, Geri 211060
Zelley, Elaine 111060
Zemlicka, Kurt 306071
Zeng, Cheng 117026
Zeng, Fanbin 308028
Zengaro, Elisabetta 216009
Zenor, Jason 106010, 208068
Zerda, Karen 111031, 203063
Zeytinoglu, Cem 203071
Zhai, Hao 208007
Zhan, Kaicheng 111067, 314067
Zhan, Mengqi 103063
Zhang, Dacheng 108060, 111031, 114008, 316067
Zhang, Li 306031
Zhang, Lu 206039
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zhang, Mei</td>
<td>117013, 211015, 303024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang, Meiqing</td>
<td>211031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang, Minrui</td>
<td>108051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang, Peter</td>
<td>408030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang, Rudong</td>
<td>306026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang, Tao</td>
<td>103008, 203008, 214020, 311020, 408021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang, Tracy</td>
<td>117039, 303062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang, Xiwen</td>
<td>406021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang, Xueying</td>
<td>306046, 403046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang, Yahui</td>
<td>203020, 208052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang, Yan Bing</td>
<td>206021, 311006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang, Yunying</td>
<td>206027, 311048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhao, Pengfei</td>
<td>308044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhao, Rui</td>
<td>216025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhao, Xiaoquan</td>
<td>106046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhao, Yan</td>
<td>108044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhen, Lichen</td>
<td>311027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhong, Lingzi</td>
<td>106046, 111031, 117039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhong, Mei</td>
<td>206027, 211015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhong, Zongju</td>
<td>108052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhou, Chun</td>
<td>406046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhou, Weile</td>
<td>117013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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